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This book treats
theory and calculation
describes processes of
their characteristics.
about liquid and solid

general questions of the
of thermal rocket engines ,
ZhRD and RDTT and considers
The necessary information
fuels for RD is given.

In the 2nd considerably reworked edition,
contemporary methods of thermogas-dynamic design
of processes in RD with high-temperature working
media have been more fully explained. Results
published in recent years of theoretical and
experimental investigations to determine thermophysical features of combustion products tnd
characteristics of chemically nonequlllbrium
processes combustion and expansion are reflected.
Considerable attention Is given to questions of
the specific character of two-phase flows and to
schemes of heat sphieldlng.
The book is intended for students of aviation
institutes of technology and departments and may
also be useful to engineers and graduate students,
who specialize in rocket technology. Tables 36,
illustrations 257, bibliography 178 names.
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PREFACE
The present, second publication of the textbook retains the
systematical structure accepted earlier: the basic parameters and
general methods of theory and design are stated In conformity with
all types of thermal rocket engines (including nonchemical); questions
specific for chemical rocket engines, which operate on various forms
of fuel are considered.
In Part I of the book preliminary information is given about
rocket engines, physical principles of the creation of thrust are
stated, and basic engine parameters in their interconnection^Ith
characteristics of fuel and aircraft are considered.
Part II consists, of two divisions. The first is dedicated to
definition of theoretical thermodynamic characteristics. Its basis
is design methods worked out by the authors, successfully checked,
and now widely used. In comparison with the first publication, this
division has been augmented: methods of determination of thermophysical
features of combustion products, new variants of thermogas-dynamlc
calculation of ideal processes, and methods of extrapolation and
interpolation of thermodynamic characteristics have been included in
it. In the second division, rewritten, contemporary methods of
calculation of imperfect and nonequilibrium processes, determinations
of specific heat flows and shapings of nozzle are given.
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Part III, dedicated to liquid rocket engines, ha.: Leen completed
with Information on fuels, now schemes of organization of proceduro;-,
and means of liquid cooling and control of the thrust vector.
Part IV, In which solld-propellant rocket engines are considered,
likewise contains new information on fuels, means of llquldless heat
shielding, and control of thrust vector. The method of interiorballistic engine design has been revised.
The distribution between Parts III and IV of material pertaining
to means of heat shielding and control of the thrust vector is somewhat
conditional. Part III describes means applicable predominantly for
ZhRD, but some of them could be used even for RDTT. In Part IV are
considered means suitable mainly for RDTT, although their utilization
for ZhRD as well is not excluded.
In Part V combined engines running on chemical fuel are examined
In greater detail than in the first publication.
In preparation of the 2nd publication of the book, the authors
have taken into account opinions, remarks -and wishes on the first
publication. Digital and graphic illustrative material involved in
systematical pursuits, borrowed from Russian and foreign literature
or based on arbitrary data, has been renovated. Bibliography has been
expanded and renovated.
The International System of Units (SI) is used in conclusions
and a majority of formulas of the book. Deparatures are sometimes
made from it in such cases;
1) with fulfillment of thermodynamlc calculation of the
composition of combustion products and of the processes in the chamber in connection with the use of reference data not translated into the
SI system;

FTD-M'I

^

2) In Illustrative materials pertaining to thrust (kgf) and
specific thrust (kgf's/kg) for the purpose of free utilization and
comparison of extensive data presented in traditional units.
The book has been revised by the author of the first publication
together with his colleagues, who also prepared part of the new
material. Chapters XI, XII, XIV, and XXIII were written by Candidate
of Technical Sciences, Lecturer A. F. Dregalin; Chapters XIII, XV,
and XVIII by Candidate of Technical Sciences A. P. Tishin.
In using this book it is recommended that reference be made to
other literature sources. Among them it is possible to isolate
textbooks, monographs, and reference books pertaining to the whole
course or most of it (the list is given at the end of the book) and
works more comprehensively illuminating separate themes, an enumeration
of which is given at the end of each chapter.
The authors express their deep gratitude to corresponding members
of the AN SSSR [Academy of Sciences of the USSR] A. P. Vanlchev and
V. M. lyevlev. Doctor of Technical Sciences, Professor S. D. Grishin,
and Candidate of Technical Sciences U. G. Pirumov for valuable remarks
and recommendations expressed by them during the discussion and review
of the prospectus and manuscript.
V. I. Vychenok (Chapter VII), Yu. M. Danilov (Chapter 11, § 12.2),
Yu. N. Drozdov (SS 19.^, 25.3), V. Ya. Klabukov (§ 7.7, Chapter XX),
A. S. Lyashev (§ 11.5), N. I. Sitnitskaya, V. A. Khudyakov (Cpater IV),
and A. S. Cherenkov (5 7.6) took part in preparation of material to
separate chapters and paragraphs of the book. Substantial aid in
formulation of the book was rendered by R. A. Dobronravov, V. P.
Ivshin, Yu. D. Krechetnlkov, V. P. Mikheyeva, S. M. Potapov, V. P.
Trinos, and A. Z. Khamldullin. The authors express their gratitude
to all people.
Opinions, critical remarks and wishes should be directed to the
Publishing House ("Mashinostroyenlye") (Moscow, K-51, Petrovka, 24).
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[Translator's Note: divergences in superscript positioning will
be noted throughout the document. They were entered in the translation
just as they appeared in the original document.]
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BASIC ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONAL DESIGNATIONS
Abbreviations
P^ - RD TPA - GRD WPP, — ZhRD P^TT _

RDTT

-

XPA - KhRD -

rocket engine;
hybrid rocket engine;
liquid-propellant rocket engine;
solld-propellant rocket engine;
chemical rocket engine;

3PA - ERD -

electrical rocket engine;

BPA - VRD -

airbreathing Jet engine;

flBPA - PVRD -

ramjet engine;

TPA - TRD -

turbojet engine;

PDA - RPD -

ramjet engine;
Conventional Designations

a - velocity of sound; coefficient of thermal conductivity;
a - excess oxldant ratio; heat-transfer coefficient;
a

- coef.r'icient isobaric of expansion;
P
i„ - Isothermal compression coefficient;
3 - specific Impulse of pressure (consumption complex);

CT

Ü
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C p , c p — molar and specific heat capacity
r./ at constant rpressure:,
C , c

- molar and specific neat capacity at constant volume;
d — diameter;

E — internal energy;
e — relative expense of auxiliary fuel; Erosion ratio; emissivity
factor;
C - coefficient of loss of complete impulse;
F - cross section area;
f — relative area (geometrical degree of expansion);
G — consumption of the working material per second; weignt;
g - weight fraction; acceleration of gravity;
n — coefficient of dynamic viscosity;
I - complete enthalpy;
ly — total impulse;
K — equilibrium constant with respect to partial pressures;
K

- thrust coefficient (thrust complex);
k — ratio of specific heat capacities;

K0
K

- weight stoichiometric coefficient of ratio of fuel components;
— weight coefficient of ratio of fuel components;

K*

— molar stoichiometric coefficient of ratio of fuel components;

K'

- molar coefficient of ratio of fuel components;

L - length ; work;
A — relative fuel content on craft;
X - reduced velocity; coefficient of thermal conductivity;
M — Mach number;

u - mas;; number of rocket ;
N — p ow e r;
n - number of moles; near, index of L-entrope;

;. r^_v"'- . -

v - exponent in formula of combustion rate of solid fuel;
coefficient of kinematic viscosity;
n - perimeter;
tr - degree of lowering of pressure (degree of expansion);
P - thrust;
P

- specific thrust (specific or single impulse);
p — pressure;
Ap — pressure drop;
Q - heat;
q - specific heat flow;
R0 — universal gas constant;
R — specific gas constant;
r - radius;
Q

S

- density;
— standard molar entropy;

S, s - molar and specific entropy;
o - electrical conductivity; coefficient of restitution of
pressure;
T - absolute temperature;
t - temperature in 0C;
T

T

- time; tangential stress;

T

- delay of fuel ignition (induction time);

T

— time fuel stays in combustion chamber;

np — fuel conversion time;
u — linear rate of combustion of solid fuel;
V - flight speed; volume;
v — specific volume;
V

- final velocity of flight;
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$ — Impulse coefficients;
w — velocity of working body;

•

x — mole fraction of gas component;
z — weight fraction of condensed phase;
fi — surface area.

/
Subscripts

afl - adlabatlc;
r — fuel;
t - gas ;
AB

— engine;

m — liquid;
a — frozen, delays;
h — at altitude;
Mfl — Ideal [perfect];
Hp — critical;
K.C
H

— combustion chamber;
— saturated;

Hp — nonequillbrlum;
OH

— oxldant;

onT — optimum;
n — In a vacuum;
p — equilibrium;
c — nozzle;
CT
T

— wall, turbine;
- fuel;

m — turbine;
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xx

Uiooreti cal;

t.

specific;;
X

cold;

3

equlvalent;

3K

experimental;

30

effective;
condensed;

ft _

(superlinear) — p-M-tains to paranieters of stagnation flow.
Sections of Engine Chamber

I — beginning of neat supply;
A - diaphragm (for RDTT) [retainer or grain support];
K

•- exit from combustion chamber;

Kp — critical;
c — nozzle exit.
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L'iTRODUCTION
This chapter glve^ preliminary information about a family of
rocket engines, characteristic criteria and distinctive characteristics
of their various types.

The basic (PA) CRD - rocket engine] schemes,

the nistory of their development and the range of contemporary
utilization are briefly examined.
1.1.

Types of Rocket Engines

Rocket engines are jet [reactive] engines.

The force necessary

for motion is the thrust they create, converting a certain original
(priory) energy into the kinetic energy of a Jet stream.

The magnitude

of thrust is proportional to the velocity of the Jet stream and its
mass ejected in a unit of time.
The Jet stream of rocket engines is formed from substances stored
on the craft, but the environment Is not used for this purpose.

In

this respect rocket engines differ from air-breathing Jets and hydrojets,
which create a Jet stream, using the surrounding medium - air or water.
The term (rocket) in explicit form does not reflect this distinction,
but it is traditionally widely used.
The primary energy utilized in rocket engines can be chemical,
nuclear, and solar energy.

The source of chemical energy for RD Is

chemical socket fuels — substances or sets of substances able to

FTD-MT-

release heat as a result of chemical reactions. The source of nuclear
energy Is nuclear rocket fuels - substances or sets of substances able
to liberate energy as a result of nuclear fission of heavy elements,
nuclear fusion of light elements or radioactive decay. The source of
solar energy is the radiation of the sun.
In accordance with the type of primary energy utilized in an
engine, chemical, nuclear, and solar rocket engines differ. The latter
two types are frequently combined and given the name nonchemical RD.
In processes of conversion of primary energy into kinetic energy
of the Jet stream the working medium (working substance) of the
rocket engine takes part. The Jet stream is the final form of the
working medium. Depending on the original form of the working medium,
two characteristic cases can be distinguished.
Energy releasable by chemical rocket fuels is imparted to products
of their reaction, which are the working medium of chemical RD. In
other words, chemical rocket fuels are simultaneously also sources
of energy and sources of working medium.
In nonchemlcal RD reaction products are rarely used a^-a working
medium. Inasmuch as their mass is negligible. In the vast majority
of cases, a special working medium receiving energy from an independent
source 'a nuclear or radiolsotope reactor on a concentrator of solar
radiation) Is used. The energy source and working medium are
Initially divided. Energy Is supplied to the working medium only
In the chamber — the energy converter.
Figure 1.1 shows the schematic diagram of a rocket engine running
on chemical fuel and having an independent energy source.
An important criterion according to which rocket engines are
classified is means of acceleration of working medium. For many
engines this Is thermal acceleration, i.e., conversion of heat into
kinetic energy. Such engines are called thermal.

FTD-MT-24-116-70
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mmm*

Chemical rocket fuel
(source of energy
and workin,.; medium)

Chamber- energy
converter

—*■ Jet stream

Chamber-energy
converter

—»• Jet stream

a)
WorKing meaium

zj

"

D;

Source of
energy

Pig. 1.1. Schematic diagrams of a rocket
engine: a) running on chemical fuel; b)
with an independent energy source.

The type of primary energy utilized in thermal RD can be various
As can be seen from Table 1.1, where characteristic parameters of
various types of rocket engines are presented, thermal engines are
all chemical RD and some are variants of nuclear and solar engines.
For processes of conversion of energy in thermal RD, two stages
are characteristic. The first is communication of heat to the
working medium either in the chamber where the chemical fuel reacts,
or in the heat exchanger, which obtains energy from an independent
source. In certain cases the working medium can be heated by
intermediate (secondary) energy, for example, electrical energy
(variant 8 in Table 1.1). The second stage Is conversion of heat
to kinetic energy, or thermal acceleration of the working medium
carried out in the Jet nozzle.
The Jet stream leaving the nozzles of thermal RD consists of
gaseous and, possibly, condensed products of combustion or heating.
Sometimes it is a low-temperature plasma.
In a majority of thermal RD heat is supplied to the working
medium at constant or almost constant pressure. Figure 1.2 shows
the character of change in parameters of the working medium through
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Pig. 1.2, Change in parameters along the
channel a thermal rocket engine.

Thermal RD are included among engines with a limited exhaust
velocity of Jot stream. For Ghamical RD the limitations are the
nature of the fuel and the maximum temperature permiSBible for the
design material.;; for RD with an Independent energy source, the
maximum temperature of heating of the working medium Is also conditioned
by the temperature permissible for the body.
As can be seen from Table 1.1, a majority of thermal RD have
relatively low specific weight (the ratio of engine weight to the
maximum thrust developable by it) and are able to impart to crafts
considerable accelerations a in comparison with gravity on the surface
of the earth g». For them large expense of mass of working medium
per unit of thrust is characteristic. This determines the basic task
fulfilled by such engines: acceleration of heavy crafts to high
(space) velocities in circumplanetary and Interplanetary flights with
relatively .hort work of the engines.
A characteristic feature of electrical rocket engines is
acceleration of tne worKinp medium with the aid of electrical energy.
The latter can be obtained by means of various conversions of certain
primary energy. Thus, for instance, nuclear energy can be converted
into heat in a reactor-heat exchanger, then into mechanical energy
in a turbcmacnine and into electrical energy in an electric generator.
bleetrical acceleration of the working medium can guarantee very
hlgfi exhaust velocities and, consequently, small expense of the mas?
oeing ejected per unit of thrust. Exhaust velocity can be regulated

over wide limits. The Jet stream of an (3PÄ) [ERD - electrical
rocket engine] is a neutral plasma. Table 1.1 gives the characteristic
parameters of two basic types of ERD: electromagnetic (also called
plasma or magnetohydrodynamic) and electrostatic (ionic). In the
first of them (variant 9) the working medium, high-temperature plasma,
is accelerated because of action of an electromagnetic field on It;
in the second (variant 10) the working medium (usually alkaline
metals) is ionized, and ions are accelerated in a strong electrostatic
field. To get a neutral Jet stream the beam of ions is neutralized
with electrons.
As can be seen from Table 1.1, ERD have considerable specific
weight and impart small accelerations to crafts. A limitation for
them is the power of the electrical generator. An increase In this
power is accompanied by a substantial weight increase.
Utilization of ERD as basic engines of aircrafts is possible
after imparting orbital velocity to the aircraft with the aid of
(XPA) [KhRD — chemical rocket engine]. Long work of ERD can guarantee
distant space flights and, possibly, achievement of escape velocity.
The ERD can be used likewise as auxiliary engines, for example, for
orientation of aircraft.
A special place Is occupied by so-called sail systems, which
have practically zero expense of mass. A radio Isotope sail creates
thrust owing to the reaction of a one-sided leakage of alpha
particles during radioactive decay. The thrust created by the solar
sail Is caused by pressure of solar radiation on the reflective
surface. Sail systems are engines of limited thrust. The magnitude
of the latter is limited by the maximum area of the reflective surface.
Characteristic parameters of sail systems are presented in Table 1.1.
Their possible utilization is analogous to utilization of electrical
RD but Is even more limited.

tm

Figure 1.3 presents for clearness, the same as Table 1.1,
characteristic parameters of rocket engines of various types.

T

;ma.

13 Hi

HI
Fig. 1.3. Characteristic
parameters of rocket engines
of various types (Numeration
according to Table 1.1).
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Chemical Rocket Engines

Chemical rocket engines have been mastered best and are widely
used. The variety of fulfilled and developed KhRD is caused first
of all by differences in fuels used and schemes of organization of
the working process.
Fuels
Chemical rocket fuels are capable of exothermal (with liberation
of heat) reactions. The main types of exothermal reactions are the
following.
1. Combustion. Combustion (oxidation) Is the main and most
widely used means of obtaining heat. In a combustion reaction
participation is necessary of fuels and oxidizing elements which can
be in the composition of one or more substances which form fuel.
Usually substances in which combustible elements prevail are called
fuels, and substances in which oxidizing elements prevail oxidant.

L
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2. Decomposition. Certain individual substances on mixtures
and solutions of substances are capable of exothermal decomposition,
3. Recombination. The energy release of recombination
(reunification) of atoms or radicals having free valence is quite
considerable, and its utilization in rocket engines is promising.
However, the means of Industrial obtaining and conservation of free
atoms and radicals in the condensed phase has not yet been found.
Fuels on their base are hypothetical.
The basis of classification of chemical rocket fuels can be
various criteria. One of the characteristic and general criteria
is the original aggregate state of fuels. Classification by thi?
criterion Is given in Fig. i.^.

Liquid

/\v
Unitary

Twoo amp) rant

Pig. lA.
fuels.

Classification of chemical rocket

Single-phase fuel can be liquid or solid. Multiphase (hybrid)
fuel Is a combination of solid and liquid components.
The fuel or component in the solid state Is usually placed
directly into the combustion chamber of the engine, liquid fuel or
component is kept in special vessels - tanks - whence It is gradually
supplied to the engine.

-■ i -
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Unitary liquid fuel is supplied to the engine in the form c ■"
one liquid. It can be an Individual substance (3 ingle-c opponent f -'■:) ,
or a uniform mixture, or a solution of various substances. Twccomponent liquid fuel consists of two components individually stored
and separately supplied to the engine — fuel and oxidant, which, in
turn, can ue individual substances or mixtures of substances. This
fuel, also called fuel or ceparate supply, is a basic contemporary
liquid rocket fuel. Utll'zatlon of mult i component (usually n"t rr.ore
than three components) c/' liquid and hybrid fuels Is also possible.
Solid rocket propeliantj contain fuels and oxidising elements
and are unitary. There are two main classes of solid fuels. Z'ibas 1 c
(homogeneous) fuels are a solid solution of components. One of the
bases of such a fuel is nitrocellulose; a second is a solvent of the
nitroglycerine type and other substances. Mixed (heterogeneous)
solid fuel is a mechanical mixture of fuel and oxidant.
Tne difference of terms must be emphasized in reference to fuels
of rocket and air-breathing Jet engines. A vehicle wit'; an airbreathing jet engine carries in its tanks only one component of fuel.
The oxidant necessary for combustion - oxygen — is not carried by
tne craft, but is taken in from the air of the atmosphere. Therefore,
in tne practice of air-breathing Jet engines the idea "combust IDle"
is identified with the idea "fuel." For rocket engines both fuel and
oxidant are carried by the craft; expense of the one and the other
diminishes the general fuel reserve, and, therefore, the ideas
"combustible" and "fuel" are essentially different.
Detailed Information on chemical rocket fuels Is given in
Chapters XV, XXII, and XXVIII.
Basic Schemes
Division of chemical RD into characteristic types is based on
the classification of fuels used in them (Fig. 1.5). The type.- are;

■■ i ■

1) llquld-propellant rocket engines ((WPA) [ZhRD]);
2) solld-propellemt rocket engines ((PATT) [RDTT]);
3) hybrid rocket engines ((TP/O [GRD]).
The most developed and extensive class of chemical rocket engines
Is ZhRD. Figure 1.5 shows the main varieties of ZhRD, distinguishing
by type of fuels (unitary or separate supply), by means of fuel feed
(dlsplacer or pumping), by means of organization of the working
process (with afterburning or without afterburning of generator gas).
The most widespread combinations of these criteria are shown by double
lines.

KhRD

GRD

ZhRD

Unitary fuel

Dlsplaoer supply
of fuel

RDTT

c

Fuel of separate
supply
|

jPuBplng wppTyofT

Fig. 1.5. Classification of
chemical rocket engines.

The main unit of ZhRD is its chamber, which creates thrust. The
chamber consists of a combustion chamber and nozzle, the construction
of which usually represents one whole. The main part of the combustion
chamber is Its mixing head - a device for injection and mixing of
fuel comportents. Elements of the mixing head are injectors of
various types. Ignition of fuel is carried out by chemical,
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pyrotechnic, and electrical means; frequently components of fuel will
form a self-igniting fuel. The chamber of the ZhRD is usually cooled
by one of the components of fuel passing prior to entering the
combustion chamber through a cooling tract — the üpace between the
Inside or fire wall and the external or power Jacket of the chamber,
connected by various means. Figure 1.6 gives the diagram of a ZhRD
chamber operating on two-component fuel.

Qxldant

ComhustiblB

Fig. 1.6, Diagram of ZhRD
chamber running on two-component
fuel: 1 - mixing head; 2 combustion chamber; 3 - nozzle;
^ - cooling tract

A liquid-propellant rocket engine consists of a chamber (or
several chambers), systems of supply of fuel, systems of adjustment,
auxiliary units, engine frames, etc. The system of adjustment of a
ZhRD carries out automatic maintenance of or a programmed change in
parameters of the working process to ensure a given value of thrust
and relationships of components of fuel, and steady work- of the ZhRD
and also control of transient conditions (starting, stopping, etc.).
The electrical, electronic, pneumatic, hydraulic, phrotechnic, and
mechanical devices in the system of automatic adjustment are usually
called organs of automation.
A rocket engine installation with a ZhRD consists of one or
more engines, fuel tanks, systems of supply and organs of automation,
and systems of bracing.
Figure 1.7 gives the elementary diagram of an engine with a
ZhRD having displacer fuel supply. With such a supply method, fuel
components are forced out of the tanks with compressed and, possibly,
hot gas. Gas of high pressure enters either from the pressure accumula^icn - tallccn, in „fhlch it has been stored earlier, or from a gas
generator - a unit in which hot gas is continuously owing to combustion

12

or Je compos it ion of fuel or its Gomponentb. In gas geno^hiorr. the
main (the same as in the engine chamger) fuel or a special auxiliary
fuel is used, including solid fuel. The temperature nf the generator
gas is limited by the heat resistance the design elements on which it
acts. In order not to exceed permissible temperature. It is necessary
to allow only incomplete fuel combustion, so that a considerable
part of one of the components is ballast. If there is excess fuel,
reducing generator gas is prepared; if there is excess oxidant
oxidizing gas is prepared. In displacer supply of two-compcnent fuel,
there must be two gas generators: a reducing one for supercharging
the fuel tank and an oxidizing one for an oxidant tank.

cd

0^6|>

Fig. 1.7. Diagram of ZhRD
with displacer fuel feed: 1 —
pressure accumulator; 2 reducer; 3 - organs of automation; k — fuel tank; 5 - engine
chamber.
Designations:
T = Fuel.

OH

= Oxidant;

A system of displacer supply also has reducers, maintaining
assigned supply pressure, locking devices, and other organs of
automation. In connection with high pressure in fuel tanks, the
weight of the system is considerable, and, therefore. Its use is
limited to engines with low thrust and short operating time.
More widespread in ZhRD is a pumping supply of fuel. The drive
of pumps is usually carried out from a gas turbine. Characteristic
Is a turbopump unit (THA) [TNA - turbopump], usually representing
i general grouping of turbine and pumps. The turbine is run with s^as
or steam at high pressure and moderate temperature. The p;as or stream
Is prepared either in a liquid gas generator, or in the cnoUnp1 tract

L ?

X

of the chamber, wnere the coolant Is evaporated (u. uali.y one of the
components of fuel).

To drive the turbine it ir, also ponalble to

use gas removed from the main combustion chamber.

Figure 1.8 gives the diagram of a ZhRD with a turbooump supply
of fuel without afterburning of generator gas. The latter after
operation on the turbine Is ejected into the surrounding medium
through auxiliary nozzJc-, , which are frequently steering nozzle:-.
Generator- gas consists o:' products of incomplete combust lor., and
it is expanded in the auxiliary nozzles less than In ehe nozzle of
the main chamber. Therefore, the economy of utilization of fuel
supplied to the gas generator is lower than the basic fuel. In
a scne.'.je without afterburning of generator gas, lowering ~r economy
is additionally caused Ly übe TNA drive.

fuel,
•tng

piJ>
rr-r—=ar *—■■» J^r

IT
^

-JT

Fig. 1.8. Diagram of ZhRD with pumping
fuel feed without afterburning of generator
gas: 1 - tanks of basic fuel; 2 — pumps of
fuel and oxidant; 3 - gas generator; H —
tank of auxiliary fuel; 5 - pump of auxiliary
fuel; 6 — organs of automation; 7 - engine
chamber; 8 — turbine; 9 - exhaust of gas
behind turbine.

Figure 1.9 gives the diagram of a ZhRD with afterburning of
generator gas in the main chamber. Here generator gas, passing
through the turbine, is sent to the combustion chamber. Through the
gas generator they usually let pass the entire expense of one of the
components and a small part of the expense of another, preparing
either reducing or oxidizing p;as. The remaining large part of the
second component in the liquid phase enters the combustion chamber,
where afterburning takes place. In contrast with an engine without
afterburning, where both components are supplied to a combustion
cnamber In the llouid stqte (scheme of organization of the "itiuidliquid" type), In a -nFi' with afterburning, the combust i^n chamber
operates on ■"ras and llou'd ("n.'-'M T:''d" -.-M^TIPV,

itep^

Fig. 1.9. Diagram of a ZhRD with pumping
supply of fuel and afterburning of generator
gas in main chamber (one gas generator) :
1 — fuel tanks; 2 — pumps; 3 - gas generator;
4 - turbine; 5 - organs of automation; 6 engine chamber.

The scheme with afterburning of generator gas in the main chamber
is energetically more advantageous than the scheme without afterburning
for the reason that in ZhRD with afterburning, all the fuel is used
under optimum conditions, in which complete release of heat and its
conversion into kinetic energy is ensured.
Figure 1.10 shows one additional variant of ZhRD with afterburning
of generator gas. Here there are two turbines and two gas generators
operating on them, one of which prepares reducing, and the other
oxidizing gas. The chamber combustion is entered by two gaseous
components which burn there ("gas-gas" scheme).

EM

Fig. 1.10. Diagram of ZhRD with pumping
supply of fuel and f.fterburnlng of generator
gas in main chamber (of two gas generators):
1 — tanks of fuel; 2 — pumps; 3 - gas
generators; i» — turbines; 5 - organs of
automation; 6 - engine chamber.

Figure 1.11 gives a simplified ZhRD, in which the turbine operates
on hydrogen gasified and preheated in the cooling tract. The process
in the combustion chamber is organized according to the "gas-liquid"
diagram. A system of pumping fuel is more complex than a system of
dlsplacer supply, but under certain conditions is more advantageous
in connection with less weight of fuel tanks not under high pressure.
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B^H^

Fig. 1.11. The ZhRD with drive of
turbine by gas, obtained in the
cooling tract of the chamber: 1 pressure accumulator; 2 — tanks of
fuel; 3 - pumps; 4 — turbine; 5 organs of automation; 6 - engine
chamber.

A characteristic property of a solid-propellant rocket engine
Is the placing in the combustion chamber of a whole supply of fuel
in the form of fuel charges of determined form. A fuel supply
system is absent. Ignition of fuel is carried out by a special
igniter. Combustion proceeds on the surfaces of charge not protected
by armored coating. As a rule, a RDTT does not have liquid cooling.
The system of adjustment in RDTT is called upon to solve the same
problems as in ZhRD (excepting ratio control of fuel components),
however, its possibilities are still considerably less than in ZhRD.
Figure 1.12 gives the elementary diagram of the RDTT.

Figure 1.12. Solid-propellant rocket
engine: 1 - armoring covering; 2 —
housing; 3 - padding; k - nozzle;
5 — nozzle insert; 6 - fuel; 7 Igniter.

The schematic diagram of a hybrid rocket engine is shown in two
variants in Fig. 1.13. As it appears, GRD combines elements of ZhRD
and RDTT.
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Pig. 1.13. Diagram of hybrid rocket
engine: a) liquid oxidant - solid
fuel; b) liquid fuel — solid oxidant.

Characteristic Properties
The possibilities of chemical rocket engines are interesting to
compare with the possibilities of highly developed and widely used
air-breathing jet engines. From Fig. 1.14 it is evident that the
possibilities of aircrafts with (BP,A) [VRD - air-breathing Jet engines
(to say nothing of engine-propeller units) are substantially limited
by height and velocity of flight. Within the limits of relatively
dense layers of atmosphere, the limitations are the aerodynamic
supporting power of the wing and maximum permissible aerodynamic
heating. At heights of more than 30-40 km utilization of VRD is
practically excluded because of the low density of air necessary for
engines.

H
50

10

1

r
A
A
r
.A Lw

K S

l<

r

J3

Ar*

\

L.

ur V KM/h
10J
w
Pig. 1.14. Ranges of utilization of
aircrafts with engines of various
types: AB - limit of carrying
capability of wing; BB - limit of
permissible aerodynamic heating; 1 crafts with a propeller-driven
device; 2 - with (TP^) [TRD - turbo* a*-

•a^r.-lnp'l'

"J — '«fl*-^

ramjet engine].
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Utilization of chemical R.O in the dense layers cf the atmo/: ;.: ;■''
separates the mentioned limitations, and beyond earth atme, phore
rocket engines are singularly suitable. The main reason is the
capability of a rocket engine to operate without utilization of
surrounding medium.
Furthermore, a characteristic feature of chemical RD Is extremely
high concentration of gerv. rated power per unit weight and volume.
This causes a high tnrust-weight ratio of crafts (ratio of thrust
to weight of craft) ana high accelerations and flight speeds.
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An important feature of chemical RD is the large expense of
fuel per unit of thrust, which' is explained by the need to transport
and spend in the engine not only fuel but also oxidant. The tirr.e of
work of the engine is limited by reserves of fuel on the craft and
is relatively short.
The ZhRD are engines of high thermal intensity and more flow
__________________________________
rate. High pressures ctnd uiten unfavorable physical and chemical
features of fuels even more than redouble position.

In connection

with this chemical RD nave a relatively short serv.Voe life, which
for RDTT will be tens and hundreds of seconds, and for ZhRD minutes
and hours.
With the generality of the characteristic criteria mentioned,
various types of ZhRD have their peculiarities.

Thus, during

comparison of engines running on solid and liquid fuel, it Is
aiscovered that RDTT are simpler in design and operation, retain
constant readiness for work for a long time, and are very reliable.
At the same time they are inferior to ZhRD in effectiveness, that is
caused by features of fuels, and have fewer possibilities of regulation
of thrust, of repeated starting, etc.
In Cunnectlen wich such distinctions each type of engine has its
most rational ransre of utilization and types of tasks executable by
them.
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1.3.

Utilization of Rocket Engines and Generators
of the Working Medium
Engines

Rocket engines are applied in battle and space rockets, aircraft,
and certain underwater crafts (see Chapter XXIX).
Their utilization is widest and most effective on space rockets
intended for launching automatic or piloted crafts and artificial
satellites of planets. Engines of space rockets have the highest
absolute and specific parameters and are structurally highly perfected
and reliable. Examples are engines of the Soviet rocket-space systems
"Vostok," "Voskhod," "Soyuz," "Proton," "Kosmos," "Zond," and others.
Engines of space are divided with respect to purpose In the
following manner.
1. Main (carrier) engines, which provide acceleration of craft
on the active section of flight. Main engines of space rockets are
predominantly ZhRD - the predominating engine model in contemporary
cosmonautics. The thrust of main engines reaches tens and hundreds
of tons.
2. Auxiliary engines, to which belong steering (vernier)
engines, serving for control of flight according to the assigned
program; correcting engines, switched on in space flight to correct
direction and velocity of the craft; braking engines, used for
landing (leaving orbit and actually landing), and also for braking
individual stages of multistage rockets during their separation.
Steering, correcting and brake engines have relatively low thrust
(up to hundreds of kgf). They are predominantly ZhRD and sometimes
RDTT.
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Also auxiliary engines are engines of systems of orientation and
stabilization of aircraft, a-nd also individual RD serving for movement
and maneuvering of an astronaut in floating flight outside the cabin.
Orientational, stabilizing and individual engines usually develop
very low thrust (kilograms and grams), they are aften called microrocket
engines. Besides chemical RD, electrorocket engines are starting to
be used as microrocket engines.
Figure 1.15a shows the Soviet three-stage rocket-carrier "Vostok,"
and Fig. 1.15b gives a look at the engines of its first and second
stages. On the first stage there are H ZhRD RD-107, and on the second
1 ZhRD RD-108. The engines operate on liquid oxygen and kerosene.
The RD-107 (Fig. 1.16) is a four-chamber engine with two steering
rocking chambers. The engine thrust in a vacuum is 102 T.1 The
RD-108 (Fig. 1.17), in contrast with TD-107, has 4 steering chambers,
other units of automation, and a frame. Its thrust in a vacuum is
96 T.
Figures 1.18 and 1.19 show the Russian ZhRD, RD-214, and RD-119,
utilized on the "Kosmos" rocket-carrier. The four-chamber engine of
the first stage RD-214 is first powerful serial rocket engine in
the USSR running on high-boiling nitrogen-oxygen oxidant and the
products of processing of kerosene as rule. Its thrust in a vacuum
is 7^T. A single-chamber engine of the second stage RD-119 operates
on liquid oxygen and asymmetrical dimethylhydrazine and developes
a thrust of 11 T in a vacuum. The engine has steering nozzles for
control of flight with respect to pitch, course, and roll.
Figure 1.20 shows some American ZhRD, Intended for spacecraft.
Chemical RD are widely used as engines of military pilotless
rocKets. Such crafts are usually divided into four groups, defining
each of them by starting place and final target .
^ore detailed Information about tie RD-107 and other engines
mentioned below are given in Appendix I.
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Pig. 1.15. Vostok rocket-carrier:
the first and second stages.
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Surface-to-surface missiles starting from earth and having a
terrestrial target are usually ballistic missiles. The flight path
of these rockets, excepting the initial section on which the rocket
is accelerated by the engine, is the trajectory of a projectile.
Ballistic missiles can be short-range, medium range, and :.ong-range
rockets. The possibilities of the latter, usually multi-stage, are
very great. At present near the surface of the earth the ■ilr.tance
of flight of ballistic rockets is unlimited. A very high velocity
of flight permits covering huge distances in a short time, A hit
accuracy of the rocket is high.
Winged rockets are also surface-to-surface missiles.
Surface-to-air missiles start from earth and must reach a certain
air object. Anti-aircraft rockets are a means of anti-aircraft
defense considerably more effective than usual artillery of the type.
Antlmlssiles intended for interception of ballistic rockets belong
here.
Air-to-surface missiles Include ballistic missiles launched
from aircraft carriers, and likewise aviation bombs and torpedoes
equipped with engines. Utilization of a rocket engine provides great
distance and accuracy in attacking ground targets.
Finally, air-to-air missiles are aviation rocket projectiles,
both guided and unguided. Advantages of such a weapon are high fire
power In the absence of recoil, simplicity and relatively small weight,
It must be noted that in a given classification the Idea of
surface as a place of launch on target of a rocket must be broadly
construed in connection with the fact that it Is possible to launch
rockets from surface vessels or submarine, and it is equally possible
to attack these ships with rockets.
Among engines of pilotless rockets RQTT are used in addition to
ZhHD.

2b

Chemical RD are sometimes used even on aircraft.

In contrast

with pilotless aircraft for single utilization, piloted aircraft
are Intended for repeated utilization with return to the airfield.
Aircraft equipped with rocket engines possess high velocity, climbing
rote and considerable altitude.
deficiencies.

are

They have, however, serious

As a result of a large specific expense of fuel, flirhl

of aircraft with a working engine is possible only for a very limited

■• i;

time.

'-7

The radius of action of tne aircraft in this case is small.

The aircraft can be used either as a destroyer-interceptor for
repulsion of bomb raids, or as experimental craft for investlgationr
at sapersonlc velocities and great heights.

According to communica'i Ions

of the foreign press, such aircraft have reached flight speeds cf
more than 6600 km/h and a height of 108 km.
It is p(..

iblc to u^e a rocket engine en an aircraft simultaneously

type.

with an air-breathing jet engine.

ng

O]r

Combination of an RD and a turbojet

direct-flow VRD provides the aircraft with nrcad ranges of ^peed

amd heights with considerable time and radiuo of action.

In this

case the air-breathing jet engine with small specitic fuel consumption
is the main engine, and the kD is an accelerator of maneuvers switched
.j

on only for a brief increase of the flight velocity or altitude on a

j-peat;
,

starting accelerator.
Of chemical rocket engines used for other purposes, let as note
engines for underwater torpedoes and submarines (see Chapter XXIX).

.Mre
Wul

3uch engines are not always purely rocket (autonomous) engines,
flt

because utilization of the surrounding medium - ;>ea water Is usually
provided for their work.
Rock'.t engines are widely used to drive rocket carts (sleds) moving
on a railway.

The purpose of such devices is various kinds of testing

of aviation and rocket technology connected with high velocites and
considerable overloads.

Generators of Working Medium
In recent years utilization of rocket chambers as generators of
working raedluin with high energy parameters has considerably expanded.
By burning chemical rocket fuels or heating various substances with
the aid, for example, of electric power, workined media can be obtained
with a high concentration of heat or kinetic energy. The chemical
composition of such workined media, usually called low-temperature
plasma in industry, and their temperature, pressure, and escape velocity
can be regulated.
^
Low-temperature plasma is now used in various branches of
technology: heat-power engine ring, chemistry, machine building,
metallurgy, mining and others.
The problems of generation of low-temperature plasma and control
of its parameters, research on features of working substances In
conformity with aircraft engines and Industrial devices have much In
common.
1.4.

Brief Survey of the Development
of Rocket Engines
Rocket Engines on Solid Fuel

The oldest Jet engine is the RDTT, known for sever;.l hundred
years and previously called the powder rocket. Such rockets have
been widely used since ancient times as flares, signal and combat
rockets. In the Nighteenth Century In a number of countries of
Europe there was formed, as a specific type of armament, rocket
artillery distinguished for its lightness and maneuverability.
Considerable successes in this field were also achieved by Russia.
Pundatlons were laid in the epoch of Peter I, who took an active
part in the work of the special "rocket institute." In the beginning
of the Nighteenth Century active work was done in the field of battle
rockets by General A. D. Zasyadko (1779-1873), who created new models
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of rockets and light launch bays for them. A. D. Zasyadko was the
initiator of wide introduction Into the Russian army of that time
of a new rocket weapon.
The original creator of Russian rocket artillery was the
outstanding scientist-artilleryman General K. I. Konstantinov (1818-71)
In the middle of the past century K. I. Konstantinov widely ran
scientific tests the results of which were used in designs of new
rockets. He was the organizer of mass mechanized and safe production
of powder rockets. The works of K. I. Konstantinov allowed a
considerable increase in the range and accaracy of rocket weaponry.
The Russian revolutionary and member of "Narodnaya Volya"
N. I. Kibal'chich (1853-81) was the author of the first rocket in
the world for manned flight. In his project created in 1881 before his
execution, Kibal'chich described a powder engine, a program mode of
combustion, means of control of flight by means of slanting the engine,
etc.
The most valuable idess of Kibal'chich were buried in the archives
of the Tsar's police and became the property of scientists only after
the Great October Socialist Revolution.
Mi

At the beginning of 1921 in Moscow on the initiative of N. I.
Tikhomlrov, the first Russian research and experimental-design
laboratory on rocket technology was created. Relocated in 1927 to
Leningrad it received the name gas-dynamic laboratory ((r^/l) [GDL]).
In GDL in 1927-33 with the active creative participation of V. A.
Artem'yev, B. S. Petropavlovsk, G. E. Langemak and others powder was
created with nonvolatile solvent and gun-powder accelerators for
launching aircraft and rocket projectiles for various purposes were
developed. Subsequent development of these works because the basis
of creation of rocket mortars ("Katyusha rocket launchers") effectively
used in the great Fatherland War (WW II).
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Work with RDTT was conducted between 19 30-1950 In the USA under
the leadership of T. von Karman and others.
At the present time in the USSR and abroad, numerous variant.- of
unguided and guided projectiles with RDTT have been developed. Arnonr
•.hem are solid-propellant rockets of very large sizes add long fly In,"
ranges, Including intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Liquid-Propellant Rocket Engines
Development of llquld-prope]lant rocket engine began at
approximately the turn of the century. During this period 4.: ■bases of the theory of reactive motion and mechanics of bodies of
variable mass were formed. In the development of these que1:'"-* ons
the role of the outstanding Russian scientists ?l. E. Sliukovskiy
(1847-1921), 1. V. Meshchcrskiy (1859-1935) and others aas been
■jonslderable.
'lowever, the greateso contribution to the development of problems
of Jet propulsion were the works of the famous Russian ccKntist
K. R. Tsiolkovskly (1857-1935), rightly considered the founder of
contemporary cosmonautics and rocket technology. Having, begun to
take an interest in problems of Jet propulsion in 1883, Tsiolkovskly
after long-standing strained work published In 190 3 the work
"Investigation of near-earth space with Jet devices," which has
gained a world-wide reputation. In this work Tsiolkovskly derived the
laws of motion of rockets as bodies of variable mass in space without
weight as well as in the field of gravity, supported the possibility
of utilization of rockets for interplanetary communications, determined
^iciency, and Investigated many other questions. For the
?'.'-■ !. ' - In the world, Tsiolkovskly proposed a new type of engine —
the ' , ' 1-propeLlant rocket engine — developed bases of its theory,
and showed the elements of Its design. He examined and recomme'.ded
the utilization of various fuels for ZhRD. Tsiolkovskly offered the
use of fuel components for regenerative cooling of the engine and
expressed a number of other technical ideas. In subsequent years

.:■'

Tsi olkovskiy publi shed a seri e s of works on important questions of
t ne development of consmonaut ics and rocket cons truction. Spec i f ica lly,
in 1929 the work "Space rocket trains" was pub lished in wh ic h f or t he
first time the theory of the specific type of compone nt rockets was
presented.
A cons i derable plac e in the works of Tsiolkovs kiy was occu le d b y
problems of interplanetar y navigation and the pros pect of th ei r
development. He develope d r outes of space fli gh ts, s tudied con dltio~s
o f life and works of pe op le in spa ce , and fore s aw t he creation o f
art i fic i a l earth satel l ites, interplanetary s tations, and settl e ments.
Th e first f ol l owers of Tsiolkovskiy in our country were t he gift e d
i e nti s t s an d inventor s F . A. Tsander ( 1887-193 3) and Yu. V.
Kondratyuk (189 7-1 9 42).
F. A. Tsander e ven in his student years s tudied the works of
Tsiolkovskiy and was inter e st ~ d in questions of s pace flights. I n
1924 he presented h is main idea - combination of a rocket wi th an
aircraft for takeoff from earth and subsequent combustion of the meta l
part of t he aircraft as fuel for the RD. Tsander performed t heoret i cal
investigations of various questions of air-breathing jet and rocket
engines and began work on their p ractical realization.
Yu. V. Kondratyuk worked independently of Tsiolkovskiy. Hi s
main theoretical i nvestigation "Th e conquest of interplanetary spac e "
(1929) partly repe at e d and supplemented the work s of Tsiokovskiy;
some problems found a new s olution. Spe c i ficall y , Yu. V. Kon dratyuk
offered a s fuel f or e ngi nes c e rtain metals and their hydro gen compounds
for examp l e, b oron hydr i d.
By t he s ame me ans as Tsiolkovskiy, but later than him, scienti s ts
o f f oreign countrie s came to the idea of creation of liquid-propellant
r ock e ts.
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Works dedicated to this problem were published by R. EsnautPelterie In France (1913), R. Goddard in the USA (1919), and G. Opert
in Germany (1923).
K. E. Tsiolkovskiy did not conduct experimental works on the
creation of ZhRD. This problem was solved by his students and followers
both in the USSR and abroad.
In the USA experimental work was started by R. Goddard (1882-19^5),
who proposed many different technical solutions in the field of
creation of engines and rockets. In 1923 Goddard carried out the
first launching of an experimental ZhRD running on liquid oxygen and
gasoline, and in 1926 the first flight of an experimental llquidpropellant rocket.
In Germany bench tests of ZhRD were started by G. Obert in 1929,
and flight tests of liquid-propellant rockets by I. Wlnkler since
1931. Since 1937 under the leadership of W. von Braun, the V-2
rocket, powerful for those times, was developed, the flight tests of
which were started in 19^2.
In the USSR experimental work on realization of the ideas of
Tsiolkovskiy began 15 May 1929, when in the GDL in Leningrad the
first experimental-design subdivision for development in electrical
and ZhRD was created and approached practical activity.
In this subdivision a family of experimental ZhRD was created
with thrust from 6 to 300 kgf operating on various low-boiling and
high-boiling liquid oxidant with liquid fuels. The engines had the
designation (0PM) [ORM - experimental rocket motor].
The first Soviet experimental ZhRD, ORM-1, (Fig. 1.21) was
developed and built in 1930-31. The fuel of the engine was nitrogen
tetroxlde and toluene or liquid oxygen and gasoline. During a test
on oxygen fuel ORM-1 developed thrust up to 20 kgf.
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Flg. 1.21. The first Russian
experimental ZhRD ORM-1, worked
out at the GDL In 1930-31.

In the period 1930-33 a series of ZhRD from ORM-1 to ORM-52 was
created In GDL. The most powerful was the ORM-52 (Fig. 1.22), which
operated on nitric acid and kerosene. It developed thrust up to 250300 kgf at a pressure in the combustion chamber of 20-25 bar.

Fig. 1.2;

^P

In GDL many practical questions of creation of ZhRD were
successfully solved for the first time. A mixture of nitric acid
with nitrogen tetroxlde, chloric acid, tetranitromethane, hydrogen
peroxide, three-component fuel (oxygen, hydrogen and beryllium) and
others was proposed for the first time in 190 3 as components of
rocket fuel. Ceramic heat insulation of combustion chambers with
zirconium dioxide were created and systems of mixing components and
ignition were_ mastered. Since 1931 there has been used pyrotechnic
ignition (by gun-powder cartride) and, chemical Ignition proposed
for the first time (with the use of self-igniting fuel). At the same
time a profiled nozzle and a cardan suspension of the engine were
proposed. In 19 31-32 piston fuel pumps driven by gas removed from
the combustion chamber of an RD were developed and tested, and in
1933> a design of a turbopump unit with centrifugal fuel pumps.
The problems of rocket technology which were attracting wide
attention were worked out by many Soviet enthusiasts on social
principles. Their unification was called Group for the Study
of Jet Propulsion ((THPA) [GIRD]). Sqch public organizations at
Osoavlakhlm [Society for Assistance to the Defense, Aviation, andv
Chemical Construction of the USSR] were created Ln 19 31 in Moscow '
(MosGIRD) and Leningrad (LenOIRD), and later in other cities. Among^
the organizers and active workers of MosGIRD were F. A. Tsander
V
(Its first leader), S. P. Korolev, V. P. Vetchlnkln, M. K. Tikhonravov,
H. A. Pobedonostsev and others. MosGIRD developed wide lecture and
press propaganda, organized courses on the theory of Jet propulsion
and began work with the design of aviation ZhRD OR-2 (the Tsander
project) for rocket aircraft RP-1. In 1932 in Moscow a scientificresearch and experimental-design organization for development of
"c.-kets and engines,, also named GIRD, was created. The basic personnel
of MosGIRD entered this organization, and S. P. Korolev became its
chief.
Engines developed at GIRD used liquid oxygen as oxidant and
gasoline and ethyl alcohol as fuel. The first ZhRD of Tsander, OR-2,
was tested 18 March 1933 on oxygen and gasoline; its subsequent modification (engine 02) operated on oxygen and ethyl alcohol.

??

Engine 09, intended for t;he first Soviet, experimental liqu'u1

n

I

• nd

propellant roc;.:et "GIRD-09" (M. K. Tlkhonravov project), was a
hybrid rocket engine.

The oxldant was liquid oxygen supplied to

the chamber by the pressure of its own vapors, and the fuel was
consolidated gasoline, which was placed in the coinbustion chamber.
The first flight of the rocket

M

GIRD-09" occurred 17 August 193^,

aid

and on 25 November 1933 the GIRD rocket "GTRD-Kh" with a ZhRD operated
iic

on liquid oxygen and ethyl alcohol was launched.

i

same
An the end of 19 33 In Moscow State Scientific Research Institute
om
n

of the First Jet Propulsion (RNII) was created on the basis of GDL
and GIRD.

Specialists on ZhRD who had been at GDL developed in RNII

in 19 3^-38 a series of experimental engines from 0RM-52 to CRM-102
and a gas generator GG-1 that operated for several hours on nitric
acid-kerosene fuel with water at a temperature of 580oC and a pressure
of 25 bar.

The engine ORM-65 (Pig. 1.23), officially tested in 1936,

was the best engine of its time.

The engine operated on nitric acid

and kerosene, its thrust was regulated within the limits of 50-175
kgf, its launching was multiple, including automated launching.
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ÜRM-65 was fire-tested on flight vehicles of S. P. Kr'
-

winged rocket 212 (flving 1939) and the rocket-gli
1937-33).
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On 28 February 19^0 the flier V. N. Fedoro

The

- design:
J.8-1

(ground

^n-oleted the

first flight on the rocket-glider RP-318-1 with engine ..^-1-150, which
was a modification of the GRM-65.
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In 1941-42 at the RNII the ZhRD D-l-A-llOO was developed whlth
operated on nitric acid and kerosene and which developed a nominal
thrust of 1100 kgf.

The engine was destined for the first Soviet

aircraft with a ZhRD.

This aircraft, BI-1, was developed in the same

years by A. Ya. Bereznyak and A. M. Isayev under the guidance of the
chief designer V. P. Bolkhovltinov.

On 15 May 19^ the flier G. Ya.

Bakhchivangi completed the first flight on the BI-1.
The GDL, GIRD and RNII made a fundamental contribution to the
development of rocket engineering in the USSR.
In 1939 the Experimental Design Office (0KB) on ZhRD was created.
In the 19^0's 0KB developed a family of aviation ZhRD from RD-1 to
RD-3 (Pig. 1.24).

Auxiliary air-borne ZhRD with pumping supply of

nitric acid-kerosene fuel, chemical Ignition, an unlimited number of
repeated, completely automated launchings, and adjustable thrust were
put through numerous tests in 1943-46, including flight tests on the
aircraft of V. M. Petlyakov, S. A. Lavochkin, A. S. Yakovlev, and
P. 0. Sukhou design.

oxc lu.
contro.'

Pig. 1.24.
Alroome ZhRD (GDL-0KB): 1 - RD-1 with thrust of jOU kgf;
2 - RD-lKh3 with thrust of 300 kgf with chemical ignition; 3 modification RD-lKh3; 4 - RD-2 with thrust of 600 kgf; 5 - RD-3 with
thrust of 900 kgf; three-chamber with TNA (units are shown under the
engines).
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Poat-war (Jev«lupm«nt of w< I'M on rookot-opao«» technology van
ourrled out at a rapid rat« and led, Uoglnnlne In 1919, to regular
launchlnga of geophyttloal and meteorologloal rooketo, and then to
vehlolett of another purpose.

d.

The fruitful work of Soviet oolentlata, engineers, and workers
was crowned on 4 October 1957 with a triumphant success - the first
launching of an artificial earth satellite. This was Tallowed by
launohlngs of new satellites and space rockets, achievement of escape
velocity, and flights of Interplanetary automatic stations. The
problem of accurate return of the rocket ship to earth was solved
successfully.
The first manned flight Into outer space on 12 April 1961 became
a historical event. This flight was carried out by the flierastronaut Yu. A. Oagarin on the space ship (Vostok). This flight
marked the beginning of direct penetration of man beyond the earth
atmosphere. The remarkable flights of the glorious plelad of Soviet
astronauts brought many new unprecedented achievements. Including
the first exit of man from a shlp»satellite into open space.
The decisive factor In all these successes was the creation and
Improvement in the Soviet Union of multistage rockets, the characteristic features of which are enormous power of the engines and
exclusively high accuracy of systems of adjustment and automatic
control.
An outstanding contribution to the development of cosmonautics
was made by academician S. P. Korolev (by 1906-66), the leading
developer of the first powerful rocket-space systems. S. P. Korolev
was actually a designer of rockets, space stations and ships. Rocketspace systems were developed by him together with the chief designers
of engines, flight control systems, and other onboard systems, and the
complex of ground launching equipment. Work was conducted in collaboration with Scientific Research Institutes of Industry and the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR.
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· ~ e OKB whi ch e volved from GDL deve l o ed in 195 4-57 Zh D D-1 07
and RD-108, which considerably exceeded in economy the analogous
American ZhRD. In 1952-57 the RD-214 was developed, and in 1958-62
the RD-119, also having the highest economy in their classes. Powerful
engines ot this OKB were on all Russian rocket-carriers which ut
tnto orbit artificial satellites, of the Earth, Sun, Moon, automatic
stations to the Moon, Venus, and Mars; and the piloted ships Vos tok,
Voskhod, and others.
The ZhRD of the multistage powerful rocket-carrier Proton, which
be gan flighta in 1965, have been made according to the most e rfect
sche. . and are dist1ngu1sed by high pressure in the combusti on chamber,
high quality or the working process, compactness, and reliab l l i ty.
The development of rocket-space thematics gave life t o ~e w
creative collectives headed by the chief designers of rockets, pace
ships, engines, control systems and launch systems. The created a
nu.ber or remarkable intercontinental rockets, rocket-carriers , and
space object s . The hasic type or engine in all these systems 1 the
7.hRD.
Electrical and Nuclear Rocket Engines
The possibility or utilization of electrical and nuclear e nergy
in jets was shown with brilliant s agacity by K. E. Tsiolkovskiy as
earlJ aa 1912. This possibility was discussed also in works of R.
Goddard, a. Obert, Yu. V. Kondratyuk, and others.
The rirat theoretical work which treated or the principle of
wo rk or ERD or the electrothermal type and made the necessary calculat ions waa the work "Metal as an explosive s ubstanc e . Jet engine wlth
hi~~ escape velocity," dated 10 At ril 1929 .
ThP. work was approved,
d th author was given the possibility of practically realizing
lt at GDL. In the period 1929-1933 the first ERD of the electrothermal
type was developed and tested. In ita chamber with the aid of powerful
brief pulses of electrical current thin metallic wire s (or a Jet o f
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) we r e e xploded . T e produ cts o f t he
ec tr ca ly conduct v l
e x los ion, which are ga e of h g temperature, were ex anded in ' ·
Jet noz zl e , att ining high e xh aust v lo ci tie s .
No further research was don ~ on ERD at GDL inasmuch a the main
attention was f oc used on devel opment o f ZhRD, as lt was more n c e~sa ry
at that time f o pract1cal uti liz ation.
It is characteristic that works in the field of ERD of vari ous
schemes were activated n our country and abroad after exit of
flight vehicles into space had been provided for with the aid of
ZhRD . At prese nt ERD a re a lready us e d in spacecraft, mainly i n
orie ntation sy terns . In 1964 electrostatic (ion RD were te ~ ted in
flight on a ballistic tra ject or y ( USA) a w 11 as i n the f li ht o f
the pacesh p "Vos kh od " (US R) . In t he same year lectromagnet i c
(p lasma) RD were teste d ln the sp&ce flight of the Soviet robot space
s tati on "Zond-2." In 1965 on one of artificial earth satellites
launched in the U A, an ERD of the electrothermal type was test ed .
Th e ERD a e eveloped e ven f o r long work a s main engines of vehicle s
which reached orbital e l oc ity.
Nuc ear rocket engi nes (AP~) [YaRD -nuclear rocket engine]
are in the stage of active experimental investigations . Close t o
realization is a YaRD having a reactor with a s olid active zone a nd
using hydrogen as its workin g medium. Creation of laRD with a
so- called gas rea ct or [l] is promi s ing. I t is considered that YaRD
111 be fulfi l led as engines of high thrust uti lized f or acceleration
f
pace s y
~
h}.
Effective ombinat ion on a rocke t of chemical, nucl- ar and
electrical r ocke t engines will e xpand pos sibi lities in t
s tudy
and conqu s t . f pace .

•••
In the 10 years sin ce the moment o r the first b reak h ugh
into spac , in the US R alone mor e than 250 satel lites weighi ng mo r .

_,8

mm

than 736 t (not oonotderlng Melghts uf final etages of rockets) there
have been put Into orbits around the earth, sun, and moon, and ??
stations weighing more than 30 t have been accelerated to escape
velocity. Some of them have been returned to earth. In the USA the
"Apollo" program has successfully landed astronauts on the moon.
Utilisation of artificial earth satellites of the meteorological,
extra-long-range radio and television communication, navigation,
geodesic, geophysical, astronomical ana other type opens new wide
possibilities for solution of problems of the national economy, and
provides the most valuable scientific Information. The rocketnuclear power of the Soviet Union serves as a reliable stronghold of
the conquests of socialism.
Ahead are new grandiose problems In the development of rocketspace technology and of Its fundamental principle - rocket engines.
Solution of these problems depends to a considerable extent on
success«? in the theory and practice of Russian rocket-engine design.
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CHAPTER

II

THHUST OP THE CHAMBER AND ENGINE
The acceleration of the working medium neceanary for creation of
Jet thrust can be obtained by means of various effects on a flow:
geometrical, flow-rate, thermal, mechanical. Of them the eacleot
to realize Is geometrical.
Obtaining thrust by using geometrical nozzles Is considered below.
2.1.

Thrust of a Chamber with a Laval Nozzle

The thrust of the rocket-engine chamber Is the resultant all
forces applied to the chamber during Its work, excepting the forces
of weight and of reactions of supports. This means the thrust is
determined by forces acting on the part of the gaseous working medium
on the Inside surface of the chamber, and by forces of the environment
on Its external surface.
Forces acting on the part of gas on the solid surface washed by
it can be presented as normal and tangential: pressure p and tangent
stress of friction T.
The real distribution of pressure over the external surface of
the chamber depends on the arrangement of the chamber on the craft,
and the aerodynamic form and velocity of craft. However, the pressure
on the external surface of the cnambers is assumed constant and equal
to the barometric pressure of the unperturbed environment p^ .
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Höre p. 1.: the preaaure of ttif .••urroundlnp; medium; f la the füre«? acting
on a unit or Inside surface (the normal component of thlc force !.■.
the local presaure of the worklnr medium, and the tangential component
la the utreaa of friction).
It Is eajy to see that the flr.Tt term of the right side of
equation (2.1) Is equal to

f p^f-'

P*FL'

{2.2)

For determination of the second member let us avail ourselves of
the theorem of momentum, according to which the resultant of external
forces acting on a certain gas volume is equal tc the change per unit
of time of the quantity of motion of the working medium which flowed
through the surface bounding the isolated volume. Let us designate
the control surface on the inside walls of chamber, as shown In
Fig. 2.1 with a dotted line. The motion of the gas In the combustion
chamber and nozzle will be considered one-dimensional, continuous, and
steady.

Fig. 2.1. For derivation of the
equation of thrust of a chamber.

^1"
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The Integral of foroes of pressure and frictions acting on the
Isolated volume can be presented as the sum of two quantities:
Integrals of foroes acting on the part of the control surface coinciding
with the inside surface of the chamber and on the surface of cut of
the nozzle:

J /^- f /Jr + Spdf.
»»»IP

(2.3)

»M>

where ? is the force acting on the gas on the part of the Inside
surface of the chamber. It is obvious that

/.—/■

Analogously (2.2) can be written
$rfF~ptFt.
Fe

The isolated volume is entered by a working medium with a quantity
of motion equal to zero (liquid or gas Is supplied at a negligible
rate), and through area F In a unit of time mass 0 flows out at a
rate of w . In this way the per-second change in momentum is equal
to Qw . According to the theorem of momentum
Gwc=- J /dF+ptFt.

(2.11)

nytp

Substituting equations (2.4) and (2.2) in expression (2.1), we
obtain
P=-Gwt + pcFt + phFc.
The positive direction is the direction of thrust.
P = GWc^PcFo—phf:c-

H3

Then
(2.5)

Idlng

The obtained exprtnnlut: It) the huslo equation uf chamber thrunt
with the asHumptlons made earlier relative to regularity and continuity
of flow. Rejection of theue assumptions somewhat changes the form of
the equation and will be specially discussed subsequently.
The following characteristic cases of determination of chamber
thrust are of interest.
1.

Thrust in a vacuum, where Ph ■ 0,
Pu-Owt+PcFc.

(2.C)

As It appears, it is wholly defined by processes which proceed
inside the chamber and is total impulse of flow.
2.

Thrust at any height, where Ph I* 0,
Pt-Pv-phFc

(2.7)

In formula (2.7) it is evident that the influence of the
surrounding medium always diminishes chamber thrust.
3.

Thrust in the condition of equality of pressures, where

p

h " Pc:
P-Gwc.

(2.8)

The absence in the last formula of the term p. P

n c does not mean
that the Influence of external pressure has disappeared. The result
of such pressure as before Is force p.n P c . It has been excluded here
simultaneously with the part of positive thrust created by the chamber

Sometimes the formula of thrusts for all conditions is presented
in the following manner:
P^Gw*,

4^

(2.9)

where w

IM

the no-called effective exhauat velocity.

The value of w3

la determined from the following equation
OwH~Ow,+pJit~ptJ'*

whence
*^ - wt \-b^r^l-'^

(2.10)

or, using the continuity equation:
**"**+h~Pk .
where «

w

(2.11)

is the density cf gas leaving the nozzle.

Obviously, only at p ■ p. does the arbitrary value of effective
exhaust velocity coincide with the value of velocity in the output
section of the nozzle w c .
2.2.

Characteristic Modes of Operation
of a Laval Nozzle

The mode of operation of the nozzle is determined by the
relationship of pressure on the cut-off of the nozzle and of the
surrounding medium. Mentioned above was the mode of equality of
these parameters p ■ p.. The modes p > p. and p < p; are also
possible.
Let us examine the physical picture of escape from the nozzle in
various modes.
In modes of underexpansion the pressure at the cut-off of the
nozzle p is greater than the pressure of the surrounding medium p .
With escape from a flat nozzle in these modes, complete expansion
of the Jet behind the nozzle occurs, which Is accompanied by a system
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of lines of weak disturbance, t ut without jumps of cond n·ati on .
Escape from an axisymmetrical nozzle in all modes of unde r e x a ns on
is accompanied by appearance of jumps of conden ation. J um
ha ve
the form of surfaces of rotation with a curved gen e ratrix. Tl
form
of separate sections of the jet is barrel-shaped.
Figure 2.2a, shows the spectrum of a jet behind a conical
axisymmetrical nozzle when pc > ph. On tne axis of the jet c rved
jumps AB and A1B1 are closed bJ straight jump BB 1 . With an increase
in the difference of pressure~ pc - ph the jump is moved aside from
the cut of the nozzle. At small differences of pressure, curved
Jumps AB and A1B1 are not closed by a straight line, but even in
the mode of equality (pc • ph) they ~ontinue to exist (Fig. 2.2b).

a)

C'

A

~:~Pc = P,
A,

C',

)

Fig. 2.2. Spectra of gas jet leaving
conic expansible nozzle in various
modes of its operation.

Modes of overexpansion, when Pc < ph, are also accompanied by
the ~yst e m of curved jumps shown in Pig. 2.2c.
Comparison of the work of the nozzle in mode Pc • ph and in mode
Pc ~ ph, all things being equal, is necessary for correct selection
of parameters of a nozzle in designing. Qualitatively it can be
done in the fo llowing manner.

^f"

Olven that three variants of a nozzle are designed for the same
rocket-engine chamber: 1) p
V 2) P.
'h 3) Pc > P hi-

lf a conic nozzle is designed, then at a constant angle of the
opening these nozzles will differ in length. In Pig. 2.3a the
considered nozzles are limited lengthwise by sections 3-3» 1-1 > and
2-2. Obviously, the longest of them will provide mode p < p. , and
the shortest mode p,.c > p.n . If the average nozzle for p ■ Ph in a
particular case, then the shorter nozzle will operate with underexpansion, and the longer one with overexpansion.

J •xpantlvn / «cpanslon 2

•)

'wn

Pig. 2.3. For comparison of
thrust In various modes of
operation of a nozzle.
pres:
Let us compare the thrusts developed by these nozzles. As was
noted, the thrust is the axial component of the resultant of forces
of pressure on the external and internal chamber surfaces (for
simplicity forces of friction are disregarded). Therefore, diagrams
of pressures with respect to the contours of the chamber with various
nozzles should be compared. These diagrams from the left of section
3-3 are identical; therefore, the distribution of pressures can be
compared only in section 3-1-2.
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In Flg. 2.3a it is evident that In the section of nozzle 1-2
external pressure everywhere exceeds Internal pressure. The resulting
diagram is shown in Pig. 2.3b. Let us replace this diagram with one
resultant force and isolate in the latter the radial and axial
components. The axial component AP, 2 Is opposite in direction to
the direction of thrust; consequently, section 1-2 diminishes the total
thrust. The thrust of a chamber with overexpansion is less than the
thrust of a chamber operating in the mode p = p. by the value AP _.
In nozzle section 1-3 internal pressure is greater than external
pressure, and the resulting diagram, as can be seen from Pig. 2.3b,
is positive. The resultant force P, Q equivalent to it has axial
component +AP1 _, coinciding in direction with thrust. Consequently,
section 1-3 creates positive thrust. To pass from a nozzle, operating
in mode p = p, to the nozzle with underexpansion, we deprive ourselves
of this section and in this way lose thrust. The thrust of the chamber
with an underexpanding nozzle P^ is AP _ less than thrust P.. Thus
modes of operations of nozzles differing from mode p
lowering of chamber thrust.

■ p. lead to a

Disturbances in the Jet behind the nozzle cannot be shifted
upstream on account of the supersonic Jet velocity. However, in the
boundary layer near the walls of the nozzle the velocity of flow is
subsonic. This creates the possibility of Influence of the external
medium on the flow inside the nozzle. In modes of underexpanslnn this
pressure is prevented by positive difference of pressures p C - p.I* > 0.
In modes of overexpansion the pressure p, is greater than the
pressure on the cut-off p . At a rather large positive difference
Ph - p the boundary layer is detached from the wall of the nozzle as
a result of restoration of pressure in the slanting Jump of
condensation. The surrounding medium is sucked into the region between
the wall of the nozzle and the flow detaching itself. The greater the
difference ph - p^, (or the ratio Ph/Pc). the nearer to the critical
section the system of Jumps is moved. The diagram of this movement
is given in Fig. 2 A.

^8
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Fig. 2.^. Picture of movement of
the system of condensation Jumps
Inside a nozzle in the overexpanslon
mode.

M<Tj\M<1

In contrast with all the modes of underexpanslon and of modes
of overexpanslon without entrance of Jumps into the nozzle, the modes
of overexpanslon with Jumps and detachment of flow inside nozzles
lead to chambers in the spectra of flow not only beyond the nozzle,
but also Inside the expanding part of it. This is accompanied by a
change of the diagram of internal pressure on the walls of the nozzle.
Figure 2.5 gives Idealized diagrams of external and internal
pressure on the walls of a nozzle operating with overexpanslon. Up
to the section In which detachment occurs the flow does not change.
Therefore, the diagram of internal pressure in the section of nozzle
prior to detachment of flow will be the same as in the corresponding
section of a nozzle operating with the same original parameters
without overexpanslon. In section 2 when p < p, there is detachment
of flow from the wall. In section 2-c in the case of overexpanslon
without detachment of flow, internal pressure would be considerably
lower than steady-state pressure of the surrounding medium after
detachment. In this case the resulting influence of external and
Internal pressure in section 2-c would create a negative thrust
component, i.e., it would diminish total thrust. In case of overexpansion with detachment of flow from the wall. In section 2-c the
same Influence acts from without and within. In this case the negative
component of thrust does not appear. Consequently, overexpanslon
with detachment of flow at the same parameters on entering the nozzle
provides a higher value of thrust in comparison with continuous
overexpanslon.

4Q

Fig. 2.5. Idealized diagrams
of external and internal
pressures on walls of nozzle
without and with breakaway cf
flow from the v.'all

les
modes

From what has been said it can be concluded that the expression
(2.5/ for calculation of chamber thrust is not universal, inasmuch as
it does not consider phenomena connected with detachment of the flow.
Therefore, it is expedient to divide modes of operation of the nozzle
into modes of continuous flow and modes of flow with breakaway of
flow inside the nozzle. Expression (2.5) is applicable only for modes
of continuous flow. The thrust of the chamber In the nozzle of which
the flow is detached from the wall is calculated somewhat differently.
2.3.

Thrust of Chamber in Modes with Breakaway
of Flow Inside a Laval Nozzle

The real picture of flow with breakaway is distinguished from
idealized basically by the presence of a boundary layer about the
wall of the nozzle. The physical model of flow with breakaway and
rhe diagram of pressure on the wall of the nozzle are shown in Fig.
2.6.

Fig. 2.6. Model of flow
in nozzle with breakaway
from the wall.

/(
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In section 1 at pressure p. thickening of the boundary layer
begins. This section Is located somewhat upstream from the place
of detachment of the flow. In the section from the place of thickening
of the boundary layer to the. place of flow detachment and downstream,
there Is a gradual pressure Increase up to the pressure of the
environment.
Theoretical research on phenomena of breakaway and, the more so,
obtaining final calculation dependences on the basis of only theoretical
prerequisites is difficult. Therefore in practice the results of
experimental investigations are usually used In the form of empirical
relationships or in the form of charts. Below is one of the possible
means of calculation of thrust of a chamber with a conic nozzle
in the mode of operation with detachment of the flow [3].
For the sake of simplicity of calculation the whole range of
flow downstream from section 1 is divided Into 2 subdomalns:
a) the subdomain located between section 1 and the section where
static pressure is 0.95 of external pressure p; it embraces the zone
of interaction of the slanting Jump of condensation with the turbulent
boundary layer;
b) the subdomain located downstream from the section where
P ■ 0.95 Ph» to the cut of the nozzle.
The thrust of the chamber in the mode with breakaway from the
wall is written thus:
0,95

P0TP=(C«/ -f PtF^^r
PtFl)+ }f ^cos (/i, x)-dF +
+ J pcos{n,x)dF-pllFc.
0.96
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Integrals entering here are calculated with empirical relationships obtained on the basis of experimental results of a number of
works:

0,95

.

J pcos(n,x).dF=*0,55(p,-\-0,95ph)(F0,9i-Fl);

(2.13)

.

?!

J pcos(n, x)-dF=*0,975ph(F^-Fo^).

(2.14)

0.98

Then
/'OTP-

{Gwf+PiFt) +0,55{pi + 0,95ph) (Fc.n—Fi)-pU0,975F0,9S-O,025Fc).

The unknowns in this expression are w. , p. P. , and P0
are found in the following manner.

(2.15)

QJ-.

They

For calculation of p. it is possible to use the empirical dependence
2

/ r*\-o.2

Figure 2.7 gives results of experimental investigations [3] of
conic nozzles with various magnitudes of aperature half-angle of the
supersonic part a for a number of working bodies. The dependence
curve (2.16) is plotted there.
As it appears, this curve rather well reflects the results of
experiments over a wide range of relationships of pressures.
Area P. and velocity w. can be calculated with the aid of usual
gasdyanmif! relationships, utilization of which will be explained
auDsequently. The area in section c, where p * 0.95 Ph, can be found
from the equation
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F 095
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2,4

+Ft ·

(2 . 17)

This equ ~tion just as equation (2 . 16) is ob ained on the
a mathematical treatment of experimental resu1.ts.
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Fig. 2.7. For determination of parameters
of breakaway with overexpansion.

In this way can be found all quantities which enter formula
(2.:5 for calculation of thrust of a chamber with a conic nozz le
in wh ~ch there is Lreakaway of flow.
Detachment of the flow in a profiled nozzle, as shown by results
of experiment s [ l4] appears at greater pressure ratios ph/p c than
occurs ir. conic nozzles. The character of the dependence of press ure
ratio at the point of breakaway on the ratio pK*/ph is the s ame as
for conic nozzle s . Therefore, for a tentative estimate the curve
of Fig. 2 . 7 can be used.
2 . 4.

Chambe r Thrust with Nozzles of
Other Shapes

In the usua l round Laval nozzle the walls of the suoer on1c oRrt
are at a rather small angle to the direction of the thrust vec tor.
Every elementary ring of the s upersonic part o f a nozzl e with ra ius
r and width o f dS p r cei ves a force
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JK 2nrpdS.

7)
Tart of tlil.-. force

1ö

ujed for creation of thrust.
dP=2nr'pdSs\na.

Here a is tne angle of inclination of the wall of the nozzle to
the axis. The relative magnitude of force useful to the usable
portion is equal to sin at.
It is obvious that the characteristics of the nozzle can be
improved if we Increase the angle of slope of he wall of the
supersonic part to the axis as much as possible. However, in this
case the magnitude of pressure on the wall must be correct. This
is achieved by turning the gas flow, which is realized in curved
nozzles [2].
In the curved nozzle (Pig. 2.8) the flow of gas after passing
the critical section will be inclined to the side wall (np-c)
The opposite wall of the nozzle (np'-c') will Le acted on by decreased
pressure. Under some conditions this wall can be generally removed.
Then the enlarging part of the nozzle will turn into a curved channel
qten from one side. Such a channel is an element of a nozzle unit
whi%jj can be used for creation of various types of nozzles of rocket
engines. These elements can be placed on a circumference or on
straight lines.

Fig. 2.8.
nozzles.

Diagram of curved

^M

tt i !■■

Figure 2.9 shows two cases of forming of a nozzle unit by
rotation of element abcde around the axis.
a ring nozzle.

Wltl

This type is called

Basic principles of shaping of rinp; nozzles are

considered in Chapter XII.

Here n i

'/r-^/f.

O 5o»

axis of
engine.
It i

Pig. 2.9.
nozzles.

Diagram of form of annular

the quani
taken in

Elements of the surface of the nozzle creating thrust can be
almost perpendicular to the direction of thrust.

Therefore, with

identical thrusts such nozzles can be considerably shorter than the
usual round Laval nozzle.

Another advantage of them is the possibility

of self-regulation in the overexpansion mode.

In these modes high

Ace
velocity

atmospheric pressure tightens the boundary of the free enlarging Jet;

spent to

as a result static pressure on the wall of the nozzle increases, and

thrust p

the unfavorable effect of overexpansion of the flow is diminished.
The thrust of chambers with nozzles of this type is called on
the basis of general definition (2.1).

Als
the Jet

2.5.

Thrust. Total Impulse. Power of Engine

The engine can consist of several chambers; its thrust will be
equal to the total thrust of all chambers.
In engines with a turbopump fuel supply, waste gas after the
turbine can be ejected through a special output nozzle and create a
certain thrust AP.
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thrust,
as well

With allowance for this the engine thrust is

'>«=£'Vos(*.*) + Ä/>.

(2.18)

/-i

Here n is the number of thrust chambers; x is the direction of the
axis of the thrust chamber; X is the direction of the axis of the
engine.
It is sometimes convenient to characterize the rocket engine by
the quantity of total impulse — by the determined integral of thrust
taken in the complete time of work:

"i

= f/V*T.

y

(2.19)

According to the value of thrust of the rocket engine P and the
velocity V of the aircraft on which it is placed, the power being
spent to move the aircraft forward can be defined. It is called
thrust power;
NP~P„V.

(2.20)

Also used is determination of rocket-engine power from power of
the Jet:

NV~G?L~1-Pwt.

(2.21)

Below are the relationships between units of measurement of
thrust, total impulse and power in the technical system of units
as well as in the international system of units (SI):
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CHAPTER

III

SPECIFIC PARAMETERS OP THE CHAMBER AND ENGINE
Such indices as thrust, total Impulse, and thrust power are
parameters which depend on absolute quantities of expense of fuel, time
of action of engine, and flight velocity. Specific parameters are
the relative quantities characterizing the effectiveness of the fuel
used and the perfection of engine design.

4d-vo

^

This chapter considers basic specific parameters most widely
utilized In the theory and design of engines.

\

3.1.

'962,

Specific Thrust

The most commonly used specific parameter of a rocket chamber
and engine is specific thrust, i.e., thrust referred to mass flow
rate of fuel per second:
/>,.=£•

(3.1)

It is obvious that specific thrust Is a characteristic of
economy. The higher the specific thrust, the less the fuel that
must be spent to get the assigned thrust.
The specific thrust of the chamber is the thrust referred to
mass flow rate per second of fuel being directly burned in the thrust
chamber. In accordance with equations (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) It can
be written thus:

*&*.

^4"

■■ i

in a vacuum (ph

0)
per
',TÄ.n
yx.n = «'c-

Pc^r

(3.2)

at any height, where Ph ^ O^

(3.3)
in the mode of equality of pressures Pc ^ Pu
(3.^)

Pya=Wc.

It Is evident also that
Ph

P =P

Cc«

(3.5)

In the last expression two components of specific thrust are
evident: that depending only on intrachamber processes (P
) and
yfl« n
that caused by pressure of the surrounding medium (quantity Pv

o c w c ).
If we make use of the arbitrary magnitude of effective exhaust
velocity, then
(3.6)

^"fa*.

For modes of overexpansion occupying a specific position, with
detachment of the flow inside the nozzle, specific thrust is determined
on the basis of expression (2.15) as

y« "p
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0

(3.7)

N =

In the SI system thrust P Is expressed in newtons (N), flow rate
per second G - in kg/s, and consequently, P y M - in N-s/kg. Because
2

N = kg'm/s , the dimension of P

^

will be expressed in m/s.

Thus, in the SI system specific thrust has the dimension of
velocity, and, as is evident from expression (3.6), it is numerically
equal to effective exhaust velocity.
In technical literature the dimension of thrust is kgf, mass flow
rate per second is kg/s, and, consequently, the dimension of P
is
kgf-s/kg. The dimension of P
is frequently written in s. In such
a treatment specific thrust shows that in a few seconds thrust of
1 kgf will be created by a chamber which expended 1 kg of fuel.

g0

In the SI system the numerical value of specific thrust is
■ 9.80665 times greater than in the technical system of units.

In (WPA) [ZhflD - liquid propellant rocket engine], besides the
basic fuel burned in thrust chambers, auxiliary fuel can be used to
drive the units of the system for supplying fuel and other systems.
Therefore, in general thrust and the mass flow rate of engine fuel
differ from thrust and the mass flow rate of the chunber, and
consequently specific thrusts are different.
The specific thrust of the engine is defined as the ratio of
engine draught to complete fuel expenditure, including the mass flow
rate of basic fuel in all chambers

5] G«

and the mass flow rate of

auxiliary fuel G„„„:
sen

Pn^ir^ •
2 Oi + oicn
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(3.8)

i
i
,

Introducing the idea of relative expense of auxiliary fuel
«=-?s£!-.

(3.9)

we write
/»,..„

^V-(i+«)So/

(3.10)

Obviously, specific engine thrust and specific chamber thrust
are connected by the relationship

For ZhRD with afterburning of generator gas in the basic chamber
e ■ 0 and P y^.^B ■ P yfl . For ZhRD with separate exhaust of generator
gas e > 0 and P
„ < P . The quantity e is determined by calculation
of auxiliary systems, and in the stages of preliminary design they
are taken according to statistical data.
In (PATT) [RDTT — solid-propellant rocket engine], where there^
are no expenditures of auxiliary fuel, and the chamber and engine are
identical, differences are not made between specific thrust of chamber
and engine. However, for RDTT other characteristics of specific
thrust should be noted.
In contrast with ZhRD for RDTT it is very difficult to determine
instantaneous values of specific thrust, inasmuch as it is intricate
to fix Instantaneous values of fuel mass flow rate. In connection
*lth this specific thrust of RDTT is defined in interval of time T (for
sxample, in the operating time of the engine), as an average value:
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f/Vt
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•

(3.11)

[Gdx
b

3-9)

This quantity in practice of RDTT is usually called specific or
single Impulse (frequently it is designated I ). Obviously, w
thrust and specific thrust constant in time
.IQ)

Having designated total fuel consumption for time x
st
GT=jGrfT
ö

(3.12)

and using the idea of total Impulse introduced earlier (2.19), we
amber

obtain the next expression for specific pulse:

ator
^y*=^L-

culation

(3.13)

Or

oy
The range of specific thrust In a vacuum for contemporary ZhRD
constitutes 300-^50 kgf-s/kg or s (^3000-^500 N-s/kg or m/s).

ere
are

^
hamber

The

difference in range of values is caused by various fuels and conditions
of utilization of fuel in the engine.
ZhRD are glven ln Appendix I.

The specific thrust of certain

The specific impulse of RDTT, as a rule, is lower than for ZhRD.
Its values In a vacuum for contemporary engines reach 250-300 kgf-s/kg
rmine

cate
on
T (for
ue:

or s (^2500-3000 N-s/kg or m/s).

Different values within the limits

of the range shown are caused by the same factors as for ZhRD.
Appendix II gives the specific pulses of certain foreign RDTT.
Along with masö specific thrust, which is called specific thrust
for short, the idea of volumetric specific thrust is sometimes used,
i.e., thrust referred to the volumetric expenditure of fuel per second:

^1"

p

=£-

(3.1^)

Obviously, volumetric specific thrust is connected with specific
thrust by the simple relationship
Pnv=Pjaßf

(3.15)

where c» - is the density of fuel.
3.2.

Specific Impulse of Pressure in the Chamber

The specific pressure impulse in the chamber (the consumption
unit) Is the quantity
PiSi
Kp'«P

(3.16)

where p* is the pressure of braked flow in the critical section of
HP
the nozzle.
The numerator of this expression is an unbalanced force generated
because of the gas pressure on a section of the front wall of the
combustion chamber with area P„„
(Pig. 3.1). Force p*KpKp
P..^ is the part
«p
of thrust created by the chamber. Referred to the per second
expenditure of fuel In the chamber, it obtains the dimension of
specific thrust. In this way the specific pressure impulse in the
chamber Is a component of the specific chamber thrust.

Pig. 3.1. Determination of thrust
component p*K p P„„
Hp
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In the Ideal case, in the absence of Irreversible phenomena
in the subsonic part of the nozzle, the origin of force p»Hp P Hp and

its magnitude are not connected with the nozzle of the chamber and
the conditions of its work. Such a force appears even in a combustion
chamber with a simple aperture with area F np , inasmuch as braking
pressure, i.e.,

is constant, where p * is pressure of braked flow at the entrance to
the nozzle.
This pertains to the component of specific thrust I
is its Important feature.

, which
K

For brevity we will subsequently call the consumption unit
simply a unit, designating it 0. When pJJ ■ p* , the recording
equivalent to expression (3.16), looks like this:

M-^-

(3.17)

The quantity 8 can be obtained by theoretical calculation, and
also in experiment, inasmuch as all parameters entering it can be
measured. A comparison of experimental values of ß with theoretical
ones can be used to estimate the degree of completion of processes in
a section of combustion chamber.
3.3.

Thrust Coefficient

Let us compare the thrust of chamber P and its component p K *F K p
The relationship of these quantities is called thrust coefficient
(thrust complex), designating K P
/C,-—£—

6i4

(3.18)

or, in the Ideal case
/Cp —
PKfF*V

As it appears, quantity Kp is unmeasurable and its physical
meaning is clear: the thrust coefficient shows by how much chamber
thrust exceeds the component acting on the front wall of the combvstlon
chamber. It is obvious that the thrust coefficient can be d
as the ratio of the specific thrust of the chamber to its
0:

KP=Y-

(3 19)

-

The thrust coefficient is basically a nozzle oharacttristic.
The relative contribution of the nozzle to the creation of specific
thrust can be estimated by the quantity
Py*~t _,
Pn

L
Xp '

The greater Kp, the greater the role of the nozzle in the
creation of specific thrust.

"^

In contrast with complex ß, determined uniquely, the thrust
coefficient can take different values, depending on the dimensions
he nozzle and its mode of operation.
In accordance with the nomenclature of thrust the coefficients of
thrust in a vacuum (p. ■ 0), in random nozzle mode (p / ph) and in
the mode of equality of pressure (pc = ph) differ.
Just as the magnitude of unit ß, the magnitude of Kp can be
determined theoretically and experimentally. A comparison of
experimental values with the theoretical Is useful for an analysis of
completeness of processes in a real nozzle.
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3.4.

I
T

.

Specific Fuel Consumption

A characteristic of rocket-engine economy less commonly used
than specific thrust Is specific fuel consumption, i.e., the consumption
of fuel necessary to obtain a unit of thrust in a unit of time. By
definition, per jeeond specific consumption of fuel Is equal to

'mbustlon
ned
nent

,-, _ 6' _ 1
>■•

p

kg

pyi

kgf.s'

U.^u;

^~Py.

kif^h'

(3 21)

and the hourly, to

;c.
ific

-

As it appears, the amount of specific consumption of fuel is
uniquely connected with the amount of specific thrust. This feature
is characteristic only for rocket engines which do not use the
environment.
In ZhRD, analogously to specific thrust, we distinguish specific
consumption of fuel of the chamber and the engine.

t
ons

When comparing the specific consumption of fuel of engines of
various types, it is convenient to use specific fuel consumption
per thrust power C.,. The quantity CM is the relationship of the
per second or hourly consumption of fuel to thrust power:
C

"=£
^ ^P £k
kW-s

ents of
d in

(3.22)

or
3 600
Cv-.
- ^
N
\

sis of

bfc

—

Ji£_
kwTh'

^3.23)

I

It Is also possible to evaluate fuel consumption per unit of
Jet power. Specific consumption In this case Is determined thus:

c

--kn/k

o^'

or
c

3.5.

^36000 kf

,_

oc,.

Specific Weight of the Engine
reel

•
The specific weight of the engine Is the ratio of engine weight
in the working state (for a ZhRD filled with fuel components) to
the thrust generated by It:
Y,.-^.

the
are

(3.26)

For rocket engines of the first stage, weight pertains to thrust
on earth; for the rest to thrust In a vacuum. The most commonly
used dimension of specific weight of an engine is kg/T.
The quantity Y.fl to a known extent defines the design completeness
of an engine. All things being equal, an engine with lower specific
weight is perferred.
The specific weight of a ZhRD depends on the purpose and layout
of the engine, the type of fuel being used and thrust. Figure 3.2
gives for orientation certain statistics on specific weight of ZhRD.
The weight characteristics of ZhRD are considerably better than those
of air-breathing Jet engines.
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Pig. 3.2. Specific weight
of some ZhRD.

Weight of RDTT is difficult to separate from the weight of the
rocket on the whole. Therefore, usually the weight completeness of
the whole rocket is usually evaluated. Indexes used in this case
are considered in Chapters IV and XXVII.
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CHAPTER

IV

INTERCONNECTION OF ROCKET, ENGINE,
AND FUEL PARAMETERS
This chapter consiiers the interconnection of the parameters of
the rocket, the engine and the fuel used. The effect of engine
Indexes and of characteristics of fuel on the basic rocket parameters
is evaluated.
4.1.

Connection Between the Engine
and the Rocket Parameters

The most important parameters of a rocket are velocity y height
and distance of flight with a definite payload. The determinant
factor is the maximum velocity of rocket achieved by it at the moment
of termination of the engine work (at the end of the powered flight
segment).
The maximum increase in the velocity of the rocket during its
flight outside the field of gravity and in the absence of aerodynamic
resistance is determined by the Tsiolkovskiy formula:
At^max^max—l^a^lnHK,

(4.1)

where Vn0 is the initial velocity of the rocket; w 3(P.is effective
exhaust velocity; M is the mass number of the rocket determined by
the ratio of weights of the rocket at. the moment of launohlnc n and
at the moment of termination of engine operation G K :
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ik.2)

If the Initial velocity of the rocket is zero, then equation
Cl.l) determine:; the so-called ideal (characteristic) velocity of
the rocket
Km^K'^IntiK-

(4.3)

Since

then
Vu^PytlnvL«.

(4.4)

In the presence of forces of gravity and of aerodynamic resistance,
the velocity of the rocket at the end of powered flight will be less
than Ideal. This velocity is called final velocity; It is equal to
VK=VHa-6V3.T-ftV,.c.

(4.5)

where 6V 3 • T denotes losses of velocity due to the earth's gravity;
6V

a« C

denotes losses of velocity caused by the aerodynamic drag of

the rocket.
For a multistage rocket the velocity of the last stage at the
end off the powered segment is equal to the sum of AV

for each of

the stages

moreover for the upper stages velocity losses caused by aerodynamic
irag are 1 nclgr.lfleant and can be disregarded.

Selection of rocket

parameters which would provide maximum velocity V

vn

K

at assigned

launching weight or minimum launching weight at assigned final velocity
VH Is In general very complex, and requires conducting Joint ballistic
and weight analysis. However, when the rocket parameters are known,
the connection between the characteristics of the rocket stage and
engine can easily be established. It Is common both for a single-stage
rocket and for a stage of multistage rocket.
Thus, the main factors which determine the value of ideal or
final velocity, are specific thrust of engine and mass number of the
rocket.
To Illustrate the Importance of an Increase of P,„ let us give
yfl
some examples. Figure k,l shows a change in the range of flight of
a ballistic rocket with change In specific thrust of engine to
1 kgf.s/kg (-T-)- The effect of specific thrust Increases with an
Increase In the range of flight. For an Intercontinental ballistic
missile with a flight range of 11,000 km and a specific thrust in a
vacuum of 310 kgf'S/kg, Increase In the range of flight with an
increase of P
per unit Is approximately 170 km, and with Increase
of P
«IS It Is more than 500 km. The effect of specific thrust Is
diminished with an Increase of the absolute quantity of P . With a
fixed flying range L, an Increase of P
allows Increasing rocket
payload.

dl/d

Fig. 1.1. Effect of change in
specific thrust on flight range of
a rocket.
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For satellite launches rockets, an Increase In the specific
thrust means either an Increase In altitude of orbit, or putting a
greater payload Into an assigned orbit. For the above rocket, a
growth of specific thrust 1 kgf«s/kg leads to an increase of altitude
of orbit from 550 to 600 km (i.e., almost 10%), or to an Increase of
payload of approximately 1.3%- At fixed distance (or height) or
flight and weight of payload, an Increase of P
provides a decrease
of the take-off weight of the rocket.

N

Jr M

The considerable effect of specific thrust on the characteristics
of aircraft explains one of the basic trends of contemporary rocketengine building - an increase of P
The relative effect of the mass number of the craft on ideal
velocity can be established in the following manner. Let us record
expression (4.4) in differential form:

Condition V
■ const (dV
«0) corresponds to the equality of
effects of specific thrust and mass number. In this case

^ = _InK4pi.
■*

h.

(4.6)

P.y»

Let relative change in specific thrust be 1% (dP „/P
then the change in mass number equivalent to it will be

« 0.01),

^fi.= -0.011n,v

(4.7)

The minus sign shows that a decrease in specific thrust can be
compensated by an increase in mass number, and vice versa.
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Dependence (4.7) is given In Pig. H.2. From It it follows only
that at MH < e (e.is the base of natural logarithms) is the effect
of mass number on ideal velocity more than the effect of specific
thrust. When yH > e, for It compensation of change in specific
thrust a change in mass number of more than 1% is required.

V»

en

fo

Th«

'in
.^

2.0

^

Pig. 4.2. Change in mass number of
the craft, equivalent with respect
to influence on ideal velocity to
changing specific thrust 1^.

/
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/

y* IV.
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1.31

Whe
7

9 )*„

Figure 4.3 shows change in ideal velocity, depending on y
various values of specific thrust.

at
or

Pig. 4.3« Dependence of ideal
velocity on mass number of the
rocket at various values of P

Now

r^
The radical method of increasing mass number is by going to
multistage 'systems. For an.increase in the mass, number of ^ach at-.asrp
weight perfection of the design. Including the engine, is necessary.
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It is of intereat to evaluate the effect of a change in weight of the
engine on ideal velocity of craft.
Let us record the expression V
= P
form for the case of constant fuel weight:

In

(GQ/G

)

in differential

GT = O'0 — GK = const.

Then

''Vm _ '/py*

When V

Cn-O,,

''CK

Pyj,

V^J,

GK Coln(Go/GK)

= const we obtain

rfO«—
GK

On
Go —Gk

dP

|nGn

y*

GK

Pyn

or

-^L = -Ji!L_In„ !^ü

(it.8)

Engine weight is part of the final weight of the craft; therefore,
dGK=dGall.
Now expression (4.8) can be written thus:

^^ö-L^ln^.
0
M

GJU

fin - I

(4.9)

Pyji

Equation (4.9) determines the effect of a relative change of
..oie;ht a,nd öpeuxilc

tnrust

on ideal velocity.

If the relative change

in specific thrust is 1%, then the change in engine weight equivalent
is equal to
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0

G„ m —1

M

In|*K.

(4.10)

Dependence (4.10) Is given In Flg. 4.4. For the engine of the
Qerman V-2 rocket, the quantity dGnn/C'
is approximately 7.3$ (point
in Pig. 4.4). For contemporary practice, as a result of Increased
VH and QH/QAB» this quantity can be evaluated at 10-15X. Consequently,
reducing engine weight 10-15* in Its effect on ideal velocity is
equivalent to Increasing specific thrust by 1%. The effect of engine
weight Is diminished with an Increase of mass number y .

«frj/ga»
eideAt=5

?*t
£
A

^. -7 —

>
-"

IT

i

Fig. 4.4. A change in engine
weight, equivalent in influence on
ideal velocity to a 1% change in
specific thrust.
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Utilization of the weight equivalent of specific thrust is
convenient during examination of the concrete design of the rocket
and when selecting optimum engine parameters. Thus, if some measure
Is connected with an increase in specific thrust, and also with a
simultaneous Increase in engine weight, the expediency of such a
measure can be evaluated on the basis of an equivalent. For example,
the weight of an engine with a thrust of 100 t at a specific weight
of 10 kg/t thrust is 1000 kg. At u ■ 5 and a thrust-to-weight of
ratio P/G0 »1.5, the weight equivalent of 1 kgf-s/kg of specific
thrust at P
■ 300 kgf«s/kg is, according to formula (4.9), about
70 kg. If an Increase in specific thrust of 1 kgf's/kg is accompanied
by a weight Increase of 20 kg, then the effective increase is
P =}

>*

-^-0'7
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4.2.

Effect of Fuel Characteristics
on Rocket Characteristics

The most Important characteristic of fuel Is Its specific thrust,
It Is possible to show, however, that not only It Influences rocket
characteristics.
Let us analyze the detailed relation between ideal velocity of
craft, determined by expression (I.1!), and fuel characteristics.
Let us convert the expression for \i :

OK

GK

O,

The weight of propellant on the craft Is
CT-UTGT.
where VT is volume of fuel;

c.f

(4.12)

is density of fuel.

Consequently:

i^l+^-ÜT

(4.13)

or
^==1+^0,.

(4.14)

where

"

OK

(4.15)

The quantity OH characterizes the design perfection of the craft. The
higher OK, the more fuel can be placed at the assigned final weight
of the craft.
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Now expression (4.4) ought to be written thus
^H.^VX' + W).

(4.16)

As It appears, ideal velocity Is a function of three parameters
specific thrust, fuel density, and coefficient o
Thus, the second
important characteristic of fuel Is Its density.
Obviously, an increase in a K , I.e., the Increase In the relative
content of fuel in the craft, always Increases V
However the rate
"A
of increase in ^f
with an increase in a is unequal for various
fuels. Of this one can be certain, having differentiated the equation
(4.16) with respect to o :

y

* 1 + »ICOT '

(4.17)

Expression (4.17) shows that with an increase in a the effect
of fuel density is diminished. The rate of increase of V is more
considerable for fuels which have high specific thrust. In connection
with this, res jits of utilization of two fuels can be different at
different a . :r rixainple of dependence V^n ■ f(o ) for certain fuels
is given in Fig. 4.^.
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Pig. 4.5. The dependence of ideal velocity
on coefficient a : l - liquid oxygen + liquid
hydrogen; 2 - liquid oxygen + kerosene; 3 NpO^. + asymmetrical dlmethylhydrazlne; 4 liquid fluorine + liquid hydrogen.
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4.3ß\
srs.

Rating tne Efficiency of a Fuel

Having explained the fundamental effect of specific thrust and
density of fuel on ideal velocity of craft, let us show how to
compare the efficiency of various fuels, using V
as a criterion.

md

Two characteristic cases of rocket design are usually considered
[3]-

1. Final weight of apparatus G
considered.

and volume of fuel V

are

In this case a H is also constant.
7)

Let us write expression (4.16) in differential form;
dVK^ln^UPy^Pn^-^dQt.
G

Maximum V
corresponds to condition dV
expression (4.18) we obtain

Py,

(4.18)

''Go GK

K

=0.

In this case, from

ln(Oo/GK) oT

The quantity GT/G0 is the specific gravity of the fuel stored on the
craft:
GT/G0=A.
It is easy to find the connection between the number y
the quantity A:

'■-Z-rh-
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(11.20)
and by

"••21'

mm

By substituting expression (4.21) in equation (4.19), we obtain

n

In—iI —A

0T

A

=c,

Having designated

in

(4.23)

'

1-A

Let us record

^+^=0
Py*

(4.24)

Or

or
4\nPJIL+cd\nQr=0.
The quantity c entering this expression weakly changes with a
change In o»- If It Is assumed to be constant and equal to a certain
average value In the considered range, then we can record this as a
result of Integration of the last expression:
'Wj-const.
Maximum V
corresponds to maximum product />„(£,
characteristic c Is determined by formula (4.23).

(4.25)
In which

The dependence of c on A Is shown in Fig. 4.6. As it appears,
with Increase In A characteristic c is diminished. Thus, for instance,
when A« 0.2 c« 0.9 and for determination of maximum V
maximum
HA

of expression .Pn&** must be sought. When A«0.8c«0.5 and then
the maximum magnitude of /W?-5 Is found. A decrease in characteristic
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c means a decrease in the effect of fuel density on ideal velocity
V . At small A, characteristic for boosters and first stages of
Hfl
rockets, the effect of fuel density is commensurate with the effect
of specific thrust. At A -»• 0 c -♦■ 1, which gives a basis in this
instance for comparing the efficiency of various fuels with respect
to the quantity Py*Qr, i.e., with respect to volumetric specific thrust
For rockets with low A (and, consequently, with low V ) in case of
limited volume of fuel V and final weight G heavy fuels are better.

c
0.1
(If!

s N,
Nj
\

0.2

Pig. 4.6. Dependence of characteristic c on relative content of fuel.

s.
\

1

0,2 4« 4' 4« A

As an example also illustrating the error from the assumption
that c ■ const, accepted when obtaining expression (4.25), let us
examine a selection of the optimum relationship of components of
oxldant and fuel K for fuel 0- + H_.

Let us assume as constant the

weight of design elements and the volume of the tanks, so that at a
certain ratio of components M
QT

,

u , and c from tc.

« 3.0.

Figure 4.7 shows a change in

Figure 4.8 shows a change in theoretical

specific thrust of fuel, ideal velocity of rocket V

and product

^yaO' calculated for two cases:
for c, variable In accordance with Fig. 4.7 and constant c ■ 0.6
From an examination of the curve in Fig. 4.8, it is evident that the
maximum ideal velocity
comparison with maximum J

substantially displaced to the right In
yfl

.

Its positions, found by V

Mfl

and the

product PyA(£ under the condition that c • const match, i.e., the
error allowed in deriving formula (4.25) is small.
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Fig. ^.7. Change of «„ y.
and characteristic c, depending
upon the relationship between
oxldant and fuel for fuel H- +
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2. The launch weight of craft Q0 and part of the weight of the
empty craft Q , are considered assigned and constant.
Weight G
consists of weight of payload and weight of structure
of craft, which does not depend on the type of fuel. The second part
of the weight of the empty craft G 2 is considered proportional to
the volume of fuel VT, which In this instance is variable. Quantity
G - can be written in the following manner:
a — £«3 G
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1
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Having designated

Vr

J

K2I

we obtain

GKi =

Jh..
0

K2CT

Since
OT = G0-CK=C?0-CK1-CK2,

then

U

— ,

K2

whence

U

K2

!

• + «KJOT

or

1+

(4.26)
<

'K2eT

The value

10,
"»2
K5«r

GT
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usually does not exceed 0.15 and can be disregarded.

Then

g,,^0«-0" .

(4.27)

Let us determine the change of V.nJ caused by a change of fuel.
Writing the differential of exprß^slon

considering a0 ■ const, we obtain
dVmM=ln?S-dPJt-P,t^.

(4.28)

If dVUM ■ 0, then
Hfl

äPjt ^ tfo,
"
OJn^

(4.29)

Since
o.—C^+G,,, and 0,,=const,

\

then
dGK=dGKj.
On the basis of expression (4.27) It Is possible to write
tfOri^-0""^' teB-(3a*Si..
•K|9T

«T
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OT

(4.30)

N

Substituting expression (^.30) in equality (^.29), we obtain
GK2

dPyt

CK

dQ,_

0.

(^.31)

0»

By analogy with the previous variant (4.22), it may be concluded
that dependence (4.31) answers the expression
^C^ const,
where
Oy

(4.32)
OK

Consequently, in this instance finding the maximum of V
boils
down to a determination of the maximum of PyflQj, but with a new value
of characteristic c. The dependence (4.32), determining the value
of c, is given in Pig. 4.9. For single-stage ballistic projectiles
and the upper stages of rockets li > 5> and G 0/G £ 0.5; in this
case the values of c are small and less than in the preceding case.
This means that if the volume of fuel is not limited, the effect of
fuel density on V „ is diminished. This explains the recommendations
to use fuels, although light, with a high specific thrust, for
example, liquid hydrogen with liquid oxygen.

c

Vv
\

0.6
0.«

V.
0

rvv
V

\
\

^^^

^0
==>
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~— —..

Pig. 4.9. Dependence of characteristic c on mass number and relative
weight GK2/GH.
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After determining characteristic c for any of the variants of
design, the optimum fuel is selected, comparing the quantities of
PTMQ',
proportional to the values of V . The maximum corresponds
to the most effective fuel.
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CHAPTER

V

COMPOSITION AND TOTAL ENTHALPY
OP PROPELLANT
In the chapter there Is shown how to reduce data characterizing
the composition and total enthalpy of propellant to the form applied
in thermodynamic calculation.

With known composition of propellant

its density is determined.
5.1.

Equivalent Formula

Propellant can be monopropellant (monofuel), bipropellant and
multipropellant.

In all cases it is the most convenient to represent

propellant by an equivalent formula, which is usually written on
some conditional (equivalent) molecular weight u

.

If the propellant

consists of m chemical elements, then its equivalent formula is
written so:
AO) AW AO)
il"'
Abu Atir Aa-t • • • nbim,

[Translators note:
where A

T

(5.1)

■ propellant, a ■ equivalent]

— symbol of i-th chemical element; b.

— quantity of atoms

of i-th chemical element in the equivalent formula.
The moleculf.r weight of propellant, specified by equivalent
formula, is calculated so:
m

1^ = 2 I^/T.

where \i. - atomic weight of chemical element A^
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(5.2)

5•2.

Composition of Component

The propellant component can be an Individual substance or a
mixture of such substances. The composition of component Is also
rationally specified by equivalent formula of the type (5.1):

AillA^A^.-.A^i
[Translators note:

K

(5.3)

= component.]

with molecular weight
m

Let us examine some characteristic cases of writing the
equivalent formula of component.
1. Component - individual substance. In this Instance the
formula of component is usually known in the form (5.3)» for example,
CjHgN», N1H4. Hj, O2, Fj, and the molecular weight is determined according
to expression (S.^). Frequently the original formula leads to
conditional molecular weight JJ . Then the numbers of atoms are found
by formula

*„=-^.

(5.5)

2. Component has been assigned by elementary weight composition.
If g1 - weight fraction of i-th chemical element In the component,
then the number of atoms of this element in the equivalent formula
with molecular weight \i3 comprises
*,.-^.
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(5.6)

3. Component — rnixture of the several substances.
r of substances: n substance Is recorded by formula
Ail)

with molecular weight y

.(2)

In component

.(«)

and comprises weight fraction g .

The quantity of moles of n-th substance in the component

n.i =^gg

(5-7)

Then the quantity of atoms of i-th chemical element in the

omponent will be

**««,•

^K = S

(5-8)

n~\

5 3•

Composition of Bipropellant

Bipropellant is a characteristic type of liquid rocket propellant
consisting of fuel and oxidlzer.
Component Ratio, Excess Oxldant Ratio
Fuel and oxidlzer of bipropellant are In a definite ratio. In
order to guarantee thorough combustion of one mole of fuel, there
is required Kg' moles of oxidizer. The amount of < ' with dimension
mole on/mole r is called molar stoichlometric coefficient of the
component ratios of propellant. Stoichlometric component ratios
of propellant, expressed in units of weight, <„ is called weight
stoichlonetric coei'ficient; dimension of <„ — kg OK/kg r.
[Translator;: note: OH = oxidlzer, r = fuel.]
It is obvious that
■

,llriK

(5.9)

-i0

In practice the component ratio In liquid propellant is selected
most frequently not stolchlometrlc, but something different from it real (K1 or ic). The degree of difference of the real component
ratio of propellant from stolchlometrlc Is evaluated by excess
oxldant ratio o, which Is determined by formula

(5 10,

'^-

•

,

As can be seen, o is a relative dimensionless quantity. With
stolchiometric ratio of fuel and oxidizer coefficient a is equal
to one. With deficiency of oxidizer as opposed to its theoretically
necessary quantity, which is frequently observed in liquid-fuel
rocket engine propellants, a < 1.

,„„
of

and

The magnitude of a is usually assigned, therefore for determination
of the real component ratio ic' it is required to find the value of
magnitude KQ1. The most convenient and common is determination of
the molar stolchlometrlc coefficient KQ• by formula

„•

^,
,
(5.11)

S »TV/
_I5
■-i« o«
2»/o«v/

where v. - valance of 1-th chemical element;
of atoms of i-th element.

b

i

r»

b

i

0H

OXic

number

In this case in accordance with formula (5.3) fuel and oxidizer
must be recorded In the form:

wher
vaxe
elen

rsf ft
All»» Auo* AUOK • • • Atmau-

The numerator of expression (5.11) represents the
sum of the highest valences in fuel, the denominator moreover the valences are taken with signs assigned to
below are valences of basic chemical elements, present
composition of rocket propellants.
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algebraic
in oxidizer,
them. Listed
In the

■^i

Element

H Li K tin Be Mg B Al C Si

Valence

i

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

P

S N F

5

4

Cl Br O

0 -1 —1 -I -2

With known values of a and KQ1 it is possible to formulate the
formula of conditional mole of bipropellant. The quantity of atoms
of i-th chemical element in conditional mole is equal to
*/T = */r + a«0*/oK.

(5.12)

IS^ri-a'Wo.,-

(5-13)

and molecular weight

Excess Oxidizing Element Ratio
Excess oxidizing element ratio a is used along with excess
oxidant ratio and is the ratio of total quantity of oxidizing elements
if propellant to their total stoichiometric quantity:

ST

where ^V-' ~ sum 0^ products of ft<tv< for elements with electronegative
valence (v<<0) in propellant; J^' - sum of products of bnVi for
elements with electropositive valence (v^O) in propellant.
For liquid-fuel rocket engine bipropellant with known values
of a and ICQ1 the formula for ct can be represented in the form

(5.14)
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y

T

where ^r-1 - sum of products of /;<rv, for oxidizing elements ( with
electronegative valence) in fuel; 2]f+) ~ sum of products of birv{ for
combustible elements (with electropositive valence) in fuel.
The meaning of sums of 2™°, S™* f"or oxidizer Is analogous. For
slmlpllclty of writing expression (5-11») let us introduce designations

cor

and
wll]
V'

+

^

) j- V(-)

rr—. 0<ar^\.

«0.., = ^^"^^", 0<aOKS<l,

(5.15)

(5.16)

[Translators note: r.a = combustible element,
* oxidizing element.]

t

OH.a

which represent the ratios of unreplaced (free) valences to the
overall number of corresponding valences. With allowance for the
Introduced designations, formula (5.1^) is reduced to
(I =-

aa

r.» + aoK.»(1 ~"r»)
aoK.»+aar.,(l — a0K,,)

(

is £

This

fc ]7)

Let us determine, for example, the value of a for propellant
BsHs+HjO» with excess oxldant ratio o ■ 0.5. In accordance with formulas •
(5.15) and (5.16) oi
- 1.0 and ct
By formula (5-17),
a - 0.5.
we obtain o3 » 0.66.

its

with
addH

As can be seen, generally
only when ar.-aoi«.i= 1.0.
5.^.

a8^a; these quantities coincide

Composition of Multlpropellant

Hence

If multlpropellant (for example, solid) is specified by weight
fractions of components, then the equivalent formula of such
propellant is the same as for compound component [formulas (5.7)
and (5.8)]'.«•here
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If the equivalent formula.; of all components result In the same
conditional molecular weight IJ_ , then

and the quantity of atoms of 1-th chemical element in propellant.
will be
I'H

' i>KtV

(5.18)

lS-l

In this instance the molecular weight of propellant y
to condition^ molecular weight u .

is equal

In case of liquid tIpropellant, the molecular weight of which
is assigned by formula (5.13), u / u , If even u = P
= u
This is directly evident from formula (5.13).
5.5•

Density of Propellant

With known composition of propellant it is easy to determine
its density.
The average density of propellant p , consisting of n components
with weight fractions g , can be determlred having assumed the
addltivity of volumes of separate components:
n

1
U Qn '

C'T

i-l

Hence the average density of propellant is equal to:
t'r-;-^

•
9n

■..'here p

- density of component n,

ok

(5.19)

Wl»"

In case of liquid blpropellant the weight fractions of fuel
and oxidlzer will be:
1

g^- 1 + ax0
go*=

axp

1 + o«o

(5-20)
(5.21)

By substituting them In equation (5.19), we obtain a formula for
the average density of liquid blpropellant:
(5.22)
Or

where p , p

QOK

- densities of fuel and oxidlzer.
5.6.

Total Enthalpy of Propellant
System of Indicating
Total Enthalpy

During thermodynamlc Investigation of the processes in a
rocket engine along with physical heat content (enthalpy) of
propellant its chemical energy must be considered. For this the
idea of total enthalpy is used, the introduction of which is
based on the following considerations.
The magnitudes of enthalpy of gases and solid substances at
0 K are not equal to zero and cannot be measured or computed.
Therefore, theoretical calculations for ^ises, measurements of
thermal capacity and heat of phase and polymorphic transformations
for substances in condensed state permit finding only the difference
of enthalpy of a substance at a given temperature as well as at
any other (for example, 0oK):
o

r

where AW*" - heats of phase and polymorphic transformations.
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Chemical energy, being dissipated or absorbed in the reaction,
is the difference of energy levels of Initial and final substances
of the reaction. Usually several initial substances take part in
the reaction and several products are obtained. Chemical energy,
strictly speaking, pertains to the entire system of substances
taking part In the reaction, however, it can be conditionally
referred to one of them.
As the basis for determination of the numerical value of
chemical energy there is the value of heat of formation &.HfT.
Heat
of formation — this is the amount of heat which is dissipated (—A/fyr)
or absorbed (+ä///T) with the formation of a unit of mass of substance.
If the reaction of formation of substance Is carried out at constant
pressure, and then the temperature of reaction products is brought
to a certain temperature T, then on the basis of the law of conservation
of energy it is possible to write
A///r=Jr^[(//0r-/y§)in,OI-(/y?-/yg)Hc.].
[Translators note:

(5.24)

npofl - product, MCX = initial.]

where X — chemical energy, the value of which is determined only
by the structure of molecules or atoms of initial and final substances,
and therefore it depends neither on the temperature, nor on pressure.
It is obvious that when T = 0oK the magnitude of X * A/Z/o.
Heat of formation A///r is not unique until it is stipulated
in which chemical (atomic, molecular) and phase (liquid, solid
substance, gas) state the initial elements, used in the reaction
of formation, have been taken.
It is convenient to determine the heat A/fyr with formation
of the substance from elements in standard state, i.e., in steady
and most widespread natural state. Standard elements are gaseous
H2, Oj, N2, Fa, Clj and others, hard carbon C (ß - graphite) and metals.
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Heat of formation of substances from standard elements,
determined under standard conditions p = 1.02 bar (1 atm)
293.150K,
'0
is called the standard heat of formation and is designated \H0/mK .
Usually it is accepted that the enthalpy of standard elements,
their standard heat of formation and chemical energy when p = 1.02 bar
and T - 293.150K are equal to zero. In such a case the magnitude of
in

(#293,15—^»cx
formula (5.24) is equal to zero.
equation (5.24) can be reduced to

Using this,

A/A93 4-HBr~H%3^X \rHQT -Hi

The sum of values of enthalpies {H\—fio)
of the substance is called total enthalpy IT0'
IT~UH fm-\-nr

—Hm

gene
use
stat

reli
form
must

(5.25)

and chemical energy

(5.26)

or. In accordance with equality (5.23)j

been
is d<
the c
in a(
of fc

(5.27)
For liquid and solid substanceSj if their thermal capacity is
taken constant:
^r-/^=C(r-293) + i;A//(').

(5.28)

every
the r

V

at tei

Thus, total enthalpy of the substance according to formula
(5.27) Is equal to its heat of formation from standard elements at
temperature T0K.

at te:

Magnitudes of standard heats of formation1 AZ/o^, , heats of phase
and polymorphic transformations A//<" and thermal capacities C of
solid and liquid substances are determined experimentally. The thermal
capacities of gases C
are usually computed [2].

where
I , Al

'in chemistry literature magnitudes of heats of formation \Hom, are
sometimes allowed with sign opposite that accepted here.
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The described system of indication of total enthalpy is presently
generally accepted in our country. There are other systems which
use another temperature zone reference and other substances in standard
stare.

0

293.15 K,
|1(. .
nts,
.02 bar
ide of

If in various systems of indication there are used the same
reliable data on thermodynamic functions I . S . C p and heats of
formation, then calculations with utilization of any of these systems
must lead to identical results.

5)

Total Enthalpy of Components

rp;y

If the propellant component is an individual substance, or has
been specified by elementary composition, then its total enthalpy
Is determined by formula (5.27)• With supply of component into
the chamber under standard conditions (T = 293.150K) its total enthalpy
in accordance with expression (5-27) is equal to the standard heat
of formation.

r

j)

is

i)

V

For simplicity of writing subsequent formulas let us subsequently
everywhere omit index T in the symbol of total enthalpy, designating
the relationship to temperature.
Working formulas for enthalpy of component are written so:
at temperature T
/K = A/yk, + j

CUT + £ Atf'»;

( 5. 29 )

at
at temperature T - 29:i.lri0K
phase

■'hermal

/,-A//^.
where units of measurement of quantities are such:
li)
IH, AH° ?gq and AK
in kJ/kg.

W, are

i

-"

■

—

(5.3C)
C

kJ/kg-deg;

If the component is a mixture of n different chemical compounds,
assigned by weight, fractions gm, then its total weight enthalpy
should be determined by formula:

K

idKm'm
m-l

(5.31)

iäSmftcrifJmp*ei»>

where I - total enthalpy of m-th substance in kJ/kg; frnptcM - weight
fraction of substance m, dissolving in compound component; QmptCTt heat of dissolution of 1 kg of substance in compound solvent in kJ/kg.
Value of total enthalpy of component per mole is determined so:
/^ =/„[» kJ/kmole.

(5-32)

Magnitudes of enthalpy of certain components of rocket propellants
are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Total enthalpy of certain components of rocket propellants.
CanpoMBt

Formula

IkJ/kg

FtMl

Hy«r*«m
tmoai*

H,
NH,

OirttylaBiB*

(CJHJ),

früfhflMin«

(CtHj), N

lalllM

CeHgNH,
NjH«
H2N-NHCHa
HjN-N^H,),

HydrMlM
HonOMttvlhQfdruiM
(IM
«•roslm —50

NH

50» HjN-N (CHah + öO*

-3828
-4180
-1725
-«10
380
1573
1222
774
1173

To
Includei
formula
To1
Is detei

NjH4
Xylidin«
IfOyl aleohol
Ethyl ftleohol
MtttMM
~K«roB«n«
Dlborwi«
Ptntaborui«
iÜMinuB
BiiyllHm
Llthlun
AluBlnuB hybrid«
Uthlua hydrld»

C,H8(CH,),NH2
CH»OH
C^OH
CH«
C7,JI Una»
BjH«
BjH,
Al
Be
LI
AIH,
LiH
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-291
-7440
-6025
-5439
-1728
438
381
0
0
0

-380.7
-11380

where /^
and oxid

Table 5-1 (Cont'd)
Component

Formula

I kJ/k«

Oxldliers
Oxygen
Oxon«
Fluorint
Chlorine trlfluorldo
Nitrogen trlfluorlde
Perehlopyl fluoride
Nltrle aoid
Hydrogen peroxide
...trogen tetroxlde

ints

Oj

Bromine pentifluoride
Chloric aeld
Pluoria oxide

Os
FS
CIPs
NF,
FCIO3
HNO3
HjOa
Nj04
Br F5
HCIO4
OF2

Anmonlun nitrate
MmoniUBi perohlorate
Llthlun perohlorate
Nltronlum perohlorate
Tetranitronethane

NH4 N03
NHi CIO4
Li CIO4
NOj CIO4
C (NOj)4

Notes.

1,

—398
2606
—335
—2000
-2050
—398
-2753
-5530
—209
-2625
—460
222
-4564
-2520
-3576
230

Data are listed for substance« of 100# concentration.

2. Values of total enthalpy are given at tKHa for lo»-bolllng
substances and at 2930K for the remaining.

Total Enthalpy of Multlpropellant
Total enthalpy of compound propellant, the composition of which
includes several components, is calculated in accordance with
formula (5.31).
Total enthalpy of one conditional mole of liquid bipropellant
is determined by formula:
/|lT=/llr+axö/(loK kJ/kmole;

(5.33)

where I?.-,, I^T. 1^- total enthalpies of 1 mole of propellant, fuel
and oxidizer respectively in kJ/kmole.

100

r^^mm^^r"

If the total enthalpy on 1 kg of propellant must be determined,
then we use obvious relationship
/T=^L

kj/kg.

(5.34)

For bipropellant the total enthalpy of one kg comprises
(5.35)

Between the total enthalpy of propellant and Its calorific
value there is a unique connection, namely:
^« —^T.r-JM

^npo<.crop,r-293===(^^/»3)T —(A///283)n poji.cropi

(5.36)

where (A/^JJJ )iipoi.crop - standard heat of combustion products.
Formula (5.36) can be applied for determination of the total
enthalpy of propellant according to its calorific value. The
value of the latter should be known at constant pressure and
corresponding phase composition of combustion products.
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CHAPTER

VI

EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION OP COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
In this chapter are examined methods of determination of
the equilibrium composition of combustion products and its logarithmic
partial derivatives. Temperature and pressure (or volume) of
the mixture are assumed assigned.
As It is known, the state of the working medium in any section
of the rocket engine chamber is determined by some values of temperature
and pressure (volume). Their particular magnitudes are determined
during thermodynamic calculation. Determination of equilibrium
composition at assigned p and T (or v) Is the basis of such
calculation.
6.1.

Preliminary Information

The working medium, taking part in processes at high temperature,
is generally a multicomponent mixture of gases and condensed
(solid or liquid) substances. The mixture, consisting only of
gases, is called homogenous, mixture of gases and condensed substances heterogeneous. The gas components of the mixture are usually
fully or partially dissociated and, possibly ionized.
As it is known, the intensity of dissociation and ionization
is determined basically by the temperature and pressure. In the
coiriüudcion cnamber ox' a rocket engine operating on chemical fuel
at pressure from one to hundreds of bar the temperature can be
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within 2000-5000'K. Under these conditions with considerable
dissociation the lonization of combustion products of propellants,
not containing easily ionized substances, is unessential. In
nonchemical rocket engines a higher level of temperatures is
possible, and consequently, noticeable lonization.
For determination of the composition of multlcomponent reacting
mixture generally it is necessary to know the mechanism and kinetics
of proceeding reactions. If the rates of forward and reverse
reaction are sufficiently great and identical, then the mixture
can be considered being in chemical equilibrium. The composition
of mixture, determined under the assumption of chemical equilibrium,
is called equilibrium. It is usually characterized by numbers of
moles of components of mixture n or by partial pressures (for
ideal gases) p . There are used relative quantities: molar or
weight fractions.
For calculation of equilibrium composition it is necessary
to formulate and solve a system of equations of chemical equilibrium.
6.2.

System of Equations for Determination
of the Equilibrium Composition
at p, T = const or v.
T = const

In the majority of practically interesting cases the equilibrium
composition must be determined at constant (assigned) temperature
and pressure or temperature and volume.
The chemical equilibrium is calculated usually with some
simplifying assumptions. The necessity of their Introduction is
determined by requirements of sufficient simplicity of calculation
and by the contemporary standard of knowledge about processes in
reacting mixtures. Below are given basic assumptions, in most
cases providing acceptable description of the processes at high
temperature.
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For homogenous dissociated mixture it is assumed that it
consists of ideal components. Their thermodynamic functions
I , E , S and, consequently, thermal capacity C , Cv and constants
of equilibrium K do not depend on pressure. Equation of state of
ideal gas is applicable to separate gases and to the mixture on
the whole.
During calculation of ionized working medium there is not
considered the coulomb interaction of charged particles. Products
of ionizatlon are also considered ideal gases.
Finally, during calculation of heterogeneous mixture there is
introduced the assumption about the presence of temperature equilibrium
between condensate and gas (T^T,) and the presence of phase
equilibrium, i.e., partial pressure of gas phase of condensed product
is assumed equal to pressure of saturated vapor for this product
and depends only on the temperature.
The latter simultaneously means that condensed products will
not form solutions and alloys. The volume of condensed substances
is neglected, their thermodynamic functions are considered depending
only on the temperature.
The system of equations of chemical equilibrium at p, T = const
for a dissociated mixture consists of equations of dissociation,
equations of conservation of substance and equations of Dalton law.
If the propellant consists of m chemical elements, m atomic
and I molecular components can be present in products of reactions.
The number I should include all the substance formed from m chemical
elements, which has the necessary information (thermodynamic functions
in the necessary temperature range).
Formula of J-th molecular component of the mixture can generally
be written so:
»m

Aw

4<0
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where a^ - number of atoms of 1-th chemical element in component J.
Let us now write equations of chemical equilibrium, beginning
from the simplest case, when the products are a homogenous
dissociated mixture.
Homogenous Dissociated Products
It is the simplest, most convenient and uniform to consider
dissociation of all molecular components only into atoms. Dissociation
of J-th molecular component should be written so:
(0
/-i

or

Aiyil.-.AirJ^Za.jA-K
1.1

If J ■ 1, 2 ..., i, then these equations describe dissociation
of all molecular components.
For the state of chemical equilibrium it is possible to write
the equality of chemical potentials:
S
fz-Ea,/?,. y = l, 2, 3..../.

(6.1)

According to determination of chemical potential

Here Z - thermodynamic potential of gas mixture, equal to

i

where .% - number of moles of q-th component in the mixture; q ■ ? •*- :
overall number of components in the mixture.
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onsequen ly , f or a mixture o f ideal

a·e:;
(6 . 2

Now equat ion (6 . 1) can b

written so:

/1-TS 1 = 'f. a 11 t i~-TS 1 ),

j = l , 2, 3, ... / .

I

Since

where sq 0 - standard entropy ; R0 - universal gas constant,
then
1~-T{~-Ro In p,)=

l: ao [1~- T(S:-Ro In p,)].
I

After conversions we obtain
( 6. 3)
wh re pi, pj -par ial pressures, and the magnitude of

( 6 . 4)
is the loga rith of
ressures fo
h

quill ri um constant with respect to partial
on o f dissociation o f -th componen t o atoms .

0

~1

Oroup of «quattons ('*. J) In quiinttty ; io th« luggHtt.ihte fur«
of •fluation« of diiBOtfUtlop. Th# u«# -f In i an unknoton« ^jter
It poMtbl« not to four thotr dUapptarane«» during ealeulüHun^ for
•ny valuot of dotomlntn« parMMttm p ana T, and aluo »xeludf»» ic
poutblllty of «ppoaPAno« of nogatlv« value« of i> tn %Ue pr^ffiti
of ealeuUtlon, not havtni phyaleal Moaning.
louatlona of oonaorvatlon of aubataneo »xpr»«« the Qondltton
of oquallty of tho quantity of atoaa of 1-th ohenloal »Unent In
propallant and In dlaaoelatad produeta. When wrlttni? thaaa equallona
thoro la Introduced mitnltude N - nunber of mole« of propellant,
«hioh la detenalned by the condition of equality of total the quantity
of aolea of N dlaaoolated produeta to total pressure:

•

T

«nd In

•

S3

Since for Ideal gases there Is valid relationship

equlllt
The ayr
(In p

* <y
'•*7* *'
the introduction of munber Mr Is responsible for equality
«,-#,.

(6.6)

Here Ar«£«f - total number of moles of gaseous products in the
«

■Ixture; p-^Eß, - overall pressure of gas mixture.
After Introduction of new unknown - magnitude MT the equations
of conservation of substance should be written so:
Ia,/ay + /i,-AIA,.'-I. 2. 3....«: /-I. 2. 3..../.
Die right side of the equation expresses the quantity of atoms
of 1-th element In the propellant (working medium), left - the quantity
of atoms of this element In the products of dissociation.
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beside:;]
is prac
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whl ch p
and ato
Po

T»i«» qunntUy of equation« of oonnervütlun uf »uljetem»*» eonprlee« n.
Kouation of Dalton Uw ha« uaual roi««:

t

•nd In logarlthmlo form
INSI»,—l»#>

-o.

System of equations (6.3), (6.7)» (6.6) describes
equilibrium of homogenous dissociated mixture at fixed
The system is closed, since for determination of / ♦ m
(In p in quantity Z ♦ m and in MT) there are (I * m *

(6.8)

the chemical
p and T.
♦ 1 unknowns
1) equations.

Homogenous Ionized Products
The algorithm of writing equations for products, in which
besides dissociations reactions there proceed lonlzatlons reactions,
Is practically unchanged.
lonization reactions are written according to the scheme in
which positive or negatl.? ions are considered as molecular components,
and atoms and electronic gas as atomic.
For example:

lt — U-e-.
Lr*^Li-'-V-,
F- — F -f e~.
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In this in s anc e f or each i oni za t io n r eac ti on t he equa io n ca n
be written in t~ e same form as for diss oc i a t ion r eac tion ( . ) .
The expression c)f equilibrium constant for i oni zati on react i on r e t a in s
the form ( 6. 4) .
Equations o f conservation of subs t ance and Dal on law are
written in usual f orm (6.7) and (6.8).
An a ditiona l spe c ific equation for i on ize d mi xtur e is th e
equation of conservati on o f c harge (ele ct r oneutral i t y o f the s yst em).
It has the form:

£ a,,n, -.,.. 0,
•

q = l, 2, 3 . .. . l + m

1,

( 6 . 9)

where aeq - number of electrons a cquired or lost by the component
(multiplicity of ionization of component q). For a neutral atom
or molecule aeq • 0, for positive ions aeq -negative, for negative
ions aeq -positive.
For electronic gas q • l + m + 1 and aeq
ionization, for example, aeq • ±1.

a

1.

I n ca s e of single

Logarithmization of equation (6.9) is not performed in connection
with the fact that values of ~~n, can be negative until the
•
solution is reached.
System of equations (6. 3), (6.7 . , (6.8), (6.9) descrices the
chemical equilibrium of homogenous dissociated a~d ionized products
of dissociation.
In the system (l + m + 2 are unknowns, namely:
l logarithms of partial pressures of molecules and ions, m + 1
logarithms of partial pressures of atoms and electronic gas and
logarithm or number MT. There are so many equations that,
consequently, the system is closed .

..
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Het e rogeneo us Dissoci a ted Products
As was mentioned, with the presence of condensed components
in the mixture their partial pressures are assumed equal to pressures
of saturat ed vapor of condensed substances. The amount of pressure
of ~aturated vapor can be found from the condition of equality of .
thermodynamic potential of the same substance in gas and condensed
phases:

or

whence
(6.10)
H

With earlier formulated assumptions the value of Pq for the
given substance depends only on the temperature.
For simplicity let us assume that in the considered heterogeneous
system substances r (j • r; q • r) and s (i • s. q • l + s) are
condensed. Partial pressures of these components can be written so:

At fixed temperature they are known.
Equations of dissociation (1-1) of uncondensed substances will
preserve the earlier obtained form (6.3 • in this case j ~ r.
In equations of conservation of substance the numbers of moles
o f condensed sub~tances nn and na. being new unknowns must be present.
Equa i on will ak
he f or m:

10

.In (

7•,JIIJ+ n, +•,r~~,.+a,.n•• )- !n M, -In b

1,

= 0,

(6.11)

•here 4ia • 1 when i • s; 6is • 0 when 1 ~ s .
Equation or Dalton law keeps the previous form (6.8).
It remains to write the equation or dissociation or gas phase
.r the condenaed substance. By applying equation (6.3) to molecule
•• we obtain:
In,:-

E 111, In 111 +Ia K,- 0.

'

(6.12)

In equations (6.3). (6.8). (6.11), (6.12) the knowns at
•ted te.perature are ...nitudes ln p~. ln p:. end also constants
.r equ\libriua · «.. «,.
SJSt. . or equations (6.3). (6.8), (6.11), (6.12) describes
;he ch. .ical equilibriua or heteropneous aixture. 'ftle Wlknowns in 1t
:re 1+•-2 -or loprithu ot partial pressures (excluding ln p~ and
.n p:) • ln JilT and nUIIIbers or aoles or condensed rtubatances 11n and n.,
.n a.ll ' +a + 1. The nUIIber or equations co.priae (1-l)+m+l + l,
.• e. • •J•t• 1a closed.
Equation or Conatancy or Volu.e
In •nr instances the proceaa in a dissociated Sl'Stem proceeds
t constant volWM or under conditions close to thla. For
escription or the processes in reactinc aixture at T, v • conat
he equation or Dalton law should be aubatltuted by an equation
xpreaaina condition ot conatancJ or voluae.
Let ua aaau.e the aaaa ot propellant (workina substance) M
volWM V• 1n which the proceaa proceeda, 1a speciried. Dena1ty
r reaction products coaprises

nd

·--."
v

111

l,pi dtf ne« m ja.-c tii« eortdUlun of vrmtanuy • r volume at
iKstitiriipti ^.-♦p.-i iiy the («undltlun of eontititoey uf derislty t«qulvtil«nt
to It, IT oalouUtlon 1» by H, of molets of propoUnnt, thi»n tho
mite* conprt^vti MrMr ke, and the volume, uooordlrtE to equation of
fiitXfc, when p • N Itt equal to HJt, Then

•

In logarithmic form It la possible to write:
lii*M,-lnr + lnZ)*0.

(6.13)

where

It

Thus, the state of reacting system at assigned temperature and
density is described by system of equations (6.3), (6.11), (6.12),
(6.13).
Examination of the listed forms of writing equations of chemical
equilibrium for dissociated and ionized, homogenous and heterogeneous
mixtures shows that in all cases the form of writing is Identical.
If for Initial we take recording of equations for a homogenous mixture,
then the recording for other variants is a small modification of
Initial.
The considered method of writing equations provides an account
of any quantity of dissociated and ionized gaseous products, and also
atomic and molecular condensed substances (In this case their gaseous
phase is considered.
Prom the general system of equations written for propellants
(working media), containing all m atoms, It is easy to change to
syst»ms cf ^.quall^.-.s for particular cases, when those separate from
atoms are absent. For this, from the number of unknowns there are
excluded the absent atomic products and those of molecular, whose
composition includes these aboms. From the system of equations there
112
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are excluded equations of dissociation, perta i ning t o excluded
molecules, and equations of conservation of substanc e for a bs ent
atoms. The remaining equations retain their previous form.

6.3.

Method of Solution of System of Equations

From a mathematical point of view the system of equations of
chemical equilibrium ls a system of nonlinear algebraic equations.
In many instances, when the number of components of di s5 oc1ated and
ionized mixture being considered includes all possib l e components,
for which the necessary information is available (thermodynamic
functions in the necessary temperat ure range), the system can consist
ot several tens or equations. T~e complexity and work input of
solution of such syste•s are widely known. At present the system
ot equations or chemical equilibrium is usually solved by an
electronic computer. The most effective method of solving such systems
is the Newton method.
Por solution or the system or equations or form
fa(~) -o. f, •-•. 2, 3, . . . • ,.
e~ch

function tk(xq> is written through initial (approxt.at~ values
ot root• a.•·· and corrections to th• 6xq and 1s decomposed in*o
Tarlor aer1ea according in powers not higher than the first:

Having designated

we obtain

Jl3

The last exrression is a writing of the system of equations,
linear relative to unknowns-corrections Axn.
Thus, syste~ of nonlinear algebraic equations relative to x 9 is
r educed to a system of linear equations relative to ~x-1 ·
Its solution
gives values of corrections ~9 • To get values of unknowns xq w~th
the necessat•y accuracy there is necessary repeated successive finding
of corrections 6xq by solution of a system written in more general
form:

where r - number of approximation (r • 1, 2, 3, ... ) .
Refinement of appr0ximate values of unknowns is accomplished by
formula:
(6.15)

Approximations are continued unt!l achievement of the specified
accuracy, i.e., until satisfaction of condition
(6.16)

where I~ I - modulus of value a•. ; w - small quantity assigned in
advance.
To ensure convergence of succ~ssive approximations when it is
not guaranteed by Newtc,n met~od in usual .f orm, a special method is
applied. The method uses the following idea: convergence of
successive approximations from arbitrary initial values of unknowns
can be guaranteed if expansion of approximate solution into Taylor
series is applied at partial intervals of the function.

11 4

L»t uf tasum« for fom* runetlon f(K) • o thor» In tore
•pproxlMtlon
■

V« will ■••!( correction djij, which does not turn the fund Ion
to tero, but only reduces y* to magnitude a:

To this equation let us apply the Newton method.
into Taylor series gives

Decomposition

/M^fßf/^i-*•••-'»
Sine«
- ii«(
/(**)-y

0

'

then

Of; AJr,— -d
and
a

^

or
With utilisation of the Newton method in usual form the correction
comprised

m
Consequently:
0

^'-TU-^ ^
where o -

BU-T)

coefficient 0<o<l.
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(6.17)

With ul 1 l l/.ii l«'ii of fltcp coerflelent o the refinement oT
unknowns Tpom «pppoxlmstlon to approximation 1B produced by formula
J»i"

<""+^i".

(6.18)

The Introduction of step coefficient can alow down the convergence
of the proceas of successive approximations, but in moat cases
guarantees It with arbitrary assignment of Initial vlaues of unknowns.
Determination of the magnitude of o with solution of systems of
equations of chemical equilibrium will be examined below.
6.14.

Calculation of Equilibrium Composition
at p, T ■ const or v, T - const
Homogenoua Mixture

For calculation of the equilibrium composition of homogenous
dissociated mixture it is necessary to apply the Newton method fb
system of equations (6.3)i (6.7), (6.8), In which the unknowns are
In p

and In M .

This gives a system of linear equations:

Ä=l, 2, 3,.../4-m+l

or

JÄN+lTÄrW--»where there are briefly designated:

116

herinertR-nt

>i' unknowns' ';■ by formula«:

l^^f,r'^-ln/M<I'-,,)^l.

Tr further writing the numeration of approximations are omitted
for simplicity.
Linearized equations take the following form.
Equations of dissociation:

ij-Sau&^-f,,, /«i, -j, ?..../.

(6.19)

where
8y= In pj—L a,) '.n p, -f In /C/.

Equations of conservation of substance:

ia/y«7A/-|-rt/A,-5/A/,l= -\Bt,

(6.20)

where

5/=ilfl,^+/i/;
8/ = InÄ/-lnAfT-In*JT.

Equation of Dalton law

Lp,^~lfp;f
where

Pi = £ Pr
»

lp = \npt-'.np.
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(6.21)

If calcula tion l s perform d at assigned density (volume), hen
instead of equation of Dalton law there 1s used equation ( .1 3) .
Relative to co rections it 1 written, so:
A,.. =- ~·

( 5 .22)

where
lt=lnM,-InT+lnD.

Expressions (6.19), (6 . 20), {6.21) or (6.22) represent a system
of equations, linear relative to corrections Aq and AM.
Let us write down the augmented matrix of coefficients with
correct ions and absolute terms of equations ( 6 .19), '( 6. 20) , ( 6. 21) .
For simplification of the solution let us determine a definite sequenee
or arransement of colWDns and lines .o f the rr.atr1x; namely:
Columns:
1)

eorrec ions pertaining to molecular prodl.lcts;

2)

correct ions pertaining to .a tomic products;

3)

correction to numb .o!r MT;

16)

absolute terms of equations.

Line:- :
1) equations of dissociation in the same sequence as molecular
products in columr.s;
.2} equations of conservation of sub.stance in the same sequence
as atomic 'P rodu cts 1.n ~"Olumna;
3)

equati on of Dalton law.
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Augmented matrix for calculation of the equilibrium composition
of a homogenous dissociated mixture at p, T ■ const are listed on
page 120.
As can be seen, this matrix* can be broken down Into cells
In the following manner:

where E - unit matrix, order of which Is equal to the quantity of
molecular products. The presence of a unit matrix Is governed by
the sequence of arrangement of lines and columns of the matrix listed
above and permits substantially simplifying the solution of the
system of linear equations. By applying a compact scheme of the
method of successive exclusion to the matrix, broken down Into cells,
there can be excluded unknowns pertaining to molecular components,
having obtained matrix

N=N—NfoJ.
Solution of the system of linear equations with matrix of coefficients
Cei.]
gives values of corrections A.an
and A . Corrections pertaining
*♦
to molecular components are determined on the basis of expression
(6.19):

o
PJ

-p
*
o

■H

Aj^EanAt-ij, y=l, 2. 3,.../.
/

(6.23)

a
o
o

Let us Illustrate the effectiveness of obtaining the unit matrix
an<l exclusion of unknowns of corrections to molecular components
thanks to this. During calculation of compound propellant, consisting,

o
*
i?

for example, of 8 atoms (m ■ 8), In the combustion products there
can be present about 100 molecular components (I ■ 100). The total
amount of unknowns I ■*■ m + 1 ' 100 + 8 + 1 - 109; for finding them
generally a system of 109 equations must be solved. By the abovedescribed conversion matrix [e^] of only the 9th order in all can
be obtained. Thus, Instead of solving a system of 109 equations
we solve a system of 9 equations, which many times reduces the time
of solution and considerably simplifies it.
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After finding the correction~ the unknowns are refined by
formulas (6.15 } or (6.18). For utilization of formula (6.18) the
coefficient or step a must be determined. General expression for
it is written so:
~=~.--

·-·~''·'
where n - number o!' equatio s of the system; c - some emplrical
quantity; j6kl -moduli of errors in equations of the system.
In connection with the fact that errors for molecular products
are expreseed ir. equations or dissociation through errors or atomic,
when determining a one should take into account only the errors
of equations of conservation of substance and Dalton law. In this
case o should e determined by for.ula
( 6. 24)

the basis of . .ss calculations of chemical equilibrium or
a wide ranee of propellants it is recomaended to take c • 0.1-~5.
On

The practice of . .sa calculations showed at the same time
that the proposed alaoritha of writ1na the system of equations and
the lo. .ritha1c tora ot unknowns in many instances provides the
aolutlon or the &Jst. . eYen when o • 1. Values of o < 1, determined
by for.ula (6.2•), are only aoaet~ea applied.
Refineaent of approxiaate values of unknowns i& finished with
ach1eYeaent of the specified accuracy of solution. Eati. . tion of
the latter is by formula

II•J I+I I•d

,.,,~ •.

I

Usually it ia aufficient to establish w • 10 -4 .
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(6.25)

'

ou ionized mixt ure the equation of di oci ti on
Per homo
a nd ioni za tion , wr t en r~lat iv to correct i ons , have wo king f orm
( .1 9) , equation of con er va tion f ubsta nc e - form (6. 20 ) and
eq uations o f Da lt on l~w - form ( 6 . 2 ) . I n accordance with the
New ~o n method ie
us convert the equ ion of ~ lectr ~ ~ ~ ~~r ~!~~y
(6 . ), pe ific f o ioni zed mix tu r e .
takes the form:
~a,q11q1 1 ·-== - •i,_ , tt = 1, :l, :-l • ••• l + m - 1.

( 6 . 6)

q

wher

Equa ions (6 .1 9) - (6 . 21) , (6 . 26) will form a system of equations,
linear r elative to corrections 6q and 6 M . The technology of solution
o f this system is sim lar to hat descri ed above.
Heterogeneous 1ixture

'

During calculation of the equilibrium composition of heterogeneous
mixture t o get a system of equations, linear relative to corrections,
i is r. ~~essary to apply the Newton method to system of equations
(6.3), (6. 11), (6.8), (6.1 2 ) .
By analogy with the previous, from equati0n (6.3) we obtain

linearized equations of dissociation of uncondensed substances:

(6.27)
where

The prime at the sign of the ~u m i n equation (6.27) means that
summation. is not performed on condensed products. This is understandable
since differentiation of known (c t stant at given temperature)
quant ities of partial pres~u r e of atu rated va pvr of c ondensa te
ive zero .
22

Prom equation (6.11) we obtain linearized equations of
conservation of substance:
S' Wßi+(1 - 8„) n,*,+tltn„l„+alrn„l„ - B,lM =-»,fl,.

(6.28)

where
B

i = Jl OiW + 8|f«M+fl„«„+«„
J

Linearized equation of Dalton law Is obtained from equation
(6.8):

f

where

t

8^=10^,-111^.

Finally, from relationship (6.12) we obtain linearized
equation of dissociation of gas phase of condensed substance:
/

S'a/^=8„

(6.30)

where
8, = In pj! - J fl/rln Pi +ln *VIn equations (6.28)-(6.30), as In subsequent equations, Incomplete
sunmation (prime at the sign of sums) has the same meaning as In
equation (6.27). One should pay attention to the fact that when

determining quantities fy, B,', ö{, pt, 6p, 6r summation Is complete.
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System of equations (6.27-6.30), linear relative to corrections,
can be written In form of matrix of coefficients with unknowns.
Augmented matrix for this case can be compiled, being guided by
the following arrangement of columns and lines:
Columns;
1)

corrections pertaining to molecular uncondensed products;

2)

corrections pertaining to atomic products (Including atoms

of substances In condensed state at Its usual place);
3)

corrections pertaining to molecular condensed substances;

^)

correction A M for number M T :

5)

absolute terms of equations.

Lines:
1) equations of dissociation of molecules of uncondensed
substances in the same order as molecular products in columns;
2) equations of conservation of substance in the same order
as atomic products In columns;
3)

equation of Dalton law;

1

*) equations of dissociation of gas phase of condensed
substances.
As can be seen, the augmented matrix for calculation of the
equilibrium composition of heterogeneous dissociated mixture at
p, T = const is a modification of the original matrix for calculation
In connection with this the
0r ^ ^r"?^!?rcM£ f.lcscciated mixture.
methods of solution of system of linear equations, determination of
corrections and Improvements of unknowns are completely retained.
124
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In case of calculation of tne equJ llbrlum composlMon at
specified temperature and density the line of equation p = const In
augmented matrices is replaced by line of equation p - const (6.22).
The augmented matrix for calculation of the equilibrium
composition of heterogeneous mixture at p, T = const Is represented
on page 126 s, r = 2.
In connection with the fact that from approximation to
approximation the composition of working medium changes, it is
necessary after each approximation to check the possibility of appearance or disappearance of condensed phase. For this the following
conditions are used:
for gaseous components -

for condensed components —
lru(vj<lni|),

where $ — assigned small quantity.
If the first inequality is fulfilled, then q-th component should
be considered as being in condensed state, its partial pressure is
excluded from the number of unknowns, and n^.
qz is considered sought.
With fulfillment of the second inequality q-th component is
considered
Ldered being only
onlj in gas phase, n qz = 0, and partial pressure
Is considered sought,

On calculation of heterogeneous systems there are Imposed some
limitations by rule of phases, which, as it is known. Is written in
the form
/■=<7~(D + 2—A?,
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where r - quantity of thermodynamlc degrees of freedom; 4 - number
of phases, I.e., number of parts of the system having uniform
composition and separated by a physical boundary; R - number of
Independent chemical reactions In the system.
In our case the necessary thermodynamlc degrees of freedom
are p and T, i.e., r ■ 2, the number of components q ■ Z + m, number
of Independent chemical reactions R ■ 1. This governs equality
O-m,
I.e.» the number of phases should not exceed the numbers of chemical
elements, from which the system has been formed. Since one of the
phases Is gaseous, the number of condensed phases ♦„ (each product
In condensed state will form a new phase) for case of Independents
p and T must not exceed numbers (">—!):

Sequence of Calculation
The system of equations of chemical equilibrium at assigned
p, T or v, T has a physically obvious unique solution. Mathematical
proof of the uniqueness of solution was given by Ya. B. Zel'dovlch.
Calculation of the equilibrium composition of homogenous or
heterogeneous mixture at assigned p, T or v, T Is performed in the
following order.
1. Per all components of mixture being considered at a specified
temperature according to reference data [4] there are found values of
thermodynamlc functions /J, S?, C%, and for molecular components
In K . For those substances, which at the given temperature can
be in condensed state, there are determined I , S , Cz, p".
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2. Values of unknowns p , MT are assigned In zero approximation.
With fulfillment of calculations on an electronic computer these
quantities can be assigned randomly, for example, having taken them
all equal to specified pressure. In zero approximation nqz Is
considered equal to zero.
3. The quantities necessary for formation of augmented matrix
are determined: 6,, 6,, 6 , Bi, p_.
^. As a result of conversion of matrix according to a compact
scheme the corrections to quantities In n1 and In M are found, and
then by formula (6.23) _ corrections to molecular products.
5. By formulas (6.15) or (6.18) we specify unknowns. Here is
checked the possibility of appearance or disappearance of condensed
phases, changing the system of equations depending on results of
the check.
6. By formula (6.25) the accuracy of solutions is checked.
If no solution is reached, calculation is repeated while using
refined values of unknowns.
Relative Composition.

Molecular Weight.

After the equilibrium composition (number of moles n , n » and
number M ) has been determined with the necessary accuracy, it is
possible to calculate a number of characteristic quantities of mixture
in the state of equilibrium. Since calculation was executed for
M moles of propellant, the weight quantity of products of dissociation
and lonizatlon comprises yM , where molecular propellant weight
UT is determined by formulas of Chapter V.
Molar fractions of gaseous components of the mixture can be
found by formula
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The content of condensed substances In the mixture Is more
conveniently characterized not by numbers of moles n , obtained In
qz'
calculation, but by weight fractions
z
,
which
are
calculated
so:
— qz
"d'N
Z

9' — "

where u

(6.32)

it »

- molecular (atomic) weight of q-th condensed substance.

Total weight fraction of condensate in the mixture comprises

^Sv(»«>

Quantities x q . z qz„ are one of the varieties of writing the
composition in relative form.
For many reasons the quantity of mean molecular weight is necessary,
It can be determined In the following manner. During calculation on
P-M kg of propellant the total number of moles of gaseous products
Is equal to overall pressure p. Consequently, mean molecular weight
of the mixture, which Is the relationship of total weight of products
to the number of moles of only the gas phase, comprises
(6.^3)
p

mole

Mean molecular weight of gas phase
can be determined by formula
!*,

of heterogeneous mixture

_ (l-.r,,) M*T

or
fl,=(l-2l)|i.
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(6.34)

■HV

Determination of Partial Derivatives
of Equilibrium Composition

In

Partial derivatives must characterize the dissociated mixture
In the state of chemical equilibrium. Therefore, they should be
found from a system of equations of chemical equilibrium with values
of p and T, determining this equilibrium. This system for most
general case of heterogenecus nixture consists of equations (6.3),
(6.11), (6.8) and (6.12). 3y differentiating the shown system
with respect to logarithrt of temperature when p = const or logarithm
of pressure when T = const, we obtain the corresponding partial
derivatives. As earlier, the pressures of saturated vapors of
condensed substances are known functions of temperature, therefore,
their partial derivatives should be excluded from the number of
unknowns.
cessary
i on
:ts
LKht
iucts

By differentiating equations (6.3) with respect to In T when
p = const, we obtain

y=l, 2, 3..../; Jjrr.

Since constants of equilibrium and pressure of saturated vapors
of ideal substances depend only on the temperature, their partial
derivatives should be replaced by total.
According to expression (6.4) let us write:

-/ In A'

./

il In r

,/ In T1

R(T

Conslaerlng when differentiating that
dS
,1 In r
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and

£r=CS'
let us receive
flna
älnKL
d In r

=K',=
^———.
'
Ab?"

(6.35)

Slmllarlly from expression (6.10) we obtain

>T

d\nT \

R0

ROT

)

or

-^L=C-^.

(6-36)
Havlr

Let us Introduce a new designation
K)S*K'j-attKn

(6.37)
let v

and finally let us write:

(^-^M^),--*'-'-1-2'3'--'^'-

(6 38)

-

By differentiating equations of conservation of substance (6.11),
we obtain:

9'""" (:-if?j.+"-»'.)». (^).+M.(^r)

p

+°"»'.(^-),-«'(^r),+«.Ä+«,Ä,=o,
<=1, 2, 3,.../n.
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By introducing new designation
^ItPsKu -f dtrPrKrt = Ki,

(6.39)

finally let us write:

(6.40)

For equation of Dalton law (6.8) we obtain;

?'.(^).+ Ä + Ä=o.
Having designated
Kp = P^Ki, + ^Xr

(6.41)

let us write
(6.42)

Finally, for equation of dissociation of gas phase of condensed
substance (6.12), we obtain:

-SMf^)-0-'^'^"-0By introducing new designation
K„=K'r±K.,-a,rK't„
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(6.43)

wm^-^m^^^^^

let us finally write

Thus, from equations (6.3), (6.8), (6.11) and (6.12) oy
differentiation with respect to In T when p = const equations
(6.38), (6.40), (6.42) and (6.44) have been obtained. The new
system of equations Is linear relative to derivatives of type
(d\nfld\nT)v . Coefficients with derivatives and absolute terms of
equations can be represented in the augmented matrix (see page 126)
For determination of derivatives of type (dln/A?lnp)T the system
of equations (6.3), (6.11), (6.8), (6.12) must be differentiated
with respect to In p when T = const. Bearing in mind that at
constant temperature In p and In K. do not depend on pressure, we
obtain:

9'^(^)+(.-.,..»,(^)r+.,.„(^)r+
\

(6.47)

EW&0-

(6.48)

Equations (6.45)-(6.48) will forma system of equations, linear
relative to derivatives of type (d\nf/dlnp)T . The augmented matrix
of this system differs from the matrix for calculations of
derivatives with respect to temperature only in the column of
absolute terms. A variant of such a matrix is also represented
on page 126.
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Solution of the system of equations represented by the matrix
on page 126 giver; values of all derivatives of reacting mixture In
the state of equilibrium. It should be noted that the earlier used
algorithm of the solution is retained. Furthermore, the almost total
identity of matrices substantially reduces the labor input of
calculation.
■ ^icular
ire no
^al

For homogenous working medium it is easy to obt-'
case of systerr of equations (6.45)-(6.48) . Inasm
condensed components of the mixture, their corrr
derivatives are absent, i.e..

6)
im

we

Summation in equations (6.45)-(6.48) must De total, and
quantities Kj,KuKv respectively are equal to

\

Variant of augmented matrix for homogenous working medium is
represented on page 120 .
In conclusion let us establish the connection between derivatives
of quantity ,MT; (dlnAfTA?ln7")p, (d\nM1ld\x\p)T and corresponding logarithmic
derivatives of molecular weight. For this let us differentiate
equation (6.31). As a result we obtain:

near
/ tMnWr \
^ 0\nT ]„

/idlnaV .
\o\nT )p

j ü In A1T \ __ . , f d\nu\
[ a lap JT~~
[jlnplr'
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(6.49)

(6.50)

For nonreactlng mixture u ■ const, consequently:

\ dlnT lp

A din/» /r
Partial derivatives of composition and quantity M are necessary
for calculation of equilibrium properties of the mixture: thermal
coefficients, thermal capacities, speed of sound and others.
With determination of the composition and its partial derivatives
we used the following system of units: pressure and partial pressure phys. at.; enthalpy - cal/molej entropy - cal/mole-deg,
R0 - 1.98726 cal/mole-deg.
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CHAPTER

3S

VII

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND PROPERTIES OP
TRANSFER OF COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
For calculation and investigation of gas-dynamic and heatexchange processes the thermodynamic and thermophyslcal properties
of combustion products must be known. As the basis of calculation
of these properties serve general thermodynamic relationships and
molecular-kinetic theory of gases.
It has been accepted to call electrical conductivity and
emmlssivity of combustion products the thermophyslcal properties or
properties transfer. However, the electrical conductivity and
emissivlty have a physical nature similar to other properties and
are important characteristics of combustion products. Therefore,
theoretical determination of the electrical conductivity and
emissivities is also considered in this chapter.
7.1.

Thermodynamic Functions of the Mixture

The mixture of gases located in the state of chemical equilibrium
Is reacting. Inasmuch as in it proceed reversible reactions of
dissociation and ionization. Let us assume the equilibrium composition of such a mixture at certain temperature T and pressure p is
specified In the following manner: the combustion products contain
q = Z + m components, each in a quantity of n^^ moles (1 » 1, 2, 3,
..., Z + m). In this case some components are In condensed phase
with number of moles n. . These data, obtained, for example, by the
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method given In the previous chapter, permit determining the
thermodynamic functions of the mixture.
Since calculation is performed on M moles of propellant, the
weight quantity of products of dissociation and lonization
M„,, where molecular
n
constitutes MT
M
propellant weight is determined
m
T T*
by formulas of Chapter V.
Thermodynamic Functions of the Mixture
In the calculation for 1 kilogram of mixture one can determine
thermodynamic functions in the following manner.
Total enthalpy

(7.1)

/=

frMy

Jig

if ij, ljz in kJ/kmole,
Internal energy

.„.ffi

/-i

i^Af,

If E?, E° in kJ/kmole,
i' iz
For ideal gases

£*=/?_/?/.
for condensed substances
P0 — /?
Entropy
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kj,

kg

(7.2)

if

^»"

-,"'"':

^'""'•'•^'"■^

M',

~~'

kJ

.

(7.0

k-F^g

If S?, S®z kJ/kmole'deg.

ne

In the above-listed formulas the values with subscript "z"
pertain to substances In condensed state, symbols I. , E. , 3.
designate total enthalpy. Internal energy and entropy of 1-th
component at temperature T and pressure In 1.02 bar (standard state),
Por simplicity of writing In the above-Jlsted and subsequent formulas
summation In the second sum is spread to all components, although
in actuality one should summarize only with respect to indices of
substances in condensed state.
The remaining thermodynamlc functions (therraodynamlc potential,
Helmholtz free energy and others) are determined according to usual
thermodynamlc relationships with the aid of values of I, S and T.
The Form of Representation of Thermodynamlc Functions
of Individual Components
Experimental determination In wide scales of thermodynamlc
functions (properties) of individual gaseous substances at high
temperatures (above 1000oK) is a complex assignment, practically
Impracticable at present. However, the thermodynamlc functions
of any gas can be calculated theoretically if the statistical sum
also states of molecules (atoms) is known.
Thermodynamlc functions of substances in condensed state, in
contrast to gases, are determined on the basis of results of calorimetric measurements of thermal capacity or change in enthalpy, and
also measurement of heat of phase and polymorphic transformations.
The most complete publication, containing information about
methods of determination of thermodynamlc functions of substances,
necessary molecular constants, and also tables of properties of
1«8

1

335 Individual substances, In the reference book "Thermodynamic
Properties of Individual Substances."
In the reference book there have been placed values of reduced
tbermodynainlo potential Or*, entropy ST0 changes in enthalpy
HT -H0 and total enthalpy IT0, and also lg K and K . Values of
the shown thermodynamic properties are presented by tables for
temperatures 293.150K, 298.150K, 100° and further every 100° up to
6000eK. For certain substances the tables have been expanded to
20,000oK. In tables of thermodynamic properties of substances In
condensed states there are additionally listed values of thermal
capacity C and'quantities lg pH, pH.
In view of the large labor input the calculations of equilibrium
compositions of compound mixtures are usually fulfilled on electronic
computers (EVM). For a number of reasons the utilization of thermodynamic functions of individual components in tabular form during
calculations on an electronic computer seems inconvenient, therefore
the tables are approximated by multinomials. In this case there
la usually approximated one function (for example, entropy or
enthalpy), and for determination of remaining functions there are
used thermodynamic relationships.
For example, in the reference book mentioned above there have
been approximated tabular values of entropy by multinomials of
type
5; = Sln;e+ S V'.
where x • T'lO"^; S, S

Iso

Isot

fcemp

The

there
coefi
thern

(7.4)

- coefficients of polynomial.

In the practice of thermodynamic.calculations with sufficient
accuracy we can use polynomials of type
and u
/^Sa,*'.
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(7.5)

i^|W—^-1-

7.2.

Thermal Coefficients
N

In many calculations thermal coefficients are used namely:
Isobaric coefficient of expansion
= 1 /dv\

a

P

TUTJ,

(7.6)

Isothermal coefficient of compression

^—vCil1

(7

-^

temperature coefficient of pressure

(7.8)

-7 (£).•
The latter can be expressed through the previous

^

i
P

a

P

9/

.

(7.9)

therefore It is sufficient to determine the most commonly used
coefficients a and B
By knowing these two coefficients, any
thermodynamic derivatives can be calculated.
Let us represent thermal coefficients in the following manner:
1 /dlnt»\

p\d\np/r

and use equation of state in the form

1^0

■ > i *m

»»•

Bearing In mind that
*

let us represent the logarithmic form of equation;
In £/ = In >?o+In T—In A1T—In

MT.

Hence

ld\nv\ _ .

/ dln.HT \

Ulnrjp-

i dinr jp

/dlm;\ _
\d\ap)T

I dXnM, \
\ d\np IT

Ultimately we obtain

a

P

where logarithmic derivatives of quantity MT are determined by the
methods described in the previous chapter.
7.3.

Heat Capacity

If during some process the raultlcomponent working medium ts
in the state of chemical equilibrium, then the effective heat
capacity of the working medium must be determined with allowance for
heat of equilibrium chemical reactions. Such heat capacity is
called equilibrium.

m

According to the definition, heat capacity at constant pressure
must be written so:

•^rf)
If we apply this formula to a reacting mixture, we obtain
equilibrium heat capacity c,,r, considering the change in composition
depending- on the temperuture.

Bearing in mind that quantity I has

been represented by formula (7.1), let us write:

pp

M

,ixTMT

After differentiation we obtain

nC
2
' Pi ^ i]
""c^
i-i
i-i

rv

l
PrMJ

■S-'-l^H'"

i-i

/

(7.12)

/ ()\nMT

T \ ö\ nT

Ig

The first term of expression (7.12) Is heat, heading for
change In temperature of the mixture of constant composition.

the

This

is usual "frozen" heat capacity

2 ruCpi + Vnud.

(7.13)

i-\

;-i

Inasmuch as for nonreacting mixture of constant composition
derivatives
()\n M, \
T

become zero.

)p

One should emphasize that although the mixture

1^42

1

composition when determining frozen heat capacity is considered
constant. It Is equilibrium and it corresponds to clven temperature
and pressure.
The second and third terms in c^i-cooi«.. [T.+i'/ - heat proceeding
to change In the composition of equilibrium mixture. Corresponding
partial derivatives are determined by equations of the previous
chapter.
Figure 7.1 shows values of equilibrium and frozen heat capacity
of combustion products of kerosene type fuel + Op . Solid lines
pertain to pressure 20 bar, broken - to pressure 200 bar. As can be
seen the quantity of frozen heat capacity does not practically depend
on pressure, whereas the value of equilibrium heat capacity depends
noticeably. With Increase in the pressure, suppressing dissociation,
the equilibrium heat capacity is diminished and differs from frozen
to a lesser degree. With small and large a, i.e., at low temperatures
when dissociation weakens, the difference between equilibrium and
frozen heat capacities Is diminished.

appll

mixtui
Pig. 7.1. Values of equilibrium
and frozen heat capacities at
different pressures: kerosene
type fuel + Op .

partic

atwwtt is 2,0

k
determ

3.0%

Heat capacity with constant volume is determined by expression
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HflIt can be obtained from general thermodynamic relationship

With allowance for expressions (7-6), (7.8), (7.9) and
application to reacting mixture we obtain:

C

C

VT

' *P= PV—J;' -

By using formulas (7.10) and (7.11), we finally obtain
r

_..

_.

i d\nMr \V
/ d\nMT \

—.

(7.1^)

In the previous chapter it was shown that for nonreacting
mixture

[ d\nT J.

'

\ d\np )r

Consequently, from formula (7.14) there is obtained, as a
particular case, the usual relationship for frozen heat capacities:
Cva^Cpa—R-

(7.15)

According to known values of heat capacities there are
determined their ratios of equilibrium heat capacities :

*P=^
C
V p

mn

(7.16)

mv

and frozen heat capacities:
*JÄ2l.

T.1«.

(7.17)

Speed of Sound

The speed of sound Is determined by general expression

-Ci)
In which the derivative Is taken under conditions taking place in
a sound wave. In case of energy Insulation and absence of
relaxation phenomena the processes of compression and rarefaction
In a sound wave are isentroplc, and consequently:

^
(ih)

(f£)

(d/)

With propagation of sound oscillations In a reacting medium
the process in the sound wave will be Isentroplc If:
1) the frequency of oscillations Is great, and the rates of
chemical and phase transformations are small, as a result of which
the mixture composition Is not changed with passage through sound
wave, particles of condensate remain fixed and have constant
temperature; the process In the wave proceeds as In a nonreactlng
x-nlxture; In this Instant the speed of sound Is called frozen;
2) the rate of chemical and phase transformations are great,
and frequency of oscillations Is Insignificant. With compression and
rarefaction In a sound wave the mixture composition is changed in
accordance with change of temperature and pressure. With passage
through wave the chemical and phase equilibrium are retained;
particles of condensate have parameters equal to the parameters of
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In these conditions the speed of sound is called equilibrium,

Let us determine derivative (3p/3v)_. For this let us use
tables of differential thermodynamic . alationships 7.1 [7].
Table 7.1.
l> — ("list

Ce r'.aln differential thermodynamic relationships.
I
T

Cdlist

j

—!

(»/>)

—

-frv

(<h>)

tXpV

fl/V

-

id/)

Note!

E — rnnst

I — const

a-ppv — Cp

-CP

T
1

(OE)

Cp

-ilpV

UlT)

m

s ■---- const

v - const

C

~u-pv

V
dpV

Cp ~(ippv

(apT — $Tp) v

-ethv

(apT-\)v

— (Cvp + apv) v

P

v

CviiV

P
T

e

(VrP — "pT)

r ft P"

—

(1 — UpT) v

(cv$r + apv) v
V

CP-

-

(cp -(tppv)v--~cv?,pv

Cvhpv — (Cp — appv) V

—

V

I'ftiv ,tv* ol' type (dyl()x)l is a result of division of quantity (^), taken at intersection of lint
(di
ind iMlumn z, by quantity fix (Intersection of line (dx) and column z). For exaaple:
(dsjo^r =» Optz/Pyv = Qplh-

As a result we have
fro

dvlj.s
\dv

cv ßrv

By placing derivative Op/3v) in expression (7.18) and considering the equation of state and formula for 0
we obtain for
equilibrium speed of sound:
kpRT
p

fI d\nM
din VTr \
I dUp ,';■

Of
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(7.19)

^^

For a nonreactlng mixture derivative (3 Ir. M T /3 In )T !
equal to one, and the relationship of frozen heat eap.^itle;
.•qual
to k^. Prom equality (7.19), as a particular case, we have the
speed of sound In working medium of constant composition (frozen
speed of sound):
az - kMT,

(7.20)

Figure 7.2 as an example shows composition of equilibrium and
frozen properties of combustion products of propellant CpHgNp + N-O^
(a « 0.8) at various temperatures. As can be seen, the difference
between equilibrium and frozen parameters is substantial and
certainly must be considered. This difference Is the most considerable In the range of maximum dissociation and unessential at
conditions when the working medium does not dissociate.

1»
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a
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V

Pig. 7.2. Comparison of equilibrium
and frozen thermodynamlc properties
of combustion products of propellant
C2H2N2 + N^ (a
0.8) at various
temperatures (p IC ■ ■ 100 bar).
[Translator's note: In a previous
paragraph the fuel was represented
as C2H8N2 + N2(V
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For two-phase medium an Important characteristic Is the rate of
propagation of sound In gas phase. General expression for this
speed of sound can be written so:
expres

kftRT
''

„ "

I din Mr \

1^7

'

1

where relationship of heat capacities and derivative (3 In MT/3 In p)T
are determined with condition z = const. With propagation of sound
the particles remain fixed, their temperature is constant, phase
transitions are absent.
7.5.

Transfer Coefficients (Diffusion, Viscosity, Thermal .
Conductivity)
~

Phenomena of diffusion, viscosity-and thermal conductivity
are physically similar. They assume the transfer (transport) of
some physical properties through liquid or gas. Usual diffusion
Is transfer of mass from one region to another as a result of
gradient of velocity; thermal conductivity Is transfer of heat as
a result of temperature gradient.
Therefore, the enumerated physical phenomena received the
general name - transfer phenomena, and thermophyslcal coefficients
of diffusion, viscosity and thermal conductivity corresponding to
them, - transfer coefficients (transport coefficients).
The kinetic theory of gases [6], developed permits theoretically
determining the thermophyslcal coefficients of gases and their
mixtures. One of the results of theory Is the fact that It turned
out to be possible to write down all transfer coefficients through a
system of Integrals Q'-»* , considering dynamics of collisions of
molecules. The latter Is determined by Intermolecular function of
Interaction - potential.
Numerous theoretical and experimental works confirmed the
applicability of the kinetic theory of gases for practical purposes.
Thermophyslcal Properties of Individual Components
Molecular-kinetic theory of gases gives the following
expressions for transfer coefficients.

m

Wl"

:':.;:•. mixture . ■: '.

Diffusion coefficient of component 1 1:.
and J gases Is equal to

Ai-o^.io-^i

^i

f '

(7..::)

where p - pressure In bar;
Qi.it - reduced Integral of collisions
(general writing Q'«* ) - function of reduced temperature
7 =i

"' rTr;

(7.22)

0

11» {z/^\\ ~ parameters of potential function of interaction of
molecules (atoms) of types 1 and J; y., \i. - molecular weights of
components 1 and J.
In case of equality 1 ■ J (single-component gas) from formula
(7.21) a calculated expression Is obtained for self-diffusion
coefficient.
Viscosity coefficient Is equal to
n/=26)7.io-'lgs

N^s • ^ ,,
m

(7.23)

Coefficient of thermal conductivity for single-component gas
is determined as
'

I3Ä

on

nW9in-il_JÜ_

V

,

'

(7.24)

The formula written above is valid for components of a mixture,
molecules of which do not have internal degrees of freedom, i.e.,
for monatomic molecules. For polyatomic molecules at high temperatures the transfer of energy of internal degrees of freedom must be
considered.

The component of thermal conductivity, caused by

1^9

■a ■ —

w

energy exchange between forward and internal degreeu of freedom, la
calculated with the aid of Kucken correction:

x;=0.885(0.4^-1)4

(7.2?)

where C
- molar thermal capacity of 1-th component at constant
pressure in J/mole-deg.
Thus, general coefficient of thermal conductivity of 1-th
component is equal to:
'V=^-M;.

(7.26)

Thermophyslcal Properties of the Mixture
Calculated expressions for determination of viscosity and
thermal conductivity coefficients of a multicomponent mixture of I
molecules and m atoms are written as the relationship of determinants
on the order of Z + m + 1 and I + m. Into formulas for elements
of these determinants enter coefficients of viscosity, thermal
conductivity and diffusion of binary systems 1-J for all combinations
of components. In view of the Indeterminacy connected with the
Incompleteness of contemporary data about the interaction of mixture
components at high temperatures. In calculations of viscosity
coefficients and thermal conductivity of combustion products of
rocket propellants It is expedient use approximate formulas.
Viscosity coefficient of the mixture can be determined by
Budenberg-Wilkl formula [6]:

!
/

. ri/

p

(7.27)
n äJUis
w
V* 1

where x. - molar fraction of 1-th component ,
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Ro In J/mole*deg;

p in N/-,^ l>

Other formulas for the viscosity .-oerr: .•!•-:. -. • •■::.•: .:■<.■. aro
widespread, enabling considerably simpler extcu*. ,:. . f v.-\ l.Tialiüii
calculations. For example, there is wide:;.- -i.e.: ::. f-.virlcnl formula
of type
•»«

StLL' '
n/

(7.28)

error of which as compared to strict formulas of kinetic theory
comprises approximately 10-151*
The coefficient of thermal conductivity of a mixture of
nonreaetlng gases, molecules of which do not possess internal degrees
of freedom (frozen mixture of nonatomlc gases). Is determined so

[193:

r

Li*" ^

(7.29)

where

9// = '

The conq?onent of the coefficient of thermal conductivity of
the mixture, caused by transfer of energy of Internal degrees of
freedom, can be found by empirical formula
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—

"lt.

lx-i

.

(7.30)

Di,

Thus, the coefficient of thermal conductivity of frozen
mixture

^-=4-fC

(7.31)

Estimation values of transfer coefficients nCMj Xf
can be
obtained on the basis of conditional empirical model of "singlecomponent" gas with parameters y, c P .,
o.„,
(eA)ACM
„. Potential
3
CM
parameters of single-component gas are determined by formula [22]

(7.32)

For calculation of the viscosity coefficient of the misfcvire^_nCM
a formula of type (7.23) Is used:
',"
n =26 7-10~7 '^
CM

CM

and coefficient of thermal conductivity X-X CM Is determined on the
basis of formulas (7.2iJ)-(7.26) for "single-component" gas:
VcM=1317ncll(^+c,.).

where c

P

3

(7,33)

Is In kJ/kg-deg.

Effective coefficient of thermal conductivity of the mixture
X involves the effect of chemical reactions. Mechanism of heat
transfer of chemical reactions is the following. If in the
reacting mixture of gases there exists a temperature gradient, in the
152

range of elevated temperatures the mixture Is dissociated more
Intensely. As a result of concentration gradient appearing in this
case, products of dissociation are diffused into a range of lower
temperatures, where recombination occurs and heat of chemical
reactions Is separated. General method of determination of thermal
conductivity component XR, which considers this effect, has been
proposed by Butler and Brock [12]. Working formulas for XR,
obtained under the assumption of local chemical equilibrium, are
very bulky and are not listed here. To get estimate values of the
effect coefficient of thermal conductivity use can be made of
approximate formula [12]:

K-W-r1-

(7.34)

'/»i

L

Formula (7.3^) is obtained on the assumption that all
coefficients of diffusion in the mixture are equal to each other and
Lewis number is equal to one:
^

<lDi/ep ,

n
= 1.

^/cu

to

Figures 7.3 and 7.^ show the character of change of quantities
kf$ H » ^ Af CM from temperature at various pressures. Calculations are done for combustion products of propellant CpHnNp + NpCK
when a ■ 0.8; In this case the values of \ are determined by
exact formulas [12]. Values of Cpp/cp», are applied there, which give
the possibility of evaluating the accuracy of formula (7.3^). As
can be seen, chemical reactions substantially affect Xe, in this
case the maximum values of ^eAf> <:vvlcp3 are attained when the rate of
change of dissociation with respect to temperature is maximum.
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Pig. 7.3. Some thermophysical properties
of combustion products at various temperatures and pressures.

Pig. 7.4. Quantities of relations cpp/cpt and ^e/^f at various temperatures and pressures .
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Interaction Potentials Between Molecules
tl<
I

Transfer coefficients depend on the potential energy of
Interaction of molecules with their collision. Generally this
Interaction cannot be described by analytical function of distance,
however for calculation purposes many different functional relationships were suggested. These relationships, which approximate the
actual behavior of molecules (atoms) at collision, enter the workIng formulas for transfer coefficients In the form of Integrals
Qu* , jjonsldering the dynamics of collision. Selection of some
model of interaction (potential) for practical calculations Is
determined by the nature of the substance, temperature range, the
presence of reliable data on parameters of the potential.
Most often in heat engineering calculations there is used
Lennard-Jones potential (12-6), inasmuch as It describes collisions
of molecules in both low and moderately high temperature ranges.
This permits using experimental data for determination of corresponding constants of potential, first of all, and making more or less
validated extrapolation, secondly. Pun^iermore, constants of
potential (12-6) can be evaluated by certain physical properties
In the absence of immediate experimental data.
Constants of Lennard-Jones potential a and e/k for certain
combuslton products of rocket propellants have been listed In
Table 7.2 [19].
Coefficients D*., A., r]. of individual components are computed
so:
a) reduced temperature Tf ■ TU/k). Is determined and by It
from Table 7.3 there is taken the corresponding integral of
collisions Q'.i* or Q'**,
b) by using collision diameter of component a. the corresponding value of X^, r),, D.. is determined;
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and

c) potential parameters a^., (e/k)1. necessary for determination of coefficient of binary diffusion D^, are determined according
to rules of combination:
(7.35)
(7.36)

o,/ = 0,5(0,4-0;);

W*)/;--/W*)/W*)'.
i.i*
and Sir
are already found.

and then temperatures and T»

Table 7.2. Parameters of potential (12-6)
for certain substances [19].
«A

CH
CH2
CH3
CH4
HCO
HCN
CN
CO
COj
QH,

2.610

52,6

3,024

84,1

3,371

C2H4

4,163

115,2
148,6
187,0
569,1
456,0
109,9
195.2
231,8
224,7

3,758
3,460
3,630
3,770
3,585
3,941
4.033

Substano«

(*/*) 0K

Subttano«

Hs
OH
HjO
HN
HF
F2
FO
02
N2
NO
N02

«A*

2,827
2,550
2,710
2,330
2,780
3.357
2.960
3,467
3.798
3.508
3,900

(«/*)0K
59,7
79,8
506,0
107,0
86,0
112,6
137,0
106,7
71.4
112.4
230.0

Table 7.3. Values of integrals ß'.** for potential (12-6) [6].
T*

0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1.0
1,5
2.0
2,5
3,0
■V'

ßi.i*

ßä.2*

2,066

2.257

1,877

2,065
1,908
1,780

1,729
1,612
1,517
1,439

1,675

1,198

1.314

1,075

1,175

0,«)9fi
0,9490
0,9120

1.093

1,587

1,039
0,9999

1
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T*

21.1*

£2,3*

4,0
4.5
5,0
6,0
7,0
8,0
9,0
10
20
30

0,8836
0,8610

0,9464

40

0,8422
0,8124
0,7896

0.9700
0.9269
0,8963
0,8727

0,7712
0,7556

0,8538

0,7424
0,6640

0,8242

0,6232

0,7005

0,5960

0,6718

0,8379
0,7432

mm
i^»1

In practical calculations with use of the values of thermophyslcal coefficients n, A, D, obtained by formulas of this
paragraph, it is necessary to bear in mind the following. Most of
the known values of potential parameters 0, e/k are determined
from experiments on compressibility, viscosity, thermal conductivity
and diffusion under low temperature conditions, because of this
their application in calculations at high temperatures it is not
well-grounded. Furthermore, for a number of substances experimental
values of o, e/k are generally absent and rough empirical formulas
are used for their estimation. Therefore, calculated values of
thermophyslcal coefficients n. A, D as yet have an estimated
character.
7.6.

Electrical Conductivity

The basic quantity, characterizing electrical properties of
Ionized working medium, is the specific conductivity of gas. It
represents the conductivity of a conductor with length 1 m and section
p
1 m . The coefficient of specific conductivity (subsequently called
electrical conductivity) is a magnitude opposite specific resistance,
and has dimension (fl'm)~ or, which is the same, S/m.
By determining scalar electrical conductivity a from Ohm's
law, It Is possible to write:
^
E

(7.37)

where J - current density (A/m ); E - intensity of electrical field
(V/m).
By the degree of ionization, which is the ratio cf concentration (number of particles in a unit of volume) of electrons to the
sum of concentrations of neutral particles and ions, we distinguish
slightly, partially and completely ionized gas.
Slightly ionized gas (degree of ionization less than 1%) can
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be represented in the form of a mixture of neutral particles and
electrons, disregarding the effect of ions. The electrical
conductivity of such a gas is determined by expression:

^

'-l^j^fcK

(7.38)

where m , v, e - mass, velocity and charge of electron respectively;
F(v) - function of distribution of electron velocities: ^=»23^,,$^
_
n
frequency of elastic collisions of electrons with neutral components
of gas mixture; Q
- effective section of collision of electron
with neutral component; c , c - concentrations of electrons and
neutral components respectively.

tion
ed
ce.

To get the estimate values of electrical conductivity one can
use the expression obtained with application of the method of
kinetic theory of free path. The basis of the method of the
assumption of transfer of current only by electrons and of short
time of collision of electron with components of gas mixture as
compared to the time between collision. The formula has the form

n

where k - Boltzmann constant I.SSO^-IO"23 J/deg; e = 1.60206* 10"19
k; me = 9.1083'10~31 kg.
The electrical conductivity of completely singly-ionized gas
ith allowance for
i
a el. with
electron-electron and electron-ion interactions is equal to
3 =0 59,J

"

'

5F?—T7'

"•'"■ Hi)

".10)

2
where bn = e - collision parameters, at which the electron with
u
3kT
average energy is deflected in the field of positive ion to angle

.58

_

Tr/2j ^ ■ ■*4 ce-1/3 - measure of average distance between neighboring
gas particles.
Prom formula (7.^0) It follows that the electrical conductivity
of completely Ionized gas slightly depends on the electron concentration (the latter enters logarithmic term) and highly depends on the
temperature of gas. Inasmuch as the determining factor during Interaction of electron with a charged particle is its charge, and not
chemical nature, all ionized molecules or atoms of identical
multiplicity factor of ionlzation can be considered as particles
of one type.
Temperatures developed in the combustion chambers of rocket
engines operating on chemical propellant cause only slight thermal
ionlzation of combustion products. However, with the presence of
impurities of alkaline metals it can become necessary to consider
the interaction of electrons with charged particles.
Here, as in the case of slightly ionized gas, expression
(7.38) is also valid, but instead of v,
n
en quantity
^ v en + v el. should
be used.
The frequency of collisions of electrons with Ions v . with
allowance for electron-electron Interactions is determined by
formula

where n ■

OPT

- dlmenslonless energy; u - energy of electrons in eV.

For calculation of the estimate values of electrical conductivity
of partially Ionized gas use of formulas (7-39) and (7.^0) can be
made. By taking the addltlvity of resistances, which appear as a
result of Interactions between elec ,rons and neutral particles on
the one hand, and between electrons and ions on the other, it is
possible to write:
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-L=-JL+-L.
0

flB

(7.^2)

otl

By using expressions (7.39) and (7.^0) for the conductivities
of slightly and completely ionized gas, let us present formula
(7.42) in such a form:
0 = 0.386.10-^—7-

^—

r (fl-m)"1

(7.13)

where index i pertains to charged components of the gas mixture.
Thus, in order to calculate the conductivity of partially or
completely ionized gas, its temperature, composition and effective
cross section Q of collisions of all compoments must be known,
which make a contribution to the total probability of electron
collision.
Collision cross sections of singly charged particles with
electron are determined by formula
Qrt=8.1ftSln(-^).

(7.44)

Collision cross sections of electrons with neutral components
are found from experiments on diffusion of electrons or with the
aid of quantum mechanical calculations. Estimate values of Q
■
* f(T) for certain components are listed in Table 7.4.
As illustration Pig. 7.5 lists relationships lg o = f(T) for
combustion products of propellant kerosene + 02 with various
potassium content, and also for heated hydrogen and air. The
temperature of combustion products of propellant is determined from
calculation of combustion at prescribed pressure.
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Table 7.^. Collision cross sections of electrons with certain components of gas mixture.
Jombus, t\on

O
o2
H
H2
OH
HjO

HCI

QCM?

3.87.fn-;5--0,87.10-I8 r 4+ 0,689-liT-22n
0.,11.10-15— 0,31.10-19 7"+
+ 01139-10-?ir2
0,63.10-15— I.94.10-I7r0.ii
,

0,9-10-17 7 ü.5 +8.9-10-16
I,41.10-lir~J
i.sa-io-iir-i
4.79.10-iar-i

Range
r

Combustion

2-10a<7,<5.103

N

210,'<7,<5-103

Nj

6fl0 < 7" < 104

NO

3oo<r<i04
600<r<l(H
r<io<
T<10*

NHs
CO
CO,
K, Cs

Range

0 CM"-

r

3,647.10-15-0.94-!0-i«r +
+ 0,88-10-52/"^
1.66.10-17 ro.5

2-10K;r<5.103

0 n,?8S.10-i5
—0l2■vln-l9 7" +
+0.2:•)■I0---r^
9,58.10-12 r-i

2-i03<r<s.io.i

1.29-10-" rw + 2.46-10-1«
7,56.10-Mr-0.5
2.57-10-12 r-«.»

6oo<7,<in4

7,<in4
r<2.5-104
r<i04
600<7<104

Pig. 7.5. Relationship of^electrical conductivity of combustion
(heating) products to the temperature at various pressures.

2M0

3000

MOW

In the case of hetrogeneous combustion products the calculation
of electrical conductivity is substantially complicated, although
the mechanism of electrical conductivity remains the same: electrical
conductivity is determined by pulse losses during collision:: of
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electrons with condensed particles and gas particles. For exact
calculation of electrical conductivity of heterogeneou;; combustion
products it ic necessary to know the distribution of condensed
particles according to sizes, distribution of cnarges to particle,
and also to consider the staue of its surface.
7.7.

amisslvlties

""i.lO.'l

At a temperature above absolute zero as a result of oscillations
of atoms and of molecules, intensity of which is determined by the
temperature, all substances possess the ability to emit radiant
energy in the form of so-called quanta. By getting on some substance,
the quantum can be reflected from it, but if the surface of the
substance is not a "mirror", and the substance is not transparent,
then most probably the quantum will be absorbed by some of the
atoms (molecules) of the substance.
Let us assume some medium inside an evenly heated shell absorbs
all the radiant energy getting on it, not reflecting or admitting
anything. With equilibrium Inside the shell the radiation of ideal
absorber will be equal to the radiant energy getting on It, since
otherwise its temperature increases or is decreased as compared to
the temperature of neighboring media or walls of the shell. Nonideal
absorber reflects or admits (or both) part of the radiant energy
getting on it and therefore emits less than the ideal absorber.
Consequently, the ideal absorber, called a black body, at assigned
temperature in any section of the spectrum in a unit of time emits
more energy than any other thermal radiator with the same area.
Radiation, being emitted by nonblack bodies, an be expressed
as a certain portion of radiation, which is emitted by geometrically
identical black bodies, being at the same temperature. This portion
is called total hemispherical emisslvity of a nonblack body e.
Quantity e depends on many parameters, including the nature, snape,
-■-:"'''..:■■■ ..„alley ox" ehe oooy being Investigated, its temperature, and

lb,

also the length or range of wavelengths
emitted.

of the energy being

In contrast to solids the gas does not radiate.heat In the
enltre-range of wavelengths, but selectively - only In definite
narrow ranges of the spectrum.
In rocket engines oscillatory-rotatory and purely rotatory
bands of molecules of gases H20, C02, CO, NO, OH and HP make the
basic contribution to radiation of gasesj in this case trlatomlc
gases radiate energy more Intensively than diatomic.
In the case of thermal equilibrium (Kirchhoff law Is assumed
valid) total hemispheric emlsslvlty of single-component gas is
found by formula
m

•--Lf£(u.)|l-expI-^Kr,/»./»,)^|«fo»,

(7.^5)

where K(ü), T, p, p.) - attenuation factor of beam, equal to absorption coefficient for absorbing media; E(ü») - radiation energy of
black body; o - Stefan-Boltzmann constant; I - length of path of
beam; w - wave number.
As follows from formula (7.^5), for theoretical calculation of
emlsslvltles of gas it is necessary to determine quantity
*..:
ä'(ü).

T. p, pt)

depending on atomic or molecular parameters, and then calculate the
integral. Exact solution of this problem with allowance for all
factors Is very complex. At the temperatures and pressures characteristic for inti'achamber processes in contemporary rocket engines (RD),
the determination of absorption coefficient of single-component gas,
and also the mixture Is facilitated bv the fant that
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1) the spectrum of absorption of molecules of gases consists
of many completely overlapping lines;
2) oscillating spectral bands of the mixture of combustion
products partially or completely overlap each other.
Total pressure, beginning from which the spectral lines of
bands at temperature 290-300oK practically overlap and the
emissivity e becomes relatively insensitive to total pressure, for
H20 ^ 3 bar, for C02 ^ 1 bar and for CO ^ 10 bar [9], and at
temperatures ^3000oK in bands of molecule H20 - at pressure ^l bar
C02 ^ 0.1 bar, CO ^ 1 bar, HC1 ^ 18 bar, NO ^ 13 bar, OH ^ 20 bar
and HP ^ 40 bar [10],
For determination of the emissivity of these gases the
analytical method [9] seems useful, involving the fact that each
oscillating - rotational band of i-th gas is represented in the
form of a rectangle with effective bandwidth A^. and average index
of absorption ^(u), being determlnec' by molecular parameters at
low temperature.
Results of calculations of K^U) for molecules of certain gasee
[10] are presented in the form of a summary chart on Fig. 7.6
^.(w) on the chart
ch
Values of R^Cu)
are determined at partial pressure of
components equal to 1 bar.
J

*

Li

-1

c

-

A
H,0 LH, ,

CO,

Pig. 7.6. Relationship of
absorption PL-(w) for certain
molecules.

H,0

OH

_co

V

H

,ü£
-TT

H.

HTn
OH

'to-

J

" H£

.. L-nL
2m

mo

mo

sooo

^I, :3

-1

vc*-'
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Calculation of the emlsslvity of gas and mixture using R.. is
in such order. Value of R. .(OJ) from the chart is multiplied by
partial pressures:
i<ii{"\ ri)-=f<i^")Pif

(7.46)

then we correct according to temperature:
^K ^.n=/?,;(«.. A)--^03--

(7.47)

The emlsslvity £ of mixture of gases for the system of
oscillating bands with allowance for their overlap is determined by
formula
^^ll-oxpl-^K^.m^l —f—1 ■

(7.48)

Here Aw.. - Interval of wave numbers of J-th oscillating band
of 1-th gas; E.aw
- radiation energy of absolutely black body In

lJ

the Interval of wave numbers Au. ..
For engines which operate on propellants from C, H, 0, Nelements the radiation of combustion products is caused primarily by
the content of water vapors and carbon dioxide in them.
Taking into account radiation of only H-O and C02 the emlsslvity
factory of the mixture Is
'/ = lH.o-i-,co.-at»

(7.49)

wh'.ve quantity Ae considers that the Intervals of wavelengths of
radiation H20 and C02 partially coincide, i.e., radiation energy of
H20 Is partially absorbed by C02 and vice versa.
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At temperatures exceeding lüÜ0oK correction Ae in formula
(7.^9) can be considered as The product of emisslvity factors of
water vapor and carbon dioxide, i.e.,
■i£

Emisslvit1 c.'S

e

H-.O

ar :1

"

:

H,0SCO,.

e

cver

CC

(7.50)
Lhe

range of temperatures

,'UG0-'ir, .ur'K can be determined by the charts of Figs. 7.7

7.8

calculated while using t,hc idea of effective bandwidth without
allowing for the effect of total pressure [10].

Pig. 7.7.
vapors

2

e«,
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3

1

-

i

J
-~

{

1/1

^^T^
k

\

-l

■

J
\

-■ - - —

1

Emisslvity of water

Pig. 7.8.
dioxide.

Emisslvity of carbon

At specified values of p.Z the emlssivltles of gases increase
with increase of total pressure. When pt >\ bar they somewhat exceed
the quantities obtained by using the accepted values of effective
width of bands.
Quantity e„

0

over the range of temperatures 1500-3000oK with

allowance for the effect of total pressure can be determined by
calculations of Ludwig and Perrizo [20], quantity eco in this
range - by results of [21].
The effect of surface configuration on e. Inside which gas is
included, i.e., length of beam path I, Is expediently considered
according to the method proposed by Khottel'. Khottel' examines
radlent heat exchange between hemispherical gas body of radius I
and a section in the center of its base, in this case the total
length of each begun is equal to I. Any other gas body is replaced
by equivalent hemispherical body - by hemisphere of radius 7,
radiating the same quantity of energy to its center that the real
body radiates to the considered element. Values of I are usually
listed in reference books.
/

In conclusion let us note the features of determination of
emlsslvity of heterogeneous systems. The gas phase of combustion
products for thermal radiation is homogeneous or can be assumed
homogeneous and, consequently, the passing radiant thermal flow is
only absorbed by the gas mixture. Liquid and solid particles of
condensate of oxides AlpO.,, MgO and others, contained in combustion
products, can withdraw energy from the flow of radiation both due
to absorption and scattering. Thus, from the viewpoint of transfer
processes of radiation energy the two-phase products of combustion
should be considered as a light-diffusing medium.
As a result of scattering the spectra and angular distribution
of radiation energy of two-phase products of combustion depend on a
whole series of parameters: sizes of particles, Indicatrix of
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scattering, scattering and absorption coefficients, thickness of
layer, angle of observation, etc.
Scattering includes a combination of effects of reflection,
refraction and transfer of radiation by particles.
The scattered radiant energy is spread from the place of
scattering Just as the emitted energy from the place of radiation,
i.e., in all directions in space - forward, to the sides and back,
however not in all directions with identical intensity.
In a small volume of combustion products, containing a small
quantity of particles, secondary effects of scattering can be
disregarded. Radiant energy, scattered by this volume, will be
equal to energy, scattered by one particle, multiplied by the number
of particles in the volume. Such an effect is called single
scattering. However, the energy is scattered two and more times
more intensely in proportion to increase in volume, and, consequently,
in proportion to Increase in quantity of particles. This effect
is called multiple scattering and is usually in the assignment of
radiant heat exchange in the rocket engine chamber.
Scattering substantially complicates the analysis of transfer
of radiation energy. Generally for determination of radiant heat
flow from heterogeneous combustion products it is necessary to
formulate equation of energy transfer through a small randomly
arranged volume:
l^ = -[o(w)-f.Ji(u.)l/,H + 3-^ f /rHSif.Odu.r 4 «f H,

(7.51)

4*

where IjCu) - intensity of radiation energy in direction t; «(u) +
+ ß(u)) » K(tü) - attenuation factor including absorption coefficient
a(w) and scattering factor ßdü); Ij.Uj - intensity of incoming
A

radiation in any direction T\ S(l\l)~ indlcatrix of scattering
raalatlon, representing angular distribution of scattered radiation
168

In a given place In different directions; J* - any direction of beam,
from which the scattered radiation passes into the considered
direction l of energy transfer; e - emlssivlty of medium.
The physical meaning of transfer equation: change in intensity
of radiant thermal flow on the element of length is made up of
attenuation, caused by absorption and by scattering, of amplification
due to radiation of medium and of amplification due to scattering
of energy flows in this direction, which are spread in all other
directions.
Solution of equation (7.51) is a complex mathematical task.
For calculation of coefficients of absorption and scattering,
which enter equation (7.51) data are necessary on sizes of particles
of condensate, and also data on optical properties of material of
particles. Optical properties are characterized by complex Index
of refraction m:
*

m=n|—toj.

(7.52)

wheren n, - index of refraction, and n,, - Index of absorption.
At present the approximate data on optical properties the
range of temperatures of Interest to the technician are obtained only
for particles of Al-O^ and some other condensed products.
Investigations of the emlssivlty of combustion products of
Tlumlnlzed propellants using approximate solutions of transport
equation, and also using experimental data show that quantity e in the
combustion chamber is within limits of 0.3-0.5.
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CHAPTER

VIII

THERMOGAS-DYNAMIC CALCULATION OP PROCESSES
IN A CHAMBER
In the chapter are examined methods of thermo gas-dynamics
calculation of basic processes in the chamber of an engine operating on chemical propellant: combustion and different variants of
isantropic expansion.
The methods can be applied even for calculation of other types
of heat rocket engines.
8.1.

Problems of Calculation and Basic
Assumptions

In the chamber of a rocket engine, operating on chemical
propellant, processes of combustion of propellant (section 1-k
on the diagram of Pig. 8.1) and expansion of combustion products
(section k-c) are carried out.

Pig. 8.1. Design diagram of the
chamber of a rocket engine.
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Combustion
Calculation of combustion consists of determining the parameters
of combus-tlon products r.t the nozzle Inlet. Total enthalpy of
propeHants and pressure in the combustlan chamber are assigned.
It is customary to assume that at the nozzle Inlet the state
of combustion products is completely equilibrium. In connection
with this the basis of calculation of combustion comprises determination of the equilibrium composition of working medium, examined in
Chapter VI. In this case all the assumptions introduced into
calculation of equilibrium composition are retained. Additional
generally accepted assumptions during calculation of combustion
are adiabaticlty and steadiness of processes and also total heat
liberation on the section of the combustion chamber.
Fundamental equation for the described model of the process
Is equation of conservation of energy, which can be written so:
/:-/T=0.

'8.1)

Here I • - total enthalpy of braked flow at the nozzle ir^e*-;. I
total enthalpy of propellant.

-

Total enthalpy of a unit of mass of propellant is considered
as Jt is shown in Chapter V. For solid propellant quantity I is
determined under conditions in the chamber of (PATT) [RDTT]
solld-propellant rocket engine before the beginning of combustion,
for liquid propellant - under conditions in fuel tanks. The latter
not entirely obvious position can be proved by applying the equation
of conservation of energy of propellant and of combustion products on
the section from fuel tanks to the nozzle inlet (sectlor K-K). Let
us consider this section energy isolated, since heat exchange with
the surrounding medium can be disregarded, and there are not other
forms of energy excnange.

J

arameters

For (WP/U [ZhRD] llquld-propellant rocket engine with afterburning of generator gas in the basic chamber the equation of conservation of energy should be written so:

^edtäte
Lion
•"terminaled in

'»iG^ + Ifir+L^fin + Ußr-L, (C01(i+ Grl)-/:(GUI(-f Gr).
Here IOK, 1 - total enthalpies of luel components in the tanks; G ,
G„r - total flow rates persecond of components;
-, . G rl, - flow
r
r
' G OKI*
rates per second of components in the first (gas-producing) stage
of combustion chamber; L,^ 0K, LH
- energies imparted to components
by pumps; h - work of the turbine.

jnal
.on
leat

Form energy balance in the turbopump unit it follows that
LB.O«G0K + LU.TGT=Lr{GoK\-\-Gr\)-

ess
o:

Therefore the equation of conservation of energy takes the form:
/oKGoK + /rOr-/K*(GoK+Gr).

8.1)
Having divided this expression by Q
•I T

T

= G

OK

+ G

r

we obtain:

'tutgoK+'rgr^-1*'
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T
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Latter
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Analogous reasonings for llquid-propellant rocket engines
without afterburning of generator gas lead to relationship
1, + L»----!*.

Quantity L H is energy Imparted to fuel components in the pumps

:7;

1

Thli energy Inoreaee the totai enthalpy of basic fueJ. oomponenta
due to the enthalpy of auxiliary fuel, used In the gas generator.
Inoreaee In the enthalpy of baeio components, equal to LN , Is small.

Zta computation cannot change the specific thruat obtained by
calculation by more than tentha of a percent. This is usually
dlaregarded and for liquid-fuel rocket engines without afterburning
of generator gaa we also take I* ■ I .

m

Two schemes of calculation of the combustion process can be of
practical Interest.
1.

*

C01

is

Combustion when p ■ const (isobaric combustion chamber).

a1

'

of
a8

Velocity of working medium on section 1-K is taken equal to
sero (w.1 ■ w ■ 0). This Is responsible for equalities:

'

&n(

IC

phi

can
Pt-Pl-K-P: |

(8<2)

■ ■

pre

Equation of conservation of energy (8.1) takes particular form:

W.-O.
2.

(8.3)

Combustion when p ? const (nonisobarlc combustion chamber).

On section 1-K the heat liberation Is accompanied by substantial
acceleration of the working medium (wv >> 0) and by a drop of
pressure. In connection with this the following relationships are
valid:

V
whe
the

fr^

oon
Pn<Pl'

(8.'0
P.<ft
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Equation of conaervatlun uf energy (8.1) can be written:

/.+^-/.-o.

(8#b)

Expansion
The calculation of the expansion process also Includes
assumptions additionally utilized during calculation or equilibrium
composition. The process is considered adiabatlc and steady. There
is assumed homogeneity of the composition and parameters of mixture
along the section and one-dimensional flow, including parallelism
of flow at the nozzle exit. Por heterogeneous mixture there is
assumed temperature equilibrium of gas and condensate (7,-7*1)
and also high-speed equilibrium
(»,-»,).
The absence of irreversible
phenomena is assumed. Along with adiabatlcity this assumption
causes isentropicity of the expansion process.
The fundamental equation for such a model of the expansion
process is equation of constancy of entropy:
»-%-0.

(8.6)

where s„ and s - entropy of unit of mass of combustion products at
the nozzle inlet and In any section of the nozzle, respectively.
Different variants of expansion can be considered within the
framework of isentropicity.
1. The completeness of equilibrium expansion (subsequently
concisely called equilibrium expansion).
The real process of expansion is very frequently close to
equilibrium, and that is why the scheme of equilibrium expansion is
widely used In the practice of calculations.
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/. Chemically ".'Yozen" expanslun ur ^xparjalvn wltr. cuni-itunt
composition of working medium (concldely otlltül frozen expansion;.
Procen «xpanaion can < ccur under condltlond when the ruu-.;
of chemical reactions are airall and tne time Int gao .'ivju ir. the
noazle is not aufflcient for their realization.
Calculation according to the scheme ol* frozen expansion la
usually dene in addition to calculation of equlllbrluni expansion.
Heaults of these two calculations determine the ran^e, inside which
Indices of the real process are found.
3.
frozen.

Expansion, equilibrium to a certain temperature, and further

The scheme of calculations with sudden freezing of the composition at a certain temperature can sometimes satisfactorily replace
the very complex scheme of the real process with allowance for
kinetics of chemical reactions.
8.2.

Calculation of Combustion In an Is&barlc Chamber

In comparison with calculation of equilibrium composition at
p, T ■ const an additional unknown is the combustion temperature T ,
and additional equation Is the equation of conservation of energy

(8.3).
The following means of calculation is natural. By the method
described In Chapter VI we determine the equilibrium composition of
working medium at prescribed pressure p and some value of
temperature T. Values of T right up to true, satisfying the equation
of energy, are Improved by the Newton method, applied to equation
(8.3). Equation of conservation of energy at arbitrary value of
temperature T has the form:
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'r*

(8.7)

i>t?rlvatlve OI/3T).. may aao be 'ietermlned numerically:
P

<)/\

/(r + «n-/'r)

Refinement of temperature lb carried cut by formula
7""H,---•/"", j a/'"",

(3.8)

where r - number of approximation.
Approximations are fulfilled
until achievement of the necessary accuracy.
One could use a more general and more economical method of
calculation. Let us give this method for a general case of heterogeneous mixture. Initial system of equations consists of equations
obtained earlier namely: equation of dissociation of uncondensed
substances (6.3), equation of conservation of substance (6.11),
equation of Dalton law (6.8), equation of dissociation of gas phase
of substances in condensed state (6.12).
Furthermore, the system is supplemented by equation of conservation of energy, being written for UTMT kg of propellant and working
medium:

I'V? f",/?. • "„/"-M',/, -0.

(8.9)

To closed syBttm of equatlonu (6.3), (6.11), (6.8), (6.12),
(8.9) Itt us apply tht Newton method, bearing In mind that a new
unknown appeared - temperature, with respect to which differentiation must, also be performed.
Appearance of the system after application of the Newton method
In this instance is such:

^K+(T&r)'.+kfr)'r" -«..

(8.10)

Ar-Ai»ir.

(8.11)

where

Solution of system of linear equations (8.10) permits finding
the corrections to unknowns: A , A * A», t„. Refinement of
unknowns is performed Just as when determining the composition.
Thus a Joint solution of the equations (6.3)» (6.11), (6.8), (6.12),
(8.9) permits determining both the equilibrium composition and
temperature.
8.3.

Calculation of laentroplc
Equilibrium Expansion

Let us examine the calculation of different variants of
equilibrium expansion within the framework of isentroplclty.
Expansion up to Prescribed Pressure
The most commonly used variant of such calculation Is calculation of the process of expansion from conditions In the combustion
chamber up to prescribed pressure in the nozzle. The problem of
calculation - determine the equilibrium composition of working medium
and the tempe-rature* at this pressure-. By these data one can determine
the other necessary parameters.
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For generaJ case of heterogeneous uyatem the uriknuwna are
In n,Q (In p,,),
In n.,,,
In ri 16,, In M_,
In T - ('• ♦ m ♦ 2) quantities
C^
a /*
T
in all.
There are (2 ■■ m * 1) equations of type (6.3), (6.11), (6.8),
(6.12) and additionally - equation or constancy or entropy (8.6),
in which quantity s,, is known after calculation of combustion.
One way of calculation consists of solution of system of
equations (6.3)» (6.11), (6.8), (6.12) at prescribed pressure p and
assumed value of temperature 7. The temperature is refined by the
Newton method, being applied to equation (8.6). This gives:

\0\nTlp

AlnT« -8.

where d.»
s - s„(s
- entropy at accepted value of T) and
S
K

AlnT-

^
Völnr /
(JL.\

ZL.
'Pf

(S IP)

^0,la)

The derivative can also be found numerically.
Prom approximation (r) to approximation (r + 1) the temperature
is refined by formula
(Inn^'^ClnT-V' + Alnr"'"

(8.13)

until achievement of the prescribed accuracy.
A more economical method of calculation of expansion is provided
by Joint solution of system of equations (6.3), (6.11), (6.8),
(6.12) and (8.6) and simultaneous determination of the composition
and temperature.
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Expiiimlon to Prtfucrlbed Tempefilur-y
If th« temperature of the end of exparmlon " ha» be«n preücrlbrnl,
then the pressure of working medium p corresponding to r.hla tempwr-iture becomes unknown.
Analogous to the case of calculation of ^xpanaJon to prt>tjor'lbe(j
pressure, one meann of calculation ia to determine the equilibrium
composition ut prencrit' -I tor.perature i and approximate value of
pi-«?., ■»u.-e p, .v>J then refine nhe solution bv Newton method, applying
It to equation of entropy (8.6).
At assignment of approximate value p the equation of constancy
of entropy Is not aatlbfled:
5(ln^—«,=<«,.

of

According to the Newton method
A In;?-

-*-—.

(8.14)

Derivative (3s/3 In p)m is either determined numerically, or is
reduced to the form (see Table 7.1):

or

Then
b\np-

v.-i'J»

(8.15)

Refinement is performed until the prescribed accuracy has been
attained.
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Thi- ,!fr>,f I vurlu/lt ^I' • ili-uUil Ion la provided b;/ Joint ;i.,luL. .;
•it' '-'ju.'it Iwn;! jf ilüaoolnliui\ u»i*jüiiU©f(8ed oubotar.uöa, equa^lond 'jf
oonai.TVdtl'jn of aubamnce, «•luutlonu oj* dioooclitlon of ntu» phase of
.«ubiilan'.'^;) In '"ndenaed atate and »^quallon ol' oonatancy. of entropy.
.."Incu '..'>• ' i'i •ii.tiM- !.i isalgntJdi correctlono A,., .in.- abuent In
'-•orTOctl ;r, •.Mpi,lt. ion.5.
.■;.^ in.'.! n lu I'roscribed Number M
A feature of thiu variant of oaicuiatlon conslsta of the fact
that botii prejiiur«? irul temperature were earlier unknowns. Let us
use the .syater:; of equations of the variant of calculation to
prescribed procure, with th<-' exception of tau»*.*in of Dalton law.
It consists of (i + m + 1) equations of type vo.jj, (6.11), (6.12),
K'].6). 'iu-'ber "f unkncwna la J + m + i.
The equation closing the system In the equation of conservation
of energy, being written for 1 kg of mixture In the form
2

^^ Having multiplied and divided the second term by the square
of equilibrium speed of sound, we obtain
/ LM--P -/Tr=ü.
2

Having ruturned to expression (7.19), let us write
/ IjW

^
.

/ () 1 n a \

I

\ö\tipJT

/T=0.

(3.16)

Common solution of system of equations (6.3), (6.11), (6.12),
(8.6) and (8.16) by Newton method allows determining the equilibrium,
composicion ana temperature. Pressure is determined by equation of
Dalton law.

:s.?

Expansion to Local Speed or Sound (M ■ 1)
Calculation of expansion to local speed of sound Is
necessary for accurate determination 01 flow parameters In the
nocsle throat.
It Is obvious that this calculation can be performed as a
particular case of the previous variant when M - 1.
Let us give an additional means of determination of parameters
in the nozzle throat. It Is known that pressure In this section Is
approximately (0.53-0.57) p*.
Having prescribed the value of
It
p
from thin range, by the method examined earlier it Is possible
to calculate equilibrium expansion to prescribed pressure and find
approximate value of T
and other parameters. Further refinement
of the amount of pressure Is performed with the aid of equation
(8.16), to which the Newton method Is applied. Equation (8.16) In
general form can be written so:

<P(A s)~0.
By applying the Newton method and considering that as a result of
Isentroplclty ds ■ 0, let us write:
^=- li££J .

(8.17)

Wl,
The denominator of equation (8.17) can be found with the aid
of Table 7.1, in this case in the interval of change of pressure Ap
quantities k , u, (3 In M/3 In p) can be considered constants. As
a result we obtain the calculation expression for Ap:
„2

*?=£:
Rn'
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(8.18)

mmw

Preaaure la roflned by formulu
1 A ■<'•'>
P«<'• räp
,

»(" •'

after which calculation of laentDplc expanalon to preacrlbed
preaaure p(r+1' la repeated. The entire calculation la finlahed
after obtaining the preacrlbed accuracy with reapect to preaaure:
A/»*'ii>,

where w - permlaalble error of calculation preacrlbed in advance.
Expanalon to Preacrlbed Relative Area
Characteristic quantities of any section of the chamber passage
are: relative area of section (for nozzle - geometrical expansion
ratio of nozzle)
(8.19)

[Translator's note:

KP

■ throat]

specific area of section
(8.20)

[Translator's note:

yn ■ specific]

It is obvious that
J

F

'

and on the basis of continuity equation
(8.21)

18^

The considered variant of calculation .illow.-i determining: flow
parameters In the nozzle section with prescribed -juantltlea r1' or
0
Py lilt Is necessary to aolve equation
/=/0

or
(8.22)

0I1H.0 -t prescribed pressure In the combustion chamber quantity
F
l3
wii
HT.
"'.aL.inn. The value
of Pv(fi
Is determined according^ to
yA.Kp
Q
yÄ
prescribed rolatlve area f and quantity F „ _, which Is known
after calculation of expansion to M ■ 1:
F0 -

Z0

(8.23)

Specific area P
depends on the pressure and temperature in the
given nozzle section; equation of state and general thermodynamic
relationships allow use of other quantities as arguments.
Relationship
Uifyn~if){\np. s)

is close to linear, therefore equation (8.22) Is expediently
represented In the form
90np, s)=:\n FyA — lnF<>t.

(8.24)

By applying the Newton method and taking into account that as a
r i'.t of Isentroplcity ds a 0, let us write
Äln^ =

^
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—.

(d]nFy,/(J\n p),

Dorivutlvt! (3 In 1*' y n /3 In p).-> can be determineü numerlc,\liy ' ;•
with the aid uf thormodynamic relationships. The last way In
preferable. By uaing equation of cünaervatlon of energy In the form
/■^-/,-*o.

let us represent In P

y *^

so:

lu Fy.» ~ In e-In 1/2(77^7).
Now with the aid of Table 7.1 it Is possible to write

and the final expression for A In p takes the form;
'n^,-'"^
/?„r/j__ M •

(3.25)

Aln ?=

'

V-

^■2

a' )

the

Calculation of expansion to prescribed relative area f can be
completed in such a sequence. Let us designate the assumed value
of p^
(for example, with the aid of tables of gas-dynamic functions)
and let us calculate expansion to prescribed pressure. As a result
let us determine all the thermod^namlc characteristics and properties
at pressure p
. By formula (8.25) let us compute logarithmic
correction A In p and 1st us refine the quantity of pressure
In^'^In^ + AM".
After this the calculation of expansion to assigned pressure,
etc., is repeated until the required accuracy with respec to
quantity f is attained.

:bt

8.4.

Calculation of Isentroplc Frozen Expansion

Chemically frozen expansion Is taken as expansion with
constant composition of working medijum. If we consider frozen
expansion from some Initial known conniptions up to pressure p, then
the constancy of composition can be written in the following manner:

.*"*"

==2*£j!ia_=fl<

[Translator's note:

(8.27)

Hay ■ initial]

In expressions (8.26) and (8.27) t - assigned quantity.
Relationship (8.27) follows from condition
««"»const,
where z - weight fraction of q-th condensed product, determined
by expression (6.32).
Inasmuch as the composition of working medium and quantity M
are determined by relationships (Ö.26) and (8.27), there is no need
to solve complex system of equations of chemical equilibrium with
refinement of temperature or pressure. Unique unknowns are:
temperature - during calculation of expansion to prescribed pressure,
pressure - during calculation of expansion to prescribed temperature,
or temperature and pressure during calculation of expansion to M ■ 1
and to f . For their determination we use equations (8.12), (8.15),
(8.18) and (8.25) respectively.
As the basis for calculation of frozen expansion to various
conditions (pressure, temperature, number M or f ), as In the case
of equilibrium expansion, there can be used calculation of expansion
to prescribed pressure. Let 'is examine this variant in "lore
detail.
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In accordance with formula (8.12) In case of working medium of
constant compopitlon it is possible to write
AT" =

where s

'sKm — -5)

- known quantity of entropy of 1 kg of working medium.

Entropy and frozen thermal capacity of the mixture are
determined by formulas (7.3) and (7.13)' Let us substitute Initial
values of n (Pa)> nsz» "rz* MT ln them by formulas (8.26) and
(8.27). After simple conversions we obtain:
T f[iT (AM)*,, — 2 n? »m S? — RoPw ln " ]
9
Ar-J
^-4-

T \RoZi

n

qntH^nnqHKt—nrzSft~nslS^t]

rJ—2
2d Rq ittCpq 4" nrz uatCrt + IJZWI

L,

(8.28)

q

where entropy and thermal capacity of gas (S , C ) and condensed
0
0
Q
PQ
(S J7Z , S S Z , C r*z , C s z„) phases are calculated at temperature T.
The temperature is refined until achievement of the prescribed
accuracy. In zero approximation the value of T can be estimated by
isentropic equation of type

■•<■•

using tentative values of mean isentropic index of expansion.
Conversion of formulas (8.13), (8.18) and (8.25) for
calculation of other variants of frozen expansion is performed
similar to that described above.
By comoining the variants given in this paragraph, other schemes
of tho proems beal'lrs tv.o . <A.;I.!-"'^d can -e calculqted. Thus, for
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Instance, the scheme with sudden freezing is described by equilibrium
expansion to prescribed temperature or pressure (depending on
whether conditions of freezing have been specified) and further by
frozen.
an(
8.5.

Calculation of Combustion in Nonisobaric
Cylindrical Chamber

Nonisobaric, or high-speed, as they are still called, combustlon chambers are characterized by small values of relative area of
combustion chamber
A=A.
[Translator's note:

Let

(8.29)
K

= chamber]

con
(7.

Under identical initial conditions in section 1-1 (see Fig.
8.1) the parameters of working medium at nozzle inlet (section K-K)
will be different depending on values of f K . When f K = 1 the working
medium in section K-K reaches critical velocity.

or

For calculation of combustion In nonisobaric chamber, besides
total enthalpy of propellant I and pressure p, , the quanlty of
relative area of combustion chamber f must be prescribed.
For determination of the equilibrium composition of working
medium. Its properties and temperature In section K-K it is possible
to write the following equations: equations of dissociation of
uncondensed substances (6.3), equations of conservation of substance
(6.11), equations of dissociation of gas phase of substances in
condensed state (6.12). Equation of Dalton law cannot be used.
Inasmuch as pressure p^
Is unknown earlier. Let us use the equation
K
of pulses, written for a section of cylindrical pipe between sections
1-1 and K-K:
f>i+itv>]=P, + Q*K-
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(8.30)

U
add
clo
and

sys

Having designated known quantities
Pi I

QI-W^PF

and bearing in mind that

^=2 Pi'
Let us write equation o" pulses so;

^Pv^^r-PF-

(8.31)

Finally, one ought use equation of energy. For nonlsobaric
combustion chamber it was written in form (8.5). By using expression
(7.1) for enthalpy of working medium, we obtain

1

__ a. IJL _ /

o

or
P^nJl i ««/?,4-^Tf-^/T=0.

(8.32)

i

Thus, there are {I + m + Z) equations for determination of
U + m + 3) unknowns: equations (8.31) and (8.32) include an
additional unknown - velocity w . The system of equations can be
closed by use of equation of continuity, written for section K-K
and throat.
The solution consists of finding the values of w
system is valid.

at which the

Let us write continuity equation for sections K-K and Kp-Kp:
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or
W'-f^

(8.33)

C-CKP^KP-

(8.34)

where

According to equation of state and with allowance for relationship (6.33)
0 —P*** ■—.UT^T

ROT*

' />QTK '

(8.35)

(rai
Of

c,

of
pari

Let us write equation (8.31) In the form

Then with allowance for expressions (8.33) and (8.35), we obtain:1

S''«+dirA'f•

(8.36)

where
fl Mr
In logarithmic form the equation of pulses looks like:
^$p' + di-)~X"p''^-

(8.37)

Let us also convert equation of energy, using relationships (8.33),
(8.35):

'When writing the equations, which determine composition and temperature
of working medium In section K-K criterion of the section Index MK" Is dropped here and further.
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S^ + ««^+««^ + ^2-Jr-^T/T-0.

(8.38)

To system of equation (6.3), (6.11), (6.12), (8.37) and (8.38)
we can apply the Newton method and obtain equations that are linear
relative to corrections: A , Arz, ÄoZ» &M> ^T«
Algorithm of the solution of the system is the following.
We assigned initial values of unknowns p . n„_, n , M
(randomly) and quantities c, indirectly characterizing the velocity
of working medium w . In zero approximation the value of quantity
c, assigned by formula (8.3^)» is taken according to calculation
of isobaric chamber (f K = «»). Equilibrium composition and flow
parameters at the nozzle inlet are determined.
By the found data we calculated the entropy of working medium
and calculated equilibrium expansion to local speed of sound. We
found new parameters of the throat and, consequently, new value of
quantity c, which is Introduced into calculation of the following
approximation, ere. Calculation is repeated until in the neighboring approximations the values of control parameter in the nozzle
throat coincide with prescribed accuracy. Such a parameter
can be temperature, pressure or velocity.
After termination of approximations the parameters of
working medium at the nozzle inlet are determined by the following
formulas:

y»
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r*

VK —

o T-

•

OK/K

It is interesting to determine total head values of working
medium at the nozzle inlet. For this the isentropic equilibrium
stagnation of working medium to w = 0 must be calculated. The
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process Is described by equations of clissocialion and conservation of
substance of type (6.3), (6.11), (6.12), by equation of energy of
type (8.1) and by equation of constancy of entropy of type (8.6).
Solution of the system gives the equilibrium composition of stagnation working medium, quantity M and the value of stagnation temperature T *. Stagnation pressure is determined by usual formula:

Calculation of high-speed combustion drnmber is more general
with respect to calculation of isobaric combustion chamber. The
latter is obtained as a particular case, if in the calculation of
high-speed combustion chamber we assume fK = <».
After the conditions at the end of the high-speed combustion
chamber (at the nozzle inlet) have been determined, it is possible
to consider different variants of expansion by usual methods.
8.6.

Thermodynamlc Cal^nlation with the Aid of
" "~
Diagrams and Momogivu.is"

Results of completed therraüJyna;.;Io a].ijlatIons can be
represented not only in particular form for oaeh concrete problem,
but also in more general form - in the form of thermodynamlc diagrams
or nomograms, which are conveniently used with repeated change of
initial data.
Each diagram characterizes one particular propellant or working
substance. For liquid rocket propellants the diagram corresponds
to the determined excess oxidant ratio a.
Figure 8.2 contains I-s-diagram for combustion products of
kerosene with oxygen when ot = 0.7. The calculation course according
to the diagram is the following. The point characterizing the state
of combustion products in the combustion chamber is detsrmlned L.,
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prescribed pressure p ,» and by tne quantity of total enthalpy of
.ion of
of
).
.gna-

propellant I

(for example, point A on the diagram of Pig. 8.2).

It gives the value of temperature TK*.

mpera--
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le
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■j on

'.J/kfj.de

Fig. 8.2. I-s - diagra.n for combust ion
oroducts of kerosene with oxygen (a =
=0.7).

Lble

The state of working medium at the nozzle exit (I and T ) is
determined by prescribed pressure at the nozzle exit p and by the
value of entropy s = s Cpoint B on the diagram of Pig. 8.2).

:em,
lagrams
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irking
nds

of

ordlng
state
1 ~,
1

The rate of equilibrium outflow Is determined by usual formula,
or directly found on a special scale. With the aid of the diagram,
the diagram of the exit section of the nozzle and thermal capacity
of gas can be rapidly found. Ail this can be determined at various
combinations of pressures p * and p , The advantage of the diagram
also consists in tae fact that it allows determining the charactertic parameters with change of initial enthalpy of propellant (Its
preheating or cooling, refinement of heat of formation, etc.). The
main disadvantage Is the llmltedness of each diagram by some
particular composition of propellant. This does not always Justify
the large expenditures of labor and time for its formulation.
The entropy diagrams for working substances, which were undergoing heating from an independent source of energy (for example, in
nuclear engines) have wider value. One such a diagram can

characterize the capabilities of this substance in a very wide
pressure and temperature range. Example of such a diagram for
hydrogen is on Pig. 8.3 [5]. The diagram contains lines, showing
the degree thermal dissociation and ionization of the working
medium.

p=10*

10

Pig. 8.3.

so

m

to"

m

W*

m
S

W* bar

zso

kJ/kg'deg

I-s - diagram for hydrogen.

For thermodynamic calculation of a rocket engine use can also
be made of nomograms, representing a compact unification of charts
of basic relationships for the given propellant or class of
propellants. Nomograms have the same disadvantages as thermodynamic
diagrams with respect to labor input of formulation and the llmltednesses of characteristics being represented.
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CHAPTER

IX
If

DETERMINATION OF THEaMODYNAMIO CHARACTERISTICS
r

n iho chapter nro Hated working formulas for dekennlnintj
tLei.-.o<lyr!.."im.1o oliar'i-it^rlsties, methods of their ^Jftropol^tlon and
Interpolation are j^ven. Initial data ar^ results of thermodynamlc
calculation oi* procca^ea in the chamber.
9.1. Oetermlnatlon of TherTr-odynamlc
Characteristics in Terms of Data
of Detailed Calculation
After fulfillment of thermogas-dynamic calculation under
prescribed conditions In any section of the chamber the flow parameters
P» T, p, Vt I» and also the composition and other properties on the
working medium are known. With the aid of these quantities one can
dtlciiili.e Lhe fchermodynamlc characteristics.
Velocity of c^wl^stlon ptoducts in an arbitrary section

w=K2(/T-/) m/s,
it" l !

H

(9.1)

in J/kg.

Specific chamuer section area
FJ^^±=s^r :n2.s/kR,
If R0

IS

in J/iaoIe-de-, w Is :;./s, p .'s in :;/n'
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(9.2)

•■^•l

i^

helative c;na:;:ber orea

F

*f

(9.3)

F

y*-*v

Specific tnrust in a void

^.a = t»e-f f,, e.^ N • s/kg

(9.4)

if
wt is in m/s;

F

is in m

2

2
s/kg; /»t is N/m .

;per:1flc thrust at altitude h

P

j* k^PjM.n — FjA.iP*

O.S)

Spaciflj '.hr^ot at condition p„c = p.
r
n

P

i*:x*Py**~'l'lt.tPf

($.6)

specific pulse of pressure in the chamber (expenditure complex)

M4^:F,..,=£^
N.SAB
Ap
^yfhtt

(9.!)

Thru it; •• •.u'f! •.Lint

/r,= ^zt
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(9.8)

By using formulas (9. i*)-(9.6), one can determine the thrust
coefficient in a void, at altitude h and when p - Pv.
c

'h

The process of equilibrium expansion from pressure p * to
H

pressure p Is often characterised by mean Index of isentrope of
expansion n. The process Is conditionally described by equation
pvn ■ const. In connection with which
A«J-=/TO».

drop

(9.9)

Mean Index of Isentrope, being determined according to the
connection between pressure and specific volume. In case of a
reacting working medium depends not only on pressure and temperature
at flnlt* points of the process, but also on molecular weight at
theii points. With allowance for equations of state quantity n
Is determined by formula

In —
P

, Pi

*

tfhen p

PKp and RT

R

*

'

(9.10)

PRST

T

we obtain the value of n, approximating the expansion process on the bectlon of the nozzle before the
throat; when p ■ p. and RT
R T Index n approximates the expanslon process from the nozzle inlet to the section.
9.2. Determination of Thermodynamic
Characteristics with Respect to
Gas-Dynamic Relationships
Approximate values of parameters, necessary in the precomputation
and analysis stage, can be obtained with the aid of mean index of
isentrope n, determined by formula (9.10) for the process of expansion
between pressures puH» and p.
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When determining parameters of the subsonic part of the nozzle
the best results are obtained with use of n, calculated by drop
of p H */p H p ; when determining parameters in the supersonic part - by
drop of PK»/PC.
The basis of the formulas Is equation (9.9)» equation of state
and usual gas-dynamic relationships:

'=y 2^T^.,[i-(t)

(9.11)

(9.12)

Pup

where R

/

2 \"-»

Z

-19.13)

is in J/kg«deg.
Isobaric Chamber

The velocity of combustion products at the nozzle section Is
determined by substitution of p ■ p c in equation (9.11). The velocity
of gas in the throat with allowance for equations ^.ll)- and (9.13)
is usually written in the form

•--/^r^:

(9.1*)

If instead of pressure at the edge or in any other section of
the nozzle relative area f has been prescribed, then for determination
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of ratio p/p.* use can be r.iade of known rn -i -!;■ y t;a:.:i c ro 1 •)11 on5h i nn
L3]:

(r'.lS)

where qU) and n(x) - gas-dynamic functions of reduced velocity A,
determined by tables at prescribed n and f.
Gas flow rate per second through the nozzle is equal to

By applying formulas (9.12)-(9.1^), we obtain

G = Ain)

(9.16)

where

«'H^-ry-'

(9.17)

The specific area of nozzle sections can be determined vrlth
the aid of formulas (9.2), (9.15) and (9.16).
As p. result we obtain

F

Fr

''*p

^01

iiavin[:; V:J. l uc s of o u nnt1t.i c :3 :1 et Pet Py,n.ct ;.•Yli ·K O by for 1ula:>.
( 9 • 4 ) - ( ~ . b ) ~ ,. c e 1 ft c t 1 ru s t s 1'
n, P
h t P
t
a n ti n 1 s e o::t ~ lex s
Y l\ •
Yl\•
Y.O.
and coefficien t c f t hrust ~ can be calculate d . ') n sie quantl ti. es
p

are written so:

~t-"""P•"F , ....- - Y~.
A(ll) '

p

I) R r·
r•·• - ·y/2(tt+
II
• •

( Sl .l 8 )

a(l)

(9.19)

c'

\·l~cre

a(~)- Oe, + tc!r __
1
a..,+~..
2

(1. +..!._).
lc

Uonlcobaric Charr.ber

Pa r a r;1eters of the working medium at the nozzle inlet in the
cas e o f

~

con bustion chamber are determined with the aid or

""!.H 3

· antl t h . s

o·.1

o f rK

va l

P.

~

ilP H

a

oni s obar

•

'.IC

fKt p 1 t
oOapH. n and k. According to the
cal culate ro as- dynamic function [Translators late:

i s o n lc]
I
q(A_) = ~.

,.

•.:: 1 c t is t:
!IO ZZ

1

fo r
t , a J

' e t e r :d n a tion or ).

K

and f!Ur:lbers

l.o functions wO ) t t().)t dil ) [ 3].

20 2

t

K

at the

Statistical parameters at the nozzle inlet are conslccreri by
formulas

_

P*
PX

!
.
i+m»'

(9.20)

P

i

Cofop..

1+*JZJMJ

'

(9.21)

and stagnation parameters p*,
T»,
p*H - with the aid of sas-dynamic
H
K
functions ir(X), TCA), C(X) at assigned value of n:

p

*

mx) '

'<

t(X) '

"«

.(X) •

Quantity P^/P^» which is usually designated of, is the
coefficient of pressure reduction in a cylindrical combustion chamber
so that

' a(X)(l+*Mj)

Expenditure complex 0 and specific thrust P

(9.22)

are determined
i

by formulas (9.18) and (9.19)«
area f

G

In case of prescribed relative

gas-dynamic function 2(x ) is found by known value of q(A
G

In accordance with expression (9.15).
p

C

)

If pressure at nozzle section

Is prescribed, then the value of z(X ) is determined by eas-

dynamic tables with the aid of function ff(X ), whlcn in this instance
looks like [Translators Note:

c

s

section]:
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y.a.

s
(9.23)

Pi"/

According to equations (9.13) and (9.19) quantities ß and
P y^.n when f c = const do not depend
on the value of f K'. inasmuch'
r
as gas-dynaraic relationships do not allow detennlnlng the chanpe
of efficiency of gas caused by dissociation, R K T M * dependir

It is necessary to pause on the characteristics of calculation
of ßas-dynamic functions qU),

TT(A),

T(A)

and others.

Utilization

of isentropic in form (9.9) leads to such relationships:

i

^-(^rc-^r*

x(X)-l+^Jx':

(9.24)

«H'-^TThe connection between I1, number and reduced velocity X i;
ol^n by formula:

A2

n+l

M2I —

n+ 1
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(9.25)
>2

mm
i*"

rt'ith fulfillment of calculations with the aid of tahJcs of
gas-dynamic functions, the efficiency ratio k ~1ven in tn'rles is
taken equal to n and tabular values of functions q(A), T(A), 7r(A).
Results of calculations are approximate.
9.3.

Extrapolation and Interpolntion of
Thermodynamic Characteristics

Calculation of thermodynamic characteristics at certain values
of determining parameters and even over a wide range of their chanpo
still does not completely solve the problem of thermodynamic designing
of a rocket engine. The point is that in the process of engine
designing changes in the values of determining parameters are
practically inevitable. By these or other considerations the oressures
In the combustion chamber and at the nozzle section, relative to
nozzle area can be changed. The value of enthalpy of propellant
can be changed In connection with change of its temperature
(preliminary nonregenerative preheating or cooling), taking into
account heat losses in combustion chamber (nonregenerative cooling,
undercombustlon). Often the enthalpy of propellant changes in
connection with refinement of earlier used values.
In the process of engine operation conditions can he created
which differ from nominal when real values of initial temperature
and enthalpy of propellant, composition of propellant, pressure
In combustion chamber and at the nozzle section do not coincide with
those accepted In thermodynamic calculation.
Change of r.ome of the Initial parameters can require the
fulfillment of new thermodynan-.ic calculations. Ultimately, the
labor input of designing increases. In connection with this, the
method of rapid and accurate extrapolation or interpolation of all
basic thermodynamic characteristics and parameters of the chamber
with changes in Initial conditions is of practical interest. In
this case extrapolation and interpolation must be performed by a
limited quantity of data, obtained Ly detailed calculation of
'."eference'' noints.
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cvir^nii

ue lo;·1 is c l v r t t1e .. et. ho · of ex trapolation a nd i nt. e rnolation
o f t i·wn.: odynain lc c ~ 1 a racterlstics [ 1], LJ.;]. I n til P. :net 10<1 are use :
res;..lts ol>t a incd at t'1e prev io u~ st.a C'e s c f t' Jermodynamic CR.lculation.
FonJulas of

~xtrapolation

and Interpolation .

~or extrapolation there is use d expansion of the function

in

Taylor series:

/(x1 ) = /(~)+

•

E
,_, (/!J(x1 -~)+

If tie second de rivatives of the function are
expression is use d liithout quadratic term. To get
accuracy of extrapolation such a form of tunctions
should be specially selected, ':lt which derivatives
of e~trapolation are close to constant.

unknown, the
the necessary
and arguments
in the interval

r'or int erpo l a t ion t here are applie1i polynomials of type

•

Coef fi cien ts of poly nomi a l are found from joint solution of
c u~tlons, inc uJLng values of the f nct1on, its first and second
e riv at lves a t wo poi 1ts .
If only tile flrst erlvatives are knmm, then interpolatio is
perfo~. e
by polyno~lals of t he third power. However, in this
vari ant tbe a cc ur acy of lnternolation i3 1ncrca3e<.l as com!)ared to
the case of linear interpolation, ~h en a t two points only th~ values
of function , and rot its 'er vatives are known.
o r e x t.:-~p o l :: tlon and interpolation of t"hermodynarnic
ci e:r a c'l- . !"i ... tic -- he ir -: r ial :c r:ivatives must be kno:m.
':.' >-: :3 ,
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First Partial Derivatives of
Thermodynamic Functions
All thermodynamic properties of the system with known initial
composition can be uniquely expressed through any two thermodynamic
functions, for example, o and ß.

If the initial state of the system

was determined by point (a0, SQ), then for determination of its new
state at finite point it is necessary to know the character of
passage and one of the coordinates of finite points, for example, a.
In this case o0, 60 and a are Independent variables of the process,
and 6 and all other thermodynamic functions are dependent variables.
The type of passage Is often characterized by constancy of
some third thermodynamic function *.

In this instance it is possible

to write:

»

where ♦ - any dependent thermodynamic variable at finite point of
the process of passage.

Any change of <|», caused by change in the

position of Initial point (a0, ß0), raust be equated to change of

Having made use of usual relationship

from equality (9.26) we obtain expressions for partial derivatives
of functions at finite point of the process relative to initial
coordinates:
/£T\ _ Up A. , .df \ /£a\ .

Wok m\

r

U/♦(#„;.,'
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(o.?7)

^1"

■ '

■

"

I -I

■! i

"1

-i^^^—W^P^—^^^—^«^1^1

I'M
[dao't,

\da)*\da0)f,'

/d'M

Wl

(9.28)

In the ri^lit sides of expressions (9.27) and (9.20) enter
usual first partial derivatives, which can be determined directly,
and also derivatives (Ba/aßn)
u OQ and (aa/aa-.).
u Ug , which can be
determined for sone concrete relationships a(o0, ßg).
If a « const, equations (9.27) and (9.28) take such a form:

v^fo/«..«

(U

(9.29)

im
Woo'»...

M\
UP/.

If o = const«OQ, we obtain

1*1]

A$oh_.

* '•- U/.
/it)
_laan/p0 1 a A?T \
Idao'p ^ /d£\
ao Ua A'

(9.31)

(9.32)

Let us note that the rieht sides of equations (9-29) and (9.31)
are identical.
Lot us apply the obtained equations to description of processes
in tiic chamber, Including isentropio expansion in the nozzle (s = const)
Let us consider the vnlues at the nozzle inlet initial values. In
tni:; case in oquatlonri (9.?9)-(9 • 32) one should assume:
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■H*.

% = ««:

i3—A

PO^'K-

Prom equations (9.29) and (9.31) we obtain:

(9.13)

Here and further nap K /p.

From equation (9.30) follows:

F1)
\dpJiK,p

tds\
Idf/p

T'K US//

(9.3M

Finally, from equation (9.32) we have

(9.35)

With the aid of equations (9.33)-(9.35) one can determine the
partial derivatives of various functions, the most interesting of
which are temperature, enthalpy, density, molecular weight. Table
9.1 contains a summary of the first partial derivatives of these
functions. Table 7.1 Is used during derivation. For all quantities,
except enthalpy, frequently having negative values, the lofrarlthmlc
form is accepted.

'Relationships listed in this paragraph pertain to Isobnrlc
combustion chambers, for which p » p «.
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Obviously the condition that p H = const and I K = const slrnultaneously Is equivalent to condition s H = s = const. Therefore
/dlnf \
[dlnn )ittpu

^/atny \
[dlnn ),'

(9.36)

Furthermore, since
(0**.) mtfihUA
(dlnP)
Wnf//,.,, \9lnfh„pu [dlnf j,^'
then
fdlnf\

/(Mny \

Equality (9.37) is presented in the table of derivatives.
Analysis of the table of first partial derivatives of thermodynanrtc functions shows that for calculation of derivatives it
la sufficient to know the quantities of thermal coefficients a„, pr
and relationship of equilibrium thermal capacities kp. These
quantities are found when determining thermodynamic properties of
the working medium.
First Partial Derivatives of Thermodynamic
Characteristics
Thermodynamic characteristics are determined by formulas of
i 9.1. The first partial derivatives of these characteristics can
be obtained analogously, with use of earlier found quantities.
Summary of first partial derivatives of this category is listed In
t
Table 9.2. By derivatives of specific thrusts derivatives d?'' /3x
ar? easily determined, application of which in extrapolation
formulas gives more accurate results.
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Talile 9.2. rirst partial derivatives of
certain theriüodynaiaic cnaracteri.stics and
pararneters.
According to enthalpy of proptllant ^.p» const
X

/dlnX \

/dlnX \

^

/dlnPy.X

/ainQ\

^yt

f

1 d\nPJä.,p \

P

1

^.n-

[

(d\nPJt\

/dlnFyt\

]

. /»„..I'M äl, lP,.n*,'r'\ ai, %,\
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Table 9.2 (Cont'd).
AcoowUng to pp»a«ur» In oonbuatlon ohMib«r. /t.

«• P » const

/ d\nX

\
\d\npjj

ROT
2 (/,-/) K,

n

gcT

l*\nP,M \

! i».

\ «Inp, //,..

M

J_\

/dinQX

\ dlnÄ J,^

I+ (.dln''"•"]

r«ji

+^r

^U[("^')v-+l])
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Tab].e y.Z

(Cont'd).

Hocorüing to paranetera of nozzle seotlon/n, p^« const

A

/dInX\

/dlnPyl\

\ d\nn //„.„„

ÄoT

Pn

2llK-l)y.

fy*

hP

[ dlnn JIK,PK [dina ji^

\

d,nn
Pr/»
*P

/dlnFy^

f

—

1

|

Py*.n
Pf*-"

J

/v«
ÄoT
P>

1

( dlnn j^pi

P

*(?

—

/ dlnPy, \
F

**\ ä\nn

)IK.PK

+

i din« jj^t

dXnF

r i
H\
"**"\i^rl,1\

!

21^4

hp

R<?

*P

^af

mmm*

In the previous section of the thermodynamic characteristics
and parameters of the chamber were considered as functions of enthalpy
IK, pressure pK and degree of reduction of pressure TT :
*"*(/**, n).
including relative nozzle area
/-/(/» Pm, K).

(9.38)

By excluding * from these relationships, we obtain

*-M/.. *. /).

(9.39)

The functional form of the last type is useful when designing.
Partial derivatives for this form can be obtained in the following
manner. Total differentials of equations (9.37M9.39) have the
form:

-f(r~)
Win« //^ din«;

(9.^0)

(9.41)

(9.^2)

By excluding d In f from expressions (9.41) and (9.42) and
comparing the coefficients at differentials with correspondlnf;
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coefficients of equation i'j.^Q), .ve obtain the follouinr relationships (for I the passage of nonloijaritimic forr; i;as been accoraplifjhed)

(tllL)
Win*//,./

\d\npJ,Kt,

\d\nn), /dln/N '
Ulnn/,

U-^j;

(9.^)

/ainX\
/dJnX_\ ==Urna_/f

Uln/A

/ain/\ '
Ulnn /,

(9.^5)

Thus the ftroup of partial derivatives of this type can be
.obtained from the previous.
Thus, for o,tripolation and interpolation of all thermodynamic
functions and char Christies there are the necessary partial derivatives. In reference to characteristic sections of the charber
extrapolation formulas for any quantity $ have the following form.
Extrapolation of parai.ieters in the combustion chamber:

(9.46)

Extrapolation of parameters in the nozzle throat (M ■ 1):
In^ln^l^Lf

A/-f(^-)0 Alnpu.
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(9.47)

■ ' — !■

Extrapolation of parameters at the nozzle section (indcpencient
variables IH, PH, pc):

+ (I7~I-

(9.'»8)
Aln,e.

Extrapolation of parameters at the nozzle section (independent
variables I , p , f ):

, /din» \o

,

.

(9.^9)

If some of the determining parameters p , I , p (or f )
K
K
C
G
remain constant, then formulas (9.i*6)-(9.i*9) are slmplllHed accordinp;l.v.
For example, change In specific thrust P
as a result of change in
Initial enthalpy of propellant al at constant p K and p C can be
determined so:

"'--'•^(^t,.4'Taking Into account formulas of Table 9.2 the last expression
Is converted Into known formula

^-■äö^jO"^)'

(9.50)

whtre AP
- P
- P0 ; P0 - specific thrust at initial value of
JA
yn
VA'
VA
enthalpy of propellant.
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Tables 9o and 9.'I cont'üii couparativo appraisal of the
accuracy of extranolalion of V H', ü and P y^ for pronellant '... + 0,
with a = 0.9. Parametero of reference point
I = -Cll kJ/kr;
p H = dö bar; n c =0.1 bar-.

In columns "exact'

there are Hated

characterir,tics gccordlnr: to dai-,n of thermodynor.ic calculation.
In coluinnr. ''extrap1' these ciiaracteriütlcs obtained by extrapolation
from, a reference point.

.'•.3 ein be seen, the accuracy of extrapolation

is entirely acceptable '..■lin a 3'.iall change in determining parameters
P » i > 0 .

Table 9.3.
Comparative appraisal of the
accuracy of extrapolation of teraperai1 .^ 'n
the combustion chamber and complex ß.
PK

bar

20
80
ISO
250
20
80
150
250

Ouantity

7VK

ß ktf .s/kg

/, =0

/T=-811 kJAg
«act.
•xtrap.

•xact.

extrap.

3420
3609
3694
3761
223,2
226,6
227,8
228,9

3485
3688
3781
3855
227.1
231.0
232,2
233.4

3483
3680
3773
3851
227,8
231,1
232,5
233,8

3416
3609
3700
3778
223.5
226.6
228,1
229,3

Table 9.**.
Comparative appraisal of the
accuracy of extrapolation of specific thrust.

Pthp?

/T= -811 kJ/kg
/»c»0,01 bar

^e= '.0 tar

/t-0
^c = 1.0 bar ^e = 0.01 bar

«act. «xtrap. axaot. extrap. exact. extrap. »xact. extrap.
20
SO
150
250

319.7
377,0
398,2
412.8

321.8
378,2
396,3
412,7

4.i0,9
472,3
479.7
484.9

450.6
471,5
478,4
482.7
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*fe

323,,-.
385,2
407,0
422,5

327.3
386,2
407.0
422,4

461,7
484,9
492.9
498,5

461,4
484,5
492.2
497.4

1

At present the composition and properties of combustion products,
thermodynamlc characteristics and coefficients of extrapolation
formulas are calculated on an electronic computer.
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CHAPTER

X

RELATIONSHIPS OF TIIEKMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
TO BASIC FACTORS

In the chapter are examined relationships of thermodynamic
characteristics of rocket propellants and working substances to
basic factors, which determine the conditions of application of these
propellants and substances in the chamber of a heat rocket engine.
10.1.

General Information

Thermodynamic characteristics include quantities, characterizing
the composition of working medium, and also basic thermodynamic
parameters of processes being carried out in the chamber.
Thermodynamic characteristics are determined by means of
calculation, by methods discussed in previous chapters. Calculation
Is performed with some general assumptions, without allowing for
characteristics of a particular chamber (duch as, for example,
carburetlon system, nozzle circuit, etc.). In this case the thermodynamic characteristics depend only on the nature of pror.ellant
belnc burned or the substance bclut: heated and on funH'M.-iildl
coniiitlons of Lhe processes in the chpribei1.
These determining
cojiditiuns nre rcr:< :',rv, >!''"♦'. ;vat for propellants coni-dining a
;;cu4^o of eiitrr.y and Gourcc or '•"•rkljif--; i.u-Ium, and for substances
Tor •'r
■ ■ ■',, . ii ...; during heatlriF fro;:, an independent ■ urce
of crier;-'/.
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For propellants consistine of fuel and oxldizers, tlie thcrnodynamlc characteristics depend on the ratio of these components.
Component ratios in liquid propellant is characterized by the excess
oxidant ratio a, which can change durlnc engine operation. The
composition of solid propellant is characterized usually by weight
fractions of components. The necessary component ratios in solid
propellant is provided during its manufacture and cannot be changed
during engine operation. An idea of thermodynamic characteristics
depending on the component ratios is necessary for correct selection
of propellant and for analysis of engine operation with variable a.
Other indpendent factor for
In combustion chamber p ». With
propellant pressure p * uniquely
of working medium, its molecular
combustion chamber.

chemical propellants is pressure
selected component ratios of
determines the equilibrium composition
weight and temperature in the

Composition and total enthalpy of the working medium at the
noazle exit depend on pressure and temperature in the exit section.
Under fixed conditions at the nozzle Inlet both these quantities
are determined by degree of pressure reduction in the nozzle
» ■ p •/?„ (this quantity is also called expansion ratio) or by
relative nozzle section area f and also by the character of the
expansion process.
If the combustion process Is not carried out in an isobarlc
combustion chamber, the thermodynamic characteristics are affected
by relative area of combustion chamber f .
A substance, which is heated from an independent source of
-rergy, has a fixed Initial composition. Temperature of working
ctJium, obtained from the given substance, depends on the quantity
of heat supplied outside and on pressure in the heating; chamber.
Degree of pressure decrease in the nozzle ir or relative nozzle area
f , and also the character of expansion process determine the
c'
composition and parameter of the working medium at the nozzle exit.
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Tims, tiierr.odynaralc characteristics or substances, which are
heated froia -m indeperuient source, do not depend on the comnonont
ratios, but there appears a specific relationship to total enthalpy
or heat inn temperatures.
A change in such therraodynamic characteristics as temperature,
Molecular weight (or specific r;ab constant beinc uniquely determined
by the.'u), pressure (if relative area is assigned) is advisable to
know at all points of the chamber passage. The most Important
thermodynamic characteristics - complex ß and specific thrust
P
are generalized quantities. Most frequently their equilibrium
j r-i

values are used, for specific thrust - values in a void.
The totality of therraodynamic characteristics over a wide
range of changes in determining factors is ehe family of thermodynamlc characteristics of the given chemical propellant or working
medium. Together with thermodynarnic and thermophysical properties
of working medium the thermodynarnic characteristics are usually
represented in tabular form (see Table S.l).
Below are given primarily graphic relationships, clearly
illustrating the effect of basic factors.
10.2.

Relationships to Component Ratios of Propellant

For liquid rocket propellants the determining parameter is the
excess uxidant ratio a.
The relationship of equilibrium composition of combustion
products to a has a complex character, specific for definite classes
of propellants. As examples there are: on Fig. 10.1 the equilibrium
composition in molar fractions (for hard carbon - weight fraction)
of combustion products of kerosene + O0 type propellant on Fig.
10.2 - propellant i!., + F„ . Charts also show the ccrrespnndinr
values of teaperaturo ana average ;;iolecular weight u . Firuro 10.2
shows Ine effect of pressure in the combustion cha: '. er.
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On Pigs. 10.3 and 10.'I in the function of a there is shown
a change of toi.perature and nolecular weirht of combustion products
of two Mentioned propellants at different pressures. As can be
seen, tne funuajnental character of change of these parameters is
Identical in both cases. Temperature of equllibriun pas mixture
in the combustion chamber T changes with respect to a with -naximum.
In the absence of dissociation this maxlnum must corresnond to
stoichioiaetric propellant composition, i.e., a = 1. As a result of
dissociation this is not observed. As can be seen on Flfs. 10.3
and 10.^ maximum T for kerosene + 0n propellant lies in the ranre
a < 1, and for propellant H0 + F2 - when a > 1. During comparison
with charts 10.1 and 10.2 it can be detected that the maximum
of temperature moves from a = 1 into the region of raised content
in the working medium of molecules, the most resistant to dissociation.
In the combustion products of kerosene + Op propellant such molecules
are molecules of carbon monoxide CO, in combustion products of
propellant lU + ^ ~ rTlolecul<'s 'llF• Content of the latter with
allowance for dissociation is maximal in the region o > 1, and
content of CO - in rcjion a < 1. The exact position of maximum
is determined for different fuels only by thermodynamic calculation.
It is natural that it depends on the pressure, indicating the
intensity of ulssociation.
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For molecular weight in the combustion chamber u a considerable
decrease with a decrease of a, i.e., with increase of light products
of Incomplete combustion in the working medium is characteristic.
Figure 10.5 contains characteristic relationships of complex
6 and specific thrust Py„ n to a in case of equilibrium (solid
lines) and frozen (dotted line) expansion. As can be seen, 3
and

P

y,Q.n are chan8ed with respect to a with maximum. Coefficients
o, corresponding to maximum values of ß and P
with frozen
y^.n
expansion are less than with equilibrium.
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.i eon;;! ■^:'^^■^: i f

llsol^ceüient of naxina of 3 and
y;;.n i n t o v.: ' o: ■i < 1 : c.rir-:ictoristlc for all propellants, in
which the vei
; ntoici;lor..etriG coefficient of component rat.lon i.s
;.:ore t.ian one {<... > 1).
In;:iJt-:: or' fiqull'.uriu". expansion are higher than frozen. This
is explained by the fact that in case of equilibriirn expansion
nart of the molecules of .;eat liberated during recombination is
converted into kinetic ., ner;;,;/ and, consequently, Increases the
outflow velocity and apecific thrust.
It is interestin;; that specific thrust with equilibrium expansion
is greater than specific thrust with frozen expansion, whereas the
temperature difference is cheater in the process of frozen expansion.
L'he point is that specific thrust is determined not by the difference
of tenperatures, but by the difference of total enthalpies in the
process of expansion.
As can be seen on Vic,- 1^.*J> despite the fact that the difference
of temperatures is greater with frozen expansion, the difference of
total enthalpies is greater with oqullibrluin. This is explained
by the substantial difference of thermal capacities of working
nedlun with equilibrium and frozen expansion (cpp>Cps), which was
shown in Chapter VII. [Translator's iJote: p = equillbriuin;
3 = frozen.]
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The difference betv/een quantities of equillbrlur. and frozen
specific thrust depends mainly on nature of propellent, ^or
propellants with high combustion temperature It can reach 5-10.^.
•

Figures 10.7 and 10.8 show the chance of equilibrium Roeciflc
thrust in a void with respect a for two propellants at different
values of pressure in the combustion chamber p K * and degree of

pressure decrease in the nozzle ir (p- = 1 bar ■ const). Characteristic for these and other propellants with increase of p K is the
approximation of value's of o, corresponding to maxima of temperature
and specific thrust, to one. Theoretically when p * = <» dissociation
is completely suppressed and maximum values of P
are reached
when o»l.

Pig. 10.7. relationship of P y^.n
to a at different values of p K
and if (p - 1 bar * const):
kerosene + 0-b Hi type propellant;

equilibrium expansion.
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L jt-dash lines on the charts arc linos of inaxirnum vnlues of
specific thrust. Values of a, corresponding; to 'Maximum values of
T y^.n can be called thermodynamically optimum. Maxima of relatlonship P
= f(a) are often rather milaly sloping.
Relationships of thermodynamic characteristics of solid rocket
propellants to the composition (usually to weight fractions of
oxidizers in the propellant) in principle are the same as for
propellants of liquid-propellant rocket engines.
10.3.

Relationships to Pressure in the
Combustion Chamber

Relationships of temperature and molecular weight of products
in the combustion chamber to pressure p n * can be seen on Figs.
10.j and 10.^. On Fie. 10.9 these relationships are shown In
evident form. Their character Is uniquely explained by attenuation
of dissociation with increase of p H *.
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Figure 10.10 contairus relationsiiips of equilibrium values of
Quantity P
ß and specific thrust in a void to pressure p
,
is detenained with constant (^.■;:r (,-e of pressure decrease in the
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nozzles TT C (different values of p K * Ln this instance correr-sncrci to
different nozzles).
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As can be seen, the effect of p * on complex 6 is rather weak,
K
It is different for different fuels, somewhat increasinp; durinp
considerable dissociation. Usually the change of complex 8 in
characteristic range p K * does not exceed 1-2*, in connection with
the fact that In preliminary calculations this quantity for the
given fuel (a ■ const) is frequently, assumed constant.
Constancy of ß explains the decrease in the quantity P y/j • rip ,
characterizing the handling capacity of the nozzle. Acccrdin.r; to
formula (9.7)
F

=—

Decrease of F
, i.e., increase in handlinr' capacity of
y^.HP
the nozzle with increase of p K *, is physically explnined by increase
of the density of ^as at the nozzle inlet.
The effect of PM» on specific thrust Is considerable, especially
in the case of highly dissociated combustion or he.^tlnf products.
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:;: i:> effect- i::; le sz pe r cc pti l.J l e

\t i t~ t

larr· e de e; rees o f pressur e

..::=crease i:t the no7.zle nc .
cha r a ct e r of rel a ti on s hips B an d P
top *is a ls o
YIJ.• n
K
e xp l aine· y tl.e cha nGe i n i nte nsity of dissociati on ancf r e com' ina t i on
~ cco :.1pa n y i :t [..: it
t v ~ rio u::; p res s ure leve ls.
~i1e

in t e r est is e val t:a t i on of the effect of pK * on !>pecific
t )trust in J. vc .i C.: f r a c:iaH:be r with fi xed nozzle (fc = ca nst).
Ch ara ct eri .:= ti. da t "1. ur P. listed in Table 10.1, wh~re results of
calculation f or the fol l owing example are shown: kerosene + 0 2111
type propellant ; a = 0. 8 ; fc = 25.
Q ('

Table 10 . 1 . Indice s of equilibrium expansion
in a cha ~ ~er with f 0 = canst at different
pres s u re s p*.
K
p; ba r
Pcbar

..
II

P 11.a kgr .,lkg
~ kgt' · s /kg

30

0,1481
201,4
1,128
345,9
1'1'9,9

70
0,3115
211,2
1,138
348,1
181,8

150

aoo

0,81100
217,4
1,141
341,1
183,1

211,1
1,141
161,2
114,7

1,348

As c ~ n be s e e n, with increase of pre ssure p K *. the specific
t h rust in a void ~ r ows noti ceably. This is ex ~ laine~ b ~ change
in the pr ope r tie5 o f ~ork~n g mediu m us a r e sult of cn a nRe in
inte ns ity o f di s so ci a ti on, by cro~th of p re ssu re d ifference
"' = p */ p an , in t he f inal analysis, l.Jy incre ase of drop of
C
K C
tot al e t halpy in the nozzle.
10 .4.

.

.

Relationship to Degree of Pressure necrea se
in the :lozzle or to Relative 'Jozzle
ection Area

' his rel a t i onsh ip i s conv e niently anal:1ze d 'Iii t h fixe d pressure

at the nozzle i nle t .

For t he si ven worki nG me d iu n th e de (." ree of
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pressure decrease in the nozzle n and relative nozzle section area
fc are connected together uniquely (Fig. 10.11), therefore it is
sufficient to examine one of the forms of relationship. The
relationship to f is more graphic.

Fig. 10.11. Relationship
between w c and f c for various
propellants (p * = 100 bar):
1 - H2 + F2(o = 0.6); 2 H2 + 02(a = 0.6); 3 kerosene + Op(a ■ 0.3).

Figure 10.12 shows a change In basic parameters of working
medium depending on f with equilibrium and frozen expansion.
Specifically, practically the same curve p « f(f ) is noteworthy.
c

*■

Figure 10.13 shows the relationship of thrust coefficient
K« to f during operation of nozzles under various conditions
(p Vpw ■ var). There Is separated the curve of optimum nozzles
under these conditions (p « Ph^» and also the boundary of flow
Separations Inside the nozzle under conditions of deep overe;:panslon.
InhWBUCh as for the given working medium the quantity of complex
0 can be considered constant, the relationship of Kp to f are
equivalent to relationships P
f(fc).
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Fig. 10.12. Typical chanse of parameters of working medium in the
nozzle at equilibrium (solid line) and frozen (dotted line) expansion;
kerosene + 02 (o = 0.8); p* = 20 bar.

Flf% 10.13. Relationship
of thrust cnefriclent to
relative nozzle area.
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10.5.

Relationship to relative Combustion .7har-'ber f-rc-i

As is known, the supply of heat to f^as in a cylindrical pipe
leads to acceleration of flow, accompanied by a drop not only of
static, but also total pressure. Picure 10.14 shows in relative
quantities the change of pressures and velocity at different
quantities of f'".
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Pig. 10.1'«. Change in flow parameters depending on the relative
combustion chamber area: propellant kerosene + 05 (o = 0.9).

The temperature of flow, statistical and total simultaneously
change.

Change of the latter in the isenthalpy process is explained

by change in the composition of gas and its thermal capacity.
Figure 10.15. shows the change in relative quantities
f

'*

in) »»otapn.
and
•pm

There we listed relationship

«

i*» =

—

yfthtottt».

=*(/,),

caused bv

change in intensity of dissociation with change of p and 7.
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'elationshlp of
i'l--. 10
relatlvo quantities T *, T , y
to f K (oronellant is the sane as
on Fie. 10.14).

Decrease of f K signifies lowering of total pressure at the
nozzle inlet p H *. In the limit, when f H = 1, it Is lowered approximately to quantity 0.8p-,. Change in intensity of dissociation in
this pressure range does not practically affect the quantity of
complex 0, which therefore can be considered Independent of f .
Lowering of p * leads to decrease in the handling capability
of the nozzle throat, i.e., to increase in Its specific area:
y
.ned

F 3r«.rp—
-~JL« •
Concerning the effect of f
evaluated in two cases.

on specifiö thrust, it can be

1. If one couparos chambers with isobaric and nonisobaric
heat supply when n, = const and Pi/p^ = const, then the advantage
of the isobaric chamber Is revealed. This is explained in the
followini: Manner. General drop of pressure can be written as the
product of

P\ _—Pi
Pc

!"

p

*

P* Pc

23^

»

in which the first factor is the pressure drop, utilized in a
cylindrical combustion chamber (heat nozzle), the second - in
geometric nozzle. It Is known that the effectiveness of the ceometrlc
nozzle is higher than heat. Therefore, with decrease of f , i.e.,
with Increase of p,/p
*, the specific thrust will diminish. On
X
H

Fig. 10.16 this position is illustrated quantitatively.
F
„ is ratio
/>,„=

&M

Quantity

.

As can be seen, relationship Fyfl.n
at small pressure drops Pi/Pc'

f(f H ) Is more substantial

tpt-m

In

Pi/Pt-m
so

s,o

8,0

ft,

Pig. 10.16. Relationship qf'
relative quantity of P yfl.n„to
f (propellant Is the same as on
Pig. 10.11).

2. For all practical purposes it Is more important to compare
the specific thrust of chambers with Isobaric and nonlsobarlc heat
'release at condition p, * const and f = const. In this instance
the effect of f on P
„ will be indicated only by change in nrassure
p K *. In the extreme case, f H - 1, change of p H * does not exceed

approximately 20jL As follows from data of Table 10.1, correspondinr;
change In specific thrust in a void in this case will not exceed
tenths of a percent.
On the basis of the typical relationships Riven on Fl^n. lO.l'l10.16, it may be concluded that the change of separate thernoiynamic
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characteristics in function f K can be dlsrecarded, heclnning from
certain values of f . Usually the conbustion chamber is considered
isobaric if quantity f K is not less than 5-6«
10.6

Relationship to Tenperature Oi. Enthalpy
with Independent HeatlnK

Let us examine the relationship of the most important thermodynaialc cliaracteristic - specific thrust with fixed degree of pressure
decrease in the nozzle ir c .
With increase in the temperature of undlssociated working medium
the specific thrust increases approximately in proprotion to the
square root of temperature. Increase in the equilibrium specific
thrust in case of reacting working medium at the same temperatures
is more considerable. As the temperature increases the difference
in specific thrusts is increased.
This is explained by decrease of molecular weight during
dissociation and, consequently, by increase in the gas constant.
Prom this it does not follow, however, that dissociation is
energetically advantageous. The point is that heating of working
medium, being accompanied by dissociation, and its heating to
the same temperature without dissociation require substantially
different quantities of heat. In the first case the necessary
heat supply is considerably more. Dissociation, however, is
useful in the fact that it allows the working medium to accumulate
a greater quantity of energy at a lower temperature than without
uissoclation. ilecomblnation, proceeding with equilibrium expansion
of the working medium in the nozzle, partially returns the heat
spent on dissociation to the working ncdlun. This heat is then
converted into kinetic enorr.y of the exhaust stream. However, if
expansion of the workin • meuium is frozen, then such return of
heal is absent.
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olnce the intensity of dissociation increases with reduction
of pressure, at low pressures in the preheating chamber accuDUlatlnr
power of the working medium at the same temperature is increased.
The result can be increased in the specific thrust when p */p = const
or f c ■ const.
On Pig. 10.17 according to [2] there are listed values of
equilibrium specific thrust at various pressures and temperatures
in the heating chamber for two substances - hydrogen (solid lines)
and helium (dotted line). Monatomic helium does not dissociate and
for all practical purposes does not undergo ionlzation in the ^iven
temperature range. In connection with this, the specific thrust of
helium at constant p */p„ does not depend on pressure in the heating
chamber, but is determined only by the heating temperature. The
picture is different for hydrogen. At low temperatures (for example,
2000oK) the reduction of pressure at constant p */p leads to
Increase In specific thrust. If the temperature is higher, the
maximum of specific thrust Is reached at pressures corresponding
to practically total dissociation of the working medium. At a
temperature of 400üoK this pressure Is about 0.1 bar. When the
temperature is even higher, maxima of P
are reached at pressures
In the heating chamber greater than p * » 10 bar.

Pig. 10.17. Relationship of
specific thrust to pressure
and heating temperature:
p K /p C = 100 = const; equilibrium expansion.
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At lev; pfcüsurea and hi-a tei.iperatures the tendency of specific

nr

thrust to anclhor, higher n;axirr!um, cjaused by thermal Ionisation of
the workin:j i:.e.iiu;,; is clcnny evident.

o ri s t

lonization, as dissociation,

leads to increase the capability of workin£_n;edl_uni to accur.iulate
oner;:;/ fro::: an independent source.

In connection with this, in

rocket engines 'ising energy of nuclear reactions, we sometimes
propose the application of low pressures in the heating chamber and
easily dissociating (lonls-.inc) working media.

However, the benefits

of utilisation of low pressures can be completely realized only
ander tan condition of equilibrium of the expansion process In the
■iO"./lo, which is not always guaranteed.
Various quantities of supplied energy correspond to values
of specific thrust for hydrogen, obtai.ied at the same temperature
and different pressures p *.
K

It is interesting to compare the

specific thrusts at various pressures in the heating chamber
(TT
» const), but identical quantities of supplied energy. Result;
of such calculations are listed on Fig. 10.18. As was to be
expected, in ca ' rf icentlcal total enthalpy of 1 kg of working
medium large specific thrust is attained at high pressures in
the heating chamber, since heat In this case is used energetically
r.ore suitably.
^4

kgf.s

zom

Pig. 10.18.
Relationship
of specific thrust to
pressure and total enthalpy
of heating: working medium
'2 p /p = 100 = const,

31
1500

—

=

WOO
7 =<?•/(?* wA-:

equilibrium expansion.

500
0,9010,01 0,1

I

10 pK bar

In rocket enrlnes with heating of the working substance from
an iniiepen..;*. nt source of energy tiie limiting factor will obviously
be the heatirij; tej.oeraturo on which the rate of heat exchange
to walls rf the ehH..:bcr depends. '"herefore, comparison of the
effect lvn:'nn -^ varinur. v.'crl'iri'" substances at identical heatlri"
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SECOND SECTION
Thermogas-Dynamlcs of Real Flows and Heat Exchange
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CHAPTER

XI

PROPERTIES OF REAL PROCESSES
•In the chäp'-er J^3 •:•:;.jnlreri the effect of r,ome devlations from
Idealized schemes of calculation for thermodynamlc properties and
characteristics of combustion products, including specific thrust.
The effect of heterogeneity of parameters and incompleteness of
combustion, nonldeallty of working medium, and also nonadiabatlcity
and chemical nonequlllbrium of processes is analyzed.

11.1.

Basic Distinctions from Theoretical Schemes

In Chapter VIII the methods of calculation of basic processes
In the engine chamber have been examined. The totality of accepted
assumptions pex'mltted determining the theoretical therrnodynamic
characteristics of prnpellnnt.
Actual processes in engines proceed with noticeable deviation
from Idealized schemes of calculation, differ from calculation and
properties of combustion products. These differences basically
will be reduced to the following.
Limited information about the qualitative composition of
combustion products, p-v-T and other properties of indivliual
components at high temperatures, mechanic, and speeds of chemical
reactions hampers the obtaining of reliable data on properties of
the working medium. Assumptions about the ideality (in the sense
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. of equ a tion of state ) of cor:1po nents , enP.rgy a nd
of the ~ ixtur e a r e va lid only in li miting cas es
ti ~ e of stay).
~h erefore, known noncoincidence
actual properties of the working prop~rties can

che !7d r.aJ equi li briUI'\
( p = 0; infinite
of c a lculn t ed and
be expected.

;.loti on or c omuustion products in the chamber e;enerally is not
descriue by equations o f one - dimensional eq ..lilibriurn isentropic
flov1. ,::ea l flmr is not o .. e - -.:i: ~ e nsional and can be a ccompanied by
nonequil i'o ri u.,: ph e nor.iC: n a , for exa!.Iple , enercy a nd che·r, ical nonequili~riur.: p!; e nor.·.e na , for e~:· :r:p le , ener(!;y and che mical nonequilibrium.
In t\w-phase flm'l high-speed a nd tf'mperature nonadiabatici ty have
substantial value. As any real substance, combustion products
possess viscosity, thennal conductivity, emissivity. They return
part o f th.e heat to the chamber \'lalls.
As can be seen, even with ideal organization of processes in
the en!!:ine, one should expect sor.~e nonconformity of calculated and
real thermo dynamic characteristics. Real organization of processes
can only increase this nonconformity. Incompleteness of comb~stion,
"heterog eneity of flow parameters on the cross section of the chamber,
nonadiaoaticity of flow - all this can introduce noticeable co1•rections
into theoretical values of characteristics.
Some of the properties enwnerated above are examined in this
chapter, others - in the followlne chapters of the section.
11.2 .

:Jonad i abatici ty of Processes

I n r e al conJtti a ns t he pr0cesses tn the co:r.busti.on chamber
and nozzle or the en r; inu are n.1·. 1ays accor.:p anied by heat exchange
:·Jlth tile .,ur!oundin c; :ne iu lii . '"''.'i' O basic cases are possible.
l.

He at i:::; carried o ff through the chambez• walls into the

surrou nti in ~

inecli u:.t
coo li nt· b y speci.::tl
t akes a~ 1a~' re: ~ovcil
in CilaJr,b ers c oole

fore ver . Such, for example, is independent
l.iqui d , •:1h ich is not returned to the chamber and
he a t ·. 'lith it. Such removal of heat is observed
by rad iati or. .
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2. Heat carried off into cooling liquid is returned torether
with It to the chamber. This takes place with recenerative coolln;of chamber walls by propellant components.
The qualitative effect of adlabatlclty of specific thrust is
evident. Irreversible heat removal from the working medium doubtlessly
reduces specific thrust In comparison with its theoretical quantity
during adlabatlc processes. Regenerative coolinc of chamber walls,
on the contrary, can Increase the value of specific thrust of the
chamber In comparison with theoretical, if in this case we do not
consider the expenditures of energy for forcing the liquid through
the cooling passage. The benefit from regeneration of heat appears
with heat Q is removed from the working medium at lower pressure
than the pressure at which it returns to the chamber. Thus,
regeneration of heat on the section of the combustion chamber with
constant pressure does not lead to increase of P
In comoarison
with the theoretical value of P yfl t'
. , and regeneration on the nozzle
: Sfetlon should bring some benefit. The greater the latter, the
MÖr* iMftt that Is removed at low pressures. I.e., closer to the

or

?nossl« «xlt.

A

r

Let us approximately estimate the effect of nonadlabaticity on
specific thrust. Pressures in the combustion chamber and rozzle
■eotlon are assigned and constant.
^
Effect of Nonadlabaticity with Independent Cooling
Heat Q carried away from the chamber is the sum of two coruponents:
heat Q.. „, carried away on the section of the combustion chamber,
and heat Q , carried away on the nozzle section.
The effect of heat removal in the combustion chamber can be
evaluated by extrapolation formulas (see Chapter I"). Assuminc; in
expression (9.50) Al = -Qu , we obtain [Translator's Note: HC =
H•C
■ combustion chamber; c B nozzle]:
(.'.'.in Li:
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P0

where AP
- P
- P3 ; P0
nonadiabaticity.

(ii.i)
is specific thrust under conditions of

As can be seen, all thing's bein^ equal, losses of specific
thrust are proportional t*. the quantity of removed heat Qu _.
Let us determine losses of specific thrust as a result of
nonadiabaticity of the expansion process. Let us formulate change
in total enthalpy in the process of expansion with heat removal
A/<,-/1,-(/c-f.ö/c)_Qe
or
A/«-(/K-/e)-ö/c-C?c

(11.2)

In expression (11.2) I K and I C - values of total enthalpy of the
working medium in corresponding sections of the chamber during
adlabatic process of expansion; 61 c - change in total enthalpy at
the nozzle exit caused by heat removal Q c .
With p c ■ const quantity 61 c can be vrritten
ö/c-rcto.

(11.5)

where 63 - change in entropy, connected with nonadiabaticity
of the process. This quantity is equal to

»s-

(:..iiiu;>

GLTI

12.
T

(11.^

corrcsoonds to heat removal fron the worklnr "le'liur)
2kk

i-'or UefciKTi)!i.ar.iun or f>i ■•:/ formula Ul.'O li ia neuoafiocv 1.1
know the law of heat removal between temperHturea T • an<( ''\,
generally rjpu/ikint, different for different chainbors, Sxpreprjlon
approximately (ll.il) can be written ao:

where 7 - mean temperature on the nozzle aeallon of heat removal.
In the first approximation quantity f can be takon equal to
temperature In the nozzle throat T HP„. Then
fs -—&.
r.?

Since according to approximate gas-dynamic relationships

tb«n
«.«^JLdL! Sir
2 rj
Now expressions (11.3) and, accordingly, (11.2) take the form

e

2

r; *'•
« + i rt >

♦

•'•;■•-

v

4

(11.5)

'«

Let us compose relative change in specific thrurt as a result
of nonadiabaticity of the expansion process

%-/¥■
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n^1

^■F

//■ii'i'i' ,'i ■ ;

-I

mmm

I;; '■;. in <• li, '-■.t-.'il isr.tiuiJpv «'urln," a:lnhnt.le

.' Miulou .

by anlfi , «xprcssloii (Ji.'j), let us write:
^ _./ i

ye r,

« + i r.T

IV '^.. << Al, Llit?n i ;<:oralti): to rules oT approximate ca.lculntlons
Py

or*

"r«

I 0* / _ n+J f.. \

(11.6)

In the lower part of the chart on Fla. H«! are given values
of AP /P , determined by formula (11.6). As can be seen, at the
same relative quantity of removed heat Q /Al the specific thrust
is lowered more substantially at large values of p */?_. The
amount of relative quantity of heat, removed from the working
medium in the nozzle, is usually not more than 0.02-0.05 (smaller
values pertain to heavy engines). The lowering of specific thrust
caused by this is small.
With independent oooling of engines, tested on a stand, a
considerable quantity of heat Q can be removed and decrease of
r
can reach ';>;» for small engines.
yA
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Flg. 11.1. Relationship of AP /P0
y.a yfl
to relative quantity cf removed heat:
—— ».c • 100; — «,,c ■ 1000.

I

U* i»

4» #/Ai

Effect of Nonadlabatlsity with Regenerative Cooling
With regenerative cooling the same scheme of selection of
heat Q. in the nozzle throat can be taken. When determining "tie
change In total enthalpy in the nozzle It is necessary to consider
that heat Q is completely returned to the combustion chamber. In
connection with this, expression (11.2) takes^the form
A/Q=(/,-/.)-«/e.

(11.7)

Quantity 61 c ' can be written, as earlier:

Entropy change in the case of regenerative coollnE is caused
not only by heat removal Q at temperature T , but also by reverse
feed of it at temperature T*,
i.e.,
K
to-Mi+te,,
where

n + l _&
2 r!
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UtlJ
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Cünaoquently:
2

rT

and
»-1 T",
8/

^

rir •'

(11.8)

By substituting expression (11.8) in equality (11.7), we obtain:
n-l

A/QH/.-ZJI

T

—-^c-

By analogy with the previous case

Approximately

or

^ ^

4

'

A/

7y

(11.9)

Relationship (11.9) is shown in the upper part of the chart
of vi,'. 11.1.
".s can be seen, increase in specific tiirust as a
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result of regenerative coolinj; even when i./Al ■ 0,1-0,2 coiuprliiea
only fractions of a percent. Actually the relative 'juantlty of heat,
circulating in the regenerative coollnc system, la oven lean flue to
a number of limitations (see Chapter XX).
Thus, reßeneratlon of heat in the cooling passage of the
chamber of a llquid-propellant rocket engine is not so substantial
a means of increase In specific thrust In comparison with P
..
However, external regenerative cooling of the chamber walls at
least eliminates Irreversible heat removal from the workinr medium
and thus averts losses of specific thrust connected with such
removal.
11.3.

Heterogeneity of Parameters and
Incomplete Combustion
Heterogeneity of Parameters

The method of determination of thermodynamic characteristics
examined earlier proposed Identical distribution of propellant
components along the cross section of the combustion chamber. In
actuality the distribution of propellant components is heterogeneo
This heterogeneity can be intentional or can have a randonibhar^ter.
Equilibrium mixing of components in some assigned ratio provides
maximum possible liberation of heat under the given conditions.
Value of optimum component ratios is selected from conditions of
obtaining the best basic indices of the chamber.
However, high values of temperature, at which it is difficult
to organize reliable coollnc, correspond to the mapnltude of optimum
component ratios. Therefore, homogeneous distribution can be
unacceptable. If it does not provide the necessary life of the
chamber.
The low-temperature ranpe near the chamber walls can be orranlzed
by various means. This can be, for exanplc, supply of propellant

2^49

unc

^p»"

when K ^ K
ov otlier special lliiuld, can (llqul<l-propo],lant rookot
on^lnen), utilization of npeelal low-temperature propellnnts or
coatings thfit burn up (PATT) [RDTT ■ Bolld-propellant rockot enrlnea]
und others. In all ouch caoes the compoaltlon and properties of
combustion products arc heteroceneouo along the cross section of
the combustion chamber. [Translator's Note: onr ■ optimum.]
The reason for random oscillations of composition and properties
of combustion products can be heterogeneity of propellant composition
(possible In HDTT), scattering of characteristics of mixing elements
(llquld-propellant rocket engines).
Let us determine the basic thermodynamlc characteristics of
nonunlform flow, consisting of 1 propellants of various initial
composition (for example, different K. ) with relative flow rate g. .
In addition to earlier accepted assumptions (see Chapter VIII)
we will consider that combustion products of separate propellants
are Isolated from each other, and pressure la constant along
the cross section of the chamber. Theoretical characteristics of
separate propellants (P
*. ß*. n., P „ . and others) are known
by results of thermodynamic calculation.
Continuity equation for comoustlon products of 1-th propellant
G

t=QiWlFl

can be written so

G

L
^PJW
RiT, '

uncre

. -

(ii.io)

lacn nur, oer.

ay ur.in:' ripproxl: ia'ce formulas for tue speei of srun'l a. and
j.-.plex ,;.

l)i tiie Tori;.

flow) and NgH^ (boundary layer) at pressure In the combutitIon
chamber 10.5 har and general coefficient of component ratios
ic ■ 1,2 kg QM/kg fuel. As can be seen, formulas (11.12) and
(11.13) give practically coinciding resuJts.

Table 11.1. Comparative appraisal of the
accuracy of approximate formula for ß.
N»H4 + Nj04

N,H4
A

1*

n

0.0
0.088 >0,74 1.37
0,114 10.74 1,37

i

%

133.3
132,3

1.2
1,4
1,8

[Translator's Note:
• approx.

NoiDinlfoni flow

n

1»

10,98 1.23
20.89 1.33
21.66 1.23

TOHM

188.4
188,1
181,1

horn,

"npHii.i

188,4
181,7
175.«

188.4
181,«8 .
17.5.(1

■ exact, npnofl

Per determination of specific thrust In a void In case of
nonunlformlty of flow (pressure at nozzle section p Is prescrlbei)
l«|^a9 use known formula:

y'^i-ffin+P^j-

(11.14)

By substituting the value of F. In formula (11.14), we obtain:
p

,'.« = £ gi*>i + PtS gfyt, - £ ^ (w/ + pcFyA,)

P,M.n=JlitPJt.nt
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(11.15)

Th»; '.TlVi'i oV ijf'lcruijfiu.'ouf! 'iialrilHJtIon of crmiporir.'Mt.'i on
apocific Lhrnat oV prfipnl laut. Horoisltiw-SO + l«0n^ la nhov/n on I^lf.
11.2. iJlstriuuLlon K aJon.'j; ttjo croor; yectlon oC ahambor, takon an
Initial data, Js uhov/n on "able 1.1.i' [9J.

Table 11...'. Kxaruplea of distribution of
propellnnt components.
0,0333

til
Variant

0.2647

0,1453

0.2770

0,1433

0,13'>4

-15

in

30

15

12,5

0,2500

0,1477

0,2870

0.1453

0,1467

15

10

1
100
i

0.0233

i at
'/uplirt 2

-100

; U%

0

t)

1

7

;

As can be sofin, heterogeneous distribution of propellant
components in tiie considered case reduces the specific thrust.
Amount of losses P yfi. n„Is changed depending both on <, and on
relative area of nozzle section.
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Fig. 11.2. Effect of heterogeneous distribution of
propellant oornponents on
opecific thrust.
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yftru
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[

12,'

i'Jenerally the specific thrust of nonuniform flov; is always
less than the specific thrust of uniform flow at average K, if
relationship Pv ,
= r{<) has been directed concavity downward in
the entire ranre of <. By levelling the fields of K., accompanyinp
real flow, two i.Tfod of noaunifurmity of flow diminishes.

;5U

Incomplete Combuotion
For evaluation of the effect of Incomplete conbuntlon v/c
proposed a number of models. The simplest method consists In the
following.
It proposes that as a rasult of Incomplete combustion the
temperature In the combustion chamber Is lower than calculated; the
composition and properties of combustion products correspond to
equilibrium values at this temperature. Temperature change T *
can be uniquely connected with change in enthalpy of mixture 61 ,
which allows making use of extrapolation formulas.
For simplicity let us examine extrapolation of specific thrust
under conditions of equality of pressures pc « p.. Relative
change in specific thrust in accordance with formula (9.50) is
-- -

-

•

"V—pT

(3J—

(11.16)

0 2
Quantity (?..„) is conveniently represented by formula

Then expression (11.16) is reduced to

" ~2ir^fr'

(ii.i7)

Change of quantity (n - l)/2n in range f « 5-50 can comprise
several percent (increase with Increase of f ). Therefore, losses
of specific thrust as a result of incompleteness of combustion
Increase with the Increase of f v . When n * const an.'i r"4- ?'>rrtr.r.t
pressure in the combustion chamber the losses of specific thrust
because of Incompleteness of combustion do not depend on f .
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.'loiildünlU"'
14. of '■■'or!;In."'

locilun

Let us estimate fie offcct of tlev.intlono fro-i equation of ntate
of Ideal i.:as.
Let us examine the state of the system at some prescribed
pressure and temperature T. To It corresponds equilibrium composition,
determined by numbers of moles n (molar fractions x). Let us
assume that from state p, T can change Into arbitrary state with
Invariable chemical composition. Then x ■ const and It Is simple
to establish connection between properties of the mixture at pressure
p and when p ■ 0 (Ideal cas).
Let us determine enthalpy and entropy of the mixture,, for whlcn
let us integrate the following, differential thermodynamic relationships with respect to pressure from prescribed p to p > 0 when
T ■ const:

(11.18)

(11.19)

As a result we obtain:

'=2v?.,+J[.-r(^]^

(11.20)

5=
(11.21)

[Translator's iJote:

M/J

= ideal.]
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The flrnt terms in the vicht «!uos of cxprensi^ns (J1,P01
dnd (11.21) - enthalpy and entropy of nome rictltlous idcnl ;nixturo,
compooltion of which (numbers of moles n ) Is ecjuiJ to the composition
of mixture of real gaaes.
For this ideal mixture when x
ship Is valid
„

- const the following relation-

Pi

*i

•■■"y-y

(.11.2?)

Having substituted It in equation (11.21), we obtain
•^ U V^« ~/?o'» «,) - A'oMn ^+^oAMn JV-

As earlier, the number of moles of propellant M
so that the following equality would be fulfilled
H~P-

is taken such,

(11.2'()

By using equality (11.2*0, we obtain:

*~'sl**.~-*w-imP-mj"-

(ll.25)

In accordance with the formula for chemical potential of the
q-th component In a mixture of real gases let us write:

,

r

i,n )

H^U- -- «"-'' - 257

aopti-

^p«^^"

•.,.ierc v

=

(;JV/,M.

)

,.,

- '„oiar partial volume, determined by

cqunllon op r.l:i1-<.' of u'.lxLure.

n
i

l-'or ideril ■••;] on the bnnir, of formula» (11.22) and (11,2H)
= n,, ■•;!() yj-'tir nartlol vdu:.;e Is equal to
J

r

g

/p.T.n,

(11.27)

P

Tnklnc into account formula (11.27) and equality n

= p

we

obtain the expression applied in Chapter VT for chemical potential

Equilibrium composition of homoceneous mixture of reacting
real gases is found from equations of thermodynamic equilibrium
which also were considered in Chapter VI.

The original form of

eouations of chemical equilibrium and conservation of substance
remain as previous:

i

2^^ + «/ = ^ AT.
and Instead of equation of ballon law there is used obvious relationship :

Sv-i.

(11.28)

In the final form for calculations the system of equations
appears in tne follo'/liv form:

in m- ^"//In/iy rli>A'/«,--^y-(A?/-^a/M<P*] = 0;

oc ö

(11.29)

ln/2a,j/i/+«/)-InAfT-lnft/t=0;

(11.30)

[^

lnj>f-ln;>=0,

(11.31)

where

whe

fol
Technology of solutions of equations (11.29)-(11.31) remains
basically as previous. It Is necessary only to note the following
feature. Generally the last term In equation (11.29) depends on
the temperature, pressure and composition. Inasmuch as equilibrium
composition of the mixture of real gases was not known earlier, in
" flUi first approximation for determination of this term the composition
»of ideal gas Is used. The found composition of real gas is then
used for refinement of quantities A^ , change of which, in turn,
leads to the necessity of repeated calculation of composition, etc.
By differentiating system (11.29)-(11.31) with respect to
logarithm of. pressure or with respect to logarithm of temperature,
we obtain values of partial derivatives, necessary for determination
of thermodynamlc functions and properties of the mixture. The
latter are calculated by usual thermodynamlc relationships.
An Important moment In thermodynamics of real ,ras is the
selection of corresponding equation of state. As criterion oT
correctness of this selection there is coincidence of calculated
and experimental properties of the mixture. As applied to conditions
In the chambers of rocket engines the experimental determination
of properties of combustion products is difficult and therefore
can be performed only with the aid of cheorecicai equations of
state.
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Let us take the equation of state for a mixture in virlal form

Jf
/-=2«^or(i+^-2S
'^)
* t

(11.32)

v;here 3.. - the second vlrial coefficients.
Selection of equation of state (11.32) Is Justified by the
following considerations:
t

a) theoretical validity of equation of state in virlal form;

.'
i

I

b) possibility of approximate determination of virlal coefficients
B.. in the absence of immediate experimental data;
c) range of temperatures and pressures (T > 700oK, p < 500 bar)
for which It is proposed to use the equation of state.
Values of the second vlrial coefficients are determined by
formulas of molecular-kinetic theory in accordance with the accepted
model of interaction (potential):
^=1.2615»»^ (Q.
The tabulated values of functions V>f. (T?^) for the most commonly
used potentials are listed In reference book [4].
In Table 11.3 as illustrations there are presented equilibrium
properties of combustion products of propel lant CJloN,, + M_0j.
when a ■ 0.G, cooled to temperatures 2000, 1200, 800oK at pressures
150 and 300 bar. Units of Me^aurement of thermophyslcal q'iantitles:
CpV kJ/k^'der,
a, de--' , üp rr./s; upper value - properties of ideal
fixture, lower - real [lj.
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Table 11.3. Equillbrlun; properties of Meal
and real mixtures.
/?=150
T

800
1200
2000

^--=300

a#.10»

ep9

«P

dp-103

Cpp

«P

1.3594
1,4967
0.9002
0.9204
0,5002
0.4947

1,9650
2.0438
2,1809
2.2341
1,8979
1,9038

557.3
566.7
708.7
•726,3
918.2
935.5

1,3292

1,8392
2,0011

558,1

1,6054
0,9920

2.0844

702,2

1.0235

2,7108

0.5001

1.9084

736,5
918,2

0,4«94

1,8960

953,0

.=177,8

As was to be expected, divergences in properties of ideal ?rul
real mixtures correspond to known theoretical positions: they are
decreased with Increase of temperature and with decrease in pressure
Prom Table 11.3 It is also evident that under conditions (p, T),
analogous to tabular, allowance for deviations in the properties of
wozicing medium as a result of nonldeallty Is expedient.
Calculation of processes in the rocket engine chamber with
'nönldeal (in the sense of equation of state) worklnp; medium is
analogous to calculation listed In Chapter VIII with Ideal working
medium. In this case the values of composition, enthalpy, entro
and other properties of combustion products must be determined with
allowance for a particular equation of state, for example (11.32).
As Illustrations Table 11.4 contains relative deviations of
real thermodynamlc characteristics from ideal for propellant
asymmetric dlmethylhydrazlne + .J^O^ at values of excess oxldant
ratio a ■ 0.5 and 0.9. As can he seen, in tnis Instance the effect
of nonldeallty Is relatively s.-nall and cannot be considered in
calculations.
Results of fulfilled calculations allow rnakine the following:
conclusions [2]. In the pressure range 10C-500 bar and temperature
range 1000-2000oK the reality of gases weakly affects the composition,
enthalpy and entropy of the .-.ixture and rat.ier noticeably affects
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iaeal and real £:a3.
:6ltib':st: on chanbel
a

pK bar
ISO
250
150

0,5
0,9

2,r0

of

th

J7"K%

0.25
0,42
n,02
0.04

nozzle throat
»PKP«

0,39
0,65
0,11
0.21

m
0,72
1,19
0,45
0,74

nozzle edge;>c =0,5
8/c%
0.55
0.85
0.27
0.41

ww%
0,05
0.11
0,06
0.09

In connection with the change in thermal capacity under these
conditions a change of temperature in the coinhustion chamber and
throat is possible. In ;ras generators (see Chapter XVII) as a
result of lo',.' temperatures this change can be substantial (tens of
degrees). In the process of gas expansion the effect of reality is
diminished rapidly and, most frequently, is not reflected on
parameters of the end of expansion.

Since values of vlrial coefficients Bu, Ba at elevated temperatures are known only approximately, then the obtained calculation
data are estimated.
11.'i

Che:deal ,.'oneauilibr.lu;,.

It is known that for establishment of equilibrium In faaes
finite time is necessary. For gas located in thermal equilibrium,
the separate molecules constantly acquire or lose energy as a result
of coilislcns, however the complete change rf energy of the system
in this case turns out to to equal to zero. ;«uantity of energy,
acquired or loL't on one collision (l.f»., effectiveness of collisions-,
m ler «quii ib^lu:: :Tm':ltlouS turnü out to be unessential. However,
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If external conditions (for example, temper^ture and pressure)
suddenly change and the gas starts to approach a new state of
equilibrium, then the rate of approach to equilibrium (meaRured
usually by time of relaxation) directly depends on the effectiveneKs
of collisions.
With decrease of the temperature in the flow (for example, during
flow in the nozzle) various internal balancinr processes (energy and
chemical relaxation) for their realization require a creater number
of collisions between molecules before equilibrium will be attained.
If the time of achievement of equilibrium is of the same order as
the time of stay, then deviation from equilibrium is possible, which
c—.; change the character of flow. These so-called relaxation
effects can be observed every time that changes of external conditions
with respect to gas occur so rapidly that inside the structure of
gas there is no change.
In order that the relaxation process of a separate degree of
freedom would affect the flow, two conditions are necessary: time
of relaxation must be comparable with the time of stay, and change
of energy, connected with the process of relaxation, must comprise
a considerable part of the overall change in gas enthalpy. From
this viewpoint In the chamber of the engine (time of stay 10"3
to 10*" s) the most Important relaxation processes are processes
of dissociation and recombination, as "slower" and lending to
notieeable change of energy in comparison with other types of
relaxation. However, In certain cases the nonequilibrlum of the
process of energy exchange between different types of internal
motion of molecules can also show a noticeable effect.
Investigation of processes with allowance for finite rat^s
of reactions requires the inclusions of chemical kinetics - studlc;
about the mechanism and rates of chen.lcal reactions depending on
various conditions of the passace of processes.
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The rate of chewlcal reactions is determined by change in the
concentration of reacting substances with time:
"=->

.

(11.33)

where T - time; c^ - molar concentration of i-th component of
;aixture:

c.-f Sole.

(11.3/,)

5

m-

Sometimes as the measure of concentrations we take density or
partial pressure of the component, or the number of its molecules
In a unit of volume.
The rate of reactions depends on the number of collisions of
particles in a unit of time, which is proportional to the product
of concentrations of reacting substances. The equation, which
connects the rate of the reaction with concentrations of reactlnp;
substances, is cabled kinetic or equation of kinetics.
Relative to rates and roechanlsiu of che.iical reactions as
applied to processes in rocket engines we usually use the following
assumptions:
a) as components of co:..l>.;:;tlon products we consider only
.•iOnatomic, diatomic and trialo.-lc components of mixtures; the
presence of molecules with n larpe number of atoms is considered
improbable;
b) we consider only double and triple collisions, I.e., we
consi icr bl...olocular and trlmolecular reactions as the more probable
ana studied in experimental works;
c) we consider, as .•' rule, generalized reactions of dissociationrecombination with -cr.or'il catalytic particle '*. ."uch particles

26^4

i^

can be any mixture component, consequently, its concentration is
equal Co
C

M

= 2 Ci\

d) when writing equations of kinetics we apply the principle
of independence of reacti^onsj i. e. , consider that each of then
proceeds independently.
As theoretical Lnvestications show, r;,.M..;;!,!•; Io Itviation f*ro:r,
equilibrium Is more probable in Lhe supersonic part of ehe no/,/,lo.
In the combustion chanber and oubsonlc pnrt ol' tli-? runzle tho :iit ;itoT.perature Tnlxture is. usually in t;he stnLi of .'i.--ilcal equil lbr1 u-n.
In gas generators as a result of relatively low temperatui-H« tiie
chemical nonequlllbrlum is possible. its effect is evaluate! In
Chapter XVII.
\% present it Js not possible to strictly ri i<i tmlquely select
the a^ohanlsa of reactions in a inulticomponent mixture. This is
oaueed by great difficulties In research on kinetic processes in
reaetlns ipixtures.
X.
Nonequillbrlum flow of gas in the nozzle In a one-dlmemionai
arrangement Is described by such a system of equations: Equation
of motion äp + QWdw*=Q;

(11. •'j)

fper—const;

m. 36)

a/ r — --1 onst:

(n.'?)

equation of continuity -

equation of energy -
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equation of ütatt: /7 = ti

RJ

(11.38)

equations of kinetics
Je i

-=/,«•„ Co. . . . ,cf. n.

< = !,2, 3.

fll.3?)

['or stationary precises equations (11.39) -^n - e presentee; in
.ie rcrn:

^r=7/'ir,,r:"

•. cn n.

(11.40)

■nasr.uoh ns
JCi

Jci äx

Jc I

rtr

Jx dx

äx

System (11.35)-( 11.38), (11.40) of (;- + 4) equations for
.letorml nation of (r ♦ 5) unknowns: p, T, w, p, P, {erf Is open.
I'herefore, in i.iiitlonnl oonilltlon is necesanry, for example, one
ut" the rollowln^: Equation of no.;zle profile -

F-Fix);

(11.41)

J Ist rib ut, l-Ki i.C :.•■'•• ir 1. n- along the nozzle, Jetennlned by ßalculation
H-- ^

■•1' .-.-.purl /M!' il ly -

P-P(x);

(11.4?)

the change in density of working .TieuLu:^ In the nozzle, obtained
by calculation of equilibria^ process VQix)

ob

( II .4 ^ )

^1"

As was noted in § 10.^4, the chemical nonequllibriun of expansion
weakly affects the ulstributlon of density.
System of equations (11.35)-(11.38), (11.^0) and one of
conditions (11.11)-(11.'I3) allow completing the calculation for a
particular nozzle by numerical methods.
For Illustration of the character of calculations of chemically
nonequlllbrium flows, let us examine one of the probable reaction
mechamlsms for propellant with the simplest chemical composition
Hp ♦ 0- [7]. Possible components of combustion products in this
case will be: H2, 02, HgO, OH, H02, H202J 0^, 0, H. Proposed
mechanism of reactions are such:
1) H,+MÜ2H + M;
2) Qi-}-M^:20+M;
3)HiOfM^OH+H-|-M;
4)IV)fM;SH, + 0+M:
5) OH+M^O+H + M:
•) CH+H.^OH+OH: .
7) Ht+OH^H^O+H;

8) OH-(-OH^HjO + 0;
9) H, + 0 ^TOH + H;
10) OH + O ^H + 02:
H) HA + M UOH+OH+M;
12) HC^ + M ^H+C+M;
13) H,+H02^HA + H:
14) O.+O, ^Ob+O.

where N - general catalytic particle - any of the components of
ooabuttion products. Mathematically the equation of kinetics Is
written for each component In the form analogous to that given here
for H20:

äs

(11.^1)
+KJiT)cOH eOH-l(t{T)CH.oc0],

where K.(T), ^(T) - constants of rates of direct and reverse
reactions, respectively.
Thus, In case of chendcally nonequllibriun: expansion in the
nozzle the problem is reduced to solution of a complex syster. of
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^"^

i^

ision

differential equo.tlons, which is feasible only on an (MuM) [}'V'i
electronic computer].

s

As illustrations on Fl^s. 11.3» 11.'I there arc SOMO calculation
data on temperature, specific thrust and molar fractions for
dissociated air [5]. Curves 1, 2, 3 correspond to equilibrium,
frosen and chemically nonequilibrium expansion. As can be seen,'
account of rates of chemical reactions at largo values of F ■ r/r Hp

^ives noticeable deviations from results of eauilibriurn calculation.
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Fie. 11.3. Temperature and
specific thrust in a void with
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In conclusion the rollowlng features of the stu(iy and calculation of chemically nonequilibrium flows must be noted.
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1. During fulfillment of calculations we encounter difficult ins
connected with the limited knowledge of true mechanisms of reactions
and constants of reaction rates. Many questions of kinetics (theory
of chain reactions, theory of combustion, heterogeneous reactions,
etc.) have been studied insufficiently for practical utilization
and still await comprehensive solution.
2. Calculations are much more bulky than durinrr calculation
of equlllbrluum flow, since we introduced additional variable - space
coordinate x and equations of kinetics - system of differential
equations of type (11.^0).
cona
3« The character of nonequlllbrlum flow depends on the physical
properties of mixtures, on initial pressure and temperature, on the
shape of channel (nozzle). Consequently, calculations do not possess
generality of results, It is necessary to perform them for each
concrete case.
Comparatively good agreement of obtained calculation and
experimental data can be noted. Results of calculations, conducted
without allowing for the effect of separate catalytic particles,
differ within 5-10iJ with respect to quantities of molar fractions
of components and practically coincide with respect to specific
thrust and temperature.
The absence of reliable data about the mechanism and rates
of chemical reactions, labor input of accurate calculations frequently
force us to resort to approximate methods of analysis of chemically
nonequlllbrlum flows [3]. As an example let us consider the method
of "sudden freezing," initially proposed by Bray [3] and modified
In other works.
«

Bray, while studying nonequlllbrlum flows of diatomic gases
In nozzles, revealed that three regions of flow can be conditionally
distinguished.
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.,qui 1 ILria;:, or ali;,ost enailibriurn, region, be",innlncr fror.

the combustion ciioinbor, in which the rates of dissociation w,, and
reconblnation ID-, ^re very ^reat in coMparlson with the rate or
change in concentration JC./QT necessary for equilibrium flow.
2.

Transition region, in which the density and tenperature are

substantially diminished, and dc./di, u^,ü)r> become quantities cf
one order.
aco

This causes noticeable deviation from equilibrium,

and the process soon after this approaches frozen state.
3.

He^ion of almost frozen flow, in which there is fulfilled

condition

-^»"V

(11.45)

Approximate solution of the problem can be obtained if we
consider that the transitional region is an infinitesimal section
of the nozzle, i.e., point during one-Jirensional flow.
Consequently, the Bray method proposes calculation of equilibrium
flow to the point of Instantaneous freezing, and after it - calculation
of frozen f^»w.

The position of this point is

^etermined with the

aid of bray criterion, obtained on the basis of equation

"ntly

-('•£)

[Translator's :.'ote:

=hoPt,m.

(11.46)

paBH. « equilibrium]

In equation (11.^u) the derivative oV concentration with respect
to tirwc anu tue r'-te of lies elation w,

i ■

r.rc acterr.ined by results

of equllibrlu:.. ^alcul'.ttloi., '.■: - coefficient of the order of one.
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In the followinc works the -;ray uethoi '/as devolopec for
multlcomponent systens. In this instance of all the cher.lcal
reactions only those which play a deterr.;iniri<: role In thermodynamics
of the system and laechanlsm of reactions are considered. In each
of these reactions a limited number of components take part. The
component, taking part In all reactions, is considered the main.
By analogy with Bray criterion in examininn a multlcomponent system
there should be compared the rate of change in concentration of
"main" component, required by conditions of equilibrium flow, with
Its total rate of "compound" reaction. The rate of "compound"
reaction Is determined by kinetics of all separate reactions, in
which the "main" component takes part.
For complex mixtures the rate of "compound" reaction and its
freeclng point depend on the propellant composition, pressure in
the combustion chamber and nozzle shape. Selection of the main
component is carried out on the basis of analysis of equations
of kinetics, energy contribution of heat of reactions and results
of equilibrium calculations.
As calculations of various authors [8], [9] show, losses of
specific thrust as a (result of chemical nonequlllbrlum can comprise
from fractions of a percent to several percent and even tens of
percent. Concrete quantities of losses of specific thrust depend
on the propellant, pressure In the combustion chamber, nozzle shape
antf relative nozzles area f(
Some illustrating' results are shown
on Pit>. 11.5-11.7.

TTfe—-* -i '*W*

tazr
Pig. 11.5. Specific thrust in a void
with expansion of hydrogen in a supersonic nozzle: p ■ 30 bar; T ■ 6000oKi
It 2, 3 - equilibrium, frozen and
nonequillbriuir. expansion respectively.
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PlG- 11.6. Relationship of specific thrust in a void to *
p^
- 21 bar;
^.2 bar; 1
lant h2 + F2i f_
.c . iio;
.,
IK
equilibriuri expansion; 2 - with allowance for kinetics.

propelwith

Fig. 11.7. Relationship of losses of specific thrust in a void
caused by chemical nonequilibrium, to ie: propellant (50? C2HQN2 ♦ 50?
ÜO.
7 bar; f
H2H4)
H20HJ P|
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A P T E R

XII

•Lmi D-l THE !JOZZLE.
OF PROFILING

FUIJDATU3NTALS

In the chapter are examined l'undamentals of profiling round and
rin,~ r ozzles, a syst '.l of coet'ficients considerine pulse losses in
~ r e~ l process of expan sion is presented.
For round nozzles basic
prineip o ~ of selection of opti~um superscr.1~ contour are described.
~o1uti o n of these questions is presen~ed for a single-phase workine
.ediu;a .
12.1.

General Information

DurinG flow . of a real gas in the nozzle the process or expansion
proceeds with noticeable distinction from the idealized scheme of
c a lculation accfJpted in Cha!Jter VIII. This dis tinction is caused
by intern al irr v~r ible processes and due to this has decrease in
t he o tflm·t velocity
specific thrust. Op ti mt1m construction of
nozz e profile 1 u::;t ~ uar a ntec a 1.11u11nwn level of losnes of specific
thrust at orne llmitlne; rcq uireu cnts (overall sizes of nozzle,
wei ch t).
a lcuL tion o f !:as 10\·lS in t he nozzles nnd construction or
cxtre:y.a l ozzle contours, ilh i ch satisfy certain np c 1"1c conr!lti o ns,
. re co;r. l e x : roble :~ · . r:·~ eir so lut i on is o~ta 1ne d in [ 9 )-[15).
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A contemporary supersonic nozzle consists of three basic
parts:
1) subsonic part of the nozzle;
2) critical section region (nozzle throat);
3) supersonic part of the nozzle.
In the subsonic part of the nozzle there occurs acceleration
of flow, velocity of which in the throat reclon reaches local speed
of sound. In the supersonic part immediately after the surface
of passage through speed of sound there begins a region of preliminary
expansion of gas, where flow is accelerated to a certain velocity.
Curved wall AA', during flow around which the flow is accelerated,
In limiting case can be replaced by break of contour - angular
point A (Pig. 12.1). According to [15]» during flow around the
angular point the flow increases its velocity to prescribed at the
shortest length in comparison with any other methods of acceleration
of flow due to flow around the wall.

Fig. 12.1. Contour of supersonic part of the nozzle:
a) without angular point;
b) with angular point.
soi
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After aciiievenerjt of prescribed value of velocity on the
axis of t.ie nozzle by flow, its parameters with further notion are
deteiTiinec by the contour of the supersonic part of the nozzle.
Corresponuinf construction of this contour plves the possibility
of obtaining flow uniform and parallel to the axis on the nozzle
section.

eed

Profilinc of rocket enfrine nozzles is based on solution of
a systera of equations of ^as dynamics, which for steady 1*" -^tionel
axisynunetrical flow of inviscid and nonheat-conductl"
written in the followinf foriu:

mlnary
y.

(12.1)
V

he
tion

it

dx

0.

(12.2)

where w , w - projections of flow velocity w to the axes of coordinates x, y. Axis x is directed along the axis of the nozzle,
axis y - perpendicular to it.
oystem of differential equations (12.1)-(12.2) depondinp; on
the flow velocity has different form: elliptic (r1 < 1), parabolic
('' ■ 1), hyperbolic (-1 > 1). Accordingly, the methods (basically
numerical) of solutions of the sysle;. are different. Therefore,
questions of profiling; the subsonic and rupersonic parts of the
nozzle are usually considered separately.
12.2.

Profilitu: the Subsonic Part of Found .i'ozzles

?r^fl2j or 1.... ^abscnic K-rt of a r.czzle can uo found by
solution of syste:.. of eqautions (1^.1)-(L;'.2) under concrete boundary
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conditions. However, the solution of this system Is oxtrer.ely
complex. Coraplete and accurate calculations of flow in the subsonic
part of the nozzle were obtained only recently [11]. Empirical
relationships also received wide distribution for profiling the
subsonic part of a nozzle, sor.o of then are listed below.
Usually the subsonic part cf tr.e nozzle is characterize ; ::y
the following elements (71^. 12.2):
r ax - radius cf nozzle inlet at the place
of conjugation
with
tu «J
the contour of the combustion chamber, if the combustion chamber
is cylindrical, then r
* r ; [Translator's 'Jote: ex » inlet]
r, - radium of curvature of nozzle Inlet.
8

- cant angle of conical section of the nozzle to axis;
r- - radius of curvature of profile in the nozzle throat;

iv...
- radius of throat nozzle.
Hp
Contour of the subsonic part must guarantee continuous flow
(to avoid burnouts) with uniform and known velocity field In the
throat« This gives the possibility of reliably profiling the
tuperftonle part of the nozzle. In accordance with geometrical
acoustics the stability of the combustion process must be guaranteed
fron the viewpoint of high-frequency oscillations. Tn tills case
the overall dimensions (and consequently weight and losses on friction)
roust be minimum. Theoretical construction of the optimum profile
of the subsonic part of the nozzle is a complex mathematical problem.

PlC- 12.2. Contour of
subsonic part of r.I r
nozzle.
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I f t r1e profile of Lite :..; L:.;onic p a r t i s s0 Je c te c: r. r h it rar i l y ,
t he n t he poss 1 l>ll i ty of ::;::o c :; ,·. a ve:; 1:> not e>: clu r. i ln t he !11l!1Cl's o·,ic
pnrt o f t he nozz l e , cuu.·e u lly nonconfir r.; i ty of t i1c subs oni c a nd
supers onic parts . 'l'h e 1·enson for this can be, for example, a too
prolon: e d ( c ent l y slopin ~ ) profile in the throat region~
As a consequence of t he appearance of shock wave5, in the
nozzle appe a r Jlsturban ces of flo H a lone; the entire lenP;; th of t ~ 1 e
supersoni c pa rt, ~ hich : eads to de c rease in the thrust. Too g reat
a c urvat ure of t he wa ll i n t he th roat re z ion, althou ~~ it excludes
the a!) e a r ance of shock ·n a ve s, l e atl s to l ar cc nonuni fo rr,. t y of flow
in the no~zlc th ro at, as a res u lt of which thrust is als o diminished.
Optil.1um magnit uJe of radius of curva ture of the nozzl ·~ profile in
the throat region is established experimentally; usually it does
not e xceed 2r
H~

The magnitude o f entrance ane;le 88 x in~ienificantly affects
he shaping of flow in the nozzle throat, however it strongly affects
the inten s ity of heat output fro m gas to the wall. It is experimentally
shown that incre a se in an g le S8 x from 10° to 35-~5° diminishes
convective heat f low by 40-5 C% [2]. Furthermore, with increase or
~
the l eng th o f t he s ubsonic part o f the no~zle is decreased,
BX
which favorab ly a ffects the wel c;ht of the chamber.
Fina lly the contour of the subsonic part of t~e nozzle ic
Joine d wit h t he cont our of the combustion ch8JI'lber 1dth radius r 1 •
It s ma gni t ude ~. ffec t s t he c haracter of flow in the region of coup :'. ine
o f combus ti on chamber a nu noz?.les; where positive pressure gradients
are possible. At s r.1al l va lues of r 1 (r 1 < 0. 3r 9 x) :md l a r r,e values
of SBX a s a t•e sult o f l a r ge positive pressure <-.r a dients boundary
layer separation is possible at t he wa ll, l'lhic h i ntensifies heat
output to wa lls of t he noz zle.
':'h...!. s, ''/hen des i cn i nr; thP subsoni c part of the nozzle one c a n
us e t he follO\'li nc r e l ationshi ,. s :
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^1"

0<r,<ril;
P«<450:
r
*,<ra<2rKf. J

(12.3)

In certain cases instead of radius subsonic part one can use
a conical subsonic part with parameters

0<rl<r.u,]

P„<460;

(12.U)

rf«sO.

Conical subsonic nozzles create noticeable nonunlformlty of
flow parameters in the throat.
12.3.

Profiling of the Supersonic Part
"""'" of Round Nozzles
,

Idea of the Method of Characteristics
The basif of construction of the theoretical profile of the
; 4up«rtonlc part of a nozzle is solution of system of differential
. ; (tquatloria (12.1)-(12.2). Let us examine the fundamental means
• of aolution of this system.

a(
Let us assume that hydrodynamic parameters w ,
are assigned on some line F and It is required to find their values
in the region close to this line. If we could calculate the first
and highest derivatives of velocities, then values of w x , w can
y
be continued outside the curve by expansion Into Taylor series:

V vV

where

rewrlt

l

^—•'+fä )/'+(^)/'+• • • •
For determination of the values of partial derivatives
(9w /Jx),
9x), (3w /3y), Ow
(3w /3x), (9w
(3w /3y) let us use e<
equations (12.1)Ä
A
y
y
(12.2) and also the relationships vf'lld alonr curve
f
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N

As a result for detenüination of the four partial derivatives
necessary to us we have a system of four equations:

W-^+^^+^+K-o') ^'-f:
dwjt

dWj

dy

dx

^=0;
dWx
dx

dWx
dx

dWx dy
dy dx

(12.5)

dwy
dx

dWg
dx

dwy dy
dy dx

(12.6)

Excludins derivatives 8w /3x, 3w /ax from equations (12,1)
and (12.2) let us write:

.n

..n dwt

dm

*

dy

dy

dx

where

»'-7dx
The obtained systen of two aleebralc equations are concisely
rewritten so:
„

dw, .
oy

dwy
dy

dWx , _ dwy
aj,——Lajj^L^-f.
dy
dy
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(12.7)

(12.8)

By solving this system of equations, we find:

dy

0,1033—021(1,2

fox __ <h7fi\ — an<;

dy

«nOja—a«"»

4 '

(12.9)

j^

4 '

(12.10)

Let us determine the /alues of the other two partial lerlvatlves
from equations (12.5) and (1?.6).
Thus, all derivatives can be found If the following determinant
is not equal to zero

If A ■ 0, then system of equations (12.1)-(12.2) can allow only
indeterminate solutions. In order that these solutions would remain
finite, it Is also necessary in this case to require vanishlnr
deterralnants A, and Ap.
It Is clear that determinant A Is not equal to zero on any
line y(x) with tangent of cant angle y'. Curves, determined from
equation A ■ 0, are called characteristics of system (12.1)-(12.2).
From equation A, » 0 (or Ap ■ 0) we obtain conditions of connection
between w x and w - differential relationships on characteristics.
y

i

Let us Introduce Mach o into examination, determined from
relationship

S[na

-^^'

(12.11)

£,».,•■ .<i-!.-i let us take into account equalities
*x = wcos6, i
Wy = w sin 8, j
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C 1 ?. 12 )

i^

wriere 6 - an^le co'rprised by vfiloclty vector with axis x.
solvln" equations A = 0 and

Py

A, = 0 relative to v' onci dw /dv;

ana considering (12.11), (12.12), after a 3eries of conversions
p..9)
o

we obtain tv/o solutions:

1) for characteristics of the first family
.2.10)
Jtt — ig(Q + a)dx,

■'»
»Mga

.«
- «6
=

sin a sin 6
.
Ux;
«/ cos (8 + a)

12.13)

(12.14)

T. in ant

2) 2or c.hacaotuflut'.lcs of iiie sacodd fnrilly
äy=ig(fi-a)Ux,

'emaln

»tga

ycos(«-a)

(12.15)

(12.16)

Ecjuations (12.13), (12.15) asslcrn the directions of characteristics, and equations (12.1'0 and (12.16) - differential relationships
on the characteristics.

i'om
?.2).
nectlon
lea.

Thus, through any point in the region of potential sunersonlc
flow it is (joüslhle to draw two lines - characteristics of first
and .-sofjon i fi'iitiv-, (rMf*.

12.3), alons v;iiloh the parameters of

p

lov;

are changed In accoruance wltij differential relationships (12.14),
and (12.10).

This serves as a basis of numerical methods of solution

of correrncmiin/ ;jas-d.vnar. 1c proülenis.
i r. 11)
During nuruerlcal calculation of i-.upersonic flows in the nozzles
by nethod of chnracterl^tics four proble;.3 can he separated [ •i ].

' -i i
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PlE« 12.3. Lines of characteristics
C - characteristic of first family;
C~ - characteristic of second
family.

1. Cauchy problem. Kydrodynamic parameters are assigned on
some line AB, not being the characteristic (Fie. 12.^). It is
required to determine the values of all flow parameters in region
ABC, limited by curve AB and by characteristics of first (3C)
and second (AC) families.

Pig. 12.'J.

Cauchy problem,

2. Ooursat problem (Pig. 12.5}* Hydrodynamic parameters are
assigned on characteristics AO and OB. It is necessary to determine
hydrodynsnlc parameters In reclon AODO1, where AO' and 30' - characteristics of different families.

Pig. 12.5.

\

Goursat problem.

3. Hydrodynamlc parameters are assigned on the characteristic
of one of families AO and solid wall AB is given (Pig. 12.6).
Calculate the field of flow In region AOO'B (BO1 - characteristic).
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^p^

7ib. 12.6. Calculation of field of
flow by the Method of characteristics,
9

F

h. Parai.eters on the characteristic of the second family and
pressure on the free surface are assignee. It is required to
determine the shape of free surface and flow parameters.
Desicn construction of the nozzle profile, determination of
flow parameters in a nozzle of prescribed confieuration will be
reduced to solution one of the enumerated problems, or a combination
of them. The technique of numerical solution of these problems
has much in common. Let us examine it in the example of^Cauchy's
problem. Let us divide curve A3 (see Fig;. 12.^) on which all
hydrodynanic parameters are known, by a number of small segments and
from points a, and a2 let us draw characteristics of first and
second families (let us replace Increase of arcurnents by finite
differences):
A»-.=(tg(e+o)l..AJf..:
Ay.^ltgCO-o^.AJf...

(12.17)
(12.18)

where
■i

«i
«JC

• —J

oysteu of equations (12.17), (12.13) ^ives the possibility of
x
deteminin»:: coordinates of point a'
For detemination
a
a"
l
of flow parameters at point a.\ analo^ounlly let ua replaco dlfferontlal
relationships (ir.1'0 an 1 (12.1^3 by finite Jlfferencos:

28H

=

0

L'CM (»"«)1.

(jt

'i ~X*,):

(12.19)

_rila«ilii» 1 . .

I^eo««-«))..!-'-; ~x"y

(1 ? . 2 0 )

Solution of the written system of equations Ulov/s ileterrtnlnf;
the values of the velocity w and angle e it point a,, anil with their*
aid and quantities of all the remaining parameters. ,5.y slnllar
means we find coordinates anu parameters of flow also at other
points, a', al, ai, ...» b', i.e., position of neu curve a'b* is
determined with fiow parameters known on it.
When performing practical calculations on an electronic computer
system of equations (12.13)-(12.l6) Is usually reduced to a form
more convenient for calculations. Particular working formulas are
presented In [8].
Construction of Contour of the Supersonic
Part of a Nozzle
The most common problem of profiling a nozzle Is determination
of Its contour, providing maximum specific thrust (coefficient of
thrust) with minimum weight of the nozzle under assigned conditions.
Inasmuch as at prescribed quantity f ■ F,/F
a pood measure of
nozzle weight Is its length or surface, maximum specific thrust
should be obtained with minimum length or surface of the nozzle.
The simplest shape of the supersonic part of a nozzle Is
conical. For conical nozzles the length of supersonic part L C B
at known d and d
the nozzle:

Is uniquely determined by aperture anrle of
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£

(12.21)

where cac - half the aperture angle or a conical nozzle.
Rational selection of angle cac can be done on the basis of ~he
followinG considerations. With increase or Gc the length or the
nozzle and its s~rrace are shortened. In connection with which
pulse losses on friction and also weight of the nozzle are diminished.
riowever, dispersion losses s1m~ltaneously increase as a result or
nonparallelism or outflow. \'11th decrease or angle cac dispersion
losses drop and the wei:ht or nozzle and friction losses simultaneously
increase as a result or increase in the length and surface.

...

•

Thus, fer each nozzle therf! exists an optimwn value or ('lc
providing a minimum of losses of specific thrust. However, optimum
angles cac in conical nozzles are rather small (esc~ 10-15°).
Therefore, the length of noz~le and its weight are obtained . .
considerable, especially for chambers which have large values of
fc. Because of increase of flnlte weight the characteristics of
the apparatus are impaired. Increase ot nozzle surface means an
increase of heat removal from combustion products, i.e., cooling
or nozzle is hampered. Other llmitatlons are possible, for example,
complexity of control or swivelin& nozzle, etc.
Theoretical ond experimental investigations show d that the
mentioned deficiencies can be decreased it we eplaced the coinical
nozzle by one specially profiled. Construction ot the profile of
the supersonic part bf a nozzle in this instance is baaed on the
rollow!nt; ccns1.Jerat1ons.
Arter estaol1sh:·1 cnt or critical condition the velocity in
no:l;zlc throat oc co:;'l cs C(}!lal to the local speed or ~wund. ~ie \fill
assu:.1 e t!1at flow is unifor-:; 1.-: t;l'!l! noz:.:le throat. This assUJnption
~=- :~n:Jr:....ll:,· ::c--q, te .l, ,,;1 l ch in used ~·:hen pro!'! lin~ the supersonic
part or t.1e noz zle. !'or .iF:ter:lination of the real distribution of
?ara:.-.ete::--3 in ~. e ~:1 ro at nc s ! ou l ~ calculate rlC\·: in -:the--s·upersorilc ·part .
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With uniform flow In the nozzle throat the line of constant
velocity, equal to the local speed of sound (transition line),
will be straight. On Pig. 12.7 this line is A0-. With notion of
gas downward along flow from the transition line around aneulnr
points A Prandtl-Heyer type flow appears during flow around an
external obtuse angle by supersonic flow with the difference that
each elementary volume of gas in region A0,0 takes part in two such
motions: on one hand this motion Is in a fan of waves of rarefaction^
proceeding from point A, on the other hand, - motion in a fan of
waves of rarefaction with the center at point A on the opposite side
of the nozzle. In this case the flow velocity at point 0 is
parallel to the axis and equal to prescribed. Let us profile the
generatrix of nozzle AB so that on the characteristic of the
second family OB, proceeding from point 0, flow parameters arc
constant. In this Instance the characteristic will be rectilinear,
flow velocity at all Its points Is identical and parallel to the
axis, and the nozzle will provide flow that is uniform and parallel
to the axis at the exit.

Pig. 12.7. Diagram of
construction of supersonic contour.
nrtarlatiM of
M fmily

If there is no angular point, i.e., the nozzle contour in the
throat Is made, for example, in the shape of an arc of some curve,
then analogical reasonings can be r.iade hy snhmtutlnc t'.e ..re
by a curve with broken line.
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T

..ov; the pcuc-.e of construction of the contour of the supersonic
part of a nozzle can be repreoentea so. First there Is considered
the Hcceleratliio section - region ACLO. Calculation is performed
by the aethod of ciaracteristlcs, in tfils case the last characteristic of acceleratlnr section P-O is constructed from condition of
achieven.ent of prescribed velocity or Mg numDer_by the flow at point 0,
The sequence of calculation is shown by pointers on Fie- 12.7. For
example, by usinc the assigned values of hydrodynamic parameters on
the characteristic of the first family AO' and solving the Cauchy
problem, we find coordinates and distribution of hydrodynamic parameters on characteristic AOV. As a result of calculation of accelerating section AOjO we obtain distribution of hydrodynamic parameters
on characteristic AO, in this case at point 0 the flow velocity is
equal to prescribed.
For construction of nozzle profile AE It is necessary to
calculate flow in the balancinc section - in recion AOJ. As initial
values for this we use the values of hydrodynamic parameters on
characteristics AO ana Oh. As already was mentioned, characteristic
of the second family OB must be a straight line and at every point
have constant value of velocity anci other parameters. Inasmuch
as all hydrc tyiiamlc parameters after calculation of the accelerating
section at pc'r> 0 are known, consequently, they are also known
on charactcrls tc üü, an^le of ylope of which is determined according
to the prescribed number r;0:

Characteristic AO was constructed above.
Thus, we have known values of flow parameters on two characteristics: AO and 03. It is required to find the values of these
parameters in region AOH, I.e., to solve Goursat problem. The
sequence of calculation is shown on Pig. 12.7 by pointers, where
the construction of the next characteristic A'O' Is shovn.
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Thus, as a result of corpleteu c^lculntions ve ".nvc yp2u?->
of all flow para:,ieter5 in region ftO^or.. This is sufficier.t in
order to construct current lines, jjoinc out fror, any point of tho
sound line AO,. Each of them can be taken as "-eneratrix of the
nozzle, in this case the current line, coinr: out from point A,
gives us the contour of the nozzle with break of generatrix {nozzle
with angular point), other current lines (internediate) p;ivG -i
contour without break of generatrix. Inasmuch as contours constructor]
In this way rest on characteristic OB, they all provide flo- t'^t
is uniforn and parallel to axis.
Tables of supersonic contours for different values of numbers
MQ at the exit and ratios of thermal capacities are listed in a
number of works. Usually in tables are listed relative coordinates
! of contour x ■ x/r Hp_, y • y/r Mp , and also e, a, relative side
j furfaee and flow rate, projection to axis x affectinc the line of
| currant of pressure forces and series of quantities necessary for
i drtcrainatlon of pulse losses on friction and scattering. I\n a
l rtlX*» «11 calculation of contours are performed for a worklnp
''■edluJD of constant composition with constant value of ratio of
thermal capacities. The effect of varlability^-of properties of
working medium with respect to the nozzle on its geometry can be
considered with sufficient accuracy with the aid of'mean index of
Isentrope n, /alue of which along with number MQ is used when
selecting the contour. As Immediate calculations show [13],
contours, constructed with allowance for variability of composition
and properties of working medium with respect to the nozzle, and
Contours, constructed according to mean value of n, practically
ieolnoide. The same Is valid during calculation determination of
'pulse losses in the nozzle.
Comparison of conical and proflieu nozzles, which have identical
relative nozzle section area, shows that while riaintalnln»' tne
constancy of thrust coefficient the profiled nozzle can be 3^-5^
shorter. Approximately the same firures express decrease in the
weight and surface of the nozzle. If the uozzlv* Lelnr ooi.p-ire''
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iaave identical length, then the profiled nozzle provides
ln specific thrust up to 2~.

~

~2ln

:.Iethods of profiline: the supersonic part of the nozzle,
examined here, a re not unique. ·-tetllous have been developed \ihich
provide construction of extremal profile with maximum thrust Nith
certain specified conditions (weir;ht, length, etc.). 'L'he starting
point of construction or extre:naJ. nozzles is the following. As
it is known, in the abserce or losses maximum thrust is obtained
for contours of nozzles, ·. thich create fl0\'1 at the exit parallel
to axis. llO\'Jever, the end section of such nozzles barely takes
part in the creation of thrust, inas!-.uch as its surface is practically
parallel to the nozzle axis and does not perceive forces directed
along the ~xis. If for such a nozzle the end part is cut off, then
with insiGnificant loss of thrust on scattering substantial economy
ln weieht can be obtained, in this case friction drop losses.
As can be seen (see Fig. 12.7, wRvy line) the contour of a
shorteneJ nozzle rests on characteristics of different families AC
and ca•. Thrust, created by section of nozzle AB', can be determined
havins examined reference surface OCB'. Generally the distribution
of parau~eters on Cl3' is not optt:nwn ln the sense of obtainl'ng
maximum thrust.
Thrust characteristics or the nozzle can be improved, it
~especially select distribution or pressure and velocity on OC~'.
providing maximum thrust. Gas-dyaaaic feature of the eiven va~1at1onal
problem is the independence of parameters on characteristic AO
and in the region to the left ot it from variation (chan~e) of
contour AB'. Therefore, the variational probl~~ is solved only
about. the extremal contour ot the sup~rsonic part of the nozzle,
passin~ throush two fixed points A and 3' and providing the
l! lstribution of paran.eters on characteristic t:l3' required from
condition of t:~ ax1 r:i u i .1 thrust.
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The problem Is solved by methods of calculus of variations
[10], [113-C16]. In this case the following distribution of
parameters on characteristic 0*}' is obtained:

cos a

rgv* tg a • sta* 9 » ronti,.

Characteristic CB', on which these relationships are fulfilled,
they are called varlatlonal. If point C coincides with point 0,
then, as la easy to note, characteristic CB* coincides with uniforr
characteristic.
Shortened nozzles, contours of which are constructed on the
base of varlatlonal characteristic, have less friction and scattering
losses in comparison with any other nozzle, contour of which passes
through the same points A and B*.
Profiles of shortened nozzles, constructed by varlatlonal
methods, somewhat differ from profiles obtained by simple shortening:
of the contour of a nozzle profiled for parallel and uniform flow
at the exit. However, the corresponding difference in coefficients
of pulse losses in this case is relatively small.
12.'J.

Fundamentals of Proflllnc Ring Nozzles

In contrast to round nozzles the diagrams of rinr nozzles are
numerous. The picture of flow in them can have noticeable llfferences,
Figure 12.8 shows some possible dlagrans of rinr nozzles [5], [12].
In nozzles on Fig. 12.8 (1) the throat is perpendicular to the
nossle axis. They are distinguished by the relative role of the
nozzle skirt and Inner body in the creation of thrust. In the type
(a) nozzle thrust is created simultaneously by the skirt ami inner
body, ana types (ü) ana (c) - inner oojy and ^kirt respectively.
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a)

-aNd)

b)

e)

i)
Fir. 12.8.
nozzles.

c)

f)

J).

jr)

K)

Some diagrams of ring

Nozzles of these types are usually calculated by the method of
characteristics for uniform and parallel flow at the exit. Immediate
calculations of contours of the type on Fig. 12.8, la in [12]
show that by displacement of lower angular point according to flow
it is possible to increase the number 'A at the nozzle exit in
comparison with number 'A of rinc nozzle with the same dimensions of
throat, but with angular points in one plane.
Utilization of a nozzle with displaced lower point allows
shorteninc of the length of ring nozzle two times in comparison with
a corresponding round nozzle.
Tables of contours of ring nozzles of the type on Fig. 12.8 lb
when n " 1.4 are contained in C7J. In this type of nozzles the
surface of the skirt does not create thrust, however the presence
of this surface diminishes the possibility of lowering of thrust
because of overexpansion.
In rinf nozzles of Fig. 12.8 II the radial plane of the throat
Is turned to a certain angle a, in this case the annular throat
■ lao conical twiape and riirects the flov; fron the engine axis. Tn
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these types of nozzles tarust can be create.; oy the nozzle ana
inner body, or only by the nozzle skirt. .-iy reanr of change of the
throat an^le various distribution of tlirur.t between tae inner body
and skirt can be obtained, w'ozzles are profiled by the r.othori of
characteristics. In this case one should bear in mind that the shape
of the inner body in any diagram of the tiven type of nozzles has
a relatively s:iiall effect on nozzle parameters if all other condition;
remain the sane.
In the three subsequent types of ring nozzles on ?ig. 12.8, Til
the throat angle provides direction of flow to the nozzle axis.
In this case thrust Is created either by the nozzle skirt and inner
body, or by only the inner body. In all diagrams of these nozzles
the preferred role usually leads to the inner body. Sometimes the
skirt Is replaced by a cylinder, which protects the flow around the
i Inner body from external effects.
Advantage of the nozzle of Pig. 12.8, Ulk (sometimes called
aerodynamic) - the possibility of substantial shortening of the
i Inner body. In this case in the end region a small flow rate of
the working substance is supplied (for example, products of (TilA)
[TNA • turbopump unit] exhaust), increasing the pressure In this
zone and lowering the losses because of shortening.
Nozzles'of the type on Pig. 12.8, III are calculated also by
the method of characteristics. As experiments show, nozzles with
radially convergent flow possess poorer parameters in ccmparison
with nozzles of Fig. 12.3, II, inasmuch .v^s the small uurfaoe of
Inner body In the region of flow constraint ines not provide It
good direction.
As can be seen, the general distinction of nozzles of •M.-. ]?. .
II and 12.8, III from nozzles of Fig. 12.8, I is turn of the thr.iat,
making it possible to noticeably shorten the lenfth of rln; noznle.
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Profiles of so:.1e d la[rnun of rin g no?.?.les can be constructed
by approxi ••tatc methods. As a n exaJuple let us consider !'lrof:tlinr
a nozzle with inner body (Pi~. 12.9).

12.9. Approximate
construction of the profile
of inner body.
Fi~.

Let us assume that in the seometrical nozzle throat the flow
velocity equal to local speed or sound and is directed at Prandtlr.1 eyer angle "c to the nozzle axis • value or which is determined
by nl.lmber "1
. c.•

,. ==("11-l
+ 1 Ju•rtttf!=!(M!-1)j-arcta(M
-1)".1.
11+J
1

c

c

~

(12.22)

Further let us assume that the fan or rarefaction waves in the
vicinity of the nozzle edge is the same as in the plkne case:
characteristics a r e rectilinear and flow paraneters on thern a~e
constant.
The c ur rent value of passaee area for gas is equal to

--- ·-· - -(12.23)

;; here

a -

;!.ach ang le.

^1"

Length of any characteristic fron the nozzle edfc to the Rurf^.cc
of inner body will be
■la I

or, with allowance for equation (12.23):

j!il

By Introducing the value of current relative area f ■ P/F
and relative section area f in the last expression, we obtain in
dimerfaionleas form:
1

f

/(i-iiJ)Mti.i f»
W

where

f
/ »■<?T
* »»
J

'•

J*

"-•

(12.?«)

n».D ■ PK/^
- dimenslonle/s end radius.
DC
lead
with

Equation (12.21) together with equation
•-ir,-»(M)-o(M)

(12.25)

determines the profile of the inner body.
Thus, for construction of the profile of the inner body Ly
approximate method we should assign the nunber ". at the exit
(determined by f ) and value T\. (0-0.5). V/hen selectinn quantities
Hw one should bear in mind the length of the inner body relatively
weakly influences the effectiveness of the nozzle. Thus, ^or inntanco,
reduction of length of pointed inner body (nw ■ 0) by Gn? iTirairr,
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tiie ,::a3-üynai;ic caaracteristics of the nozzle by 2-5''. Approxiratc
shapes of contours of the inner body when n * I.** and 'llfferent
values of -\ arc liste.1 in [1].
Dstination cf Pulse Losses In the i'ozzle
As a result of thernodynanic anJ ^as-tiynar.lc losses the thr-jst
in a void (total pulse of nozzle) is distinguished frort t)ie
theoretical value obtained in therii.olynarnic calculation, "he following
basic features, characterizing real flow in a nozzle can be Isolated.
1. iionparallelisia of velocity vector of nozzle axis and
nonunifornity of pressure in the nozzle exit section (pulse loss
on scatterinE;). These losses can be caused, for exar:ple, by
shortening; of the nozzle, profiled flow thnt is unlforr. and parallel
to axis.
2. Pulse losses on friction as a result of viscosity of
coiibustion products.
3. Nonuniformity of TIOJ parameters in nozzle throat, can
lead to nonunlformity of parameters at the nozzle section, increasing
with decrease in the lencth of the supersonic part of the nozzle.
k. Che.aical nonequilibriur. of flov , possible in cases when
the process of expansion of working r.ediu::. in tne nozzle proceeds
so rapidly that the rate of change of flow parareters is balanced
with the rates of chemical trans formations.
i). Temperature and hl£h-spoeü nonoquillbrlun between pas anM
condensate t possible durinf passar.e of twe-rhase flow in the nozzle.
In all cases the r^ccös »'ilh nonequllibrian physlcoc>ie;nical
ptieno...ena Is accoi..panieJ oy raise losses.
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6. Pulse losses because of the difference of contour of re.tl
nozzle from theoretical profile in view of characterlRtics of
technology of production and certain other reasons.
Inasmuch as results of thermodynainlc «alculatlon are used
when selecting the profile of the nozzle, comparison of real and
Ideal nozzles should be performed under the followlnp basic conditions:
a) flow rates per second of both nozzles are identical;
b) in the throat of the nozzles being compared (with the
exception of boundary layer in a real nozzle) the distribution of
parameters and properties of flow la Identical and corresponds to
equilibrium state of the working medium;
c) real and ideal nozzles have identical nozzle section areas;
,
d) real and Ideal nozzles have equal values of total nozzle
} inlet pressure p*( which when necessary can be averaged with respect
i'te flow-rate:

f

Here and further the quantities without indices pertain to
real nozzle parameters, with index "t" - to theoretical.
Perfection of the real nozzle Is evaluated quantitatively
by coefficients characterizing deviations of real processes from
Ideal.

The most important of them are the following.

losse
(ehe:..

1.

Flow coefficient of nozzle

losae;
with

o
(1P.26)

wf i-r

when
r*f~r*rr (Pt,'

S

Mp> An)) —(^Uft *w. /.p),
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2.

T-f'.ll

Pul^e coefficient of nox.iile

-1

(.IO :;-]*^

coefficient)

r

(IT.27)

e~:

when
6^-C(:

conditions:

n of
s to

Fc=Fcl: (p^s^. /,,,)= (p'tf, s,,, /ur\.

Theoretical value of total nozzle pulse P n t. must be determined
by results of tiieri.iodynarlc calculation with allowance for losses,
caused by Ir.iperfectlon of organization of processes in the combustion
chamber.
3.

Coefficient of pulse losses

areas;
(12.28)
zle
respect

I V

[Translator's Note:

n ■ total]

In accordance with the reasons enumerated above, causlnc
pulse losses in the real nozzle, coefficient of pulses can be
written so:
^Z + m-fM-M/.+W.

y

rom

(12.26)

where ;„ - coefficient of pulse losses on scatterin,'1■; t
coefficient of pulse losses on friction; C
- coefficient of pul:-.e
losses, caused by nonequlllbriun of physlcochenlcal plienomena
(ehe:..leal and phase nonequlllbrluia); ^r
- coefficient of pulse
losses in the nozzle because of distortions of profile in comparison
with theoretical as a result of technological and other reasons;
; - coefficient of pulae losses connected with features of flow
uf j.i'acl' '■'. ..:; In tae ti.roat.
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L

(12.29)

For determination of coefficients of pulse losses C. one cculi
use gas-dynar.;ic and thernodynaiaic relationships, ilov/ever '.jec^iuse
of the llmitedness of our knowledge relative to a nunber of rhenwiena
during flow in nozzles not all types of losses can be calcalPted ••;lth
sufficient accuracy.
Quantities of pulse losses in the nozzle More or less riorend
on properties and parameters of the working mediun at the nozzle
inlet, whjLch determine the mean isentropic Index of expansion n.
Therefore, values of thermodynamlc characteristics of pronellant,
. serving as basis of determination of real values of Indices of the
notsle, oust be corrected accordingly due to Inperfections of
i processes in the combustion chamber.
l
I

L
throat

the ex:

Pulse losses on scattering in a shortened profiled nozzle can
be determined with the aid of theorem of momentum, ^y v/ritinr this
PfclMorem for volume, limited by throat area, by side surfnee of the
rsonie part and nozzle section area, we obtain

where P

- total pulse of real flow at the nozzle section; r - relative

Am
of len^

ir - projection of pressure forces

'-Jir
affecting the current line (usually its quantity is listed in
radius of the nozzle;

tables of contours).
Let us Introduce gas-dynamic function Z(A) into exanlnatlon,
which when n • const Is determined so:
*(KV-

G*»9+Pttf'f

Mi)

nozzle
At cons

of LCB
For thl
hff ect
In
coo fflc
the for-

Now the formula for deuernlnatlon of coefficient of rulse losses
on scatterinr can be written in the for^
: e r* t<
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li=

Pni—P«

(Gtr.p +/>1(pf.p) I* (X,.) -11 — ^, /-„pP

Pnl

{Gw,r+pKtFtp)*{it)

na
Lth
Let us convert the expression for total pulse of flow In the
throat:

c-„+^w-/.:^(^- f+f)-2^., (.-^p.
Having shortened p *P
in the formula for c,. and consl lerinr
the expression for Gw HP + p Hp F Hp ', v;e finally obtain

(4TP^!>-^

(12.30)

u—

(^i) •"

Amount of pulse losses on dispersion depends on the relationship
of length of the supersonic part of the nozzle L„_ and radius of
Co

nozzle section, mean isentropic incex of expansion in the nozzle n.
At constant value of radius r

quantity C- is decreased with increase

of L w D as a result of decrease in nonunifornity of flow at the exit.
For this reason tr is decreased with decrease of r„ when L
■ const.
f
c
ca
hffect of n on the coefficient of pulse losses is slight.
In case of conical expansion nozzle with half an^le a

the

coefficient of pulse losses on dispersion is usually deterrrlned by
the fornula vail«! for radial flow:

5 »slnsi.
■>

7

••-'J'l-liu

(12.31)

'S :•<-i'.t. I. :u-i . I :■ '■..'. ;i) cn:i lo-.i to not'cenble errors.
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Magnitude of pulse
losses on frictlo.-i ..I Tp c.in '■ ■ fo.n ■ -i:c

resultant of friction forces alonj tiie cntlf«

^LT^^CO

.P'.M"

ntrenr.

lined
A/,T>=f2«rxJjc,

where x^*coordinate of nozzle section.
Lvnltude of friction
c
stress t le determined from solution of boundary layer equations
(see Chapter XIV), ox- according to empirical relationships through
friction coefficient C-.
If the solution of boundary layer equations is known, then the
thickness of lost pulse «•• in any section of the nozzle is usually
found. Therefore, quantity APT
can be written so:

In accordance with formula (12.28) the coefficient of
losses on friction is equal to

pulse

Considering known gas-dynamic relationship
hips
Tp

the
09,+ßS,

I + iiMj '

the
to ,
we finally obtain

«V

»r
-(,+^r)
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pan :
V

[..■

JUHutl tv 6 -* rj 'm he r-crr nrnt-e-J qual 5 latlvol;/

W'y*

r,

[Translator's Mote:

CT»

v;all]

whence, :ineciri cal ly, wc see the relationship of friction losses
to the Wrill temperature. All things belnp equal with Increase of
T
the coefficient of pulse losses on friction Is diminished.
Quality C
depenis on the length of the nozzle, radius of
nozzle section r C , n, heat cxcliance factor T C T ■ T C T /? K • and
Reynolds imaber, characterizinc flow conditions (laminar or turbulent).
At l^rje "e numbers as ^t result of the effect of wall roughness the
coefficient of pulse losses on friction cannot depend on Re. Usually
in rocket engine nozzles the flow conditions are turbulent. ■"
Coefficient of pulse losses CT grows with Increase in the
nozzle lon(jtn at f , r , n ■ const as a result of increase of
nozzle surface. With decrease in radius r at L . T , n ■ const,
_
C
C
CT
and also vith decrease of fCT ,' n at r^,
L
■
const
coefficient
c
c
4
is increaso'i in connection with increase of gas density in
thio boundiry layer.
Ilelta'-jllity t>f enlculatlo'i ieterr inatlon or r
lepends on
,
the uc(".Ji' ti;y of rioluilor of Louni'ry la.vcr equatloi.s. Accordln"
to Jlat:. t. ic.tl dutr. ■ , = 0.'ll-,.r_;.

ru'iiual ftn1 .llv ; f t'lo-.;

.:•■;. c le»-.; Ii. ti ^ t.,ri.-t, le-;dln,' t'- 'lor;1«-;•
nr^r-.le oy\\ .

;'(.;i
'.'[..■
,r

t

''
.

' ■

,

i

■

*

.

. ;

■'■■.•■•■.,

-1

*
'

.

J

:

' I"

:. •

' •

::,■■:.

t 'it.'

;:!:'ip«>

Calculation determination of pulse losses ro £ rosult or
nonequillbrlum of physicochenical pheno:i:cna present -ra^f. .:lfn.cultlc<
Baalc physicochemical phenomena, lea&in;-; to decrep.fie In r.reniric
thrust, can be considered speed and ter.pernturc nonequlllbrlirr. .In
two-phase flows and chenical nonequilibriun of t!ie expansion nroces;;
(see Chapter XI). '.'onequilibrluir. processes In two-phase flows are
considered in the follov/in;; chapter.
The decree of nonequilibrlun (?
increases) v/ith decrease
in the tlwe the worklns "'ediuir. stays in the nozzle T

.J£.

(12.33)

, wh*re L - distance from nozzle entrance; w - flow velocity.
!

By graphic Integration we can determir* T and compare It with
value T for an engine, accepted as a protocype. v;ith equality
TM and pressures In noszles of comparable engines the correspondlnr
c
pulse losses on nonequillbrlum can be taken close.
As follows from formula (12.30), pulse losses on scatterlnr
depend on distribution of flow parameters along the nozzle. As
a result of possible deviations of nozzle contour from theoretical
for technological and other reasons, distribution of flow parameters
along the nozzle can become different, which Increases pulse losses
on scattering. This is evaluated quantitatively by the Introduction
of coefficient
of pulse losses
i f . Quantity Crl M depends on
«I
.
■ ■
distortion of the nozzle wall angle, distortion of radius and
length of the nozzle.
M

During flow of vise.as gas in the vicinities of anrular point
a number of features appears, caused Ly viscosity, "orresnondlncr
pul?e losses can be considered by a special coefriclent, quantity
of which Is usually small.
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wonanlfornlty of flow in the throat ana viscosity of ".as,
fein ■ M.inifer'.teo in the formation of boundary layer, also lead to
decrease of flow rate tlirou, n the nozzle, which is usually evaluated
by flow coefficient u. Plow coefficient u n is usually detemlnecl
experimentally. It can be written so:
l\ = l-AJV-dfV
(12.3't)

3)

where quantity (1-Awr), consiaerin:-: the nonuniformity of flow
parameters, is determined by experimental or calculation relationships
(Vic- 12.10), and the effect of friction is considered with the aid
of displace.aent thickness 6* by formula

Wr?*=2aKvlr*r

(12.35)

/or smooth pipes coefficient a is equal to one. Macnltude of
flo. coefficient for rocket engine nozzles comprises y = 0.98-1.0.

Pig. 12.10. For determination
of flow coefficient of the
mozzle.
rs
<♦

on

«I

(I

/Jfrt/r^

In conclusion let vus establish the connection between pulse
coefficients ^ ani coefficients of pulse losses £., considering
particular types cf losses. AccorJinj to formulas (12.28) and
(12.20)

-i

S^-i-Sd-^).
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(12. sro

■^-•^^"

When evaluating the particular values of pulse c.-officl^r.i:: ■.
it Is revealed that they all are close to one, 'J:Js r-vos " b.-.r;'.«
for substituting fornula (12.36) oy frequejitly a^plieü r^rrcy.i ':tc
formula of type

or
?c=VPTp?.Vf/H-

(12.37)

Values of coefficient $ for enßlnes v;ith hoir.o^eneoun combustion
products comprise 0.95-0.98. Pulse losses for two-phase working
medium are considered In the following chapter.
12.6.

Some Principles of Selection of a .'Jozzle

Selection of a nozzle for an engine is deterinined by concrete
tactical-technical requirements, Imposed on flight vehicles. Uozzle
of the engine, as its other elements, must guarantee maximum thrust
at the least possible weight. Furthermore, selectioifof a nozzle
can frequently be limited by some additional requirer.ents, for
example, by the cooling capability, arrangement of the engine on
the flight vehicle.

!

Solution of practical problems of selection of an extremal
nozzle is based on analysis of values of thrust coefficients in
a void and at altitude H (Kp , K« ), determined with allowance Tcr
n
h
losses in the nozzle. We will consider that comhustlon chamber
Ifith subsonic part of the nozzle are assisneJ and mean isentronlc
Index of expansion in the nozzle, flow rate of fas and other ther...dynamic characterietlcs are known. For example let us exarlne thi
problem of selection of supersonic contour from the faril.v of nozzle;
contours, providing maximum value of Kp under some assif.ned
n
conditions. Conditional thrust characteristics of the fanliy oV
nozzle contours with angular point, necessary for solution of the
problem, are listed on Fig. 12.11.
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1''1&• 12.11. Thrust characteristics of farnily of nozzle contours
n • const; TcT • const:
nozzle contours; ----- lines of
constant values or Kp ; -·-·-·-·-- lines of constant side surface of
n
Qca • const.

wi~n

1. i•ozzle with 1naxir.:urn pulse at constant relative side surface
or the supersonic part of the nozzle uca • const. Among the family
or nozzle contours there are selected shortened contours which

have id~ntical si<ie surface ~ce • Gc 6 /F KP (for exanpl ~ , 1\9). It
is obvious that the i"equired properties of !TI.axirnum pulse when
pos eased by a nozzle, contour of ~'fhich is terminated
0ca
at the point of
ica • const with the line of constant
0).

value Kp
n

2. Nozzle with maximum pulse. when f c • const. Such a nozzle
is 1ocated on the point of contact o line CF fc • co st with line
of constant value Kp • const (Point H). Nozzles with the same
.
n
value of f c, out loneer or shorter len:;:th, will i1ave p;reater pulse
\i.'l:C 1 decrease in lenr;:t l1 the scatterinp: los:Jes st. ongly
ln crease,
the friction los!'les row.

3.
• const.

Nozzle with
~clect,lon

G axi ~ u~

of

s<..~C •l

"tlUlse at constant Ien~th r
• .'"'ce r KP =
c11
a nozzle from t r1e fa r.:ilie:; or shortened
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contours Is perfomeJ analogously to previous cases. Point of
contact of straight line L
= const with line ::c = const deterulnes
n
the required nozzle (line D2, point O')- Other nozzles or the s^ne
length, but with larger or smaller quantity f , have larpe pulse
losses: in the first case dispersion losses, which are not cormensated
by increase of f c strongly increase, in the second - pulse droos

as a result of decrease of f c .
Above, only certain limitations, beinc imposed on selection of
the nozzle have been examined, in this case the equivalent of weicht
of the nozzle with respect to thrust was not considered. Combined
limitations are possible in principle when, for example quantities
f,. and ÜCB„ are assigned. In all cases of selection of lozzles
c
„
_
quantities ü . f or Z_B must be desicnated with allowance for
CB
c
Co
the effect of external conditions and weight of the nozzle, in this
case role of the latter is determined on the basis of ballistic
calculations of the flight rajectory.
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CHAPTER

XIII

TWO-PHASE PLOW IN A NOZZLE
In the chapter are examined questions of flow of two-phase
combustion products In a nozzle. Possible amounts of losses of
specific thrust and method of calculation of nonequlllbrlum two-phase
flows Is given with allowance for the possibility of collision and
fusion of liquid particles of metal oxides.
13.1.

Basic Features

Combustion products of metallized propellants In most cases
contain a considerable quantity of condensed metal oxides.
Two cases should be separated: the first, when pressure of
vapors of oxide at the combustion temperature Is insignificantly low,
and second, when it comprises a noticeable amount relative to
overall pressure. In the first case the gas contains an insignificant
quantity of metal oxide, condensation is accomplished during
combustion and condensation can not be considered In the process of
expansion. Examples of such propellants are fuels with the additions
of metals Al, Be, Mg, oxides of which AlpO^, BeO, MgO have low
pressure of saturated vapors. Weight fraction of these condensed
products during expansion, as a rule, Is changed Insignificantly.
Another type of propellant is, for example, B^HQ + H202. In the
combustion chamber boric oxide B^Oj can be entirely In gas phase
and precipitate into condensate, with lowering of temperature in
the nozzle.
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In the first case the characteristic process of Interaction
between gas and condensed phases In the nozzle is acceleration of
particles and their cooling - transmission of heat to gas.
In the
second case there is added another process of condensation of oxide
vapors.
Assumptions about equilibrium acceleration, heat exchange and
condensation with expansion of combustion products in the nozzle,
accepted in thermodynamic calculation, are approximate and are needed
in refinement for conversion to real characteristics of the engine.
Basic Characteristics of Condensate
For examination of the interaction between gas and condensate
we must know the basic characteristics of both phases. Earlier
(Chapter VII) were determined thermodynamic and thermo gas-dynamic
properties of gaseous products; from reference books the thermodynamic
properties of the most important solid and liquid metal oxides are
known. Such properties as density, coefficient of viscosity and
surface tension have been studied less. For certain oxides these
data are listed on Table 13.1.
Table 13.1.
oxides.

Physical properties of certain
Density
l,)-10-3 kg/m3

Oxide

TM°K
solid

AI2O3

2303

3,9'i

BeO

•2820

723

3,01
3,58
1.82

1700

2.013

3075
BJOJ

Li20

Note

Coefflclunt«

liquid

r, N.s/m2

3,03
2. .56

0,06

1.7

0.50
(2100° K)

9 N/m

0,7
0,3
0.11
(2100oK)

Heat of
meltiri);
kJ/k.;

1149.7
2845,3
1020.8
330.63
1630.3

-

Properties of solid oxides are given
at normal temperature, liquid - at
the melting point.

[Translator's Mote:

subscript n/i = meltlnr].
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The combustion temperature of propellants, as a rule. Is higher
than the melting point of oxides, therefore, liquid particles under
the action of forces of surface tension assume a spherical shape.
The most important characteristic of condensed phase, which
we will also call disperse phase, is the size of its component
particles. We distinguish mono and polydisperse systems. The first
Includes those which consist of particles of identical size; their
obtaining Is a difficult technical problem.
The particles, which form during combustion of metallized
propellants, will form a polydisperse system, i.e., have different
sizes. The complete picture of dispersity is characterized by
distribution curve of mass of disperse phase according to sizes of
particles, example of which is listed on Fig. 13.1.

Fig. 13-1. Function of
distribution density.

On this curve along the axis of abscissa are plotted values of
radii (or diameters) of particles from the smallest to the biggest,
and along the axis of ordlnates - so-called function of density of
distribution
Mo &r

where M0 - overall mass of all particles; AM - mass of their narrow
fraction In the size range from r to r + Ar.
Polydisperse condensate can be characterized by average sizes
of particles. Among them the most important In our case is average
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weight radius1
r*m~{z(r)rdr.

(13.1)

o

Here 0 and » conditionally designate the minimum and maximum
sizes of particles. According to experimental data the combustion
products contain particles with radius from fractions of a micron
to tens of microns. During combustion of blended solid propellants
with aluminum and beryllium additives particles of oxides with radius
r
= 0.5-2 um will be formed [12]. Behind the nozzle section,
according to experimental data, particles are coarser and their sizes
reach r zm = 5-8 pm.
Characteristics of Motion of Two-Phase Mixture
in a Nozzle
Gas is accelerated in the nozzle as a result of pressure gradient,
affecting the volume of gas. Particles can accelerate only under
the action of aerodynamic forces, which appear with gas blowing
them, i.e., in order to accelerate, they inevitably must move
slower, lagging behind gas. Analogously the heat of particles can
be transferred to gas only in the presence of a temperature difference.
Both these processes are nonequilibrlum, are accompanied by energy
dissipation in the process of exchange between phases, entropy of
the mixture Increases and the process of expansion seems less effective
in comparison with equilibrium case. In this case the greater the
losses the greater the delay of particles with respect to velocity
and temperature.
Let us examine which factors In the simplest case determine
the lag of particles.

^n this chapter the following system of designations is used:
quantities pertaining to the entire condensate have index "z," to
i-th fraction - "i," to a separately considered particle - "p."
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Force, affecting the particle of mass m In the flow of
accelerating gas. Is equal to the product of mass of the particle
by Its acceleration:
m

riwp

1

Cx*r], I», -1»/.! to - w,) C-

(13.2)

In accordance with Stokes law, at small Reynolds numbers

Re,=

?/>(»,—»„je,

the drag coefficient is equal to

Then, by substituting C

in equation (13.2) we obtain

a,

2 . _2 iwp

e r
'-w/'==^:
'
9% "
rfx

(13.3)

The obtained equation allows revealing the effect of basic
factors, which determine losses of specific thrust because of
high-speed lag of particles.
Average velocity of motion of a two-phase mixture w can be
written so:
W^WpZ-\-W,(\-z)=W,~('W,-W)z.

(13.^)

Quantity w is lowered with increase in lag of condensate. If
we do not consider the change in gas velocity, lowering of w is
proportional to the square of radius of particles and to acceleration
dw /di. In order to explain the role of acceleration, let us note
that comparatively small lags of particles are discussed, then
acceleration of condensate in the nozzle Is a quantity close to
acceleration of gas. If some average velocity in the nozzle is
equal to w , then the time of stay in the nozzle with length L
comprises
expa:..;
313

[Translator's Note:

cp = average.]

hence acceleration in order of quantity
~
rft

dt

Lc

m'

Inasmuch as w c and w cp approximately do not depend
on the size of
r
the nozzle, it is evident that acceleration is inversely proportional
to the length of the nozzle. Since all nozzles are approximately
similar geometrically and L C ^ d H p , the greater d H p , is the less

acceleration and the less the lag of particles.
to write

Now it is possible

The completed analysis is rough, but it correctly reveals basic
regularities. Prom equations (13.^) and (13.5) it follows
qualitatively that losses of specific thrust because of high-speed
lag of particlealncrease so:
with increase of weight fractions of condensate - linearly;
with increase in the sizes of particles - proportional to square
of radius of particles;
with decrease in the diaifieter of nozzle thrust - inversely
proportional to diameter.
It Is possibje to show that temperature lag of particles 1,determined by these factors in the same proportionality.
13.2.

Thermodynamic Estimation of Maximum
Possible Losses

l

.- i- t'sthr.-itU-n of me rci^ of ieviatlons of i!.-- prr.je.v ,r
exp-i:i.'l t. )f t.w --phüGe r:.!;-: ^ ure fror; equilibrium Lt i-j. u.;e: .', *.
u'-

^^

examine limiting cases of high-speed and temperature lag of condensate,
Total Equilibrium with Respect to Velocity and
The Absence of Heat Exchange
Between Phases
With equilibrium expansion the outflow velocity Is determined
by formula

w^VW,
where AI ■ I H - I C - drop of enthalpy in J/kg. In the absence of
heat exchange between phases the temperature and enthalpy of condensate
remain constant, due to which the enthalpy of 1 kg of working
substance is diminished to quantity

«/,=«(/„-/«)•
Here I.a N
z c - enthalpy of condensate at the combustion chamber
exit and the nozzle section during equilibrium expansion.
Then
At the same time, with the absence of heat supply from partio"!
the temperature of gas at the nozzle section is lowered, i.e., d
of enthalpy of gas phase Increases. This Increase can be evaluate^
In the following manner.
In the absence of heat exchange between phases and total
equilibrium with respect to velocity the process of expansion is
isentropic. The entropy of 1 kg of gas phase in this instance will
be less than the entropy of gas at the nozzle section in case of
equilibrium expansion to quantity
Jj

f = ,-f; («..-«.,).

where s z

H

a z c - entropy of condensate in the combustion chamber

and at the nozzle section with equilibrium expansion.
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Hence a decrease of enthalpy of 1 kg of gas at the nozzle section
with expansion to the same pressure p , which Is also in equilibrium
case, approximatelj' comprises

where T

- equilibrium temperature at the nozzle section.

Then the overall drop of enthalpy of 1 kg of working substance
during expansion with temperature nonequilibrlum will be equal to
A/.pr

A/-^//1(-/fcH-crc'sI1(-sIC).

In accordance with the accepted model of calculation the temperature
of condensate in the process of expansion does not change; consequently,
if the thermal capacity of liquid phase c is considered constant:

Then

and specific thrust coefficient, considering temperature nonequilibrlum,
comprises

—/'-^t'-M'+'-^h
tc,

*1-^

-.(l+ln^)].

(13.6)

Let us consider for example a typical blended solid propellant,
consisting of 70* NH^CIO^, 20* binder (polyester) and 10* Al. When
p = 40 and p = 1 bar the propellant has the following equilibrium
thermodynamic characteristics:
7'.( = 3220oKv ^ = 2050^, av = 2445 m/s,
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2=0.19.

m^^***

Thermal capacity of aluwlnu/n oxl(Je comprl;u-:; c • l^.'o .)/j<g"letf.
Dy substituting theti«? quantltlen In fonnula (lj.6) we ubtai»i
♦HPT

"

0 988

'

'

Thus, maximum loss of outflow velocity, caused by lemperature
nonequlllbrlum, under characteristic comlltlons for solid propellunts
comprises a quantity on the order of one percent.
Total High-Speed Nonequllibrluir, at Equilibrium
Heat Exchange
The considered model Is conditional. In this Instance the gas
does not Interact with particles mechanically, does not perform works
with respect to their acceleration in the nozzle. Therefore, kineticenergy of particles can be disregarded, however, the weight content
of condensate in combustion products (flow rate) in this case
remains constant.
By assuming In the first approximation that the temperature at
the nozzle section does not change while maintaining a pressure ratio,
we obtain that the gas velocity must be increased, since the entire
drop of enthalpy is expended on acceleration only of gas:

'"'~/£h

(13.7)

Here ■>, «p - gas velocity with total high-speed nonequlllbrlum
However, the average outflow velocity, determined by formula
(13. 0, Is decreased, since w • 0. On the basis of formulas (13.^)
and (13.7) it will comprise
i

Specific thrust coefficient, considering high-speed nonequlllbrlum,
when w„ % 0 will be equal to
'mpm '

\-Z

Iftf.

v 'it. »mull vilu.-.i of z (lee;- '. hun U.;'-0.j):
(1 j.0)

'»C »

Por the exumpie considered above the quantity ut' löeaea, a:'
(.•an be ufM-n rrom expresBion (13.H), comprlaea about 10*.
intfl
Thun, the errect of high-speed nonequlllbrlum la considerably
more than temperature, and the .-imount of poanible loaaea of specific
thrust ly very considerable.
Hlgh-apeed nonequlUblrum la reflected alao on the flow rate of
3

working medium turough the nozzle.

rks
tic

For determination of flow rate of two-phase aubatance with total

t

nlgh-apeed nonequlllbrlum known formula (9.16) can be used:

ü = A(n)-P%.
\ RJ'K
Here A(n) - function of mean Isentroplc Index, change of which as
a result of nonequlllbrlum Is not considered.
With assigned parameters of working substance at the nozzle
Inlet (p"K • and 1' H •) and constants F up and A(n) the flow rate is a
function of gas constant, which iepends on the character of the
expansion process. With equilibrium expansion the gas constant
of the mixture Is equal to
«0

HK

H,(\-2)

and the flow rate

d

A(n)

P^y
K ' kP

\ "/?/(i-^r;

With total high-speed nonequllibrlum the gas In expanded without
aotlon on the part of condensate (thermal effect Is dlaregarled),
as pure gas, and Its flow rate Is equal to

Inasmuch as the relative content of condensate In gas in this
case Is retained, the total flow rate of working substance comprises

Relationship of flow rates at assigned nozzle Inlet pressure
In cases of total high-speed equilibrium and limiting high-speed
nonequllibrlum Is equal to

Thus, high-speed lag of particles from gas In the nozzle can
lead to considerable Increase In the flow rate In comparison with
equilibrium, all things being equal. It is interesting that the
flow rate Increases in the same degree in which the average outflow
velocity Is lowered.
13.3.

Nonequilibrium Expansion of
Two-Phase Flow

Experimental data attest to the considerable increase of losses
of specific thrust in (PATT) [RDTT - solld-propellant rocket engine]
operating on alumlnlzed propellant In comparison with RDTT operating
on propellants without metal. The quantity of these additional
losses can reach several percent.
The analysis given above shows that "two-phase" losses can be
the basic reason for deterioration of the degree of perfection of
the process in the engine. In connection with this, in recent years
abroad considerable attention has been given to determination of
such losses [9].
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Below ia exumlneJ the method of calculation of nonoqu.lllbrlum
two-phaae flow In a rocket engine nozzle [8j.
As obviously follows from 1 Ij.l the quantity of lag of particles
from gas la determined to a decisive degree by their size. Calculations
show that particles with diameter less than a micron under typical
conditions of natural engines have velocity close to the velocity of
gas, and coarse particles move with considerable lag. Ultimately,
for example, the velocity of motion of particles 1 and 10 um in size
relative to each other can comprise several hundred m/s. As a
result of the relative motion of particles of different fractions
collisions can occur between Lhcm, and In the case of liquid
particles - fusion and coar.ienlng of dropo. This phenomenon must
be taken Into account during calculation of two-phase flow.
With description of processes the following assumptions are
taken.

;es
ie]

Flow Is adlabatlc, Insulated with respect to mass, onedlmenslonal and stationary; during expansion the weight fraction,
composition and thermal capacity of gas and condensate are constant;
pressure, caused by Brownlan movement of particles, Is negligible;
the temperature of condensate particle Is Identical over Its entire
volume; the volume of condensate is negligible; heat exchange between
particles and gas is only convectlve; viscosity and thermal
conductivity of gas are manifested only during interaction with
particles and are functions of temperature; particle concentration
is rather small, which allows considering them independent durlnj
Interaction with gas and not considering the simultaneous collision
of three and moie particles.
It is assumed that distribution of particles according to their
masses is determined by normalized mass function of the density of
distribution g(m):

dü(m)—0^(01) dm,
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where m - rnaua of pft.-tlcl«, fl,y urui 'iü(m) - flow raiv of entire
comJeriH.'ite and partlcleo of Craotlon m.
Limits of Integration ü and - uondltionaily designate minimum
and maximum masses of particles, being considered in calculation.
As Initial data there are prescribed characteristics and
properties of gas and condensate, distribution of particles according
to sizes at the nozzle inlei and also nozzle profile.
During calculation of nonequilibrium flow in a nozzle of
prescribed contour In the region of the throat where the gas
velocity Is equal to the local speed of sound in gas (number M « 1),
a specific point is encountered: derivatives necessary for numerical
integration must be calculated by a formula of type
ax

M-

r

where A - some function.
For passing through point M ■ 1 it Is necessary to specifically
select Initial data. In order that the numerator would become zero
simultaneously with the denominator: A(x) » 0 and M - 1. This is
a very laborious procedure.
It is expedient to solve so-called "inverse" problem. In the
prescribed nozzle contour equilibrium flow of two-phase mixture Is
considered and the relationship is determined, for example, of the
density of gas to coordinate along the axis of the nozzle - PpCx).
Other parameters can be used also, such as pressure p(x), velocity w, (x) , etc.
For the found density distribution there Is considered nonequilibrium flow: along axis x all parameters of gas and particles
are determined. In this Instance, as we shall see below, a specific
point does not appear. By knowing In each section the flow rate
(equal to equilibrium), the velocity and density of gas, we can flnu
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i.(i<' nroa uf \ u< nn'/.'/.l* from '-iriil tr, of oont, 1 mil t y , 1 .■ . , lii.tTfiilni'
Ihv '.•cut.iiui' !' Mil* iH-w Huz'/n'', :lu.'ii Lu the iHinidur "1' ilrlii'ii.
IM ihiii nosävjji.' i'ii'unit'ifMM of tionequlJibrlum ri'-w fin.' kn-wn.
Culoulallon u? equl Itbi'tum I'low hi the obtained noz'/.lv /»nii oump/irluon
of Itu pa^.•^m»•1.'•r^'. with nonequllIbrlum glvaa the poaslbi^lty of
determinlnji luu^fj uf apeclflc thrust.
Thus, we will nolvo "Inverse" problem of nonequlllbrlum flow,
from thf.' beginning without allowing for collisions and fusion of
particles (without allowing for coagulation).
With the uaed assumptions relative to properties of gas and
condensate equilibrium two-phase flow can be calculated by usual
gas-dynamic relationships.
For description of nonequlllbrlum flow the entire range of the
mass of particles is decomposed into n parts so that parameters of
particles with masses, intermediate between selected m. (1 « 1, 2,
..., n), could be determined by Interpolation.
Let us write equations of motion and heat exchange of particles
with mass m, in the following form:
'/«'/
1

rix

Qilui, — wi)\w, — wl\nd,l

.,

"

2

4

lit

where w., d., T. , I - velocity, diameter, temperature, and also
specific enthalpy (on 1 kg) of particle of mass m.; C . , a. coefficients of resistance and heat output for this particle.
By changing to derivative with respect to x and taking into account
that

dl^ ctdTu

v'1

we finally obtain
ami

(13.9)

'T, _to,(rt-Tt)
d*

Coefficients
by relationships,
rarefaction, when
commensurate with

(13.10)

WldlQßt,

of resistance and heat exchange can be determined
considering the effect of inertial forces and
the length of free path of molecules becomes
the size of the particle.

Resistance coefficient
^ _

w<

(13.11)
" Re, WfrT
where R^ » to|,r<" "'I^

' '

- Reynolds number,

ii

M,«1"-^-^
- Mach number,
a

Heat output coefficient
a,=

Nu/>,

wljere Nu. - Nusselt number, determined by formula:
Nu/=-

Nu?
1+3.42-^-^?
Re/Pr
'

(13.12)

NuJ=2 + 0(46Re;0KPr0-33.
Here Pr - Prandtl number of gas phase.
Quantities designated by index "0" above are determined with
allowance for forces of viscosity and inertlal forces, without the
index - with allowance for even rarefaction.
Continuity equation for gas is written so;
Q1W,F=(\—Z)ü.
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For condensate let uo introduce rur.ctlon pdn), defining the
mass of particles of fraction m In a unit of volume Is the product
p(m)dm. From equation of continuity for particles of fraction m

and equation of jontlnulty for gas we obtain the expression for this
function:
I —^

(13.13)

Wim)

Equation of motion of gas must be written with allowance for
volumetric force, acting on the part of rho condensate:

dx

-it.I pt

A unit of gas volume on the part of particles of fraction m
Is affected by force equal to the product of their mass by acceleration and opposite in sign:
a

dp(m)^-Q(rn)

J!iJ£läm
UX

or, taking Into account expression (13.13):
\ —z

w (m)

dx

Force acting on the part of particles, contained in a unit of
volume, comprises

^-rzr^J'^-^)^Finally the motion of equation of gas assumes the form:
^^^-l-^^^^- g{m)dm^.

32^

(13.1M

'

— !■

Squation of conoervatlon of energy o' the mixture If obtained
from the condition that energy, being carried through any section
of the nozzle, remains constant with respect to x, i.e.,

C,»/1/#+ ^ j-I-/'f ö(m)»(m)(/(/n)+i^£.)</«-con8t.
Let us divide the last equation by constant p-WpK and substitute
the value of p(m) from equation (13.13). During differentiation
with respect to x we obtain in final form:

i\-z){ t

dx '

-j-w{m)

'

c.

tx

^+

ifw(m)
dx

(13.15)

Let us write equation of state of gas of constant composition
(p, «const)

In differential form
S
_L4£.
p dx

1 dT,
T, dx

1 tfO,_0i
Q, dx

(13.16)

System of equations (13-9), (13-10), (13.1i<)-(13.16) Is supplemented by the known relationship

e,-/W.

(13.17)

Let us introduce designations:
f

'

l'dw(m)

A, = - —j i),w, J

~~x

o

K3 =

_L

ISL.

U,

Jx
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v
g(m)cim;

^am

Then equation:) (Ij. I'l)-(1 j. 10 ) tukö the form

«, 1»' (.r •JL' -k- ■
r >ix

T,

(13.18)

3

iix ~

'

ite

Thuf., for deLerminalion of 2n + 3 unknowns (w. , T. , wtt 7",, p)
we have 2n + 3 equations.
Having solved system of equations (13.18) relative to derivatives,
we obtain expressions for them in evident form

K^KL + JIJ.
llW,

P

cpT,
dx

cn

dp

i,

dx

C T

p >

p
fp

dx

(13.19)

dw,
dX

Calculation of parameters of nonequillbrium two-phase flow is
accomplished In such a sequence.
It is assumed that in the combustion chamber in section x with
a rather large relative area (and, accordingly, low velocity) the
gas and condensate are In equilibrium and from this condition there
are determined Initial data - values of unknown parameters. Flow
rate of the mixture and (h =/(*) are determined during calculation
of equilibrium flow In a nozzle of prescribed profile.
Parameters of nonequillbrium flow in section x + AX are determined by numerical integration of equations (13.9), (1.3.10) and
(13.19). After w,, T. , and w, s are determined as a result of fulfillment of the integration step in section x K + ix, gas temperature is

■"

-

-

more accurately and simply calculated by finite relationship, obtained
from equation of energy in integral form:

Wi Wp

.

Xtif 8

^

m
100

It is expedient to determine the pressure in this case from equation
of state.
Area of the nozzle after each integratio/i step is found from
equation of nonequillbrium by known parameter'J and flow rate of
gas. Repetition of the described procedure gives values of parameters
of nonequillbrium flow along the entire nozzle. The shown calculation
Is rather laborious and Is done on an electronic computer.
13.4.

Coagulation of Particles of Condensate
in the Nozzle
Estimation of the Possible Role of
Collisions of Particles

As was noted earlier, particles of different sizes move in fhd
nozzle, at different velocity. Figur; 13.2 shows typical results of
calculation of high-speed lag of par;lcles from gas, obtained by the
methods given in the previous paragraph for conditions: z = 0.32,
a Kp ■ 100 mm and *K
p ■ 40 bar. The nozzle vprofile is shown on this
figure. It Is evident that tne maximum difference of velocities of
gas and condensate t?kes place after the nozzle throat and for
particles 10-20 um in diamtt^r conprlses several hundred meters per
second. Let us note that at such velocities of blowing of drops,
their deformation and splitting are possible.

32'i

Fig. 13.2. High-speed lag of particles
of various sizes in the nozzle.

The velocity of motion of particles relative to each other
also reaches considerable quantities. Thus, in the region of the
throat and downstream the difference of velocities of particles of
unequal sizes comprises about 250 m/s for drops 1 and 5 m in diameter
and reaches 500-700 m/s for particles 1 and 10-20 ym in diameter.
In order to clearly represent the possible role of the process
of collision of particles, let us examine such a typical case. In
the throat region of the nozzle the density of condensate PZ. I.e.,
mass of particles In a unit of volume, comprises a quantity of the
order of M).5-1.0 kg/m . Let us assume chat condensate consists of
two fractions having diameters d^ = 2 um and 5 um, weight fractions
of which relative to condensate comprise 0.8 and 0.2, respectively.
Having made use of the obvious formula for the number of
particles in a unit of volume
0.-/

*HV/

«,-=

in the considered case when p_z = 1.0 and p P - 2.4-10

3

kg/m

3

we obtain

the following quantities:
«,=0.8-1014 and r^U-lO12

particles/m 3

The velocity relative to motion of fractions comprises about
200 m/s according to data of Fig. 13.2. Each particle with diameter
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5 Min, moving relative to two-micron, in a unit of time should encounter
those of them which are contained In volume
V = \wpl - wp2\ n (r,,, + r^f,

(13-20)

i.e., with n,^ particles.
Diagram of this process is shown on Fig. 13.3.

Pig. 13.3. For calculation of
the number of collisions of
particles.

Substitution of numerical values gives the quantity of collisions
of one five-micron drop with two-micron:
n1l/,=2.10!.3,14T3^-10-«)2-0,8' M)"*=0,6.10« s"1.
Let us roughly estimate the number of collisions of one drop
during the time of passing a path with length on the order of the
throat diameter in the throat region. Assuming that velocity
■3
"
_i
w - * 10 ni/s» then the time of passage of path L = 10
m is
t-^-^10- s.
In this time there will occur
yV = nlV"T=0,6l01=60 collisions.
Thus, a rough estimation shows that a five-micron drop during
the time of passage of the throat region will encounter approximately
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60 two-micron.
If each encounter leads to fusion, then the mass of
the particle will Increase to
3
mn~mi 14-60 (-|-) ]=--3,84m„

i.e., Increases almost 4 times, and the diameter Increases v 3,84» 1,6
times and reaches approximately 8 urn. The relationship of weight
fractions of particles of both fractions is changed even more
substantially.
However, the assumption about fusion of drops with every
encounter is not always valid. During collisions with high velocities,
obviously some of the encounters, close to the tangent, will not
lead to fusion. Results of investigation of the process of
collisions, deformation, splitting of drop by gas flow under various
conditions of blowing are contained in special literature. For
quantitative evaluation of the role of these processes reliable
data are necessary about the physical properties of liquid oxides
of metals.
Equations for Calculation of Coagulation of
Particles in the Nozzle
Let us introduce function n(m) - calculating distribution
density of particles along masses, determining the number of
particles of fraction m in a unit of volume. In accordance
with expression (13.13)

As before, we will consider the particle trajectories during
approach rectilinear and each collision effective, i.e., leading
to fusion. Then each particle of fraction m. during time dt will
encounter those particles of fraction m, which are contained in
volume V, determined by an equation analogous to equation (13.20).
The number of these particles of fraction m comprises
i.V - '-[d(m) • (il\2\w{m)~u'i[fi(m)iimili.

Evaluations show that in all cases of Interest it is sufficient to
consider only two-body collisions of particles.

derlvli
of fum

Let us Introduce a designation for coagulation constant
Kim,, m)~-Z-[ä(m) + dl]i\w(m)-wl\

(13-22)

The physical meaning of the Introduced quantity - amount of
collision^ occurring In a unit of time between particles m. and m
with their concentration along one particle in a unit of volume.
All particles of fraction m. during time dt will encounter
Kittiu m)n(mi)n{m)dmidmdj
particles of fraction m. However, after the collision the mass
of particle m. increases and it leaves fraction m. . By integrating
with respect to m from 0 to », we obtain the expression for rate of
decrease in the concentration of particles of fraction ra. because
of collisions with all the remaining particles
r*

i

~

t

[—«(»»,)<//», l_=s-Ä(/n/)rf/nJ f/a/n,. m)«(mWOT.

(13.23)

With fusion of two particles there Is formed a new, coarser,
m ■ m. + m, entering fraction m'. If we continue to consider
fraction m. , the particles of this masb will be formed with fusion
of two finer ones, having masses m and m. - m.

Nu

(13.25)
paragra
paramet
conditl
Le

reforroei
tempera
example
particle
particlf
velocity

1

Just as before, examination gives r.uch an expression for Increase
of the number of particles of fraction m. due to this process:

— /i («,)<//»,
(H

— dm,

(m, m, - m)n{m)n(m, - m)dm.

(13.24)

If we us
HO m/s h
Thi
ing chan
the basi
of fract
momentum
quant it 1<
account
of energ'
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By summing expressions (13.23) and fl3.24) and changing to
derivative of x, we obtain integral-differential equation for change
of function n(m) as a result of fusions of particles:
dn (mi)

~-=

n(mi) C „.

>

,

> .

,

ti /((m,, m)n(m)dm-\o

m//2
m,/2

H

\ K(m,mi-m)n{m'\n{m, — m)dm.

/-,-.

n(-^

Numerical solution for n selection fractions n of equations
(13.25) together with (2n + 3) equations, examined In the previous
paragraph, gives the possibility of determining all the necessary
parameters of gas and particles in the nozzle under assigned inlet
conditions.
Let us note that as a result of fusion of two particles, the
reformed, coarser one will have -1 higher velocity and lower
temperature than particles of Its size (mass), but "older age" for
example, moving the nozzle inlet. Thus, for instance, when a
particle 5 urn in diameter is formed as a result of fusion of two
particles with diameters approximately 3 and 4.5 um, then its
velocity can be found from condition of conservation of momentum

If we use the data of Fig. 13-2 then It turns out to be approximately
^0 m/s higher than the velocity of basic fraction d = 5 ym.
This can be taken into account in the calculation by corresponditig change of average velocity of particles of fraction m.. As
the basis for determination of the amount of change In velocities
of fractions with coagulation we use condition of conservation of
momentum: interaction between particles must not change the
quantities of motion of the whole condensate. For taking into
account analogous temperature- shift we use condition of conservation
of energy of condensate.
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Some Results of Calculations of Nonequillbrium
Two-Phase Flows with Coagulation
Let us cite £ome results of calculations on an electronic
computer, obtained for combustion products of solid propellant, having
combust Ion-chamber temperature T = 3100-3200oK and containing in
their composition 13-38* condensed aluminum oxide. Nozzle inlet
pressure in different cases varied from 10 to 80 bar, diameter of
nozzle throat - from 20 to 500 mm.
In all cases we assumed that at the nozzle inlet the particles
are distributed according sizes in accordance with logarithmicnormal law with root-mean-square deviation a = 1.5 and average
geometric diameter d_z • 1 um.
Figure 13.^ shows functions g(d) obtained by calculation in
various sections of the nozzle, geometry of which is shown on this
figure, when z ■ 0.28, pu - 40 bar and d
= 100 mm. As can be
seen, the process of coagulation In the nozzle substantially changes
the Initial function of distribution.
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Fig. 13.^. Change in the distribution
density as a result of coagulation.
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Change of average diameter d zm along the axis of the nozzle,
found under the same conditions, but with different throat diameters,
is shown on Fig. 13-5. Prom the chart it follows that growth of
particles is substantially greater with increase of absolute dimensions
of the nozzle.
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Fig. 13.5. Growth of average
diameter of particles in
nozzles with various throat
diameter.
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Analysis
shows that such a character of relationship to d Kp is
J
a result of the opposition of two processes, which affect coagulation,
In larger nozzles the delay of particles and, consequently, the
constant of coagulation are diminished (13.22), but time of stay
of the mlxi.ure in the nozzle increases in proportion to the throat
diameter. The effect of the second factor turns out to be
considerably greater.
Figure l.-;. 6 shows relationships analogous to previous, obtained
inm and at various contents of condensate. The
when d Hp = !•:
considerably greater
oaten growth of average diameter of par
particles with
increase of their concentration is physically obvious.
According to equation (13.25) the rate of coagulation must be
proportional to the square of concentration. Therefore, with increase
in pressure in the combustion chamber, all things being equal (z ■
const, d
= const), the average size of particles increases.
Hp
'
Figure 13.7 shows quantities d
at the nozzle section when z = O.01",
100 ran.
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Pig. 13.6.
Pig. 13.7.
Pig. 13.6. Growth of average diameter of particles
depending on the weight fraction of condensate.
Pig. 13.7. Change of average diameter of particles
depending on pressure In the combustion chamber.
Thus, results of calculations indicate a very substantial
growth of particles of condensate during motion in tne nüz?le. If
we consider that losses of specific thrust are determined by the
size of particles in the region of the nozzle throat, one should
make a conclusion about the determining effect of the process of
coagulation on these losses.
This conclusion Is Illustrated by data of Fig. 13.8, where
there are presented values of losses of specific thrust in a void
calculated with allowance for and without allowing for coagulation
(curves 1 and 2 respectively) with identical initial distribution
of particles according to sizes. Quantity z In calculations is
accepted equal to 0.32, and f. • 6.5. With throat diameter
d

Mp " 100-200 rani and more quantities ÄPVJQtn differ 10-15 times.
As a result of the considerable growth of particles in the nozzle
"two-phase" losses of specific thrust nre slightly diminished with
Increase in the absolute dimensions o*1 the engine.
Decrease of the complex 8, connected with nonequlllbrlur. of twophase flow in the subsonic and supersonic part of the nozzle, as
calculations show. Is close to the amount of losses of specific thrust
---(1.1-1.2)—^[Translator's Note:

33r.

n

loss. J

This decrease of ß must be considereti w-V-n determining through <fpi<
measured value of ^0 (see Chapter XVI).
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Nonequillbrium of the Crystallization Process
of Condensate in the Nozzle

In methGdiJ of calculation cf theoi'etical thermodynamlc
characteristics it is assumed that the process of expansion in the
nozzle is equilibrium.

For two-phase combustion products this means,

specifically, that temperatures and velcjities of particles and
gas are equal everywhere, and condensate is equilibrium through phase
states in proportion to cooling the nozzle.

For example, combustion

products of blended solid propellant with Al additives contain 15-351
condensed aluminum oxide, having melting point 2303oK.

The

combustion temperature of these propell-i'-'ts is 3000-3500'JK, and the
temperature cf combustion products at the nozzle section 1500-2000oK.
According to equilibrium thermedynamic ^.Lcalation in the- combustion
chamber the particles of aluminum oxide are in liquid sta'.e.

In

the course of expansion the t-.mperature c f combustion products in
some section reaches 2303oK and the expansion process further
proceeds isothermally, until heat of crystallization of aluminum
oxide is converted into kinetic energy.

On this section of the

nozzle the condensate gradually, in proportion to output of heat to
gas, changes from liquid state to solle.

In each section the fraction

of hardened condensate is equal to the fraction of removed heat of
crystallization.
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In a real case the equilibrium course of this process can be
limited, first of.all, by finite velocity of heat transfer from
particles to gas, secondly, by finite velocity of crystallization.
Let us examine the question of the effect of finite velocities
of crystallization and heat output on losses of specific thrust
as a result of incomplete utilization of heat of phase transition
of condensate.
Kinetics of the crystallization process is determined by two basic
parameters: number of crystalline nuclei, which appear in a unit
of time, and linear velocity of growth of crystals. Probability of
formation of a nucleus of new phase in a unit of column on Pol'mer
Is determined by the following expression:

'-*»'[-£]■
where o, AT, A, B - Interphase surface tension, supercooling of
liquid and certain constants respectively.
For mttal oxides the process of crystallization was not investigattd and constants in this equation are unknown.
Qualitatively the less the probability of formation of at least
one center, the smaller the mass of liquid. From Investigations
In meteorology It Is known that small drops of water are supercooled
to temperatures several tens of degrees lower than zero. Time
necessary for freezing micron drops of water is measured in seconds
and In minutes, and submicron - in hours. For water quantity o
comprises about 10 dyn/cm, for aluminum oxide - about 200 dyn/cm.
Time of flow of combustion products in the supersonic part of the
nozzle, where crystallization should occur, comprises a magnitude
on the order of 10 us.
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Thus, a number of factors - small sizes of particles (on the
order of a micron), considerable magnitude of interphase surface
tension between crystalline modification and liquid oxide, and
also a very short time, during which hardening of particles must
occur, place under doubt the possibility of equilibrium -process of
crystallization in the nozzle of the engine. Therefore it is not
excluded that particles of metal oxide after achievement of melting
point and with further cooling are located in liquid, supercooled
state.
basic

For calculation of kinetics of possible crystallization at
present there are no published data. Limiting case of nonequillbrium,
when particles of oxide are located in liquid supercooled state,
can be calculated by thermodynamic methods. Results of calculations
give an answer to the question of maximum possible effect of the
considered process on power engineering of engines.
Approximate thermodynamic estimation of nonequillbrium can be
given by proceeding from the following examination. We will consider
two-phase combustion products consisting of two subsystems: strictly
combustion products with condensate in liquid state and a source
of heat.

ast

In equilibrium process, when crystallization takes place, heat
from a source is supplied to combustion products at constant
temperature, equal to T . If there is no crystallization, heat
is not fed from a source to combustion products. In both cases the
entropy of the entire system (combustion products and source) remains
constant. However, in the process with crystallization the entropy
of strictly combustion products will increase.
Let us examine the difference of outflow velocity in these two
cases during expansion to prescribed pressure. Equation of energy
in the case of absence of crystallization can be written so:
rr

':-p
2

/„--(/„ 4-8/J-O,,..
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(13.26)

■

■ ■*!■

where wc
- outflow velocity of combustion products in nonequilibrl um
process without crystallization; I.Ienthalpy of combustion
H
C
chamber and at the nozzle section for flow with crystallization;
61c - change In enthalpy at the nozzle section with respect to flow
crystallization; Q
- quantity of beat on 1 kg of working
substance, liberating during phase transformation.
the

Let us rewrite equation (13.26) in the form

The second term in the left side of this equation is equal to
half the square of outflow velocity in the equilibrium process:

«?
With allowance for this, it is possible to approximately write
AwWc^—blc—Qaa.

where
Aw = wc,Bp—wc.

The quantity of heat, which is liberated during phase transformation.
Is equal to

where Al n/t - heat of melting 1 kg of oxide.
Since the temperature during phase transition Is constant,
change of entropy of combustion products is equal to

Corresponding change of enthalpy at ehe nozzie secrlon at
constant pressure p comprises
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where T - temperature of combustion products at the nozzle section
in equilibrium process.
Final expression of relative change of outflow velocity for
the process without crystallization has tne form:
i5L

rM„fa -rcTt.J

(13.27)

„.2 '

«'c

From expression (13.27) It follows ^hat the greater the weight
fraction of condensate in combustion prodacta and the lower the
temperature at the nozzle section, the greater the effect heat of
phase transition has on the outflow velcclty.
Table 13.2 shows decrease of outflow velocity in case of the
absence of crystallization for two propellants using ammonium
perchlorate as base with 7 ana 15% aluminum, calculated by formula
(13-27).
Table 13.2. Reduction of outflow velocity in
the absence of crystallization.
% Al
In propelXant

Tc "K

*

Tt'c «/•

A w %

7

1740

0.13

2.190

n.h.i

15

2050

0.28

2-00

0,56

As can be seen from the table, decrease in the outflow velocity
is about 0.6$. In this case for propellant with 7% Al despite a
considerably lower content of condensate than for fuel with 15%
aluminum, the absence of crystallization leads to a higher decrease
of outflow velocity. The determining role here is played by the
fact that the temperature at the nozzle section for the first
propellant is considerably lower.
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The above given approximate estimation of the effect of
crystallization on the outflow velocity carries a more qualitative
than quantitative character. The process of expansion proceeds
with prescribed value cf relative nozzle exit section area. In
case of the absence of crystallization in the rocket engine nozzle
the pressure at the nozzle section, as will be shown below, can
considerably differ from design pressure during equilibrium
expansion. Therefore, comparison of processes with crystallization
and In its absence In a fixed nozzle (at assigned f ), but not under
condition of constant exit pressure, is more correct and accurate.
Furthermore, comparison of the effectiveness of processes of expansion
with respect to outflow velocity can lead to Incorrect conclusions.
As it known, the addition of heat to supersonic flow slows it down.
Consequently, by taking the outflow velocity as criterion, the incorrect conclusion can be made that the process with crystallization
is less effective than In Its absence. It Is more correct to
coopare with respect to specific thrust In a vacuum.
For estimation of the relative effectiveness of expansion process
in a nozzle of prescribed geometry in the absence of crystallization
they were conducted special thermodynamic calculations of the above■entloned solid propellants with 7 and 151 aluminum. Thermodynamic
functions of condensed phase when supercooling below the melting
point were determined from the condition tfytft the thermal capacity
of supercooled liquid Is constant and equal to thermal capacity at
nil

Figure 13.9 shows temperature change of combustion products in
the nozzle at equilibrium and nonequlllbrium, in the sense of
crystallization, flow for the propellant with 15% Al. As can
be seen, curve 1 (with crystallization) and curve 2 (without
crystallization) after the section where crystallization occurs
during equilibrium process, go practically equidistant. Temperature
of combustion products In some section of the nozzle after this
section In case of nonequlllbrium expansion is approximately 200oK
lower. For other propellants the character of curves Is analogous.
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and decrease of temperature in the nozzle depends on the content
of condensate in combustion products, weight fraction of which also
determines the extent of the crystallization section. The more
condensate in combustion products, the larger the section of
crystallization and the more considerable decrease of temperature
at the nozzle section in the absence of phase transition.
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Fig. 13.9. Temperature at the
nozzle section with allowance
for crystallization (curve 1)
and without allowing for it
(curve 2).
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On Fig. 13.10 for propellants with 7 and 15% Al there is shown
the ratio of pressure during flow in the nozzle without crystallization to pressure at equilibrium expansion. On the crystallization
section the pressure ratio rapidly drops, and then it begins to
increase.

in

Fig. 13.10. Change of pressure on
the nozzle section in the absence
of crystallization for various
propellants: 1 - 7* Al; 2 - 15%
Al.

On Flg. 13.11 for the same propellants there is shown decrease
of outflow velocity arid specific thrust In a vacuum during expansion
without crystallization of liquid phase in percent of values at
equilibrium expansion In comparison with equilibrium values. As
should nave been expected, on the crystalllzatlcn section the flow
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In equilibrium case, when heat of crystallization Is supplied,
accelerates slower than In nonequlllbrlura case. However, with
respect to the amount of specific thrust In a void the process with
crystallization always has advantages. Losses of P
because of
the absence of crystallization for eng:
engines of earth stages reach
1.0 percent and for engines of upper stages - 1.5 percent.
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Pig. 13.11. Change of outflow velocity
and specific thrust in a vacuum In the
absence o^ crystallization.
Thus, maximum losses of specific thrust In a case when heat
of crystallization is not converted during expansion into kinetic
energy can be considerable. It is perfectly clear that with finite
value of coefficient of heat outp)*t for transmission of heat from
particles to gas some drop of temperature is necessary, consequently,
the temperature of particles is always higher than the gas
temperature. Even if crystallization is not retained, the removal
of heat separating with it will shift toward lower temperature
and pressure than in equilibrium case, and, consequently. It will
be less effective. It is possible that under definite conditions
the considered process will be limited not by the crystallization
rate, but the rate of heat removal from particles.
For research on the role of the process of heat exchange by the
methods given in § 13.3» we performed calculations of nonequlllbrlum
flows of two-phase combustion products of blended solid propellant
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with 15iC aluminum,' d zm = 5 wm in a conical nozzle with half angle
of aperture 15° and throat diameter 100 nm. Example of the
calculation picture of the change in the difference of temperatures
of gas and particles along tne nozzle is shown on Fig. 13.12. Curve
1 corresponds to nonequillbrium flow in the absence of orystalllzation, curve 2 - with crystallization taking into account finite
rate of heat removal. In the second case on the section of
nozzle b-d the temperature difference sharply increases, since
before termination of heat removal of phase transition the temperature
of condensate remains constant, equal to T , and the gas temperature
continues to lower. On this section there is increased, in comparison
with the first case, supply of heat to gas, as a result of which
the specific thrust in a void increases. However, since section b-d
is lower along the nozzle than section a-c, where there is crystallization in equilibrium case, the applied heat is transformed Into
work of expansion less effectively. With increase in the diameter
of particles of condensate section b-d is displaced to the exit
section and increase of specific thrust due to liberation of heat of
crystallization is diminished.
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Fig. 13.12. Temperature difference of
gas and condensate along the nozzle.
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Results of calculations of the above-shown increase of specific
thrusf in a void at various sizes of particles of condensate are
listed on Pig. 13.13. For the selected throat diameter a noticeable
fraction of maximum increase of specific thrust (curve d -♦ 0) can
be realized under conditions of heat output from particles only with
their diameter smaller than 3-5 m. Namely, for fine particles a
delay of the process of crystallization Is more probable.
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Pig. 13.13. Increase of specific thrust
In a void with crystallization.
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For particles more than 10-15 urn in diameter the Increase in
specific thrust is negligible under conditions of heat removal.
Possible supercooling of liquid oxide of metal reduces this small
quantity.
As was noted above, behind the nozzle section of heavy RDTT
the average diameter of particles of condensate reaches 10-13 um. In
these conditions, according to material presented above, it would
be closer to reality to perform thermodynamic calculation without
Allowing for heat of crystallization of condensate during expansion
in the nozzle.
13.6.

Nonequlllbrlum of Condensation Process
^~ In the Nozzle

If the pressure of saturated vapors of substance, which is
In condensed state, is commensurate with pressure in the combustion
chamber, the weight fraction of condensate in combustion products
according to thermodynamic calculation substantially changes with
expansion In the nozzle. An example is propellant pentaborane
BcHg with hydrogen peroxide H202. In combustion products of this
propellant the condensate can generally be absent in the combustion
chamber or be contained there in a quantity of several percent.
On the nozzle section with deep expansion quantity z reaches values
0.5-0.7. The process of transition of boric oxide Bp0^ from gaseous
state into liquid Is accompanied by liberation cf a jcr.olJoratle
quantity of heat, which Increases the specific thrust. If this
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process will proceed with delay or condensation generally does
not occur In the nozsle, considerable losses of specific thrust, on
the order of D-iO% will take place.
Kinetics of condensation can be limited by the formation of
nucleation center, condensation nucleus, and also diffusion of the
substance being condensed to centers and removal of heat of
condensation from particles.
Obtaining results on kinetics of precipitation ^ ' •'onden^ate
in the nozzle by calculation Is hampered by the
.'eliable
ideas about the mechanism of the process, and
ignorance
of many constants, which determine the rates
,ther known
stages of the process.

In

1

Specific difficulties are presented by the description and
calculation of the process of homogeneous formation of condensation
nuclei. At present there is introduced active theoretical and
experimental research of processes of condensation as applied to
conditions in rocket engine nozzles. Some results of these
investigations can be found, for example, in [1], [6],
13.7.

1
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Profiling of Nozzles for Two-Phase
Combustion Products

The task of profiling an extremal nozzle for two-phase combustion
products, as well as for homogeneous. Involves seeking a profile
providing the greatest thrust from the family of nozzles, which have,
for example. Identical length, surface or some other parameter.
Complication of the problem consists, first of all, in the need to
consider a more complex system of equations in comparison with the
variant of pure gas, describing nonequilibrlum spatial flow of twophase mixture. Secondly, losses of specific thrust, caused by delay
of particles, decisively depend on the geometry of inlet and throat
cf the nozzle.

^fe

The slight dependence of losses of specific thrust on the
geometry of nozzle Inlet for gaseous products allows, as was shown
in Chapter XII, being limited by selection of an extremal supersonic
part of the nozzle. On subsonic and supersonic parts in this case
there is imposed a number of minimum requirements, revealed
experimentally.
In case of two-phase flow the cptlmization of only the supersonic
section with arbitrary fixed geometry of the remaining part Is by
far an Incomplete solution of the problem. Moreover, as will be
shown below, for decrease of losses connected with delay of particles
of constant size. It Is required mainly to change the nozzle throat
region.
At present the methods of calculation of nonequlllbrium two-phase
spatial flows have been developed only for* the region of flow where
the gas velocity exceeds the local speed of sound in gas. In principle
methods of optimization of only the supersonic part of the nozzle
have been developed, and this problem can be solved numerically,
however, there are no results of such calculations in literature.
In a one-dlmenslonal formulation there can be examined the problem
of seeking a nozzle contour, for example, of definite length at
prescribed pressures pH and pc> which provides maximum average
outflow velocity of two-phase mixture. Solution of »Qch a problem,
obtained by methods of varlatlonal calculation in [14] with
assumption of small deviation of flow from equilibrium, gives a
nozzle contour substantially differing from usual. Figure 13.14
shows a contour of the usual nozzle and by a dotted line - a nozzle
contour which provides minimum losses frou delay of particles
(pH ■ 70 bar, «c ■ 60, d ■ 5 um, d
* 150 mm and z - 0.4). A
distinctive feature of the optimum nozzle is a highly elongated
throat. If for these nozzles we examine typical curves of delay
of particles with respect to velocity (Fig. 13.15)f then the result
of elongation of the throat becomes clear: acceleration of flow
(a quantity proportional to delay of particles) becomes close to
constant on the nozzle, the section of more rapid dispersal In
the throat area of a usual nozzle disappears. Amount of losses of
347
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outflow velocity, caused by delay of pa. Tides, for an optimum
.nozzle in the examined case typical for RDTT can be reduced by approximately one third. Thus, if these losses in the case usual for RDTT
comprise a quantity on the order of 3%t then by change of the
nozzle contour while maintaining its overall length they can be
diminished to approximately 2%. It is entirely obvious that losses
from nonparallellsm of flow in the nozzle, such as shown on Pig.
13.14, can substantially exceed the indicated 1% gain.

.es

Flg. 13.14.
Fig. 13.15.
Fig. 13.14. Comparison of optimum and usual
nozzle contours.
Fig. 13.15. Character of lag of particles with
respect to velocity in usual (1) and optimum
(2) nozzles.
In [7] a one-dimensional solution of the problem of selection
of extremal nozzle contour with fundamental account of losses on
nonparallellsm of flow has been examireJ
A solution for axlsymmerrlc nonequlllbrlum flow, as was noted
above, can be obtained if we specify the profile of subsonic and
supersonic part of the nozzle and Initial data of flow en a certain
line, where M > 1. These initial data can be approximately
obtained, for example, from one-dimensional calculation or with
the aid of calculation of trajectories of particles In a flow
of gas, which, in turn, is calculated for equilibrium flow.
Existing methods of calculation of nonequlli1 rium supersonic
two-phase flow allow finding the external profile of the expansion
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section of the nozzle by methods of variation calculation. In the
latter case, first of all losses connected with heterogeneity of
flow on the nozzle section will be reduced to minimum possible,
whereas for decrease of delay of particles it is necessary to affect
the nozzle throat region remaining constant in this variant of
optimization.
It is necessary to note that everything given above pertains
to the case when particles do not Interact together. In case of
calculation of coagulation of particles it can turn out, for
example, that It Is more advantageous not to lengthen the throat,
but shorten It.
The point Is that with elongation of the throat region (with
preservation of overall length of the nozzle) according to calculations the growth of particles increases as a result of coagulation.
This Increase in the size of particles can be more substantial than
decrease In the gradient velocity, and the amoung of losses of
specific thrust Increases.
Thus, until such complete solutions of the problem of selection
of external nozzle profile for two-phase combustion products are
developed, we make use of methods of profiling of nozzles for pure
gas. In this case the properties of gas are assumed identical
with properties of equilibrium two-phase mixture.
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CHAPTER

XIV

HEAT OUTPUT TO CHAMBER WALLS
In the chapter are examined methods cf calculation of heat
cutput from combustion products to chamber walls. There are listed
methods of determination of convective and radiant specific heat
flows, their distribution along the chamber passage is analyzed.
On the basis of generality of processes transfer in the boundary
layer working formulas are given for determination of friction
stress.
14.1.

Preliminary Information
Boundary Layer

As any real liquid, combustion products possess viscosity and
thermal conductivity, which leads to formation of a boundary layer
directly near the wall.
Depending upon the character of flow, the condition of motion
in the boundary layer can be laminar or turbulent. In chambers of
rocket engines, as a rule, a turbulent boundary layer Is formed,
which Is caused by high flow velocities. However, in regions
directly adjacent to the wall, there is always a viscous (laminar)
underlayer, where motion Is laminar. Thickness of the viscous underlayer Is relatively small in comparison with overall thlckne«s of
the boundary layer.
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In the boundary layer there occurs change of many parameters
and properties of flow. A change of some quantity from the value
in external flow (nucleus of flow) to the value at the wall
determines the corresponding characteriiuic thickness of the boundary
layer. For example, in dynamic boundary layer with thickness 6
(Pig. 14.1) is a characteristic quantity there is considered the
gas velosity, which is reduced from the value in external flow to
zero at the wall. In the thermal boundary layer the characteristic
quantity is considered temperature or enthalpy, which Is changed
from the value on the boundary layer to the value at the wall.
Generally, the thicknesses of thermal (6-) and dynamic (6) layers
do not coincide (<5 > 6m when Pr > 1.0, 6 < 6T when Pr < 1.0).

Fig. 14.1. Characteristic tenw
peratures and thicknesses of
boundary layer: 6 - thickness
of dynamic boundary layer; 6ip thickness of thermal boundary
layer.

It is not possible to clearly determine the external boundary
(and thereby the thickness) of boundary layer. Theoretical analysis
shows that only at dimension less distance from the wall are parameters
in boundary layer compared with their values for external flow.
Therefore, the boundary limit is frequently determined conditionally,
for example, for dynamic boundary layer the limit is where the
local velocity differs from the velocity of external flow by one
percent.
In calculations there are frequently cipplled conditional boundary
layer thicknesses. Usually three conditional thicknesses are used:
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6* - displacement thickness, 6** - momentum thickness, 6** - energy
thickness. For example, for axisymmetrlc boundary layer of compressible liquid the conditional thicknesses are determined by formulas

^^f r-ro.»/1_^,\_g^
J

r

\

mtl

QWM

(14.2)
(14.3)

Here Al* ■ I^ ■ I
- difference of enthalpies at stagnation
temperature and wall temperature; r - radius of nozzle (Fig. 14.2);
o - angle wall to the nozzle axis, symbol ^ designates parameters
In the nucleus of flow.

Fig. 14.2. System of coordinates
during integration of boundary layer
equations.

Conditional thicknesses 6*, «**, j ** have a clear physical
meaning [2]. Utilization of «6„
m, 6 ■ »as upper limit of integrtlon
in formulas (14.1)-(14.3) rids quantities 6#, öif, 6T" from uncertainty, connected with conditional selection of boundary layer
thicknesses 6, 6 T*

During the study of turbulent motion the statistical method
Is applied. The true value of each flow parameter Is represented by
the sum of mean T and pulsation +' values:
V"9+f'.
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(14.4)
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where averaging obeys the following rules
(1^.5)
du
(H

du da
dx ' i)x
-uv=uv.

du
ox

(14.6)
(14>7)

In accordance with rules (1^. 5)-(li*.7) the average pulsation
values of density 6', pressure p' and temperature T' are taken
equal to zero. Average values of velocity w, temperature T,
static enthalpy I and stagnation enthalpy T* can be determined by
formula
Ö«P=w

(1^.8)

where 41 - values w, T, I, I».
With the aid of formula (I1!. 8) by direct substitution in it
of quantities in the form of expression (14.4) and by subsequent
averaging we obtained equalities:
«w'-fc^-O;
g7'+^=0:

(14.9)
dH.io)

y7 i

(14.11)

" ^=0

by

System of equations for boundary layer is derived from NavierStokes equation [6] where values of parameters are substituted in
the form (14.4). In this case averaged motion is considered
stationary. With averaging of equations of motion and energy the
effect of molecular viscosity and thermal conductivity is usually
disregarded. After averaging, the terms considering viscosity and
thermal conductivity are assigned to obtained equations. In conversions are used formulas (14.9/-(l4.11). In this way we can obtain a
system of equations that describe turbulent flow of viscous
compressible liquid.
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In applications to various problems of turbulent flows this
system is simplified accordingly. Specifically, for flow in the
boundary layer the following simplifying assumptions are used:
o* <C Vljt
dx

dy '

where i - any hydrodynamic quantity. These assumptions are applied
when evaluating the possible quantity of each term of equations;
terms of higher order of smallness are rejected. As a result, a
system of equations is obtained which approximately describes
the flow In the boundary layer. For axisymmetric flow characteristic
in rocket engine nozzles it has the following form (for simplicity
the sign of averaging is preserved only in pulsation components):
OX

(i4.i?)

Oy
dwjt _

w-iir+Wö,

dp .

I

ox

r du

ö

dy

rrc'v,dx- 4 kw* dy
—-^ —
— (r?o);
r dy

(1^.13)
{U,lk)
(14.15)
(14.16)

where

T=»i—-i-ci»'«;'—
stress friction;
* u

(14.17)

Vo=—^—QT'*'— heat flow.

(14.18)

dy

"

Boundary conditions for system (I4.1t)-(l4.l6) will be the
following.
'•lien y ■ 0, I.e., directly on the wall:
Wj — Wy^ 0;
t = TCI;
70 = ^-^-
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(14-19)

When y = 6, i.e., on the limit of cynamic boundary layer with
nucleus of flow:
w

^' jJ

(14.20)

T=0.

When y ■ 6™, I.e. , on the limit of thermal boundary layer:
T'=r-\
g^o. f

(14.21)

Integration of obtained boundary layer equations is connected
with great mathematical difficulties in lew of their nonlinearity.
Therefore, in boundary layer theory apprcximate methods of solution
of equations are used. The basic group of these approximate methods
is connected with utilization of integral relationships of pulses
and energy.
Integral relationships, which express the law of momentum and
law of conservation of energy, can be obtained in integration with
respect to y equations (14.13) and (14.15) using continuity equation
(14.12).
In our case the Integral relationships are written in such a
form [3], [4]:
dx

— (QWSLPX) ~ rq„
where

A»»

(14.23)

- •

f„=^r;
[Translator's Note:
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(14.24)
CT

■ wall.]

*•*»■

c
- aversige thermal capacity when p = const over temperature
range T-T».
Thus, from the system of differential equations in partial
derivatives we obtained two usual differential equations (11.22)
9
and (1^.23)» which contain five unknowns - 6*, &**, S**
, TCT , qH .
•L
Together with additional relationships, assigned on the basis of
experimental and theoretical data, equations (1^4.22) and (14.23)
allow determining heat flow and friction stress in the boundary
layer.
Heat Transfer from Combustion Products to
Chamber Walls
In a rocket engine chamber there move combustion products which
are at high temperature and are highly dissociated. Heat is transferred
from combustion products to chamber walls by means of radiation and
direct contact with walls (convectlve heat emission).
Processes of dissociation and recombination In the boundary
layer Intensifies heat exchange. In the thermal boundary layer
a large temperature drop occurs, the level of which is high.^Under
these conditions turbulent movement of gas volumes from the hightmpsrature region to low-temperature region near the walls leads
not only to transfer of kinetic energy, but also to transfer of
heat, which Is liberated during reactions of recombination in the
sons of lowered temperature. Composition and properties of the
working medium across the boundary layer in this case will be
variable.
In the viscous sublayer of the turbulent boundary layer as
a result of concentration gradient the molecules, which were
dissociated in the high-temperature zone, diffused towards the wall.
In the low-temperature region there occurs recombination of these
molecules and heat liberation. As a result, heat flows Increase.
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Thus, in contrast to the case of heat exchange in a medium of
constant composition, during calculation of convective heat emission
from chemically reacting working medium one should take into
account the heat transfer of chemical reactions.
On a considerable part of the engine chamber passage there
take place high, including supersonic, velocities of motion of
compressible medium. As is known in this instance the liberation
of heat as a result of friction of gas against the surface must
be considered.
Thus, the overall quantity of energy, transferable through
the boundary layer by any volume of gas, is equal to the difference
of its stagnation enthalpies at extreme points of the path.
Very high thermal head between combustion products and the
wall, high pressure in the engine chamber, the possible presence
in working medium of condensed luminous particles, and also substantial
instability of flows, caused by small relationships of length to
diameter of passage, also contribute to increase in the heat emission
from combustion products.
?h*i combustion products of certain rocket propellants can contain
compcnT ^, which are in gas phase in the basic flow and are
condens ri zt reduced temperatures at the wall. With a stationary
process this can lead to the appearance of a film of condensate.
If the surface temperature is sufficiently low, then the existence
of solid oxide, covered on top by a liquid film, is possible.
From gas to the surface of film in this Instance heat is supplied
by threo types of heat emission: radiation, convective and heat
emission connected with heat liberation during condensation.
Calculation of friction and convective heat exchange in the
rocket engine chamber Is based on solution of boundary layer
equations, or on crlterlal relationships, obtained by generalization
of experimental data.
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Besides purely systematical features, connected with use of
the theory of turbulent flows, large difficulty is involved In
reliable determination of properties of the working medium in the
boundary layer. It is caused by nonuniformity of flow parameters.
Its properties and composition along the cross section of the
chamber, possible chemical nonequlllbrium in the boundary layer.
Hi.2.

Calculation of Convective Heat Exchange and Friction
in the Boundary Layer of Reacting
Gas (V. M. lyevlev Method!

Investigations of heat exchange and friction on the basis
of boundary-layer calculation are presented in the works of
V. M. lyevlev, V. S. Avduyevskiy, S. 3. Kutateladze, M. F. Shirokov
and others. Below are listed basic moments of the solution of
V. M. lyevlev [3]» [^Di frequently utilized in practical calculations.
Laws of Friction and Heat Exchange
for Incompressible Liquid
Per solution of differential equations (14.22), (14.23) additional
regularities of friction and heat emission must be obtained. Their
derivation is based on the following considerations.
Let us assume, as is usually done in boundary layer theory,
that during flow of liquid along the wall the heat flow and
friction at each place depend on local values of physical constants,
9 t AT0, and also on quantities characterizirig the development of
thermal and dynamic boundary layer: thickness of loss of energy
ö-** and thickness of pulse loss 6••. In accordance with equations
(14.22), (14.23) it is possible to write:
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with use of dlmensionless quantities

where Re»=

n

. Re».r =

n

a.-a^Ret, Rc(r. Pr):

(I1*.25)

a = a(Re,\

(1^.26)

-characteristic Reynolds numbers;

at =— ^k- - coefficient of convective heat emission; a=

T

",

-

friction coefficient.

JV

Instead of characteristic Reynolds numbers let us Introduce
new arguments:

■ns

^-u-:

'V=--'--

(U.27)

In this case, as investigations show,
— «const.
'r

(1A.28)

Considering equalities (14,27), let us now present relationships
(14.25) and (14.26) so:
(I1*. 29)

a^a,^. ^r, Pr); a= a(z).

Laws of friction and heat emission '1^.29) are derived in two
ways:

by utilization of semi-empirical theory of turbulent boundary

layer and by utilization of available experimental data.

Comparison

of regularities obtained in this way allows establishment of some final
form of these laws.
For axlsymmetrlc flow with a smooth wall over the range

z » 105-109; Pr ■ 0.7-2000; z/z-,i " 0.3-3.5 when Pr - 1.0 and
-h
h
z/zT « 10 -10 when Pr « 1000, V. M. Xyevlev obtained the following
relationships:

i60

vCtWPr-0.5*»

1

(-i)'
r

(1^.30)

a=0.03327«-0ir4 + 3.966-10~4,

(14.31)

[307.8 +54.Slgi/^-)] PrO-^O-ö-eso ^ * '

With satisfactory accuracy expressions (14.30) and (14.31)
approximate known experimental data, and also various empirical
formulas, obtained for particular bases (for example, z
m»
Pr • 1.0).
5

Scheme of Solution of Boundary Layer Equations
Subsonic and supersonic gas flows possess a whole series of
features, distinguishing them from flows of incompressible liquid.
However, if we consider only the questions of friction, heat exchange
and diffusion in the boundary layer without compression shocks, then
between flows of incompressible liquid and gas no qualitative
differences are discovered. Basic differences are quantitative:
for incompressible liquid properties across the boundary layer are
constant, and for gas they depend on temperature and pressure. This
is valid even for mixtures of gases, includina^or those dissociated
with effective values of temperature and thermal capacity.
It can be expected that the regularities for heat emission and
friction on the wall in case of gas flow will be the same as In the
case of flow of incompressible liquid, if as physical constants of
gas we use certain mean values of them in boundary layer. It is
expedient to assume that as the indicated mean values of constants
we can take their values at some determining boundary layer temperatures, computed identically for various cases of gas flow.
Selection of corresponding effective temperature for turbulent
flow of reacting gases presents definite difficulties. Although
the average temperature is determined formally by relationship
(14.8), the composition at this temperature cannot correspond
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simultaneously to ehe value of enthalpy in the equation of energy, gao
constant in the equation of state and to other properties depending
on the composition. The effect of change of composition can be excluded
if for the basis we take the composition of undissociated mixture at the
same initial conditional formula of propellant. Inasmuch as the
quantity of total enthalpy is approximately proportional to product
RT, then

where index "HA" pertains to undissociated mixture, index "fl" - to
dissociated.
If the following equality is valid
/ =/

(1^.32)

then
R.T.^R^T^.

(11.33)

Value of specific gas constant R Hfl of undissociated gas for all
practical purposes does not depend on temperature and pressure, therefore in many Instances it is not. necessary to solve equation (11.32)
for determination of temperature T
and R . Having cc/pleted
thermodynamic calculation at prescribed pressure p and rather
low temperature (for hydrocarbon propellants on the order of
1300oK), we take the found value of gas constant as R . Now from
equality (11.33) let us determine the static temperature of
undissociated gas:
7"..=^-'.

(11.31)

It is obvious that equation (11.32) is satisfied only approximately
as a result of Inaccuracy of R Hfl . However, the real value of T Hfl ,

uetermlnea from condition (11.32), and T Hfl from equation (11.31)
are usually acceptable close to each other.
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Magnitude of temperature T
corresponds to the value of static
"A
enthalpy I; to the value of stagnation enthalpy I» will correspond
stagnation temperature T0, - effective gas temperature.
Inasmuch as stagnation enthalpy i? usually equal to enthalpy
of working medium in the combustion chamßer, for calculation of
Toi the following formula can be recommended:
T

Toj-

'o'+T'o>t

(1^.35)

where
T =

o. =^JL'

(U.36)

and 71, is determined with the aid of equation (14.32) when

Analogous to temperatures T Hfl and To, it is possible to introduce
Into examination the effective thermal capacity of undissociated
gas, which, as is simple to note, corresponds to usual frozen thermal
capacity. Effective thermal capacity is calculated by the
composition of undissociated gas, at temperatures T
and 7V
In calculations there is used certain mean value of thermal capacity
c
over temperature range t^—Ta,.
When determining the "average" temperature in the boundary
layer — determining temperature, the following positions are used.
Mean stagnation temperature and velocity of motion in the boundary
layer are respectively equal to
7o.=^4^-T;
1=^.
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(14.37)
(14.38)

m*^

i^w

Then the determining temperature ^m is
7"-=rtOM

•Ü.

r,-a+re.

»1

2« pm

(14.39)

fcpm

or taking into account equation (14.24)
(14.40)

r.-r..{^-T)-

Now we can derive laws of friction and heat emission for
the case of turbulent gas flow. An important moment in this case
is the selection of characteristic quantities of density um and
rim. These quantities are calculated when determining the boundary
layer temperature T*,,,. In this case it turns out that quantities
z and Zm for gas can be found through values of these quantities
for Incompressible liquid, for which p = o and n
Characteristic
values of p , n can be selected so that values of im, and Qm do not
enter expressions (14.30) and (14.31), utilized for gas. After a
series of conversions and some assumptions V. M. lyevlev obtained
the following formulas for o and a H , valid for compressible liquid:
i + rc

a,-

A2

0.11

I l+fCr _AM
A
2
4 km
[,107.8 + 54.8 Ig! [-|p-]| Pr0-48*0-08- *50
, - x0,08»Pr-0

56

(14.41)

A2

a=(0,003327-i"0"4 +3.966-10"4)

2

( i + fCT -*]

10.11

(11.42)

where index cp pertains to average quantity with respect to the
nozzle.
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In this case

For the purpose of simplicity of Integration of differential
equations (11.22), (11.23), expressions (14.11) and (11.12) are
approximated by power dependences of form
a=Ar-,

(11.16)

/

where A » const; rt«0,15; m««0,58.
Solution of integral relationships (11.22), (11.23) with
allowance for a number of simplifications, reliability of which is
checked by calculation, gives:
T

Jl l-ferW J

ld{x)\

■^.j»,(..) ^
it, cÄ a

^

(11.17)

where coordinate x, is counted along the axis, and x - along the
generatrix of the nozzle.
In formula (11.17) the constant of Integration Is accepted
equal to zero, and Integration begins from conditional origin x, = 0,
starting with which there exists an already developed turbulent
boundary layer.
Let us pause In detail on the formulas necessary for calculation
of convectlve heat exchange.
In the case of a rocket engine chamber the Integral in txpresslon
(11.17) Is usually written In the form cf tue öum of:
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Zj^yidXt + yVäx,;

(14.48)

in this case the first component pertains strictly to the combustion
chamber, the second - to the nozzle.
In many practically important cases during calculation of the
first Integral in formula (14.48) it is possible to disregard the
change in parameters along the length of the combustion chamber,
especially as quantity z-, enters the expression for q in power
0.15. Then for a cylindrical chamber
\pdx^~^^-xK,

where quantity x

(14.49)

is taken from some conditional origin:
xK = eZ.K.

(14.50)

For (WPA) [ZhRD - llquid-propellant rocket engines] quantity e
characterizes the position of flame front and is usually taken equal
to 0.75. Calculations show that when c ■ 0.3, 0.75, 0.9 the
differences In q for the throat comprise only several percent.
Sequence of Determination of Specific Convective
Heat Flowr> and Tangential Friction Stress
Let us pause In particular on the determination of separate
quantities and the sequence of calculation of specific convective
heat flows.
i on

■1r'n

1. The composition of undlssoclated mixture is determined by
methods cited In Chapter VI. Calculation is performed at assigned
p K and T; in this case the temperature of undlssoclated working
medium Is designated equal to 1000-1300oK. Composition (number of
moles n ) Is necessary for determination of the molecular weight
of the mixture, gas. constant R , thermal capacity r,,,,,, and
HA
coefficitnt cf dynamic vlscnslty n .
jt,6

W

•

1

^1"

2. Effective temperature T0l Is calculated In accordance with
formulas (14.35) and (14.36). Temperature 7^ in this case Is
determined from equation
E^wMn^TisAf,-

(14.51)

i

As calculations show, when T^
7"^ and f^ practically coincide.

» 3000-4000oK the values of

3. Thermophyslcal coefficients, entering Pr number, are
calculated according to the composition of undlssoclated mixture
at the determining temperature In boundary layer rm (14.40). For
the sake of simplicity of calculations the Pr number can be taken
constant and equal to 0.75.
4. Specific convectlve heat flow q and tangential friction
stress T C T are determined in the following manner. Hy formulas
(14.47) and (14.28) for given value of »j we find quantity z„
also ratio z/z«. In this case the wall temperature T
Is considered
assigned, and the value of velocity fl , necessary for calculatrfßn
of quantity A by formula (14.24), is determined by gas-dynamic
relationships. Then by formulas (14.41) and (14.42) we consider
quantities a. a and determine qu « q,,. and T _:

«.-WM>; T^OB,«,

W-W

where

In all cases the integral, which entered the formula for z-,
Is determined by numerical Integration. It is recommended tc take
ratio z/Zm equal to
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Some relationships necessary fcr calculations (propellant
kerosene + 0pW) are listed on Pigs. 14.3-1U.6.
To,
•R
WOO

Pig. 14.3. Effective temperature
of combustion products of propellant kerosene + 02W.
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Fig. 14.4. Coefficient or
viscosity of combustion products
of propellant kerosene + 0,?%
(multiplied by 10 ).

Fig. 14.5. unction S of
combustion products of
propellant /erosene + Opu.
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Pig. 111.6. üas constant of
undlssoclated combustion products
of propellant kerosene + O-M..
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Conversion of Specific Convectlve Heat Plows
Prom analysis of formulas for qH It Is easy to see the
relationship of specific convectlve heat flow to properties of
propellant, pressure In the combustion chamber, wall temperature,
and geometry of the chamber. With change of at least one of these
factors repetition of laborious calculation of convectlve heat flows
Is required. This can be avoided by the following means.

In formula (iM.lJS) for PX let us disregard quantity A
and let us take the temperatures from under the sign of Integral
for Zm, considering them constant. Instead of absolute values of
pressure and diameter In the formula for zT let us use their relative
Let us represent velocity wf by approximate
quantities p/pH» d/dHp
formula

wh

hi
fo
n

H

be

Then the expression for zT takes the form

^""III^T^IiZPTS^f" '

or
re

eo,B Ä x
(U.53)
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In an analogous way by ;jt-Ing equation of state and formula
(1^4.^6) let us convert the expression for q :

Let us substitute the value of z„ from formula (14.53) in
expression (14.5^) for heat flow q K and let us compare the values
of q for geometrically similar chambers in sections where
d/d np = idem. Inasmuch as in similar sections with identical d/d Hp ,
the values of p/p K , A are also Identical, then

w"U,] UJ v
where
47.74.5 O-,).

^■,(,-,,,^o.+rc,)OM"-',>(37-o, + rCI)«-,«<1-) '
Calculation determination of the viscosity coefficient at
high temperaturfs is an estimate. Therefore, into the formula
for S instead of n it is expedient to introduce viscosity coefficient
n H at some normal temperature T H , for which experimental data can
be known.
Let us use exponential function of form

or taking Into account the formula for Tmcr and gas-dynamic
relat lonshlps

'■-■'^ o-L;]. :fr:,(-,-fCTri370

During comparison of heat flows for two geometrically similar
chambers the expressions in curly brackets will be reduced. Inasmuch
as they weakly depend on T C T and relationship of thermal capacities k.
With allowance for this and assuming n = 0.15, we finally obtain the
following formula for conversion of convective heat flows:

S

~*S*™n-f*W*+TttV*'

(15-56)

Quantities with index n0w pertain to "standard" chamber, i.e.,
to a chamber for which calculated or experimental values of
specific convective heat flows are known.
Formula (14.55) permits indicating the relationship of
q to pressure in the combustion chamber, properties of combijstlon
products and geometry of the passage. The last relationship Is weak
(power 0.15), therefore with utilizaticn of conversion formula
observance of strictly geometrical similarity is optional.
U.S.

Utilization of Criterion Relations
for CalculatiorT of Convective
Heat Exchange

For calculation of convective heal exchange in heat engineering
criterion relationships were widely distributed. Those relationships,
based upon experimental investigation cf heat exchange during turbulent
flow In long straight pipes, are recommended in a number of works
for calculation of heat exchange In a rocket engine chamber.
The value of specific convective heat flow q from gas to
the wall in case of high velocities of motion of gas is determined
by formula
«,-a,(r.-7VTI),
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(^.57)

where <*, - coefficient of convective heat emission from gas to the
2
wall in W/m -deg; T — effective temperarare on the outer limit of
boundary layer; T
— temperature of the wall on the part of gas.
The relationship between stagnation temperature in the flow
T*t and T can be established with the ait1 of temperature recovery
factor
r-^y-,

14.58)

where 7", - thermodynamlc (static) gas temperature in basic flow.
Value of recovery factor r is determined experimentally, or
by semlempirical formula
r = ! Pr.

(1^.59)

For turbulent boundary layer in a mixture of diatomic and
multiatomlc gases r ■ 0.89-0.91. Magnitude of stagnation temperature
in basic flow 7"' and flow velocity are usually known, therefore
we have all data available for determination of T e .
For calculation of the coefficient of convective heat emission
a, in case of forced convection we use criterion relationships of
type
Nu = a Re «.Pr".

where

Nu = «»l_

Nusselt number;

Re=—-Reynolds number;
i
.pr=^-- Prandtl number;

,,
(.11.bo)

/— characteristic length;
a, it, n— constants determined experimentally.
Relationships (14.60) are valid over the range of determining
criteria, covered by the experiment. The determining temperature,
to which pertained thermophysleal parameters of working nedium —
(■;.. »i. >. , must be specially stipulated. As characteristic length we
372

usually use equivalent diameter of section i4= — , where F - area,
n
and n - perimeter of section of channel. For round sections quantity
d3 coincides with inside diameter d.
For conditions similar with conditions In the rocket engine
chamber, we recommend assuming m « 0.8; n = O.*» and a ■ 0.025-0.028.
Let us take the value of factor a equal to 0.026, and product
wp, entering the Reynolds number, let us replace by ratio G/P,
equal to it.

Then from criterion relationship {1H.6Q) we obtain

the calculation formula for a, :

a^aoa^nW^Pr^-H-)".

(li<.6l)

?
2
Dimension o, - W/m -deg, if c - In J/kg.deg, n - in N-s/m ,
d - In ■, A - In W/m-deg, 0 - In kg/s, P - in m .
Ihermophyslcal parameters in equation (14.61) should be
determined at mean temperature of boundary layer, equal to
f-SdJka.

(14.62)

There have been proposed other methods of selection of mean
(determining) temperature of boundary layer, aimed at more accurately
considering the variability properties of the working medium in
boundary layer by empirical means.
For example, Bartz [7] offered relationships, which can be
precented in the form
♦.-«,(r,-retr):

(14.6 3)

a^COafKr^^Pr-M^)0'8^)0'',.

(14.6*)

where r - radius of curvature of wall In the f^nsldered zectizni
a - parameter considering the change of properties cf gas across the
boundary layer.
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It Is recommended to calculate quantity a by formula

te:J fc; •

(^.65)

where quantities p, n are calculated at determining temperature
f^_L(r,-rcT.r)+o.22Pr"3(r:-rCTr).

(14.66)

Friction stress on the wall can be found on the basis of hydrodynamic theory of heat exchange, establishing the generality of
transfer processes with friction and convective heat transfer. With
number Pr »v 0.7 the calculated expression has the form
x„^0,B^a
tf,
c

(11.67)

p

where a Kp — critical flow velocity.
All the given formulas far from reflect the specific conditions
of heat and mass exchange between gas flow and the rocket engine
chamber wall. Therefore, their application for calculation of heat
exchange and friction in rocket chambers can give only roughly
approximate results.
Ih.h.

Calculation of Radiative Heat Exchange

According to Stefan-Boltzmann law specific radiative heat flow
Is considered by formula

where 5.761 — radiation factor of absolute blackbody; ECT - effective
emlsslvlty factor of the wall; e, - emlssivlty of gas at r, ^K;
A.- - absorbing power of gas at r(Tr0K.
At tent I cm should be drawn to the fact that quantity
rtagnatlon, tut the thermrdynnmlc temperature of gar..

^7'.

/, Is not-

Inasmuch as the wall temperature In a rocket engine chamber
Is usually much lower than T, , radiation of walls plays a small
role. Therefore, by disregarding the second term in formula (14.68),
we obtain
^=5.764*;^ (^y.

(1^.69)

The effective emlsslvity factor of gases is determined hy the
method discussed in Chapter VII.
In view of the Indeterminancy of the state of wall surface
its effective emlsslvity factor e'CT is determined as arithmetic
mean, of the emlsslvity factor of wall surface r
(absorption of
heat with single incidence of beam) ana one, corresponding to total
absorption of heat with repeated reflections from the inside surface
of the chamber:
4*0,5(^1).

(111.70)

Values of emlsslvity factor e C I depend on material and the states
of its surface (presence of oxide film, contamination, etc.) and are
listed In reference books. The presence of soot on walls sharply
Increases e CT .
One should note that utilization of the discussed methods of
calculation of radiative heat exchange is quite Justified only when
combustion products are uniform along the cross section of the chamber.
With the presence, for example, of boundary layer, the composition
of which substantially differs from the composition in the nucleus
of flow, the picture of phenomena is complicated due to mutual
radiative heat exchange between layers.
Calculation of q n in such cases must be modified.
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1^.5.

Distribution of Specific Heat Flows
Along the Chamber Passage

Total specific heat flow to the chanber walls is made up of
convectlve and radiative heat flows:
<7 = <7K + <7:I.

[Translators note:

H

■ conveccive; n - radiative.]

(14.71)

Let us examine the change of components of heat flow q and
q along the chamber passage. Distribution of q can be perceived
from analysis of change of quantities, which determine quantity quK
according to formulas (14.52) and (14.57).
It is simpler to analyze formula (14.57). Change of effective
temperature on the external border of boundary layer Te scarcely
differs from change of 7"* . These changeti are relatively small
and for qualitative analysis it is possible to take temperature
T constant.
Distribution of wall temperature on the part of gas T CT »I
can be various. With usual relationships between T e and T CT„ . r
the change of T
by 100-200° leads to change of difference
(Tt.—T„.T) by 5-10% in all. Therefore, for qualitative analysis of
the distribution of heat flows we will consider difference {7"r—TWr)
constant.
Thus, change of q is determined by change in the coefficient
of heat emission a,. As follows from formula (14.61), maximum of
a, coincides with maximum of quantity
^r=-^.
/' {'r)

(14.72)

since quantities Pr, c , and n, determined at mean temperature,
are close to constant. Complex of quantities (14.72) has maximum
In the section with the least area. I.e., in the throat. Specific
convectlve heat flow has analogous character of change, shown in
Pig. 14.7.
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Pig. 1^4.7. Distribution of
specific heat flows along the
chamber passage.

Distribution of specific radiative heat flow depends mainly on
the change of thermodynamlc temperature T,.
In connection with
thls> one should expect an intense drop of q in the nozzle.
However, on the section before the nozzle throat the chamber walls
quite substantially absorb radiative heat flow from combustion
products, whicn re located in the combustion chamber and have high
tenpcrature. Therefore, drop of q on the nozzle section does not
begin at once; this drop is very intense in the supercritical
part of the nozzle, where beams from the combustion chamber do
not fall for all practical purposes.
Considering the degree of approximation of calculation of
radiation, it is expedient to compute q dnly for the combustion
chamber. Quantity q in other sections of the chamber can be
determined empirically.
1. Starting from the nozzle inlet to a section in the
subcritical part of the nozzle with diameter d = 1.2 d Hp radiative
heat flow is considered constant and equal to q /l . H , calculated
by average gas parameters in the end of the combustion chamber.
2.

In the nozzle throat radiative flow Is assumed equal to

0.5 q n .K

Is
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3.

In the supercritical part of the nozzle there is assumed:

a)

in the section with diameter d=l,5f/l<p; 9.1=0. 15</IK;

b)

in the section with diameter d=2,5dKp; qn^OOAqn*

On the section of the combustion chamber of a llquld-propellant
rocket engine, beginning from a distance of 50-100 mm from the head,
radiative heat flow is constant and equal to q /I • K ; directly near
the head - 0.25 q^/l .K
on

Radiative heat flow to the wall of the combustion chamber of
RDTT additionally depends on the arrangement of charge in the engine.
Typical distribution of q is shown in Fig. 11.7.
Change of total specific heat flow is determined by change of
q and q . Small displacement of maximum from the critical sectlor
to the subcrltlcal part of the nozzle is characteristic for It.
Thus, in any event the most thermally stressed zone Is the
critical section of the nozzle, which requires effective protection.
Absolute value of q depends primarily on the type of propellant
being applied and the temperature of its combustion products. For
each propellant maximum of q is obtained with component ratios
of propellant corresponding to maximum temperature of combustion
products .
The pressure substantially affects the magnitude of specific
heat flows. With Increase of pressure the density of working
medium p and quantity pw Increases, on which the specific convective
heat flow basically depends. Since quantity q proportional to
(cw)0-8, consequently, (JH^P0*. This is evident from stricter formula
(lil.55). The effect of pressure on specific radiative heat flow
Is determined mainly by the relationship of emlsslvlty factor of
gas to pressure. The effect cf pressure on the gas temperature
1 s eons i derab 1 y weaker'.
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As can be seen from Pig. 1^.7» the relationship between convective
and radiative heat flows is changed along the length of the chamber.
The greatest portion of radiative heat flow will come to the
combustion chamber. It increases for combustion products of highenergy propellants, propellants with large content of condensate
and for large sized chambers.
Some tentative values of specific heat flows along the length
of the nozzle are the following:
entrance q - (1-5)-lO6 W/m2; qH = (0.7-0.9)qi
throat q - (20-80)-lO6 W/m2, q

= (0.85-0.95)Qi

exit section q = (0.5-3)-lO6 W/m2, q

= (0.97-0.99)Q«
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CHAPTER

XV

LIQUID ROCKET FUELS
In this chapter the features of llqiid substances and their
characteristics as components of rocket fuels are examined. The
characteristics of a number of typical fuels and oxidizers, and
likewise, the basic data on certain used and promising bipropellants
(WPfl) [ZhRD = llquld-propellant rocket engines] are presented.1
Liquid unitary fuels, which have low energy characteristics,
are used in gas generators ar;^. auxiliary engine devices. The
specific character in the utilization of these fuels has been briefly
examined in Chapter XVII.
^.1.

Requirements for Fuels

The requirements for liquid rocket fuels is based on the more
general requirement of creating a rocket complex with a minimum of
investment over specified ana usually short periods.

information on fuels have been borrowed basically, from
foreign sources.
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Depending on the designed purpose of the rocket complex the
requirements for physical, operational, and economic Indexes of
the fuel will vary. Thus, In a case, where the fuel Is selected
for an engine of a military rocket, the requirement of high
combat readiness permits the use of only those fuels, which allow
for fueled-up storage in launching the rocket. The rockets are
carriers, designed to insert an artificial earth satellite into
orbit; as a rule, they are launched at a prescribed time and their
prelaunch preparation must be planned since this requires,
specifically, fueling. In this instance there are no obstacles in
utilizing cryogenic fuels, i.e., since one or both components are
liquified gases.
The great thrust of the engines of heavy rocket-carriers
determines the consumption of large quantities of fuel, specifically,
with respect to engines during launching pad burn off. Therefore,
for example, for the lower stages of rocket-carriers cheap fuels,
producible in large quantities, must be used.
The requirement Imposed on the fuel components of ZhRD of
antiaircraft rockets, which are stored in a fueled-up ready condition
out of doors, is that the fuel should be maintained inn the i><fuid
iMu
o
state over the range of >50 C.
Prom the given examples it is evident that rather varied
requirements are imposed on a fuel depending upon the intended
purpose of the engine. Among all the fuels it is expedient to
separate out the group of so-called long-storage fuels, the
components of which consist of high-boiling substances, which can be
put in storage in the tanks of rocket or other containers at
ordinary temperatures and pressures without substantial losses.
This group can be divided into specific subgroups such as fuels
whose components have the most desirable physlcochemlcal features and
can undergo storage for many years in hermetically sealed containers.
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The range of temperatures and pressures, at which the components
must be kept stable is, to a certain degree, arbitrary. It proposes,
for example, in relation to easily stored fuels that those components
whose critical temperatures are higher than '\'70oC (they can exist
in the liquid state at the maximum ambient temperature), the vapor
pressure at 70oC should not exceed 35 bars, and during storage .the
rate of decomposition should not exceed 1% per annum at a constant
temperature of 50oC [10].
The components of fuels for rockets whose tanks are also fueled
up and hermetically sealed at the plant, generally should not
decompose in storage.
The scope of application of stable fuels is not limited to
military rockets. In certain cases engine devices of space equipment
will be exposed for a long time under space conditions or on the
surface of planets. The utilization of stable fuels in such cases
must simply provide for the avoidance of considerable losses during
storage.
Thus, based on conditions Imposed on the operational characteristics of a rocket complex, all fuels can be divided into two
major groups. One group includes the stable fuels, suitable to long
storage, the other — everything remaining that does not meet this
requirement, specifically, the cryogenic group.
If any group of fuels based on physicochemlcal features meets
the requirements for the operational characteristics of an engine
device, further selection can be based on the next most serious
requirement for fuels.
1. High energy characteristics, i.e., high values of specific
thrust and density of fuels. The sum total of these two parameter:must provide for the creation of a rocket of minimum over-all size?.
ü.nd infej-gjii t .
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2. The possibility of creating an effective and reliable
engine device. The fuel used makes It possible to obtain the
practical energy characteristics of the engine, close to theoretical,
as determined by thermodynamlc calculation. This Implies, for
example, that the process of combustion must be rather complete, must
not appear of large losses.
The utilization of self-lgnltlng fuels. I.e., fuels. In which
the combustible component and the oxldlzer combust upon contact with
each other without a supply of energy from the outside, also
simplifies the design, and consequently, Increases the rellabllitv
of the engine. Adequate cooling features, lack of danger of
decomposition and of the explosion of components, non-corroslveness
to the structural material all provide for a high degree reliability
of the engine with low costs.
Some of the noted features can be Improved or have been
accomplished as a result of conducting special research. Such
research should Include the realization of self-lgnltion by using a
special additive with the combustible ci^ponent or oxldlzer, by
lowering the corroslveness, by reduclnt; the tendency toward
decomposition, and others.
3. The possibility of safer operational characteristics. It
Is advisable that the combustible component be less inflammable
in order that It will not self-Ignite In air. The components of the
fuel should have less tendency toward ignition, decomposition and
explosion during handling even when in accidental contact with
various substancef. The utilization of components having low
toxlclty facilitates handling them safely during the production
process. In powering up the engines and in using rocket components
with low consumption.
k. Good economic Indexes. Fuels, designed for extensive
utilization, should take into account their production in a quantity,
which meets all the demands of rocket technology. It Is advisable,
that the components find application in branches of the national
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economy, not related to rocket technoloev- The latter can provide
for a substantial expansion of production scales of components and
a reduction in their cost. The low cost of 1 kg of fuel is desirable,
but first of all analysis of the effect cf fuels to the cost of
achieving the goal set for the developed rocket complex, is required.
In this case without exceptions, the variant with a more expensive
fuel will be cheaper.
Such are the basic requirements of liquid rocket fuels.
Naturally, there is no fuel, which corr.pj-etely meets all the above
examined requirements. In each concrete case there is some characteristic that determines the selecticr of the combustible component
and the oxidizer.
15.2.

Physicochamlcal Features of Components

The melting point, dependence of saturation pressure on
temperature and the rate of spontaneous decomposition of the component
comprise those physicochemical features, which determine the long
storage life or utilization cf the component in rockets with plant
servicing.
Tables 15.1 and 15.2 and Figs. 15.1-15.3 present the above
indicated features of certain fuels and oxidizers together with such
characteristics, as density, heat of evaporation and boiling point.
Prom the presented data it is evident that such fuels, as for
example, hydrazlne, asymmetrical dimenthylhydrazine, monomethyldrazine, kerosene and pentabcrane are stable, and they possess good
physical features suitable for long storage. Those possessing
properties of oxidizers, are for example, nitric acid, nitrogen
tetroxlce, chlorine trifluorlde and, to a lesser extent, due to
chemical instability, hydrogen peroxide and others.
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The density values of the componen s , given in the table and
in Pig. 15. 3 , show that the high-boil~. ng nxid1 zers, such as nitrogen
tetrozice, hyd~ogen peroxide, and nitric acid, considerably surpass
the widely used cryogenic oxidizer - liquid oxygen according to
this inde~; thus, the weight characteristics of engine devices of
rockets using these acidifiers is vastly improved.
Among the fuels - hydrazine for example, has a high density a nd
liquid hydrogen- very low density. It should be n"-d t hat the
density or one component is not the determining factor. Thus,
hydraaine b~sed on densi ty is substantially better than dimethylhydrazine, but when paired with nitrogen tetroxide as a result of
larger qua ntity or o~ldizer necessary for the oxidation of the
secondary tuel, the density of the fuels seems almost identical in
both ca ses.
Por the f e asibility of c oming up with a reliable engine, the
components of the fuel must be e ffective coolants . Thi s means that
their viscosity must be low, i order to provide a high flow rate
with low hydrauli c losses, and thermal conduc tivity a nd heat capacity
- with high los ses. Such a combination o f proper·; i es provides good
~ond1t 1 au~ f0r th
transmission of heat from the wal l to the coo l a nt .

3 9

Th e vis co sity of
change with

co ~p o nents

sho uld b e cap a b l e of ma k ing a small

so

e mp e ~ a tu r e ,

ha t t h ere i s n o c h a n ge i n c o d i t i o n s

of inj ection and ato mization .

Th e de pe nden ce of thermo phy s ica l

coeffi ci ent s on tempera t ure for a numb e r of the most interesting
component s o f roc ke t f ue ls are presented in Figs.

Fig. 15.4 . Depend~nce o f
the viscosity factor of
c ertain components on temperature.
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fig. 15.6. p0pcft4*no« of
th«nMl conductivity of
ovrtalri capontnt« on
t#«p«ratur#.

Cooling coaponontt should not docunpt»« and alao should not
loav« depoalta on the wall, bteaust this can result In scorcMng.
In order to Increase the quantity of h«at% which the component can
abaorb, It Is desirable that the conponem posses» t high neat
capacity and a low saturation pressure. The latter takes Into
account the Increase in tenperature, to which the componert in the
Jacket of the engine can be heated at a prescribed pressure.
A low value of surface tension and a low heat of evcporatlon
are the favorable features, which Improve atomlzatlon and evaporation
of the components during Injection In the combustion chamber of the
engine or gas generator.
The important feature Is the ccrroslve action of the components.
Having high corroslveness, In order to acnieve long periods of
storage of the component without the formation of compounds from
material of the tank or pipelines the utilization of a select group
of resistant, possibly critical and expensive materials may be
required. At the same time there are methods of reducing the
corroslveness by means of utilizing a small quantity of an additive,
which hardly affects the energy characteristics of the fuel. The
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last method requires considerable e xpense of means and ti me in the
selection of additives and in checking ~hei r effe c tive ess.
The data on substances, which can be used with various
components of f uels, are presented in Table 15.3.
Table 15.3. Certain materia l used in components
of rocket fuels.
Componem

Struo~t·al

Nonme tal~lo

CupJ>IIr, el Ulllin~m~ s
1ha1r
al loya; chrome &l1l chrom...
ni , kal s teeh; ell c:·= o
magnedua a rd tstlln:ll.ll!.
Al :~ya or nickel, e op~ r,
Fluorinl
\
Chl orine trifluoride 1 all.ll!inum a.'¥1 ma u 'lea i ; atainh81 ahel

Taflona, 1ue
aabestosaea, paroni t,
leather

} Teflona

and i ta o.l l oy ; ohro•
st inlesa
stee l e; ti anium and i ta al loya

Aabeatos, teflona

Hydrogwt peroxida

Al umima and ita all oy with a
amall content of c o~per; sta i nle u steala

Polyvi nyl o
teflona

Mitro en tet !'Oxic e

Alloy• ttl allBin=., and ot
ni clcal; chrome .m o 'lrOIII ...
ni ckel stainless st.. ; alloys
or t 1tan1ta

Tatlon•, tri rl uoroehloroeteyh r.a
po1y•u rio film

~ni a

Staal, alloys or
monel - JHtal

Nitri o acid

Al~a~~inw.

and

ch ,._ nio ~el

1 ~ ~• 1

Tetbna, glass11,
N bber

Keroaene
al oho1

011-p.olina
re r atant
er

~1

Triet i'\Yl amine
Xyl1dine
!iydraz i ne

11" ori t t or 11.1 Je

rida,

r

•• of

N

lll&teri · •

1

Al UI'I i \& a.'ll ta al1o a;
ata1nleaa ated
Alloya 'Ill •
buea

i ron and

al ~ainur

Pantaborana

Al i ma, opper
tile1r
al loya ; 1..c:, aott shel ,
• teJ nl• • • ateal

l{ydro

1J1.1111n•r. ani ita alloys; all oys
alloya of ti t a."lium

••

j

{Transl tor a no e: def ined

a u

AI aatoa, ru er,
polyatl\Yl lr" ,
tetlona

. t r ieal di!llltey ey r a.:tne J.

..
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Tablt 15.2 prtMntf nom« of the mertUoned i-f^i^j-ttt-a of a
rtunbtr of eompontnt» of rocket fu»U. Infomwtlun on toxlctty t»
• Uo pr«ttnt«d th«rt.
Prolonged txpoturt of nan In an atnoiphwr« eonifilnlrtg th»
vapor ooapontnt aarvte at tht oharcctarlsdo toxloHy at maximum
paralMibl« conoantrttlon. It should b« nottd that uny hacnrd
during tha operation of rookats Involving toxic oomponanta, Is
aubatantially dlalnlahad Mhara thara la plant atrvlelng and harm^tic
aaallng of tanks.
15.3.

Klnatlc Propartiaa of guaja

Tha klnatlc propartiaa of a fual are defined by the proceaa
of combuatlon and tha proeaaa of atationary burning of the fuel.
Propartiaa of a Fual During Ignition
Tha Ignition temperature of the vapors of liquid componer.ts Is
usually not leaa than 300-500oC. Such a temperature can be attained
In varloua waya.
Whan using nonaelf-lgnltlon components of a fuel, the heat
naeaaaary for tha vaporization of the mixture and for the development
of exothermal preflame reactions In It, are generated from an
external source. The self-lgnltlon of the fuel vapors In this
Instance can be called thermal. Thermal self-ignition Is defined as
the minimum temperature, at which process of self-ignition is
developed, and by the delay period of this process. The latter Is
defined as the period of time from the moment the flames appear.
The temperature and delay period of thermal self-lgnltion exist
not only for a listed fuel by physical constants inasmuch as these
properties on experimental conditions; however, when determined
ander standard conditions, they are defined as the corrparatlve
activity of fuels of ZhRD [JJ].
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th«* utefiay cjj©rjjiJon.
Inliliil tKnlilon Includ«« lU* cvvntion ot a lueul Umited %on«
.of hot KU» Hhvtti i»r?»jri »lurr «»xoecds the temperature or tie If-Ignition
of Hi" fuel vnportf. Thla curt be racllltated, for example, by a
special IgnUltiK torch, lur which a aelC-lgnltlng fu^l or powder,
electrl'-al spark and eo Torth, are used. Because the heterogeneous
and homceeneoua mixture la chtrmlcally unequal with respec*. *->
priming for combustion. Initial combustion takes place proceeds in
the form of a source whereby the local mixture ratio Is clos« to
stolchlometrlc. The occurrence of even a local area of combustion
accelerates processea oT fuel preparation Tor the exothermic
reaction and racilitates the ignition of the entire homogeneous
mixture.
During the steady operation of the engine, the temperature level
of the process ir. the combustion zone Is higher than the temperature
oT self-ignltlon of the fuel. In connection with this, the neod
for special Ignition diminishes. However, there is a need for a
reliable melanism for the transfer of heat from the zone of developed
combustion to the fresh mixture.
The self-Igniting components of the fuel already under ordinary
temperature conditions react upon contact in the liquid phase with
the release of heat. As a result of the initial energetic warm-up,
the fuel mixtures Initiate the preflame exothermal reactions, which
facilitate the warm-up to the boiling point and higher, leading to
the self-ignltlon of the vapors. This form of self-lgnltlon, which
begins In liquid phase and terminates In the gas phase, can be
called chemical self-lgnltlon or simply, self-lgnltlon.
The feasibility of self-ignltlon depends on the chemical
affinity of the fuel components. One combustible component with
various oxldlzers or, conversely, one oxldlzer with various fuels
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win for» various fuel vtpors btetd on activity, table 15.<< ahowa
tht d«grtt of thii activity for various fuel compoaltlona.
Tablt 15.1.

Characttriallea of combustion c-f
L tfSM»oa! tlona.
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c
c
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c
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H
c
H
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H
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c
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II

K
1 II
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I H
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II
K
K
II
H
II
II

^rwltMit •!
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c
c#
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(
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0«*l#M«lMiai C . Mlf-iffStlni, M - mimU'imitint, » - In UM
tt * MUljrat.
(frawUtor't MUt atibMrlpU .'wr "liquid" abrnvlatad %» itplac« M ]«

»WMIM»

Self-lgnltlon of nonself-ignltlng fuels under ordinary conditions
of fuel vapors can be facilitated by a catalytic effect or by
Introducing an activating additive Into one of the components. Thus,
for instance, fuel kerosene with nitric acid can be made selfigniting, lead in kerosene by introducing considerable (up to kot)
quantitiea of asymmetrical dimethylhydrazlne or small additions of
aolid active substances. A suspension of potassium and of lithium
or lithium hydride in kerosene provide facilitates self-lgnltlon
with a small (up to 2%) content of the active substances. Fuel
keroaene with liquid oxygen becomes self-igniting with an addition
of small quantities (on the order of hundredths of a percent) of
fluoric ozlne PpO^ to the oxidizer.
The most important quantitative characteristic of self-ignition
Is the delay of self-lgnltlon - the time from the moment cf contact
of the liquid self-igniting components up to the moment of the
appearance of flames (O. Naturally, the delay value of selfIgnltion depends, first of all, on tne nature of the fuel. For one
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and the same aeir-lgnlt Ing vapor (combuoilble component ♦ o^ldlaier)
the quantity of T. changes depending on the excess oxldUer ratio,
a, the pressures or medium, and the initial temperature or the
components. The effect of the unevenees of injection of the
components is demonstrated here. The value T. can also change with
the Introduction of nn activating or a ballasting additive to the.
components.
The dependence of the delay of sell-ignition of liquid rocket
fuels on the various factors and methods of determining this value
-»»e examined in special literature [21, (.'<].

MS

The reliability of starting the encire substantially depends
on the value of T-. The basic requirement for the starting
condition is a smooth change in pressure In the combustion chamber
and absence of considerable overloading chamber with time is
portrayed in Fig. 15.7. A pressure peak p
is undecirable or
even harmful. The reason for the appearance of such a peak la due
to the accumulation In the combustion chamber of a large quantity
of fuel components and their subsequent rapid combustlui..

r

k
1

U

AMI

Fig. 15.7. Character of the change
In pressure in the combustion
chamber when starting.

h
T

The value of the average pressure in the combustion chamber
under" steady engine operation, p can be deter'.Ined according to the
relationship
(15.1)
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where Tn - time the fuel slays In the co.n^uaMcr chutnber; •'', - !uti
conaumptlon In ?econdc under steady engine cpert»»'.ü'.; V
vri^.e
of the combustion chamber.
When starting the engine over a period of time, equal to the
period of delay of self-lgnUlon, the quantity of fuel delivered
In the combustion chamber, Is equaJ to

f 0.r«^)^*ö„,r,T,.
where S
seconds.

K

(15.2;

- average value for the starting fuel consumption in

By assuming that the quantity of fuel Ö
It Is possible to write:

T_

barns Instantly,

(15.3)

Vk.c

By equating cxprerslons (15.1) and (15.3), we will obtain:
(15.4)
Thus, the relative Increase In pressure when starting is
directly proportional to the delay of Ignition, and as related to the
starting and nominal fuel consumption, it is inversely proportional
to the time the fuel stays in the combustion chamber, T .
From formula (15.^) it follows: for starting at nominal fuel
consumption (GG nycK /G ■ 1) without an overload !1'ased on pressure
tP

K max

P

H

1) It Is necessary that

T,/T

- 1

The time the fuel stays in the combustion chamber T , covered
In the next chapter, depends on the nature of the fuel, on the
geometry of the chamber and on the extent of organization of the
processes. For the majority of ZhRD it amounts to several
milliseconds.
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The unr-in; ' l"i. thai ih< '.trillion which i.as accumulated
througtiout tint- i, oV i}.e fa«;, occurs inntar.tly, 1B an extreme and
also a poor one; therefore, r^rmlsslble value T can be somewhat
0
larger
than i n . If the value i.3 Is considerably' larger than T n ,
the starting fuH consumption should be less than nominal lor the
proper starting of the engine.
Properties of ri Fuel During Stationary Combustion
The required property of a fuel should be its capability to
burn completely and steadily. The absence of this quality practically
precludes the utilization of the fuel. It is known, for example,
that the utilization of an additive consisting of finely-dispersed
boron to kerosene which increases the theoretical specific thrust,
was not actually effective as a result of the low combustion
efficiency of boron. The utilization of fuels on the basis Mitric
acid was limited for a long time due to the unfavorable characteristics of combustion in the sense of resistance.
The conversion process of fuel Into products of combustion
under steady engine operation involves a complex of physlcochemlcal
phenomena. These phenomena are closely interconnected, and it is
difficult to demarcate them in reference to time and space.
Furthermore, the conversion process of the fuel is substantially
different for engines of ordinary design where both components
were fed into the combustion chamber as a liquid, whereas for
engines with an afterburner design, one or both components are fed
into the combustion chamber in the heated as well as gaseous state.
In the second case the contact and conversion of the liquid
components is carried out in a gas generator.
It Is obvious that the behavior of the fuels, to a considerable
extent, is determined by their many characteristics and conditions
in the chamber. However, as a result of the complexity of the
processes a quantitative relationship between the integral
characteristics of combustion (efficiency, resistance) and the
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properties of the fuel have still not been achieved analytically.
Therefore, In order to determine the kinetic properties of new
fuels for the purpose of future design special Investigations using
model engines and devices are conducted. In order to perfect fuels
there are usually statistical data, enabling one to formulate an
effective process of carburetlon am1 combustion, and to select the
necessary volume of the combustion chamber.
15.1».

The Leading Fuels Used

In engine devices of rocket-carriers, for launching apace
objects, cheap and efficient fuels are widely used based on a
cryogenic oxldlzer - liquid oxygen. Certain characteristics of
these fuels have been presented in Table 15.5.
Table 15.5. Characteristics of certain fuels
based on liquid oxygen 05 at p /p - 70/1 and
with an optimum proportionality of the
components.
CoMbuBtlble
eoBponant

r,°K 7VK
■S

0

to

I
Q,

to

x Q- x

Ethyl alcohol

3.9 1.78

0.99

3411

2306

174

1,124

288

314 10,65

Ktroaam
NTKG

0.8
0.9
1.0
0.7

1,02
0.99
0.89
0.35

3690

2482
2487
1710
1888

181
180

1.129
1.124

298
307
294
386

325 10.54
335 10,70
328 9,484
418 9.375

NHS

2.70
1.92
1.41
5.56

WM
3065
3422

181

1,170

239

1.174

Oxygen-ethyl alcohol fuel was used in the early stages of the
development of rocket technology in German and the USA, and it was
replaced by a more effective composition of a fuel of the kerosene
type. Here and further on, the name "kerosene" means a special
rocket hydrocarbon fuel the aviation kerosene type, derived from
petroleunr. Such a fuel is widely used both in the USA (for rockets
(Atlas), (Titanium), (Saturn-v)), and the USSR (the rocket (Vostok))
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The use of asymmetrical dlmethylhydrazine (NDMQ) as a fuel
made It possible to create an engine in the USSR with the greatest
specific thrust with respect to hlgh-bolllng fuels. The RD-119
engine working on 00 + NDMG fuel is widely used for launching the
Cosmos series of satellites. A practical application was found
for Opm* ^^w ^ue^» it is used in the engine of X-15 experimental
aircraft of the USA. Its efficiency Is relatively low.
The 0o + Hn fuel is classical as one of the most effective
fuels in mass application. At present, it is used, for example, in
the engines of the second and third stages of the "Saturn-V"
rocket. Low density and high volatility of liquid hydrogen are its
negative, qualities; however, they are overcome as a result of
successes achieved in the considerable degree, the realization of
main advantage of the fuel - its high specific thrust.
Fuels with a base of high-boiling stable components find
application in military rockets and space objects, where the fuel
must be stored for a long time in a ready state in the engine. The
utilization of high-boiling fuels in the latter case allows for
minimum losses of the components without large weight losses to heat
insulation.

Energy characteristics of the predominantly used high-boiling
fuels are given in Table 15.6.
Fuels with a nitric acid base, feature and whose properties (such
as freezing point, density, power engineering, and others) have been
improved by an addition of 20-30% of oxides of nitrogen, have
comparatively low energy characteristics, but a wide temperature
range in the liquid state. These fuels are applied In those cases
where the last characteristic is the determining one; for example,
for small aviation rockets whose conditions of operation are subjected
for a long time to the low or high temperatures of the surrounding
medium without constant temperature control.
^k))

^00

Table 15.6. Characteristics of certain stable
fuels when p /p * 70/1 and with the optimum

GKldlttr

4

a

Pual

M

'2

0

it
0

H"

t-

1

n

•

to.

1

11
•

•
>

/r

* £

HNO.,^
+ oxld*a
of nitrogen

KarotMi«

0.9

4.76 1,36 3170 1854 161 1.157 263 286 9.71&

HNOj+
+ ojddi»
of nltregna
HNO,+
+ OXldM
of nltrogm
N204
NjO,

Mixtur* of
•nlnos

0,9

4.16 1..36 3173 1848 162 1,158 263 286 9.69a

90«
H,0,

NEMO

0.9

NDMG
50% NIMG

1

+

+50»NjH4
KeMsom

3.01 1.27 3165 1771 169 1.169 273 296 9,445

1.0 3,06 1.18 3413 2245 172 1.132 283 308 10,47
1.0 2.25 1.20 3353 2098 175 1.143 287 312 10,15
0,9

7.17 1.27 2773 1479 164 1.177 264 286 9.32f>

Fuels having an NpCL base with NDMG, or of a mixture of 30%
NDMG + 50$ NpH^, named "aerozlne-50", have higher energy characteristics and they are used in ballistic rgckets . For example,
,,
aerozine-50" + NpCK fuel has been used in the Titanium II rocket.
It replaced the cryogenic composition of 02w + kerosene, because
it makes it possible for the rocket to be stored for a long time in
a ready state for launching. The high melting point of nitrogen
tetroxide is not a substantial deficiency, since the launching
sites for ballistic rockets provide a narrow range of temperature
fluctuations of the surrounding medium.
The comparison data in Tables 15-5 and 15.6 show that better
from among the stable fuels the classical cryogenic 02w + kerosene
based on specific thrust are inferior, but have the advantage on
density.
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The fuel N ', + "aerozlnc-SO" is also used In the sustalner
engine of "Apollo" spaceship In the American space series, Intended
to land a man on the Moon. The Important advantage of this fuel
is its spontaneous Inflammability.
15.5.

Promising Propellants

The search, perfection and introduction of all the more effective
fuels - is the invariable trend in rocket technological development.
Let us dwell at first on the material which are involved in cryogenic
fuels.

ter_
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Here, one of the basic trends for increasing the efficiency
is considered to be the perfection and utilization of liquid fluorine
P_ , its compound, P„0, and mixtures of liquid fluorine with liquid
oxygen. The utilization of an oxidizer, consisting of 30$ P- and
70!? 0~, was considered as a means of substantially increasing the
energy characteristics of the "Atlas" rocket in the USA. When using
kerosene as a combustible component, it turned out that an oxidizer,
consisting of 70/5 Fp and 30% Op by weight was optimum for specific
thrust. The composition with 30? Pp was selected for the purpose of
facilitating the solution to the problem of the compatibility of
structural material with an oxidizer. Except for the Increased
energy characteristics, the positive quality of this fuel is its
spontaneous Inflammability.
Table 15.7 presents the characteristics of cryogenic fuels,
which, according to published data [3], are being investigated as
promising fuels.
Fluorine-hydrogen fuel is most efficient of all known fuels
having components which are chemically stable individual substances.
Together with high specific thrust thie fuel also has a comparatively
high density due to the high density of the liquid fluorine and the
high value of optimum K. This fuel is regarded both as a natural
development as well as an Improvement of the already perfected
0- + m fuel.
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Table 15.7. Characteristics of certain
promising cryogenic fuels with p K /p C " 70/1 and
with iin optimuin pr Dpor tic n <51 tne con ipoiien ts.
r*>

Cbcldlztr

Pu«l

a

Karosan*
Kerosttra

0.8
1.0
1,0
0.3
0.8

BjH6

0,7

Hj
NHj

F»

+70« 62
OF,

N2H4

A combination of F2
and density.

i

1

M

4

4

it
o

\r*

o

H

0

H

u

15,1 0.67 4762 2791
3.35 1.18 4568 2543
2.37 1,32 4699 2737
2.40 1.20 3918 2799
3,26 l.U 3955 263i

to

n

•

•

■•

X

/c

X
m

ax

250 1.179
222 1,187
225 1,177
187 1,200
191 1.137

4.10 1.04 4742 3129 226

M
M

M

a

a

405
359
364
313
314

438
388
394
343
342

9.380
9,147
9,41ft
11,09
10,40

1,141 370 404 10.30

+ N^Hj. has high values of specific thrust

The good cooling features of hydrazine diminish the

difficulties connected with the high temperature

of combustion.

According to published data, special additives, which do not affect
Its power engineering, eliminate the danger of decomposition and of
an explosion of hydrazine when it Is used for regenerative cooling.
Fluorine monoxide fuel with dlborane is of interest when applied
In systems where It Is stored under space conditions from the
several months up to one-two years.

By calculation, the physidCl

properties of these cryogenic components (melting point and saturation
pressure) enhance storage under space conditions with small losses
and small costs involved in heat insulation and thermal control.
The high energy characteristics are combined with such unfavorable
factors, as low density and the unsuitablllty of both components for
regenerative cooling.

It has been considered that an engine, which

would operate on this fuel, should be shielded by means of ablating
heatproof material.
The combination of F20 + kerosene with respect to efficiency,
corresponds to a fuel using a mixture of (70% F2 + 30% 02).
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Promising high-boiling fuels have likewise been comparatively
little studied. Published material basically amounts to several
compositions, presented in Table 15.8. Accordingly to this data,
the most efficient with respect to specific thrust is a fuel having
a concentrated hydrogen peroxide base with pentaborane .'
Table 15.8. Characteristics of certain
promising high-boiling fuels with a pu/p_ =
= 70/1 and with an optimun1 proportion 0 f
components.
«0

1-•k

en

OxldlzBP

Kuel

i

u
^■1

Hi

*2\

N204
M.,0.

B5H9
Br,H9

CIF,

N'2H4

N,ll4

HSH9

m%

I
a

1
0

fr-

n

X

ü

/c

ts
1

H

0 7 3.059 1,08 3917 2682
0 4 2,64 1,06 3172 2029
1 0 2,89 1,50 3889 1848
1.1 3. Hi 0,8H 2092 932

QO-

0,

a.

182 1.121 301 329 10.7<;
190 1.135 30P 337 10,47
184 1,232 292 3 4 8,.349
184 1,23? 291 313 8,376

Pentaborane Is extremely toxic (see Table 15.2) and self-ignites
in air. However, ndditives have been found, which eliminate the
danger of the latter (temperature of self-ignition is raised to
100oC).
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Test reports from the USA tell of an engine working on pentaborane
having a thrust of more than 20 T. The deficiencies of the
investigated fuel include the elevated melting point and the chemical
instability of the concentrated hydrogen peroxide. The rate of its
decomposition amounts to about 1% per annum at 30oC> as a consequence
of which this oxidizer is unsuited for storage in hermetically sealed
containers.
The N-CL + B H fuel has a somewhat poorer theoretical value of
specific thrust, but a higher density and excellent stability of both
components, suitable for utilization In systems with preliminary
servicing and hermetically sealed containers.
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A combination of C1P + N H. has a unique advantage - high
density. Interest is generated in this fuel in connection with the
need for improving the characteristics of rockets under conditions
of limited volume.
There Is definite interest In the composition of hydrazine with
pentaborane. These components possess excellent characteristics
from the viewpoint of stability, and"the combination of them has
high energy characteristics. The Interaction of the components
proceeds according to the reaction

2B8H9+5NJH4-«19HJ

(gas)+10BN (solid).

Solid boron nitride, which forms as a result of the reaction and
consists of 85i by weight of all products of the reaction, is the
heat source for hydrogen. The high specific thrust is created at
equilibrium exhaust of the two-phase mixture, i.e., when the small
particles of boron nitride are carried away by the hydrogen and
are ejected from the nozzle practically at the same rate as that of
the gas.
15.6.

Promising Metalliferous Fuels

Accordingly to thermodynamic calculations the application of
an addition of light metals - Al, B, Be and Li can guarantee a
substantial Increase in the energy characteristics of existing and
promising liquid rocket fuels, both of the cryogenic and high-boiling
types [8]. Figures 15.8 and 15.9 present the results of calculations
of the specific
thrust of 0_2m + H„2m and P„2m + H„2m fuels with additions
r
of various metals. Along the abscissa the relative content of ♦"he
metal in the fuel is plotted, along the ordinate - the specific
thrust at p ./p • 70/1 and the optimum proportion of the fuel and
oxldlzer. As can be seen from the presented data, in the case of
the oxldlzer, 0_ , beryllium is the most effective additive, in the
case of F- - lithium.
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The data given In Figs. 15.10 and 15.11, show the feasibility of
increasing the characteristics of certain high-boiling fuels by
means of utilizing the metallic additive.
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The general rule of the efficient utilization of a metallic
addition Is: the metal In conjunction with the oxldlzer should
give at combustion the greatest energy release, and the residual
products should contain the largest possible quantity of hydrogen.
As can be seen from the given results, for beryllium, boren and
aluminium the better oxldlzer is oxygen, for lithium - fluorine.
The application of a metallic additive to a fuel having a
liquid hydrogen base, lowers the density of the fuel; this is
associated with a decrease in the quantity of the oxldlzer In the
fuel and with an increase in the quantity of hydrogen based on
optimum proportions. The optimum proportion of all components Is
approximately such that all of the oxldlzer is spent on the
stolchlometrlc oxidation of the metal, and the hydrogen is added to
achieve maximum specific thrust.
Dependence of specific thrust on the quantity of hydrogen In
the fuel is shown in Pig. 15.12, whereby it is clear that the maximum
specific thrust using lithium corresponds to the content of hydrogen,
and it is considerably higher than in a fuel without metal (see also
Tables 15.5 and 15.7). This the reason for the decrease in the
density of the mixture.
^

Pig. 15.12. Dependence of specific
thrust in a vacuum on the content of
hydrogen in the fuel: opiK;L,-v«,f'o'0Bt;18»
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A reduction In the optimum quantity of an oxldlzer with an
addition of a metal, Is also characteristic for hlgh-bolllng fuels;
however, In view of considerably higher density of the fuels In
comparison with H2 , the addition of a metal, heavier than both
components, Increases the density of the fuel. Figure 15.13 as an
example demonstrates the dependence of specific thrust on the
density of N-O^ + N^H. fuel with additions of Al and Be.

Fig. 15.13. Dependence of specific
thrust In a vacuum on the density of
the fuel. The figures designate the
percentage content of metal in the
fuel.
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In view of the high theoretical efficiency of metalliferous
fuels, various problems in their practical utilization take on a
significant role. One of the important problems is that of storage
and of supplying metal to the combustion chamber.
Promising solution this problem Is considered to be the
utilization of the metal suspensions in the fuel, which gelatinize
(become like Jelly) to prevent the precipitation of the metallic
powder. Investigations show [8] that by adding 0.2-0.5? gelantlnlzing
substances to the fuel structures in the fuel will be formed,
consisting of long chain molecules, types of polymeric molecules,
with transverse bonds between the chains. Under static conditions
a gelatinized fuel will not flow and under rather small stresses it
shifted similar to a solid body. Under such conditions the suspended
particles of the metal do not completely settle out.
Under the action of applied stresses exceeding the limit of
fluidity, the failure of the structure of the gel already begins at
rather large stresses; for example, by extrusion through the fuel
line under pressure, all the bonds are broken and the fuel with
^08
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respect to behavior becomes indentical with a pure liquid having
suspended particles of the metal.

After a lapse of a certain time

following failure there is again a restoration of the bonds - again
a gel forms.

Such a feature of a gel whereby it destroys Itself by

displacement and restores Itself again under static conditions is
called thloxotropy.

The example in Table 15.9 demonstrates the

properties of pure hydrazine and gelatinized fuel "alumlnlzin"
[Translator's note: This term is not identified in available fuel
dictionaries].
Table 15.9. Comparison of the properties of
metallized and ordinary fuel
PreptrtlM

$

I*
15

Hydruln«

. tyrdrulm

100
0
0
1,006
0,97
0
1.5

Uminim
(teUUnlxln« «Mltlon»

Dnallor la «faa
VlMMltr In eratlpelsu
Ual« tt fluidity In i/om*
tklti ng point In 'C

Alumlnlzin

66.5
33.0
0.5
1,270
45.10»
1.7
-2.3

Considering the data given In the table, let us note that the
limit of fluidity Is rather small, such that the fuel would begin
to leak from the tank at a small pressure, but it is sufficient that
the particles of the metal should not settle out.

The very high

viscosity of gel is diminished up to a value, close to the viscosity
of pure hydrazine, with the failure of the ptructure of the gel
during the process of flow through the fuel line.
If the problem of storage, of supply and of combustion of
metalliferous fuel are to be successfully solved, the realization of
a high specific thrust in connection with losses, possibly as a
result of the unbalanced flow of a two-phase mixture in the nozzle
will remain as the most serious problem.

The content of the

condensate (oxides of aluminum AlpO-, of beryllium BeO, and others)
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in the products of combustion at a optimum proportion of components
amounts to almost 50% by weight. At characteristic pressures in the
combustion chamber of a ZhRD up to 100 bars and above, a content of
condensate that high can result in a very considerable buildup of
particles in the nozzle and can also result In large losses of
specific thrust (see Chapter XIII). It is possible that the size
of the particles in the area of the nozzle throat by virtue of their
considerable buildup does not depend on the dispersiveness of the
condensate in the combustion chamber and can be determined merely by
the resistance of the drop against atomizing by their gas during
blowoff.
To solve problems associated with the losses of specific thrust
during the flow of a two-phase mixture in a nozzle, research [5] is
being conducted, which affects a very wide range of problems: based
on the study of properties of the oxides of metals and of interactions
of mlcron-slze drops with gas and among themselves prior to the
testing the engines using metallized fuels with an accurate
determination of the specific thrust.
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CHAPTER

XVI

PROCESSES OF FUEL CONVERSION IN THE
COMBUSTION CHAMBER
In this chapter the qualitative description of the conversion
processes of fuel In the combustion chamber Is given using various
diagrams of their layout.

The generalized characteristics are

presented and methods of evaluating the perfection of the processes
are examined.
16,1.

Overall Picture of the Phenomena

In the combustion chamber of a (WP/O [ZhRD ■ llquld-propellant
rocket engines] a complex of processes goes on, which should be so
organized that It guarantees:
1) maximum combustion efficiency;
2) rapid release of heat in a chamber of small sizes and weights;
3) steady operation of the processes, necessary for reliable
and trouble-free work of the engine.
Depending on the phase composition of the components supplied
the combustion chamber several schemes of the organization of the
working processes can be distinguished.
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"Liquid-Liquid" Scheme
Both components In the liquid phase are injected through Jets
in the combustion chamber, where the reaction between fuel and the
oxldlzer should occur. Reaction basically goes on in the gaseous
phase. Therefore, conditions should favor the conversion of liquid
fuels into the gaseous state. These conditions will be realized in
a certain section of the combustion chamber, where there is a
complex of processes perparatory to combustion going on: the splitting
(atomlzatlon) of the liquid components into droplets, their mixing,
vaporization and mixing of the vapors, all Included in the reaction.
The increase In surface area of the liquid as a result of the
splitting into droplets accelerates the process of vaporization.
The atomlzatlon of the liquid is carried out by Jets of various
types. Furthermore, with the rapid movement of the droplets in the
gas medium they can change their form and under specified conditions
can split up which also leads to an acceleration of the process of
vaporization.
The criteria of atomlzatlon quality are the fineness and
homogeneity of the atomlzatlon and the flame configuration of the
atomlzatlon. In order to estimate fineness and homogeneity of
atomlzatlon one should know the distribution of the liquid, injected
through the Jet, according to the sizes of the droplets, or so-called
spectrum of atomlzatlon. A quantitative estimate of sizes of the
droplets is necessary in order to calculate the rate of evaporation
and motion of the droplets, conditions of mixing, and so forth.
The fineness of the atomlzatlon is characterized by a certain
average diameter of the droplets. Various researchers have assigned
a different meaning to the concept of the average size of the
droplets existing in the spectrum of atomlzatlon. Frequently, the
so-called median diameter is used. The specific gravity of the
droplet, whose diameter is less or equal to thp median diameter.
measures 0.5. The median diameter of a droplet most commonly used in
a swirl injector of a ZhRD is usually 25-250 u , In a spray Injector
200-500 u.

kl3

The homogeneous distribution of the fuel according to the
cross-sectional

diameter of the combustion chamber is necessary for

steady and efficient combustion, as well as the prescribed proportion
of the components

K.

These specifications are met in the process of

injection and mixing of components
phases).

(both in the liquid and gas

The mixing can be done preliminarily outside the combustion

chamber in a two-component emulsion injectors.

Figure l6.1a represents a diagram of the distribution of the
fuels components ratio x -xom based on the radius of the combustion
chamber.

By duplicating such a picture at any diameter of the same

cross section of the combustion chamber, the distribution of

K

In that

cross section is ideal in the sense of completeness of the isolation
of heat.

As was mentioned in Chapter XI, such a distribution of

is not always acceptable.

K

A diagram of a two-zone distribution of

tc Is shown in Fig. 16. lb.
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Fig. 16.1.
Distribution diagram K
according to the cross section of the
combustion chamber: a) without a
boundary zone, b) with a boundary zone.
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The sum total effect of the processes of atomlzation, of
vaporizations and of mixing of the fuel components insures its
preparation for exothermal reactions of ■'■ombustion.
The pretreatment processes of the fuel prior to combustion and
actual combustion processes are closely connected.

Exact boundaries

between the separate processes exist neither in time, nor in space.

The mixture in the combustion chamber prior to complete
comtustlon of
the hfV

r

ne fuel is two-phase.

The interaction of the phases,

output from the products of combustion, the strongly

deve i t •■ 1 turbulence of flow ■:•. i the presence of diffusion processes

k iH
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all accelerate the pretreatment processes and combustion processes.
The overall picture of the entire complex of phenomena Is very
Intricate and depends essentially on the nature of the fuels, on the
design of the combustion chamber and on the carburetion system.
Figure 16.2 represents rough diagram of the transformation of the
liquid components Into products of combustion when self-igniting and
nonself-igniting fuels are used.
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Pig. 16.2. Diagram of the transformation of liquid fuel into products of
combustion.
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Exothermal reactions In the liquid phase already going on upon
contact (mixing) of the droplet of components Is characteristic for
self-ljtnltlon fuels.

The energy release of these reactions facilitates

the vaporization of the droplets. Including those which did not
react in the liquid phase, because they did not collide*with droplets
of another component.

After that, the fuel vapors and oxidizer

vapors are mixed and chemical gas-phase reactions take place which
lead to the formation of the final products of combustion.

The

combustion of the gaseous fuel and oxidizer is homogeneous.
Whereas in this case the gaseous mixed fuels are not pre
mixed and are heterogeneous, combustion occurs simultaneousi
mixed components and with other processes, but the homogene^
combustion of a chemically heterogeneous gas mixture takes place,
since in the different sections of the combustion chamber the
combustion process can be limited by kinetics of reactions or by
diffusion (either this one as well as others), and under certain
conditions knocking combustion is also possible.
Heterogeneous combustion, i.e., combustion of liquid droplets
of one component in the vapors of another can also occur simultaneously
with homogeneous combustion.
This takes place, if one of the components vaporizes considerably faster than the second, and also with considerable nonuniformity
in the splitting of the components into droplets (coarse droplets
vaporize more slowly than the finer ones).
igure 16.3 represents a diagram of the combustion of an
ur

ssed drop of fuel in the vapors of an oxidizer.

The boiling

pol..: of the liquid components are always lower than the temperature
of ignition; therefore, the vaporization of the droplets preceeds
combustion.

After the initial ignition of the vapor cloud surrounding

the droplet, the combustion undergoes continuous vaporization of the
liquid from the surfacp of the droplet due to the heat supplied from
the flames, and also combustion undergoes continuous mixing
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(diffusion) of the oxldizer and the fuel vapors.
combustion should be removed simultaneously.

The products of

Flg. 16.3. Diagram of the process of
combustion of a droplet: 1 - drop of
the fuel; 2 - layer of vapors; 3 flame; ^ - layer of diffusion
combustion.
Produ»«« of
«Mbuatlon

OKldlxwr

With the necessary condition for the development of homogeneous
and heterogeneous combustion which usually accompany each other,
there is a supply of heat to the liquid components in order to heat
them, vaporize them and ignite them. As has been mentioned, this
heat, in part, is released during the reactions of self-igniting
components in the llqvld phase. Another source for obtaining heat the products of combustion whereby the heat is returned to the liquid
components due to thermal conductivity and radiation, and in addition
by means of the convective transfer of heat during the diffusion of
intermediate and products of combustion In the direction of the
head of combustion chamber.
The decisive role in this phenomenon Is played by the*"so-called
"reverse currents." They arise as a result of an injection effect
of the liquid from the ejector. The liquid is swept away by side
currents of the gas, simultaneously with the reverse currents as
well. The reverse currents carry the products of complete and
Incomplete combustion along with a high temperature, the heat of
which is returned to the atomized liquid.
The processes, which occur in case of using nonself-igniting
fuels (see Fig. 16.2), are, on the whole, analogous to those
mentioned above. Distinction Is that the exothermal reactions between
the components In the liquid ^hase do not occur or occur to a very
insignificant degree. In connection with this, the supply of heat
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takes on the ; :-lfive role.
:■ the Initial Ignition it is carried
out by an external source, but for the maintenance of a steady
state - by the products of combustion, predominantly due to convection
convection.
As a result of the highly-complex interacting processes
described, it is difficult to come up with a general theory,
quantitatively evaluating the parameters of the Individual processes
and their summary indexes. Qualitative investigations of the
stationary processes in the combustion chamber make it possible to
single out the basic phenomena and reconstruct a simplified model of
the processes. According to the theory, which describes such a
model, in certain cases rather accurate quantitative results can
be obtained, such as presented In [2], [6],
Based on modern opinions the rate of the process of heat
emission in the combustion chamber according to the "liquid-liquid"
diagram is limited by the rate of vaporization of the liquid drops
and by the rate of mixing of the gaseous components. However, the
rate of the reactions of combustion under normal conditions of steady
work a ZhRD inherently exceeds the rate of the pretreatment
processes by several orders.
"Gas-Liquid" Diagram
According to the "gas-liquid" diagram one of the fuel components
is fed into the combustion chamber in the gaseous state, the
second - in the liquid state (Fig. 16.^). This diagram is realized,
for example, when the generator gas (a << 1 or a >> 1) and the liquid
component, which provides the prescribed proportion of < in the
main chamber is delivered to the combustion chamber.

ween

Fig. 16.4. Diagram
of an injection
head of the ';gas-liquld" type (RL-10A
ZhRD, USA).
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By supplying the components according to the "gas-llquld"
diagram, the mixing and the reactions in the liquid phase are
absent In the processes of fuel conversion; the remaining picture
of the phenomena is analogous to that described above for the
"liquid-liquid" diagram.
It Is natural that the conversion of the liquid droplet will
occur In the shorter section of the combustion chamber in the
examined diagram, rather than in "liquid-liquid" diagram and the
sizes of the combustion chamber in this case are reduced. A good
distribution of the liquid component in the gaseous state and its
complete mixing are the necessary conditions. In a number of works
[3] It was noted that it was not the vaporization of the components,
but their mixing in the gaseous phase that was the determining factor,
especially when the process of combustion goes to completion.
"Gas-Gas" Diagram
According to this diagram both components of the fuel are
delivered to the combustion chamber in the gaseous form. For example,
the generator gas from two gas generators enters the combustion
chamber, with a << 1 In the first generator, and with a >> 1 in the
second.
The examined diagram, obviously, is a better variant in terms
of fuel conversion in the products of combustion, because the flow
in the combustion chamber Is monophase. The overall diagram of fuel
conversion can be formally simplified (the processes of atomlzation
and of vaporization of the liquid components are absent); in this
case the determining process Is the mixing of the gaseous components
or the vapor-gas mixtures.
1.5

Range of Stable Combustion
1,0

Tr. all ^rhe Trgminational diagrams of the working prcceczec,
the sizes of the combustion chamber must be adequate in order to

klS

0,5

guarantee the thorough burning of the fuel before the products of
combustion begin to enter the nozzle; in this case combustion must
be stable.
However, during the operationg of a ZhRD dangerous unstable
(vibratory) combustion can arise. It is accompanied by fluctuations
in the pressure of the gas in the combustion chamber. The lowfrequency (tens and hundreds of cycle per second) and high-frequency
(hundreds and thousands of cycles per second) of fluctuations of
pressure in the combustion chamber can be discerned. Mutual
superposition of the low-frequency and high-frequency fluctuations
is possible. The physical nature of these phenomena Is diverse.
A theoretical investigation of the instability of combustion
in a ZhRD is one of the most complicated assignments as possible
approaches to the solution; these are examined in special literature
C^]» [5]. Along with theoretical dependences experimental data
are widely used.
The results of an experimental investigation of the stability
of processes in the combustion chamber frequently follow the
procedure analogous to that given in Fig. 16.5, where, as an
example, the results of the experimental investigation of the
stability of the operation of a ZhRD are given using various a and
pressures in the combustion chamber (fuel - furfuryl alcohol + HNO-,).
As It appears, range of stable operation is possible only within a
specified pressure range in the combustion chamber and in the fuel
components ratio.

a
1,5

1

•K
A

•

1,0

Fig. 16.5, Example of an experimental
determination of the range of stable
combustion.
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16.t1,

Evaluating an Improvement of the Processes

Imperfection In the design of the mixing elements, incomplete
mixing and combustion of the fuel components and other losses
diminish heat emission and the potential energy of the gas (full
inlet pressure in nozzle p
in the nozzle.

), utilized upon expansion of the gas

All this results In the downgrading of the engine

characteristics, specifically, a reduction in the specific thrust.
Inasmuch as the magnitude of specific thrust is proportional
VRmFm*,

then the degree of distinction of the actual processes In

the combustion chamber from the theoretical processes, I.e., the
quality index of the actual processes can be evaluated by the quantity

P*
su
ami
In
noi
ext

VR,T\

''■"Tp^r
where t, —

(i6 i)

-

wh

ratio of actual to theoretical chamber pressure; Rj\

co

and (#(r!)«— actual and theoretical values of the product of the gas
constant, and temperature, respectively.
However, an experimental determination of the quantity /?„?„*
in the chamber is not yet possible; therefore, another value Is taken
as criterion of the efficiency of the combustion chamber, depending
in many respects on the perfection of processes In the chamber and on
that determined experimentally.

Such a value Is specific Impulse

pressure in the chamber (complex 0).

Degree of distinction of the

actual processes from the theoretical processes in the combustion

or

chamber can be represented as:

f,-£.
where 8

3

(16.2)

- value of the complex, determined In the experiment; ß. t

theoretical value of the complex.

^1

The quantity $ defines in its entirely the complex of
p
processes in the combustion chamber together with the subsonic
section of the nozzle. In the absence of irreversible phenomena in
the subsonic section of the nozzle 4)g reliably defines the
perfection of the processes in the combustion chamber. .Otherwise,
high or underrated values of d>Q can give an incorrect representation
p

of the perfection of work of the combustion chamber.
For example, during the determination of ß

under conditions of

^«r^ f«p( expenditure of G as a result of friction in the
subsonic section of the nozzle seems underrated in comparison to the
«
amount necessary to compensate for the lowering of p H due to
incompleteness of combustion. In two-phase flow the high-speed
nonequllibrium consumption process results In an increase in
expenditure. Thus, in first case the high values of (jiR can exist
even with a low quality of the processes In the combustion chamber,
whereas in the second case, the low values of $„ — with perfect
combustion.
PK.-P*/-

Just as the specific thrust, the specific impulse pressure in
the chamber is also proportional VRKT«** and consequently, the
imperfection of the processes in the combusticn chamber can be
expressed by ß through \ R7JK*. The irreversible phenomena in the
subsonic section of tlw nozzle can be considered with the help of
coefficient of consumption u . In this way:
(16.3)
or
(16.iO

Coefficients t^,, and <Pp„ are the most commonly used coefficients,
evaluating the perfection of the processes in the combustion chamber.
Values of «OK usually amount to 0.96-0.99 and are determined by the
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fuel (coefficient of excess oxidlzer a), by the carburetion system,
by the pressure In the combustion chamber and Its length.
As has been mentioned, the basic reasons for the Incomplete
heat release are the Imperfect mixing of the fuel components and
Incompleteness of other processes: vaporization "llquld-llquld"
diagram, "gas-llquld," diffusion, actual combustion.

These two

different reasons for losses sometimes can be evaluated based on
their nature In the following manner.
In order to estimate the degree of perfection of the mixing of
process of the fuel components the values of specific thrust in a
vacuum P

. should be compared, where they have been obtained In
yfl .n
'
case of a prescribed distribution of the fuels component ratio as

well as In case of their actual distribution, supplied by the data
by the carburetion system (see 11.1).
In the particular case of the heterogeneity of tc, with two-zone
distribution, the theoretical value P „

In accordance with formula

(11.33) should be defined as:

where Ä*"^

and g„-G„fG— relative fractions of the consumption,

respectively, in the nucleus as well as in the boundary zone; Pyanm.
/*»*»«— theoretical values of specific thrust in a vacuum In these
sane zones with K-K« and «"»o»;

these values are determined by

thermodynamic calculation.

Since *,-I-Äct, then
Py** i ■ PfAM i«—fet (Pyn.* t »—Pnm I et) ■

^23

(16.5)

»^

In order to determine the values Pyn.n( with actual distribution
of the fuel components it is necessary to subdivide the cross section
of the combustion chamber into larger possible number of elementary
sections with an area F. and to determine the values of relative
consumption g. and fuels component ratio K..
The value of specific thrust in a vacuum Pyan« for entire
combustion chamber is equal to the sum of values PyI.B,i through all
sections (see Chapter XI):
Pyt.nt

2d ^'^y ""•

where n - number of sections, into which the cross section of the
combustion chamber has been subdivided.
Thus, the coefficient, determining the quality of mixing of the
components, or the coefficient of perfection of the mixing, is equal
to
1^/V'-n"
?«=—r

(16.6)

or with two-zone distribution
?"*"•""
?«.= /V.r»i — *«Crw«» — ''y«"' ">

(16.7)

The value of coefficient ({- CM is usually less than of unity;
however, using a certain curve ic^, this coefficient can be more than
unity. The greater the value ((»CM, the better organized are the
processes of mixing of the fuel components. The authenticity of
values of * CM depends on the reliability of the determination of
diagrams of the actual distribution of K^ and g^ The determination
of such diagrams for an actual head is possible by calculated and
experimental methods. Both methods are approximate.

i4?U

■»■^^

Thus, the losses, governed by the Imperfection of the mixing
of the fuel components are determined separately. The degree of
perfection of the remaining processes in the combustion chamber
can be evaluated by a certain coefficient of d»
rop
By setting jic^const, let us write down:
fp^ftmfrop'

Since <p,

(16.8)

and 9« are known, then
?r„,= -^.

(16.9)

The coefficient ♦_.„_. evaluates the quality of the processes of
vaporization and of the subsequent mixing In the gas phase (turbulent
diffusion) and the combustion itself. The degree of completeness
of these processes depends on whether or not the time of stay of
the fuel components In the combustion chamber is adequate, i.e.,
whether or not Its sizes are sufficient.
The relative change In the specific thrust as a ^sult of the
Imperfection of the processes in the combustion ^amber are
acceptable inorder to evaluate the formula

_

"•'*

"v4.n I — /yi,"

pTTT ^ -V
yiu-l

As it is apparent, using such a means of evaluating estimation
the amount of losses of specific thrust, üPume does not depend on
the parameters of the process of expansion. However, as the
calculations presented in Chapter XI show, the effect of chemical
heterogeneity and Incompleteness of combustion change depending on
the narameters of the expansion process (WW.II.C increases with an
Increase in the relative area f or /i ). A more thorough calculation
c
c
of the dependence of losses AP„,KC=/(M. requires reliable data based
on the diagram :f distribution of <. and based on the incompleteness
of combustion and even in the absence of these, it is expedient.

^25
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16 . 3.

Generalized Characteristics of the Processes

Th" best known generalized characteristics of the processes in
the combustion chamber of a ZhRD are as follows.
1. Time of stay. The time of stay Tt is called that time
during which the fuel components and the products of combustion
produced from them are actually in the combustion chamber.
Usually one uses the approximate value of T , which merely
determines the gaseous phase (i.e., vaporized components and products
of their combustion) spends the time in the combustion chamber.
This quantity is written as:

^--f-^f'

(16.10)

where G H a C — weight of the gas in the combustion chamber; G consumption in seconds; V _ — volume in the combustion chamber (it
is usually defined as the volume in front of the critical section);
0 - average density of the gas in the combustion chamber. It is
obvious that for "liquid-liquid" and "gas-liquid" diagram Tn<Tlij,
for "gas-gas" a diagram these quantities coincide.
A further approach amounts to replacing difficulty determinable
amount value o by the quantity OK*, which pertains to exit section
of the combustion chamber. Then
v.-civ
a

(16.11)

Since L>K*<t». then the value x , as defined by the formula (16.11),
is less real. For a comparative evaluation this is immaterial.
Taking into account the equation of state and the formula for
complex ß we will obtain:
T

^_

i\?6

-« - —

or
tn

LI9

(16.12)

**T:'

where

^-/C"

(16.13)

the so-called given length of the combustion chamber.
2. The corrected length of the combustion
seen from the formula (16.12), the quantity L
the time of stay of the gases in the combustion
to some degree the combustion efficiency of the

chamber. As can be
Is proportional to
chamber and determines
fuel.

The value L
depends on the nature of the fuel and on
conditions of carburetion. For a "liquid-liquid" diagram the order
of value in Lnp in

M

is as follows:

Nitric acid-hydrocarbon fuel
Nitric acid-NDMO
Oxygen-ethyl alcohol
Oxygen-kerosene
Oxygen-hydrogen
Fluorine-ammonia
Hydrazine (unitary fuel)

2.0-3
1.5-2
2.5-3
1.5-2.5
0.25-0.5
1.0-1.5
0.8-3

3. Specific weight flow of the combustion chamber. The specific
weight flow is called the consumption of the working medium through
a unit area of the combustion chamber per second. It is determined
according to the formula
G

G

^ 'S" - ''
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(16.110

Experiments show that with an increase in p
the working
process in the combustion chamber is intensified. Therefore, with
»
an increased p
through the same area of the chamber, F can
deliver a larger quantity of fuel, i.e., the value G™ can be
increased.
The ratio of the permissible specific weight flow of the
combustion chamber of a ZhRD to the pressure In It, can be considered
approximately constant and It can be used with calculations making
2*2
use of such data (Qp kg/s«m , p
N/m ):

Class of engines

F *H

0.8-1.0
1.1-1.3
0.8-0.9

Nitrogen-oxygen
Oxygen
Fluorine

4. Volumetric calorific Intensity of the combustion chamber.
Its value Is determined by the formula
=

V..c

(16.15)

By solving formu.; tor ß It Is simple to derive the expression (16.15)
In the form
(16.16)
As It appears, all things being equal, Qy depends on p
Frequently Instead of Qv the given calorific Intensity is
used, being defined as
o

-Of

H2Q

i^

Using the expression (16.12), the formula for QV-DP can be
written as:
i*R*Tl '

(16.17)

Since Rj\~Hu* then QVm9—— and can be used on an equal basis
with T

n

or L

np

.

Generalized characteristics of the processes T,,, inp. GF/PK*

and

Qrap are interrelated; in this case none of them can be reliably
determined by the theoretical method.

Nevertheless, these values

are necessary for the determination of the sizes of the combustion
chamber.

The basic source of information on the values Tn, /.„p. Grips

and Qr«y are statistical data, accumulated in process of testing
and perfecting models of the combustion chamber.
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CHAPTER

XVII

PROCESSES OF GAS GENERATION

In this chapter the processes of gas generation using liquid
fuel are examined.

The methods of designing gas generators working

on unitary and two-component fuels are presented, the methods of
producing steam coolant passage are qualitatively described with
the assumption that the working process is ideal.

In conclusion, the thermodynamlc efficiency of the various
methods of gas generation are examined.

17.1.

General Information

Auxiliary power units, which utilize the chemical energy of
liquid or solid fuel, produce the working medium - the generator
gas, which is either directly applied to the pressurized fuel-feed
systems and the power supplies of the servomechanisms, or it
enters turbine, which drives the necessary units.

The processes

of gas generation - these are processes of the conversion of the
chemical energy of the

fuel Into a thermal form of energy of the

working medium.

When utilizing liquid fuel the processes of gas generation are
similar in principle to the processes performed in the basic
combustion chamber of (WPA)

[ZhRD - liquid-fuel rocket engine].

In

principle, the processes are also the generalized i-'haracterlstics of
the processes of gas generation:

the time of stay, the given

length, -md so forth.

4 30
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The basic requirements. Imposed on an auxiliary power unit
Including the liquid gas generators, can be listed as follows:
1) high economy, i.e., minimum expenditure of fuel for the
purpose of gas generation;
2) small over-all sizes anci weights;
3) wide range and convenience of adjustment;
4) high reliability and safety of operation.
Depending on the actual purpose of the system other specific
requirements are also Imposed on it.
Figure 17.1 presents the classification of certain methods of
gas generation using liquid fuels.
KathAda of flM fliMratlen

^redu^ien of itiS
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Pig. 17.1. Classification of certain
means of gas generation.
The distinctions among the processes in gas generators and the
basic combustion chambers is determined by the need to generate
a working medium at a relatively low temperature, not exceeding the
maximum permissible for a turbine, fuel tanks or servomechanisms.
The low temperatures and rather high pressures in the chamber of the
gas generator require one to consider a number of characteristics
of the actual processes upon completion of a thermodynamic analysis,
which one can Ignore when calculating the basic chambers of a liquidfuel rocket engine. These are, first of all, the kinetic phenomena
(evaporation, rate and mechanism of the chemical reactions), time
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of passage which becomes commensurable with the time of stay of the
fuel in the chamber of the gas generator. The other characteristic,
that of the products of combustion, is not ideal (in the sense of
an equation of state) and has a noticeable effect which is manifested
at low temperatures and high pressures.
The variety of factors, which determine the actual passage
of processes in gas generators, the complexity of the experimental
investigation in order to confirm these or any other models of
calculations do not at present provide for general sind strict methods
of calculation. Therefore, statistical aata are used in the design
of a gas generator for perfecting fuel. When utilizing a new fuel,
a special Investigation is required. For initial evaluation a
method of thermodynamic calculation, based upon an assumption about
the chemical equilibrium can be used.
The effect of the nonideal nature of the combustion products
was examined in Chapter XI; there the methods of thermodynamic
calculation were described. Figure 17.2 serves as an example for
the comparison of the results of the calculation of the temperature
of equilibrium combustion for a fuel of the kerosene + 09 type.
As it appears, with an increase in the pressure, the deviation
a
^ * ^oea/i " ^MJI lncreases» in this case, sign of the deviation
depends on excess oxidizer ratio.
AT'R
30 X*.

Fig. 17.2. Effect of actual
conditions on the equillbriLm
temperature of combustion.
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Let ua examine the possible means of obtaining generator gas.
17.?.

Utilization of Unitary Fuel

Most widespread and perfected liquid unitary fuel is hydrogen
peroxide.
Usually, aqueous solutions of permanganates, NaMnOj. and CaCMnO^p
are used as catalysts for the exothermal decomposition of hydrogen
peroxide. The contact of hydrogen peroxide and the catalyst can
be accomplished using two variations:
1) direct contact of the atomized H^Op and the liquid catalyst
sprayers;
2) contact of hydrogen peroxide with the surface of a solid
catalyst, a granulated substance, saturated in a permanganate
solution.
The catalytic actions on hydrogen peroxide does not immediately
yield permanganate, but manganese peroxide, MnO.. At a 100? concentration of HpO» sodium permanganate reacts to form MnO-, as such:
2N«Mn04+3H A - 2NaOH + 2MnO, + 2H,0, + 30,-f-Q1.

(17.1)

Only, then after yielding active MnOp, does the second reaction
take place - the actual decomposition of hydrogen peroxide:
2HjO,—2HJO)1,+OJ+Q2.
The quantity of heat being liberating in this reaction allows
for the evaporation of all formed water, arid in addition, it allows
for the heading of the vapor-gas mixture, consisting of steam and
oxygen. Taking into account the expenditure of heat to evaporate
the water, this reaction can be written as:
2Hj02-.2H20rM+02+108450 w .
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(17.2)

m

gas.

Differences in the organisation of the decomposition process
of hydrogen peroxide with the aid of solid or liquid catalyst can
be reduced to the following. When using a liquid catalyst, the
products of the first reaction (17.1), including MnO?, are removed
from the reaction chamber, is connected with the fact that for the
decomposition of new portions of H20p a renewal of the active
catalyst, MnO« is required, I.e., a continuous supply of the liquid
catalyst.
When using a solid catalyst which has been released in the
primary reaction, the manganese peroxide is retained on the
surface of the pack of the catalyst. The quantity and activity
of the MnO« are sufficient for the decomposition of a considerable
quantity of hydrogen peroxide, which is continuously washed over
the surface of the pack. Thus, when using a solid catalyst, the
specific weight of the primary reaction (17.1) in comparison with the
main reaction (17.2) is very small. Therefore, when determining
the composition and temperature of the steam gaa, it can not be
considered the primary reaction. In the case of utilizing a liquid
catalyst, the primary reaction has relatively substantial value and
should be taken into account In the calculation.
In practice hydrogen peroxide is usually not applied at 10035
concentration, but it is an aqueous solution. The concentration
of hydrogen peroxide by weight cH 0 can be expressed usually in frac-

ows
lows
md
ite

.7.2)

tions of unity. The calculation of the composition and of the
temperature of products of decomposition of hydrogen peroxide can
be performed based on described methods in Chapters VI and VIII.
As a result of simple composition of vapor gas (Op and HpO), the
calculation is quite simple.
Figure 17-3 shows the weight (g) and volumetric (r) fractions
of HpO In a vapor-gas mixture, and in addition, the values of the
average molecular weight y of the vapor-gas with the decomposition
of hydrogen peroxide at various concentrations in presence of a solid
catalyst. As it appears, the higher the concentration of HpOp, the

^3^

ti.

smaller the fraction of H-O and the largsr the fraction of oxygen in
the steam gas. Because y"0
>' WH 0* the aver,a8e molecular weight of
n
}
2

the steam gas Increases with an Increase in c„n

n

2u2

m%
so
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Pig. 17.3. Composition and molecular weight of the decomposition
products of hydrogen peroxide at
various concentrations.
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The temperature of the steam gas depends on the concentration
of hydrogen peroxide and should be at a maximum when cHn un > 1.
2 2
Figure 17.^ shows the change in the theoretical temperature of
the steam-gas mixture depending on the concentration of the hydrogen
peroxide when using a solid catalyst. Also shown on this chart are
the values of specific working capacity to steam gas, RT. The
actual heat emission is approximately 0.92-9-95 that of the
theoretical.
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Fig. 17.^. Dependence of T
and RT of the decomposition
products of hydrogen peroxide
on its concentration when
using a solid catalyst.
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The steam gas produced by the decomposition of hydrogen peroxides
is usually used for the drive of turbines. The power of the turbine
can be regulated by a change in the quantity of hydrogen peroxide
applied at a constant temperature of the steam gas.
As can be seen from Fig. 17.^ the concentration of hydrogen
peroxide, cH n ■ 0.8-1.0, offers a wide range of temperature for
M U
2 2
steam gas. The value of cuH 0n is selected depending on the
2 2

permissible temperature in front of the turbine.
Figures 17.5 and 17.7 present the thermodynamic characteristics
of other liquid unitary fuels.
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Fig. 17.5. Dependence of T
and RT of the decomposition
products of asymmetrical
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The specific working capacity of the gas RT, of these fuels
is higher than by the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. As a
result of complete absence of an oxidizer in the products of
decomposition the latter have a low-activity level with respect to
the structural material. The generator gas, produced by the decomposition of C-HnNp, contains solid condensed particles of carbon.
A diagram of a possible design of a gas generator working on
monopropellant (for example, hydrazine) is presented in Fig. 17.6.
The monopropellant is forced through sprayer 1 in an annular space,
formed by cone 2 and cylinder 3- An electric coil ^l is set in the
annular space and is heated by a source of current prior to starting,
Subsequently, the source of current is turned off and a stable
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reaction goes on owing to the heat of the products of decomposition;
the coll in this case plays the role of a catalyst. The partially
decomposing monopropellant is fed through the system of apertures
5 Inside cylinder 3, where the decomposition is completed, and the
gas enters pipe 6. Cavity 7 serves to cool sprayer 1, in order to
prevent the beginning of decomposition of the fuel in the sprayer.

Pig. 17.6. Approximate diagram of a gas generator
working on monopropellant
(patent USA, No. 3U25l*l,
1961).
to

Experiments with hydrazine in a sealed bomb, showed that during
a thermal decomposition of NpH^. there are two successive-stage
reactions according to the equations
3N2H4=4NH,+Nj-f-335,5 W|
4NH3=2Na-|-6H,-184,2 W,

(17.3)
(17.4)

As the results of thermodynamlc calculations show based upon
chemical equilibrium, at temperatures below 400°K in products
of decompositions, according to the reaction (17.3), there are only
NH^ and N-.

However, if temperature rises significantly above

o

400 K, then NH^ decomposes thermally accordingly to equation (17.4),
and at a temperature above 800oK the decomposition products of N-Hj.
should not contain ammonia.
In cases where the second reaction (17.4) for some reason does
not o'o to completion, the ndiabatlc temperature or iec^npo';1.+ i^n ' ■:
equal

'V'l650oK; however, at equilibrium decomposition, 870oK.
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The time of stay in the chamber of the gas generator can amoun t
t o several milliseconds; there fore, it is natural toe pect that
only a part of the NH will decompose depending on the rate of the
3
reaction (17.4). If the reaction (17.3) goes to completion, but the
reaction based on equation (17.4) does not go to completion (experi~ents show that the first reaction goes faster than the se ~ ond),
then the general reaction of decomposition can be represented as·
a dependence of the Molar fractions x of the dissociated NH in
3
the following manner:
(17.5)

The molecular weight of the decomposition products accordingly
to general reaction (17.5) is equal to:
(17.6)

where 5 + 4x - total number of moles or the products or decomposition •
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Fig. 17.7. Dependence or T and RT
of the decomposition products or
hydrazine depending on the dissociated
fractions or NH .
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he characteristics of hydrazine, applied as a liquid fuel in a
gas generator, depend, consequently, on the quantity of dissociated
NH 3 . Fi gure 17.7 serves a~ an example of values ofT and RT
dep endi ng on x. It is wise to heed the fact that the values of T
and RT i n interval 0 < x < 0.8 change ar,.proximately by 51, despite
the fa c t th at T with an increase in x substantially di minishes.
7 i ... ci ~:> -.:a u..:;~u oy t;he !'act that with the decomposi'tion or NH H
3 2
i s li berate d and the average molecular weight dim inishes a t ap proximate ly he s ame rate T diminishe s.

Certain action in the decomposition of N-H^. can affect the design
of a gas generator, enabling it to produce various times of stay.
17.3.

Utilization of a Bipropellant

Using the same fuel In a gas-producing device and also in the
basic chamber is considered the most rational approach. Bipropellant
usually applied in rocket engines develop a high temperature of
combustion. Its limitation other than that imposed by the basic
chambers, are the conditions of the utilization of the fuel Itself
In the gas generators. It I.T obvious that the lowering of the
temperature of combustion can produce a deviation from those
relationships between the oxidizer and fuel whereby a maximum
temperature is reached.. In other words, one of components by Its
excess should ballast the mixed fuels and thus depress the
temperature of combustion.
Figure 17.8 shows the values of the theoretical temperature of
combustion and values of RT for the products of combustion of a fuel
of the kerosene + 0« type over a wide range of the excess oxidizer
ratio a. From the chart it is evident that the lowering of the
temperature of the products of combustion is also attained by an
excess of oxidizer (o > 1), and by an excess of fuel (a < 1);
however, this lowering is not attained with the same character of
change in values of T and RT in these two different ranges of a.
Accordingly to Fig. 17.8 the same maximum permissible temperature of gas can be produced at a constant pressure of combustion
either with small values of the excess oxidizer ratio o, or with
a large o. In the ranges of small a, there is a substantially larger
specific working capacity of the gas RT, which can be explained by
the low molecular weight of the products of incomplete combustion.
The gas mixture, produced with a small o, is a reducing rruidlum, not
harmful for the majority of materials, whereas in the composition of
the products of combustion, produced with a large a, there is much
free active oxidizer.
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Because the prescribed proportion of fuel components (excess
oxidizer ratio) is held constant only within specified limits when
in operation, then with a change in a fluctuations in the temperature
of the gas are possible. These fluctuations can be dangerous for
systems, serving as a gas generator, especially for turbine blades,
and these fluctuations must be reduced to a minimum. In connection
with this, it may be of interest to compare rate of change in the
temperature of gas within the ranges of small and large a. Considering what is specified for that or any other range of tolerance of the
regulator, and having the proportion of the fuel components in the
form 6»c/tc « 6a/a, we will obtain that rate of temperature change
is 3T/3 In o. Figure 17.9 shows the change [3T/3 In a] based on a for
kerosene + Op fuel. As it appears, at the same temperature and
constant relative tolerance for the proportion of fuel components,
the rate of temperature change is different in the range of small
and large a.
From this viewpoint a small a is more favorable for the specified
fuel, where [3T/3 In a] is less than in the range of a larger a.
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Flg. 17.9. Dependence of the rate
of temperature change of the
products of combustion of a fuel
of the kerosene + liquid oxygen
type, on o (p
100 bar)
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Thus, the generator gas produced when a << 1, based on the
examined criteria has a decided advantage. However, when selecting
an actual variant (o
<< 1 or arr >> 1) it is necessary to also
consider other no less important factors: necessary expenditure In
schemes with afterburning, possibility of using generator gas for
supercharging in both the fuel tanks, and the oxidlzer tanks as well
as in others.
For two-component gas generators it is better to use selfIgniting fuels or make one of the components of the nonself-lgniting
fuel more active. However, even in tlils instance the organization
of reliable Ignition and the ensuing stable combustion with larpe
excess of one of the components of the fuel poses serious difficulties. Therefore, apart from the diagram of direct mixing of
the fuel components with the required o in the zone of the nozzle
head, there are other existing purposes for more reliable and more
stable work of the chamber. One of possible schemes is a two-zone
fuel supply into the chamber (Fig. 17.10). Here, in the zone I the
fuel and oxidlzer are passed through the head in a proportion reliably
facilitating ignition and atable burning, I.e., close to stoichlometric. The excess of one of the components necessary for the
corresponding lowering of temperature passes through the auxiliary
belt in zone II.

um

oe c

1s t c o111ponent

--

Fig. 17.10. Diagram of a two-stage
fuel supply in the chamber of the
gas generator.

It should be noted that the theimodynamic indexes of the generated gas using this method will be different from parameters of gas
generated using the same general value a in a single-stage scheme.
In order to calculate a diagram with a two-stage fuel feed experimental data is required on the complex process of vaporization and
on the partial combustion of the excess component, and in addition,
data is required on the degree of balance of the total composition
of the gas mixture. A theoretical prediction of the composition and
temperature of generator gas using complex hydrocarbon fuels is
difficult.
A thermodynamic calculation of the composition and temperature
of the generator gas with a two-zone fuel supply in the chamber can
be accomplished by assuming the following simplified diagram of the
process. Since the heat of evaporation and the heat capacity supplied
in the second zone of the component is usually rather great, the
products of combustion of the basic fuel after its introduction are
sharply cooled. The rate3 of the chemical reactions with the drop
in temperature diminish and at certain temperature T , can be
3
compared to the rate of cooling. At further cooling the composition
does not change, and the final composition of generator gas is
acquired as a result of the mixing of the products of combustion of
the basic fuel and the vaporizing component.
As an example let us examine a possible scheme of calculating
a gas generator with an overall value of excess oxidizer ratio
a
rr > l. Pressure in the combustion chamber the value of excess
o xi dizer ratio in the first zone a 1 , temperatures T and Trr will
3
be considered given.
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1.

Based on the results of the thermodynamlc calculation at

a known pressure p

let us determine the value a , at which the

equilibrium value of the temperature is equal to T
fuel In this case is equal to deficiency I

T•3

).

temperature of the products of combustion from T

(enthalpy of the

The lowering of the
H

to T

3

is caused

by heating, evaporation and by the participation of v, kg of oxidlzer
from the total quantity of v kg, supplied in the second zone.

It

Is obvious that
v1«(o,-.o1)«0.
2.

(17-7)

In order to lower temperature of the products of combustion

of a fixed composition (number of moles n.

) from T

up to T

for

each kilogram of the mixture v« kg of oxidlzer should be evaporated.
At a temperature of T

the enthalpy of the mixture amounts to

(17.8)
5] *i »w
The reduction of full enthalpy of the mixture in comparison with
its value at o

is equal to

2»»/»//'/"rr)
4/ = /,..

^

.

(17.9)

This decrease should be compensated by the Increase in complete
enthalpy of the evaporated v2 kg of oxidlzer:
_/

A/«*/

\v,

(17.10)

where I OH„ • M... and I OK»!......
- complete enthalpy of the liquid and
a3
evaporated oxidlzer at T
in kJ/kg.
Prom the last equation the value v- is found:
v2=-

^-—.

'on.rta — 'on.*

(17.11)
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In this way, the total quantity of oxldizer, applied In the
second zone per 1 kg of fuel, Is equal to
v

=vi + v2(l-i 03X0),

(17.12)

and the general excess oxldizer ratio in gas generator amounts
to
arr=ai f

" ^-

(17.13)

The gas constant is found in the following manner. The combustion
products with a molecular weight of u when a , now consists of only
a part of the generator gas. Their weight fraction is
ft=T—•

(17.14)

The weight fraction of the evaporated (and, possibly, the
decomposing) oxldizer with a molecular weight p 3 H • r 3 3 constitutes
th

g^r^r*--

(17.15)

The gas constant of the steam-gas mixture is equal to
1

Afrr«/y,/?,-Ki?u,.r.»'?«'«.r«>

(17. 16 )

-e

))

where R - specific gas constant of the products of combustion when
a 3 ; R O K • 1 ci 3 - specific gas constant of the evaporated oxldizer
(molecular weight p OH« ("33 ).
In order to calculate a two-zone gas generator when a
< 1
one could use the same mode of calculation, by changing the corresponding formula (17.7X (17.11).

11)

The deficiency of the examined method of gas generation aside
from the complication of design is difficulty of obtaining a uniform
field of temperatures at the exit of the chamber of the gas generator;
possible local temperature peaks are harmful to the turbine blades
and servomechanisms.
HHH

Based on Information given In the literature for the purposes
of gas generation, previously examined blpropellants, such as
kerosene, ammonia, liquid hydrogen - with liquid oxygen, dimethylhydrazlne, hydrazlne, with nitrogen tetroxlde and others, were used.
The possible diagram of a gas generator working on blpropellant
of the kerosene + 0- type is presented In Pig. 17.11. An auxiliary
supply of kerosene In the zone of the developed combustion through
the centrifugal sprayer provides the ballasting of the combustion
products with the excess of kerosene.

Pig. 17.11. Possible diagram of
a blpropellant gas generator:
1 - exit of the gas generator
gas; 2 - fuel supply; 3 - supply
of oxldlzer; 4 - spark plug; 5 centrifugal sprayer.

The above-examined method of reducing the temperature of the
products of combustion of blpropellant* consists of ballasting the
fuel rising the surplus of one of the components. The same effect
of depressing the temperature, in principle, can be achieved by
using as ballast the basic fuel and other substances having significant
heat of evaporation and a high htat capacity, as for example, water;
however, the presence of a third component is undesirable.
17.^.

Obtaining Steam in the Coolant Passage
of the Chamber

Tl'e working medium for a turbine can be produced by the
evaporation of the liquid in the coolant passage of the chamber,
an open ana ciosea scneme of producing coolant passage are distinguished,

In the clo~ed scheme for e xample, water can be used. Water i s
fed through the cooling cavity of the thrust chamber, the water i s
heated, with the removal of heat from the chamber walls, and the
water is converted into steam which enters the turbine. Turbine
is equipped with accessories, including a water pump. The consumed
steam enters the condenser where it is again converted into wate~.
Thus, by circulating in a closed circuit, the water performs two
functions: that of coolinB the chamber and that of generating steam
for the turbine. Saturated water vapor of the high temperature can
be generated in the cooling cavity of the chamber at rather
high pressure~. Its par~eters are determined according to the I-S
diagram.
The closed system of producing steam in coolant passage iR complex
and is characterized by considerable weight and over-all size;
possible leakages are very dangerous inasmuch as the water supply
is limited. The uti.lization of such a system can be rational only
for engines of large thrust.
Open scheme of producing steam in coolant passage does not
provide for the circulation of the same working medium in a closed
circuit. Because the ejection consumed steam behind the turbine is
too uneconomical, schemes with the supply of steam from turbine into
the combustion chamber is proposed. If the steam is produced from
the fuel component, then its combus~ion takes place together with
the sec ond component ln the combustion chamber. In the latter case,
just as in the scheme with after burning, the system is characterized
by high economy.
In schet~ of the American RL-lOA liquid-fuel rocket engine
(Fig. 17.12), operat~ng on hydrogen Wld oxygen, the liquid hydrogen
enters the cooling cavity of the chamber 3 at T • 20°K, and then
following evaporation and preheating, is guided to turbine 2. Behind
the tu ~bine, H2 is used as a combustibl~ component in the combustion
chamber. The turbine in this scheme operates on a gas of a very low
tempera ture (~200°K); however, the adiabatic work of the e Ap ansion
of the hydrogen is conside rable as a result of the large value of
the gas co nstant.
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Flg. 17.12. Diagram for generating
steam In coolant passage of a RL-10A
liquid-fuel rocket engine (USA).

If the power of turbine N which Is required for auxiliary
systems Is not very great, then quantity of heat Q, which must be
removed from the coolant passage, is also insignificant. It turns
out. In particular, the less heat need be removed, from walls for
the reliable cooling of the chamber.
17.5.

The-

Dynamic Efficiency of the Various
M^-öhods of Qas Generation

The most Important Indexes of a flight vehicle dep ;nd to a
large degree on the efficiency of the system of gas generation. For
this vehicle a system of gas generation can be considered most
effective, which provides the necessary work L while possessing
the least weight Q . Consequently, the value, L /Grr can be the
criterion of the efficiency of the system. Value of the criterion
of the efficiency of the various methods of gas generation substantially
depends on L_n and (RT) . The latter can be called the criteria of
thermodynamlc efficiency. Figure 17.13 presents tentative values
of (RT)
and T
using various methods of gas generation (pressure
of 100 bar). These results are produced by thermodynamlc design
assuming chemical equilibrium.

smal.

nitr(

nitre

genei

solle
The following methods of producing generator gas (ordlna.l
numbers correspond to meanings on the charts) are examined.
dlssc
1.

Combustion of the fuel H2w + 02m with a large a ■ 9-0-7.0.

2.

Combustion of the fuel,

H2H(

Hkl

+ 02w with a small a = 0.05-0.1.

m

m

mo

mo

T'I

Fig. 17.13. Thermodynamic efficiency
of various methods of gas generation.
3.

Combustion of the fuel the kerosene + 02m type with a large

a » 10-6.
k.

Combustion of the fuel of the kerosene + 09cm type with a

small a = 0.05-0.3.
5. Combustion of the fuel, asymmetrical dlmethylhydrazlne +
nitrogen tetroxlde with a large a = 10-^1.5.
6. Combustion of the fuel, asymmetrical dlmethylhydrazlne +
nitrogen tetroxlde with a small o ■ 0.01-0.3.
In cases 1-6, the temperature and working capacity of the
generator gas change depending on. a.
7. Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in the presence of a
solid catalyst; the range of concentrations 0.7-1.0.
8.

Decomposition of hydrazine; the mole fraction of the

dissociated ammonia, 0.1-1.0.
9.

Decomposition of asymmetrical dimethyIhydrasine.
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10. Heating and evaporation of hydrogen In coolant passage
of the chamber.
It should be noted that the criteria of thermodynamlc efficiency
do not completely characterize the perfection of the methods of
gas generation; however, they are used as a generalized estimate.
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CHAPTER

XVIII

CALCULATION OP THE BASIC PARAMETERS OF
AN ENGINE
The procedure for calculating an engine may be formulated,
for example, in the following manner: the engine design, which
develops a thrust in a vacuum P at a pressure at the head of p.,
and on the exit from the nozzle, p . The fuel components, their
proportion K and the theoretical diagram of the distribution <
according to the cross section of the combustion chamber are
prescribed.
In this chapter the procedure for determining the specific
thrust, fuel consumption sizes of the chamber are considered. For
engines with generator gas ejection or with a pressurized supply
system losses should be considered, connected with the additional
expenditure of the working medium for the supply of components in
the thrust chamber. For the case of generator gas afterburning in
the basic chamber a scheme is examined for calculating the
connection between the pressure in the combustion chamber and the
parameters of the channel from the inlet into the pumps to the
combustion chamber.
18.1.

Determination of Actual Specific Thrust
and Second Fuel Expenditure in Seconds

The thermodynamlc calculation of a given fuel with several values
for the prcpcrtlor. zf components <. at a specified p and p provides
values cf P yn.n ,, complexes of 3. and other required parameter's.

i\ lj 0

After that, the relative area of the combustion chamber f

K

should be determined, and the thermodynamlc calculation should again
be made. In order to take Into account the difference between p*
'K
and p^. If 1^ < 5-6 (see i 10.5).
Subsequently, we will consider the data of the thermodynamlc
calculation obtained by the calculation of the pressure drop in
the high-speed combustion chamber.
The effect of the heterogeneous distribution of the proportion
of components based on the cross section of the combustion chamber,
on the theoretical values of specific thrust and of complex 6 is
taken into account according to the formula in Chapter XI:

/V.^SS'Vn":

fJ/=2^"-

The actual specific thrust In a vacuum
"yjl.n—9y*^y*.n<

(18.1)

Is determined on the basis of specific thrust efficiency 4,
reflected by the imperfection of the processes in the combustion
chamber and.nozzle, since
?y. = ^«Fc-

US.2)

Coefficient 4 , which takes into account the various types of
c
losses in the nozzle, can be determined by methods given in Chapter
XII. Coefficient * , which takes Into account the Imperfection of
the process in the combustion chamber, is usually selected on the
basis of statistical data obtained during industrial or experimental
testing of samples similar to the developed engine.
In the experiment the value, ♦„_, can be reliably determined.
can be obtained as
The value *
K
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VpK = ~'
where 41

c

(18.3)

is determined by a calculated method.

By another method of the experimental determination of the.
coefficient, $ , a comparison can be made of the expert and theoretical values of complex 0 (see § 16.2). As has been mentioned,
the value of the coefficient of pressure 4
amounts to 0.96-0.99.
P

K

Thus on the basis of the results of the thermodynamic
calculation and experimental-theoretical coefficient of perfection of
the processes the actual specific thrust of the chamber of the engine
can be determined.
The fuel consumption in seconds, necessary to produce the
prescribed thrust, can be found as
l)

^T^/
l8.2.

(18.4)

Determination of the Chamber Size
Combustion Chamber

2

'

The cylindrical combustion chamber is the most common form. One
of the basic advantages is its simplicity of manufacture. Let us
examine the determination of the three basic dimensions - diameter
d.
lengths L K and the diameter of the critical cross section of
K
nozzle d

.

The volume and diameter of the combustion chambers are determined on the basis of two characteristics - the time of stay and the
specific weight flow. The relationship between T and the given
length of the combustion chamber L
(16.12) can also be used.
np

1*52
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In the expression for complex ß

since the value n Is equal to 1.2, then it is valid for many liquid
fuels. Then, from formula (16.12) we will obtain a convenient
relationship:
T

n=2'4f:'

(18.5)

where ß is in m/s.
The volume of the combustion chamber is determined, based on the
requirement guaranteeing the time of stay to be sufficient to achieve
the necessary completeness of combustion. As was previously
■entloned, the optimum value of the time of stay (or given length)
depends on the grade of fuel. The value L
for certain fuels Is
presented In Chapter XVI.
In order to determine the area of the critical cross section,
let us resort to the formula of consumption taking into account the
eoabustlon effflclency and the discharge coefficient:

CH^-T^'

(l8 6)

-

where y - discharge coefficient which takes into account the
c
displacement of the thickness of the boundary layer and the
heterogeneity of the velocity field in critical cross section (see
§ 12.5); W & - discharge coefficient which takes into account the
delay of the condensate according to the rate and temperature with
acceleration of the two-phase products of combustion.
For the homogeneous products of combustion, u . = 1; in the case
of two-phase products this coefficient is greater than unity and
can be determined, as shown In § 13.2.
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Thus, from the expression (18.6) taking into account the
earlier given formula we will obtain a value of the area of
critical cross section of the nozzle
F

*^

W^PL*!

(l8 7)

•

'

Prom formula (18.7) it is evident that the increase in losses
in the nozzle requires an enlargement in the area of critical cross
section in order to pass on the additional consumption compensating
for the reduction In the specific thrust. The losses in the
combustion chamber (* ) do not affect the value, P„^.
PK

Kp

After the determination of L np and ?„,
the combustion volumes
KP
which provide the necessary time of stay are found.
When selecting the diameter of the combustion chamber or f
one should consider that the decrease in f increases the convective
heat flux and hampers the cooling of the combustion chamber,
diminishes pressure p*K and therefore increases the over-all sizes
of the nozzle at a prescribed p , hampers the positioning of the
sprayer on the head of the combustion chamber as well as the layout
of the atomization and the mixing of the components. The positive
result of the decrease in f K is the lowering of the weight of the

combustion chamber.
In practice when selecting the diameter of the combustion
chamber can be oriented to the values of the specific weight flow,
attained while developing prototypes or the experimental engine.
According to expression (16.14) the relative area of the
combustion chamber can be written as:
■^TT'

(18.8)

P.

Thus, for instance, for an oxygen engine with values of complex

li1/^

-m

■

-

■i

_il

0 2: 2-10J m/s and Gp/p* - 1.3-10
kg/N-s, the amount of relative
area of the combustion chamber can be accepted as being equal to
i
A= 1.3-10-4.2-I0»

It Is quite clear that the above given estimates can change
depending on the accepted scheme of carburetlon, and on scheme of
the engine. For example. In the scheme with the afterburning of the
generator gas in the basic combustion chamber, the process of
vaporization and mixing of the components will be substantially
different from that in the scheme without the afterburning, when
both components enter the combustion chamber as liquid.
Thus, the diameters of the combustion chamber and of the
critical cross section are determined. It is easy to determine the
length of the combustion chamber based on its known volume, or
based on L np„ and the diameter,
The Nozzle
With known values of the diameters of the combustion chamber
and of the critical cross section, the subsonic part of the nozzle
can be profiled in accordance with the recommendations in Chr
XII.
The basis for selecting the supersonic part of the nozzle are
the thrust characteristics of the nozzle, an example of which was
also covered in Chapter XII (see Fig. 12.11).
The rated value pr c determines the relative area f c and radius
r„c of the section of the nozzles,
If limitations are not imposed on the
surface (weight) of the supersonic part of
r
which lies at the point
of contact of line
■ const, is derired.
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over-all sizes and lateral
the nozzle then a contour
K p n = const,' and ? c =

to

l8.3. Calculation of an Engine Without the
Afterburning of the Generator Gas
In engines built according to the scheme without afterburning
of the generator gas, the specific thrust Is reduced due to the
low efficiency of the expansion of the low-temperature generator gas
behind the turbine with a pump supply system» and as a result of
the considerable residues of gas In the tanks - with a pressurized
system.
The sum total expenditure of auxiliary or basic fuel, necessary
to accomplish the sum total of work of supply system L-, Is equal
to
it

0..,~,

(18.9)

where L
- theoretical specific work, which can produce 1 kilogram
of working medium of the supply system, in J/kg; n - efficiency of
utilization of the working medium In the system.
Under the condition of constancy of consumption based on the
time, the required consumption of auxiliary fuel in seconds amounts
to
a^11T^.
where

T

(18.10)

- time of work of the system of gas generation in s.

The relative consumption of auxiliary fuel is equal to

E=3_.
li

^

(18.11)

LyWG

Let us examine t-.he expression for the relative consumption e in
two typical cases of the utilization of generator gas: turbopump and
pressurlzation systems of fuel supply.

J-rjt)

J

Turbopump Fuel Supply
The required sum total or work in this instance amounts to
(18.12)

where NT -power or the turbine, necessary to drive the pumps and
nrioua units • in W.
Theoretical specific work or the generator gas when using it in
the turbine is equal to the adiabatic work cr expansion

(18.13)

where (RT)rr - apeciric workin& capacity or the generator gas at
the inlet or the turbine, in Jfkc. Pax• p 8 wx - pressures at the inlet
and outlet or the turbine.
The sua total consyaption or the auxiliary ruel is equal to
(18.14)

where

"T - overall

erticiency or the turbine.

The relative consu.ption or the auxiliary ruel amounts to
(18.15)

It the turbine drives only the tuel pumps. then its power must
be equivalent the sum or the power or the ruel pumps and the
oxidizer:
N. = l\'•·•
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N. _,,,

(18.16)

The power of the pumps can be calculated by the f ormula:

(18.17)

2
where ~PnoA • pn 04 - Pax.H- pressure of the pump in N/m ; p 5x.H
pressure at the inlet of the pump.
The required pressure of the feed pump PnoA is determined taking
into a~count the los ses in pressure in the injection head, in the
coolant passage as well as in the main reed lines:
P noa = P1

+flp. + flp u + tJ.p,. ...

(18.18)

In order to simply clarify the f1 .da1.1ental dependences, let
us take

and

Then, equation (18.16) can be presented in the form
N, =.lp.,.,

(a, +Q_)·

'lo

fr

f •

(18.19)

Since

then, expression (18.19) can be rewritten as:
.\ ·, =

!lp,,!.r;_
'; ~ T
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(18 . 20 )

By subatitutinc expression (18.20) in the formula {18.15),
we will obtain:
{18.21)

or

·- '

[Translator's note:
where "THA •

,,.
e.h~A

.

{18.22)

THA • TNA • turbopump]

"T"a - etticiency

ot the turbopump unit.

Aa can be seen trom formula {18.22), the relative consumption
ot the aualllary tuel increases proportionally to 6p 004 and it
41ainiahea with an ~ncreaae in the adiabatic work or expansion,
dena1tJ or the ruel and ettlclencJ or the turbopwap unit.
The .alue c la uaed to deter.!ne the specific thrust of the
eftline and it uauallJ ..ounta to 0.01-0.05. The smaller values
belonc to e~nea ot creater thruat and lees pressure p 1 .
Porced JPue l Peed
The work, neceaa&rJ to displace tuel troa the tanka, by
wolu.e Ya at preaaure Pa• aaounta to
(18.23)
The theoretical apecitic work or 1 kilosr.. ot senerator sa•
or anr other saa or specified par... tera ia equal to
(18.2")

The sua total consumption ot auxiliary tuel, necessary to
produce work Lt• amounts to

•..

a -

,,

(~~·

{18.25)

- and consumption in seconds,

,.v,

v.~

~(RT)rr"-

'

(18.26)

where "a.a - coefficient ot thermal losses in a forced teed system
(in a section ot the cas generator or storage battery-tanka).

•

The value or this coetticient, is equal to
.. -~
··-·

(18.27)

(RT)"'.

which one usually determines experimentally. For a preliminary
esti.ate it can be taken as equal to 0.2-0.4.
In accordance with formula (18.11) the relative consumption of
the auxiliary tuela can be determined aa:

Inaaauch u

and

--..

0,

v, .

•

then
(18. 28)

A co~ariaon ot the dependences, (18.22) and (18.28), shows
in principle, the same factors also have an ettect on the relative
consump tion of t he auxili ar y f uel in the torce reed sy s tems and in
the turbopump ruel supply. The •ost important characteristic,
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specifically, is the specific work or the gas La 4 or (RT)rr' The
greater this value, the less the consumption of fuel (basic or
auxiliary) for supplying the components.
18.4. Calculation or an. fn'ine with Afterburning
or the Generator Gas n the Basic Chamber
Schemes for engines with arterburning of the generator gas in
the basic chamber are presented in Chapter I.
Let us examine conclusively the variant with an oxidizing gas
cenerator, when all or the oxidizer or the engine device and part or
the tuel 1s passed through it. The proportion or components entering
the lA• cenerator. is determined by maximum temperature Trr•
per.iasible under operating conditions of the blades or the TNA
turbine. On the basis or the calculated or experimental data the
relationship Krr is determined. whereby the parameters or the
products or gas aeneration consist or: Trr• (RT)rr• n.
It the overall proportion or components in the engine device is
equal to K1 then it is easy to ShOW that portion Of fuel passing
through the cas aenerator, amounts to
...
I

•

•"

-~- ·~
!n
G

1+ -

I

,

(18.29)

w.

In this case the portion or fuel passing through the gas,
generator, is equal t o K/Krr'
It is obvi ous that in the enaine with afterburning the losses
in specific thrust, associated with the supply or components in the
ca.buation chamber are absent. Therefore, an increas e in the
pressure in the combustion chamber, re s ulting in an increase in los se s
or specific thrust in the scheme without afterburning in a ccordan ce
with rormul u (18.18) and (18. 22 ), is not associated wi t h an incre as e
in losses here. The attainab l e level of pressure p 1 depends on t he
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power engi ne er ng of tte gener t or gas, it s tem p era t ur ~ and pa r amete rs
of the engine . Let us determine t his de penden ce.
Let the pres s ure loss e s during th e motion of components
the pumps to the gas generator (in the cavity of cooling, on
sprayers of the gas generator~ in the feed mains) constitute
pressure losses along the way of the gas from the exhaust of
turbine into the combustion chamber (in the flue, in the gas
of the head of the combustion chamber) - 6"prr·

from
the
6'Prr '
the
5prayers

Let us write down the equation of the balance of power (18.16)
taking into account formulas (18.13} and (18.17}:

0,,'1, ,..:., (Iff),, [ 1- (
Or (Paoo .r - Pu.r)

p;::)•:I ] =

+ 0 ,,. (P"o•·( • -

Qr ..... r

Pe.o•) •

(18.30}

Q.."' • •oa

Let us assume for simplicity that in this examined case the
pressure of the fuel p~~ and oxidizer pump are also identical, and,
in addition, the hydraulic losses from the pump to t he gas generator
are the same:
A' Prr.o• '='- ll' Prr.r = A' Prr •

(18.31)

inle t pres sure in t he fuel pump and oxidizer pump are identical:
P.... .. . = P•.•

r

- p •• •.

L t us also as ume tnat efficiency of t he t urbi ne nT and the
pump nH • nH . r • n 1. oK ' the char acter istic s o f the gene r ator gas
(RT)
and n , he amounts of losses 6 'p ,..,.., 6 " P~ ... and p
are
rr
''
''
BX . H
cons t ar.t a nd do not de end on the parameters of operation of the
device . Havin noted that

2

a-.ll!- trr
.
"-• ,, + ,.'" .

p,;..- p,..+ A' p,..-B(p1 +A"p,..)+ A' p,,,
let ua write down the expression (18.30)

1n

the tollow1ng torm:

(18.32)

_.E_ lftt + a•trr)+ A'p,..-,_..
fy

....

Bence, pressure p 1 , attainable at selected parameters Krr•
(RT)rr• 1 1 the hydraulic characteristics or main teed lines and
ettlciencr Tlfl can be round:
Pa-f,."nuly•
(RT)..r ( 1 - -1-) 1-

•-1

-

•
'

,,..

+1

~

1,

••

•

(18.33)

' ,... - ' 6 p,...

The maJority or para.etera, ·which lntluence the value p 1 , are
detlned aa certain 11Ui11Ua peralaslble paraaeters. Such a temperature ls Trr and the value (RT)rr aasociated with it, and also the
losses ln pressure and ~THA. The contro ll i~ amount selected by
deaian • ls the presaure drop. chleved in tne turbine.
Let ua exaalne, as how to aelect the opti.ua Yalue
the .axlaua preasure ln the co~uatlon cha.ber.

a,

supplying

Let ua deaianate

and let us rewrite expression (18.33) in the following rorm:
Pl = ( B - A'Prr+P• .• )
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+- •

;!_,-&"p.,.
•

(18.34)

In order to determine the greatest possible pressure in the
combustion chamber plmax let us take the derivative dp 1 /d~ and let
ua equate it to zero:

,_,
!!!.... _<•-''trr+te..> +B-.- -.!:t-o.
1111
.,
'

.

Prom this let us tine the value or the optimum pressure
ditterential

...a ·"- (

•

211-1)-=r.
8- 4'""' +,.. -,.
8

(18.35)

By substituting value 50 nT in expression (18.34), let us
tind P1max·
Thus, in the engine ot the examined scheme a pressure not
higher than p~x can be realized. The principles lor the selection
ot optimum pressure p 1 taking into account ita ettect on the
para.eters ot the tlight vehicle a~ covered in Chapter XXI.
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CHAP T E R

XIX

CHARACTERISTICS AND THRUST-VECTOR CONTROL
In this chapter the operational characteristics or a liquidfuel rocket engine - the altitude performanc~ and consumption are
examined. the basic meens or thrust-vector control are described.
19.1.

Preliminary Information

The dependences or thrust and or specific thrust on the basic
changing factors in operation are called the charact~ristics or a
rocket engine. including liquid-fuel rocket engine. The external
factors are the pressure or surrounding medium and the velocity or
motion or the apparatus. the internal factors - tuel consumption in
seconds and the proportion ot fuel components.
As was previously noted in Chapter II. deviations diagrammed

pressures along external surface of the chamber from value ph, which
is governed by the change in the velocity or the apparatus, is
accepted with reference to its resistance, but not to the thrust or
the engine. Therefore, the thrust and specific thrust or a liquidfuel rocket engine should be considered independant of the velocity
of motion or the apparatus.
In Chapter X the dependence or specific thrust on the proportion of the fuel component (excess oxidizer ratio a) was examined.
~owe~er, ~ ~han~ in Pyn and consequently, P owing to a usually do
not cpply in operation, by holding a, it is di f ficult to obtain
a wi ~e range or adjustment, and secondly, the deviaticn or a from

a certain optimum value result s in a lowering of the economy.
Thus, the two operational characteristics of a
rocket engine have practical value.

liquid~fuel

1. Dependences of the thrust and of specific thrust on the
pressure of surrounding medium with constants of fuel consumption in
seconds G and excess oxidizer ratio a (under constant operating
conditions of the engine). In the utilization of the engin~s of
flight vehicles, such a characteristic is usually called the
altitude performance, inasmuch as the atomospheric pressure is
uniquely associated with height.
2 . The dependences of thrust and of specific thrust on the
fuel consumption in seconds, G, at constant fuel compositions (a)
and the pressure of the surrounding medium (height). This
characteristic is callec consumption.
Strictly speaking, the thrust and specific thrust during ·the
operation of a liquid-fuel rocket engine also depends on other
ract0rs. For example, a change in the acceleration of f l i ght and of
the inertial forces governed by it is expressed in many parameters or
the fuel system and the gas generator and can influence the final
indexes: P and PY • The change in temperature or surrounding medium,
4
regularities of emptying the tanks, and so forth hold significances.
However, effect of such factors in comparison with t he singled out
basic f ac tors (consumption in seconds G, pressure of surrounding
medi um ph) is secondary, and t he complex qu~ntitative estimate of
this effect is possible for a real engine and apparatus, when the
tra jec t ory of flight, the char~cteristics of the power supply and
control systems and others are known in detail. During the stage of
preliminary calculation and design they are usually limited by the
aforeme ntioned basic depe ndences.
charsc t e r ist i cs of t he chambe r ~~d of the engi ne can be
d~stin gu ished .
The chara ct eris t i~s of t he en g i r.~ ca n be distingui s he d
f r om t he cha r acte r i s ti cs o f the chamber , i f the r e i s au xi liary fu el
Th~
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consumption In the system of the gas generator (E > 0). The
characteristics of multlchamber engines are a sum total of
characteristics of the Individual chambert!, utilized in a specified
combination.
The characteristics of the chamber can be calculated according
to equations

' 7*

Ty»1?».!!/

Q

(19.1)

and
/>=<?,,/>,.'0-'>'■•

(19.2)

For a chamber with a constant geometry (P . f - const) the
values of P
. and ^
In these equations are taken as constants
under all conditions. This assumption in tne calculation, does not
result in an error of more than l-3Jf.
When calculating the altitude performance of a sole variable in
the expressions (19.1) and (19.2) it is p. ; when calculating the
consumption characteristLc, the sole variable - G. If both variable
are varied within possible range, we will obtain a family of
characteristics of the g^.ven chamber. One of the forms of presentinr/
such a family of characteristics is included In the values presented
In Pig. 19.1.

Pig. 19.1. A family of characteristics of a liquid-fuel
rocket engine.

o

o.i

o,*, as as JL

'167

19.2.

Altitude Charactcrlatlc

In order to calculate the altitude characteristic the dependence
of atmospheric pressure on altitude ph ■ f((H) must be known. It Is
usually assumed based on the standard atmosphere (SA).
Because the altitude characteristic is calculated with 0 ■ const,
a change in thrust and specific thrust based on ph (or based on H) has
an identical character. If we plot the altitude characteristic in
relation to the value P„„/P„„ „ P/Pn» then both dependences are
"epresented as a single straight line in function ph or as a single
curve in function H.
blow a form of the characteristic, traditional for engines of
fj.lgh "hides is examined.
P'.Rure 11.2 shows the altitude characteristic of two chambers,
operating under identical conditions, but having different relative
cross-sectional areas of the nozzle fc(fcl ■ 10, t ? " 50). Chamber
2 at low altitude^ operates under conditions of overexpansion with
the separation of flow inside of nozzle (point A on curve 2 beginning of separation, dotted line - hypothetical continuous
characteristic). The values of thrust and of specific thrust during
the separation of flow are determined according to recommendations
in § 2.3.
P

JL;JL

1,0

W /

f

■Z^M-

——

Pig. 9.2. Altitude characteristic of the chambers. The fuel
is the kerosene + 0^ type; pK =
» 100 bar.
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t»i* turih (p^ • p0) - vacuum (p^ • 0),

Title itttcam conistliuic.
r>

*P

. i-

P.t.tt

An It appears In Plge.

Tj.j and 19.^t the Increment />

Tor ehanbttrs with a large f , and with f

Incr

• conöi - ui.dt-r red jr.-

conditions (small p* or consumptions).
I«

m

lie ;; bar

Fig. 19.3.
Pig. 19.^
Pig. 19.3. Dependence of Increment AP on
fc: fuel C2H8N2 + NjO^; a ■ 0.8.
Pig. 19.'t. Dependence of increme#(t SF on
p •; the fuel Is the same as thdz in Fig.
19.3.
As Is known a nozzle of constant geometry has only one optimum
range (p

■?>.):

within other ranges its characteristic worsen.

In order to maintain the optimum range with an increase In the
altitude of the flight area, the cross section of the nozzle should
continuously Increase.

Figure 19.5 shows the altitude characteristic

of the chamber with that sort of an ideally adjusted nozzle (P

).
Yä.Hä

The same dependence, P
various f„.

= f(H) is presented for two chambers with

Obviously, that the first step to the adjustment by
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h~ lght

conseqt:ent~

, P car, be the utilization :! f t.. l't.
p si ~i ;:; n r c·.:.:_t:! 2 , t; .a -rL';:, _, - .,ection
area of which ch ·.nges in
steps at the height of Hnepe~<:.n" The advantages of a two-position
nozzle over r.ozzle 1 are ewident in the range H > Hnep~KJI' and the
ad var. t ages over nozzle 3 - in ~..he rai ge H < HnepeKJI. There are. kn wn
atte~t s to realize a twu-p sition nozzle with the aid of a sl! i 1~
skirt of the nozzle (for example, the RL-20 American liquid-fuel
rocket t:ngine}, having removable inserts, and others.
PY.il :c:.nd

F.:g. 19.5.
1 :ic of

The altitude character-

er with a twoposition nozzle.
[Translator• .s note:
H

~ -~., ...- ,.; ~·

v

~

: ~&~

. 1.

The above prer)ent."' depenrlenc-~s ar~ with r~r renee to chamhers
with aval nozzles. F n~ n0~z1es r ~xternal expansion (see Fir.
l2 . 8k) ~ T' with a cPnt- , o•~tp l!ke t dy ( ee Fig . l2.8e) have
considP~~hly hett T'
~· r ~ !
under conditions o f nverexpan"'ic-n. in~J1ud1ng t.h~ ;:-eparation of flow inside the nozzle. Un er
such conditions thet>e mnzles pcssess a known degree of se . rregulatlon. The so-called aerodynamic nozzle (see Pig. 12.81)
approaches t e ideally adjustable nozzle over a wide range of
altitudes. Figure 19 . 6 as an example 1s presented tor a comparis on
of the 1 itu e characte,..istic ., of cna'llb ers with r o.erod · ~mic
rea L v~l nozzle ( 2 ).
wit a f x
(- ) a
nozz
0

1
7
r

ft

Plf. 19.6. Altitude characteristic of
the chambers with various nozzles.
\

\

V

V

*l

<»

s *

19.3.

1

31 Sifun»

Consumption Characteristic

The throttle or control characteristics are also called the
consumption characteristic of a liquid-fuel rocket engine, emphasizing that it reflects capabilities for adjusting the amount of
thrust.
According to equations (19.1) and (19.2) the elements of
theoretical consumption characteristic of the chamber with constant
geometry are:
P
- constant value with assumptions based on an analytical
calculation;
p

«w h - hyperbola with asymptotes:

P

ya

G»«,?

»p

.G«o.

■ -••

Pn - straight line, passing through the origin of the
coordinates;
Ph - straight line, parallel to Pn and lying below it by the
value FepH.
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An «xarnpl« of the theoretical cunoumptlon characterlotlc lo
presented In Pig. 19.7. Por each chamber there Is a derinlt« range
of a realisable characteristic from 0 .n to 0
(Pis* 19.8). The
condition 0
is the maximum permissible forced condition, at which
the strength and heat resistance of the chamber have been calculated.
Condition 0 , can be governed by threshold of effective and stable
work of the chamber, by the overheating of the liquid in the
regenerative c>olant passage of the chamber (see the next chapter)
or by other limitations.

'tAriP*
Pig. 19.7.
Fig. 19.8.
Pig. 19.7. Consumption characteristic of
the chamber.
Pig. 19.8. Operating range of the consumption characteristic of the chamber.
Plgure 19.8 shows a segment of the consumption characteristic
with a separation of flow Inside the nozzle (dotted line hypothetical continuous flow).
The consumption characteristic can be obtained experimentally
on a test stand. In order to determine It measurements of the
thrust of second the consumption of fuel In seconds and of pressures
of the surrounding medium are required.
A comparison of the results of the calculation and of the
experimental determination of the consumption characteristic is shown
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it I M ^

In PIjj. 19.9. In the Jeflneci rung of condHlonj zood utsreemont
la dlHcovercU; however, wlih a significant 'lecreas© In the conaumptlon the reaultd of the experiment and of the calculation become
Increasingly more divergent. Thlu can be explained In the followlr;^
manner. Prom equation of conaumptlon of the liquid through the
Injecting devices (sprayers)
G-tS./.« ^ 'b.ip*.*

(19.3)

It follows that the pressure differential on sprayers Ap
with
a constant area PBnD changes proportionally to the square of the
consumption. With a considerable aecrease of Ap
the processes of
atomizatlon and fuel mixing worsen, and, consequently, the specific
thrust efficiency ♦ ya. diminishes (owing to a decrease of 4 P ).
K

P
''max
* *Pyn

''yfl.mttx
0,6

4*

/? Pynnnxf

A

V

Pig. 19.9. Por the comparison of the
experimental and calculated consumption characteristics:
calculation;
experiment.

\ P
p

max

/

HZ M

0,6

OJS

^max

The reduction In the specific thrust under all conditions lower
than the maximum (when p. j* 0) Is a substantial deficiency in the
adjustment of thrust based on the expense characteristic. Basically,
this reduction is governed by the lowering of the pressures
differential p K •/PL,,
n and likewise by the worsening of the quality
of processes in the combustion chamber.
rthat is wanted is the regulation of thrust In the chamber, by
maintaining the specific thrust constant. Let us analyze how
this can be done In principle. For constancy of P
when p / 0,
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is neces ary t c retain t .. ;; ~tim um pressure di ff re .tial p . • !;.. ··
"L
• pK 1 /pc anc ... · :!. nt i n a hig '-i ·1 ali t y of the processes.
ir t
condition require that the con· tant pK• and pc are held.
he only
way to mainta:!.r. pK • at a rcduc <>d consumption follows fr. cm the
e xpre ~ ~ 1.or:
1..

•

0~

Pk = F., .
a reduc tion in the are o ~ cri ical cross section of nozzle FKP i
proportional to the con ~ umption. In order to maintain a constant of
pressures Pc• i t is necessary to retain the relative area of the
nozzle, rc • Fc/FKP' i.e., to change the cross-sectional area Fe
proportional to FKP and a.
To preserve the quality of the working processes in the combustion chamber is possible by retaining the pressure differential on
spray ~ rs 6p np c:~~tant.
With a reduction in fuel consumption this
8
can be done, ass en from the expression (19.3), by diminishing the
area of injectio~ F 8 np proportional to a.
Thus, in order to control the thrust by fuel consumption at a
constant specific thrust it is necessary in general to change FKP'
Pc and F8 np proportional to G. I r a vacuum (when ph • 0) a change
n F1cp and Fc is not required.
Figare 9. 1C hews th e ~a~cu:~~e characteristic 1 of the
chamber with changed ~ow-through sections . For a comparison the
consumption characteri~t.i ~ 2 of tne chamber without regulated flowthrough sections, : show1.
e rt ain technical possibilities of
adjust !. Fe we re me . ~ ioned in t e examination of the altitude
characteristic; the possible means of changing FKP and F 8 np wi l l
be covered below.

Sometimes , the change in thrusts and specific thrust is
r epe ente as a functi on of the pressure in the combustion chamber
not a consum ion o f e in seconds . Exper ime t al and
PK • , a

1

»^

calculated characteristics of this kind are shown In Pig. 19.11.
Comparing them with the usual characteristic (see Pig. 19.9) shows
that the characteristics are analogous. However, experimental and
calculated values of thrust as a.function of p» coincide throughout
the range of conditions. The reason Is that the worsening of the
quality of processes In the combustion chamber at low fuel consumptions has the same effect on pressure p « and on thrust. With the
treatment of the results of bench tests this represents difinite
conveniences, equal as much as possible to direct control of the
parameter - pressure in the combustion chamber. However, characteristics for p* are less universal, than for fuel consumption. It is
inconvenient to use multlchamber engines for these parameters,
because according to the pressure in each Individual chamber one
cannot ascertain the thrust of the entire engine.

J_
Pmx
Pya
'yamai

as

7

A

A

^
/,

0.1

/
42

—

Pmx

4* US W

IK max

Pig. 19.10,
Pig. 19.11.
Pig. 19.10. Two variants of the consumption
characteristic of the chamber.
Pig. 19.11. Por the comparison of experimental and calculated consumption characteristic.
The consumption characteristic of chambers with ring nozzles
and Laval nozzles is identical under conditions of underexpansion.
Under conditions of overexpansion, with a large PK*/Ph* consumption
characteristic of chambers with ring nozzles is more favorable for
the same reasons as that for the altitude characteristic.
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A comparison of the consumption characteristics of the chamber
and of the engine Is shown In Pig. 19.1?. In the basic chamber of
the engine with the afterburning of generator gas, there Is no
additional consumption of auxiliary fuel (e ■ 0) and the characteristics of the chamber and of the engine coincide. The specific
thrust of engines without afterburning of generator gas Is lower
than the specific thrust of the basic chambers. Their differences
are more significant the greater e is, and the stronger the dependence
e ■ f(p •) or e - f(Q) is.
t'O

~
,,

*

t

320
/c-*

^

i^

310

V 300

—'

s mo
50

100

ISO

200

ISO

pl^ar

Fig. 19.12. Consumption characteristics of the chamber and
of the engine at various dependence of e • f(p *).
19. i*.

Thrust-Vector Control

In order to fulfill the assigned mission, the rocket must move
along a definite trajectory, holding to a specified change-in-thrust
pattern while in flight. Under actual conditions random disturbances
take place, whose effect can alter after the flight trajectory and the
change-in-thrust pattern with time.
Among the external disturbing factors there are, for example,
the disturbance upon rocket lift off from the shaft or from the
launching rack, sudden wind gusts when travelling in the atmosphere,
disturbances at separation of stages, the asymetry of the aerodynamic
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forcea, and so fürth. These Paciors nVi'vi Uw pückni, u.s'.d«
the dependence on the type of enpln^.

fn-m

The nature of the effect of the Internal factora U aosoclated
with type of engine used. Por a liquid-fuel rocket rrißlne Ihta
is, mainly, the scattering of thrust characteriutloa of engine:: uf
the same type, determined, basically, by the ncatterlng of characteristics of the fuel-feed system - pressure pumps, hydraulic reslKtancti
of pipelines and of coolant, and so forth.
As a result errors, in the engine device on the rocket certain
asymetry of the thrust and constant motion can arise in flight,
which must be compensated for.
Thus, to facilitate the requiring program of flight it is
necessary to control the thrust of the engine according to magnitude
and direction, i.e., to control the thrust vector. In this case the
necessary range of adjustment is made up of twc components. The
first one, a specified or calculated value is determined by the
character of the trajectory and by the change-in-thrust pattern
with time. The second component depends on the random external and
internal factors and it is rated, basically, on the data of bench and
flying tests.
Change in the Amount of Thrust
The basic means of changing the amount of thrust were shown
in the previous paragraph. This amounts to a change (throttling) of
fuel consumption in seconds while maintaining the characteristic
flow-through sections of the channel (P' olip„, F.,,,,
P„)
or adjusting
ftp
C
them.
The most widely used method, in practicet la that of throttling
the fuel consumption per second at a constant geometry of the chamber
jhanr.dl.

It IJ carried jut with -he al~i -? ^t-olal i-o^lu'^^vs „.. -;.c-

fuel mains of the chamber or of the gas generator, and It can
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guarantee a smooth change 1 ~ the thrust . The method i s c onven i~~ : .
reliable and a lso relatively simple . Itc limitations and deficiencies were exrunined above (19.3).
Table l9 . J qualitatively de scribed the diverse variants of
change in fuel consumption per second in conjunction with the
adjustment of the flow- thrc '.tgh sections of the channel.
Table 19.1. Basic methods of changing the amount of thrust of a
liquid-fuel rocket engine.

1

Specific thrust

P nr !l'!lete re of challber

Method

co ns t ant
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Fanp
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~ ~~

Panp

p..

11n •
V>IICUUJn
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Fe
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fo np
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Fe
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Fnnl ' ' F~p

P•nJ•
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Turnin
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FKII JI' F, p-G
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(stepoowi s e ad j · s1~
me nt )

Oimi•
Increases pi shes

Fa·•p· F,r- F r - O c -n stant

In atmosphere: ~nd
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In a vac~: l ncrease in fc
1!". a1;mosphere:
2nd reason for method
1
In a vacuum: lnprease in r e

I nc ons tant
In a vac uur~ : i ncreas es
craas'1 in fc ( i f F0 i s
not re r l ated " n 8
aC :lU.'!l

F. ,,

j

]

off and on

~ he cham er s or the

Py•
Io a1mosphere:
1) decrease in p' ./p.~;
2) deviati'n from
~fi~~ ftnge or
3) lowering or "~

Fe

li

--

Reasons for changing

r. ,,
Fa•• P

""

' KP

" onstant

-

Const

Fr

t Cons tant
~

• If pr i or to t hrottling t he noz zle ls operated at und ere xpansl · n, t he
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i1. is po ssil•le to 1 crease PyA.·

A change In the total flow-through cross-sectional area of
sprayer PBnp (var. 11a) Is, In principle, attained several ways.
It Is possible, for example, to turn off separate groups of the
sprayer, without changing the optimum condition remaining. It Is
possible to change the flow-through sections of the sprayer by
mechanical means. Both methods are rather difficult to achieve.
A way is possible to decresse the density of the fuel which is
supplied through the sprayer, by introducing an inert gas (helium,
argon) in the liquid component. Small quantities of the inert gas
having low molecular weight, and consequently, a high working capacity
practically have not effect on the specific thrust. At the oame
time the Introduction of gas provides a wide range of change in
consumption at a constant geometry of the sprayer without worsening
the quality and resistance of the carburetion processes and combustion.
Changing critieal cross section area of the nozzle P
(var.
lib) is possible by mechanical or gas-dynamical means. First,
usually it is assumed a movable "needle-shaped'* stylus ("bulb") is
used, inserted In the critical section; secondly - there is a decrease in the effective flow-through section owing to the injection
of the gas. The praotioal realisation of these tad'any other system
poses eomples design problems.
The simultaneous adjustment of areas F
and F
(var. lie) and
possibly tL (var. lid), although it attracts intereet due to its high
effioiency. Is technically very intricate. It should also be noted
that thr conditions for the adjustment of F.C simultaneous with F,,,,
KP
in many instances is, probably, superfluous. So when working in a
vacuum such an adjustment is not necessary. When working in atmosphere, an adjustment of Fc is necessary in order to avoid the
lowering of Py. under conditions of overexpansion. It is possible,
however, either to reconcile it without lowering P
very much or to
t
eompensste for it by an Increase of P|( against the nominal, if this
Is idmissible under reliable working conditions. The utilization uf
nossles with external expansion, having a known degree of selfregulation, facilitates this position.
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The method of step-i.ise variation in thrust (var. Ill) by means
of turning off Individual chambers while maintaining optimum
operating conditions occupies special place. Such a means is free of
deficiencies, inherent in other methods. However, its utilization is
possible only when a smooth change in thrust Is not required.
Change in the Direction of Thrust
During the movement of a rocket along a trajectory controlling
forces must be produced in the vertical plane (pitch control) as well
as in horizontal plane (yaw control), and likewise, a controlling
moment relative to the logltudlnal axis (roll control). On the
basis of experimental design, perfecting and opertlng rockets a
number of general requirements for thrust-vector control systems were
developed. Basically, these requirements can be grouped as follows:
1)

providing sufficient control forces according to magnitude;

2)

high reliability;

3) minimum losses of specific thrust of engine controlled by
the presence and operation of a guidance system;
4)

minimum weight and over-all size;

5)

simplicity of design and convenience of operation.

In practice it is impossible to produce a system, which
satisfies all the enumerated requirements to an equal degree. In
accordance with the purpose of the apparatus the defined requirement
can be singled out, which, depending on its specifications, can
be met in the very best manner, using various methods. In connection
with this at the present time it was assumed that a great number of
various methods of thrust-vector control has been Investigated to
some degree.
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It Is expedient to use two criteria for an estimate and comparison of the various methods;
. 1) based on a change in the flying range of the rocket as a
result of an increase In Its final weight and a decrease in specific
thrust controlled by system device;
2)

according to the degree of reliability of the system.

In order to obtain these criteria conformably to each method It
is necessary to construct a working design of the various systems.
In this case one should have In mind that at the modern level of
knowledge It is difficult to determine quantitatively the reliability
of the systems under study.
For the preliminary evaluations of the various methods of changing thrust control such criteria are used:
relative amount of control forces - the ratio of this force to
axial thrust of the engine:
P^^L;

(1<M)

relative loss of specific thrust - the ratio of the loss in
specific thrust of the engine, caused by the presence of the control
system, to the nomlal value:

^y.=~-:
quality of the system - the ratio of quantities F

*,=;£The quantities P

and AF

and AP

:

(19.6)

are usually expressed in percent.
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(19.5)

When developing the rocket complex it is necessary to know not
only control force, but rather the moment the relative to the center
of gravity of the rocket, being created by this force. It is
understandable that one can speak about the value the moment only in
case of an actual scheme of a rocket, since different control moments
can be produced with the samp control force for various assembly
schemes. Hence, it Is clear that the possibility for comparison with
the aid of the shown criteria is rather limited. Nevertheless, for
a preliminary analysis they are used extensively.
During the flight of a rocket on a trajectory, the necessary
control force changes all the time, attaining at Its maximum value
at specified moments. Losses In specific thrust also change accordingly. Therefore the system of control must resolve the maximum
controlling force according to the amount, and the economy must be
characterized by the mean Integral amount of loss in specific thrust
along the trajectory.
Below, the basic means of thrust-vector control of a liquidfuel rocket engine are briefly considered. Some of these methods
are also applicable for soljd propellant rocket engines (RDTT).
Figure 9.13 shows the employment of gas current controls,
encounted on in the cross section of the nozzle in Jet stream of the
combustion products (a) or out.;lde of the Jet stream (b). The angle
of rotation of the vane is 6 = ±25°. A device with four vanes provides flight control in all planes of stabilization. The control
force and resistance (loss in thrust) can be determined according to
the conventional formula of aerodynamics:

'.^-^
» 2

(19.7)

/V^y—/>

(19.8)

Flg. 19.13.
controls.

Scheme of gas current

Gas current controls can create great lateral forces (P up to
10-15$), truly, at a cost of considerable losses in specific thrust
(AP
■ 2-5%)' The system is simple, reliable, but burdensome. The
mounting of the controls in a neutral position outside the jet stream
reduces losses in specific thrust, but it requires very large control
forces to power the controls.
Annular vanes (deflectors) (Pig. 19.12*) are made in the form of
spherical bands, cylindrical adapters and their combinations. They
are mounted in the cross section of the nozzles in a hinged suspension. With a deviation In the deflector at a certain angle, its
edge projects Into the supersonic Jet stream, in front of the edge
an oblique shock wave is created, and a lateral force appears. The
system can create large control forces with small losses in specific
thrust. In order to determine P and AP
experimental dependences
«y
«y M
are usually used.

Pig. 19.11*.

Diagram of annular control.

By structural relationship the system is rather simple, but it
has considerable weight and over-all size; in the case of a single
nozzle arrangement one can guarantee roll control.
Figure 19.15 shows a diagram of a oblique cross section adapter,
from whose exhaust there appears an unbalanced lateral force. A
deflection in P is attained by rotating the adapter around the
longitudinal axis; the amount of deflection - by axial movement.
The characteristics of the oblique cross secclon adapter can be
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determined analytically as well as experimentally. The system
produces control forces P ■ 5-15^ with small losses In specific
thrust. Roll control with a single nozzle arrangement is infeasible

Pig. 19.15. Diagram of an oblique
cross section adapter.

The most widely used method of changing the direction of thrust
in a liquid-fuel rocket engine is the use of rotary chambers (Pig.
19.16). Both basic and steering (vernier) chambers are used. In
case of a single-chamber arrangement without steering engines, the
chamber is installed in a cardan suspension and is inclined at an
angle, 6 ■ 3-7° in two mutually perpendicular planes, providing pitch
and yaw control.

Pig. 19.16.
chamber.

Diagram of a rotary

During the rotation of the chamber at an angle 6, the control
force consists of
Py=Pflisinfl,

(19.9)

the losses in thrust
,

AP,-/ äB(1—cosö).

(19.10)

A system with basic rotary chambers makes it possible to produce
""arse control forces {V up to 10-15%) with very small losses in
specific thrust (AP
< 11).
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In the case of a multlchamber engine installation, each of the
basic or steering chambers, as a rule, is movable only in one plane.
This is sufficient for flight control in all planes of stabilization.
There are such steering chambers of RD-107 engine of the first stage
of the rocket, Vostok, for example. Their utilization reduces the
specific thrust of the engine in a vacuum by only 0.3%.
The reliability of a system with rotary chambers is high;
however, the cardan suspension and hinged units have large over-all
dimensions and weight.
• The control forces can be produced by method of the misalignment thrust of the chambers of the multichamber engine, in a fixed
position at a certain angle relative to the axis of the rocket
(Pig. 19.17). A difference in thrust is attained by boosting forcing
one and by throttling the other chamber by the same amount. The sum
total thrust of the engine is this cases does not change, but a
control moment arises equal to
Afy-2AP(rcosfl + Z-sinö).

(19.11)

Pig. 19.17. Diagram of the change in
thrust of Individual chambers of a
multichamber engine.
P-bP

P+&P

Thrust losses in this case amouat to
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\P>=2Psmf>.

(19.1^

Losses in specific thrust Apy;i usually do not exceed a fraction
of a percent.
What, has been said can be projected to any numbered pair of
chambers in a multichamber device.
in lieu of any special actuating
convenience of adjustment.

The advantages of the system controls, is the simpli""'

VJir,h no less than four char

possible to control the flight in two naturally perpe"

>s.

With a corresponding mounting of chambers it is posslb
control roll.
Recently, a large amount of attention was devoted to a so-called
gas-dynamic method of controlling the direction of thrust.

These

methods are based on the Input of a basic supersonic flow of gas,
perpendicular to a liquid or solid obstruction.
If a gas is fed in the supersonic part of the nozzle through an
aperture or slot under a specified pressure, as shown in Pig. 19.18,
then in front of the Jet a cone shock appears or, more accurately,
a weakly curved percussion wave with a X-shaped leg at the base.
Simultaneously, a Jet stream sweeps through the flow under the action
of a dynamic head and at a certain distance from the inlet aperture,
it is mixed wluh this flow.

With the main flow across the cone

shock, the static pressure in the flow increases and the pressure
\t the nozzle rises.

As a result an unbalanced lateral force arises,

consisting of two components:

reaction thrust of the ejected gas,

and a force governed by the phenomenon of an asymmetrical zone of
raised pressure behind the shock relative to the axis of the nozzle.
The typical range of raised pressure on the wall of the nozzzle
in this disturbed zone is shown in Pig. 19.19.
the second component may

The magnitude of

comprise 50-10% of the full lateral

force.
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Obllqut •hook
BlMt

Jti ttrtMi

Pig. 19.18.
Pig. 19.19.
Pig. 19.18. Diagram of a blast of gas In a supersonic Jet.
Pig. 19.19. Area of raised pressure with a blast in the supersonic Jet stream.
It should be noted that an increase in the pressure in the
disturbed zone increases the thrust of the nozzle somewhat, by
increasing the specific thrust, determined according to the
expenditure of basic fuel. However, the specific thrust, determined
according to total expenditure, is reduced due to the inefficient
utilization of part of the fuel (blasted gas). In the calculation
one can assume that the blast of gas does not take part in
producing the axial thrust of the engine.
Gas for the blast can be removed from the combustion chamber,
using a special gas generator or using bottles of compressed gas
provided for this purpose. Prom the viewpoint of efficrlency it is
most expedient to use high-temperature gas from the'combustion
chamber for the blasting. However, such a scheme possesses a
substantial deflcienty of a design nature. It Includes the fact that
the bypass valve should operate on high-temperature gas, possibly with
a content of particles of the condensate. The creation of such a
valve is a complex task. The utilization of a relatively lowtemperature gas from a special gas generator or cold gas from
bottles makes it possible to avoid these difficulties. However, the
efficiency of such working media is considerably less, than that of
hot gases, and the system, on the whole, is more burdensome.
The utilization of an injection of some kind of liquid from a
structural point of view seems more attractive, although based on
efficiency such a system is considerably inferior to a system with
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a blast of gas. Principle of the creation of a lateral force with
the aid of an Injection of liquid Is practically analogous to a
blast of gas. The distinctive feature Is that after a blast the
liquid Is atomized by the flow and either simply vaporizes (If It is
chemically neutral with respect to the main flow), or It enters Into
a chemical reaction. The latter circumstance favorably reflectsthe efficiency of the system.
When selecting the type of liquid it is necessary to strive
for the highest possible density. This makes it possible to reduce
the volume of the containers. It must be stable in process of
storage and have low toxicity. Low specific heat capacity and low
latent heat of evaporation will faciliate an increase in the
efficiency of the system. As neutral liquids for injection one
can use various freons, and among the reactive liquids, there is
nitrogen tetroxide (NpCK), hydrogen peroxide (HpOp), chlorine
trifluorlde (C1P_), and other components of liquid rocket fuels.
Due to the complexity of the phenomena which appear under the
interaction of cross streams of gas or by the vaporization of the
liquid with the supersonic flow of gas, it is not possible at
present to calculate the magnitude of the lateral control force by
accurate theoretical methods.
When developing actual systems, experimental dependances are
used, produced on models or life-size engines during firing tests.
Figure 19.20 presents approximate dependences of the control force
relative to the efficiency of various substances during blast
(injection).
The important advantage of the examined methods of producing
control forces is the absence of any mechanical elements found in
a high-temperature Jet. The immobility of the chamber and the
absence of mobile controls also adds to the positive aspect of this
system.
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Pig. 19.20. Dependence of the
control force on consumption
with Injection or blasting [3]
1 - gaseous nitrogen; 2 freon-12; 3 - water.
The deficiencies can Include the difficulty of devising a
reliable bypass valve of hot gases, and also the comparatively low
economy in the case of injection of liquids.

It should be noted

that in case of a single-nozzle engine such a system does not
facilitate creating control moment relative to the longitudinal axis
of the rocket.

For these purposes one must^fovlde special devices

of the vernier engine types,

To create an asymmetrical redistribution of the pressure in the
supersonic part of the nozzle It is possible to Introduce a solid
obstruction In the form of a rod or a flap (sometimes also called
a trimming tab) Instead of a gas or a liquid.

F
c

f
If a solid obstruction Is Introduced between the critical section

A

and the cross section of the nozzle, then the picture of flow is

m

basically similar to that which takes place with blasting or Injec-

t

tion.

t

The greatest Increase In pressure will take place directly

in front of the obstruction.

The areas of raised pressure are

observed even along the periphery of the disturbed zone.

Directly

behind the obstruction a stagnant zone will form at a reduced

1,
C'
Ci

ai
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it
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^

prujiaure,

i.; a rt-'öult of willed iin- rnugiiliudc uf t t- lut&ral ül

force In juni-Wfi.it. diminished.

■

When posltloitlng a eulld obatrucilon

nearer to the crlilcal üectlun relative tu im atr.ili advuncoment In
the flow, can renult In the fact that an oblique «ihook wavt- will
reach tne

•»

entire section.

.te aide of the nozzle, I.e., It will project ovt-r the
This uharply reduces the asymmetry of the flow and,

accordingly, the raagnltnoe o:' the lateral force.
Wlin practical reailr.rtlon of ^jch controls, apparently,
serlout: difficulties wlil arise with the condensation from the break
of high-temperature products of combustion In the clearances near the
obstructulon.

The Indicated deficiencies make the examined methods

of producing control forces not very attractive and they are seldom
used.
The majority of the shown deficiencies can be avoided, if a
flap is mounted at the cross section of the nozzles.

In this

Instance the zone of rarefaction is absent, thereby diminishing the
control force, and the rigid requirements for condensation between
the flap and the cross section of the nozzle are raised.
In this case the character of the asymmetrical redistribution
of pressure changes somewhat In comparison with the previous case.
In front of the flap an A-shaped shock wave appears. Just aa shown
in Pig. 19.2i.

Here a typical picture of the distribution of pres-

sure according to the line of symmetry of the disturbed zone Is
portrayed.

Prom the examination of this diagram It follows that at

a certain point in front of the flap there is a break-away of flow
from nozzle wall and stagnant or frontal break-away zone will form.
At the point of break-away an oblique shock wave appears, wnlch then
merges with the curved shock wave arising around the upp<-'r edge of
the flap.

By means of advancing the flap can regulate the size of

the area of the disturbed zone and degree of increase In
in front of the flap.
control force.

pressure

All this finally results In a change In the

Thrust losses using such a meUuJ of produc Inj-' a

control force will determine the pressure differential on the front
and back surface of the flap.

inn

mm

fiJ; i?'!1;. DU«!:•■ of th« utiiieallon of • flap and character of the
pressure dlatrlbutlon In front of If
I - noiilej 2 - oblique wave: 3 break-May lone; * - fi.p. 5 - percusslon vave.

In order to calculate the baalc characterlatlca of such a
•yet«, it la neeeaaary to detemlne the sl.e of area of the dUcurbed
tone In front of the flap, to evaluate the degree of increase in
preaaure in tula tone and to find the dlatrlbutlon of pressure
MeoMlng to the front and back aurfac* of the flap. Owrtemporary
■ethoda do not peralt one to conduct an accurate-calculation of the
fltJd of flona in front of the break-avay sonea. Therefore, during
the deteminatlon of the baaic characteristics of the flaps. Just
M in the preceding ease, eiperiaental data is used.
According to certain data actual values of the coefficient of
quality for flaps applied in solid propellant rocket engines (RDTT),
thoy can coaprlse a quantity, equal to unity or more. A considerable
lowering of I takes place due to the pressure of clearance between
tht flap and the cross section of the noscle.
Tbe selection of aaterial for flaps and providing for their
htat resistance represents s serious problem.
Although the solid propellant rocket engines are regardea as tne
basic field of application of flapa they are examined here for analogy
with aethoda of bleating of gaa and of liquid injection.
«91
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Cutoff of Thrust
A cutoff of thrust or the turning off of the engine is
necessary in the following cases: in the first, after achieving the
necessary velocity of the state of the rocket or after completing
the necessary maneuvers by the space vehicle, in the second,
during operation on the test stand after completing a program of
tests, or in an emergency situation.
In first case for accurate endurance of the assigned terminal
velocity of apparatus, the cutoff of the thrust must be performed
sharply, and the pulse of the thrust, acting at the moment and
after the cutoff (the so-called pulse after-effect), must be
minimum and stable. Stability, i.e., the small scatterings of pulse
after-effect with the repeated response of one engine or with the
turning off of different engines, offers the possibility of considering it when determining the moment of shutdown .
Shutdown of a liquid-fuel rocket engine is performed by
stopping the supply of fuel components upon response of the cutoff
valves. The pulse after-effect is caused by the exhaust from the
combustion chamber containing products and with afterburning, also
components entering the chamber from the spaces between the cutoff
valves and the heads. By design of the liquid-fuel rocket engine
the attempt is made for these volumes to be as small as possible.
Also, the operation of the engine before shutdown at a lowered
condition promotes the lowering of the pulse after-effect. It is
possible that the last meters of an assigned terminal velocity of
the apparatus are attained upon shutdown in a powerful sustainer
engine only owing to the work of vernier engines of small thrust
(for example, on the "Atlas" rocket) or even owing to the thrust,
generated upon exhaust of the working medium of the turbopump unit
(TNA).
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CHAPTER

XX

PROTECTION OF THE CHAMBER WALL
In this chapter the preferred means of protecting the chamber
walls of a ZhRD from overheating, oxidation and erosion with the
aid of liquid or gaseous coolants are examined. Heat transfer rates
from the products of combustion In the walls of the chamber In a
specified
fuel, for the value K and T CT . r are considered to be
r
known, calculated according to methods In Chapter XIV.
20.1.

Basic Methods of Shielding the Wall

Table 20.1 shows the basic methods of shielding the chamber
walls using a liquid or gas coolant.
The most extensively used is the external regenerative liquid
coolants or gaseous components of the fuel.
The basic idea of Internal cooling of the chamber walls Is to
create a protective layer of liquid or of low-temperature gas
(steam) near the fire front. Several varlatlonr of internal cooling
exist. Thus, a low-temperature near-wall layer can be created with
the aid of injection head near the chamber walls, in which the
fuels component
ratio K
is less than the fuels component ratio
1
CT

in nucleus < .

hgn

-■

■

—

—

J

1,

Table 20.1. Basic methods of liquid shielding
of the wall.
Nuit

BrlflT dMoriptlon

Tuipcratur« diagram

Extamal rtganarativ« OM or both oomponant of tha
eoollng
fual eool tha walls and antar
tha oombuation ehanbar,
raturnlng tha ranovad haat.

^cT.r'

Intamal eoollng by
■aana of eraatlng
* naur-mll layar
with «M^»*

Intamal film
oaollng

Naar tha wall a naar-wall
lay«r la oraatad with tha
aid of an Injactlon haad
with »CT. providing a low
oombuation taapamiura
(uaually %**< »on») and
a raduoing medium. Tha
lew-taoparature layar
radueaa tha tharmal flow in
tha wall, and tha raduoing
madluai raduoaa oorroalon.

Haad

Liquid eoolant or gaa
la fad thraugh a number
of bands of curtains

ctx

Intamal poroua
eoolIng

Liquid coolant or gas
panstratas through Ihln
pores in tha wall, creates
a layer of liquid f>nd
vapor and Inaulataa tha
wall from hot gases,
eonalderably lowering the
thermal flow

Coolant

T'CT.X

[Translator's note: » «gas; cf.x » wall gas side;
CT.r ■ wall, coolant side; CT = wall; H « core.]
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A variant of Internal cooling is film cooling — a supply of
liquid to the inner surface of the wall through special apertures
or slots and the creation of a film curtain.
By analogy with a liquid film curtain a gas curtain can be
created, if, for example, a low-temperature generator gas is supplied
to the inner surface of the wall in an engine with afterburning.'
Porous cooling is a development of a method of film cooling.
In this variant the liquid coolant is introduced to the fire front
through a large number of microscopic ducts in a wall made of porous
material.
Frequently, combined systems of wall shielding are employed,
i.e., various combinations of the above-mentioned methods, in
addition to systems of nonliquld heat shielding (sey Chapter XXVI).
In order to cool the chamber reliably and economically, at
least one of the components of the fuel must satisfy the following
requirements:
1) have a significant heat capacity and thermal conductivity;
2) have a large latent heat of vaporization (if the component
is used for Internal cooling);
3) does not leave deposits on the cooled wall, which hamper heat
removal (scale, coke and so forth);
k) does not decompose with the heating of the coolant passage.
20.2.

External Regenerative Cooling

The physics of the phenomena of heat transfer, examined below,
with regenerative and independent cooling of the chamber is identical.
Regenerative cooling has its own characteristics governed by, the
limited expense of the coolant.
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General Scheme of Heat-Transfer
Figure 20.1 shows a scheme of heat transfer from a gas to a
coolant through a separating wall under a stationary condition of
external cooling.
thickness ö,

In the thermal boundary layer of gas having a

the heat from gas is transferred to the wall and

sharply reduces the temperature from Te

to 7"CT.r-

The total specific

thermal flow from the gas in the wall is equal to the sum of
convection and radiant flows
fl = 9K + (7lI.

where
^"•a, (7",—rcT.r).

Coolant

Pig. 20.1. Temperature diagram with
external cooling of the chamber.
[Translator's note: ox/i = coolant.]

Jcrx TittXI

For convenience It is possible to Introduce a certain arbitrary
value to the heat-transfer coefficient from the gas to wall a).
also taking into account the convection and radiant heat exchange.
Then

^=ai(7',—rcT.r),

(20.1)

where
=a;4> t — * CT.!
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(20.2)

Through i;.- wal] of the
the thermal fniduetivlty thai

■i.rnber heat Is transferred owing to
.'an be described by the equation

q— '/.' {TctT—TctJ,
where >-T

(20.3)

.Tea.-i >-alue of the coefficient of thermal conductivity of

the materia] of the wall, taken at a temperature of
/ —

'•T.r+'ex

2

Equation (20.3) is recorded with several assumptions, namely:
thermal flow is accepted as one-dimensional, distributed only normal
to the wall (to the radius); wall is accepted as a plane, associated
with the fact that the difference in the sizes of the internal and
external surfaces of the wall are not taken into account, but the
quantity q is accepted as constant.

All these assumptions are

slightly reflected in the results of the calculation.
In the thermal boundary layer of the coolant with a thickness
ÖOXJI

, heat is transferred from the wall in the coolant and the

temperature drops from TVr.x to Tosn.
process

According to the equation of this

(

f~UoxniTcT.x—T'oxnli

(20.10

where OOJ.T — coefficient of convectlve heat-transfer from the wall
to the coolant.
The common solution of equations (20.1), (20.3) and (20.^)
provides the following well-known equation of heat transfer from a
gas to a coolant through a separated wall:
1

</ = a,

>

rT

(Tt~TQU).
J

iJ98

(20.5)

mm

u

i

*eT

BOXJ,

Is the thermal resistance of the heat transfer from the gas to the
coolant.

It consists of the thermal resistances of the gas i/a',,

the

wall ÖCTACT and coolant l/oox«.
Effect of the various types of thermal resistances Is
Illustrated in Pig. 20.2, where the results of the calculation of
external cooling of the chamber under various hypothetical conditions
are presented.

The line

limits the maximum allowable wall temperature on the gas side under
conditions of strength and heat resistance.

TCTT'C

s IX

^

we

^1*

-^

Pig. 20.2. For the analysis of the
effect of thermal resistances of the
gas, the wall and the coolant.
[Translator's note:
flon ■ maximum
allowable.]
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Line 1 shows the relationship between temperature TCI.T and the
temperature of the gas for several original variants.

Line 2 depicts

the same relationship at thermal resistance of the coolant, reduced
by 5 times that of the original.

As it appears, this reduction

makes it possible to raise the temperature of the gas Tctr .
Simultaneously, it increases the thermal flow, transmitted to the
coolant (figures at the points signify the relative change in specific
thermal flow).

Line 3 shows the relationship between rCT.r and T,

with. a. two-fold, reduction thermal reslstanne nf the wall and of
constant residual resistances.

While maintaining Tci.r the temperature
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of the gas can Increase even more, but the thermal flow In the
coolant sharply Increases. Finally, line ^ relates to a case where
the thermal resistance of the gas increases two-fold (the remaining
quantities are invariable). As it appears, the effect of the
thermal resistance of the gas to the permissible temperature of the
gas is most significant; moreover, it does not change the specific
thermal flow in the coolant.
Questions, connected with heat-transfer from the products of
combustion in the wall of the chamber, are examined in Chapter XIV.
It is important to also analyze the subsequent stages of the
transmission of heat.
Heat-Transfer Through the Wall
Heat-transfer equation (20.3) can be solved relative to
temperature TCTVT' CT.X =T' CT.f -fl^" V

(20.6)

.

An increase in the thickness of the wall Increases its thermal
resistance and according to equation (20.5), it somewhat diminishes
the specific thermal flow. Simultaneously, temperature of wall on the
gas side increases:
T'cT.r-r,--^.

(20.7)

An increase in the coefficient of thermal conductivity (change
of the material) reduces the thermal resistance of the wall and
Increases the specific thermal flow. Temperature of the wall on the
gas side in this case is lowered, and on the coolant side - is
elevated.
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Heat—Transfer In the Coolant
Fuels as well as oxldlzers are used as coolants for external
cooling. The utilization of fuels Is preferable, because they usually
have more favorable thermal properties and, as a rule, they do not
produce an aggressive medium. However, the fuel is always lesser
amounts than the oxidlzer, and it turns out to be insufficient.
Such an oxidizer as N-0^ possesses highly favorable coolant
properties because of its endothermic dissociation at high temperatures.
In connection with the various properties of coolants and their
parameters In the coolant passage different conditions of heattransfer are possible. In Fig 20.3 these conditions are classified
depending on the pressure and the temperature of the coolant with
respect to the critical parameter. With pointers in the field of
the chart the direction of the change in the parameters of coolant
In the coolant passage Is shown.

<

P>P^\T Hf

>

tig. 20.3. Conditions of heattransfer In the coolant.

| P P^}

r>T

ä^

[Translator's ruote:

ap = critical.]

Ifi

P<Pq,r<i

*P
At a subcritlcal temperature and pressure (condition A) the
coolant can be found in the liquid and vapor phases. The dependence
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server, as the boundar,, of these stater..

of the coolant

iv, al.so posfi.Ih !<"•.

coolant side, TVr.i

Is somewhat

A t wo-t )I:I;W ;;t''.

If the wall temper'atur»"'

IM

l.h

[up to 10-50°) elevated to the boiling

point of the coolant at a given pressure, then the main mass of
flow (nucleus) Joes not begin to boil, but in the boundary layer
little bubbled ^f vapor appear.

The main flow washes the bubbles

off the surface of the wall, and they are condensed in the cooler
layers of the liquid,
the turbulent transfer

Th»; transverse motion of the bubbles Intensifies
f he.it frjm the wall through the boundary

layer to the main flow, and consequently, increases the coefficient
of heat-transfer from the wall into the coolant.

Value doxn with

bubble boiling can be several times greater, than under a condition
without vaporization.

However, the increase in aom

continues only

to a determined value of the overheated wall, AT^T^.x—T^m,

at which

numberous bubbles merge into a continuous film of vapor. Insulating
the coolant from the wall.

After this, the coefficient of heat-

transfer sharply drops, and temperature T„.x Increases.

The overall

heat-transfer In the coolant Is reduced considerably, as a result.
It permissibly Increases TCT,T.
Is shown in Fig. 20.4.

The described dependence aM.-,

on AT

Value AT, corresponding to the maximum ao,«,

is maximum permissible, because when Ar>Arnp

film boiling appears.

tty

Fig. 20.4.

Dependence of a,,,, on Ar=rcT .-r»«

[Translator's note:

np ■ maximum permissible.]

In this way, under condition A, one can use either flow
conditions of the liquid without vaporization (rcj.^fKHii). or conditions
of bubble boiling (TCTJi ^TKm + MnP).
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At • •üp«rorUlc«l prvteur* «nd a «ubci'ltlcal temperature
(condition B) th» coolant ailsta aa a alngla-phaa« drop liquid.
At a auparerltloal prataura and taiiparatura (condition C)
tha coolant la In tha gaaaoua atata. It la poaalbla aa ahown in
Wig. 20.3 that tha liquid coaponant paaaea Into tha coolant passage.
a auparcrltlcal pressure and aubcrltlcal tenperature; then, It Is
haatad to a auparcrltlcal taaparature and further on, becomes a
taaeoua coolant.
Under condition D tha coolant la also In the gaaaoua atate.
Table 20.2 ahoaa valuea of the critical parameters or certain
eoaponanta of liquid ruela.

Table 20.2.
coolanta
CMlMl

Critical parameters or certain
CrltlMl WMMT«,
•l

Cmi««l K*Mwr«.
tar

PMU

U.I

Nt
wfe§

ISM.

«s.e

«a

9U
80

86

«8S0

>ia

7»
«1

310
«
60

fta<iMw
N.O»

a*

«a

Condltlona or heat-transfer or the same coolant can be different
under the varloua condltlona or a coolant passage. Below are shown
•.he <!haracteriatlc conditions or hef«t-t rnrsfcr In fuel cor.j-nert»
t7).

^0j

Characteristic conditions of heat-transfer

Component

B
C
A, r
A
A, B

Kerosene
Hydrozen
Ammonia
Hydrazlne
Dlmethylhydrazlne
Nitrogen tetroxlde
Hydrogen peroxide (90-90)5)

A
A

The quantitative laws of heat-transfer under various conditions
are different.
1.

Liquid single-phase coolant (part of
conditions A when rct.1<riani, al1
of condition B)

The mechanism of heat-transfer - the forced convection during
the turbulent motion of the liquid in a channel. In order to
calculate one must use the known criterlal dependence of M. A.
Mlkheyev:
J
Nu«=0,021Re«'PrM3(tPf«
.£«i'0.55

*

"

(20.8)

\PfrJ

or the dependence close to it
Num=0,005Rel"Pr2;4.

(20.9)

In the criteria with a index 'V the properties of a coolant
exhibit a mean liquid temperature with a index "CT" - at a temperature
Tcru

The dependence (20.9) Is satisfactorily confirmed by experiments
with kfrorsprip. hvdrazlne nitrogen tetroxlde and water, and other
components. Both dependences, however, require more precise
definitions, because they do not reflect the effect of such factors.
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as configuration of cross section and curvature of the channel,
nonunifcrmity of heating and so forth.
The critical dependences can solve the relatively heat-transfer
coefficient. For example, from the dependence (20.9) let us obtain

Mi-dog

*

(20.10)

where Goui — consumption of liquid coolant in seconds; F01],~ crosssectional area of the coolant passage.
In parameter 6^1 the thermal properties are grouped depending
for the given liquid only, on the temperature:

Because
' OIJI

then, the formula (20.10) can be written so:
(20.11)

Here the density of the liquid, also depending on the temperature.
Is Included In the parameter 6*3 :
= fl

o.u

n
Qml^mlQM

The quantity 6«j is defined as the coolant capacity of the liquid
For drop of liquids it usually increases with an increase in temperature.
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Liquid coolant with bubble boiling [(part
of condition A when ritl,u<r„s (T,tim + .\Tnv)]

Mechanism of heat-transfer has been briefly described above.
The quantitative determination of the coefficients of heat-transfer
is difficult.

For each coolant one also experimentally determines

such highly important values as AT^p and (foi — the maximum heat flow,
which can be directed into a liquid without the appearance of film
boiling.

The quantities q^ and AT^ most substantially depend on the

rate of the coolant, increasing with an increase in Worn,

and also

on the difference between the boiling point and the mean temperature
in the nucleus of flow, on the pressure in coolant passage as well
as on the geometry of the passage.
By way of reducing the quantity q^ certain coolants rank
approximately as follows: NpH;
3.

C HgN ,

H 0

p p' NH , N 0^..

Gaseous coolant (conditions C and D)

Cooling by gas creates great interest, if such efficient coolants
as hydrogen or other light gases are used, for example, ammonia.
When cooling with hydrogen very large heat removal can be attained as
a result of the high heat capacity of the coolant and as a result
of the feasibility of considerable preheating.

The greater part of

the heat removal will occur in gaseous hydrogen.
Information on heat-transfer under conditions, characteristic
for a coolant passage in a ZhRD, as yet is scanty.

For a developed

turbulent motion at steep temperature gradients (7",/7"Kp>2) one can use
the criterial equation
Nu, = 0.025RerPr;4(-7.7>-)"r,\

in which index «^»

(?0.1?)

signifies that the criteria are determined at the

average temperature of the coolant gas.

The formula for the heat-transfer coefficient, obtained from
equation (20.12), has the form

(20.13)
where
,0.4

. _xo.«iPL

• At ratios of temperatures T,ITlf9<2 the dependences, analogical
to the expression (20.12), and not found In the literature.
Preheating of the Coolant
The preheating of the coolant In the passage Is taken Into
account In the course of movement of the component. The calculation
gives not only the total quantity of preheating, but also the local
values of the temperature of the coolant In various sections. For
the calculation one usually uses the same lay out of chamber passage
In the section, which was used In the determination of specific
thermal flows from the gas Into the wall. An exaimjle of such a layout
is presented In Fig, 20.5.
y
Inlrt for N
tl» eeolant ^v_.

i I 0

L n

Fig. 20.5. Example of
the layout of the chamber
passage In the section
for the calculation of
cooling.
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For each of the sections they comprise an equation of heat
balance (heat removal in the surrounding medium through the external
walls can be ignored):
AT-«,,--—-A

.

(20.11)

On, /«oi» /

where Q^^ - quantity of heat, which should be discernible by the ■
coolant in the given section; COXJH— consumption of the coolant in
seconds; cwn— heat capacity of the coolant at an average of its
temperature in the given section.
One determines the value Q. by the integration q In the given
section with a length L. :

1

rf
Q»=r^rrcos a i.

(20.15)

where d - Inside diameter of the chamber, changing in the section;
a - angle of slope of the forming chamber to its axis.
Hence

f'gJULdi,

47™,, = -—1
• «nx.i /Orxji /

J

(20.16)

COS Q

If the layout to the section is dense, then one can use the
means q and d for the given section:
A7; ==

"' ^fS^7•

(20.17)

where q. — average value of specific heat flow in the 1-th section;
n* - surface of the i-th section, determined by the formula
o _ n((ii + iin.})

.

2 cos a

Because the value of the temperature on exit from section was
unknown earlier, then the average heat capacity of the coolant can be
be determined by the method of selection.
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The temperature of the coolant in the section (1+1) comprises
Toxiui+\)=Toxn i+&Toxn i,

(20.18)

and on exit from the coolant passage —

' OU.IHI — ' O«.K "T £
/-I

OM i >

(20.19)

where the value SAT"^^ is the complete preheating of the coolant In
the passage.
Determination of the Areas of the Coolant Passage
In order to remove the thermal flow q in the coolant in every
section of the chamber a defined value of heat-transfer coefficient
from the wall Into coolant is required. In general this value is
equal to
(20.20)

' CT.X — ~0

Since after the values q, TCT,X and Toxn are defined at the specified
consumption of the coolant Got„, it is necessary to assure that there
can be OOM only due to the rate of the coolant, which depend3<*©n the
area of the channel. In case of liquid coolant when the heat-transfer
coefficient is determined by the expression (20.10), it is necessary
to guarantee

'-'"^{TZ)

^'-

whence the necessary area constitutes
.
F
' OM =C
«-'OUI

0,0059,..
\i.05
/n.005B
wi \
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(20.21)

sei

Analogous for a raseous coolant, using the expression (20.13),
we will obtain
F

_ü

( 0.0259, y.«
\'.« / T, \o,6S7
y

(20.22)
In order to guarantee the necessary heat removal, area of the
flow-through section of the coolant passage must be not more, than
that determined by the expressions (20.21) or (20.22).

m

Based on the accepted values of Foxn one can calculate rate of
movement of the coolant:
""ox»

r^
' OJt.ll'l)!

;nt

The rate of liquid coolants attains tens of meters per second,
the gaseous - substantially more. For example, in Fig. 20.6
velocities of the liquid are shown, and then gaseous hydrogen in
coolant passage of a J-2 ZhRD (USA).

J

Z") m/a

300«/»

Fig. 20.6. Elements in the diagram of
a J-2 ZhRD (USA): 1 - supply of liquid
hydrogen; 2 - gases behind the turbine
for internal cooling of a part of the
nozzle; 3 - injection head of the "gasliquid" type.

Losses in Pressure in the Coolant Passage
Parallel to the calculation of heat-transfers in the coolant
passage one can compute the change in pressure in it. In each
section the change in pressure can be determined by the change in
the quantity of motion (Qwhw)% by the losses to friction A/JTP and by
the local hydraulic losses Spw:

A/Jox j, ---- Qwdw + APTP+\pK.

10

(20.23)

^

The change In the amount of movement has a value only In case
of a gaseous coolant.
Losses to friction for a liquid coolant can be determined
according to the usual relationship: -

^p-^f^ir-

(20.24)

The quantities Q*, tv« and <U are taken as average for the given
section. The unmeasurable coefficient of friction 5 can be
determined for turbulent fluid flow: when Re ■ 3-10 -10
I^STTST:

(20.25)

when Re - 105-108
«=0.0032-f^.

(20t26)

The reynolds number in the formula for the determination of C
can be found based on the average values of the determining
parameters, related to the mean temperature of the coolant and
hydraulic diameter of the channel.
Losses in pressure due to local resistances (sudden expansion
and contraction, rotation, and so forth) are determined by the
formula
AA.-5i^.

(20.27)

where 5. — coefficient of local resistance, adopted from reference
books.
Losses in pressure under conditions A with bubble boiling are
higher than losses during the movement of the single-phase liquid.
An analvtical determination of them is dlfficr.lt.
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Losses in pressure under conditions C and D are determined
according to the corresponding dependences for gases.
After that the losses in pressure in the section ^re found;
they define the absolute pressure of the coolant

which are necessary for the calculation of the strength and the
determinations of the boiling point of the coolant.
Total losses in pressure in the coolant passage are determined
by summarizing Ap^xm along the entire section:
*
imt

This quantity is used in calculating the fuel supply system.
It is Interesting to compare the efficiency of heat-transfer In
the coolant under a condition of identical losses in pressure In
the coolant passage. The difference in the coefficients of heattransfer in this Instance will be governed by the difference in
physical properties of the coolants and by the difference of its
rates in the passage^ By basing on the relationship (20.9) and
having in mind that losses in pressure are proportional to the
quantity QW*, one can obtain the following expression for the
comparison of coefficients of heat-transfer of the two coolants
under the condition, A^owi-const:

A comparison of the heat-transfer in different coolants when
o
T'OM-V 310 K, performed with the aid of relationship (20.28), is given
below. As a standard coolant kerosene was accepted.
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Coolant

a

m

kerosene
Fuels
Kerosene

.

1.0

N2H4

l\.2

NDMG

3.0

50* NgH^ + 50% NDMG

2,9
Oxldlzers

H202

4.8

NgOi,

2.7

Limitations of Regenerative Cooling
After the examination of the laws regularities of heat-transfer
with regenerative cooling the basic conditions for the reliability
and for the rationality of utilizing this type of cooling can be
formulated in the following manner:
1) the wall temperature on the gas side along its entire length
of the chamber must not exceed the temperature, permissible under
conditions of strength and heat resistance;
2) the wall temperature on the coolant side should nowhere
exceed the permissible, excluding conditions of film boiling, thermal
and catalytic decomposition, coking;
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3) the temperature of the coolant should nowhere exceed the
permissible; for example, the boiling point, temperatures of
decomposition or cokings depending on the properties of the component;
A) losses in pressure in the coolant tract should be small as
possible, in order to reduce the weight of the supply media;
5) coolant passage should be technologically efficient.
It is impossible for all chambers to meet these conditions.
With a specified fuel and given maximum thrust there are limitations
on the pressure in the combustion chamber, and in this case the fuel
and fixed p — based on the amount of thrust.
Limitation on Pnmax is governed by the strength of chamber wall
at the maximum permissible TCJ*. With an increase in p minimum
necessary under conditions of strength of the thickness of the wall
from the accepted material öcrmm increases (Pig. 20.7). At the same
time, as shown above, for efficient heat-transfer through the wall,
the thickness of the wall should be as thin as possible. Its maximum
permissible value örr.max at different p are also shown in Fig. 20.7.
The simultaneous meeting of the requirements of strength and of heattransfer is possible only in the shaded range. As it appears, the
range of acceptable values 6CT is shortened with an increase in p .
The value PKmax Is the maximum permissible for the given material.

^TTvl^

Fig. 20.7. For the analysis of the
limitations of regenerative cooling,

Ptmax
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Utlllxatlon or a oonnacted Jacket, when the cold wall of cooling
caalng oarrlea a power load, of course, will substantially weaken
the limitation on &■«■», and eonaequently. It expands the range or
peralaalble valuea of pM.
LiMtf tion on Nmm Is governed by the maxlmun permissible
theraal receptivity of tht coolant. I.e., by the maxlmun quantity
of heat, which can be transferred to 1 kg of coolant, not overheating
it higher than a certain permissible temperature. For the majority
of liquida, the limiting temperature of heating should not exceed
the boiling point; for some - the temperature of thermal or catalytic
decompoaltlon (N^, H.O^) or temperature of coking (hydrocarbon
fuela).
In the chamber of the adjusted thrust, the lowering of p
aigniflea a proportional decreaae In the consumption of the componentcoolant. The quantity of heat, which enters the wall and which
ahould be discernible by the coolant, Is lowered to a lesser extent,
approximately, proportional to p*J.
Per unit of consumption of the
coolant a larger quantity of heat Is paased, Its preheating Increases.
Moreover, with the lowering of p and consequently, the decrease in
pressure of the component coolant lowers Its boiling point. As a
result, at valuea of p below a certain *>•■» , regenerative cooling
with a given component Is Impracticable as a result of Its overheated
higher than the permissible temperature.
/
The lisdtation based on the amount of thrust. Is realizable In
the chamber, we can Illustrate by a simple example. Let us operate
two chambers of different thrust on the same fuel at Identical pH.
The neceaaary time of stay of the fuel In the combustion chamber is
the same. The volume of the combustion chamber according to the
formula (l6.ir) ahould change proportionally to the consumption of
fuel In seconds, and consequently, the thrust. For a spherical
the combustion chamber

blr)

**m

Consequently:

At the same time the surface of the combustion chamber,
receiving the heat, constitutes
«

Thus, the surface of the heating changes more slowly than thrust
and consumption of the coolant component. Under the examined
conditions, the specific thermal flow In the walls q is Identical.
It means the quantity of heat, transmitted per unit of consumption
of the coolant, is more for the chamber of small thrust. At values
of thrust lower than a certain amount of Pa*, , the regenerative
cooling of one or even both components is impossible as a result of
their overheating.
Figure 20.8 shows the character of change in the temperature of
the same liquid coolant in three chambers, designed for different
thrusts and operating under variable conditions. By a dotted line
limiting boiling point of the coolant depends on the pressure. As
It appears, In all the chambers the preheating of the coolant
Increases with^a lowering of p . In chamber No. 1 having the greatest
thrust P., this preheating is less significant than in chamber No. 2
with a thrust Pp < Pit but in the second chamber it is less, than
in the third with a thrust, P. < P«. Correspondingly, in chamber
J
*■
No. 1 a wide range of conditions without the overheating of the
coolant is possible, whereas in chamber No. 2 it is ascertained,
and in chamber No. 3, regenerative cooling is generally impracticable,
since the coolant begins to boll even at Pumu-
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Flg. ?0.8. Dependence of the
temperature of liquid coolant on
pressure p» for chambers of various
thrusts.
[Translator's note:
KMO

m ■ liquid;

■ boiling].

o uz 4* a,s -ß—
Pumx

Procedure of the Calculation
The original data for the calculation are:
parameters of the products of combustion, obtained by the
thermodynamlc calculation;
second the consumption of the coolant and of Its properties
depending on temperature and pressure;
thicknesses of the chamber walls, specified for conditions of
strength and heat resistance;
properties of the material of the wall at various temperatures.
Por the chamber with centre lied thrust, necessary data are
necessary to know the maximum and minimum conditions.
Calculation, in essence, Is a cheek: by assigning a t^mperatirf
distribution r,tr<'"«o« throughout the entire channel of the chamber,
they check, whether or not the reliable regenerative cooling Is
guaranteed.
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The procedure of the calculation la .such that:
1. For the condition /».ima, by methods, plven in Chapter XIV,
the distribution of the specific thermal flows q for< the entire
channel is calculated.
One obtains diagram q at the prescribed fuels component ratio
tc in the near-wall layer as far as possible with an allowance for
effect of film curtain, if such is anticipated.
If distribution q0 is known for the channel of a "standard"
chamber, geometrically given In detail, then In order to determine
q, one can make use of the formula of conversion {1^.55)'

This formula can be applied for the conversion q with a variable

2. For a condition /»Hmm the preheating of the coolant Is
checked. If temperature''•■»•t»"« Is lower than a certain maximum
permissible, then the cooling of the chamber can be, in principle,
the component under considerations.
3. According to formula (?0.6) the values of temperature of
the wall on the coolant side can be determined:

' CI.I

' rl.l

T

.

One checke whether or not /'.i, exceeds the permlnsible wall temperature
When /'...•r.•,.,„„

or, conversely, with an underrated value of TV,,, If

possible, the quantities ^T and A,T are varied.

With a small

deviation of them from the Initial values one cannot make the
conversion of q and rcTr.

4. The required dimensions of the flow-through sections of the
coolant tract Is .calculated according to formula (20.21) or (20.22).
The possibility of the design and technological fulfillment of such
a channel are determined, and If necessary, corrections are Introduced.
Tfte rates of the coolant are determined.
5. After the shaping of the channel taking Into account the
structural and technological requirements the accepted values
are checked. To do this, the values a» and a,, are determined
according to formula (20.11) or (20.13) - the values onp and ftp. based on experimental data and then the temperatures of the wall
on the coolant side:

Tn.i=Tm-\

(condition A, bubble boiling);
»•P

7,

«ta==3r,-f-*-— (part of conditions A, condition B);
ret.,=«r,-j—1-- (conditions C and D).
a«

Further on, the temperature of the wall on the gas side Is
calculated

Usually, there Is adequate agreement of the prescribed and
obtained values to within several percent. With large discrepancies
a conversion Is made.

•
i

6. The losses In pressure In the coolant tract are determined
and their acceptability Is evaluated.
If under any conditions of reliability, the external
regenerative cooling Is not performed using all the possible variants
of the scheme, then this Is proof of Its Inadequacy and need for the
utilization of additional Internal cooling or other means or h*»atshielding.
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20.3.

Internal Cooling

Let us briefly describe the methods of Internal cooling of
chamber walls presented In Table 20.1.
Creation of the Near-Wall Layer
The near-wall layer, consisting of low-temperature combustion
products, can be created with the aid of head whose peripheral
pprayers provide a substantial surplus of one of the components,
for example, the fuel near the chamber walls.

The boundary layer

becomes much colder than with the uniform distribution of the fuel
components with ic ■ ic .

As a result, the specific thermal flows,

which should be determined according to methods, described In Chapter
XIV when K ■<

CT

, are reduced.

The shielding
w action of the near-wall

layer In case of fuel excess amounts to, furthermore, the creation
of a reducing medium at the chamber walls.
'n connection with this the processes of radial mixing of the
fuel components proceeds relatively slowly, and with the proper
alignment of the near-wall layer. Its shielding action can be
maintained up to the critical cross section of the nozzle.
The creation of the near-wall layer with K ■ K

CT

somewhat lowers

the specific thrust as compared to the case where all of the fuel
Is used when tc ■ K .

This decrease can be evaluated, using a model

of two-layered flew (§ 11.3).

Based on formula (11.33) the specific

thrust In a vacuum for the diagram tc with a near-wall layer amounts
to

(by Index 2 It Is noted that the quantity relates to a case of a
two-zone diagram <).

If the near-wall layer Is not produced, then

value K,„ Is eaual to P.-.„„

b20

Assuming that the perfection of the remaining processes In both
cases Is the same it Is possible to write the coefficient of losses

as

?*>'«■*

where 6P n'

\

/»yi.n., /

(20.29)

decrease in the specific thrust in a vacuum
with two-zone distribution of the fuel components (nucleus and
near-wall layer).
yn.nn-

ranz

The dependence (20.29) is depicted In Fig. 20.9. As it appears,
the lowering of specific thrust, governed by the alignment of the
near-wall layer, depends on the value of relative fuel consumption
The
in the near-wall layer g
and the quantities PfM.ttfPn.n.nlatter one is determined by the relationship of excess oxidizer ratio
in the near-wall layer as well as in the nucleus of flow. The
reduction of Pyan can amount to several percent. This is the price of
shielding the chamber walls by the method of an aligned near-wall
layer with the aid of peripheral sprayers. The lowering of pyjui
is especially significant for engines of small thrust, which, as
shown In the previous paragraph, is not sufficient for external
regenerative cooling.

7+

CCT
4At

/
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Pig. 20.9. Losses in specific thrust with
the creation of a near-wall layer.
[Translator's note: CT ■ wall; y^.n.cT »
specific flow at the wall; y^-nR » specific
flow of nucleus. ]

fcT
Film Cooling

With this method of shielding the attempt Is made to create a
stable film of coolant on the fire side of the chamber wall evenly
around the perimeter. In order to Increase the stability of the
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nim, a centrifugal (tangent 1'i ! ) Teed of the coolant !.:■ supplied
through i-.pecj.'il alr.is cr nportures In the cooling zone. The zone:-:
can be located In the various sections.
By film cooling with a liquid coolant using a subcnltlcal
pressure, a part of the heat from working medium is expended to
increase the temperature of the coolant higher than the critical
and its subsequent vaporisation. As a result of vaporization the film
gradually is reduced, and then it disappears. At a certain distance
after complete vaporization a layer of vapor of the coolant is
retained. As a coolant one could use a fuel component (usually, a
combustible component) or a special liquid with favorable properties.
The shielding action of the film cooling consists of the lowering
of the specific convective thermal flow owing to the reduction In the
difference of temperatures In the boundary layer, in the lowering
of specific radiant heat flow (the liquid film Is a good Insulator
against thermal radiation) and also in the creation of a wall of
reducing or neutral medium. Furthermore, the film protects the walls
against erosion pressure of the gas flow.
The shielding effect of the liquid film Is manifested even at
very small thicknesses. An excessive increase In the thickness of
the film leads to an appearance of waves on the surface of the film,
and then, possibility of break-away of the particles of the liquid
("drop removal" from the surface). The consequence of this is the
useless consumption of liquid and even an Increase in the overall
heat flows tc the film due to the Increase in Its surface.
The consumption of the coolant for film cooling can constitute
from 0.5 to 5% of the overall consumption of the fuel. With such
small consumptions it Is difficult to guarantee a uniform stable
protective film of the necessary length around the perimeter. As
yet, the necessary length of the protective film Is determined
experimentally, by varying the injection pressure, the sizes and
arrangement of the apertures In the zones or slots of fuel feed,
and so fcx'th.

Degree of lowering the specific thermal flows In sections
of film cooling can attain 50-70JI. Characteristic is the stabilization of heat flows, beginning from a certain value of relative liquid
consumption, introduced to create the film:

where Caa and C« — consumptions in seconds through zones of film
cooling and the sum total (through the head and zone), respectively,
i.e.:
öl -Groa + Ow,.

Fundamental deficiency of film cooling is the loss in specific
thrust, in association with Ineffectual (in the sense of creating
thrust) by utilization of the coolant.
The quantitative evaluation of the losses of specific thrust,
associated with film cooling presents considerable difficulties.
Noted below are methods, providing only a rough evaluation of the
limiting values of losses of specific thrust using film cooling.
1

1. The substance of the film does not interact with the
basic flow and does not participate in the creation of thrust.
The ratio of values of specific thrusts in a vacuum In this
Instance can be written so:
^y«.. _A>J(Oro<-t.OM)

PfM.^

PJOr;

~l

gn

"

where Py^m— quantity of specific thrust in the absence of film
cooling.
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^

The coefficient of the lowering of epeclfic thrust amounts to
tn.~

-Z

=i?„v

(20.30)

2. ^————————■——
The substance of the film absorbs heat Q„„
from'the basic
n/i
flow and takes part In the creation of thrust. In the nozzle there
Is two-layered flow.
In accordance with formula (of 20.29) the coefficient of the
lowering of specific thrust In this Instance amounts to
p

t -g d

"'-**]

(20.31)

The amount of specific thrust In a vacuum Py^aan for the
substance of the film Is determined by thermodynamlc design using
known amounts of PK*, PK*//»CThe value of full enthalpy of the film in
this case Is equal to
/"=/M+<?M.

(20.32)

where /„,,— full enthalpy of the film under conditions of supply; Qnn —
quantity of heat, absorbed by the film from the basic flow.
In an analogous way the specific thrust In a vacuum of the basic
fuel Is determined. The change value of its full enthalpy is equal
to:
/■T=/r-QM-^-.
*

(2033)

SIM

The effect of the change In full enthalpy of the film and of
fuels for quantities of specific thrusts in a vacuum PTa.n.nn and Pynn0
can be also evaluated according to the formula of extrapolation.
3. The substance of the film completely mixes with the nucleus
of flow.
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The changing composition of fuel Is determined by the formula
in Chapter V, and the new value of enthalpy of the fuel in this
instance is equal to

The thermodynamlc calculation, made at known values of //, /J/,
pSIpc, allows one to find the changed value of specific thrust in a
vacuum, and consequently, the coefficient gn«.
If we ignore the change in composition of the fuel, then one
can use the formula of extrapolation.
Then, the change in full enthalpy of the fuel amounts to

By extrapolating approximately according to formula (9.50), we
will obtain:

^=1+i(-£)"■
I.-r'
Py,0

2(/K-/C)

or, by substituting the expression (20.34):
Pr,

'* "^ 1 J

*M(/».i-/l.)(i--ri)
\

PyiO ~

'K /

2 (/„-/,)

Here, Pya and Pyno— theoretical values of specific thrust in the
presence of film cooling and without one.
The coefficient of the lowering of speclfc thrust amounts to
f _-£Wi

^-2 i'

^
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it i ■

/* - A,.

TKI\~/C ■

(20.35)

ila

Coefficient of specific thrust efficiency is iletermined
according to the usual formula
,

Pnji= 1

ian-

When calculating the chamber value of the coefficient
must introduce the overall specific thrust efficiency qpy«-

«PDJI

one

a
When deriving formulas (20,30) and (20.35), It was assumed that
the products of vaporization of the film take part in the process of
expansion with maximum possible degree of reduction of pressure
PK*/PCThis corresponds to a case of introducing the film In the
combustion chamber. Frequently, however, the film is Introduced In
front of the critical section of the nozzle, highly demanded in
heat shielding. In this case the work of expansion of the vapors
of the coolant Is reduced, and the losses In specific thrust
increased.
we
With identical parameters of the working processes, the loss
in specific thrust as a result of film cooling, should be more
significant in the chambers of small thrusts. Surface of the chamber
is reduced more slowly, than the thrust; therefore, in order to
create film cooling of equal efficiency in small chamber the
largest relative liquid consumption g
will be required.
In Fig. 20,10 a continuous line shows the calculated dependence
cf losses in specific thrust using film cooling, on the relative
consumption g . The value In.i was calculated according to formula
(20,30). There, the plotted experimental data was obtained using
film cooling of the chamber of the engine with various coolants.
As it appears, the dependence (20.30) satisfactorily agrees in this
instance with the results of the experiment [6],

5?6

*t^m

Pic. 20.10. Dependence or the losses
or specific thrust on the relative
consumption for tilm coolina.
[Translator's note: nn • tilm.]

Porous Coolin&
Poroua coolinc ia developed uaina a fila. Usina this method or
b..t ableldlnc tbe internal wall or ch..Oer or part or it, it porous
coollnc is applled in a specified section or the chamber, 1@ made
ot tlne porous •terlal whose pores have a diameter or several ter•s
ot .tcrona. Tbe porous . .terial is uauallJ obtained bJ ainterinl the
powders or •tala, or bJ preaaina •tallic IHtsh. In this case, one
atri.ea to obtaln a ..terial whose aicroporea are evenlJ distributed,
and vboae quantitJ per unit area is larae.
!he abieldinc action or porous c~iftl is analoaous to a t1lm.
The liquid coolant ln the pores are forced out at a low velocitJ
to the tire ·aurtace ot tbe wall, create a ahieldiftl protective tilm,
reduclna the specific the~l tlow in the vall.
At a certain critical value or conauaption or the liquid coolant,
the teaperature or tbe vall ceases to be equal to the boilinc point
or the liquid at the alven preaaure. Under a condition or critical
conauaption, the internal wall protects itaelt bJ a continuous fila
or tbe liquid. With the loverina or the eoosuapt1on, the liquid
partiallJ vaporizes. In connection with leas erricient protection
bJ the vapor t1la, the te~rature or vall rises; however, 1t
reaa1na below the per.isa1ble.
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In principle, it is feasible, and when using coolants as H2
and NH it is also rational to vaporize the liquid coolant on the
3
external surface or the wall and to blast the cooled vapor into the
bound&rJ layer along the internal wall. This provides large
unito~ty tor cooling the surface.
Quantitative relationships between consumption or the coolant
and the lowering or specific heat f'lows depend on the properties or
the coolant, on the .. terial or the wall and on the parameters or
1as flow. In 1eneral, consumption or the coo ant using porous
coolin& is 3-5 ti. .s less, than usir.g a film that it is governed by
low input rates or the coolant and by uniform cooling or the surface.
Econoaic benefits or porous cooling increase with a steep temperature
gradient (T.-Teu).
However, when using porous cooling, there are a number or
difficulties. Thus, the diameter or the microscopic pores are
unequal and with insignificant changes in pressure, thft flow or
coolant becomes uneven, because the pores are easily plurled up.
Wall on the coolant side is cold, and on the tire side, is heated to
a hilh teaperature; as a result or this, consider ble thermal
stresses arise in the wall.
Despite these.entioned difficulties, porous cool1ngs is the
most proaising and is also alaost sincularly suitable for cooling
engines with very hilh specific theraal flows in the wall cha.bers.
In the future this .. tbod can be applied to heavy sin11e-cha.ber
ZhRDs on hilh enerey tuels with a h11h pressure p", and likewise in
thermal nuclear rocket encines.
20.4.

Combined Systems or Nall Shieldinl

In the chambers or modern ZhRDs, very frequently there are
combined systems of wall shielding, which are represented by a
combination t wo or more methods of heat shielding. Combined systems
are used in those cases when neither of the examined systems
individ ually provides the necessary resource for the chamber, or if
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it causes excessive high cost in weight and complicat ions of the
system or causes .a substantial lowering of the economy.
Most extensively used is the combination of external regenerative
cooling with internal cooling. The latter is used in the form of a
shielding zone, created by the head, or in the form of film cooling.
Separately in heavy chambers based on the thermal intensity of the
variants both mentioned types of internal cooling can be applied
slaultaneously.
In the presence of well treated porous material it is expedient
to apply porous inserts in sections of the max: mum thermal flows.
In enaines of small thrust even the utilization of both components
. ., not guarantee the necessary coolin&. In this instance it is
in the best interest to utilize the combined system or film and
radiation coolin& (see Chapter XXVI).
Por encines, which have a larce decree or pressure reduction in
the nozzle, the part or the nozzl~th low temperatures cr the aas
can be lett without liquid coolj6&, restrictin& the radiant
heat-transfer into the surrounlin& -.dium. Pigure 20.11 presents
the dependence or minimum relative area or a molybdenum ~ozzle,
at the start or which, the enlarging section or the nozzle can cool
only due to radiation (thrust of encine- ~.5 T, radiating capacity
ot the wall-£ • 0.9).
There is application for a combination or ex~ernal cooling with
shielding or the tire surface by theraoresistant coatings, as well as
by ablating coatings.
The combination or tilm cooling with ablating coatings reduces
the rate or phase transroraations in the surracial layer or the
coat1ncs, and correspondingly, reduces the rate or the removal or
tbe ~ oatln@ a&terial.
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The utilization o f new high calorie fuels and need for increasing
the resource of ZhRDs pose new r~ised requirements for systems of
shielding chamber wall ~ . The perfection of these systems goes hand
in hand with the search tor new high-quality material and expedient
structural schemes or external and internal cooling.
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C M A P T I R

XX!

SILECTXON Of OfTZNUN PAMNmRS
In this ohapttr th« bat*« of tht rational salaetlon of a futl,
of slaaa and of paraaatara of th« oonbuatlon ohaabar and of nostlta
for llquld-fual rookot angina ara aaanlnad.
21.1.

Crltarlon of tha Salactlon of
Opt lau« Para—Car?

Roekat anglnaa, •paclfieally Uquld-fuei rookat anginas, in
■any inatancaa art projaotad fro« an actual davloa. Thlsassns
allows for tha aaxlaua oorralatlon of tha paraaatara^pf^th« engine
and of tha apparatus, thara by obtaining tha overall optimum solution
for tha entire device. Aa optiaua paraaeters of the engine one
ahould take Into account thoae values, which provide the best
technical-economic Indexes of the developed complex.

*
<

For the sake of simplicity of an analysis let uo assume that
the optimisation of these indexes Is equivalent to the ortlmlzation
of th« most Important Index of the apparatus - the velocity, attained
at the aoaent of termination of engine operation.
Die terminal velocity of the apparatus can be determined by
the equation
V.-V..-«^.-«!'...
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b

(21<1)

w

T

■■

in «hieb

Htrt P... .. - •ptolfle thruat of tht «nffln«, ih# •vtrag« for th«
tm» Mm

traJ«etory of th« flight.
Th« d«or«M« In velocity of flight owing to gravitation aaounta
to
«'..»r'iHiV^.

(21.2)

«hart d - angl« of tht flop« of th« trajactory of flight to th«
horlton; g - aoo«l«ratlon of th« foro« of gravity, changing «1th th«
altitud« of th« flight.
Value g at various altitudes Is determined according to the
equation

where g0 ■ 9.£l m/s - acceleration of the force of gravity on the
earth's surface; RQ • 6371 km - radius of the earth; H - altitude
of the flight in km.
Per vertical flight one can write
«V.T-*»..,.

(21.4)

where g - acceleration of the force of gravity, average over time

The deceleration as governed by the resistance of the medium,
is determined by the aerodynamic calculation.
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mmm

An shown fron the oaluuUUon, tiio r«latlvt> valuta or tit»
(Jeorvase In v«loelty of TUeht, 6V.a • T,/VMMA und «V ii tW /V rA u.-i u rtrfst
ii|«proxlmatluii, d«p*nd only on tut Initial thrut>t •welgui ratio of
tht apparatua
( ;■ i . M

a»

whtr« PQ - ttartlng thrust, and
apparatua.

(JQ

- tstartlrti; weight or thr

Figur« 21.1 ahowa tha typical character or the dependence or
the relative loaa«' of velocity on the Initial thrust-weight ratio.
The effect of the aerodynamic resistance for heavy rockets is
bmall In comparison to the effect of the weight.

\
=

Pig. 21.1. Dependence of the relative
looses in velocity on the initial
thrust-weight ratio.

>«,-A
If

and
w,

^*l—f...=/»(*o).

then the terminal velocity can be written In the following manner:
^-V«-C3»K«fl-c,cVi«»U-c»T-c..c)VW
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(21.6)

With the comparative evaluation of the various designed variants
of the apparatus of a specific purpose with a.1 assigned value b 0 , it
is possible to consider c 3.T • const and c a. c • const. Then, on
the tasis of equation (21.6), the ratio of the terminal velocities
of the apparatus compared to variant 1 and 2 will be eq'ual to the
ratio of ideal velocities

v., __v.. ,
v., - v•• , ·

( 21.7)

Consequently, the best variant of the apparatvs can be preliminarily selected, by comparing not the terminal velocities of
flight, but more simply, the determined ideal velocities.
As criterion of the efficiency of rocket apparatuses cne could
likewise use the ratio of sum total pulse to the starting weight of
the apparatus It/0 • Let us show that the use or this value as the
0
criterion of efficiency is equal to the use VH • Since
4
la==~,.....G~·

then

!.!.-rs:
- !?!..
Go- ,.._.. Oo
or, to convert to the mass number of the rocket apparatus

(21.8)
~K:

By comparing expressions (21.1) and (21.9), we are convinced
that the quantities VH.ll and Ir/G 0 car. determine the same factors
(P
and u ) and they depend on them equalLy (they increase with
yn.. AB
K
~·increase in Py • 48 and uK).
Consequently, VH.ll and Ir/G 0 can be
4
use ~ as criteria of efficiency of rocket systems with equal reason.
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As can be seen trom equation (21.9), when p • •, I~IG 0 • P
.
K
~
YA·AB
Consequently, with the theoretical limit II/G 0 using the prescribed
tuel there is an averaae specitic thrust or the engine P
•
Yll·AB
Dearee ot the approzt.ation It/0 0 to Py&.&a detines the ettectiveneas
of tbe apecitled rocket apparatua.
In tbe deaian ot the enaine it is

to select tuel
ca.ponents and the ratio between thea, the presaure in the coabustion
Ob.-ber even on eait troa the noazle. In the selection we will
oonaider the tuel and the ..ntioned parameters ot the engine as
optlllua, it tbey provlde maxiaUDJ .ilues ot VM.I or II/G 0 to an
apparatus ot a detlnite type.
21.2.

i~ortant

Selection ot the Fuel and the
licess Oil41zer Ratio

The aost etticient tuel ot the several that are suitable, let
ua say, baaed on operational characteristics, can be selected by
applJina the •thod ot evaluation o.l . the tuel on VM.I' presented in
Cbapter IV.
Por every tuel vapor (coabuatible + aaidizer) it is necessary
to evaluate the chance ot VM& 4epend1ng on the eacess oaidizer ratio
G. This is. done with the aid or equation (4.16), in whicp P 1 ,~ . and
pT depend on G, and quantitr ox can be conaidered conatant.
~

P1aure 21.2 ahowa denaitr variation in certain tuels depending

on G, calculated in tor.ula (5.22). Usually Pox > Pr; theretore,
with an increaae ot 11, the denait7 ot the tuel increases. The
dependence ot specitlc thrust on G is preaented in Pia. 21.3 tor
these tuela. Uaina the dependence Py&.a • t(G) and PT • t(a), we
will obtain the chanae YM& tor G (Pia. 21.,).

Proa the coapariaon ot arapha 21.3 and 21 •• , the tollowing
concluioas . can be .ade. Malti.a ot VHA are observed t or all raels
at values or G, greater than those, at which the ~zimum spec1t1c
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thrust is attained-

The difference between a (V
) and a
MA max'
(P
This
yfl.n max' 1^ c ased by the character of change p based on t.
difference is greater, the greater the difference between p
and p
is
The coi;.r, irative evaluation of the fuel based on V
can give
as this 18 evident, substantially different results than the
evaluatejn for specific thrust
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Pig- 21.2.
pig. 21.3.
Pig. 21.2. Dependence of the density of
the fuel on a: 1 - liquid hydrogen +
+ liquid oxygen; 2 - kerosene + liquid
oxygen; 3 - asymmetrical dimethyIhydrazlne + nitrogen tetroxlde; 4 - liquid hydrogen + liquid fluorine.
Pig. 21.3. Dependence of the specific
thrust in a vacuum on a (designation for
Pig. 21.2)
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As was shown in Chapter IV the value V
Is proportional to
in
work Pyn'Pj
which the Index c Is determined depending on the
variant of the design according to formula (4.23) or (4.32). The
selection of an optimum fuel and an optimum a is conveniently done
on charts witk coordinates In P y A t n and In pTT (Pigs. 21.5 and 21.6).
In them the lines of constant values P„„ «P? are straight lines,
the slope of which is determined by angular coefficient c. For each
value of c, it is possible to construct a family of parallel
lines (the slope of the straight lines at various c is shown on
the graphs. The displacement of the straight line to the right, to
the side of larger p , signifies an increase in the quantity
p
._
and consequently,
In
yÄ.n„'P™
''T
^
" ' an Increase in the Ideal velocity.
"
this way the maximum for the specified fuel corresponds to value
VMA tangent to curve In P JA•n = f(ln p T ). The point of contact
determines the optimum value K(a). by comparing the maximum values
of V„. for different fuels, the most effective fuel can be
selected.

42f &# W ow a*s QioepmiftW W W w/.»rntttft**
Pig. 21.5. Diagram PV7r
_ = f(p T ) for lowyA • n
boiling fuels: p« = 3.5 bar for N-H^ + Fp
fuel; P
21 bar for NH3 + F2 and H2 + 02;
pi *« bar for the reamining ones; f =10.
[Translator's note
HepocHH = Kerosene].
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Fig. 21.6. Diagram P
n = f(pT) for
stable fuels
P» = 35 bar; fc = 10.
[Translator's note: H^fir = NDMG =
asynmetrical dimethylhydrazine].
It is necessary to note that the presented analysis allows one
to compare fuels only based on one index. In a practical case, in
order to select a fuel one must consider the economic factors. They
are determined by the cost of the fuel, by cost of the development of
the engines on which this or some other fuel runs, by the cost of
the transport of the fuel, of the operation of the rocket compex on
which this or some other fuel operates, the starting procedure, and
so forth. The reliability and capability of creating a rocket
complex over suitable periods of time likewise will depend upon the
fuel, and doubtlessly, when selecting the fuel one must consider such
factors, as improving the fuels, presence and scales of its production,
experimental work with the fuel, and others.
21.3.

Selection of Pressure in the
Combustion Chamber

When selecting the pressure in the combustion chamber as
criterion of the optimum, one can use the parameter I /G
The
optimum pressure, p*K • on T corresponds to maximum IvL/Gn\j. Let us write
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down the last quantity In the form

The specific thrust of the engine. In general, can be written;

where P
- specific thrust of the chamber; e - relative consumption
of the fuel, spent in the auxiliary systems sometimes e » 0).
The weight of the fuel aboard the apparatus amounts to
0T = Go—CK|—GK2,

(21.10)

where Gk - complete weight of the apparatus; Q , - part of the final
weight of apparatus, independent of pressure p» (including, useful
load); Op - part of the final weight of the apparatus, depending on
pressure p*. Hence
(21.11)
Oo

l + t\

G(,

(if,)

Let us designate

(21.12)

whereupon

/. iK)

(21.13)

Go
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If the dependence (21.12) is provided analytically (for
standard projects aemi-empirical relationships are used), then
expression (21.13) can be differentiated according to pKf for detecting the maximum IJ/QQ*
The dependence P„_ on p • la determined by the type of basic
fuel; the dependence e ■ t0(p*) - by the type of auxiliary fuel, and
likewise, by the type and by the degree of perfection of system of
gas generation or fuel-supply of the working system medium from the
storage battery potential. The dependence of weight Q 2 is determined,
mainly, by the structural scheme of the engine device and material
used. Basic portion of the weight of G - constitutes the weight of
the means of fuel supply. Including the tanks. Dependence of the
weight of the means of fuel supply on p • is different for a turbopump and pressurized fuel supply. For the latter, the weight of the
gas generator or of storage battery potential, of loaded fuel tanks
and main fuel lines Increases with an increase in p * much more
Intensively than in the case of pump feed.
The weight of the chamber of the engine included in the value
GK2 changes only slightly. With a constant weight of elements of
steel framework of the chamber, the weight of the combustion chamber
Is reduced somewhat with an increase in p *, mainly, owing to the
reduction in the weight of the head (diameter of the combustion
i
chamber with a specified thrust P and with
an increase in p K * is
reduced, but the walls are thickened).
In all cases the weight increase in G« results in a reduction
In the relative content fuel G /G0, and consequently, in a reduction
in the sum total pulse ly with a fixed initial weight of the apparatus
So, the relative consumption of fuel e in the auxiliary systems
affects ly. The increase In specific thrust with an increase in p •
results In an Increase in I-, Ultimately, at a certain value of
p * the maximum IJVGQ (Pig. 21.7) is discovered. According to the
degree of improvement of the weight characteristics (var. 2 is
better based on weight characteristics than var. 1) the position of

5^0

maximum Ij/Qg 8hift3 to the side of higher p ». This pfomotes a
reduction in the relative fuel consumption in the auxiliary systems.
Optimum values p * for engines with a turbopump fuel supply are
higher than for engines with a pressurized supoly, and the maxima of
the dependence of IJ/QQ ■ f(PK*) are n101,6 gently sloping.

TNA-2

So
^

en-i
4

•
0

TNA-1

Pig. 21.7. Dependence of the criterion Ir/G0
on the pressure In the combustion chamber using pressurized and turbopump fuel supply.

P

Bn-i

Pum PtMtt P%

In the case of using a turbopump fuel-supply system with afterburning of the working medium quantity e Is equal to zero and it
follows qualitatively from formula (21.13), the maximum IJ/GQ should
be displaced in range of higher pressures as compared to the case
of the ejection of working medium of the turbine. An example of
the results of a test by the choice of the optimum pressure for two
noted variants Is shown in Pig. 21.8, where the relative net load
JJrp included in the orbit of an artificial earth satellite is
accepted as criterion.

w

t*o

no

m pibkf

Pig. 21.8. Dependence of relative net
load, carried in orbit by the artificial
earth satellite at an altitude of 550
km, on the pressure in the combustion
chamber: 1 - liquid-fuel rocket engine
with afterburning of the generator gas;
2 - liquid-fuel rocket engine without
afterburning: a) nonadjustable nozzle;
b) adjustable according to the height
of the nozzle.

Based on information from foreign corresoondence, the value of
comprise: with turbopump fuel supply about 70-100 bar for
K.onx

5^1

an open scheme, and more than .V.u bar for engines with afterburning of the generator gas; with a pressurized fuel supply approximately 20-30 bar.
In practice, frequently a selection of values of p * < p*
is made such, in order that it is possible to guarantee the reliable
cooling of the chamber. Furthermore, when selecting pressures in
the combustion chamber of a designed engine one takes into consideration, of course, as far as possible the produced p*
to the
improved pressure level in modern engines. With too great departure
the time and cost of perfecting the engine with a high reliability
are lengthened.
Sometimes the ratio of the sum total pulse to the weight of the
pulse is used as critrion of the perfection of the engine system.
I.e., excluding the fuel weight and net load. One can consider the
following values of this criterion as attainable:

h

Engine device
prolong storage of the fuel
one of fuel components being
low boiling
both fuel components being low-boiling
solid fuel
21.4.

1 K -G rp
1300-210C
5000-9000
3000-4000
2000-2300

Selection of Parameters of the Cross-Section
^
^ ^^^ Nozzles

The selection of parameters of the cross-section of the nozzles
means the selection of the optimum outlet pressure from nozzle p
^c.onx
which can provide the maximum terminal or ideal velocity of
apparatus under other specified conditions.
A change in p causes a change in the sizes of the nozzle: with
a reduction In p% outlet irea f increases, and at a constant angle
of expansion - and length of the nozzle. Ultimately, the weight of

^42

the nozzle constitutes a small fraction of the final weight of
the apparatus, then an Increase In this weight can be, as a first
approximation, ignored and the final weight of the apparatus G can
K

be considered as constant with various variants of nozzles. With
a prescribed GQ ■ const, consequently, the constant and the quantity
Qn/Qv are maintained. Then, maximum Ideal velocity V
will
correspond to the maximum average specific thrust P
Hence, at a prescribed value of pressure p * in the combustion
chamber one should select such a value of p , which will provide
P
max* ^or nozzles with different degrees of pressure differential
ir » P '/p , the value P ,„ will be different as a result of the
different value of losses of specific thrust under uncalculated
conditions of the nozzle. The minimum losses in specific thrust for
the time of engine operation ivaKT,„ will correspond to the maximum

It is possible to show that the maximum P

(£<.\ J nl

is attained when

(2i.no

In this way, the determination of the optimum for the given
trajectory of the degree of pressure differential irc onT »
■ (p"K VP C ) OUT , requires the dependences H * t(x) and p.,*
= fd) over
K
the powered segment of the flight of the apparatus.
In the particular case of a constant pressure in the combustion
chamber we obtain from expression (21.14)

„. _rvT
IHR

where the value J

,

—

PiflV"1^—Ph is the average atmospheric pressure for
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it i i

(2i.i5)

the trajectory of the powered segment of the flight based on the time.
For aircraft engines the continuous functions H = fd) and
p * * fd) are lacking in connection with relative indeterminate
program of flight. The optimum values of IT for these engines must
be selected on the basis of information of certain characteristic
values H and p • and time of engine operation under these conditions.
The calculation in this instance can be the simplified formula
(21.14):

&L''W\^'

(21'16)

where (PK/PJ^*)^ - the ratio of pressures to the i-th characteristic
condition of engine operation; T./T
- relative time of operation
to the i-th condition.
It is natural that
//

n

/

I.

Above, the methods of the selection of n
in a simplified
*c .onT
case of the absence of forces of gravity weight and of aerodynamic
resistance are examined. The calculation of these forces. In principle
does not change the methods, but it makes the calculations more
laborous. A comparative picture of the efficiency of different
nozzles changes little. Utilization of the simplified methods is
valid even when allowing for the fact that the found values of p
out of theoretical considerations more frequently include corrections.
Usually, they amount to a certain increase in the calculated value
P^. nr,T in connection with the following considerations. An increase
in p corresponds to a lowering of the weight of the nozzle and a
reduction in its sizes. With a reduction in the surface of the
nozzle thf: function of cooling it is facilitated, and hydraulic
resistance of the coolant passage is reduced. In the nozzles of
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smaller sizes it is simpler to provide the necessary strength and
rigidity. The maximum of the dependence uf the average specific
thrust for pc is somewhat gently sloping; therefore, a certain increase
in p as opposed to p
reduces the economy only slightly.
It is necessary to also note that the selection of the optimum
pressure at the cross section of the nozzle, i.e., the selection of
the area of its outlet section, should correlate with the arrangement
of the stern part of flying apparatus. Investigations show that the
conditions of interaction of a Jet stream and external flow are substantially reflected in the amount of ground resistance of the
apparatus. The problem of selecting the optimum nozzle for the
chamber whose operation always goes on in a vacuum, stands somewhat
apart. This relates to the chambers of the last stages of multistage
rockets. The absence of forces of aerodynamic resistance for such
rockets is no longer an assumption; the assumption of the absence
of the forces of gravity during the analysis, however, holds.
An Increase in the velocity to the i-th degree of a rocket stage
can be written as such:
VKl-VK(,-n~&VK

■P

yt.n

In^L
OK

(21.17)

The value P
for the chamber with a nonregulated nozzle does
ya. n
not not change over the time of flight. It is obvious that the
lowering of pressure p c at the outlet of the nozzle results in a
counter pressure by AV„, namely: specific thrust increases due to
increase in p K •/p„, but the ratio of Gn/G„
decreases due to increase
K

in the weight of the nozzle. Ultimately, at a specified value of
a
P/>c•on
«T,^
maximum AVK must exist. If we express the specific thrust
T
in a vacuum as P yii.n ■ 3Kp^ , then expression (21.17) can be converted
in the following way:

8

p

'

5^5

ii i ■

O,

(21.18)

A variable, depending on p,, la left on the rlglit ulde. The
maximum AV^/ß
1ü uoußht In function from ?„•/?„, or the relative a-'ea
K
KG
of the eossa aectlon of the nozzle f .
K_ are Interrelated.

The values f , p */p

and

A change In the weight of the nozzle with a reduction of p can
be approximately eatlmatod even during the design stage. Considering
the variable component of weight, only the weight of the enlarging
part of the nozzle, AG can be written (Fig. 21.19):

MJC

(/% - A'.p) »„„C

tin a

or
ACC^(/C-1)

dna

(21.19)

where 6
- given wall thickness (with the allowance for the Jacket
np
of coolant passage); p - density of the wall material.

Pig. 21.9. For the determination of
the weight of the enlarging section
of the nozzle.

From value f„ onT it is easy to convert to p
. The found
value, p C • OilX , can be increased based on the same considerations as

that for rockets, passing through dense layers of atmosphere.
During the examination of the basic principles of selecting
the optimum parameters of a liquid-fuel rocket engine It was assumed
that such questions as the determination of the amount of thrust of
one chamber, the selection of a scheme of the nozzle (of Internal or
546
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external expansion) were already solved. However, their solution is
an independent and very complex problem. Thus, when selecting the
level of thrust of one chamber, one takes Into account the earlier
attained values» completed experiments, the existence of bench test
data, available time, and many other factors. In a number of cases
it can be more expedient to create a multlchamber engine Instead of
perfecting a chamber of large thrust. The four-chamber engine of the
"Vostok" rocket can serve as an example.
21.5.

Trends In the Development of Liquid-Fuel
Rocket Engine

The basic trends In the development of a liquid-fuel rocket
engine are derived from the general requirements of time reduction
and cost of development, operation and the Increase In the reliability
of the rocket systems. With the expansion of scales In using a
liquid-fuel rocket engine In military and rocket-space technology, the
role of these factors Increases all the more.
On the basis of published data [2], [1] the following basic
trends In the development of liquid-fuel rocket engines can be
pointed out, reflecting, to a known degree, the effect of the
mentioned general requirements.
Independent of purpose, type and sizes of the engine, the
invariable trend In the development Is for the perfection and Introduction of newf all the more efficient fuels, admissible, accordingly,
by conditions of the operation of the rocket complex. Resources In
this trend, at present, are far from exhausted. Thus, for engines
of rocket-carriers of space objects as a result of mastering very
efficient oxygen-hydrogen fuel provides the task for perfecting
the even more efficient fluorine-hydrogen fuel. Future prospects
may be the perfection and utilization of three-component metalliferous fuels. For engine devices of military rockets there is a
substantial limitation of a number of possible fuels - they should
allow for prolonged storage of the rockets In a ready state.
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Operation for the creation and perfection of metalliferous fuels,
typical among which is gelled hydrazine with aluminum powder as a
fuel, and highly concentrated hydrogen peroxide or nitrogen
tetroxide as an oxidizer, can lead to a substantial improvement of
energy and weight characteristics of engine devices working on highboiling fuels.
The second most important trend in the development of liquidfuel rocket engines Is utilization of the resources in the optimization of the basic parameters of the engine: pressure in the combustion chamber, the degree of expansion of the nozzle, the schemes of
the engine and others.

N

•

The selection of these parameters is Intimately connected with
the achievements in the structural perfection of the engines, with
level of thrust, the purpose, operation time, and other factors, the
combined calculations of which must guarantee the selection of the
optimum parameters of the working process.
At the present time, apparently, the optimum values of the
pressure In the combustion chamber have not been attained. Utilization of a scheme of engines with preignltion of the working medium of
a turbine in the turbopump unit (TNA) makes it expedient [5] to
increase the pressure in the combustion chamber up to 200 bar and
higher (In a gas generator, more than 300-^00). it is characteristic
that the trend to increase the pressure is observed not only in
engines of the lower stages of rockets which operate in the dense
layers of the atmosphere, but also in space engines. In the latter
case a higher degree of expansion in the nozzle can be attained even
at low pressures in the combustion chamber. However, an increase
in pressure results in a reduction in the over-all sizes, and in a
number of cases, in the lowering of the weight of engine. Furthermore,
an increase in the absolute pressure make It possible to increase the
expansion ratio of the nozzle without fear excessive friction loss in
the boundary layer.

*
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Expansion ratios of the nozzle in the developed engines attain
very large values - 100 and even 200 (RL-2G engine). In this respect
the possibility of a further increase in the specific thrust to a
certain extent has been exhausted.
At present there is no final clarity of the problem of the
maximum level of thrust of a single-chamber of a liquid-fuel rocket
engine. According to the degree of completion of the experiment and
of advances of new problems ahead of space technology, the level
of thrust of a single-chamber liquid-fuel rocket engine constantly
rose. The thrust of the heaviest modern F-l engine reaches 680 t.
Expedient level of thrust in one chamber should be determined by the
cost, by the reliability and by the time for development of an engine
installation of future more powerful rocket-carriers. In some
foreign research works they consider that engines with a thrust of
several thousands and tens of thousands of tons should have a
scheme different from schemes of existing liquid-fuel rocket engines.
For example, frequently a scheme with an annular combustion chamber
(or with many chambers, arranged on a ring) and with a nozzle of
external expansion are considered.
The important trend in the development of a liquid-fuel rocket
engine Is the increase in the structural perfection. The basic of
this trend is the iraprovement in the scheme of the engine, the
utilization of new, better structural material and techniques in the
■anufacture of the engines, the improvement in the design of aggregates
and units. For example, the introduction of schemes with afterburning
of the working medium of the turbine allows one to raise the level
of optimum pressure in the chamber of combustion and Increase the
specific thrust. The perfection of the design, the increase in the
economy of the turbine and pumps of the turbopump unit (TNA) allows
one to reduce the weight of these units and raise the parameters of
the engine. As a result, engines become lighter, more reliable, and
their overfall sizes are reduced. On the basis of achievement in the
organization of the procedure and technology of the manufacture of
the engines, highly efficient engines with resources, measured in

5^9

hundreds of seconds are able to be produced. For example, duration
of the engine operation of AJ 10-137 (sustainer engine of the "Apollo"
spaceship, thrust of 10 t) constitutes 780 s. The need of the
repeated turning on of the engine always complicates the. problem of
obtaining a large resource.
The basis of the development of the liquid-fuel rocket engine is
the more profound research on the complex working processes, which go
on in the engine. The creation of a reliable boosted and economic
engine is unthinkable without a detailed analysis of the basic
processes. The constant trend is for all the more exacting and more
complete quantitative description of the phenomena occurring In the
supply system, In the combustion chamber, in the nozzle of the
engine, a more accurate calculation of the dynamics of the processes
o^ engine exhaust under operating conditions and stationary work.
The most Important problem is the research on the nature of the
unstable combustion in a liquid-fuel rocket engine and the development
of methods of excluding or of limiting this phenomenon. In connection
with this, serious attention should be given to the development of
the theory of models of liquid-fuel rocket engines which would permit
one to determine the basic indexes of the chamber of large thruet
based on the nesults of testing models with a small chamber. The
degree of perfection of the working processes in the combustion
chamber and Tn the nozzle (coefficients * P and (J) c ) are included
K

among these indexes, boundaries of unstable combustion, the distribution of heat flows, and so forth. Along with simulation. Important
attention is being given to the development of methods of reliable
generalization of the results of Investigation of llfe-ci/e engine.
The reduction in the number of tests, based un the determination of
such, parameters, for example, as the efficiency of the processes
and the reliability of the engine using a small number of tests is
the goal.
Design of engines with more complete and accurate methods of
calculating the basic processes at hand allows for a substantial
time reduction and cut in the cost of the development of liquid-fuel
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rocket engine, and raise Its reliability. The needs of rocket-space
technology stimulate the development of allied sciences, associated
with the creation of a theoretical bases of calculating and designing
of liquid-fuel rocket engines.
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CHAPTER

XXII

SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
In this chapter an analysis Is made of the basic requirements
for unitary solid fuels, data about their composition, physicochemical
properties, energy characteristics, and regularities of combustion.1
22.1.

Basic Requirements for Propellants

Solid propellant, including in its composition a combustible
and an oxldlzer (monopropellant solid propellant), is placed in the
combustion chamber in the form of one or se^ral units called a
charge. A charge can be rigidly fastened, to the walls of the
chamber or inserted freely. In the second case it is retained in
the chamber by special devices.
The absence of liquid components and systems for feeding of

fuel substantially simplifies the design of an engine installation
operating on solid propellant and creates the prerequisites for
development of units of very high reliability and operational readiness
Realization of these features of an (PATT) - [RDTT - solld-propellant
rocket engine] led to their wide utilization in technology — from
small rocket projectiles to intercontinental ballistic missiles
operating on solid propellant.
information about propellants has been taken basically from
foreign sources.
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Solid propel lant s are sub~ect to requirements which stem from
the need for development of a rocket with high reliability and
minimum launch weight.
The solid-propellant charge is the most important erement of a
RDTT. The mechanical properties of the fuel should guarantee the
possibility of development of a charge of the necessary configuration
and achievement of stability of its characteristics in the process
of torage, ignition, and combustion. Propellants utilized for
charges which are fastened to the engine housing should be sufficiently
elastic in order to avoid failure of the charge under the action of
thermal stresses or deformation under the action of pressures in
process of ignition and operation. "Rigid" propellants are used for
deposit charges. The required physical features should be preserved
in all temperature ranges of operation of the engine installation
and should not change during prolonged storage.
Another group of requirements demand ~ d of a solid propellant
concerns its intraballistic properties. Rate of combustion at
nominal pressure in each case must be sufficient for achievement of
the necessary characteristics of the engine installation. For example,
in certain cases high thr~t for a short time at very large overloads
can be demanded from the booster. The latter based on consideratio&1S
of strength does not allow the using or a multigrain charge with a
very larg~ combustion surface. An acceptable solution is utilization
of a charge fastened to the housing, but in this instance the increa&ed
combustion rate has to guarantee the necessary consumption with a
limited combustion surface. Opposite cases are also possible, when
it is necessary to have as low a combustion rate as possible. Change
in the combustion rate of propellant depending on pressure and
temperature of the charge, and also on rate of flow of gases along
the combustion surface, in most cases should be as low as possible.
The most serious requirement demanded of fuel is providing high
energy · ff ecti v ne · of the engine installation. This means the
nece ssity f obtainin ~igh spe cific thrust with a high density of
propellant. Th tendency to increase specific thrust determines the
a ic r ds in the evelopment o f new so lid propellants. In this
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case an Important limiting condition Is the need for the simultaneous
obtaining of specific high mechanical features, stability, rate of
combustion, and so forth. Placing of propellant In a combustion
chamber of an RDTT which Is under high pressure substantially Increases
the Influence of propellant density on the characteristics of the
rocket. Higher propellant density makes It possible to reduce
the combustion chamber volume, to reduce the weight of the structure
with a constant weight of propellant, and to Improve the characteristics
of the rocket.
In addition to the basic requirements enumerated above there
Is Importance In economic characteristics: propellant components
should not be scarce and should be Inexpensive and accessible for
utilization on the required scale. The technology of propellant
production must ensure good reproduclblllty of characteristics. I.e.,
little variance from one charge to another.
22.2,

Composition of Solid Propellants

The composition of certain typical solid propellants^and their
basic characteristics, which are considered below, are given In
Table 22.1. In physical structure solid rocket propellants can be
divided into two basic classes.
Double-Base Propellants
These are solid solutions of organic substances, the molecules
of which contain combustibles and oxidizing elements. These fuels
are also called powders, colloidal propellants. One of their bases
Is nitrocellulose with a various content of nitrogen. The general
formula of nitrocellulose Is Cö^^^-X^^X* where x « 1, 2, 3 number of groups of ONOp obtained under various conditions of nitration
of cellulose. The second base are substances of the type of
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CH2(ON02)CH(ON02)CH2(ON02)) dlglycoldlnitrate CH2(üN02)CH2OCH2CH2C0NO2)
and others, which are called solvents. With nltrocelluloce they form
colloidal systems. The carrier of surplus oxygen (relative to
stolchlometry) from fuel components Is nltroglycerln. The limiting
quantity of it which can be introduced into a fuel under conditions
of obtaining the required mechanical properties is substantially less
than that necessary for achievement of stoichiometric propellant
composition. For example, the stoichiometric relationship KC) of
nitrocellulose (13.25? Ng) and nltroglycerln comprises 8.57.
However, for technological reasons it is difficult to introduce more
than k3% nltroglycerln in the fuel, i.e., the maximum magnitude of
K comprises around 0.75.
In this case the coefficient of surplus
of oxidizing elements a in the propellant can reach a magnitude of
0.75-0.8, although the coefficient of surplus of oxidizer, as it
appears, a=- <o,l .
Small quantities of certain additives are usually Included in
the powders: stabilizers are substances which Increase the chemical
stability of the propellant in the period of storage; plastiflers or
cementers are substances which give to the fuel the necessary mechanical
properties, and others.
Of the propellants containing nltroglycerln the most widespread
in rocket technology are ballistic (on the basis of nitrocellulose
with a low content of nitrogen). Based on mechanical features these
propellants are rigid and cannot be used for the preparation of
charges which are fastened to the chamber walls.
Composite Propellants
These are mechanical mixtures of fuel and an oxidizer. The
utilization of three basic components Is characteristic for the
majority of contemporary fuels: a polymeric fuel - a bonding agent,
a crystalline oxidizer, and a metallic additive. Many substances can
be used as the bonding agent, beginning with asphalt and ending with
contemporary polymers, such as polyether and epoxy resins and rubbers Polyurethane, polybutadiene, and others. In the process of preparation
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iT the prv [«• l I ant

11 .• I tit,i')-r.'.iti''l crryatala of oxldl'zer, metal powd'rt

and ntJirr addh Iv;' .arc added to the liquid combustIIJIP - bondlnr;
a^ent, they arc tiioruu^hly mixed, and having pumped out the air from
the engine hnucing or special form, the resulting mixture lr poured
or squeezed out directly Into them.

Under Lhe action of .the catalyats

introduced durlnp mixing at polymerization of the bonding agent takes
place at a controlled temperature and the propellant turns into a'
resin-like mass.
Most frequently ammonium perchlorate NHhClOj. is used as the
oxldlzer.

Such substances as ammonium nitrate NH^NO-, potassium

perchlorate KCIO^, lithium perchlorate LiClO^, and others were used
or are considered as possible oxidlzers.

Before mixing with the

bonding agent the crystalline oxidlzer is ground to particles with
a size of an order of tens - hundreds of microns.

Sometimes a mixture

of various fractions of oxidlzers is introduced, for example, particles
with a size of 25 and 100 microns.

In this manner it is possible to

reduce the viscosity of the mixture.
Energy characteristics of composite propellants. Just as for
liquid, depend on the ratio of components.

Figure 22.1 shows the

dependence of specific thrust and combustion temperature for a
typical propellant:
perchlorate.
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Fig. 22.1. Dependence of
basic thermodynamic characteristics on weight fractions of
oxidlzer in a composite TRT:
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stolchlometrlc
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Tht utllltatlon of aluminum additive makes It possible to
eubatantlally ralee the energy charecterlstlco of composite propellants,
to Inoreaae its density, and to stabilize the combustion process.
Usually the oontent of bonding agent In a propellent for providing
tht naeesaary elasticity and strength should be no less, for example,
than 15-201. The remaining 80-851 Is distributed between ammonium
perohlorate and aluminum. Figure 22.2 shows the results of thermodynamlc
oaloulatlona, indicating, for example that with 17-201 bonding agent
the raplaoaaent of 151 ammonium perchlorate by aluminium gives an
inerMte of specific thrust by 10-12 kgf'S/kg. For contemporary
composite solid propellants, based on American data, a 10-20? content
of aluminium is typical.
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Fig. 22.2. Dependence of
specific thrust on content
of aluminium in the pro; ellant: 1 - propellent without
aluminium; 2 - propellent with
aluminium.
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Promising Solid Propellants
According to data in the foreign press, the development of new
solid propellents is proceeding along the path of replacement of basic
cos^onents by sore effective ones.
Among the promising oxidlters they Include nltronlum perchlorate
NO.CIO^, nltrosyl perchlorate NOCIO^, hexanltroethane C2(N02)6, and
others. However, s basic feature of these more effective oxldlzers Is
their instability, exploslveness, and poor compatibility with existing
binders.
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Greater attention Is also given to the development of
propellants containing additives which are more effective than aluminium,
such as beryllium, hydrides of metals, bimetallic additives, metalorganic
compounds, and so forth. For example, the use of beryllium can
increase theoretical specific thrust by 20-30 kgf'S/kg, and a
bimetallic additive of lithium with beryllium Instead of pure beryllium,
can increase specific thrust by 6 kgf*s/kg more, inasmuch as the heat
of formation of lithium chloride is greater than that of beryllium
chloride.
The characteristics of double-base powders can also be Improved
by introduction of additives into them, for example, crystalline
perchlorate of ammonium or of metals.
22.3.

Mechanism of Combustion
General Positions

By pressing or casting double-base and composite propellants
in the housing, charges of various configuration are prepared. Two
basic types of charges are distinguished: with frontal (end) combustion
and with tubular combustion. When using grain which burns from the
end its side surface is protected from combustion by a special
composition - it Is reflftricted (Pig. 22.3). In the case when the ends
of the grain are restricted combustion proceeds along external or
internal surfaces or along both simultaneously. Surfaces can be
cylindrical or specially profiled. Examples of such charges are
shown in Pig. 22.^1. Simultaneous combustion on the ends and side
surfaces and other variants are possible.

Pig. 22.3. Charge with front
combustion: 1 — combustion
surface; 2 — propellant;
3 - Inhibitor.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 22.U. Charges with tubular combustion:
a) combustion along inner cylindrical
surface; b) combustion along inner profiled
surface; c) combustion along outer and
inner surfaces; 1 - combustion surface;
2 - propellant; 3 - inhibitor.
If the physical conditions at all points of the burning surface
are identical and the propellant is uniform, then combustion proceeds
evenly, in parallel layers (Pig. 22.5).

Pig. 22.5. Diagram of
shifting of combustion
surfaces: a) during
frontal combustion;
b) during channel
combustion.

I«.I l..! '.• . lint

fcjMs&L
a)

b)

The basic characteristic of the combustion process is its rat^".
It is broken down into linear and mass combustion rate. Linear
rate of combustion u, usually called simply combustion rate, is
the rate of displacement of combustion surface:
u—— cm/s.
dx

(22.1)

Mass combustion rate is the mass of propellant which burned down
from a unit of burning surface In one second. By definition it is
equal to
d1

or
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(22.2)

^p^

«m = «t'r gf/cm2-s,

where p

(22.3)

o

- density of propellant In g/cm .

Initial Ignition of a solid propellant Is caused by a thermal
pulse usually with the help of a special igniter. With the warming
up of a specific layer of surface and with the temperature of the
surface higher than a certain critical value, which was initially
achieved with the help of an igniter, self-accelerating chemical
transformations of the propellant begin. These transformations
are exothermal and they lead to warming up of reaction products.
Heat exchange takes place between the products of combustion and
nonreacting fuel and this ensures the further flow of the process
without participation of an Igniter.
Combustion itself is the process of distribution of a reaction
from the surface layers deep into the charge. The mechanism of this
process is somewhat different for double-base and composite propellants.
Stationary Combustion
Combustion of a double-base propellant can be presented
schematically as flowing in three stages. Heat output from combustion
products leads to warming up of the surface layer of the propellant
(Fig. 22.6, zone 1), in which melting and decomposition of the solid
phase begins. Reactions of decomposition are exothermal and accelerate
the process gasification of solid propellant.
SurfM« of
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Pig. 22.6.

Diagram of

combustion of solid
rocket propellant.
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As a result of the poor thermal conductivity of solid rocket
propellants the surface layer which is undergoing warming up
("thorouchly warmed layer") is very thin. Figure of 22.7 shows
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the temperature distribution of a solid propellant at various
distances r from the combustion surface. As can be seen, with an
increase in the linear rate of combustion the thickness of the warmed
layer is rapidly diminished, in connection with which the role of
exothermal reactions In this layer Is reduced.
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Pig. 22.7. Distribution of
temperature in the surface
layer of propellant at
various rates of combustion,

Gasified decomposition products of the solid propellant at a
certain distance from the surface enter into exothermal preflame
reactions, which lead to products of Incomplete combustion (see
Pig. 22.6, zone 2). Plnally, In zone 3 there are natural flame
reactions between products of incomplete combustion. As a result of
these reactions final products of combustion are formed and chemical
equilibrium Is established (zone 4). Reactions in the gas phase are
subordinate to the usual regularities of homogenous combustion.
Plgure 22.8 shows the characteristic temperature distribution of
gas near the burning surface of powder.
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Pig. 22.8. Temperature distribution of gas near the burning
surface.
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The mechanism of combustion of composite propellants has been
studied less than that of double-base. Thermal decomposition of
components of a composite propellant In the surface layer is
probably not an exothermal, but an endothermal process. Therefore
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the need for heat supply from the zone of developed combustion Increases
Decomposition and gasification of the fuel and oxidizer flow in a
general case at various rates and depend on the nature of the components
The reactions between gasified fuel and oxidizer can be determined
by the process of diffusion and of mixing or by the kinetics of
chemical reactions, or by both depending on pressure, temperature,
sizes of grain of oxidizer, and other factors. In the presence
aluminum interest lies in the process of combustion of particles of
metal. Investigations show that on the surface of a burning propellant
particles of aluminium are melted and are merged into larger ones.
Iginitlon and combustion take place within the limits of zone considerably exceeding the zone of combustion of a propellant which does not
contain metal (extent of the latter is tenths of a millimeter).

In this way a specific stage of combustion of these and other
fuels is the process of decomposition and gasification of the
solid phase. This process depends substantially on the Intensity
of heat transfer to the surface of the solid propellant. All factors
which increase heat transfer accelerate the decomposition and gasification of the surface layer.
Acceleration of processes in the surface layer as well as in
the gas phase means an increase In the linear rate of combustion of
solid propellant. Prom the cited arrangements of processes it may
be concluded that rate of combustion should depend on the nature
of the propellant, pressures at which combustion is carried out,
temperatures of the propellant, of rate of movement of gas along the
combustion surface, and of other factors which Influence rate of
reactions in the condensed or gas phase.
In most cases the theory of combustion on^v explains, but does
not predict analytically these dependences, the quantitative
description of which still is based on test data.
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Nonstatlonary Combustion
Each rate of combustion of a propellant has Its corresponding
nature of distribution of temperature in the warmed layer. With a
rapid change in pressure, taking place, for example, when the engine
approaches operating conditions, during cut-off, or for any other
reason, the rate of combustion changes but the warmed layer cannot
be reconstructed. During this time the rate of combustion is determined
by the instantaneous value of pressure and by the magnitude of temperature gradient at the surface of the warmed layer. With a rapid
Increase in the pressure, for example, the warmed layer turns out to
be thicker than the layer corresponding to stationary combustion at
this pressure. With a rapid drop in pressure the warmed layer turns
out to be very thin and a thicker heated layer, corresponding to
stationary pressure, may not be formed. In this case extinguishing
of the charge takes place.
The appearance of nonstationary conditions of combustion depends
on the free volume of the combustion chamber. In engines with a small
free volume the time for gaining stationary condition can be
commensurable with the time of formation of the warmed layer. In
this case nonstationary phenomena can appear which must be considered
during a calculation of processes in the engine.
22.'!.

Dependence of Combustion Rate
on Basic Factors
Dependence on Pressure

The pressure at which the process of combustion flows is the
most serious factor which influences the rate combustion of solid
propellant. For the majority of propellants an increase is observed
In the rate of combustion with an increase in pressure. This is
explained by an increase In the density of current and by the
corresponding intensification of heat output to the surface of the
propellant. The rate of reactions which proceed in the condensed
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phase Increases in this case. Simultaneously the Increase in the
concentration of gaseous reactive substances leads to an Increase in
the rate of exothermal pas-phase reactions.
The high-temperature
zone of flames approaches the surface of a solid propellant.

;i ned

The role of heterogeneous and homogenous reactions in the
whole complex of combustion phenomena is diverse at various pressures.
In connection with this one cannot expect the same law of change in
combustion rate over a wide range of pressure. Treatment of the
results of experiments gives various dependences u = f(p) in different
intervals of pressure. These dependences usually have the form
u=Bpv

(22.1)

u=A+Bip.

(22.5)

or

In relationships (22.1) and (22.5) A, B and B1 - constants,
depending on the nature of the propellant and initial temperature of
the charpe; index v depends on the nature of the propellant. In the
specific ra-^s of pressures the magnitudes mentioned do not depend on p
For ti.i majority of solid rocket propellants formulas (22.1) and
(22.5) in the range of change in pressure which is of practical
Interest equally accurately reflect the results of experiments.
Perference is usually given to dependences of type (22.1). An example
of such a dependence, conveniently depicted in a logarithmic coordinate
grid, is shown in Pig. 22.9.
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Fig. 22.9. Typical dependence
of linear rate of combustion
on pressure.
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For composite propellants, on the strength of the presence of
kinetic and diffusion zones of combustion of products of gasification,
Sammerfield obtained the formula
j

«_ .

»
(22.6)

where coefficient a is determined by kinetic factors, and b - by
diffusion. This formula during experimental determination of constants
a and b from measurements of combustion rate very successfully
describes experimental data over a wide range of pressure.
The combustion rate of some powders in a specific Interval of
pressure may not depend on pressure (v = 0). Figure 22.10 shows such
a dependence of combustion rate on pressure having a sector of
constant u. Also evident there is the effect of initial temperature
of the charge.
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Fig. 22.10. Example of various
change in rate of combustion in
various intervals of pressure.
[Translators note:
subscript
H ■ initial.]
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Dependence on Initial Temperature of Charge
The Influence of initial propellant temperature on rate of
combustion is explained by the dependence of the rate of homogenous
and especially of heterogeneous chemical reactions on temperature.
As was mentioned, as a result of poor thermal conductivity the temperature of solid propellant changes sharply in a thin layer and already
at a distance of tenths of a millimeter from the surface is equal
to the initial temperature which the charge had before ignition. As
a result of the relative short time of combustion this temperature
practically does not change during operation of the engine.
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Experiments reveal a noticeably higher rate of combustion at
Increased initial temperature t . The nature of change in the rate
of combustion is not the same in various ranges of change in initial
temperature and also depends on pressure. Figure 22.11 shows the
dependence of temoerature coefficient of combustion rate u.t /u,t on.
2
l
pressure of nitroglycerin powder in various intervals of change in
initial temperature. The temperature coefficient of combustion rate
is the relationship of combustion rate at the two initial temperatures
being compared and p ■ const. As can be seen from the chart, at
increased pressures this coefficient drops, striving for a certain
constant value for the given Interval of temperatures. A constant
value for it is reached earlier for a higher temperature interval.
Absolute value in the range of increased pressures is higher for high
temperatures.

Fig. 22.11. Dependence of temperature
coefficient of combustion rate of
nitroglycerin powder on pressure:
—=•««-1—«-—-
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It can be considered that under conditions characteristic for
a RDTT the values of temperature coefficient of combustion rate do
not depend on pressure and differ little from one another In various
Intervals of working temperatures. This creates a base in preliminary
calculations to ur « dependences of the type
««.=««, 11 + «« UJ—'I)!.

(22.7)

where coefficient TT with dimensionality of l/degree characterizes
the relative change in combustion rate of the given solid propellant
with a change in initial temperature of the charge by one degree.
For various solid propellants TT comprises 0.002-0.005.
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Usually the dependences of combustion rate on initial temperature
are used. These can be written as the dependences of constant B,
entering into formula (22.4), on t .
H

Figure 22.12 shows the dependence of combustion rate on pressure
and initial temperature for several solid propellants.
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Pig. 22.12. Dependence of combustion
rate on pressure and initial temperature for several solid propellants:
1 - on a base of KCIO^; 2 - JPN
colloidal powder; 3 — on a base of
NH^CIO^, 4 - on a base of NH^NO-
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Dependence on Rate of Ventilation
of Combustion Surface
The above cases of dependences of combustion rate on pressure
and Initial temperature of charge relate to a case when the combustion
surface is not subject to ventilation. When using a charge with
channel combustion the combustion products move along its outer or
Inner surface (Pig. 22.13). As a measure of removal from the front
end of the charge I-I and approach to the nozzle the consumption of
gas through the free section of the chamber Increases (gas formation
proceeds from all the more surface). Therefore the rate w, of gas
flow washing the charge Increases towards the nozzle and can at the
limit reach the critical rate w.Kp

Pig. 22.13. Change In the
rate of gas flow in the
combustion chamber of an
RDTT.
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Cumbuatlon rate of one and the same fuel under identJcal
conditions (p = Idem and t

H

= Idem) increases, If the combustion

rurface i ;• t'ubjeeted to ventilation.

'The basic reason for thin

phenomenon is that during the washing of the surface of the charge
by the hot combustion products the transfer of heat to unreacted
propellant Increases.

This proceeds as a result of an increase of

convective thermal flow, which is increased with an increase in the
rate of movement of gas along the surface of charge and with an
increase in the turbulence of flow.

The intensified feeding of heat

to the propellant intensifies the chemical reactions, thanks to which
there should be an increase in the combustion rate.
Experiment confirms such a dependence of combustion rate on the
rate of ventilation of the surface.

Figure 22.14 shows the results

of determining the relative increase in the combustion rate from the
w, for two types of nitroglycerin powders.

velocity of gas

The value

u0 is the rate of combustion in the absence of ventilation, u — rate
of combustion at a specific velocity of gas.

The values of rates

u and u0 being compared relate to the same conditions of combustion
(pressure and initial temperature of charge).

In this Investigation

a stronger dependence has been revealed for the relative Increase of
combustion rate in the case of ventilation of the surface of slowly
burning propellants (u02 < u-.).

At the same time what effects the

chemical composition of gases which are washing the surface have not
been fixed.
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Fig. 22.14. Dependence of relative
Increase of combustion rate on the
velocity of ventilation of the
combustion surface.
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The phenomenon of an increase in combustion rate in the case of
ventilation of the surface of a charge is frequently called the effect
of "blowing," and the combustion accompanied by this effect - erosion
combustion.
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So«« r«s«Aroh«rB propose to describe the dependence or relative
Increase of combustion rtte not In a function of linear velocity of
ess flow »,. but in the function of its mass velocity. Such a
dependence has the form shown in Pig. 22.15, where along the axis of
ordlnates the so-called erosion ratio c ■ u/u0 is plotted, and along
the ails of abscissa - reduced mass velocity of gas flow 6. The
reduced mass velocity is the relationship of the given mass velocity of
gas to the critical mass velocity which can be attained in the
section of a cyllndrlca* channel, where the M number of flow is equal
to a unit:
(22.8)
(•»)*
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Pig. 22.15. Dependence of
erosion ratio on reduced
mass velocity.

41 «If

In connection with the fact that intensity of convectlve heat
exchange depends basically on mass velocity pw, such a characteristic
of erosion combustion Is more universal in comparison with a characteristic of the type shown In Fig. 22.14.
It Is recommended to determine value c according to formula
• -I+f«.

(22.9)

where c - constant of erosion combustion, depending on the nature of
the propellant. Value c Increases for slowly burring propell-ints.
Its dependence on rate of combustion of the propellant Ir, the absence
150C Is given In a double logarithmic
of ventilation u0 and at t|
grid In Pig. ?2.16.
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Pig. 22.16. Dependence of constant of
erosion combustion of heterogeneous propellants on the combustion rate of
propellant in the absence of ventilation.
0,015 0,23

13 u0 cm/»
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Experiments did not reveal changes In the characteristics of
erosion combustion of the s->me fuel with a change in the initial
temperature of the charge and of pressure. Therefore it is possible
to consider c Independent of p and t H . Then the most widespread
formula for rate of combustion (22.4) is generalized for a case of
erosion combustion in the following manner:
u=tu0 = tßp\

(22.10)

It is necessary to note that the effect of erosion combustion
Is not manifested at any ventilation of the surface of a charge, but,
as is evident in Pigs. 22.14 and 22.15, only beginning with specific
values of linear or reduced mass velocity of the gas. The presence
of the threshold velocity may be connected with transition of the
laminar boundary layer into turbulent. The effect of flow, running
along the burning surface, begins to be expressed only from that
moment, when the turbulence which Just appeared spreads Itself to
the zone of preflame reactions. The position of the "threshold"
of erosion cor. 'tlon depends on the nature of the propellant and is
determined experimentally. Obviously It also should be determined
by the conditions of entrance of flow into the channel of the charge,
by the disturbances which promote the transition of the laminar
boundary layer into turbulent.
Dependence on Other Pactors
Under fixed external conditions (pressure and initial temperature)
and a specific erosion ratio e the rate of combustion of a solid
propellant also depends on a number of factors, the effect of which
usually is not subject to a strict analytical calculation. These
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additional factors are somewhat different for double-base and
composite propellants.

Pressed double-base powders usually have an anlsotroplc structure.
In connection with this the rate of combustion of such propellants in
a direction parallel to the direction of pressing is 10-15? higher
than in a perpendicular direction.

A dependence on pressure of pressing

and quality of plastlficatlon, i.e., on the technology of manufacture
of the charge, has also been revealed.
The rate of combustion of composite propellants depends on the
averagtf size of a grain of oxidizer.

By experimental means it has

been found [1] that with a constant composition of a composite propellant
and identical external conditions a decrease in the average size of
a grain of oxidizer leads to an Increase in the rate of combustion
(Pig. 22.17).
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Fig. 22.17. Influence of size of
particles of oxidizer on the rate
of combustion of a composite
propellant: size of particles:
1 — 1-2 microns; 2—12 microns;
3-35 microns.
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A substantial influence is exerted on the characteristics of
composite propellants by the quality of mixing of fuel and oxidizer,
which again depends on the technology of production of the charge.
In this way the most important characteristic of a solid propellant,
the rate of combustion, depends on the conditions of production of
the propellant and the charge.

In connection with this the character-

istics of various lots of one and the same propellant can differ from
one another.

The stability feature of solid rocket propellants is

guaranteed less than for liquid propellants, and this Is their
substantial deficiency.
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An Increase1 of weight fraction of Inert additives (stabilizers,
plastlflers, and others) always lowers the rate of combustion. At
the same time by Introduction of small amourts of catalysts into the
basic propellant composition it is possible to noticeably increase
the rate of combustion.
2P.5.

Limits of Stable Combustion

Normal stable combustion is characterized by invariability in
the rate of combustion in time, or by its smooth change according to
an assigned law. The stability of combustion can be Judged based on
the diagram pressure in the combustion chamber — time (Fig. 22.18).
As it appears, only in the initial period of ignition of the charge
can there be a peak of pressure, then the pressure changes according
to the necessary law without any fluctuations. However, normal
stable combustion of a charge of solid propellant is not observed
always, but is limited by certain limits based on pressure in the
combustion chamber. Initial temperature of the charge, and other
parameters.

Pig. 22.18. Nature of the
diagram pressure — time during
normal combustion.

One of the characteristic inadmissible conditions of combustion
is anomalous combustion - discontinuous, consisting of several flashes
with an interval between them from fractions of a second up to
several seconds. The pressure — time diagram under such conditions
has the form shown in Fig. 22.19.

A A /\ A

Fig. 22.19. Nature of the
diagram pressure — time
during anomalous combustion.
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The reason for the appearance of anomalous combustion lies in a
decrease in the supply of heat to unreacting propellant.

When the

amount of heat supplied becomes inadequate for the normal course of
exothermal reactions, combustion is ceased.

Then the charge can

again be ignited and burn a certain time, then be extinguished, and
so forth.

There is a certain value in this mechanism in the transfer

of heat to fuel from heated elements in the design of the chamber.
All the factors which promote a decrease in the feeding of heat
to unreacting fuel Increase the possibility of appearance of
anomalous combustion.

It is most important that it appears with a

decrease in pressure lower than a certain limiting one for the given
powder.

This is explained by the fact that at low pressures exothermal

reactions of the following type are strongly inhibited:

2CO + 2N D ^ 2COj-|-Na + Q,
2Hj + 2NO -+ 2HjO -I- Nj -f Q2.

This leads to a decrease in the preheating of the propellant and to
the stopping of combustion.
Conditions of anomalous combustion can also appear even at
high pressures, if the combustion surface is washed by a gas flow of
high velocity.

In this instance normal h^at supply to the propellant

Is disrupted due to the fact that exothermal reactions do not
succeed in flowing completely.

The probability of anomalous combustion

Is increased for long charges, the velocity of ventilation of surface
of which is great.

Lowering of the initial temperature of the charge

also increases the probability of appearance of anomalous combustion.
It Is obvious that conditions of anomalous combustion cannot be
operational and should be prevented.

This Imposes specific limitations

on the lower limit of pressure In the combustion chamber and on
the size and configuration of the charge.

It is advisable to use

propellants which have low values of a limiting pressure which is
a guarantee against anomalous conditions.
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In this respect there

is an advantage in composite propellants for which Pmin^I—15 bar.
Double-base powders have higher values of pmin (usually >^35 tar; .
Stability of combustion can be disrupted in the range of oper^tfr.;;
conditions of an RDTT as a result of a nonuniformity of combustion
which appears sometimes. Uneven combustion is characterized by th';
appearance of secondary peaks of pressure (by Fig. 22.20). The rea-'.r.
for such a phenomenon can be, for example, a local increase in the
surface of combustion - a crack or partial failure of charge. The
appearance of cracks and a reduction in the strength of a charge
promote, for example, a low initial temperature of charge, making
the charge brittle. As a result of high initial temperature excessive
plasticity of the charge and reduced strength appear. This is
undesirable from the point of view of stability of combustion and to
a known extent limits operational range of temperature for the charge.
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Pig. 22.20. Nature of the
pressure — time diagram in
the presence of secondary
peaks.
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The appearance of secondary peaks of pressure can lead to
resonant combustion. The resonant effect appears between variations
of pressure in the combustion chamber and the rate of combustion
depending on p. The result is low-frequency variations of pressure
with a high amplitude. The nature of these variations. Just as variations In the chamber of a liquid-fuel rocket engine, is connected with
the final time of conversion of the propellant into products of
combustion (T zip ) .
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As a result of experimental Investigations certain qualitative
regularities have been exposed in the uneven combustion of composite
rocket propellants.
The index of the tendency of a solid propeliant for uneven
combustion is the magnitude of the rate of liberation of energy,
equal to the product of the mass rate of combustion by the calorific
value of the propellant UQtHu . The greater the rate of liberation
of energy, the greater the tendency of the propellant for unstable
combustion, to the appearance of secondary peaks of pressure. The
tendency of a propellant for unstable combustion increases with
decrease In the average size of a grain of oxidlzer. Nonuniformity
of distribution of the oxidlzer in the propellant also increases
the probability of unstable combustion.
Negative consaquences of variations of pressure during unstable
combustion are dangerous overload on the structure, harmful vibrations
of the vehicle and an increase in heat transfer to the walls.
For dealing with phenomena of unstable combustion semiempirlcal
methods are usually proposed. These Include selection of geometry
of charge, preventing resonant acoustic oscillations; damping of
oscillations with the help of an Increase in turbulent viscous friction,
for which radial openings are made in the charge or additional rods
are introduced in the free volume of the combustion chamber. Numerous
experiments confirmed the favorable effect on stability of the
combustion of additives of aluminium, magnesium, and other metals
Included in the propellant in the form of a fine powder [1].
Utilization of aluminium in composite propellants ar. an energy
additive simultaneously solves the problem of preventing acoustic
oscillations in the combustion chamber of an RDTT. The mechanism
of extinguishing oscillations consists of the dissipation of acoustic
energy as a result of lagging of particles of condensate from the
gas which form as a result of the combustion of aluminium.
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The phenomf'tia of urn-table combustion in principle can develop
into detonation, connected with a spasmodic increase of pressure,
temperatures, and density of gas. The spontaneous Lransltion of
combustion into detonation can take place as a result of the appearance
of a stronr .-hock wave, which initiates the explosive transformation
of propellant in the layer subjected to compression. If the intensity
of the shock wave, which appeared during detonation of a layer of
substance, is sufficient to cause such a process in the neighboring
layer, then detonation will be stationary.
According to the theory of Yu. B. Khariton detonation in a
condensed system can proceed steadily if the duration of the chemical
reaction in the front of the detonation wave Is less than the time
in which the pressure in the front of the same wave is able to scatter
the reactive substance. Therefore all the factors Increasing the
time of scattering, for example an increase in the diameter of the
charge, facilitate the distribution of detonation. After exceeding
a certain diameter of the charge which is critical for the particular
propellant combustion can convert into detonation.
Critical factors for composite propellants are the nature of
the components and their relationship. The tendency of such propellants
for detonation increases with an Increase in the content of oxidizer,
with an increase in pressure, and with a decrease in the size of
crystalline particles of the oxidizer. Conditions, at which
spontaneous development of detonation from normal combustion is possible,
are usually determined by experimental data.
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CHAPTER

XXIII

INTERIOR BALLISTICS OP A CHAMBER
In this chapter an analysis Is made of the theoretical bases
for calculating the parameters of the mass carrier in the combustion
chamber of an (PATT) [RDTT - solid propellant rocket engine]. It is
assumed that the necessary Information about the solid propellant
(original composition, complete enthalpy, and law of rate of
combustion), geometrical form, and sizes of the charge and engine are
assigned.
23.1.

Preliminary Information

The historically formed concept of interior ballistics embraces
the totality of phenomena taking place during shooting in the barrel
of an Instrument (weapon) loaded with powder. Relative to rocket
engines working on a solid propellant interior ballistics considers
the gasdynamics of processes in the chamber of an engine. The basic
mission of Interior ballistics should be considered the determination
of pressure in a combustion chamber and the per second consumption
of fuel under the various conditions of engine operation.
The process of change in pressure in a combustion chamber is
usually divided into three periods (Fig. 23.1):
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mm

mm

a) T - period (time) of warm-up, including the time of
autonomous combustion of the igniter, time of Joint combustion of
the igniter and basic charge, and time of stabilization. Duration
of the warm-up period is not great and comprises several hundredths
or tenths of a seconds;
ip - the basic period of engine operation, which comprises
a large share of engine operating time and is approximately equivalent
to the time combustion of the charge. The parameters of the mass
carrier and the engine during this period are frequently close to
constant;
b)

c) T_ - period of aftereffect, setting in after combustion of
the basic part of the propellant. During this time there is afterburning of remnants of the charge and emptying of the chamber, and
pressure in combustion chamber falls to the pressure of the environment
For a mathematical description of the change in the parameters
in the combustion chamber of an RDTT for all three periods it is
possible to use one and the same combination of equations. However,
as a result of evident variability the calculation of pressure curve,
dependence p » f(T) - for the first and third periods is usually
considered specially.

pi

x

'

%*

23.2.

Pig. 23.1. Change in pressure
in the combustion chamber of an
RDTT.

Pressure and Temperature in
a Combustion Chamber

r

_e*: uc ?xamine in a very simple fornulation the problem of
calculation of pressure and temperatures in a combustion chamber for
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the main period of engine operation. We will consider for the present
that pressure and temperature are Identical based on volume of the
combustion chamber and disregard the kinetic energy of the working
medium. Just as before, we will assume that the combustion products
are an ideal (in the sense of equation of state) mixture, the composition and properties of which are determined by temperature and pressure,
Pressure in the combustion chamber p , in this case coinciding
with stagnation pressure PK#, with a known geometry of charge and
engine can be found, having compiled an equation for balance of the
working medium:
G =G +

-

' 7r<

(23 :L)

-

where G — quantity of combustion products formed in the combustion
chamber in 1 sj Q — per second expenditure of working medium through
jp
c
nozzle; ^— - increase in the quantity of gas remaining in the chamber
(due to filling of volume of solid propellant with burned in 1 s.
The value G K , which can also be called rate of gas formation,
is equal to
s
C,=Bß«0T,

(23.2)

where fl - complete surface of combustion; u — linear rate of
combustion; pT - density of solid propellant.
The per second expenditure of working medium through the nozzle
can be determined by the formula, valid for a stationary flow with
an average index of Isentrope n:

G^AW™^L.
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(23.3)

Ma.;.- of ti.o gas which is found In the combustion chamber can be
calculated as;
G=CKVcn.

where V
- volume of combustion chamber occupied by products of
CB
combustion (volume "free" of propellant); QK - density of combustion
products.
Then

M^/^ + vJ-*.

(2 .10

Inasmuch as
^a=S«,
dx

(23.5)

then from equation (23.1) with a calculation of equalities (23.2) and
(23.1) we obtain:

V'C.-^HGT-OJöU-GC.

(23.6)

On the basis of analogical reasonings it is possible to write
the law of conservation of energy. Change in enthalpy of gas mass
PKVCI
for time d with a consideration of the function of expansion
d(p H V C B ) comprises:
<t ( ^.UK/K) = (0T/T2a -lfiz)dx±d (/»„l/J,
where 1,1 - complete enthalpies of propellant and products of
combustion in the chamber respectively.
Differentiating the equation of energy
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(23.7)

and subtracted from It the product of equation (23.6) by I , we
obtain
(23.8)

9.V* %~ V.^J—ÄÖ« +(/, - /.)«.»«•

Equations (23.6) and (23.8) make It possible to determine
pressure p and temperature T in the combustion chamber. Let u
reduce these equations to a form which is more convenient Tor
calculations. With the aid of known thermodynamlc relationships
(see Table 7.1) it is possible to write:

*L\ <L„X~** tLi.e.*,
d.
rff

(23.9)

*1

Having substituted the last equalities in equations (23.6) and
(23.8), inasmuch aa ♦ • T, we obtain (for simplicity let us omit
index "M")

r

_«/Ä+gc,fi.-jl|(/f-./)erBii+AQ«l.
Let us solve the noted system of equations relative to derivatives
dp/dt and dT/dx, using in the conversions the thermodynamlc
relationship

^tfr-aJr J*
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where a
7)

P

- equilibrium velocity of sound.

Finally we have:

?-^l(eT-»)ß''~o.l+
M^(/T-/)CTfl«+/>0a];

Vtf,

8)

(23.10)

= ^f(/.((/T-/)eTQxif^B«l +
tpTa*

£-1(8,-8)0«-0,].

V«0«

(23.11)

In the derivation of equations (23.10) and (23-11) we did not
consider the losses of heat In the combustion chamber. For contemporary
engines these losses are not great and they also can be disregarded.
With known initial values of temperature T_ and pressure pB,
determined in general by a calculation of the period of ignition,
the system of equations (23.10) and (23.11) together with equation
(23.5) is integrated by numerically methods. As a result we obtain
dependences p(T) and T(T) and other parameters of the engine.
Pressure and Temperature in the Case of
Constant Composition of
Combustion Products
For a working medium of constant composition the system of
equations (23.10)-(23.11) is substantially simplified. In this
Instance

apT

1: !W-l:
kff

C

P

*- 1 '

R
C

'

*- 1

: R

r"

/,-/

i (•„(// ^(p(rk/ - -/).
r

•Jlh

= 0011«?.

(23.12)

1»"

Using the noted relationships and formula (1(3.1), we reduce
the system of equations (23.10)-(23.11) to such a form:

lE-^J-lkRTWp^u-kRTG,-p^u\ :

(23.13)

~~((**S,/:/-7')2<M*-(*-I)7-Gcl-

(23.1^)

Frequently when solving problems of Interior ballistics
temperature change In the combustion chamber is disregarded.
T • const from equation (23.1J<) It follows that:

*<rt'Öe,« = 7-Söt« -H* -1) TGt.

With

(23.15)

Having subir tuted In expression (23.12) the equation (23.15)
and having taken temperature T equal to the temperature In the
combustion chamber:

finally we obtain:

With assigned values of burning surface, rate of combustion
u(p), coefficient 4 , initial values V
, «„ , P , equatic
(23.5) and (23.16) are integrated by numeral methods.
Equilibrium Stationary Pressure and
Temperature at a Constant
Burning Surface
In the case of a constant burning surface there is the possibility
of steadystate operation the engine, characterized by conditions:
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■w^"

or
13)
/

•oust;

p

const.

(2 3.18)

Equating the right aides of equation (23.13) and (23.1^) to zero
and using conditions (23.17) and formula (23.13), we obtain calculation
formulas for determination of stationary values of temperature and
of pressure:

r-^-f'-f2/-.

(23-19)

Let us substitute the temperature from equation (23.19) in
equation (23-20) . Then equation (23.20) at assigned P Hp and fi
will contain one unknown - pressure, which can be found by the
method of successive approximations.
With the help of the equation of state we estimate the value
of separate component in expressions (23.19) and (23.20):

£_ — _

f *-t pU —QHTU.

Inasmuch as •.'■ c,, then the value of this member can be disregarded
in comparison with •;;;/'/ and /fef^/?/"*/(?,« respectively. Considering
expression (16.1) and
u~:Bp', fiVRKrAin)?,

■ »

■

—

from equations (23-19) and (23.20) we finally obtain the value of
stationary pressure In the combustion chamber:

irM

(23-21)

The last relationship makes it possible to establish certain
fundamental characteristics of interior-ballistic processes In an
RDTT.
Stability of Pressure in a Combustion Chamber
Pressure p , determined by equation (23.21), answers a case of
equality of gas formation and gas discharge through a nozzle. It is
possible to show, however, that this pressure is not always steady.
In Pig. 23.2 in the function of pressure the dependence is shown
for the expenditure of gas through nozzle with P « const, determined
by formula (23.3), and gas formation, determined by formula (23-2).
Dependence of gas formation on pressure is given in two cases at
v < 1 and v > 1. In both cases at point A we have equality G H ■ G-,
C
I.e., an equilibrium condition. At v < 1 this condition is steady,
because random oscillations of pressure to both sides from p are
restored without external pressure. If, Jor example, state p > p
appears, then the expenditure of gas through nozzle will exceed
gas formation and pressure again will be brought down to pM. If
P < Pu> then equilibrium will be restored because of an excess of
gas formation over gas discharge in this range.

Pig. 23.2. Determination of
stability of pressure in a
combustion chamber.
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At v > 1 such self-regulation does not occur, and any random
deviation from pu Increases irreversibly, leading either to cessation
of combustion or to failure of the chamber. Equilibrium at point
A with v > 1 is unstable.
Thus, for stability of pressure in a combustion chamber one
equality of gas formation and of gas discharge is insufficient.
Stability is determined by the relationship between dQ /dp and dQ /dp,
characterizing the rate of change in gas formation Q and gas discharge
3 with a change in pressure in the combustion chamber. If with
equality of 0 M and G C gas formation increases with pressure more rapidly
than gas discharge, then the condition in the combustion chamber is
unstable. Hence It follows that for utilization in an RDTT the only
suitable fuels are those which have v less than a unit.

;d

The stability pu described here with respect to small random
deviations from equilibrium, which is characteristic for fuels with
v < 1 does not exclude the possibility of the appearance of periodic
oscillations during resonant combustion.
The absolute value of equilibrium pressure in a combustion
chamber depends, as can be seen from equation (23.21), on the
properties of the propellant and on the ratio of combustion surface
to the area of critical section. For a given propellant with constant
i

initial temperature of charge the value (ßoTp),~''
constant.

can be considered

Then

i

^„const (-H-y".

(23.22)

In the case when the area of critical section of the nozzle is constant,
expression (23.22) shows that the pressure in the combustion chamber
is proportional to the combustion surface in the degree 1/(1 - v).
Pressure In the combustion chamber, depending on the combustion
surface, changes more sharply when propellants with large values of
v are used. Thus, for instance, with a change in the combustion
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surface by 10% pressure In the combustion chamber changes by 17!? for1
a propellant with v = 0.4 and by 37!? for a propellant with v = 0.7.
Dependence of Pressure on the Initial Temperature
of the Charge
We will now explain the dependence of pressure in the combustion
chamber on the initial temperature of the charge t . It has been
accepted to characterize this dependence by the coefficient of
temperature sensitivity of pressure in the combustion chamber
determined by the formula

1

'^» ;^U>%p

\ dtH /»'„p

(23.23)

Index n/PHD shows that coefficient of temperature sensitivity of
pressure ir is determined at a constant value of fl/P . Coefficient
K
P
wp
s
(* P )o/w
I measured in percentage of change in pressures for one
fl/F
Mp

degree of change in Initial temperature.
of a percent.

Its order is of fractions

Logarlthmlzlng and differentiating equation (23.21), in which
Or and 6 they do not depend on t , we obtain:

tl

I 91F
'rKp

(23.24)

from which it follows that sensitivity of pressure in a combustion
chamber to initial temperature of charge is higher for propellants
with greater values of v.
The basis of dependence (23.24) is equation (23.21), which was
obtained under the assumption p = const. Consequently, in this
instance we can write:
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11

;f/ln/i\
/f/ln/i^

-v I Olu

11

ii)\nR\
iO\nß\

(23-?5)

1-v I dtM lf

/S/'KP"

In Chapter XXII the change in the rate of combustion based on
the Initial temperature of the charge at a constant pressure was
described by the coefficient of temperature sensitivity of combustion
n

rate:
,

■,

'

['>u \

or with an exponential law of rate of combustion

Prom a comparison of the last expression with expression (23.24)
it follows that

(n

>V=rz;l,I«)'-

(23.26)

This means that a change in pressure in a combustion chamber with
a change of t is greater than a change for this same reason in the
rate of combustion at p = const. The greater that v is, the more than
(TT )
exceeds (IT )„,„ . The point is that an increase in the linear
up
p a/FKp
rate of combustion with an increase of t leads to an increase in gas
formation. At Ji/P np = const this is accompanied by an increase in
pressure, due to which there is an increase in the rate of combustion
and rate of gas discharge. A new equilibrium state is established
at a higher p . Figure 2 3.3 shows the change in gas formation and
gas discharge at various initial temperatures of charge and the
related change of equilibrium pressure in the combustion chamber.
Figure 23.4 gives the ratios of pressure pu at various values of
tH to pressure at 150C. The value of fi/FKp is constant. Values of
index v for considered propellants I, 2, 3, and 4 are connected by
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the relationship v, > v2 > v- > v^. As can be seen from these
examples. In the ordinary operating range of charge temperatures the
change of pM can be very considerable, especially at large v. For
obtaining stable characteristics of an RDTT over a wide range of
tH in accordance with expression (23.26) a low temperature sensitivity
of combustion rate is necessary and small values for the index in
the law of combustion rate. In this sense it is preferable to have
composite propellants.

Pig. 23.3. Dependence of
pressure in a combustion
chamber on the initial temperature of the charges
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Equation

(23.21) can be solved relative to fi/P

HP

»'-«

(23.27)
*p

tafl

The nature of this dependence, which can be obtained experimentally, is shown in Pig. 23.5- Using such a chart, it is possible to
find the values n/P
which are necessary for achievement of assigned
pressure p K in the combustion chamber.
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Although formula (23.21) is valid only for charges with a
constant combustion surface SI, the practice of calculations shows
that in most cases it gives acceptable accuracy even with a variable
combustion surface.
23.3. Change in Parameters of Plow Along
the Length of a Charge and in Time
Model of Calculation
Let us take into account the movement of combustion products,
variability of rate of combustion, pressure, and other parameters
of flow In a combustion chamber. We will consider movement onedimensional, and combustion products - a ideal (in the sense of
equation of state) working medium.
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The velocity of combustion products w increases in proportion
to their advance from the front end of the charge to the nozzle. In
connection with this static pressure along the surface of the charge
should drop and, consequently, the rate of combustion should diminish.
On the other hand, an Increase of velocity w can facilitate an increase
in the rate of combustion, i.e., an increase in gas formation. With
a constant area of critical section of the nozzle this leads to an
increase in pressure. In this way an increase of velocity of flow
along the charge has a univalued effect on static pre3sure and a
mutually opposite effect on rate of combustion. In a section at a
certain distance from the front end of the charge the static pressure
is always less than p, (Fig. 23.6), and rate of combustion can be
either more or less than in section 1-1, depending on what prevails —
a lowering of pressure or erosion combustion.

to

K

TK

Fig. 23.6. Change in static pressure
and velocity of flow lengthwise in a
charge.

The section of the nozzle end of the charge T-T in general does
not coincide with input section H-K lattice (diaphragm) retaining the
charge can be installed. On sector T-H there is a change in pressure
and velocity of combustion initially because of sudden flow expansion,
and then - due to its contraction at the entrance to the lattice.
Along with a change in parameters of flow along the charge there
is a change in them with time, i.e., in general the processes in the
chamber of an RDTT are nonstationary. This is explained by a change

in the combustion surface and the geometry of the flow part as a result
cf burning out of the charge. For charges with an arbitrary diametrical
section with generators parallel to the axis quantity of combustion
products which form on the surface Ilöx in time 6T is equal to

C7nH5jc«T = oT — 8jcfiT=oT|=- «8^,
<JT

OX

(23 .'28)

where 11 — perimeter, along which combustion takes place; F - area of
cross section, free for passage of gases.
Total variation of any hydrodynamlc quantity $ for time dt in
the case of one-dimensional nonstationary motion is determined with
the help of a substantive derivative

£.-*+«£-.
dt

*t

dx

(23.29)

Considering not only the local variation in quantity ♦ for time dt,
but also its change as a result of a change of position in space.
Fundamental Equations
Let us take equations of continuity, movement, and energy for
a case of one-dimensional flow of combustion products in the channel
of an RDTT charge. For this let us examine the elementary volume
aabb (Fig. 23.7), the position of points a and b of which at the
moment of time T is equal to x and x + 6x, and at moment of time
T + 6T (points a' and b') respectively x + WOT and x + 6x + (w +
3w
+ .—6X)6T. The mass of combustion products in elementary volume
aabb comprises :
at the moment of time

T

—
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at the moment of time

~

+

6~

-

where (1 + c 3ax
•)6~)6x- distance between points a' and b' at the
~nt ot ti .. ~ + 6~ •

-•

- .a

Pig. 23.7. To the derivation or
equations of interior ballistics.

The change in the quantity or combustion products in volume aabb
ia conditioned by combustion on the surface nax. Accordingly the
continuity · equation haa the form

Or, with allowance tor equations (23.28), (23.29), and the formulas
tor a( 't ·) and a( 't + h) :

(23 . 30)

The mot ion equation ' is de r ived in the same manner. Chan e
the quant i ty of motion K(~ + 6t) - K(t) fort m 6t com ri es :

5 5

n

and resultant force of pr·essure and friction is equal to

Equating the noted expressions and considering equalities (23.28)
and (23.29), we obtain:

lfl
"

+cilfll- +-I ~P - -II••
-D
~X

Q~Z

Where BTp - perimeter Of contact
(motstened perimeter) section x.

QF

l

n

u--~T,

Ql'

(23.31)

'"

f moving gas With the surface

For derivation of the energy equation we will use the ordinary
differential relationship
a•-6Q-M

(23.32)

where dE• - change in complete energy (internal and kinetic) for
time 6T; 6Q- elementary quantity or heat, enter~ng the ~YL . m
in time 6T; 6A- elementary quantity of work being accomplished
by the system in time 6T.
Inasmuch as the equation or energy in form (23.32) is valid tor
systems with constant mass, ror such a system we should write it:
products of combustion of volume aabb plus burning s olid propellant,
the volume of which (~~)6x6T- for moment of timeT, and products of
co
s t ion o f volume a'a' ' ' -for moment of timeT+ 6T . Accordin ly:

"
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complet e e ne r gy of t he sy

em at moment of t ime T -

complete energy of the s ys tem at mome nt of time T + 6T -

a..
- h) &x·
ax
•
work of forces of pressure on

boun~~ries

of the system -

heat returned to the chamber walls

where nq6x - elementary surface, through which there is

~at

release.
/

Let us s ub s ti tute the not e d expressions for complete energy,
6Q and 6A in equat ion (23 .32). Considering the earlier deriv&d
equations and motion, we ob t ain the equat i on of energy:

•

..

(23.33)

In equations (23 . 30) , (23 . 31) , an d (23.33) derivatives of se veral
thermodynamic par am te r s re used: p , Q, T , I . The eq uation o f sta e
and general the r modynamic relationships make i t possible to e limit d
to derivati ves of t wo functions , for example , pressur e and e mpe r atur e.
Fo r
isle u
see uali ies (2 . 5 )
coordinat x or t i meT) .

(*-

5

Finally we o ain a y
of an RDTT ith an allowanc e
products:

w.ox. E. )-'1<1
_!_ op
Q

a,_T ( iJp

-Q

.,,

where

z= l

~

ox

P

m of eq uation for interior ba lli tic v
or nonstatio nary mot ion of c ombu

(~ + ,_, iJ7' ) +Q 0 ~ = lh- 9 Du- ~ ~:

+o.. +
a~

ox

a~

111 iie =

ox

ox

F

F

iJx

-~ D•t -~ ~ ;
QF

( 23 .3 5)

QF

+ '~~~axiJp ) -j-. CP\~
I oT
iJT ) Or n ..L Tl rp~.. + Uic)x :=--;;.: U ' - ; ; ; - · I

(2 3 .34)

Uqq
-;;; ·

(23.36)

p

-! +-+-·
'
2
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The unknowns being de ermined here are functions p( ~ , x), T(T, x),
w(T, x). Their values, in turn, make it possible to find all the
remaining quantities: equilibrium composition and properties of
ccmbustion products, rate of combustion of solid propellant, and
others.
Initial and Boundary Conditions
Let us examine the posing of initial and boundary conditions, which
must be sat is fi ed by the solution of a system of equations in partial
derivatives ( 23 . 34)-(2 3 .36). First of all we establish the geometrical
boundarie s (sP.ctions 0- 0 and N-N in Fig. 23.6), in s ide of wh ich the
solution is ought . I f the face of the harge is not restrict P. d, then
i n accordanc e with the recommenda t ions of work [of 3] distance of
s ctions 0- 0 and - N f r om t he en d of the charge should be more than
the thic ness of the dome. Then with the flow of time s ections 0-0
and
will remain f i xed. Values o f variables in these sections we
spec tively by index es 0 and N.
will not
Le

or

he

us
1 nat
rea 1 f of
0

the average values o f unknown s tate param ters
ec ion 0 - 0 as p 1 , Q 1 , T1 . ! f we d is r e~ard th

se

average value of velocity of flow in the zone left Qf section x = x ,
0
then for determin.tion of quantities p 1 , T1 it is possible to use the
system of equations (23.10)-(23.11). In this case valu s Vca' n,
relate only to the zone left ot sectio~ x • x0 and expenditure is
equal to
(23.37)
Por determination of parameters in section x • x0 in addition
to equation (23.37) it is necessary to write the equations of pulses
and energ
(23.38)
(23.39)

In this way the modified system or equations (23.10)-(23.11)
tosether with equations (23.37)-(23.39) establishes the necessary
bond between quantities p 0 , T0 and w, i.e., the boundary condition
tor section x • x0 .
The boundary condition at the nozzle end or the. charge at x • xN
is reduced to establishment or a bond between parameters or flow at
the entrance to the nozzle. However, in the zone be~een the section
x • xN and the entrance to the nozzle already it is impossible to
use the averaging of parameters based on volume ot the zone. As an
acceptable assumption with!n the framework or the one-dimensional
theory (3) it is possible to use the condition or quasi-atationaTY
state, i.e., to consider mass, pul3e, and energy of working medium
1n the zone considered as constant, and motion in the nozzle isentropic and quasi-stationary.
Then he dependence MK • MM(f),
and equations of continuity ,
K
pulses, and energy in integral f orm make it pos s lbl t o est abli oh t h
boundary conditions f or the nozzl e end of t he ch ar e .
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As i nitial condit i ons it i s recommended t o take s uch a dist ~ ibution
o f parameters p, T, w l engthwise in t he charge at whi~h a crit i cal
rate is established in t he throat of the nozzle. Such data can be
obtained, for example, f rom calculations of q~asi-stationary motion.

•

Integration of system of equations (23.34)-(23.36) even when
uaing computer equipment is very laborious, therefore in the abs nee
or reliable data on thermodynamic and thermal-physical properties or
combustion pr oducts and on the combustion rate of a solid propellant
calculation of ballistic parameters of an RDTT with allowance for a
nonstationary state is hardly justified. The theory of nonstationary
processes is used more frequently for studying spe c ial questions of
RDTT ballistics (wave processes, stability of per ormance, and others).
Calculation of Parameters of Flow for
Quasi-Stationary Motion
We will simplify the system of differential equations (23.34)(23.36). For this we make the following assumptions: motion is
quasi-stationary (stationary during interval 6T), that is

(23.40)

composi tion of the working medium is constant (equalities 23.12 are
vnli d ); fr i ct i on and he at exchange with the walls are absent; the
a rea , f re e f or pas sage of gas es, is constant on the sector between
x • x and x • xN and i s equa l to · F ; the density or combustion
0
0
pro ducts is negl i gibly sma l l in comparison with dens ity or propellant,
that is
(23 . 41)

..
he · o a li y o f
e
-:.y e . o
ar .i
o owi n f or [ ] :

ume r a ed a ss umpti ons makes it possible t o writ
1 f .r nt i 1
at ons 23 . 34) - (23.36) in t e

•
00

(23 . 42)
2._
Q

dp
.,_
dz

(23.4 3 )

dp + • d ..,= _Q. ..Il dQ ;
tlx
dz
QF dz

+k pde- = (/IR.,..•'•t +t_-2 .I ,

dSJ .
--

2) Q,u

dx

F dx

( 23.44)

In solving a syst em of ordinary differential equations (23.42 ) - ( 23 .44)
relative to deri vatives ~ and ~~' let us reduce i t to the f orm

2.. __

tp•+ QW

dw

(•m:, + T

•

•')

t+ I
_.
2

tRT., + - d

(~ IK:t

.m•

tlw

{23.46)

.,_,_,

t

+I

,

.,+ -2-·

We multiply equation (23.46) by Q• and add it termwise to equation
{23.45). Adding.- to both parts of the resulting equation we have

.
In this way during flow Or a gas/in the channel of an RDTT charge
the ordinary -equation of pulses is valid in integral form:
P + or-const = Ptt

{23. 47)

which is conditioned by the absence of influx or pul s e, di re cted
along axis x.
Now let us substitute value p from equation of pu lses {2 3. 47)
in equation {23.46) and perform int egration at initial c?ndi t i ons ,
1. e., at .r- .ro. Q • Qo, w-~e•o.
As a result we obtain
1111

= __,. .P.:...••
:. . _+
.;.._
ct+ l

-2- · l
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(23 .4 8)

and from equat io n ( 23 .47) with allowance for eq ualit y (2 3 .43)
•

k-

p 1 kRT., - --

I

2

p=

•

kRT _,

w: ) -em.

+ k- +I
2

(23 . 49)
u·2

where
•
c = Qo'll'o ( lt.RT "'

')
- Wo +-k+l
2

k P1fl1o·

(23.50)

Equations (23.42) and (23.47) make it possible to write
Q, a

dfil

F

Using the found

Q~

-. J••
•

I

=

kp- u•~
,..•
It+ I

...... +

and p, finally

kp,

u

(

W£:

111>

obtain:

•
ltRT.,
- lt+l
- - •' ) - (It+ l)ce
2

tltRT.

It+

•

•

-2-

d.,.

I

I

+ -2- •'

2

) '

d., = ~ (2 _g)
F

N

0 •

(23.51)

where UN - complete burning uurface between bottom of chamber and
section X a xN; 0 0 - complete burning surface between bottom of
chamber and section x • x0 .
The value s of quantities p 0 , w0 , T0 , necessary for determination
of constant of i ntegration c, we find from the sys tem of equations
( 23 . 37) - {23 . 39) using the additional rela~ io nships:
G0 = 2oQ,II0:

r,- ,;•r:,,

02

(23 . 52)
(23 . 53)

where u0 • r(p 1 ) - rate or
lett ot section x .• x0 •

co~bustion

or propellant in the zone

Aa a result we obtain the rollowing calculation expressions:

(23.511)

··-

.,. - Y(9a)l-2 (t+ I)

if! RT!, (OoWI)i

(t +I) 111W1

(23.55)
(23.56)

The bond between parameters in section x • xN and the MK number
at the entrance tQ the nozzle in the absence or a diaphragm can be
obtained rrom the condition or quasi-stationary state. The c~l r. ulation
relationship, ~he derivation or which is presented in work [3], has
the rora:

( o.•. +

!;- •yty ) (~"• •.+ A; Ie.-f. + ~ •Tfyf;•me: I) (l+t<)'
-

(23.57)

-.(1+-T-:
t

I

)'

where aT - complete burning aurrace in the zone right or section
x • xN; ~ - average rate or combustion in the zone right or section
x • T.N; PK - area or combustion chamber at entrance to the nozzle.
The magnitude or MK is determined with the help or gas-dynamic
function q(>.):

I

f (l) =

2)~

t- 1
l +-2-M"

I

M.

(

•;

I
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Fo

= ,..F~ '

(2 3 . 58 )

mm

and the parameter» at the »ntranoe to the nofsle acoordlng to formulae;

..mJ*^-,

(23.59)

Mg-AfiLj

(23.60)
<23.61)

^-^(«^«1!)^
r^r^l+^.'Ml):
y;»

.

.

^

(23.62)
•

(23.63)

Now the calculation of ballistic parameters of an RDTT according
to the theory of quasi-stationary flow can be presented in the
following manner.
a) let us assign, for example, according to formula (23.11) the
value of pressure at the front bottom of the chamber p, and determine
the quantities w0, p0, OgW», c based on the expressions given above.
b) using the law of combubtlon rate u ■ u(p, T, w), by a
numerical method we seek the values of the integral in expression
(23.51). Integration based on rate is continued until the Integral
does not correspond with the quantity O.^U'^Q). '1>he value of the
upper limit gives to us the necessary magnitude of rate wN.
c) if value p, was selected correctly, then It should satisfy
equation (23.57). Otherwise It Is necessary to change the magnitude
of pressure p..
d) In the case of correct selection of pressure at the bottom
of the cnamber p, by the furrriula (23.59)-( 23-63) we determine the
parameter- at the entr^nct' to the nozzle, and wltn their help all the

60^1

remaining chaructcrlotJco of tne '■jhanber. 'j. Inj.- In 'J.< r-Irhi .it.1^
of expreü^lon (23.51) tl'*'' cur-rent valiu of ;'urr:..(;e r:(x\ Inr-U-ad of
W.,, we üetermlne the velocity shape of flow and of ot.'.er paraMetHr^
lenKthwiae In the charge on the sector from x ■ xn to x = x.,.
U
N
e) considering now that during the interval 6't tne flow paramet^vs
are conütant, we determine the change in the geometry of the charge
as a result of ournlnp out. After this the calculation is repeated
for moment of time T + ox.
Calculation of the ballistic characteristics of an RDTT with
allowance for motion of combustion products is rather laborious and
is usually done on an EVM.
23A.

Interior Ballistics of Transitional
Processes "

Let us examine briefly the characteriscics of utilization of
equations of interior ballistics for the fcllcwing transitional
processes in an RDTT: ignition and approach of engine to operating
condition, outflow from a RDTT chamber after completing of combustlfWi
of the charge.
\
As the ba.3ls we will use the methods of work [3]Ignition and Approaching Operating Condiciont
In the derivation of equations of interior baljistle^ fcr the
ignitloa period it is necessary to consider the difference between
ballistic and thermodynamic properties of the Igniter (biack powd«
pyrotechnic composition) and the basic charge. Inasmuch as for a
specific period of time the igniter burns simultaneously vlth the
main charge> the equations of Interior ballisticb have to be written
fur a combined chti-ge, consisting of several types of propellant.

60'

X

A s ume t hat i n a RDTT chambe r (m-1) component s a r us e d. L
us
de signat e by g th e weight fraction of initial a i r prese nt in t h e
m
chamber, gi - w ght fractio ns of various kinds of ~o lid propellan
(further th e properties of these propellants are also noted by index
i) .

Wei ht fractions of components satisfy the o vious equal i ti ' s

(23.64)

The equation of interior ballistics for a combined charge can
be obtained by generalization or equations (23.1) and (23.7). With
consideration of the equation or state they have the form :

:
11

(vc-fT)- ~g,Q.,a,a,-G,a,

..!.[v
nL(I.-RT>]t' s;!,Qw u1 1.1&,-t.G, &- dQ .
~~~
Rr
~
d~

( 23 .65)
I

J•

I

If we write equation (23.65) for each of the component s in th e
form

t ~en

with the help of equation (23.65) it is possible to obtain the
dependence of weight fract i ons on time

(23.67)
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By Introduction of coefficients 6. and 6 It Is poaalble to
consider the nonslmultaneous nature of Ignitions of Individual typea
of solid propellant (for example, the Igniter and the main charge)
and delay in onset of discharge. Coefficients 6. and 6 are determined
In the following manner:

| 0 With T <!,,,„,
8

'-j 1 irtthT/wl,<T<T,l,0l,:
I Owith t>T,M01l;

(23.68)

j^lOwith t<Tllll,.HCr;

ll*ithT>T

„.

(23.69)

Instants T.
of the beginning of ignition of the i-th charge
are determined by achievement certain conditions of ignition which
are characteristic for each charge, and which are assumed known on
the basis of calculation or experimental data. Coefficient. 6 makes
it possible to consider the nonslmultaneous ignitions of components
and of discharge. The moment of onset of discharge T
can be
determined by assigned pressure of failure of nozzle membrane.
The system of equations (23.6il)-(23.67) must be sup{Uemented by
obvious equation

^ = ^2^,8,.

(23.70)

and also by dependences of thermodynamlc functions and properties from
composition g., pressure p and temperatures T, that is.
l(gi,p,T),s(gi,p,T),a{gt,p,T) , etc.
Let us dwell in more detail on determination of heat losses
dQ/dx. Part of them, conditioned by Incomplete mixing and ccmbustion
of separate components of combined charge. Just as earlier can be
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^^

eatlmated by the coefficient 4»

Another share of heat loaa 1;

\'

caused ty expenditures of heat for heating the chamber walls and the
Inhibitor dQ /dx, and also for heating the combustion surfaces of
the main charge dQ /dt.
According to the theory of heat transfer losses of heat for
heating the walls of the engine, the inhibitor, and propellants are
expressed by formula:

^=£a^r-reT):
^^aAor-r,).

(23.71)
(23.72)

where P - surface of heating; a - coefficient of heat emission; T CT
current value of temperatures of wall on the part of heating surface;
T - current value of temperature of propellant surface.
In formulas (23.71) and (23.72) summing up is extended to all
warmed surfaces. In the case of ignition of a certain surface P
the corresponding term should be excluded from the sum in formula
(23.72).
Por determination of moment of ignition of the propellant it is
necessary to solve the problem of its heating up with a consideration
of internal sources of heat. In a one-dimensional formulation it is
possible to use the equation for thermal conductivity in a solid
medium:

TW

where c , A

dT{x.i)
dx

ö r, dT{.x
dT(x.T)
'■T
öx i
Ox

i —r—— — —

+ <7,.

(23.73)

- thermal heat capacity and coefficient of thermal

conductivity of tue propellant; q

- average volumeterlc rate of

liberation of energy at a distance x from the surface at moment of
t i ine T .

6ü8

Volumetric sources of heat q result from exothermal reaction:',
of thermal decompoültion of propellant and from the flrat ^tage;; of
chemical reactions between products of decomposition. For determination
of the magnitude of q It Is necessary to have reliable data on the
kinetics of complex multistage reactions in solid propellants.
Equation (23.73) is supplemented by boundary and initial
conditions, and also by conditions which determine the onset of
ignition (surface temperature of charge, quantity of chermally
decomposed propellant in the surface layer, and others).
The system of equations (23.64)-(23.67), (23.70) together with
equations (23.71)-(23.73) in principle makes it possible to calculate
ignition of the charge and the reaching of operating mode by the
engine at various initial temperatures of charge, weight, and brands
of igniter. However, obtaining of a reliable solution is hampered
by the absence of reliable experimental and theoretical data describing
the process of combustion and Ignition of the propellant. Therefore
the weight of the igniter is usually calculated by empirical formulas.
Discharge from the Chamber After Completion
of Combustion of the Charge
•
At the moment of termination of combustion of the main charge
T
in the combustion chamber there remains a certain quantity of
H
working medium, the pressure and temperature of wilch are equal to
We will determine the change in these quantities with
KOH
HÖH
time, for which we will use equations (23.13) and (23.14), assuming
V CB = const, flu = 0.
Then
V iE.= = -*/?7'Cc,
C

(23-7^)

"-/T

V<nP IT _

T

rit

~{k-\)RTG,.
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(23.75)

mmm

Inli'iT'al i > n uf the :;..y/.ti'm uf equations (2'i.'(^), iZhTi) with a
üon; . 1 derat 1 on i f eijuatlon (,.•'■;. 0 Kives:
-

*-i

Cf) -— 1 -f

—

During the calculation of discharge time
limited to critical drop

(T

— TJ.

T-T

(23. fo)

one should be

imW'
where p,

<"■")

- external pressure (known value).

Having determined from formula (23-77) the pressure p, from
expression (23.76) we find the time of discharge of working medium
from the chamber of the engine (T-T ).
Dependence P(T) for the period of discharge and also the value
of T-T H are necessary for determination of the component pulse of
aftereffect conditioned by discharge from the chamber after cessation
of combustion.
23.5.

Geometry of Burning Out of Charge

For the solution of problems of interior ballistics of an RDTT
it is necessary to know the law of change with time of the geometrical
characteristics of a charge: surface of combustion and the free area
for the passage of gases. The reason for a change in the geometric
dimensions and forms of a charge is its burning out.
Change in the surface of combustion and free area in time is
determined by the geometry of the charge. Depending on the nature of
change in combustion surface in time there are three basic types of
charges.

^0

1. Charges which ensure progressive combustion, i.e., an Increase
of pressure in the combustion chamber in time. With a constant area
of critical nozzle section for this, an increase in the surface of
combustion is required. A very simple example of such a charge Is
a grain which burns on a inner cylindrical surface (see Pig. 22.^).
2. Charges which ensure regressive combustion, i.e., a lowering
of pressure in time due to a decrease In the surface of combustion along
with the burning out of the charge. An example of such a charge is
a cylindrical grain which burns from the outer surface.
3. Charges which ensure neutral combustion, i.e., invariability
of pressure in time, for which a constancy of surface of combustion
is required during the entire period of combustion. This takes place,
for example, during the simultaneous combustion of a hollow
cylindrical grain on the outer and inner surfaces (see Fig. 22.4c)
during end combustion. Also close to neutral is combustion of a silt
charge with a restricted outer surface (Pig. 23-8).

Pig. 23.8. Example of a
slit charge.

In addition to a smooth change in the combustion surface, extreme
and even spasmodic changes are possible.
The burning time of a charge with an assigned geometry can be
various depending on pressure, initial temperature, and physical
properties of the propellant. Therefore it Is accepted not to connect
the change in surface of combustion U and F C B directly with the time
of combustion, but with the geometrical characteristics of charge,
then finding the dependence of these characteristics on the time of
combustion.
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''H.c
i

Let ü,. - initial
surface of combustion
of surface fi/ft». Let
of progresslveness of

surface of combustion. Then the change in
can be characterized by the relative magnitude
us designate this magnitude - characteristic
the charge — as
,«_£.

ng
ilong

(23.78)

üP

It can be written:
Irix
0=

!"■

1

•

(23.79)

Ö

where n - perimeter, and L — length of combustion surface.
If the perimeter does not change lengthwise over the combustion
surface, then

'--.
"o

(23.80)

The last condition proposes a constancy of combustion rate along
the length. Strictly speaking, it can be valid for a sector of
infinitely small length. However, expression (23.80) can be applied
for a sector of finite length, if we determine perimeter R based on
average combustion rate on this sector.
Change in free area AF
0

CB

In sector x can be written as:

A/-cr,- [II^.
6
where e - thickness of burnt arch,

r.i;

(23.81)

mm

Then the magnitude of free area at a certain value e comprhw-;;

f-\K~FlM+{ude,

where P CB

(23.82)

- initial value of free area.
0

Let us designate by

the magnitude of relative free area.

According to expression (23.82)

*»! + --—•
'cnO

(23.83)

Usually calculated values based on geometrical characteristics
of charge a, (D are represented in the form of charts or nomograms as
a function of relative thickness of the burned arch
e

y— —.
where e0 — initial thickness of arch.
The variety of configurations of charges makes it possible by
selection of charge to ensure theoretically any form of dependence
o(y). However, in actuality the geometry of a charge has specific
limitations imposed which are conditioned, for example, by technology
of manufacture of charge, its strength, and so forth.
Figure 23.9 gives an example of the sequence of burning out
of one of the widespread charges with a star-shaped form (an internal
burning), and Pig. 23-10 - dependence o(y) for this case. By varying
the geometry of charges of a star-shaped form it is possible to obtain
other regularities of change of c

Fig, d'i.O. Sequence of iun\ir.^ out
of a atar-shapeJ charge.

Pig. 23.10. Dependence o(y)
for a star-shaped charge (n •
number of rays) .

Calculation of dependences o(y), tD(y) and determination of
remainder of unburned fuel for charges of complex configuration Is
very labour-consuming and Is usually done on computers. In the
fulfillment of calculations geometrical relationships are used which
are specific for concrete types of configurations of charges. In
cases when determination of dependences «Ky), cj(y) is reduct-d to
calculation of functions P C B (y) and n(y) one can use the «ene;al
method described in the work [1]. Essence of the method Is as follows

The contour of the cross section of a charge of arbitrary forrn
Is assigned by equations of its component elements: straight line:
and circumferences. As a result of equldlstance In the ahtfi of the
contour during combustion the equatlonu for its element:! are expresuenj
easily as a function of relative thickness of the burned arch. Th"
common solution of these equations determines the coordinates of end;
of each element of the contour and the limits of Integration during
calculation of perimeter and area.
Qeometrical characteristics of some widespread forms of chargea,
dependences of o(y), <P(y), and the necessary calculation formulan
are given in works [2], [4].
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C HAP T E R

XXIV

BASES FOR CALCULATION OF CHARGE AND ENGINE
Jn this chapter we will examine the bases for calculation of
a thrust chamber with chargeE which burn on the side surfaces or on
the face, ques t ions of calculation of gas generator, and selection
of the igniter.
24.1.

Calculation of a Thrust Chamber with a Charge
Which Burns on the Lateral Surfaces

In thrust chambers of an RDTT, the mission of which is development of great thrust during a 'specific time, usually charges are used
which burn on side surfaces. A large burning surface, necessary to
obtain considerable thrust, is provided in such charges usually due
to a large perimeter of combustion and a considerable length of charge.
It is necessary to determine the s izes of the charge and chamber
(chambers) which would ensure obtaining the required thrust Ph with
an assigned time of operation T and known initial temperature of the
charge.
I nitial data for calculation are the characteristics of the
assigned propellant, pressure in the combustion chamber p 1 (or pK•)
and cependence o f pressure on time p 1 (T), and relative area of
nozzle exit fc (or de gree o f reduct ion of pressure in nozzle we).
The f orm of the pressure-time curve p 1 (T) is determined by the requirements of external ballistics and the pro gram of thrust Ph(<).
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Characteristics of the propellant can be presented in the
following form:
composition, density, thermodynamic characteristics of the
propellant;
law of combustion u = f(p, T, w)j
minimum pressure in combustion chamber which ensures normal
combustion.
In connection with the variability of gas-dynamic parameters of
a RDTT lengthwise for the charge and with time It is impossible
to determine immediately the necessary Indices for the charge and
chamber. Calculation is done by successive approximations. The
first of them, the zero-dlmenslonal approximation. Is performed without
allowing for such effects as pressure drop along the charge and
eroai jn combustion. In this case they use certain average values of
pressures p •, ph and thrust Ph.
Thermodynamic calculation, performed by the method given in v
Chapter VIII, gives theoretical values for temperature of combustion
T • ■ T-, gas constant of combustion products R.., average index of
isentrope of expansion n, specific passage sections of nozzle
p
-» F..- » and specific thrust In emptiness ?._„<.. Real
specific thrust in emptiness P
n is determined with allowance
for deviations from the scheme accepted in thermodynamic calculation:
^TJUI-W«WI.

where ♦

(24.1)

- coefficient of completeness of specific thrust.

Actual specific thrust at altitude H is found by the known
expression
Pia h • Pya*—fyA.eP>i-

111

•I

mum

^f

The nature of losses of specific thrust and methods for their
determination for an RDTT are basically the same as that for a
liquid-fuel rocket engine. Based on information of the foreign
press, actual specific thrust is lower than theoretical by approximately
5% in the case of fuel giving homogenous products of combustion. In
engines running on metallized fuels the losses are 2-3% more [3].
Considering that actual specific thrust Is equal to its average
value during the period of operation of the engine, we determine the
necessary per second expenditure of propellant
C = -^-

(24.2)

PyM.f>

The required reserve of propellant G
formula

can be found by the

where x — assigned time of engine operation.
As was mentioned, many charges do not burn down completely,
and regressive combustion of residues of a charge is not always used
effectively. It is also possible to use propellant Just as ineffectively
at the beginning of the launch period. In connection with this the
necessary weight of propellant should be increased, determining It
according to the formula
GT = aGT,

(24.3)

where a - coefficient, considering the ineffectiveness of utilization
of part of the propellant and depending, mainly, on the configuration
of the charge.
The required burning surface can be found from the relationship
L

;
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(24.4)

mm^

In this case the combustion rate in the case of average pressure p •
H

is determined without allowing for erosion.
Thickness of the arch is calculated by the formula
*o-ttT,

(24.5)

if combustion goes along one of the lateral surfaces (external or
internal), or
et=2ux.

(24.6)

if combustion is carried out simultaneously on the external and internal
resultini values ft and e0 single-grain or
surfaces. Based on the resulting
multigrain charges are arranged.
8

J

One and the same program of thrust can be provided for with
various charge configurations. When selecting a charge from the
number of fundamenf ^ny possible ones It follows to strive for the
most compact places ; of propellants In the combustion chamber.
At the same time the necessary free area P ca must be ensured,

c
a
1
c

Small values of P„_
produce a substantial effect of erosion combustion.
CD
o

Selection of form of charge must ensure the nature of change
in pressure and, consequently, of thrust with time In accordance
with assigned conditions.
In practice preference is given to charges with combustion on
the inner surface, because in this Instance the combastlon chamber
walls, which are screened by propellant with low heat conductivity,
operate at low temperature and can be made thinner and lighter. If
the charge Is poured into the combustion chamber (has been glued to
walls), then the volume of the combustion chamber Is used more fully.
Specifically, It Is not necessary to have special adaptations for
fixing the charge.
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For the accepted charge the law of combustion surface changes
a = o(y) and law of change in free area (D=<D(«/)Nozzle throat area is found by the formula
F^^lll,

(2i».7)

Nozzle area at the exit is equal to

where the relative area of nozzle f
calculated with known TT c and n.

either is assigned or it is

The subsequent approximation is carried out in more detail with
allowance for variability in the geometry of the charge and changes
in time parameters and, when Indispensable, along the length of the
charge. For this the calculation of the planned design of the charge
and chamber is done according to the method given in Chapter XXIII.
The basic results of the calculation are diagrams P1(T), p •(T),
obtained at assigned value of Initial temperature of the charge.
Transition from diagram p •(T) to diagram P = fd) is carried
out in the following manner. Let us write the equation for thrust
in the form
P-GPyxa—FcPh.

Substituting P
based on formula (2^.1), and G from the
expression for complex 6, we obtain
f>

F
-~ryATltP-f.'l
'

Since
P„ni

Kp.r

the»
/-/':/^P,

'<*

(2l4<8)

or
p=-'P:f-\fKp„-F'P*

(24.9)

*P«=~*V„l"=»*c*«*V1,,-

(2^.10)

where

The quantity K

Is the real coefficient of thrust In a void.

For a nozzle of constant geometry under the assumption of constancy
of coefficients of losses K
can be considered conatant.
n
With the aid of equations (24.9) diagram P « f(T) Is constructed.
Values p • " f(T) are taken based on interior ballistics, and pressure
of the surrounding medium - based on assigned dependence p. * f(T),
which is known from exterior ballistic calculations.
Diagram P ■ f(T) can have the form shown in Fig. 24.1. Cn It
sectors of ineffective modes are distinguished: part of the period
of reaching the operating mode (T1) and aftereffect (T_).
p

*,

r,.
r**^

f

Fig. 24.1. Calculation
diagram P = f(T).
\..

N

Their boundaries are determined by a certain pressure in the
combustion chamber p K •» which ensures high completeness of combustion
of propellant and a mode of continuous flow In the nozzle. The
necessary value of summary pulse I- in the vacuum should be received
during the period of effective combustion T , I.e., for the entire
period of combustion less periods T. and T . By subjecting diagram
P » f(T) on sector T
to two-dimensional geometry we obtain:

^^ J(^)+^«(t)lrfT.
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(24.11)
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For determination of specific pulse in a void we use the formula
/

=-

*j>

Gr+0I3.„-Ot(Tl)-GT(T3)

(24.12)

where G>T3>n - weight of heatproof coating burned down during the
tirne T
3(t) ^it is determined during calculation of heat shielding or
by weighing of the engine during prototype tests); Gt(T,). Gt<T3) weight of propellant which burned ineffectively during periods T, or

Value ta(Ji is compared with assigned combustion time, and the
magnitude of lyAn with Py^n for the particular fuel -with the
same relative nozzle areas f .
c
Diagrams PH#(T) and P(T) can be calculated also with other
values of initial temperature of charge tH in the possible operational
range. Based on minimum static pressure p , determined with the least
t , the condition of normal combustion Is checked: value D
r ,J .
,
K win
should be greater than pressure pmln, guaranteeing against anomalous
combustion. Maximum value of pressure p., determined at the greatest
tH, is used in the calculation for strength. Rased on dependences
P " f(tH) and T = f(tH) it is possible to Judge the relative
maximum or minimum values of these parameters. An example of these
dependences is given in Fig. 2^.2. The solid lines show the rated
values P and T, the dotted lines - limits of these quantities as
a result of instability of propellant characteristics.

p kgf, T
6f0

18

Fig. 24.2. Change in thrust
and burning time depending
on the initial temperature
of the charge.
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In case of lack of coincidence of assigned and obtained values
the parameters of charge and chamber are corrected and the calculation
repeated In the previous sequence. This can be facilitated by
utilization of preliminarily composed nomograms.
If assigned thrust is difficult to obtain in one chamber, the
engine is designed as a cluster of chambers. Identity of operation
of all chambers can be guaranteed by Joining them with special lines
for equalization of pressure. In the case of rather large sections
of lines the simultaneousness of ignition or of stoppings of combustion
is reached with an accuracy up to hundredths of a second.
Experimental diagrams P ■ f(T), obtained during testing of an
engine, were processed in accordance with formulas (24.11) and (24.12).
Based on the deviation of magnitude I.,.
from the value of
Vfl. n
specific thrust in void Pwu
_ ^ it is possible to Judge the perfection
yH • n u
of the designed engine. In this case P yfl.n t. must be calculated not
for nominal composition of propellant charge, but for an arbitrary
propellant, representing a mixture of the main propellant and heatproof
coating in a quantity corresponding to Its actual burning g*!i.
24.2.

Calculation of Thrust Chamber with a Charge
Burning on the End

The advantages of chambers with charges which use end burning
are simplicity of design and of production, high degree of filling
the volume of the combustion chamber with propellant, absence of
erosion combustion, and less probability of resonant effects. Their
deficiencies are difficulty of protecting the chamber walls, which
are subjected to the Influence of high-temperature flow, and strong
displacement of center of gravity of the engine with the burning out
of the charge. Utilization of heat-lnsulatlng coatings makes It
possible to reduce the duration of time of operation of engines with
charges burning on the face to tens of minutes. However, the thrust
of such engines Is limited by the diameter of the charge and the
chamber.
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The rate of movement of a gas in combustion chambers in charges
which burn along the face is usually small, therefore pressure of
retarded flow and static pressure can be considered identical
and constant in the volume of the combustjon chamber. In connection
with the constancy of the combustion surface pressure does not change
in time (excepting transient conditions). Respectively thrust of
the chamber does not change.
Effective summary pulse Ir

comprises
3<t

(24.13)
The values of P anu
proportionality to each otncr
of charge and, consequently:

pproximately in reverse
^r,n a change in initial temperature

h^ = /'maiTmln"Prnta^mux-

( 24 . 14 )

On a mode of least initial temperature of a charge it is necessary
to provide minimum pressure in the combustion chamber p m*ni
thus guaranteeing normal combustion, and a certain minimum thrust
P , . In this case the necessary nozzle throat area should comprise
F «p =—ijs!aL_
PyMkP
yi W* mln

or
'^ITP

F

n >„

•

(24.15)

Values 0«.,
t' P yfl.n t<_ and P y^.c are obtained in a thermodynam'c
calculation. Prom equation (23.21) it Is possible to obtain the
value tt/F Kp
Q

f.,,

X

B —,

-

"","R

B.'.if^,'
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(24.16)

from which at a known magnitude of P Kp the necessary combustion surface
n is determined.
In equation (24.16) parameter B corresponds to temperature
'H

min'
The required weight of fuel comprises
3*

(24.1?)

, = « -—
y«

During end combustion the amount of propellant utilized
Ineffectively In period of attaining operating mode and aftereffect
is not great, therefore it can be accepted that a^i.
If the weight of the charge and surface of combustion are known
It is easy to determine the length of the charge
L —

Gr

—

*"•

(21.18)

Maximum values of pressure in the combustion chamber are determined
at the greatest initial temperature of charge t H max
24.3

Calculation of Gas Generator

Just as for liquid gas generators, gas generator which operate
on solid propöllant are Included in the composition of auxiliary
power units for rocket flight vehicles, and sometimes in vehicles
with Jet engines. Gas generators working on solid propellant on
the whole have the same requirements as liquid (see Chapter XVII).
Additional specific requirements are low temperature sensitivity for
combustion rate of propellant and little delay of ignition at the
lowest temperatures.
tempei
shoulc
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Calculation for a gas generator Is distinguished from calculat 1( r.
race

1

for a thruat chamber by the fact that Instead of magnitude of Ihru.-t
the desired values of gas flow per second, temperature, and
pressure of gas are determined.

Furthermore the nature of the program

G = f(T) are determined.
Pressure In gas generators working on solid propellant fluctuates
usually over the range of 35-350 bar.

The necessary temperature of

gas utilized In auxiliary systems comprises ll00-2000oC.

The less the

time of operation of the system, the higher the maximum permissible
temperature.

Inasmuch as temperature of combustion of majority of

solid rocket propellants exceeds 2000-2500oC, the gas which is received
in a gas generator usually has to be cooled.

A natural lowering of

temperature takes place In the lines and tanks (pressurized supply
of propellant).

Cooling Is applied by the injection of liquid.

In

order that the working body has a reducing or neutral medium, either
fuel or an inert liquid is injected (for example, liquefied nitrogen
or helium).

Such a method, however, complicates the system.

by sublimation of solid materials is interesting.

Cooling

With this method

the gas which is received in the gas generator passss through a porous
plastic, which, by gradually sublimating (volatilizing), cools gas
flow and simultaneously increases the amount of gas.
The required gas consumption per second G is assigned on the
strength of the value of the summary work which the gas must perform
in auxiliary systems.

Gas consumption G

is determined by the method

given in Chapter XVIII, with allowance for changes in specific efficiency
of gas on the way from the gas generator to the place of utilization.
The assigned law of change in gas consumption per second in time Is
ensured by selection of configuration of the charge.

More frequently

a constant consumption of gas in time Is required, in connection with
which charges are accepted which burn on the end.
Assigned pressure must be guaranteed with the least initial
temperature
of the charge; an increase in pressure at t
K
should be prevented by a pressure release valve.
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min
Assigned time of
H

> t

H

operation, conversely, must be ensured at the highest Initial temperature tH max. At other temperatures the charge will not burn completely.
The necessary burning surface Is determined by the formula
r,

a
'■IQOT

where Uj^ - rate of combustion at assigned pressure and t

(24.19)
■ t

H

mln'

In the case of end combustion fl Is equal to the face area of the
charge. The length of the charge In this case should be determined as
L-I.OIUBMT,

(24.20)

where u"IäA - rate of combustion at assigned pressure and t H ■ t H max ;
T - assigned time of operation of gas generator; 1.01 - coefficient
of reserve.
Weight of the propellant charge comprises
GT=S^T.

In Pig. 24.3 as an example a gas generator Is shown which can
be used in pressurization and turbopump systems for the supply of
propellant and other auxiliary systems of a rocket vehicle. Depending
on the type of propellant and size of charge a gas generator can
guarantee various programs G = f(T) over a wide range of pressures
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The 1
the main c
pressure 1
the normal
following
surface up

(24.21)

In gas generators IntendPd for a small time of operation more
frequently they use a propellant with a high rate of combustion. For
a long duration of operation, conversely, a slowly burning propellant
Is necessary. Based on information in the foreign press, fuels have
been developed with a rate of combustion exceeding 1 mm/s (p "v of 70 bar,
tH - 150C).

(corresponding selection of nozzle Is necessary) .

Utll!
usually s<
time of oi

Tran si
of combust
.convection
For e;
propellant!
to accurate
The experir
energy of
composite
on the pre:
In this ca;
300-600 kW/
a result ot]
on pressurtf
pressure upl

fmperajnpletely.
Flg. 2^.3. Diagram of a gas
generator working on solid
propellant: 1 - Igniter;
2 - main charge; 3 - nozzle;
^ - explosive membrane.
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20)
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Utilization of solid propellant for purposes of gas generation
usually seems expedient In systems of low power and relatively short
time of operation.
2^.11

Selection of Igniter

The purpose of an Igniter Is to thoroughly heat the surface of
the main charge up to ignition and in an assigned interval to increase
pressure in the combustion chamber up to a pressure of p , ensuring
the normal combustion of the main propellant. The charge is ignited
following formation of a thoroughly heated layer and heating of
surface up to a specific minimum temperature.

?1)
)re
For
•llant
have
of 70 bar,

f
ending
1

Transmission of heat to the surface of the charge from the products
of combustion of the Igniter is possible by means of radiation,
.convection, and hot particles settling on the surface of the charge.
For exposure of quantitative indices of inflammability of
propellants special sources of heat are used which make it possible
to accurately measure the quantity of energy supplied to the charge.
The experiments show [2] that minimum energy content (threshold
energy of Ignition) AE, ensuring a 50!? probability of Ignition of
composite propellants on the basis of ammonium perchlorate, depends
on the pressure and specific thermal flow q to the surface of the charge,
2
In this case minimum value AE is equal to ^4 J/cm at heat fluxes of
300-600 kW/m2 and increases up to 8-12 J/cm2 at q = ^0-80 kW/m2 as
a result of decrease In the heat drawn deep into the charge. Depending
on pressure, the magnitude of AE Is diminished with an increase of
pressure up to 5 bar and further changes Insignificantly, remaining
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at 'i levH oT h .f/cm . On thp other hand, !n order to ensure a time
of delay i' Ignition of th»-- main charge (t.hiü time is approximately
reveroely proportlnnally to the magnitude of q) within the limits
of O-^S m/n the average value of specific ccnvectlve thermal flow must
be 1000-^00 kW/m?.
On the basis of experiments It can be concluded that the criterion
of Inflammability Hhould consider not only the surface temperature
of the charge, but also the distribution of temperature in the heated
surface layer.
In addition to the enumerated factors, Inflammability of solid
propellants depends also on their composition and Initial temperature
of the charge (the magnitude of AE Increases linearly with a
decrease of tH).
The charge of the igniter Is made from a readily combustible and
rapidly burning propellant. Black powder is used most widely but it
Is also possible to use pyrotechnic compositions on the basis of
metals (magnesium, aluminium) and mineral oxidlzers.
Roughly the weight of the charge of ari*Igniter can be determined
by considering that combustion proceeds at a constant volume, equal
to the Initial free volume of the combustion chamber up to the
critical section. This assumption is Justified by the fact that for
a short time of Ignition the emission of gases is negligibly small.
Furthermore, frequently the exit from the nozzle is closed by a
membrane which Is destroyed only upon achievement of an assigned
Vnltlon pressure. If the initial free volume of the combustion chamber
Is equal to V 0, and the necessary pressure which must be developed
by the Igniter p , then
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where G B — weight of igniter charpe:'Bö
R and T — gas constant and
temperature of combustion of Igniter, determined at a constant volume.
Hence
R.Jn

This equation, however, does not consider inevitable thermal losses in
the walls of the chamber and the charge. In order to compensate these
losses, it is necessary to increase the weight of the Ignition charge:
(j\^p¥m,

(24.22)

;QRHTB

where 50 — coefficient of thermal losses in the wall, less than a unit;
CQ is determined by experimental means .
As it appears, the necessary weight of the Igniter charge Is
directly proportional to the pressure developed by the igniter, and
to the initial free volume which is proportional to the surface of
combustion; consequently, the weight of the Igniter charge increases
with an increase in the initial surface of combustion.
For a rapid
the gas constant
At the same time
Increased, i.e.,
are incandescent

Increase in pressure with a low Ignition charge weight
of combustion products of the igniter must be large.
heat emission to the surface of the main charge Is
ignition becomes more rapid and reliable, If there
solid particles in the products of combustion.

The order of magnitude of G , determined by the formula (24.22),
comprises several grams per litre of free volume of the combustion
chamber.
More physically Justified is the model of calculation of weight
of an igniter, based on an analysis of heat exchange between products
of combustion of the igniter and the main charge. Results of a
calculation based on the utilization of such a model satisfactorily
coincide with the dependence G B = fCF) (Fig. 24.^) for a number cf
foreign PDTT [^1.

Pig. 2^.4. Relationship
between weight of the igniter
and thrust of the RDTT.

fton

Values of G can change substantially depending on the nature
of the propellant of the igniter and the main charge, arrangement of
the igniter in the chamber, and other factors. An excessive weight
of igniter charge leads to a considerable,launching peak of pressure
which Is dangerous for the design; inadequate Igniter weight does
not guanantee reliable ignition or slows it down too much.
Ignition of the starting charge does not begin instantly after
supply of current to the electric primer, but with a certtffn delay.
Ignition delay depends on the nature of the ignition propellant, its
initial temperature, and initial pressure in the combustion chamber.
It Increases with a lowering of pressure and initial temperature.
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XXV

CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL OP THRUST VECTOR
In this chapter expenditure and altitude characteristics of an
RDTT are described qualitatively, and concepts are given relative to
the variance of ballistic parameters. The basic means of control of
thrust vector are described.
-25.1.

Characteristics

In principle a rocket engine working on a solid propellant has
the same characteristics as a (WP,/!) - [ZhRD, liquid-propellant rocket
engine]; let us note some of their characteristics.
Expenditure characteristic P ■ f(G) can be obtained after the
dependences P ■ fd) and G ■ f(T) are calculated. However, this
characteristic does not have an independent applied value.
The altitude characteristic P ■ f(H) can be calculated if we
have available the dependences P » f(T) and H ■ fd), obtained at a
specific value of initial temperature of charge. Value t does
not change with a change In altitude.
When the surface of combustion does not change in time, and the
effect of erosion combustion is absent (for example. In the case of
end combustion), the altitude characteristic of an RDTT has the same
form a^ trie cnaracteristlc of i liquid propellant rocket engine
(see, for example, ''ig. 19.2) . /. change In Initial temperature rf
the -harre displaces the characterirtic, while retaining its form.

6^2

mm^

The altitude characteristic of an RDTT at various initial temperatures
of charge has the some form as the characteristic of a chamber of a
liquld-propellant rocket engine with various propellant consumption.
If, however, the surface of combustion of a charge changes
substantially In time, and, consequently, with flight altitude, then
this can have a decisive effect on form of the altitude characteristic.
For example, with a considerable decrease In the surface o" combustion
with altitude the thrust of a rocket engine with a solid prcpellant
will not increase, as this should be at G = const, but will decrease.
Strictly speaking, with an Inconstancy of burning surface the characteristic will cease to be only altitude, since it is determined with two
variable factors — altitude and per second consumption of fuel,

The

form of the characteristic depends on the relationship of the influence
of each of the factors.
25.2.

Concepts Concerning Variance of Ballistic
Parameters of an RDTT

The thrust characteristic of an engine Installation with an RDTT
changes noticeably with deviations of charge and engine parameters
from their calculated values.

So In the absence of temperature

compensation the rate of combustion of propellant and thrust depend
essentially on Initial temperature of the charge.

For certain fuels

used in American rockets a change in initial temperature of charge
by 50° leads to a change in engine thrust by 30/E,

Variations in

chemical composition and deviation from procedures for production of
the propellant also cause a specific variance of energy characteristics
and rate of combustion of propellant in identical types of engines.
It is also necessary to consider such random factors as increase In
burning surface as a result of the appearance of cracks and pits in
the charge, erosion of critical section of the nozzle, and of so forth.
For establishing the bond between deviations in the ballistic
parameters (pressure in the combustion chamber, consumption, thrust
and specific thrust in a vacuum) and deviations in the characteristics
of the charge and engine we will use the following equations:
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Variation, as a possible random deviation of any quantity from
Its average value under assigned conditions, we will designate by 6.
In the derivation of calculation dependences, in addition to random
deviations in the characteristics of a given batch of propellant
^. CT, ^K^I.» it is also necessary to consider the dependence of the latter
on initial temperature of the charge. In the first approximation
losses as a result of imperfection of processes In engine can be
disregarded, complex R K T K can be considered as not depending on
pressure, and quantities n, v — constants.
Let us find
depending on the
we will take the
Cut^tituting the

the relative change of pressure in a combustion chamber
parameters of the charge and engine, for which
logarithm and differentiate the expression for p .
differentials by variations 6, let us write:
«fl
. d(üt.T) ltH . dB
dlu UBT M,

r

lt„ . djRjrj 5/H 1
B ^ dlH
2RJr\'

In accordance with formula of extrapolation (see Table 9.1) the
derivative d(RKTK)ldtH can be presented as:
<)iRJK)
.1t,

where c

diRtT*) o/
Kl

(lt„

nir

— RKT*

" "

o\nRJK
upc.
i ^
;
''TT —kiT.
.//

* *

£„

- thermal heat capacity of propellant.

The product Wyr changes inversely proportional to the linear
size of the charge, consequently the following equality is valid:

•A'-

I'«

where a - coefficient of linear expanelon of propellant.

■ I" '■ i

■

-

■
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Let us introduce the designation
^»[(«-V-l-^-a].

(25.1)

where ("»^-"-z-ff^-) - coefficient of temperature sensitivity of rate
of combustion. With allowance for designation (25.1) we finally
write:

-Mr-'-%+Wm-+**]-

<"-'

In the same manner from the equation of G it is possible to
determine the variation of consumption:

O

l-vlö

/^ ^ &

B^ 2RJ,

X

"T

where

^o=[(«-),+!7^—«].
Let us find the variation of thrust.
thrust we present in the form:

(25.1)

For this the equation of

from which

The last member of this expression can be rewritten as:
1

/dKpn\

Kpn [d/J

d\nKpn jlFt
/c

dln/e \rt
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where derivative d\nKpJd\nfe is determined with the help of Table 9,2:

(25-5)

lln/e

Now finally it Is possible to write

P

\

P JlP,

T

l

din/, j ^.p ^ din/,

fc J

■^yL.

(25.6)

Variation of specific thrust in a vacuum is determined through
variation of consumption and thrust in a vacuum:

^..n " />,

(25.7)

a'

where

/>. ~ ä H1

ai«/t JT^+TuTrTT'

(25 8)

'

and the quantity 6G/G is represented by expression (25.3).
Expressions (25.2), (25.3), (25.6) and (25-7) give the dependence
of variations of basic ballistic parameters on the characteristics
of the charge and engine. With a nonregulated nozzle this dependence
can be written in a general form as:
«♦

i

r

»a

»f., ,
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where 0=pK, G. P, Pyg*, and variations Äß, bF^. 6FC,

6QT,

1>{RKTH), dB, ttH

should be considered as random values with mathematical expectations
equal to zero.
According to the theory of probabilities the limiting values of
scatterings of pressure, consumption, thrust, and specific thrust in
a vacuum can be found by a general formula of form
*

- 1—v

(25.10)

where
42 ,2

and AQ, Af^ Af«. A«,, A(/?,r«), AB, A/,

- limiting deviations of values.

Variance of ballistic parameters, determined by formula (25.10),
can be reduced by adjustment of critical section of the nozzle.

25.3-

Control of Thrust Vector

The necessity of adjustment of thrust in an RDTT In flight is
caused by external, not depending on the engine, and internal,
specific for the given type of engine, random factors. The influence
of the latter on thrust characteristics in the absence of adjustment
is determined by the general formula (25.10).

X

The rfystem of controlling the thrust vector must ensure the required
flight program. Just as in the case of a llquld-propellant rocket
engine, the necessary range of adjustment Is made up of two components;
the first of them is determined by the assigned law of change of
thrust with time, and the second Is caused by random Internal and
external factors.

63:
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Change in the Magnitude of Thrust
jns
The magnitude of thrust of an RDTT in principle can be changed
in the same manner as the magnitude of thrust of a liquid-propellant
rocket engine. However, in an RDTT this task is complicated by the
limited possibility of influencing thrust in the period of operation
of the engine and by the strong effect of initial temperature of the
charge.

of
ln

From formulas (25-2) and (25.6) it is evident that at a fixed
initial temperature of charge, when B = const, two basic ways are
possible for changing the magnitude of thrust of an engine which is
operating on a specific propellant (CT = const, ß = const).
1. Change of burning surface Ü with a constant area of cirtical
nozzle section F Hp
The nozzle is not regulated, therefore value K- , as was shown
n
above, is practically constantly. Consequently:

10),

Pn'J^.
^w

G

2.

required
t

Hp

with a constant surface of combustion.

The nozzle is regulated.

cnce
en

Change in area F

(25-11)

The magnitude of Kn
r

changes, or

remains constant, if simultaneously with F Kp the area of nozzle section
F c is regulated.
In all cases the influence of K,,P
on thrust can
K
n
be considered substantially less in comparison with the influence of
F . Then
Kp

nentu:
P<»Fj-\

(25.12)

Because for the propellants being used v < 1, then it is obvious
that the first means of adjustment of thrust makes it possible to
change F tn a wider range.

6^8
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Let us examine briefly the possibilities of these methods of
changing the magnitude of thrust. The variety of geometrical forms
of charges and the possibility of utilization of components of charges
make it possible In planning to select the necessary varlent of
continuous change or constancy of burning surface In time. This Is
achieved, however. In a very complex manner and with a limited degree
of accuracy.
Still more complex is the task of providing a two-stage program
of thrust, which may be desirable for certain rocket vehicles. Such
a program can be fulfilled with the help of two different engines
which are located on different stages of a multistage rocket.
Frequently, however, such a solution Is not permissible.
A two-stage program of thrust can be realized by a special shaping
of the combustion surface. Figure 25.1 gives an example of such a
charge with Internal burning. The Initial magnitude of this surface 1
is considerable, and, consequently, thrust Is considerable (starting
mode). After the extensions of the charge burn, the surface of
combustion 2 decreases sharply, and then will change very little
(march mode). Figure 25*2 shows a charge consisting of two different
propellants with different propellants with different rates of
combustion. Inner layer 1 with a high rate of combustion ensures
the starting stage, and peripheral 2, burning slow*y, the march stage.

Fig. 25.1. Example of charge,
ensuring two stages of thrust.

Fig, 25.2.
charge.
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Example of component

When using charges which burn from end It is possible to have
a tandem arrangement In the chamber of two charges made up of different
propellants.
Arrangements for obtaining a two-stage program of thrust In a
common chamber with one nozzle usually have the relationship of
thrust of the starting and march stages of no more tian 5-10; their
basic deficiency is an increase in the weight of the structure.
The assigned program of thrust can be maintained more accurately
by regulating the area of critical section of the nozzle.

However,

this is a technically difficult way, especially when for maintenance
of value Kp (for example, preservation of mode of nozzle p
simultaneously with a change of P

= p. )

It is also required to change F .

Above it was already noted that the most significant reason,
causing a change in the magnitude of thrust of an ?DTT, is the
dependence of rate of combustion on the initial temperature of the
charge.

This is one of the main reasons conditioning the necessity

for controlling the magnitude of thrust.

Inasmuch as the change in

temperature of the charge can be controlled then there is always
the possibility prior to launching to consider the Influence of this
change on thrust characteristics and to take the appropriate measures.
In practice this is reduced to the prelaunch adjustment of
area of critical section of the nozzle.

This can be carried out by

two methods:
a)

by changing the diameter of critical section (set of launcher

adapters),
b)

by changing the area of critical section with a constant

diameter by means of Introduction of a special choke ("bullet") or
("rears").
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Tuning uf an enjrlne with the help of H rnohlle choke can he
automat.lo, depending on surrounding temperature.
Adjustment of the area of critical section prior to launching
of a rocket Is called prelaunch tuning and la used rather extensively
for ungulded solid propellant rockets. It must be noted that with
the help of prelaunch tuning It Is possible to compensate for scattering
of indices both within a given lot and between various lots of solid
propellant charges.
In considering the stated means for adjusting the magnitude of
thrust of solid propellant engines it can be noted that tuning with
the aid launcher adapters (nozzles) or a choke does not cause any
fundamental difficulties. With a set of a rather large number of
launcher adapters it Is possible to achieve comparatively accurate
adjustment. A deficiency of this method is the necessity for carrying
out tuning directly before launching, for which a definite expenditure
of time Is required. Thld has a negative effect on the combat
readiness of the rocket.
For steady adjustment of thrust of an RDTT In flight, Just as
in the case of a llquld-propellant rocket engine, It Is possible
to use systems with a mobile choke or gas-dynamic mean^for changing
the area of critical sections. In the latter case In the range of
critical section, perpendicular or at a certain angle to the axis of
the nozzle, a second gas Is blown in and In this way the effective
magnitude of the section Is reduced.
As an example Fig. 25.3 shows a possible change in thrust and
pressures In a combustion chamber depending on change In the area of
critical section. As can be seen, from the point of view of adjusting
the magnitude of thrust by this method the utilization of propellants
with a high Index in law of combustion rate Is effective.
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ig. 25-3. Dependence of
thrust (solid lines) and
pressure in a combustion
chamber on change in the
area of critical section.
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Changing the Orientation of Thrust
For controlling the motion or an RDTT rocket in pitch, course,
and rolling systems are necessary which change the direction of the
thrust vector. The basic requirements demanded of these systems are
the same ones as for systems for controlling the thrust vector of a
llquld-propellant rocket engine. Also the same are the criteria for
estimating effectiveness in a comparison of various methods of control
relativejnagnltude of controlling force PyJ relative loss of specific
thrust APyfl, quality of system K .
The possible systems for controlling the thrust vector of an RDTT
are fundamentally the same as those examined in Chapter XIX for a
llquid-propellant rocket engine. These include: a) gas control-vanes
in the Jet and outside the Jet, annular nozzles, obliquely cut
adapters; b) gas-dynamic methods (blowing in of gas, injection of
liquid, control panels).
Construction features of solid propellant engines do not allow
the using of systems of rocking chambers for controlling the vector
of thrust, therefore the nozzle or part of it is usually slanted.

6'12

Figure 25.^ shows a diagram of a rocking control nozzle. The
nozzle Joint (break of outline) Is made In the subsonic part. The
mobile part of the nozzle is attached In hinged suspension and Is
coupled with the fixed part on a spherical surface; In this case
deviation Is carried out only in one plane. Such a design ensures
rather large controlling forces with small losses of specific thrust
and Is Intended for a multljet arrangement, where it makes it possible
to control the flight of a rocket in all three planes of stabilization,
In order to use a rocking nozzle In a single-Jet design it has to be
mounted in a cardan suspension.

Pig. 25A. Diagram of a
rocking controlling nozzle
1 — chamber; ?. - pin;
3 — annular condensation;
^ - nozzle.

The basic characteristics - controlling force and losses of
specific thrust — are resolved Just the same as for the rotary
chambers of a liquld-propellant rocket engine.
The practical realization of this arrangement l^a complex
design mission. High temperatures and pressures and the possibility
of condensed particles hitting the spherical surfaces of nozzle Joints
hamper the development reliably operating sealing on the Joint.
The striving to get rid of the deficiencies which were inherent
to rocking controlling nozzles led to the Investigation and development
of the slotted controlling nozzle (Fig. 25.5). In this case the
Joint (break of outline) is made in the supersonic part, i.e., in
the range of comparatively low pressures and temperature?. This
considerably facilitates the conditions of work of the seals in the
area of the Joint. Based on effectiveness and economy this arrangement
is not inferior to rocking nozzle, in spite of the break in the outline
of supersonic part.
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Flg. 25.5. Diagram of slotted
controlling nozzle.

Deviation of the thrust vector with a multijet arrangement can
be attained not only with a rocking nozzle, but also by means of its
rotation relative to the longitudinal axis. A diagram of such a
rotating controlling nozzle Is shown in Fig. 25.6. The basic
characteristics of such organs of control can be calculated, stemming
from the kinematics of rotation and geometrical relationships of the
structural arrangement of the nozzle.
Dircetlon of
rotation

Pig. 25.6. Diagram of a
rotating controlling nozzle.

As an illustration Fig. 25.7 shows the comparative characteristics
of various methods for controlling the thrust vector of an RDTT. The
characteristics are calculated for a conditionally selected three-stage
rocket with a useful load of 225 t and altitude of circular orbit of
185 km.

Plg. 25.7. Comparison of
effectiveness of different
systems for controlling the
thrust vector of an RDTT:
1 - gas controls; 2 - gas
deflectors; 3 - panels;
k - nozzle on cardan suspension; 5 - rotating nozzle;
6 - Injection of liquid.
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Thrust Cutoff
Thrust cutoff for an RDTT is necessary in the same cases as
thrust cutoff in a liquid-propellant rocket engine. It can be
attained either by reversing of thrust or by a sharp drop in pressure
in the combustion chamber, as a result of which combustion of fuel
ceases, or by both simultaneously.
A sharp drop in pressure is usually attained by opening
additional apertures with a rather large area. Products flowing out
of these openings can be directed into special nozzles, the thrust
of which is opposite to the thrust of the main engines. Then together
with cutoff there is reverse thrust. In order that following a drop
in pressure the fuel ceases to burn the rate of lowering of pressure
should be rather high - of an order of several tens of thousands of
bar/s. For this the apertures being opened should be of considerable
area.
In certain cases a more convenient path for a sharp lowering of
pressure In the chamber of an RDTT, thus stopping its operation,
are methods based on the injection of water into the combustion
chamber or introduction of a powder-like cooling medium.
Following injection of water into a combustion chamber its
atomization with a high pressure difference takes place and the
evaporating drops remove heat from the products of combustion.
The drop in temperature and pressure in the combustion chamber depends
on the ratio of mass of injected water to mass of gas. It has been
established experimentally that this ratio should be approximately
equal to two.
When extinguishing an RDTT by means of introduction of a cooling
medium the latter is atomized by blasting a special unit with a
hinge-plate, for example, of black powder. For extinguishing an
engine ammonium bicarbonate can be used. After blasting the hingeplates of powder a layer of sublimating small crystals of cooling
medium is deposited on the surface of the charge of solid propellants.
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C H A F T E R XXVI
PROTECTING THE WALLS OF THE CHAf.!BER

In this .chapter we examine methods for the calculation of the
thermal state of chamber walls of an RDTT with various methods for
organization or heat shielding: by accumulation of hP.at in the
wall, by utilization or refractory and ablating coatings, and by
radiation cooling. Heat transfer rate from p~oducts of combustion
to the walls of the chamber q, determined by the formulas in Chapter
XIV, depending on local values or thermal-physical constants and
. par-ters or flow' is assumed as known.
These methods of a considerable extent are also valid for
an uncooled liquid-fuel rocket engine.
·26 .1.

•

1'>1eans of Lig.uid-Less Heat Shieldine;

The process of heat transmission form a workin" body to the
wall~ of an RDTT chamber are very intensive as a result of h i Eh
temperat ure ar.d velocity and pressure of gas fl ow.
The ct.lange in total specific heat fl ux q is t he chamber o f an
RDTT in principle is the same as i n a li quid-fuel r ocket en ine
during stationary heat e mission with a .aximum clo s e to the critic 1
,...,1' wi t h a srr a:l r elative
section of the nozzle. In chamb ers of an
area t -: ~ heat flows in t he pr eno zz le volu me can be ve ry eons .i.:le r bl e
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in the case of a hi ;}1 velocit y of :~: n .... ~ . oti o n . Tn P n HLYr·r there is
t he possibility of nonstationary hent transfer, cond!ttone d b y ti1e
variability of wall te mperat u r e nd , in contrast t o a unc oole d
liquid-fuel rocket en ine , Ly v ri ~h ilit y of pa r a ~ ~ters of c as flow.
A siznificant fenture of cor;,uustion products fro m compos! te
solid propellants is of con densed p P. rticles in the1:1. I n conjunc.tion
with the hi gh velocitles of flo w t he presence of condensed particles
promotes erosion - ti1c l•lasili n r out of surface rr.ateri a l.
In co ~ t cmp orary rocket engines various systems of liquid-less
heat shielJing are use d . The f un tia ental characteristic of some
of t helil are given in •rable 26.1; below they Nill be examined 1 1
detail.

'1'ab l e 2(,. 1.

:le an::; of liqui d-le ss protection of walls .

£:; esi :::nat i on

. ezcription

1

Capacitive
cooling

~talllc thick-Nalled chamber.
Thermal equilibriu:n of the Hall is
not attained

2

use of refr a ctory coat-

lle a tproof coating [T3n] uith lo\·1
ther ... a l condu ctivity is used for
lo.....-e rin c of thern.al flo·.</

ln ~s

3

Us c of ablacoatint;s

tin ~

a "iation
coo ln._,

On t e surface of coating chemica
reactions a nd phase transformations
tal<e place. r; urfac e of division 1
separates t he condenr;e d ;>hase of
raa t e ri al fro 1:1 t he ;~ a ~ ; surface or
divisi o n 2 separ ates the t wo ranges
of tlle c on 1 ens eu base
' Ja ls o f he c hc.m1 e r iil a e frmr
r efr a ctor r.c tal a r e he ate to
wh i t e in c · n , sccnce <nd they emit
!he a t b y t herrr:a l r ad i atio n . Thermal
eq ilihri ··:·, o f t he 'Ir a ] l is
es .;"J b l i.. . h 1
-:o
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'I'e ;1perature
dialMm

·fill¥::""
'"~' .
"··

.,..

a

. ~u-.

'".a

~rn_.'

Table 26.1 (Cont'd) •
Designation ■

5

Internal
cooling

Description
Porous refractory metallie matrix
filled up by vaporizing material,
which exudes, passing through the
pores to the surface into the gas
flow
Charge of main solid propellant 1
Is supplemented a propellant with a
low combustion temperature 2. Lonrtemperature gas creates a gas
curtain between the wall and the
main flow of gas.

Temperature
diagram

,

] »>'*>,

■i

a

;

*

Each of the systems of liquid-less protection has Inherent
advantages and deficiencies. In connection with this frequently
combined systems for protection of the walls are used. I.e.,
various combinations of methods of heat shielding.

\

Although In this chapter only means of llquld-less heat
shielding of an RDTT are considered the« utilization of cooling
liquids for heat shielding of these engines Is not excluded.
Passive and active liquid cooling of an RDTT are distinguished,
In both cases cooling is ensured by a cqollng medium (metals
with low melting and boiling polntjs) enclosed between the nozzle
and Its surroun41ng Jacket. However, In the first case (passive
protection) the walls are cooled by liquid melting circulating in
a closed circuit, and In the second case the molten metal is injected
through special openings Into the Inner surface of the wall. A
large expenditure of heat for evaporation and protective action
ensures reliable cooling.
26.2.

Accumulation of Keat in the V/all

A characteristic property of neat er.ission with accunalntlon
of heat in the wall is the variability of the procerjj. Tt^r
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starting of the e~ E ine the elements of chamber design are heated
as a
sult of accumulation of heat (he at withdrawal into the
surroundin~ medium is practically nesligible).
.

.

i.

Wall temperature, which in the beginning is identical ~hroughou~ I.
' its thickness and is equal to TcTO' rises rapidly on the inner
side a!']<!_ m~z:-e. ~_l~w~? - ~~ _th:_ ~~te_:_ (Fig__: 26 :~1__._ __

·· --· - -- -

Fig. 26.1. Distribution of temperatures in wall during variable
heating.
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.
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.
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. . " . . '. ..
In connection with the increue
ot
·aui'f.:~
t~a~~re.
on·.tbe• ·
.
.
•
•
t
.. •• •
• '
part . of gas specific thermal fl.ow_, which, dep.!t.!!!l.!.· ~,_~~ ~the "
difference of temperatures of the wall "r rom the outer ~rae and on.
the part of the gas T8 -TcT.r' is diminished, therefore the . temperature of the v,rall increases rapidly at first and then slowly, .· . ,.
asymptotically approaching the temperature of the gas and equaili• tng
i,'~~~ ~ : ! ,\
.
itself over the thickness of the wall. With achievement of T CT.i . :•,·• ·•
• Te (theoretically after an infinitely long time) the transfer or· ''
heat ceases. Fir:ure 26.2 shows temperature shift~ in the wall t 0
~1i th time at various distances from the fire surf'c:..ce y and change
ln specific thermal floH _q. As it appears, an increase in the .
te mperature of material of the wall ln layers \'thich are removed
fro ~ the fire surface is slowed down.
•

'

,

I

Durin r: the calculation of heatinc; of chamber \'lalls the proces ~\
of heat transfer is usually assumed uni dimensional for the sake
of simpliCity; heat flO li in the surroundin ~ medium is disregarded
in COlJparison with t he inner (on the part Of c as) flO'/. \': ith
such a ssu111ptions for t he ca lculat i on of variah le heat exc han~e one
can se t :.e e qt:.<l ti on

•
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n* • •

dx

Oy*

(26.1)

with the following boundary and Initial conditions:
T(y, 0)-reW)=»const;

T=0;

(26.2)

(26.3)

(26.ü)

wlwra « - thlcknaas of wall; a=-±z- - coefficient of thermal
«CT«tT

oonduetlvlty; y - distance from fir» In a direction perpendicular
to the wall.
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Fig. 26.2. Temperature shift
In wall tCT and specific
thermal flow q in time (a, • 2900 W/m2«deg, steel wall).
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Equation (26.1) together with boundary conditions (26.2)-(26.«)
is valid both for a single-layer and a multilayer wall; in this
ease for a multilayer wall coefficients a and x will have different
values for separate layers.
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For simplicity of recording the following equations let us
present specific heat flux In the form:

(26.5)

<7 = 7K+^=a; T'r-T'cT.r).

where a, - arbitrary coefficient of heat emission, considering
convectlve and radiant heat exchange.
An accurate solution of equation (26.1) wlv.h allowance for
change with time In the value of q and change from temperature In
magnitudes of a and X presents known difficulties. Usually the
approximate method of elementary balances Is used or the numerical
method of Integration In finite differences.
In the case of using the method of finite differences the wall
Is divided In thickness Into m layers and private derivatives In
equation (26.1) are written with finite differences:

(26.6)

AX

AT

Ty

V

'

(26.7)

where 7-„.(»+l), rM,k - temperature In n-th layer at moments of time
T

k+1 And Tk* indice8 ^n ' D» ^n
layers respectively.

+

!) relate to (n - 1) and (n + 1)

Substituting equalities (26.6) and (26.7) In equation (26.1),
we obtain the calculation dependence:
T"-.,».ii— '/,.»

AT
a(/"(„ + !). « — /',„_;, j — ;
4,.
"
-..*-^.,*)

(26.8)

Temperature gradient on 1 ie Inner surface of the wall Is determined
with the help of boundary condition (26.3):
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V" u- 0

Calculations are simplified If we consider the variability of
oonveotlve heat flux q with the help of the formula of conversion
(14.55) • Utilization of this formula makes It possible to consider
not only the variability of wall temperature, but also physical
constants and parameters of flow with time.
The calculations can be simplified even more. If we make such
aasumptlons:
1) coefficient of heat emission from gases to the wall u, Is
constant In time and is equal to a certain effective value "• ;
2) thermal-physical constants of the wall p.ct, c„, v„) do not
depend on temperature.
Then the solution of differential equation (26.1) has form
[2]:

T.~TS1M

L ♦/+•■ ..cos*,

(ÜS

i ' * /'

(26.9)

where $,• are sequential values of roots (1 • 1 to •) of equation
Bl -'I'/tgOv

(26.10)

In expressions (26.9) and (26.10) the following values are used:
Bi^- a.»
^__ Bi0t criterion;

Fo

- Fourier criterion.

tS?

■

I

■■

^

Dependence (26.9) with consideration of only one root value
(1 - 1) Is usually depicted graphically C^] and Is applied In the
following manner. For each Instant T and for various values of
y (usually y ■ 0, y ■ 6/2, y ■ 6) Bl and Po values are determined
and based on them the magnitude of 6. With the help of this
magnitude wall temperatures on the part of gas T C T, • r . middle and
outer are found. In this case values of y equal zero, 6/2, and 6
respectively.
The average time value a', which is necessary for determination
of the Bl criterion can be calculated by the formula
T

f <.; (Tt - TCJ,r) IT

J:^.L

(26.11)

I (T, - 7-IT.r) -/T
i

Inasmuch as preliminarily the dependence T CT, • _i ■ f(T) la
unknown, in first approximation one could use the magnitude of ö),
determined for the mean temperature of the wall on the part of gas
1

' CT.r'cp

then, after obtaining the dependence I!
with a refined magnitude for «,

_, » repeat the calculation

The accumulation of heat by the walls of a chamber in the
process of variable heat exchange with gas Is the basis for the
method of so-called capacitlve cooling of a chamber.
It is obvious, that the time of safe operation of a chamber
of this type will be limitedly by the time In which the temperature
of the fire surface of the wall T , ,. reaches the maximum permissible
value. During capacitlve cooling this temperature is close to the
melting temperature of the material if the deep layers of the wall
ensure the necessary strength. The time for achievement of a

temperature which Is dangerous In this sense depends on the magnitude
of melting (or sublimation) temperature for the given material. Its
heat capacity, and thermal conductivity.
The higher the heat capacity of the material, the greater the
amount of heat which can accumulate In the bulk of the wall, and the
slower will be the Increase of wall temperature on the part of the
gas. An Increase In thermal conductivity of a material allows the
more rapid draining of heat from the fire surface and slows down
the growth of T,,,.
„.
CT .r
Various materials have different combinations of values of
heat capacity and thermal conductivity, therefore under Identical
conditions the time of safe operation for them Is different.
Figure 26.3 shows temperature shift In a wall on the part of gas
under conditions which are characteristic for rocket engines
(initial i. «perature diff«r«n6e between gas and surface 3300oK;

16« 106 W/m2; a) » 56OO W/m2'deg) for three different materials.
The curves are brought to melting points.
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Fig. 26.3« Time of safe performance
of a wall made from varjtius materials:
1 - soft steel; 2 - aluminum alloys;
3 - copper.
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As It appears the time of safe operation of a copper wall Is
substantially greater than for steel, despite Its lower melting point
and approximately Identical thermal heat, .capacity. The reason Is the
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considerably greater thermal conductivity of copper. This Is also
confirmed by the graph In Pig. Z^.H, where the temperature distribution
Is shown through the thickness of a wall 2 s after the beginning of
heating (conditions the same).
;he

In a steel wall the leat absorbed by the fire surface Is led
down Into the walls at a slower rate than In copper, therefore
the temperature of the surface Increases very rapidly, whereas
neighboring layers of material remain relatively cold. In this way
the thermal capacity of a steel wall Is used only partially, and the
time of safe operation Is limited by thermal conductivity. One
ought to add that high thermal conductivity Is also favorable because
It decreases the temperature gradient In the wall, due to which
thermal stresses In It are reduced.
t'c
1250

Pig. 26.4. Temperature distribution In copper and steel walls:
1 - soft steel; 2 - copper.
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Protection of chamber walls Is facilitated by using materials
which are more refractory than ordinary structural metals. Such
materials are metals of type molybdenum, tungsten, titanic alloys,
various types of ceramics and ceramic metal, graphite, plrographlte.
Conditions for heating the wall of an RDTT depend on the change
in the Initial temperature of the charge. For an Illustration of
this In Table 26.2 design values are given for the distribution of

it ■ i ^

N

i^^

temperatures In a 7.1 mm thick steel wall which is washed by gas
at various values t . Low Initial temperature of the charge
corresponds to less pressure In the combustion chamber, and
consequently, less va^ue for coefficient of heat emission. Simultaneously there is an increase in combustion time and overall amount
of heat Imparted to the wall, and its average temperature increases.
However, In this Instance the heat is distributed more evenly
through the thickness of the wall, therefore the most dangerous
temperature of the Inner surface Is lowered, and the temperature
of the outer surface and average temperature of the wall increases.
Consequently, from the point of view of strength (in calculations
usually strength characteristics with T CT, • Cp
„„ are used) the conditions
of operation at low temperatures of a charge are determining during
calculation of elements of construction.

Table 26.2. Influence of initial temperature of charge on heating
of the chamber wall of an RDTT.
Initial temperature of charge in 0C
Average pressure in conbustion chamber in bar«
Time of combustion in s
Temperature at end of combustion in 0C ••
on the inner surface
on the outer surface
Average temperature In 0C
Average Increase in temperature in 0C
Quantity of heat Imparted to wall, in kJ/nT

-23
67

+60
131

1.10

0.70

1090
227

1320
119

560
583

538
178

18,150

11,500

As a result of the heavy weight of massive walls and practical
absences of protection from erosion the method of accumulation of
heat (capacitive cooling) has limited usefullness basically in model
engines with small time of operation.
26.3.

The Use of Refractory Coatings

Refractory material can be used as heat-insulating c ratings for
insulation of the basic material of wall on the part of the fire
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surface. Their protective effect Is illustrated schematically in
Pig. 26.5. A refractory protective covering is able to withstand a
high temperature T C T • ■_ and therefore reduce heat flow. According
to the equation

the highest temperature of the basic material comprises

'■1

Since refractory coatings usually have low thermal conductivity,
then the temperature of the basic material is considerably lower
than the temperature of the fire surface. As is apparent, In this
Instance low thermal conductivity is not a deficiency (if melting
temperature of the coating Is rather high).

N

|
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I

%

Pig. 26.5. Temperature distribution
in a two-layer wall.
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Among the requirements which must be satisfied by refractory
coatings the most significant are such: reliable protection with
minimum weight of coating, good cohesiveness (adhesion) of coating
with the basic material with high resistance to erosion, thermal
and mechanical shocks, and vibration loads.
The thickness of refractory coatings can comprise from fractions
of a millimeter to several millimetrlc. It is appropriate to note
that the propellant charge, secured to the housing of the engine,
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mim

as a result of the low thermal conductivity of propellants also plays
the role of heatproof coating.
As material for coatings refractory metals (molybdenum, tungsten,
tantalum, niobium, and others) or ceramic metals (oxides of aluminum,
magnesium, zirconium; carbides, nitrides and borldes of certain
metals) are recommended, it Is possible to use graphite. Characteristics of some of the enumerated material are presented in Table
26.3.
Table 26.3. Characteristics of some refractory materials.

Material

Kolyhdenum
Tungiten
Tantalum

Tenp#nature of
melting
or decompoaltlon
3
C

2*20
3370
3027

7O

si

Coefficient Specific
heat
Coefficient of thermal
of linear conductivity capacity
expanslor*
w
kJ
C
a-106
kg-deg
n-deg

10.2
19,34
16,6

5,1
4.3

140,72

0,252

168,63

0,133

6.5
7.06

54,68
47,68

7.86

174.45

0,267
0,669

372,37/1,87

0.962

Nlobiua
Carbon (graphite}
Pyrographite

I9c0
35;c
3000

2.21

50/90«

Alunlrun oxide

2030

3,96

Berylllu" oxide
Magnesium oxide

2548

3,01

8.1
8,0

14,9^

2802
2800

3,58

14,3

3,48

9,69

270T

6.27

9,4
11,0

2449
2700

2.51

4,5

Thorium oxide
Zirconium dioxide
Boron earblde
Silicon carbide
Titanium carbide
Boron nitride

8,5
2.25

25/1200

2,59

0,72
1,73
52,.30/4.184

1.13
1.80
0.78
0,25
0,70

3100

—

7.78

1.25
0.88

2730

0,77/7.51

12,13

0,92

•For anleotrople materials the characteristics are given
separately for lorgitudinal and transverse directions.

Temperature distribution in a wall with a refractory coating
can be found by solving equations (26.1) with the corresponding change
in boundary conditions. The solution is substantially simplified,
if along with the previous assumptions concerning the constancy of
values a) and thermal-physical constant» of the material of the
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coating and walls one were to disregard the temperature gradient
In the basic material of the wall.

The last assumption Is valid

In the case when the element of the carrying construction is made
from metal (thermal conductivity of the metal is usually considerably
greater than the thermal conductivity of the coating), or in the
case of a large thickness of coating.
With such assumptions the solution of equation (26.1) can be
presented In a form similar to expression (26.9).

In this case we

Introduce the additional criterion [91:

± r ggfeiV /1 4- -U.
Bi

er,!!,,

\,

' Bi ;

(26.12)

and the Blot and Fourier criteria are calculated on the characteristics of the coating (index "n"):

The solution of equation (26.1) in the form of a functional
dependence

7

"'-7"1 -/(Bf.Fo.i»)

7"« — T'CTO

(26.13)

for calculation purposes is conveniently approximated by the
dependence [8]
Ig6 =0,0212-

045

Fo.

(26.li«)

As analysis shows, the accuracy of approximation of solution
(26.13) in the range u ■ 0.2-20 it comprises approximately 1-2*;
with ^ * 0 errors increase, remaining within the limits of 10-12;,
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Now the calculation of the thickness of heat-insulating coating
6 made from refractory material, which for an assigned time ensures
the temperature of the wall on the boundary with the coating lower
than T,, can be carried out In such a sequence:
a) we select the material for the coating
ü (c . A , p ) and
n
n
n
assign it the thickness d ,;
b) we determine the Bl and u criterion and magnitude of e;
c) from equation (2^.14) we find the Po criterion, which gives
the new value of thickness 6 n2_.

If value 6 2 differs substantially from 6 ,, then the calculation
Is repeated from point (a), using value 6 p*
In an analogous way the assignment concerning determination of
wall temperature with a known thickness and properties of coating
can be solved.
Table 26.4 gives the calculation values, characterizing the
Influence of the refractory coating on the distribution of temperatures In the wall. As can be seen, a thin layer of coating with
low thermal conductivity sharply lowers the heat flux in a steel
wall and considerably Improves the conditions of its performance.

Table 26.4. Temperature distribution in the wall of a combustion
chamber for an RDTT.
Without
With
thermal
thermal
insulation insulation
Thickness of wall in mm
Thickness of layer of thermal Insulation In mm
Temperature at end of combustion in 0€:
on the Inner surface of thermal Insulation
on the Inner surface of a steel wall
on the outer surface of a steel wall
Average temperature of steel wall in 0C
Amount of heat imparted to wall, in kJ/m
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3-30
0.25

1180
843

1790
483
260

965

3^5

3.05

11,800

3745
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Use of Ablating Coatings

Considered as one of the basic methods for the protection of
walls Is the use of coatings which undergo ablations. The term
(ablation) generalizes the totality of various phenomena, which
appear following heating, thermal decomposition, and subsequent
removal of substance from surface of a solid body which Is washed
by a hot gas flow. In this case heat Is expended for phase transformations (melting, evaporation, sublimation) and endothermlc
reactions of pyrolysis (for organic substances) In the surface
layer of the coating. Furthermore a protective effect Is rendered
by gaseous products which are liberated during ablation, since their
temperature is usually lower than the temperature in the nucleus
of flow. Therefore in contrast to refractory coatings the use of
ablating coatings is possible at any temperature of combustion
products.
Thermal insulating materials which undergo ablation must
satisfy many requirements. Below the basic ones are given.
1. Low thermal conductivity. At small X the conversion and
removal of a substance will proceed only in the surface layer, which
will prevent overheating and loss of strength of the basic material.
2. High heat of ablation, i.e., a large quantity of heat
being spent in processes of heating and conversion of the carrier
surface layer.
3. Extensive gas formation, ensuring the thickening of the
boundary layer and lowering of thermal flows Into the wall.
k. Satisfactory resistance to thermal and mechanical shocks
and erosion.
The optimum combination of enumerated physlcochemical characteristics can guarantee the least weight and low relative loss of weight

tb,

of the coating during Insulation. Materials with a high heat of
ablation are not always the best. Thus In pure graphite heat of
ablation Is evaluated as a quantity, exceeding 23*10^ kJ/kg. However, as a result of comparatively high thermal conductivity
(X % 166 V/B'deg) a considerable quantity of heat Is Imparted to
the wall, leading to an Increase In Its temperature. If, however,
graphite Is used In conjunction with a material possessing low thermal
conductivity, then In this case the high heat of ablation of graphite
will be used effectively.
Among coating materials which undergo ablation there are
substances which sublimate during heating (coatings made from mineral
salts and organic binders), those which melt and evaporate (various
types of rubber Insulation, quar-tz), and combinations of them. A
distinctive feature of these coatings Is the surface removal of a
substance without the formation of a charred layer.
A large group of ablating materials are the reinforced plastics
on the basis of phenol, silicon-organic, and other resins (heat
absorber) with a structure carrier made from quartz fiber and other
substances. Such plastics have a high heat of ablation, extensive
gas formation, and the porous coke-like residue from the pyrolysls
of resins, having a low thermal com* *^vlty. Is good protection
for the basic material. A distlr .: . mature of ablating materials
of this group is the inner removal . i substance.
An laportant prohl«n» oomMeted with the ablation of material In
nosxles. Is the change in sections of a nozzle with time, mainly
the critical section. For a small and regular change In nozzle
section in time the rate of ablation should be low, constant In time,
and Identical along the perimeter of the section. In the opinion
of some researchers [3], nozzles are possible with admissible
erosion of critical section which are made wholly from plastic. At
known regularities of ablation change of P
and programs of thrust
can be evaluated by calculation.
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A pressure-time diagram typical for a nozzle with a coating
which undergoes ablation Is shown In Pig. 26.6. As Is apparent, an
Increase of F
with time leads to a lowering of pressure In the
combustion chamber. The effect of lowering of p Is diminished with
an Increase In critical throat diameter [7]. However, by selection
of the configuration of the charge another form of diagram can be
obtained. A neutrfl diagram, for example, can be given by a
progressively burning charge In conjunction with Increase of Fur,
with ablation.

1
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^
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W

Fig. 26.6. Change of pressure In
chamber with erosion of the
critical section: 1 - d
1575;
HP
2 - 660; 3 - 82; i» - 32.
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Calculation of Ablating Coating with Surface
Removal of a Substance
The basic group of ablating coatings of this ty^e & made up
of materials which sublimate upon heating. Characteristics of
some of them are given in Table 26.5•
Let us examine cases of stationary ablation, when the surface
of the ablating coating moves into the material at a constant linear
rate u. The distance of any point inside the coating from the
sublimating surface c (Fig. 26.7) for any Instant T is equal
to:
u

664

in.

(26.15)

N

Table 26.5. Cbaraoterl•tlo• ot aoae ab1at1nc aub•tanoe•.
~ a.1Anc: l

Mrafllt
S l~ N 4
AIN
NH 4 P
N ~CI

AlP,

Oenai\y

T"'JM " tU N ot

•c

& g/., J . t ~a

d eo ~dtlo

1500 ( dec011p011\to n )

3.44
3, 211
1,315
1.527
3,1'17

It wbl 1Mte1

2000

( ~bl ~ati o n )

It subli- ••
355 ( oubU-\ ion )

Heat or
subl ima t on
or of di e SOC !Il\ion
k.J /k ~r·

8912
11 715

15564
.5338
4159

1270

3786

I t eublia\11

2903
290.1
3326

SIS,
CdO

fi.O~

900-1000 (d ~~ t\1 on )

ZnO

.~ . 61

1800 (lllbl ta\t on)

Pia.

26.7. Por the calculation ot &blatlna ooatlna.

L•t ua u•e ln tbe equation ot tberaal oonduot1Y1tJ (26.1),
luteM ot varlule 1 tbe quanUtJ ,. Slnoe the prooe.. 18
•tatlonarr (T • conat, u • oonat), tbat tro. to~ula (26.15) lt
tollowa that

and the equatloa ot tberaal conductlYltJ (26.1)

•••u.e•

the tol'll:
( 26.16 )

WheN ~, = ~.
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Equation (26.16) has the gener3l solution:
(26.17)
where intesration constants c 1 and c 2 can be determined rrom
concl1tions
C

, T - 7'., 0 ,

: - 0, T = T ,,

C1 =·

r = Tc,o:

- \1',-Tnoll'"r·

Havins s .u bstituted the values or constants c 1 and o2 in equation
(26.17), we tlnallJ obtain:
(26.18)

wbere TcTO • const - initial · •perature or coatins• Ts • const surtaoe teaperature, equal to teaperat\lN or subllaation.
JPlow or heat, which 1a drawn troa the a•.artace or the coat ins
into the aater1al or the wall is equal to
q.

-'·•(n(JCT),

or in accordance with the roraula obtained rroa expression (26.18)
tor derivative (aT/a~)~
(26.19)
Theraal tlow q 1 , applied to the aurtace or subllaatin& coat1ns,
should be exaalned wltb allowance tor absorption or heat bJ the
subli.ate which is aovlns toward it:
'11 = Q-'IIJII(/" -1 , ),

6

(26.20)

wbere q - beat tlua, dete~ned without allowins tor saa tor.ation
dariaa aubllaat1on• I•, 1 8 - entbalpJ ot aain tlow and saaeoua
aublt. .te at correapondln& te~raturea Te and T8 • "q - experi.. ntal
ooett1c1ent, equal to ,0.8 tor laalnar tlow and ,o.• tor turbulent
•

[6],
Br oa.ptllns the balance ot heat in the tora

(26.21)
wbere ~ - beat ot aubllaation,
aubllaatlon (ablation)

we tlnd the rate ot atationarr

f

II =

Q.IQ,

+ (T,- T., 0)c. +'It (1"-I,)J

(26.22)

Vltb a known tl.. ot operation ot the enslne ' the tblckneaa
ot tbe la,er wblcb la aubllaated ln tbll t l • 1a

(26.23)

~ . = lit,

and the alnl. . tblckneaa ot coatlns, enaurln& a pera1811ble
t•l!perature on bounclarr ot the coatlns and the carrier conatructlon
'1' ~ '1'Aon, equal a

A cbaraeterlatlc ot oalculatlon ot orsanlc coat1nsa. which
are cleoo.poaecl durin& beatlns without the tor.ation ot a charred
larer. la tbe clepeftdenoe ot Maa rate ot ablation alao on teiiPerature "•• wblch 1a dete~necl toraallr bJ the law ot Arrenlua [5):

• .
-r.r;

"'•

Q 0 11

Ke

.

(26.25)

•
were & - eneawrot actiYation. I - pre-exponential coernctent.
7

Substituting in equations (26.19)-(26.21) the value pnu rro•
ezpreaaion (26.25), rra. equation (26.21) bJ selection it ia poaaible
to rind the temperature T8 , and then the rate or ablation u.
The atationarr ablation ezaained by ua ia the limit to which
the proceaa or ablation approaches aa~totic. However, aa calculations ahow [8], arter a abort initial period, conditioned bJ wa~ng
up or the coatinc to the te~rature on the aurrace T , the proceaa
8
or ablation 41trera practicallr inalsniticantly rroa atationarr.
Ablatinl or thia trpe or coatin1 ia uaed in a nu.ber or deai1na
real1~ad.
Aa an eza.ple one can name unguided rocket projectile
•Hon~at John• [12] and the enpnea or the three-atqe rocket •Minuteaan• [10]. The initial tbickneaa or ablatinc coatinca beinc applied,
dependlnl on the conditi~n• or operation can be rroa several •1111•tera to tena or .tlU•tera.
Ablatlnc Coatinca with Internal R..oYal
or a Subatance
claaa or ablation co.poaitlona are plaatic aateriala
on an or1anic baae. Vlth intenalve beatlnc tbel"ll&l deO'liiPoaltion
or the bindin1 aubatance (tiller) takea place; thla ia known u the
reaction or prrolraia. Under conditione or an enc1ne cha.ber in
the cue or an in~equate rate or tlow the reaiduea or ther.al
deco.poaition can ror. a poroua charred larer reachiftl aeveral
.t lli•tera on the aurraoe.
An

l~ortant

The baaic trpe or reintorcin~ tibera ror ablatinc plutl~• are
1raphite fibers and riberglaaa. Under condition• or large roroea
or ahirt graphite ribera, 1n contrut to riberglua, do not .. lt,
which ~•• it poaaible to avoid .. lt eroaion. Por &aa r1owa with
a hilh oz1d1aing capabllltr in the caae or prolonpd operation there
ia aubatantlal lntereat in tiber• ..de rro• polrcrratalllne alrconiu.
dioxide. Beaidea the increued reaiatance to oxidation, theae
fibers have a aaaller coerrtcient or th~l"ll&l conductivity than
graphite tittin~a.
A

6

Bttective pertor.ance or an ablation thermal shield, including
eroaion reaiatance, ia poaaible only i t thermal decomposition or
reaina included in ita coapoaition proceeds with the formation or a
atronalJ carboniaed lQer on the aurtace. Therefore the greater
tbe expenditure or aolid producta or the pJrolyaia reaction (usually
carbon): t~ better the tittinca are aaintained and the hi&her the
atren-'b ot ~he carboniaed lQer. Phenol, phenrl-ailane, and epoxy
realna aa tillers are uaed.
Calculation or an ablation coatinc with 1nner reaoval or aubaubatance can be ca.pleted onlJ approaiaatelJ, tor exaaple, baaed
on the dependence• pven in work [8].
26.5.

Racl1ation Coolln&

In tbe caae or redlation coolinc tberaal tlow troa bi&hte.perature producta or c~utlon ia truaaltted to tbe wall or
cb..-er bJ convection and bJ redlatlon, and troa tbe wall to the
a\li'I"OUftdlna 8H1ua - oa1J ltJ radlatlon.
Arter atartlnc the eaalne tbe lnltlal te~erature ot the wall
incre..ea rapldlJ and after lt reacheD a ~ertain equil1briua value
TCToP practlcallJ reaalna conatant and• identical throu&hout the
tblckaeaa of tbe wall. In a tint approxlaation thia teiiPerature
.... be deterW.J.DeCI fi"OII equation or balance or heat. tranaaltted to
the wall bJ coabuation producta and drawn traa it by radiation:

(26.26)

where c 0 ,
cberter.

-

decree of blackneaa or the external aurtace or the

a.tttlft& power c or tbe aurtace or a chaaber dependa on the
-terial Md atate of ita aurtace. Por conteapor&rJ metals and
coatinaa data on c are llai ted.
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Results from the solution of equation (26.26) can be presented
in a form analogous to Fig. 26.8.

Fig. 26.8. Dependence or wall
temperature on temperature or
gaa flow in the caae or radiation coo lire.
The change or wall teaperature in tlae up to the ao.ent or
achievement or equilibrium temperature TcT.p ia deter.lned rroa
equation

(26.27)

where TcTt

- teaperature or wall at the aoaent or tlae '·

The Joint solution or equation• (26.26) and (26.27) aakea it
poaaible approxiaatelJ to find the teaperature Te baaed on experiaentallJ .... ured value• or dTCTt/d,, TCTt' TCT.p"

0

Effective reaoval of heat troa the chamber walla by radiation
belina at a teaperature 'fen ~ 700°1. At thla temperature radiation
reaovea about lS of the heat tranaa1tted to the wall by combustion
prodKota. 'fbe proceaa of beat withdrawal ~eco.. a practically
atationarr with achieve. .nt ot a teaperature or 1700-1800°K.
0

Utilisation of ordin&rJ a~ructural aateriala contained the
develop. .nt of the rlld1ation aethod of coollns. . Succeaaea in
induatr1al auter1na of retractorr aetala - tuncaten, molybdenum,
taatalua, and othera - aade 1t poaa1ble to applJ thia rora or cooling
aore eatenaivelJ.
Advant...a of radiation coolina over other aethoda lie in the
tact tbat tbe atNoture of tbe oh..ater 1a a1aple and lilht. there
are no lia1tat1oea on conditione of beat eachance with a change in
aode, and aerv1oe lite ~t the ena1nc chaaber ia increased.
However, utilisation of the radiation aethod or coolinc baa
a nu.ber of liaitationa, the aoat aianiricant or which ia the
requireaent tor a ca.parat1velr low preaaure in the ensine chaaber.
lauaucb u with the developaent of larce-acale rocket encinea tbe
pi'Ml- of recluo1ns the alae and . .ilht 1a aolved to a certain
eat t br .. leot1on of hilh preaaure in the chaaber p•• then
....U.atlon eoouaa of eftlin•• with hilh thruat can be applied onl.t
• aeotl-. or the enl&rliftl part ot the noaale.
~ . .ooad ai,niticant det1c1ency of the aethod or radiation
ooollal la tbe neea ot poaitioninc the chaaber on the tli&ht vehicle
1D aucb a WQ u to ~uarantee heat reaoval by radiation, ror eaaaple,
CMitaWe tbe aircraft. A chUiber unit inaide th• tll&ht vehicle
la \&Ddeall'&ble.

Ut111aat1on or the aetho~ or radiation coollnc 1a alao difficult
tor other reaaona. Refractory .. tala upon heatinl to a hilh
t..,erature and subsequent coolinl recryatallize and beca.e brittle,
which 1a undeairable tor repeated launchings. At high teaperaturea
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·there ia intensive oxidation ot the ~haaber surface bJ products ot
co~uation and the aurroundin& air.
To avoid oxidation it is neceasar,
to applJ apecial coatinca. However, a nu.Der ot oonteaporar,
coatinca will ao out ot coaiaaion at a teaperature ot about 1500160o•c, and aoratohea on coatinca proaote a reduction ot enaine
pertor.ance. Veldinc, ataapina, and other technoloaioal operation•
with retractor, aaterial to a autti~ient decree have atill not been
aaatered. Certain retrtlctor, aetala beoo.e brittle under the
influence. Ir.aamuen aa hrdroaen 1a tor.d in the ca.buat1on producta
ot aanr rocket p~)pellanta, then thia liaitatlon can be deciaive.
The radiation .. thod ot coolin& can tind application in low-

thruat liquid-fuel rocket enainea uaed tor steerin& on apace vehicles
and in enainea tor correctior. and aanoeuvrea (with low thruat and
preaaure in the coabuation ch..ber up to ~3.5 bar). Utilization ot
the r8diation aeth~d tor coolin& the enlar&in& part or the nozzle
ot chaabera ot en&lnea workin& on liquid and aolid propellant ia
Juatitied i t thenaal tlow troa the au to the wall and local preaaure
ot coabuation product• on the &lven aection ot the no&&lel ia low,
and the no&&1e eatenda berond the outer caainc or the rli&ht vehicle.
The coabuation ohaaber and aubcritical part ot the no&&le in thia
lnatance abou1d b• cooled bJ ottwr aeana.
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C H A P T E R XXVII
SELECTION OF OPTIMUM PARAMETERS
In thia chapter an analJaia ia aade or the baaea tor rational
selection or propellant and the aise and parameters or the combustion
chaaber and nozzle or an RDTT.
Feature.: in tbe Selection or Optiaua
P_•eten or an Rb'Pi'
Selection or rational Yaluea or parameters tor an RDTT la
intiaatelJ connected with optiaisation or paraaetera or the rocket.
The latter can i~lJ thoae values which correapo ~d to ~niaua
start1n& wel&ht when tulttllin& operational requirements and
autticient reliabilitJ.
Optiaua encine parameters - preaaure in the combustion chamber
and on the nozzle section. thrust. time or operation. dimensions are cloaelJ connected with the par...ters or the rocket - number
or stases. thrust-weight ratio. di!~ribution ~r wei&ht bJ atasea.
and others. The coaplete solution or the aission or aelection or
optiaua desicn parameters or a solid propellant rocket ia very
coaplea. It is necessary to solve the aias1on or finding the values
or a larce nuaber or parameters. connected with complex dependences.
at which a certain function or thea. tor ea•ple. launching weight
or a rocket. will have a ain1aua value.

We will consider a simpler case with minimum limitations imposed
on the parameters, when in the taak or designing a solid propellant
engine installation it is necess&rJ to determine only value or
total pulse I 1 • Selection or fuel, geoaetr, or the charge and of
tbe chaaber._ and.-pres•ur..- i 'n the collbustion chUlber and the exit
rroa the nozsle can be relatively tree.
The principles or selection of optimum values tor these para.. tera are the aaae aa tor a liquid-fuel rocket engine, but they
alao baYe a apecitic nature.
ror.erlJ, aost co..onlJ used criterion or errectiveneas is
tbe relationship or total pulse to complete weight of the vehicle.
Aa ia known, it can be writ ten in the form
~

/1

-

Go

Py 1 G,

-

=--= P
Go

1

Y

A,

(27.1)

where A - relative content or propellant on the vehicle.
rraa expreaaion (27.1) it follows that err~iveneas or the
aJat. . is raised with an increase in the mean specific thrust
and relatiYe content or propellant A.

'Y•

Structural perfection or an RDTT ia determined by the coefficient
or we11ht or conatruction oK, rep~senting the ratio or weight or
encine atructure (housinc, heat ahieldina, nozzle unit) to the
•ei&bt or tbe propellant. Thia coefficient ia connected with A
bJ tbe tollowin& eYident relationahip:

.\ -= -'1 +a.
or
I

.\

a• = - ;\
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KUh •lionane« for th« latur, tiprtsiion (27* 1) etn bt

«rttltn Mt
««."iT^'

(2T.2,

froa «bleh it folio«« that for InoNMlng tht •fftetivtntst of tht
•ystMi It is MO«M«ry to havo alnlaua valuoa of eooffloiont of
«olgbt •N. Tho limit, to «bleh IJ/OQ itrlvos, it aoan •poeifio
tbruat. In good dotigno tho valuo of II/OQ can rtaeb 0.90-0.95
froa tbo Mfnitud« of opooifio thrust (i.o., A ■ 0.90-0.95) which
corrosponds to •H ■ 0.11-0.05.
Lot us writs ths full weight of ths vshicls
■annsr;

OQ

in the following

Go-C. + Gw+Gt.

(27.3)

where 0 , - wsight of engine structure; 0. - weight of other
parts of the vehicle.
Weight of the engine structure consists of weight of the
combustion chamber and of the noczle:
G1(1-GK,C + GC.
Now the value of

IJ/BQ

can be

'* p "'
(k " ylOo

(27.4)

presented as
p

y*

W
Or

+Oc +o*i+i
0T
(}■,

(27.5)

The weight of the combustion chamber can be considered as
consisting of the weight of the cylindrical part and weight of
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tht two flat tnd platM. Aotutlly tht pl«t«t trt •lliptloal or
•pbtrleftl» OM of thta (In th« notilt «nd of tht ohargt) Is not
eoopaet} tbtrt m otrttin fittings for tht oonbustlon chsmbtr,
hovtvtr, during qutlltttivt analysis this dots not hsv« to bt
oonsidarad.
Wtight of tht cylindrical part of tht combustion chsmbtr is
tqual to
Gnm2nrn.eUtbQm,

(27.6)

whtrt rN(0 and i*HtG ~ radius and Itngth of cylindrlcsl part of
combustion chsmbtr; 4 - thickness of wall; pMn - density of wall
mattrial.
Wtight of tht two flat tnd plates
C«-^.«^.

(27.7)

Ultimately tht wtight of tht combustion chamber is

Wall thickness is determined from conditions of strength:
8=^.,

(27.8)

where p,. - pressure in the combustion chamber; a - permissible
stress for the given material.
With a calculation of expression (27.8) we obtain
G,.c«2«r»i(4,^&.(i4.^).
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(27.9)

Wtiffht of th« proptllant charge in tht combustion chamber can
bt wrltttn In tht follOHlng manntr;
C^iarliLuAi,.

(27.10)

«htrt
1

v.
o'

v

(27.11)

Is the volumetric ratio of propellent to volume of the combustion
chamber, called the density of loading.
On the basis of expressions (27.9) and (27.10) let us write

o,

« e, a \

'

LK.J

(27.12)

Substituting this expression In equality (27.5) we obtain
Pj*

/.

Co

JOJL^K.

i.(1+^ + lk+öfi+1

(27.13)

An Important consequence of analysis of expression (27.13)
is the necessity of selecting a material with maximum value o/p M .
Specifically, despite the lower permissible stresses, aluminum
alloys and reinforced plastics have greater values of o/p than
steel. For some bodies of rockets such as, for example, the
American "Minuteman" rocket, titanium alloys are used.
The materials should be evaluated at temperatures which are
characteristic for the structure with a consideration for a lowering
of o/pn with an increase in temperature.
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Zf «t eoMldtr tht paraatUn tnUrlng In «quatlon (27*13) ••
lnd«p«ndtnt froa ont mother« thtn it mty bt eonoludtd that an lnor«ti«
in tfftotivtnttitt is also proaottd by:
»

1) inertMo in tptoifio thrust F

j

2) inerssso in density of propsllsnt PT;
3) inerssso in donsity of loading A;
H) dsorssso in prsssuro pN;
5) dsorssso in gsonstriosl ohsrsotsrlstlcs of combustion
ohsabor r,N«C./L..N*C_;
6) doerssss in «sight of noisls 0.C and other parts of the
structure 0H2.
However, the asjority of these parameters are interconnected
with eaeh other, therefore a change in one of them Is reflected
on others, which also must be considered during determination of
conditions for ensuring the maximum effectiveness of the engine.
27.2.

Selection of Propellent

The characteristics of propellent which directly influence
the value IJ/OA are specifio thrust and density of propellent.
An optimum propellent should have a combination of F and p ,
which providee, with other parameters equal, the maximum effectiveness
of the system, i.e., maximum value IJ/QQ. In this respect selection
of propellent for en RDTT ie no different from selection of propellent for a liquid-fuel rocket engine. When a change of propellent
for any reeson cauees a change in density of loading A, then It
is neoessary to coneider F „ and the derivative of pvT&.
yÄ
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Density of lotdlng A it tlvayt !••• than t unit, baeautt part
of tht VOIIUM of tht eoabuttien ohaabar ooeupitd by tht ehargt
inhibitor and by adaptatlena for fixing it in east of an Inatrttd
ohargt. In ohaabtrs with ohargts whieh burn along tht sidt surf tots,
a frtt art a and VOIUM is It ft for tht ■ovtatnt tf gaa flow. Thtrtfort for ehargts with and eoabustion dtnslty of loading ia grtattr
than for ohargts with eoabustion on sidt surfacts. In tht first
oast A • 0.8-0.97« and in tht stoond A ■ 0.25-0.80. Ltsstr valuts
psrtaln to multigrain ohargts.
Usually a ohango of futl tntails a ohangs in tht «tight
eharaetsriotios of tht ongin«. Tht following position is a oharaottristio. In a nunbtr of oasts futls whioh dovtlop a high sptoifio
thrust also have a high ttnporaturo of eoabustion:

High ttmporaturts in tho passage require an increase in weight,
mainly due to heatproof coatings and reinforcement of strained
elements of structure. The necessary increase in weight is more
considerable for engines with a prolonged period of operation.
Based on statistical data, for example, the weight of a nossle is
proportional to the magnitude of total pulse:
Gc = a/i

(27.1*)

and consequently:
Gc= a^.G^Vr,.

(27.15)

If with Identical PT& we compare propellents with various
specific thrust, conditioned by various temperature T , then,
as this is clear from equation (27.13), magnitude of IJ/OQ should
change with the maximum. An Increase in specific thrust increases,
and a simultaneous increase in the weight of the nozzle G and
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th« ooabuation ehaabtr 0N(e (•• • rttult of tftertMt in pcralttlblt
•trttt ff) tftertMts Ig/O^. Flgurt 27*1 thovt th« rttults of luoh
•n «itlytit «1th MI MtigMd total pula« IK. In this OM« th«
■■■liw of «rf«otiv«n««tt «f X|/0Q oorr««pcn4« t« th« ■Inlaua of
ofl^l«t« ««Ight 00» d«t«raln«tf by fomult (37*3).

Fig. 27.1. For th« ««Uetion
of opt lava fuol.

Soa« of tho «olfht of th« «truotur« Qnl 1« proportional to
«poolflc thrust:

anothor part 0^ do«« not d«p«nd on It:
da'contt.

Propollant ««Ight 0r 1« «qual to

and oonttqutntly:

Ultimately
G

o™^„ + conit+J»y

Is a function which 1« changed by f
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with a alnlaua.

Utllltttion of tliitlc fuels makts it possible to use charges
with central channel fastened with the engine housing. In the
ease of sufficient elasticity the area of the channel can approximate
the area of critical section so that the density of loading reaches
the highest possible values. The fact that during the entire time
of operation the propellent charge protects the engine housing from
the action of high temperatures makes It possible to reduce the
weight of heatproof coating. Improve the values aM, and reduce the
effect of Increased temperature on the weight of the structure.
Thus the fuel with the greatest effectiveness must be determined
with a consideration of the Influence of its properties on the
weight of the structure.
In ensuring a high effectiveness of the engine system a fuel
must satisfy a number of other requirements. Above we clarified
the need for low sensitivity of combustion rate to pressure (small
v) and low temperature sensitivity (small t ) in all operational
ranges of charge temperatures. It is advisable that the fuel not
be inclined to erosion and resonant combustion and have a low
threshold of abnormal combustion. Since the charge experiences
high stresses, good mechanical features are required of the charge.
For composite propellents mechanical features are improved with
increase in the propellent of the elastic binder, the role of which
is usually played by the combustible. Consequently, for such
propellents small values of stolchlometrlc relationship of oxldlzer
and propellent are desirable.
Important requirements are those for a low coefficient of
thermal expansion of charge and a good bond between It and the
housing and the inhibitor. The charge must be chemically Inert
and stable during prolonged storage. Also very significant are
the requirements for a simple and safe technology of production.
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27.3.

8«l»ctlon of 81MS of Charge and
Combuation Chanbcr

With an assigned value of total pulse Ig and a selected propellant «1th specific thrust F the weight of the necessary propellant
0 and Its volume VrT are determined uniquely. A charge with volume
V should be placed In a combustion chamber of the least weight.
For an assigned wall material (fixed value O/PM) the minimum of
weight corresponds to specific values for the radius and of the
combustion chamber. Let us show this In an example of the arrangement of a tubular charge with a free area which Is constant lengthwise and with Initial value Pcg0 assigned [1].
The weight of the combustion chamber we will present as the
weight of the cylindrical part [see (27.6)] and the weight of the
two end plates [see (27.7)], less the weight *CBQ&I>„ on section
of area free for the passage of gases.
Then

or with a consideration of expression (27.8)
^..-A^-iZnrü^ + atr^-^r,.).

(27.16)

Length of the combustion chamber Is
L =^'3

where F

- area of cross section of charge.

Since
F

. i/-2 _ F

then
£.,—

i-.

•^.e-^c.«
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(27.17)

Substituting this expression In equality (27.16), we obtain:

For determination of optimum radius of the combustion chamber
expression (27.18) must be differentiated with respect to r„H s C„

and the derivative equated to zero.
This gives
(QnrL - FcJ(nrl.c- Fcrtf^tnrt.ySM-

(27.19)

The value of r „ found from expression (27.19) Is optimum.
Substitution of it in equation (27.17) determines the optimum value
of length of the combustion chamber L „. Deviations from optimum
dimensions of a combustion chamber noticeably increase its weight»
especially at small lengthenings L H e CVr H e C -

In the example given an approximate solution is received,
the weight of the inhibitor, auxiliary units, and so forth were
not considered. The results can be refined without changing the
method of analysis.
Since the value of specific thrust depends on pressure in
the combustion chamber p , tlhen V also depends on p . Consequently
the optimum dimensions of a combustion chamber depend on pressure.
27.*».

Selection of Pressure in a
Combustion Chamber

The maximum of value I./QQ, or with an assigned I* - a minimum
of weight QQ to optimum pressure in the combustion chamber should
correspond.
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Conttqutntly th« condition of optlaallty pN takts tht form
^7 A

"•

(27.20)

Part of the weight 0H2 can be considered at not depending on
PN. The weight of the nosile 00, as was mentioned, la proportional
to Ij (pressure pN varies with a constant degree of lowering of
pressure In the notsle t C ). Then
Cio-const+ ß„.c + «T

and equation (27.20) we will write as:

■ipuJu"

. //>»

(27.21)

Since
i

'

?.,'

then

(27.^2)

Now the condition of optlmallty p acquires the following form:

(27.23)

An analytical solution of this equation Is difficult.

Minimum wight OQ ctn be dettrnintd en charts suoh «t those
given in Fig. 27.2 UJ. At assigned values of pN the optisiun
dimensions of a combustion chamber and Its weight are determined
by the method given in the previous section. Weight of the combustion
chamber and, consequently, «eight of the entire structure increases
with an Increase in pressure PH. At the same time the weight of
the propellent necessary for achieving the assigned I. Is decreased.
This determines ths change of Q^ with a minimum, ehleh also corresponds to optimum pressure In the combustion chamber.

?lg. 27.2. For tho selection
of optimum press ire In s
combustion chamber (I ■ 2 »
« 105 N«s, fci • 2).

As is ai>per#nt, the slninum of QQ is shifted to the side of
larger pH •liih an ln^reese of permissible stress e. Simultaneously
this ainiauim be^c-nei aore sloping. In connection with the last
clrcaiistaii.ee it Is puanlhle to illu« a deviation frca p n. in
ord*r to rwir* t\j -ithrr r^iulrftt.ents (stability of combustion,
heat eaissicn, and -o forth). Optimum values of pN increase with a
decrease in the duration of operation of the engine. According
to published data they lie In the range of 35-105 bar.
27.5.

Selection of Mosaic Dimenalons

in Via ..«rail weibiil of an HL-TT a considerable portion belongs
to the nczzl». The welsrnt of nozzle «en constitute «lore toan ^0-501

mm

Wl»"

<sf *.rt ymltfrt '^f thi* engine structure. This la explained mainly
by tt& at'»!.iii-öe of cooling of nozzle walls which are not screened
by a layer of propellant.
Selection of optimum outlet pressure from the nozzle, thus
influencing the size of the nozzle, amounts to determining the
maximum of IJ/QQ» with an assigned I.« a minimum of weight Q..
The condition optimallty appears as follows:
(27.2*»)

In the value
Go=GK.c + Gr + GKK2-ru
2 + 0T

the only variables are GLC and QTTj consequently it is possible to
write

Because by analogy with expression {21,22)

(27.25)

then the condition of optimallty Pc acquires the following form

(27.26)

LJ

For practical purposes a graphic method of solution similar
the previous case can be used.
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In connection with the greater weight of the nozzle walls
optimum values of pressure p received for an RDTT, all other
things being equal, are significantly higher than for a liquid-fuel
rocket engine. Furthermore the designer sometimes deviates from
optimum values to the side of larger p c due to the same considerations
as for a liquid-fuel rocket engine. In certain cases the values of
p c taken exceed the value of atmospheric pressure at the earth.

Constructively a decrease in the weight of the nozzle is
achieved by shaping of nozzle, carrying this out Just as for liquidfuel rocket engine, and by using light, mainly nonmetallic materials
and coatings. Sometimes replacement of one long nozzle by several
short ones can guarantee a gain in weight. It is necessary, however,
to keep In mind that the rationality of such a replacement must
be evaluated with a consideration of losses of specific thrust in a
multijet design. With an increase in the number of nozzles and
preservation of overall surface being washed by the gas the Reynolds
number of the flow is lowered, and consequently, the coefficient of
friction increases as well as the losses of specific thrust to
friction conditioned by this. Reduction in the length of nozzles
means a decrease in the time of stay of the gas in the nozzle and
an increase of losses to thermodynamic nonequllibrium and nonequilibrium of a two-phase flow. For illustration Fig. 27*3 shows the
results of a tentative calculation of change in losses of specific
thrust with a change in the number of nozzles C1»]. The quantities
4P
represent an increase in losses of specific thrust, conditioned
by friction UP .. , ), thermodynamic nonequllibrium (6P. . , )
and Jointly with other effects (*Py„r) for a design with 1 nozzles
in comparison with a single nozzle design:

Thus, during transition to a multijet design a decrease in the
weight of the nozzle and a lowering of specific thrust exert an
opposite Influence on the indices of the vehicle.(Ir/Gn or V ).
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Fig. 27.3« Change In losses of
specific thrust depending on
number of nozzles (P ■ 9T,
PKVpc - 35)
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27.6.

i2

i

Tendencies In the Development of RDTT

On the basis of publications about achievements and promising
developments In RDTTs It Is possible to examine the basic trends
In the development of these engines. A characteristic feature of
recent years It the wider Introduction of RDTT In those areas of
rocket-space technology, where until recently only liquid-fuel
rocket engines were used.
Combat rockets of various classes, from tactical to Intercontinental ballistic missiles, have engine Installations which operate
on solid propellent. In the field of carrier rockets fqr space
objects powerful RDTTs are being used as boosters in the first
stage as well as highly effective space engines (for example, the
braking RDTT of the moon vehicle "Surveyor"). In the future even
wider utilization of RDTTs Is planned, especially In those areas
where engine Installations are required which have thrust which Is
measured In thcuaanda of tens. Thus contemporary RDTTs have a
thrust which reaches hundreds of tons, and those being developed thousands of tons. The period of operation of these engines reaches
hundreds of seconds and more. In essence, engines using solid
propellent can be used and to a considerable extent are being used
for solving practically all missions which are assigned to contemporary
rocket technology.
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The wider utilization of RDTTs Is explained by the successful
realization of the basic advantages of this type of engine simplicity and high reliability, constant readiness for operation,
low cost. The last factor becomes especially significant if one
considers the relative simplicity of operation.
Achievement of these high qualities in action become possible
because of successes In the field of materials and technology of
production of housings, propellants, fault detection of charges,
and a number of other areas.
Under these conditions one of the important trends in the
perfection of RDTTs is improvement of their weight and power characteristics. The utilization of more effective propellants, Just as
formerly, is considered as a means for a considerable increase in
the specific pulse of solid propellent engines. In this case,
however, the requirement not only of preserving, but also of
improving the physical-mechanical features of charges is significant.
Existing composite fuels, predominantly consisting of polymeric
fuel-binding ammonium perchlorate oxidizer and of aluminum powder can
be Improved by replacement of each of the three basic components.
Some possible trends are examined in detail in Chapter XXII.
A considerable reserve of improvement of power characteristics
uf an Ri/i'T is the increase In the perfection of processes of
combustion and discharge. Specifically one of the ways Is the
lowering of losses connected with velocity nonequllibrium of twophase flow by means of the appropriate shaping of the nozzles. The
utilization of new, is more durable, and lighter structural materials,
fiberglass for example, for manufacture of the housing and nozzles
nore ftffoctlve >-cütprcof coatings, and also improvement in the
design of engines, is one of the basic trends for perfection of
./tiJiiht chai acteridLloa of an RDTT. An increase in the «^efficient
of ilillng the volume of the engine, which is possible with an
Increase Jn the elasticity isA strength of chsr.^es uf the solid

640
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propellant, can also serve this goal. As a rule contemporary engines
have a charge which Is rigidly fastened to the casing and Is
obtained by priming with propellant mass directly in the housing.
For large-scale engines It Is planned to assemble the charge from
sections, the sizes of which make It possible to readily produce,
transport, and control them. In case of a sectional charge the
weight characteristics of the engine turn out to be somewhat lower
than In the ease of pouring In the housing.
For designs of recent years a characteristic has been the
transition from multljet to single-nozzle designs. In this case
they usually use designs with a recessed nozzle, which makes It
possible to substantially reduce the length of the engines. The
use of single-nozzle designs, which have better weight and power
characteristics, become possible specifically due to the development
and mastering of new means for controlling the thrust vector - such
as Injection of liquid, blowing In of gas, and others (see Chapter
XXV).
Serious attention Is given to the solution of problems of
regulating RDTT thrust, cutoffs. Ignitions, and repeated switching
on of engines.

r

In the Investigation of operations and development of methods
for reliable calculation of operations problems which are common
with liquid-fuel rocket engines can be noted. In most cases these
are connected with the movement of the reaching, two-phase working
body. The rapid development of reliable and effective RDTTs Is
possible only on a basis of perfected methods for calculating the
strength of the charge and housing, processes of Ignition, stationary
mode, and engine cutoffs. The missions of theory Include a description
of combustion processes of the propellant and flows of products In
the channel of the charge and the nozzles, heat exchange with walls
of the engine housing and the nozzle, and other basic processes.
The present wide distribution and great prospects for RDTTs In the
future will give particular urgency to missions of development and
a more precise definition of methods for the calculation of engines.
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COMBINED ENGINES ON CHEMICAL PROPELLANT
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CHAPTER

XXVIII

HYBRID ROCKET ENGINES
This chapter contains a brief consideration of b^
>* basic
features of operation of hybrid rocket engines. Some Information
about characteristic propellants is presented.
28.1.

General Information

A characteristic property in the organization of operation in a
hybrid engine is combustion of the charge of solid propellant of
oxldizer with the washing of its surface by a second component in a
liquid or gasified state; both components are stored onboard the
rockets.
The solid
located in the
fed, in such a
of the flow of

component of a (TPA) [GRD - hybrid rocket engine] is
combustion chamber, into which another component is
manner that the solid component burns under the action
combustion products moving along its surface with a

surplus of the second component. Figure 1.13 showed two basic variants
of a GRD on a solid-liquid propellant: a "straight" arrangement
(solid combustible and liquid oxldizer) and a "reverse" arrangement
(solid oxldizer and liquid combustible). According to the nature of
operation they are Joined by an engine with separate solid charges of
fuel and oxldizer (separate loading which is presented in Fig. 28.1.
This variant belongs to the (P^TT) [RDTT - solld-propellant rocket
engine] class, Inasmuch as both components of the propellant are
solids In the original form.

69^

^1" ■ '

Flg. 28.1. Arrangement of an engine
with separate-loading propellant
charges: 1 - charge with surplus of
oxidlzerj 2 - charge with surplus of
propellant; 3 - throttle; 4 - Igniter.

An engine installation on hybrid propellant occupies a certain
"intermediate" position between the (WPA) [ZhRD - liquid-propellant
rocket engine] and the RDTT. At the same time, in comparison with
each of these the GRD can have certain advantages under specific
conditions of utilization.
An important feature of hybrid rocket engines is the possibility
of using as propellant in them components which cannot be used in
engines with other systems. In many instances the maximum power
characteristics or greatest densities of propellant can be attained
with components which are found in various aggregate states. In a
QRD Solid components can be used, which based on conditions of
compatibility cannot be used in a RDTT, and in those ratios with the
oxldlzer which are most advantageous.
They are considering [2] hybrid engines on three-component
propellents which have very high power characteristics.
In this case it is considered that a QRD can guarantee a number
of operational advantages, such as increased reliability and stability
of operation, the possibility of adjustment of thrust over a wide
range, and also the possibility of realization of a procedure with a
number of shutdowns and starts by means stopping or renewal of the
supply of the liquid component of the propellant.
The development of hybrid engines which Is being carried out In
a number of countries persues two basic goals: an Increase In the
power characteristics of the rocket engine and achievement of those
operational features which are difficult to obtain from a ZhRD or an
RDTT.
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The advantages of rocket engines using a solid-llquid propellant
in comparison with a ZhRD are: simplicity and compactness of the
installation; improvement of heat shielding of the combustion chamber
in connection with the use of a solid low heat-carrying charge which
burns from within; high reliability and safety of operation. Inasmuch
as usually it is proposed to use liquids which are suitable for
prolonged storage as oxidizers, the complete readiness for launch during
a prolonged period is ensured.

t

In comparison with an RDTT a rocket system on solid-liquid
propellant or a propellant with separate loading is distinguished
favorably by the possibility of simple adjustment of engine performance,
including magnitude of thrust generated by it, due to oxidlzer
consumption. Sensitivity to initial temperature of propellant is
practically excluded. The time of operation can also be substantially
Increased due to regenerative cooling of the afterburner and nozzle
with the liquid oxidlzer. Because of the low content or absence of
oxidlzer In a solid fuel its charge possesses good mechanical features.
In this way hybrid rocket engines can be advantageous for
controlled flight crafts which are distinguished by simplicity and
reliability and are found in constant readiness for launching. Also
being discussed is the possibility of using the QRD for powerful carrier
rockets [2], In th^,presence of highly effective propellant
compositions it can turn out to be expedient to also use the GRD for
the upper stages of rockets. The possibility of adjustment and
repeated switching on together with a high expected specific thrust
can Justify the use of a GRD for correction of velocity, orientation,
or maneuvering of space crafts.
28.2.

Propellants for a GRD

Two-Component Solid-Liquid Propellants

*

i
|
i

Hybrid propellants of such a type were used for the first time
In 1933 in the USSR (see 1.^).
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In Oerraany In 19^3 experiments were performed with engines, the
combustible of which was perforated carbon grains and the oxldlzer
was liquid nitrous oxide N-O. Propellants being Investigated at
present for the most part also belong to the group solid combustible +
♦ liquid oxldlzer. This is connected with the fact that such
compositions have been developed better and provide the greatest
specific thrust. Furthermore the volume of fuel, as a rule, Is less
than the volume of oxldlzer, as a result of which this scheme requires
less dimensions for the combustion chamber, which Is found under the
Influence of high pressure. A significant fact Is that a very large
number of different substances can be used as effective fuels, while
the number of effective solid oxldlzers suitable for utilization Is
small.
As solid propellants, polymer compounds are considered which
are also used as propellant-blnders for composite solid propellants.
For the purpose of Increasing the power characteristics metals and
hydrides of metals are added to them: aluminium, beryllium, boron,
lithium, and others. As oxldlzers one considers both the components
which are widely utilized in ZhRD, and the new, more effective:
HN03, NgO^, 02, H202, F2, C1F3.
Table 28.1 shows the energy characteristics of hybrid compositions
[2], [3]» [4]. There for a comparison data are given for the basic
composite solid and liquid rocket propellants.
A comparison shows that the already existing hybrid compositions
based on theoretical specific thrust substantially surpass solid
propellants and are on the level of existing liquid stable propellants,
being inferior to the promising stable and cryogenic liquid rocket
propellants. Based on density of propellant the hybrid compositions
are located between liquid and solid.
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Table .'a.i. Valuett of .(-•clflc thruut and
denülty of ppopellant for c-Ttatri compoclllorj;'.
at PM/p0 - 70/1.«
f
v,.lo-»

PMptllWlU

k,f«»/»if

itaM« preiMllani«
NH,riO(+<Al4pcly»«i* 1

»1

1.7

PrMtfli»:

NH,C.IO,+(Ll. Be+
4 pol.'«*r)

390

1.3

KxlttlDK

N/)44 «ma
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tha subacrlpt « • I (liquid).]

Of the prciTiislng hybrid rocket propellants attention Is drawn to
compositions with propellants - hydrides of metals.

Specifically

because of the high energy characteristics there is considerable
interest in a composition beryllium hydrid BeH,, with hydrogen
peroxide H^Op.

Based on theoretical characteristics this is probably

the most effective compoöl'oion of stable components of rocket
propellants.

The characteristics of "reverse" hybrid composition,
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nltronlum perchlorate with hydrazlne, are rather high In comparison
with existing stable liquid rocket propellants.
All the cited theoretical values of specific thrust of hybrid
rocket propellants being developed relate to pure substances. For
creation of a practical solid charge with the necessary mechanical
characteristics It Is necessary to use binders, which as a rule reduce
specific thrust.
Practically all existing and promising hybrid rocket propellants
contain a considerable quantity of metal. For the development of
engines with a high coefficient of completeness of specific thrust
it la necessary to ensure thorough burning of the metal and low losses
during expansion of two-phase products In the nozzle. The seriousness
of the last problem is Indicated, for example, by such data.
The propellant beryllium hydride with hydrogen peroxide has a
maximum specific thrust at a relationship of components when complete
oxidation of beryllium Is ensured and the hydrogen remains free. This
takes place in the presence of the reaction
aBeHt+HtCWBeO+api.

In products of combustion the weight fraction of beryllium oxide in
this instance comprises

**o + feN.

7'35.n| + 1? 0|ft

With such a high content of condensate acceleration of products of
combustion in nossle is accompanied by Intensive consolidation of
particles. According to calculations based on the methods given in
Chapter XIII, even with very small particles of BeO In the composition
chamber (M urn) In the area of the throat their average size Increarer.
up to tens of urn. In this case losses of specific thrust can oxceed
101. A substantial role in all aspects of this process should L*e
played by splitting of particles cf condeniiate In the throat area.
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Three-Component Solid-Liquid Propellants
The use of a triple composition in a hybrid engine proposes the
placing of a charge contain the solid component in the combustion
chamber.
It is considered that such a feasibility to use a third solid
component, which is natural for a GRD, gives bases to refer a number
of maximally effective triple systems to hybrid.
Three-component fuels have been examined partially in the
division on fuels for a ZhRD. It is known that such triple systems
as hydrogen + beryllium + liquid oxygen ensure the highest theoretical
specific thrusts among known chemical systems. Instead of beryllium
sometimes the hydride of beryllium Is considered. In the latter case
maximum specific thrust Is no different from the first variant, but
the density of fuel turns out to be higher, inasmuch as less liquid
hydrogen Is required. According to thermodynamlc calculations the
use of beryllium or beryllium hydride makes it possible to create
systems which exceed by 100 kgf-s/kg based on theoretical specific
thrust the propellant hydrogen with oxygen.
However, in the literature data concerning experimental
confirmation of the high theoretical characteristics of triple
metal-contalnlng systems are lacking.
Solid Propellants with Separate Loading
In solid propellants with separate loading it Is proposed to
use highly effective, based on specific pulse, combinations of
components, the chemical incompatibility of which does not permit
using them in composite RDTT engines.
Being considered as fuels are the hydrides of light metals:
aluminum AlH^, beryllium BeHp, and others, and also aluminum hydroxides
and boron hydrides LIAIH^, BeUlH^, Be(BH1|)2.
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Possible oxldlzer are perchlorates and nitrates (or their
mixture) with additions of small quantities of other substances,
which ensure self-combustion of the oxidizer charge.
Based on specific thrust solid propellants with separate loading
noticeably surpass RDTT propellants. For example, specific thrust of
propellants on the basis of the enumerated propellants with the
oxidizer NH^CIO^ at TT « 40 is found in the range of 270-310 kgf.s/kg.
28.3.

Some Arrangements for a GRD

Arrangements of engine Installations with a GRD can be very
diverse. There can be a different arrangement of capacities containing
liquid and solid component, organization of supply of liquid component
(pressurlzatlon, pumping), process of combustion, and so forth. Let
us examine some of the possible schemes described In the literature.
Figure 28.2 shows scheme of an experimental rocket engine
operating on hydrogen peroxide and polyethylene. The latter Is placed
In the combustion chamber In the form of two grains, one of which
burns on the outer, and the other on the Inner surfaces. Hydrogen
peroxide Is preliminarily decomposed by passing through stem^gas
generator with a solid catalyst.. This eliminates the possibility^
of accumulation of liquid HpO- In the period of launching and the
possibility of its explosion; reaching operating mode becomes steady.

Fig. 28.2. Diagram experimental GRD
on polyethylene and hydrogen peroxide
1 — pack of catalyst; 2 - charge of
fuel.

In the presence of a stem-gas generator the process of combustion
flows as a reaction between solid (conbufttlble) and gaseous (oxygensteam mixture) phases. Experiments showed the uniformity and excellant
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stability of such a process over a wide range of pressure in the
combustion chamber. Linear rate of combustion of the solid phase
constituted 0.5-1.0 mm/s. After burning out of the solid charge the
engine can operate a certain time as a "cold" ZhRD (catalytic
decomposition of H-Op) with a specific thrust of 120-140 kgf-s/kg,
which can be used as the march stage of the general program of
operation.
Dependence of temperature in the combustion chamber and specific
thrust of the propellant (CpH-) + 90% H-O- on the relationship of
components Is shown in Fig. 28.3. The comparatively weak change in
specific thrust with variation in the relationship of these components
over the range K = 5-11 makes it possible to easily regulate the
thrust of engine without large losses of P
yfl

Pig. 28.3. Dependence of specific
thrust and temperature of combustion
of the propellant polyethylene +
+ H202 {90% concentration).

In Pig. 28.4 we have another diagram of an engine on a solidliquid propellant. It Is distinguished from the previous scheme
by the fact that the process of combustion flows as a reaction
between the solid propellant and liquid, and not gaseous, oxidizer,
spreading over the whole propellant charge. When using charges
containing a self-burning combustible (it can Include a metal and a
small quantity of oxidizer), engine thrust can be regulated
comparatively simply over wide limits with the aid of a change in
combustion of liquid oxidizer.
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Flg. 28.^. Diagram of a GRD: 1 - supply
of oxldizer; 2 - charge of fuel; 3 - Jets
from afterburner; 4 — sprayers of oxldizer;
5 - afterburner.

In the chamber of the afterburner combustion is carried out with
a close to a unit, which provides high specific thrust.
In experimental investigations of such schemes a specific thrust
up to 255-265 kgf's/kg has been obtained. Stability of combustion is
retained to very low pressures (p of an order of 5 bar with overfall
pressures on sprayer of about 1 bar). Combustion efficiency reaches
0.90-0.95. The overall arrangement of the system makes it possible
to obtain a coefficient of weight perfection in the design of the
engine installation o K ■ 0.1-0.15.

28.4.

Operating Processes in a
Combustion Chamber

The basic problem in designing a rocket engine on hybrid propellant
from the viewpoint of its interior ballistics consists of the
calculation of consumption of solid component depending on the
coordinate along the charge, time and, consumption of liquid component.
In this case there Is Importance in questions about the flow of
the process of decomposition of solid component, dependence of this
process on hydrodynamic, physlcochemlcal, and other factors. This
process influences the overall sizes of the charge, coefficient of
volumetric filling, and the amount of unburned residues.
Burning Out of Solid Component
Combustion in a GRD has a heterogeneous nature conforming to
the heterogeneous nature of the propellant. The structure of the
combustion zone depends on the physical and chemical properties of
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propellant components. Figure 28.5 shows variants in the structure
of a burning charge. Simplest scheme of the process is for fuel of
the plastic type which transforms directly from a solid into a
gaseous state (Pig. 28.5a). Figure 28.5b shows a case, when between
uhe original and final phase an intermediate one is formfed, and
namely: the combustible initially converts into a liquid, and a film
of it under the Influence of flow moves along the combustion surface.

Homoraneoui
propellant

Haleroganaous propellent
Liquid

las -*.

J&S

a)
-»

las -*

t

bj
jas —a.

c)
Liquid

^TO ^^| l^j^^
Fig. 28.5. Variants in the
structure of a burning charge.

In practice the particles of fuel are placed In plastic substance
in order to obtain the necessary mechanical properties of the charge.
Depending on rate of decomposition of components the following cases
can appear.
If fractions of fuel decompose at the same rate as the binder
(Fig. 28.5c, d) , then approximately the same picture is obtained as
in cases a, b (if the fractions are not too large). If, however, on
the contrary, the time of decomposition of fractions is great as
compared to the time of decomposition of the binder (Fig. 28.5e, and
f), then they can be carried away by the gas flow and their
combustion will proceed already in the flow. Fractions of propellant,
for example, aluminium, beryllium or lithium, can be carried out of
the chamber.
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The model of combustion should make it possible to determine if
not the magnitude of local rate of burning out, then at least its
qualitative dependence on these or other factors. For this purpose
an analysis is made of phenomena of heat and mass transfer in the
boundary layer with blowing in of chemically active substance from
the wall of the channel. Chemical reactions with the participation
of this substance basically flow in the boundary layer, as a result
of which the area of maximum heat emission is located near the surface.
This area is zone which is washed away by turbulent pulsations and
is constantly Increasing downward along the channel. Above (normal
to the wall) this zone a surplus of products of the core is observed,
and below - products of decomposition of wall, although products
of the core as a result of turbulent transfer also turn out to be
directly at the wall. The fixed consumption of active material from
the core of flow and Its dilution by combustion products change the
composition of products of the core, but the developing boundary
layer leads to decrease in the thickness of the core, bringing it
to zero at a distance of 20-30 calibers from the entrance to the
channel.
The local rate of decomposition the solid component is determined
by the amount of heat applied to the wall due to convective and radiant
heat flows from the zone of maximum heat emission. The nature of
passage of reactions in the combustion zone at high pressures is
determined basically by mutual diffusion of chemically active products
from the core and from the wall. At low pressures the kinetics of
chemical reactions can become the limiting process.
A diagram of the combustion process in a flow of gases which
are washing surface of the fuel is presented in Pig. 28.6a. The
diffusion flame begins in the boundary layer; it divides it into
two parts. The first part is located near the surface of the
propellant; it is enriched by fuel and contains gaseous products
combustion. The second part, located over the diffusion flame,
consists of a gaseous oxidlzer and simultaneously contains products
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of combustion.
the entrance to
turbulent. The
propellant, and
of the boundary

Depending on the Reynolds number and disturbances at
the channel, the boundary layer can be laminar or
diffusion flame is located close to surface of the
removal of it comprises 10-20% from the local thickness
layer.

sj-^l,
7^7////////,.
(b)

Fig. 28.6. Diagram of combustion of
solid propellant In the flow of a
gaseous (a) and liquid (b) oxidizer:
1 - diffusion flame; 2 - limit of
boundary layer; 3 - trajectory of drops;
^ - zone of heterogeneous combustion;
5 - zone of reaction between drops of
oxidizer and solid propellant.

If the oxidizer is brought in a drop form and the drops come in
contact with the surface of the charge, then process of combustion is
complicated (Pig. 28.6b): upon contact self-ignltlon proceeds
immediately, then an exothermal reaction is developed, as a result of
which a certain share of fuel and oxidizer vaporises, so that near
the surface of the propellant heterogeneous combustion takes place.
Drops of oxidizer partially vaporize already at the intersection of
the boundary layer, therefore in addition to heterogeneous combustion
near the surface, additionally a diffusion flame will be formed.
Analytical models, worked out for describing the process of
burning out of fuel in a GRD, permit only a qualitative clarifying of
the dependence of rate of burning out on these or other factors. On
this basis it is possible to determine the form of empirical formula
for describing experimentally found regularities.
The rate of burning out in a GRD depends on the following basic
factors:
- on chemical composition and nature of fuel and oxidizer;
— on mass density of flow of gaseous products over the surface of
combust ion;
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- on pressure in the combustion chamber;
- on the geometry of channel, organization of supply of oxldizer,
and the nature of flow in the channel.
Not stopping for a consideration of individual factors, let us
note that for a specific propellant with a definite design in most
cases the basic Influence on rate of burning out is exerted by the
mass flux density (Q») of products in the channel of the charge.
With a weakly changing in the relationship of components as well as
with a large value of ic this is equivalent to dependence on consumption
of oxidlzer. The influence of pressure at rather high p is usually
minor and is expressed basically through a change in density of the
gas, i.e., through QW.
A certain influence is exerted on the rate of combustion by the
temperature of the combustion products. For a specific fuel this
means dependence on the relationship of components which is sometimes
expressed as the dependence on complex 6.
In general the dependence of rate of burning out on the parameters
of operation of the engine is written as:
«=a(^.)VK.p",

(28.1)

where Pun — area of charge channel.
Here coefficients a, v.., v_, v_ are determined experimentally.
If dependence on p K and ß is weak, then formula (28.1) acquires

the following form:
a-.C(ew)'
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(28.2)

^^^

or

•fer

(28.3)

in the case of an evident registration of considerable increase in
consumption along the channel due to the burning out of fuel.
Potentialities for Regulating a GRD
The controlling parameter of a GRD is consumption of oxidizer.
In the process of engine operation along with the burning out of fuel
the area of the channel increases; consequently, with a constant
consumption of oxidizer there is a reduction in the magnitude of
0«» and the rate burning out of the solid component. For maintaining
a constant, most advantageous relationship of components the combustion
surface must be increased by the appropriate means. If index v., in
the law of velocity of burning out (28.2) is equal 0.5, then the
round cylindrical channel ensures maintenance of a constant relationship of components in the case of erosion.
Really,' if r K — radius of channel, then at G,^
■ const the rate
OK
of burning out is proportional to

^»«Y'-JS-.

{28 A)

Multiplying the rate of burning out by the surface of combustion
a^^Snr,,

(28.5)

we obtain the propellant consumption
C^*,/-;-5-,
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(28.6)

where k, — constant.
In this way with v, ■ 0.5 fuel consumption and the relationship
of components remain constants in proportion to erosion of the
cylindrical channel. In practice, based on published data, the
magnitude of v, * 0.5-0.8, therefore to get a constant relationship
of components it is required to have a geometry of charge channel
which ensures a more rapid increase in the perimeter then a circular
cylinder.
The possibility of easy adjustment of thrust is considered
one of the important distinctive features of a QRD. The simplest
adjustment is carried out by changing the consumption of oxldizer.
In this case it is necessary to guarantee operation of the engine
on a relationship of components which is close to optimum. From
equation (28.2) it is evident that change in consumption of fuel,
proportional to the consumption of oxidizer, can take place only at
v

l '

l

-

In actuality the values of the index in the law^of combustion
v, is less than a unit. Therefore with a decrease in the consumption
of oxidizer the expenditure of fuel will diminish more slowly and
this will lead to a change in the relationship of components K. In
this way operation of a GRD with adjustment of thrust by a change
in consumption of oxidizer must be accompanied by a change in
relationship of components, by work on nonoptimal mode. The magnitude
of change of K can be Judged according to the following example.
If v, ■ 0.5, then lowering of thrust, for example, by four times,
can be obtained by the corresponding decrease in the consumption of
oxidizer by approximately four times (if we disregard fuel consumption,
the portion of which is relative small); in this case consumption of
fuel la decreased [see (28.2)] only by two times, i.e., the magnitude
Of K Is decreased two times. Simultaneously it is possible to reduce
specific thrust, and the possibility appears for large residues of
one of the components of the fuel in the tank or in the combustion
chamber.
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Various üolutlons have been proposed for the aolutlon of it.:.'
problem.

One of ;'uch solutions can be cunsldert'd the scheme for an

engine which is shown in Pig. 28.4.

Here the oxldliser la Injcjtod

into the head of the propellant charge In L'-uch a quantity that the
mixture of gases along the entire length of the charge wbuld have a
surplus of fuel.

An additional share of oxidlzer Is injected into

the afterburner in a quantity necessary for maintenance of the
required relationshio of components K.

Another possible solution of

the problem of ensuring a constant K over a wide range of adjustment
is increasing the dependence of rate of burning out of fuel on
pressure.
In this case it in necessary that the values of indexes in formula
(28.1) satisfy the condition v, + v., = 1.
i.

C

The solution of this problem of ensuring operation at optimum
for specific thrust will be more effective in case of utilization
of propellants, the specific thrust of which changes slightly with
considerable deviations in the relationship of components from
optimum. An example of such a propellant is the propellant polyethylene
with hydrogen peroxide, cnaracteristics of which are given in Fig. 28.3.
The combustion instability has a low frequency of oscillations
of pressure. The reasons for this are, basically, design of the
chamber and the structure of combustion inside the chamber.
Predominantly instability appears with an increase of thrust. In
contrast to a ZhRD in a GRD unstable low-frequency oscillations
do not appear at low pressures.
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CHAPTER

XXIX

COMBINED ENGINES WHICH USE SURROUNDING MEDIUM
This chapter contains a brief description of schemes and bases
of procedure of power units, organically combining the elements of
rocket and atmospheric or hydrorocket engines.
29.1.

General Information

The environment (atmosphere, water) in combined power devices
usually is used as an oxldizer or working substance.
The development of combined air-rocket systems is explained by
tendency to combine the advantages of a (BPA) [VRD - Jet engine] low expenditure of propellant (fuel), with the advantages of rocket
engines - high speed and rate of climb, excellent altitude characteristics. Air-rocket systems have limited upper ceiling of action,
which, however, should be higher than for strictly a Jet engine.
Accordingly achievement of higher flight velocities can also be
expected. Utilization of air as an oxldizer on the sector of
trajectory passing through the atmosphere of the earth Is considered
as one of the effective means of Increasing the characteristics of
rocket systems.
!n order to ensure movement of underwater vehicles at a speed
.•••••n*er than 150-170 km/h It Is necessary to use reactive principles
of movement. Analogous to ^n^lnos of flight vehicles Jet engines
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of underwater vehicles make it possible to remove limitations imposed
by the propeller (sharp lowering of efficiency at high speeds) and to
obtain high frontal thrust. As one of the components of the propellant
the use of the surrounding water is being considered.
For Jet engines which use the surrounding medium (air, water)
in an absolute quantity G kg/s and relative (with respect to consumption of fuel GT)

two variantscan be examined for the determination of specific thrust.
In the first - thrust refers to total consumption of propellant and
surrounding medium:
Pa.8 = ^_.

(29.1)

in the second - to consumption of propellant being transported aboard
apparatus:
Py*=~=(l-\-**}Py*.i-

(29.2)

Subsequently by specific thrust of combined engines P
is
always understood. Somewhat changed is the concept of propellant,
by which subsequently only substances being transported on board
the vehicle are implied.
29.2

Rocket-Ramjet Engines (RPD)

Fundamental Arrangements
For a ramjet engine (FIBPA) [PVRD] operating on hydrocarbon fuel,
the magnitude of P
can comprise 2000-3000 kgf-s/kg. This Is almost
an order more than the magnitude of specific thrust of rocket engines
In this connection one can understand the Interest belnp; p;lven to
ramjet engines as the engines for the lower stages of operational
rockets and carrier-rockets for space objects. Including recoverable
stages for repeated utilization.
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A significant deficiency of the PVRD Is the impossibility of
independent starting and low effectiveness at low flight velocities.
The utilization rocket engines, most frequently the RDTT, as rate units
which are rejected after depletion of fuel and achievement of the
necessary velocity, is one of the solutions of this problem which is
being put into practice.
The literature [3], [4] also considers a rocket-ramjet engine
variant, the fundamental layout of which is shown in Pig. 29.1.
Some constructional layouts are cited in work [31. The structural
difference of an engine with such a layout from a ramjet engine lies
in the presence of a primary circuit which functions similar to a rocket
engine. It can be either a liquid or solid propellant engine which
operates on a propellant with a < 1. The function of this circuit
is to supply the products of incomplete combustion to the chamber
of the ramjet engine. In essence this is a gas generator or fuel-feeding
system. The latter becomes especially clear when for the purpose of
improving the processes of mixing one nozzle of the engine of the
first circuit is replaced by a large quantity of small nozzles, in
essence an injector.

V<^^
fftTrr*
Fig. 29.1.
Layout of a rocketramjet engine.

The only fundamental difference In procedure in the second
circuit of an engine with such a layout from a ramjet engine is the
presence of the ejector action of the Jet (or Jets) of combustion
products from the engine of the first circuit.
engine pressure in section
Incident flow,

H-H

IS

Tn a classical ramjet

determined by the dynamic head of

effectiveness < f the diffuser, and losses in the

combustion chamber.

In an ermine of the type shown In Fig.

29.1,

the enumerated factors are coupled with the ejector effect of escaping
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products of combustion, which Increases pressure In section K-K in
comparison with a ramjet engine. This effect leads to a certain
improvement of the characteristics of the engine at low velocities at M ■ 0.5-1.5. At higher velocities this difference disappears.
Apparently an engine with such a layout, on the strength of Its
fundamental characteristics, can be called a ramjet-ejector engine.
Also possible Is a combination of a rocket engine with a classic
ramjet engine based on the layout shown In Pig. 29.2. Air, entering
through the diffuser, Is mixed up with the products of. Incomplete
(or complete) combustion of one or several rocket engines. After
mixing the gases enter the chamber, where, at velocity lower than
the speed of sound, injection and afterburning of the additional fuel
take place. Then the products are expanded in the nozzle. At high
flight velocities the primary rocket circuit can be turned off and
the engine operates as an ordinary ramjet engine. A feature of this
are the improved, In comparison with a conventional ramjet engine,
characteristics at low (M ^ 1) flight velocities, a higher specific
thrust at operational flight speeds.

Pig. 29.2. Layout of a
rocket-ramjet engine.
Another arrangement of an engine, combining rocket and ramjet
circuits in one system. Is shown in Fig. 29.3a. Air entering through
the diffuser is mixed with products of the primary rocket circuit
and simultaneously afterburning and expansion take place In the common
nozzle. In this engine. Just as in the previous ones, the process of
ejection is significant, i.e., the mixing of the high-speed primary
Jet with air which has leso velocity. As a result of mixing there
is an acceleration of the secondary flow and an Increase in total
pressure. This arrangement Is distinguished by simplicity and attracts
attention, specifically, relative to heavy rockets. The engine
installation of such rockets can Include a large number cf combustion
chambers which are arranged around the periphery of the rocket
housing, which serves as the central body of the nozzle (Fig. 29.31').
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Flg. 29.3.
engine.

Layouts for a rocket-ramjet

Thermodynamlc Design
The basis of thermodynamlc calculation of a rocket-ramjet engine
Is the calculation of combustion at an assigned pressure. If the rate
of flow In the end of the combustion chamber (section K-H) IS low and
static and total pressures differ insignificantly, then calculation
is executed in the same manner as calculation for an isobarlc
combustion chamber.
The original data necessary for such a calculation — pressure
p K , composition and enthalpy of fuel - are determined in the following
manner.
Pressure p Is found for each point of the trajectory by
calculation of the process in the diffuser and losses during mixing
of the primary and secondary flows. Methods for such a calculation
are expounded In special literature (see, for example, C^]). Speed
of the rocket, atmospheric pressure, and air temperature are known
quantities. The upper limit of pressure p , which is not attained
In practice, is the pressure of isentropic inhibition of flow from
velocity, equal to flight velocity of the rocket, to zero.
Composition, properties and parameters of the Jet from the primary
engine can be determined by the conventional, previously expounded
(Chapter VTIT), methods. These data are necessary for calculation of
mixing and pressures p .
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Propellant composition, corresponding to combustion products In
section H-K, is found as a mixture of 1 kilogram of propellant from
the primary circuit and K kilograms of additional oxidizer, in this
case air. The composition of air, the basic components of which are
oxygen and nitrogen, can be taken based on data of the composition
of standard atmosphere. A method for determination of an arbitrary
formula for propellant (products of combustion of thp primary circuit
in a mixture with air) is examined in Chapter V. Enthalpy of
products in section H-H is found as enthalpy of a mixture of propellant
for a rocket engine and air. Enthalpy of the latter is defined as
enthalpy of free air at the given altitude plus energy of inhibition
from flight velocity of the vehicle to zero.
After the calculation of combustion by standard methods it is
possible to calculate escape up to an assigned pressure or degree of
expansion of the nozzle. It is necessary to note that as a result
of low pressures and high temperatures in the chamber combustion, which
are characteristic for flight at large Mach numbers at high altitude,
the degree of dissociation of products in the chamber is high. As
a result of a low pressure level the process of recombination during
expansion in the nozzle can deviate from equilibrium.
Thrust of a Jet engine, as is known, is determined by the
difference in velocities of products which emanate from the nozzle
and Incident flow. In this case a relatively small change in rate
of discharge as a result of chemical nonequilibrlum can lead to a
considerable change in the difference of velocities, i.e., thrust
and specific thrust of the engine. Under these conditions an important
role is acquired by calculation of kinetics of the process of recombination during the calculation of expansion in the nozzle. Within the
framework of thermodynamic methods. Just as earlier, in the case
considered it is possible to determine the maximum and minimum values
of specific thrust, which are determined during calculation of
equilibrium and frozen escape.
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Thus on th ba. i o f r ul
of calculation of combu tion at
an assigned pr
r e and xpa n i n up to an assi gned press ur e or
relative nozzl e area it i po·sible to determine specifically, 0uch
magnitudes as temperature of c ombustion TK , pressure and temperature
on a secti on o f nozz le p , T , and r a te of escape w .
·
c
c
c
Thrust of an engine i

found according to the known formula

or
(29.3)
velocity of incident flow of air.
Specific thrus t of a rocket-ramjet engine according to formula
(29.2) is
(29.11)
In a case when the rate of flow at the entrance into the nozzle
is considerable the process of combustion cannot be considered isobaric.
If the combustion chamber in this case is cylindrical, then the thermodynamic calculation is similar to the calculation given in Chapter VIII.
With a variable area on the sector 1 - K, for the calculation it is
necessary to know the distribution of pressure on thi~ sector as
determined by the processes of mixing and combustion. Calculation
of these processes is difficult, therefore one should use experimental
data or approximate dependences of pressure on the coordinate of
the sector [5].
ropellants
The

a ic requirement s for fuels for rccket-ramjet engi ne s
caine
with hose requirements which wer noted when consid e rin g
li ul - r op llant rocket e ngines and RDTTs. The re qui remen ts for
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energy characteristics are specific. With the addition In the second
circuit of an optimum, based on specific thrust, amount of air K the
D
specific thrust of an RPD will be greater, the less the coefficient
of surplus of propellant oxldlzer for the primary circuit. However,
the presence of this oxldlzer Is necessary for organization of the
process of combustion In the primary circuit and conveyance of
combustion products. Furthermore, during launching or during flight
at low speeds the ejector effect leads to a pressure Increase in
sector K-K and, consequently, of specific thrust of the RPD. The
magnitude of this effect Is greater, the higher the rate of discharge
from the nozzle of the first circuit, i.e., the closer the propellant
composition to stolchlometrlc. In this way there are two opposite
pressures on the composition of propellant in the first circuit.
Concrete selection can be made during consideration of the flight
program for the vehicle.
The solid, liquid, and hybrid propellants can be used in an RPD,
As components of liquid or hybrid propellants it is possible to use
the components examined earlier In the appropriate sections.
Figure 29.^ shows the curves for values of specific thrust P
for an RPD as determined by the method given above. The calculation
Is made under the condition of isentropic inhibition of air for an
Isobarlc combustion chamber [1].
In principle for liquid and hybrid
propellants the coefficient of surplus of oxldlzer a can be selected
as variable based on trajectory of flight. Consumption can also be
changed In this way so that in accordance with the characteristics
of the diffuser It ensures the most advantageous value of K at
every moment of flight.
In case of utilization of solid propellants It Is Impossible to
regulate the relationship of components K. The magnitude of < can
be maintained by a specific geometry of charge In accordance with the
required law, if the flight trajectory had b?en preset during planning.
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Solid propellants for an RPD can be ballistlte or composite.
The most effective fuels are those with a low content of oxidizer.
In this respect wider possibilities are being opened with the
utilization of composite fuels. Here the lower limit of oxidizer
content is determined by the conditions of combustion of the
composition in the first circuit. The basic components of such
propellants are the same as for propellants for an RDTT. Most
frequently the oxidizer is ammonium perchlorate, and the binders high-molecular organic compounds. Additives of metals or of their
compounds can also be used as a component of the propellant. A
characteristic for the composition of solid propellant for an RPD is
the comparatively low content of ammonium perchlorate - 30-50!?, and
a high content of metal, most frequently aluminium - 60-^0!?. The
content of binder is selected as the minimum necessary for ensuring
the physics -mechanical properties of the propellant - 10-15%.
An important problem is ensuring total combustion of propellant
with a minimum length of afterburner chamber. In this respect the
use of metals creates difficulties, because the time necessary for
combustion of metallic particles is much greater than the time which is
required for combustion of gaseous fuel.
Ranges of Utilization
In order to evaluate the comparative characteristics of various
types of engines and the range of their rational utilization. In
Fig. 29.5 we show the result? of T tentative calculation of specific
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thrust depending on velocity of flight. The propellant Includes
components which are disposed on the flight vehicle.
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Fig. 29-5. Speed characteristics of an RPD.
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As It can be seen, rocket-ramjet engines based on their
characteristics occupy an intermediate position between the RD and
ramjet engine. The magnitude of specific thrust and, consequently,
the economy of engines, which is evaluated by propellant consumption,
depends substantially on the magnitude of K D and velocity of fllghtx
Achievement of high flight velocities is ensured only with a

^

considerable increase In consumption of propellant whicn is transported
by the vehicle.
It is expected that the utilization of RPDs will noticeably
expand the range of accessible velocities and altitudes for an
engine in comparison with the ramjet engine and substantially Increase
its economy in comparison with the RD.
29.3.

Turbojet Engines

A combination of a turbocompressor Jet engine and a rocket engine
is put into practice in the form of two Independent engines, installed
on one vehicle and operating independently of one another.

With the

utilization of a liquid-propellant rocket engine its fuel pumps
can be driven from the shaft of a (TPA) [TRD - Jet engine].

However,

the characteristics of such combinations can turn out to be less
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advantageous than the character i ;'tics of combined dcvl.cc.'

In which

the elements of one or the other engine are organically connected
with iach other.

An example of such a layout of an engine, which can te ca'.led
turbojet,

is shown in Fig.

monopropellant,

29.6.

Rocket chamber 2, operating on a

is used as a gas generator for turbine 3, which drives

the air compressor 1.

Air which is

forced by the compressor is fed

into the afterburner H, where the gas used in the turbine burns (it
usually has a deficiency of oxidizer) , and also the combustible is
burned additionally, just as in the afterburner of a TRD with afterburning.

S?ifgfeif-C 11 PV
Fig. 29.6.
engine.

Layout of a turbojet

The advantages of such an arrangement are independence of the
power of the turbine on flight altitude and the lowering of limitations
connected with high flight velocities.

It is conjectured that in a

weight ratio the turbojet engine is more advantageous than a simple
combination of a TRD and liquid-propellant rocket engine.

Figure 29-7 shows the speed characteristics of a turbojet
engine.

Specific thrust P

the rocket channel,

, relative to the consumption of gas in

is plotted along the axis of ordinates,

and

along the axis of abscissas - flight Mach numbers.

The characteristics are obtained by the calculation method with
certain average values of parameters

(temperature before the turbine

l400oK, optimum stages of increase in pressure in the compressor
specific thrust of monopropellant l80 kgf-s/kg).
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Pig. 29.7. Speed characteristics of a turboJet engine.
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As it seems, one of the determining parameters is the relationship
between consumption of gas in the air channel and consumption in
the rocket channel. At K 8 .• 0 (air is not supplied) the engine
becoaea purely rocket, at K 8 • • (monopropellant not supplied, turbocoapressor moved away) the engine turns into a ramjet engine. At
5-10 the characteristics of the turbojet engine are intermediate
between the characteristics rocket and t•amj et engines. It can be
expected that turbojet engines will provide aircraft with greater
capabili~iea ~or altitude and rate or climb than a turbocompressor
jet engine with an afterburner. The range or accessible velocities
and altitudes for sucn a system probably will be expanded, and operation
will become more flexible.

K•

K• •

29.~.

The Poseibility of Using the Atmosphere
ot Other Planets

In the air-rocket engines cited above oxygen of the air is
cona1dered as the natural sources or oxidizer, which is favorably
expressed on the weight characteristics of the installation. In the
same unner during the invest;lgaticn of outer space it 1.s possible to
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use the atmosphere of other planets. For example, based on data
from work [11] the atmosphere of Mars consists basically of N2 , Ar,
and co 2 and small quantities of o2 , N0 2 , co, and H2o. Although the
atmospheric pressure at the surface of the planet is not high, the
atmosphere is stretched out far from its surface. There is definite
interest in an analysis of the thermodynamic characteristics of
propellants which use atmospheric nitrogen as the oxidizer.
A number of means of utilization of nitrogen are being considered
[9]. The most important of them are:
a) utilization of nitrogen as the oxidizer in turbojet and
ramjet engines;
b) liquefaction of nitrogen and feeding it into a chamber
similar to the chamber of a rocket engine. In this case nitrogen is
used either as the oxidizer or as the working substance, being heated
in a chamber, for exam le, from the products of combusti0n of the
main propellant. Components of the main propellant can be obtained
aboard the rocket by using atmospheric nitrogen (for example,
NH3, N2H4 , HN0 );
3

.

c) utilization of nitrogen as the working substance in engines
with a nonchemical source of energy.
A combination of the enumerated methods is possible.
Light metals are proposed as possible fuels: boron, aluminium,
beryllium, or the hydrides of these metals. Inasmuch as nitrogen
is not transported aboard a rocket, that when evaluating the effectiveness of a propellant the magnitude of thrust relative to the per second
consumption of fuel, P
i s more significative. Based on magnitude
YA
of PYA the hydrides of light metals are inferior to the metals.
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Inasmuch as the content of Ar, CO-, 0,,, and other Impurities
In atmosphere or a planet Is conslflered low, when evaluating the
thermodynatnlc characteristics of propellants they can be dlarofrardod.
i

As an example Pig, 29.f shows the magnitude« of speclftn thrupt
relative only to consumption of fuel.

Liquid nitrogen Is used an an

oxldlzer (Np + B, N- ♦ Al, Np ♦ Be) and as a working substance
(mixture of HNO- and NjO^ + Be + N^, ratio (HNO
stoichiometrlc).

+ NjO^/Be -

Calculations have been made for a case of utilization

of nitrogen In a rocket chamber.
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As it appears, with the utilization of nitrogen as an oxidlzer
the apecific thrust relative to consumption of fuel increases with
an Increase of weight fraction of r.ltrofren In the propellnnt.

However,

simultaneously the area of fenced devices for trhe supply of nitrogen
increases and the temperature of combustion products drops,

••or

example, for the propellant N^ ♦ B at x-*Wifc-4. TM ■ 3250 K, and at
o

it ■ 16 it comprises only T

■ 1350oK, which can Influence the complete-

ness of the combustion process.

Consequently a certain optimum

value of K exists.
.^. 5 •

Hydrorocket Knp;lnes

In many reartlve engine? for underwater vehicles the u; •

' \' '.J.«

surrounding water its planned and their system? Include el^wr.» ;■
rocket engine.

"uch en^lfier ire calleri hydr«-rocket.

1'^

r -i

A ,

mhev uf .•irt'i'nrementu

1" hydrorocket or engln«.'!" nvr imder-

dlHcuiUsI m [7 1, C^l.

Hydrodlrent-'-low Engine
In the combustion chamber of engine rocket, predominately solid
propellant Is burned.

The surrounding water la fed Into the product:;

oT combustion under the pressure of dynamic head.

Secondary reactions

take plncc-", the water vaporizer partially, and polyphase working
tody la expanded In the Jet nozzle.
Similar to the ramjet engine thl« engine Is not capable of
independent startlnr and operation at low velocities.

At a constant

rate of movement the characteristics of the engine depend on the
depth of Immersion of the vehicle (the degree of lowering of pressure
In the nozzle Is decreased with depth).
Hydroturbojet Engine
Surrounding water Is supplied by pumps which are driven by a
turbine.

'ITie turbine operates on the combustion products of a rocket

propellant (the use of water Is also possible).
ilie engine can accelerate Independently and operate at low
rates of movement.
inglne Operating on Hydroreactlve Propellant
The layout of the engine Is Mmllar to a 1 Iquld-propellant rocket
engine or a (TP.fl) [GHD).

' ne of components of the propellant Is

the surrounding water, which reacts with the second, liquid or solid
component.
.»n- economy of the c-nrlne (specific thrust) nhould te evaluated
only or\ the f-xppnd^d propellant which Is tr'in:'rorted by the vehicle.
A compar!;' n

f varlou/ f r- f ellar.t ;• is made more correctly based on

vi'luri'M rlc .•{ t-c ! f !<• thrurl.
Vfhlde, whlfh '..■

The point

is that the mslstance

vt-roc.To ly the thrust

r.f tht- ••n»-'..•'•,

f thr-

l"t'-r.J;- < r.

the frontal area and external form, and not on weight, which is
compensated by lifting (pushing) force. This Imposes limitations on
volume, and not on the weight of the propellant which Is stored on
the vehicle. Moreover the fraction of weight of the propellant In
underwater vehicles Is considerably leas than In rockets (usually less
than 50«).
As an illustration
characteristics of some
work [8]. The greatest
propellants is given to

Pigs. 29.9-29.10 show the theoretical
hydroreactlve propellents, based on data from
attention among the components of such
metals.
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One ought note that power characteristics alone cannot predetermine
the selection of propellant. Very Important is the problem of
organization of an effective and stable procedure under the specific
conditions of the particular vehicle.
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The following basic means of organization of operating procedure
are being considered for these engines [8].
1
In the combustion chamber water reacts with molton metals
(Al, . g, LI) which are fed there In a liquid phase. The source of
heat for melting Is the combustion chamber or a separate power plant.
2. Metals are fed Into the combustion chamber In the form of
fine powders or pastes. They react with oxldlzers of the type HNO^,
and H-Op. It Is possible that with a very thin grinding of metals
It is possible to initiate their reaction with water.
3.
In the combustion chamber a reaction Is carried out between
a charge of solid metallized rocket fuel, containing a combustible
and oxldlzer, and water.
All these method:- of organization of operating procedure are
complex and still have not been studied sufficiently. The development
of the most Important layout:- of hydrorocket engines depends on
successes In their realization.
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